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OuR object in publishing THE EsOTERIO is to present METHODS of attain
ment to tqoee persons who have by the processes of development reached a 
point in their experience where they feel the need of a higher order of Life, 
and are seeking a way by which they may come into the understanding of 
the object of our life in the flesh, and obtain a fuller development of all their 
faculties, Physical, Mental, and Spiritual. 

We recognize the real man to be the conscious, thinking part in us, that 
is the " Soul," which has two spheres of action and consciousness, viz. one 
interior and spiritual, the other exterior and physical. When both spheres 
of consciousness are obtained, man will understand the use in everything, and 
cease from selfish struggle and combat with his fellow, and thus help to bring 
about a new order of humanity to spread over, and control our earth. We 
know that there are many persons that look forward to this goal, and THE 
EsOTERIO is sent out for the purpose of uniting them in a concerted effort to 
form a centre of these more perfected souls, and eveniu.ally to have a locality 
set apart for their education and perfection, so that the highest possible ulti
mates may be reached. This volume, therefore, expounds the doctrine and 
supplies methods that, if carefully and zealously applied, develop the soul 
which, then, will enable all to become conscious of the Spirit wherein there 
is a perfect knowledge of all things necessary for man's use and true well
being. 
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THE ESOTERIC. 

VoL. I.] Luw. 21 ~JULY 22.l [No. 1. 

======================================== 
A NEW CYCLE OF PROGRESS. 

THERE is a law of periodicity that 
prevails throughout nature, cycles of 
time hold a very important relation to 
life and human affairs. Race evolution 
advances in comformity with universal 
law, and is comparable to the revolu
tions, sensons, and cycles which govern 
our solar system. There is a hemi
sphere of truth in the saying " that his
tory repeats itself, that what has been 
will be again, that there is nothing new 
under the sun ; " and yet, while day and 
night repeat themselves every twenty
four boors, so like each other, they 
are never quite the same to mortal 
experience. The ceaseless round of 
seasons .come and go, and though they 
do not give us the identical leaves and 
blossoms this spring that we had a year 
ago, yet the periodic forces of nature 
w6rk with a similar uniformity, so that 
we may, of a certainty, count on bloom 
'Sild verdure at an approximate period ; 
that "April showers " will bring forth 
the flowers of May; that June will 
give its perennial wealth of roses; that 
summer will ripen the grain, and 
autumn yield its harvest. 

To a certain extent this law of peri
odicity h:1 so self-evidentas to become 
axiomatic, yet comparatively few re
alize that it is but the A B C of a 

cyclic law that offers interesting and 
almost endless field of useful study. 

We should first observe that seasons 
and cycles, as well as day and night, 
are dependent upon the movements of 
the heavenly bodies, which Genesis 
1-14 declares are not only for lights, 
but " for signs and for seasons, for 
days and for years." The Hebrew 
Bible makes frequent reference to the 
constellations and signs of the heavens, 
and is confirmatory of the evidence 
that has been banded down from other 
sources, -that in very ancient times 
the heavens were regarded as tho 
grand face of a divine clock, and that 
the moving suns and system were the 
hands that marked, not merely the 
passage of time, but the cycles of 
human evolution, the coming and going 
of seasons both small and great. Thus 
the song (or story) of the stars 
repeats itself in the Gospels, which it 
antedates, as a primeval revelation of 
God to man. 

Joseph A. Seiss, D.D., pastor of 
the church of the Holy Communion, 
Philadelphia, says, " That the tremen
dous astronomical wisdom embodied in 
the Great Pyramid of Gizeh first im
pressed him that this ancifmt story of 
the stars must have come from a.divine 
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2 A New Cycle of Progress. (July, 

and prophetic source," which conviction 
led to extensive research, and ultimated 
in his interesting and inspiring book, 
"The Gospel in the Stars." Astron
omy he regards as the soul of ancient 
religions ; but for ages, he remarks, 
" the whole field has been given over 
to superstitious astrology, which has 
befouled a noble science, - a sacred 
domain of God ; and, when I look at 
the deep and almost universal hold 
which a spurious and wicked treatment 
of this field bas so long bad on man
kind, I have been the more led to sus
pect the existence of some original, 
true, and sacred thing back of it. 
There is no potent system of credulity 
in the world which has not bad some 
great truth at the root of it, and there 
is reason to think that there is, after 
all, some great, original, divine sci
ence connected with the stars." Thus 
he concludes that they are a divine 
alphabet, and that Genesis is significant 
wbeo God, after having created the 
stars, said," and let them be for signs." 
Thus something important attaches to 
each star and constellation. " God 
hns spoken in the stars ; " the an
cients knew bow to read from that 
great book, and the alphabet hns not 
been wholly lost ; and from time to 
time we shall lay before our readers 
some of the ancient and seemingly 
inspired legends of the heavens, to
gether with their bearing on the past 
and future of the race. Our object at 
this time is mainly to convey a general 
idea of cyclic laws, and the periodicity 
of human life and progress. 

The earth is a function of the uni
versal heavens ; man, in an external 
sense, is a product of the earth, but re
lated by law to the solar system, and 
through that to the universal order of 
existence. The heavens repeat them-

selves in the nature of man, conse
quently a knowledge of the cycles and 
periods of our solar system throws im
portant light on the law order and 
evolution of human events. 

The positions and combinations of 
the heavenly bodies can be mathe
matically determined for thousands of 
years back and for thousands of years 
to come. Snns, stars, planets, and 
constellations are the letters and words 
of a divine alphabet ; everything bas 
meaning; every change has its signifi
cance; but we have been so absorbed 
with the movable type of Gottenburg 
that we have overlooked the movable 
alphabet of the heavens. Modern 
" probabilities " is but a fit-at step 
looking to the restoration of ancient 
habits of observation. Virgil's first 
book of Georgics is profuse with the 
practical application of this primeval 
alphabet of the heavens, and we con
template giving some of his observa
tions in a future number. 

The moon is the first and nearest 
body to the earth, completing a simple 
cycle every twenty-seven and a fraction 
of days, each cycle of which bas a 
meaning to humanity in general and 
the individual in particular. We have 
the metonic cycle of nineteen years 
wherein the moon repeats her phases 
on the same day of the year ; there are 
other cycles of the moon of longer ex
tension and varying significance. Says 
Virgil:-

" The sovereign of the heavens has set on 
high 

The moon to mark the changes of the sky." 

'\Y e have simple or yearly cycles of 
the earth, giving the four seasons, and 
changes of other significanc~, as indi
cated in '' Solar Biology." We also bs.ve 
grand cycles, the stretch of which ios 
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1887.] A New Cycle of Progress. 3 

too vast to be at present fully compre
hended or utilized, being caused by the 
revolutions of our solar system around 
its centre, supposed to be the grand 
sua Alcyone, which is pointed out as 
one of the astronomical mysteries of the 
great pyramid. We have cycles of 
comets and eclipses, cycles of meteoric 
showers and shooting-stars, and fre
quent reference has been made of late 
years to cycles of business prosperity, 
of panics and business depression, 
which latter has some coincidence with 
the cycles of Jupiter. 

The revolution of each planet has 
its significance. Those of Mercury and 
Venus require less than an earthly 
year; Mars, 687 days; jupiter, 11 
years and 815 days ; Saturn, 29! 
years; Uranus, 84 years. 

Man is a leaf or blossom of nnivers&l 
law as it finds expression through our 
solar ether or fluid, concreted into 
material form, and these cycles of the 
planets have an important bearing on 
his life and affairs. Many deem it 
superstition to attach any influence or 
meaning to the position and movements 
of the heavenly bodies ; but then, again 
is it not common, in this materialistic 
age, to designate even religion and all 
interior and ·sacred things as supersti
tion ? There is a degree of materialism 
that closes man's nature to the invisi
ble and higher force of the universe, 
and thus in more senses than one we 
perceive the significance of Christ's 
having stood a little child in the midst 
of the people, as an emblem of the 
kingdom of heaven. 

But, iu accordance with the law of 
cycles the light of a new day is speed
ing swiftly forward, so that he who 
"runs," may not only " read," but 
realize his relatedness to the starry 
heavens in its vastness of wonders and 

harmony, and become its luminous 
expression and exponent. 

That fashions, philosophy, religious 
phases of thought, belief, in short 
that history repeats itself we often 
hear proclaimed. Upon a law of this 
kind 'the philosophers of the Orient 
maintain a cyclic order of reincarna
tion, by which ages and people re
appear in earth-life, for a new career 
of experience, once in about 2,000 
years. There is much in the philoso
phies and life ·of to-day that corre
sponds to that of a cycle of 2,152 years 
back, but the problem of reincarnation 
is too mystic and momentous to 
bring within the scope of this article, 
which promises already to be extended 
beyond our preconceived intentions. 

Uranus, the planet of occult and 
spiritual force, has recently entered the 
sign Of (Aries). It takes this mystic, 
highly spiritual, and interesting planet 
84 years to make one revolution around 
the sun, and 7 years to pass through a 
single sign of the zodiac. In 1885 it en
tered Aries, representing the head and 
brain function of humanity, and has, 
consequently, commenced a cycle that 
it will take 84 years to complete ; and, 
owing to a culmination of cycles and 
causes, it will be the most important 
and marked cycle of this planet within 
the annals of our historic period. It has 
about 5 years to remain in this sign, 
when it will enter ~ (Taurus) with ac
celerated force and effect, and we may 
expect some marked religious, social, 
and industrial changes to result there
from, as the position of Uranus in 
Aries is one that stirs and quickens the 
occult forces of the mind, and thus 
effects and influences society to its 
very foundation. Much of the present 
uneasiness, discontent, and striving 
for better conditions, is due to the new 
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4 A New Oycle of Progress. (July, 

light and brain energy of this spiritual- the sun, with its system, entered 
izer of the heavens, and this state of Pisces (the feet or foundation princi
things will continue until more equi- ple of the grand astral man) about the 
table social, industrial, and spiritual Christian era, inaugurating a cycle 
conditions are brought about, and its indicated in the ancient map of the 
specific and prophetic bearing on the heavens (or legends of the stars), and 
problems of life will be more ·fully still later chronicled in the Hebrew 
treated hereafter. Bible. 

A most important cycle which has The feet of the image seen by Daniel 
especial significance at this time is one was the vulnerable part, being com
that covers a period of 25,824 years, posed of iron mixed with clay. "The 
during which time the system passes serpent," it was alleged, "had bruised 
through the circuit of the alltral zodiac, the heel " or mortal part of the human 
the entire stellar heavens appare'll.ily race, and here was where the repairs or 
making a revolution around the earth, work of restoration had to commence. 
and at the end of that time appearing The map of the heavens and story of 
again in their original position. Ex- the stars had, from a prehistoric period, 
oteric history deals with less than one- declared tliat the seed of the woman 
fourth of this relatively vast stretch of (the celestial virgin of the chart) should 
time ; but we have sufficient data to bruise the serpent's head. We will not 
determine its import. The fact of attempt here to show who or what the 
tbi!:! cycle is astronomically established, serpent was, or how he came to have 
and it bas an important bearing on a place in human history ; nevertheless; 
human affairs, especially in relation tO his sign is found in the primeval map 
the grand asirnl seasons or periods of of the heavens, and the lesson and 
spiritual light and darkness, with con- problem is one of seasons and of years. 
sequent race influence. These periods We find the symbology of Christ's 
were evidently known and apparently mission had constant reference to the 
understood in ancient times, ere the zodiacal sign Pisces, which is pictori
earth passed into the dark hemisphere ally and allegorically represented by 
of existence. Hesiod and other ancient two fishes. At the time of his advent 
poets and philosophers bear testimony the earth was in spiritual night and 
of the day or golden period that had darkness ; a star proclaimed his com
been, and of the dark cycle through ing, and the wise men of the East knew 
which the eurth was to pass, and which that the record of the celestial chart 
it had even then entered. Exoteric was beingfulfilled. We find him select
science affects to treat this as but ing his disciples from among fishermen. 
a mere poetic fancy ; but it is an astro- He directed them where to cast the net. 
nomical fact which has a most impor- He made them "fishers of men." Vv e 
tant bearing on the present and future find him walking on the water ; the fish 
of earth-life. It requires this period obeyed him, and brought the tribute
of 2;),824 years for the system to make money. Again, he fed the multitude 
one complete cycle through the zodiac with seven loaves and a few " small 
or twelve functions of the astral man. fishes," and the fragments were greater 
From various stand-points of research than the repast, signifying enough and 
and observation it is determined that to spare. We find him washing hi& 
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1887.] Home Thoughts. 

disciples' feet, and telling them in sym
bolical language, that if "their feet are 
clean their whole body is clean," and 
that unless they have their feet washed, 
they can have no part or lot in the 
matter. Thfm again, the essential of 
discipleship was humility, which corre
sponds to the feet. He came to bring 
"living water." His disciples were to 
be " washed and made clean." Thus, 
we find the Christian dispensation full 
of the symbology of Pisces. They 
must be the least in order to become 
the greatest. Exaltation was to come 
through service and humility. Thus, 
the gospel found feet and has run up 
and down the earth, and prepared the 
way, and now we have entered a new 
sign and its quickening influence is felt 
and seen on every hand. 

The light, knowledge, science achieve
ment of the past eighteen hundred 
years is but the FEET of the new cycle. 
How grand then shall be the estate of 
the full man l Christ wrought after the 
order of the heavens from whence he de
scended ; his apostles were twelve, after 

the celestial map and signs of the zodiac. 
We are now two degrees in this new 

sign, and " so sure as the heavens fail 
not," a new condition and state of 
things must come upon the earth. The 
coming of the " Kingdom of Heaven" 
bas a literalness, splendor, and vast
ness surpassing ordinary comprehen
sion. The foundations have been laid, 
the structure is ready to appear, and the 
sign into which we are advancing sym
bolizes the spiritual coming; a great out
pouring,- the flying Pegasus, or swift
winged intelligence ; also the serpent 
principle translated into that of the 
swan. 

We are now two degrees in the 
astral sign Aquarius on the ascending 
scale, and must prepare for manifesta
tions of occult presence and power. 
Humanity has descended into matter. 
It hath deep roots in objective nature, 
and must now ascend swiftly, surely, 
mightily, into the atmosphere of astral 
light, knowledge, and power, even 
unto the winning of its celestial crown. 
But of these matters, more in due time. 

HOME THOUGHTS. 

THE soul is the dwelling-place of 
the Infinite Spirit. A temple, a dwell
ing not made by bands. 

WE pnt our houses in order when 
we expect guests. The mind is tho 
guest-chamber of celestial visitors. 
Should we not then have a care that 
it is swept and garnished? 

HoxE is a condition rather than a 
place. Says the poet:-

" Stone walls do not a prison make, 
Nor iron bars a cage; 

The soul that's innocent and pure 
Counts theee but hermitage." 

As God lives in us so should we live 
in othel's. The selfish soul seeks to 
dwell in its own joys, and findeth but 
narrow domain. The expanded soul 
seeketh to promote and dwell iu the 
joys of others, and bath the universe 
for its abiding-place. 

IT is said that there is no royal road 
to knowledge, that those who would 
possess the armol' of wisdom must 
waste the midnight oil ; yet David 
could not use the nrmol' of Saul, but 
chose insteutl simple pebbles fl'om the 
brook. 
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SPRING-TIME. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

MATING bird and humming bee, 
Why so blithe to-day?-

" Spring comes dancing o'er the lea," 
Thus they sweetly say. 

Springing grass and budding tree, 
Whence your living green? -

"Giant w'nter sets us free; 
Hence this vernal sheen ! " 

Meadows bright with bursting dower, 
Whence yonr rich perfume? -

" Spring is speeding on with power, 
Spreading fragrant bloom ! 

"Forests late so bare and dead, 
Vocal now with joy ; 

Forth from slumber they are led, 
Draped like maiden coy 1 

" Brooks long locked in cold embrace, 
Rivers veiled by snow, 

Free again for life's glad race, 
To oceans bounding go I 

''Leaf, and dower, and bird, and bee, 
Gladly usher Spring ; 

Brook rejoiceth to be free ; 
Forests merry ring ! 

" All unite in sweet refrain, 
As the sun mounts high, 

Bearing Spring-time in his train, 
Through the sunny sky." 

LUMINOUS FEET. 

HAVING seen a proof of the article 
entitled "A new Cycle of Progress," 
wherein yon give the position of the 
solar system in its npward cycle as two 
degrees in Aquarius and its significance 
in connection with the feet of the 
image seen by Daniel, and also of the 
feet of the new solar man, 1 was most 
profoundly impressed with its interpre
tation and application to a remarkable 
mental experience or vision which oc
curred to me about three years since. 
On awaking to consciousness early one 
morning, yet ere I opened my eyes, I 
saw at an inclination above and in 
front of me a pair of most beautiful 
ami luminous feet. From a scien
tific and art stand-point the feet have 
often been considered as objects of won
derful anatomical mechanism, utility, 

and beauty ; but I had never before had 
my attention specially called to this 
founrlation principle of man's nature, 
and the sight of these feet, seemingly 
composed of living and luminous sub
stance, was an unexpected and inspir
ing sight, vividly conveying the fact 
that feet were capable of being en
dowed with intelligence, light, and 
beauty surpassing that possessed by 
the average and <•ven by the ex<·ep
tional brain. While the experience 
was highly pleasurable, and communi
cated to my mind a luminous state 
that lollowed it for days and hns been 
recalled many times since, I could nut 
interpret its full significance, though I 
was strongly imbued with the convic
tion that it had an important one. The 
balance of the form was in darkness; 
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bot the feet alone seemed to con
tain more light and intelligence than 
one would naturally expect to find 
even in a highly enlightened brain, and 
I mentally exclaimed, "What a magnift
cent man that will be when folly illu
minated ! '' The significant point is this : 
the feet, according to" Solar Biology," 
which is also confirmed by the very 
ancient astronomical chart of the heav
ens, embody the function of the zodiacal 
sign Pisces (the understanding). In 
the mental vision abcwe referred to the 
ankles were also illuminated for a dis
tance of about two inches, which would 
correspond to the two degrees which 

the solar system bas advanced in the 
grand sign Aquarius on its upward 
cycle, and thus my mental vision was a 
literal or symbolical picture of the 
present condition of the grand solar 
man as set forth in the article referred 
to above. 

I have, at different times, bad other 
vivid mental experiences which I see 
have a symbolical and significant re
lation to the sign Aquarius, in which 
our solar system now is, according to 
the cycle of grand seasons, which em
brace a period of 25,824 years. If de
sired I will communicate them at a 
subseqnf'nt time. 

lbt.ros. 

THEOSOPHY. 

" Tux custodians of this school of able to gather the elements out of the 
knowledge," says Mrs. A . P . Sinnett akasa (the universal ethereal sub
in her work on " The J?urpose of The- stance) necessary for the production of 
osophy," "are variously called Mabat- material objects, and cause them to 
mas, Rishis. Arbats, Adepts, Gurus, become visible and tangible, as they 
Devas, Brothers, etc., by their reepec- can dissipate such objects into their 
tive followers in different countries or original molecules, which at once dif
religions, and contain within their fuse themselves through the astral 
number representations of many na- light, and become invisible to the 
tionalitics. The majority of them now pbysicai eye. They can take cogni
live in Thibet, although isolated mem- zance of people and their thonghts re
bers of the community are to be found gardlesa of distance,- impress, infiu
elsewbere in far-distant countries. ence, and directly communicate with 
Tbe.v possess n knowledge of the bid- them. What the late Lord Lytton, in 
den workings of nature, and of the his ' Coming Race ' described as vril 
causes which produce the phenomena power, the Mahatmas undoubtedly pos
of the physical world. This enables sese and can wield. They recognize 
them to produce, without other mech- and practically use for various psycho
anism than their own will-power, phe- logical purposes the different princi
nomena that upset all the theories pies forming the constitution of man, 
&hat workers in physical science have and have, in the routine of their train
in the course of many years gradually ing, developed their higher pl'inciples, 
built up, and are still acting upon. while at the same time subduing the 
They can defy matter, distance, even lower ones to such a state of perfcc
death itself. They can create and tion that the real spiritual man is 
disintegrate, that is to say, they are independent nod altf~etber master of 
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the material body, and can <:onse
quently leave it for long periods of 
time ; the ego belonging thereto in the 
meantime acquiring real knowledge in 
other spheres, which, on his return to 
earth, goes to strengthen and support 
the block of such knowledge belonging 
to the brotherhood. . . They are 
the direct inheritors and guardians of 
the ancient wisdom-religion, and of the 
accumulated spiritual experience of 
those who have bad charge of the world 
since humanity appeared thereon. And 
when an aspirant to initiation reaches 
up and attains adeptsbip, his further 
advancement and spiritual education are 
by no means at an end; for, in spiritual 
culture, even more than in mundane, it 
would seem that the further n student 
goes the wider grows the prospect 
before him. So that members of this 
venerated community, of which Euro-

peans know so little, not only in tb'eir 
progress gain the personal and re
corded wisdom of their contempomries 
and predecessors, but they, as it wel'e, 
test its accuracy as they go on, step by 
step; and this intimtlcy with the work
ing of the unseen band that guides the 
universe - which gives to the adepts 
their supremacy in all matters relating 
to physical and other sciences - is ac
quired by them, not as an aim and end 
of their aspirations, but accrues to 
them by degrees, while still cbelas or 
neophytes in the line of study ol'gan
ized for their development, and is onlJ 
a stepping-stone to the more sublime 
philosophy, acquaintance with which 
helps them to comprehension of this 
divine and immutable law that reigns 
everywhere alike, both in the visible 
and invisihle worlds around us, equally 
in things spiritual an1l physiaal." 

LIGHT AND SHADOW . 

.. n Ia DOl that I am eareleea about beauty, or am 
lporant of the power of human Joyo, but only that I 
eee on all the lmpreea of chanp, therefore my bean Ia 
ead and heavy." -Buddha. 

WHAT is there about" change" that 
mades one sad, for is not change one of 
the inseparable evidences of life itself? 
It is not then the fact, but the k-ind of 
change that produces sadness, - the 
withering grass, the fading flower, the 
falling leaf, the departing summer, the 
dying day, and evidences of a tsimilar 
nature in those we know and love. 

When Buddha wrote the above (and 
there is a good deal of meditative sad
ness in his writings), autumn, accord
ing to the grand cycle of solar seasons, 
was speeding swiftly forward in the 
Orient, and his illumined intuitions 
vividly perceived the winter and night 
of discontent and stagnation that was 
settling upon the Eastern ~orld. The 
evidences of change had, consequently, 
tohimaspeciallysaddeningsignificance. 
But there are conditions of ehange 

which fill one with joy and gladness, 
being evidences of dawning life and 
unfolding love ; thus the swelling buds 
on bush and tree, the springing grass, 
the opening flower, the breaking day, 
the rising sun, the young unfolding 
life, the growth and ripening of intel
lect and affection, -surely these af
ford a world of hope, of joy, and 
happiness. These are the lights of the 
picture, and ooange from this stand
point has quite a different significance. 
Buddha wrote in the autumn of a 
world cycle when the predominating 
evidences of change were in the direc
tion of decay and death. Being now 
in the opening spring of a grand cycle, 
change should be associated largt•ly 
with the things of life and hope. Let 
us identify it rather with progress than 
decny, and endeavor that our thoughts 
and actions be such as shall insure 
elevation and improvement as the fruit 
of "change." 
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THE HEAVENS REPEAT THEMSELVES IN MAN. 

(Elttnc\ from ""addreu by JoBW ~TB.AII, before the Society for Esoteric Culture, May I, 1887.] 

Faov the birth of humanity its mem
bers have looked into the heavens with 
wonder and admiration, and been pos
sessed of varying degrees of realization 
that, in a manner at least, the sun, and 
moon, and stars, were shining on their 
account. They are indeed shining on 
man's account; and with an effect and 
to a purpose transcending even the ma
gician's dream ; for the countless .Costs 
of radiant orbs, visible and invisible, 
repeat themselves in the minute gangli
ons of the brain and nervous system, 
finding expression in man as miniature 
suns, sending out theia· rays in minute 
fibres, the many millions of which com
bining form the nervous structure with 
its exhaustless wonders and almost 
boundless capacities. 

It may seem a stupendous thought, 
yet nevertheless it is true ; man is not 
merely a miniature earth, but an epitome 
and image of the starry hosts of heaven, 
all of which most wonderfully repeat 
themselves in his nervous and vital 
structure. We are, then, not only won
derful moving worlds, but have the 
splendors and harmonies of the uni
verse active or latent within us. Its 
energies concentrate in the brain, and 
outflow through our thought, speech, 
and deed., "As a man thinketh so is 
he." Thought exhales its atmosphere 
like the fragrance of the forest or the 
perfume of a flower ; yet, alas ! opus
trees in thought arc as possible as the 
reputed one in nature ; thus the atmos
phere that our life evolves may be 
baleful and pernicious, or soul-inspir
ing, beneficent. Therefore, each pos
sesses a characteristic atmosphere as 
virtually as a world, as distinctive as 

that of a pine-tree or a rose-bush, and 
we impress this quality upon every
thing we come in contact with,- on the 
persons we meet, the rooms we inhabit, 
the air we breathe, the very earth we 
tread. By virtue of this imponderable 
exhalation the dog will track his mas
ter, and the sensitive will read one's 
innermost thought and character. 
Therefore, to live at all is to be a 
force fm· good or ill; for, like s·uns and 
worllls, we not only have a specific 
quality and function, but, like them, are 
dispensers of our quality and kind. 

Isaiah, speaking of the stars, says, 
" Lift up your eyes on high, and be
hold who hath created these things that 
bJ;ngeth out their hosts by number; be 
calleth them all by names by the great
ness of his might." 

To call a thing by name signifies to 
recognize or define its function. Thus, 
Jacob gave his twelve sons namPs ac
cording to their respective natures. Iu 
ancient times names unquestionably 
were used in reference to their signifi
cance, and, even according lo our dic
tionaries of to-day, there is an attached 
meaning to every name: yet, as we have 
fallen into the habit of employing 
names in an arbitrary or haphazard 
manner, it would not be surprising if 
people often had the wrong name given 
them, and yet it may be fitting and 
significant more often than we are 
aware ; but in Revelation we are told 
that those who overcome are to have a 
new name given them ; so there is an 
opportunity to have mistakes rectified, 
and, like the stars, to receive a name 
that fits our nature or true function in 
life, for, as already stated, is not man o 
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miniature universe with the latent 
energies and luminous powers of mil
lions of suns and worlds? 

Truly says the prophet, " Man is 
fearfully and wonderfully made." For 
life is not merely comparable to a single 
world or star, but myriads of atomic 
suns are active or latent at life's centre, 
seeking their opportunity to stream forth 
through the brain-fibres or burst into 
glowing radiance in the vital centres, 
causing the nature to expand and vi
brate with power and purpose, and 
ftash its. mandates through the nervous 
system, making the muscles and fibres 
thrill and bound in this joyous, starry 
presence, until the very ground beneath 
the feet becomes responsive to the foot
steps of its lord and master,- this star
crowned man. It is fully time that we 
came to realize our wonderful star
structure and sun-nature, thus mar
vellously allied to, and expressive of 
the visible and invisible heavens, an 
epitome and image of infinitely more 
thnn we behold. 

The planets, stars, and suns of the 
vaulted dome are the mighty nervo
vital ganglionic system of the material 
universe ; yet these, so to speak, are 
but dead worlds when compared to the 
living sun-centres and immortal possi
bilities of the beings formed in the 
image and likeness of God; yet there are 
transcendent order and harmony even 

in the visible creation, and, by virtue of 
our interior sun and stellar inheritance, 
we ought to become luminous beiugs 
even in the material degree of existence. 
What we now need is to come into har
mony and oneness with the universe, 
both visible and invisible, even to the 
mind and heart of Deity itself. 

The very air and earth should be 
made alive by our presence ; the winds 
ancl waves should be responsive to our 
commands ; the lightnings which smite 
must become the chariot of man's will; 
his Arm be endowed with threefold 
might of astral energies, while his com
bined force, like that of Homer's hero
gods, should embody the sevenfold 
powers of the thunderbolt,- for he is an 
heir, notonlyof the earth, butofhostson 
hosts of suns and worlds, and what is 
more, of "the still, small voice" that 
rules the universe,- of him who holds 
the earth and waters in the hollow of 
his hand. 

Such is man,- a being made of 
atomic suns, each microecopic atom 
enfolding capacities that balance giant 
worlds I And though the earth gives 
limitations to his outward nature, within 
beyond are the visible and invisible hosts 
of heaven, so who shall measure man 
save Him who named the stars, and 
hath a promised name for each and all 
who overcome their ea1·thly selfhood 
and the world ? 

THE DEATHLESS CITY. 

MY mind is now athirst and longing 
for the draught of the fountain of 
sweet dew. Saddle then my horse, 
and quickly bring it here. I wish to 
reach the deathless city. 

My heart is fixed beyond all change ; 
resolved I am and bound by sacred 
oaths. The gates which were before 
fasfi.barred and locked now stand free 

and open. These evidences of some
thing supernatural point to a climax in 
my life. 

Now I desire to fight against and 
overcome the opposing force of men ; 
the men who associate in search of 
pleasure ; the men who engage in the 
search after wealth ; the crowds who 
follow and flatter such persons. 

BUDDHA. 
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THE ULTIMATE FOR WHICH WE ARE LABORING. 

(Dehnrecl, Karch 2ad, befo~ the Socle&y for Eeoterlc CuiLure, by Hrux E. Btrn.aa.] 

TaB topic for the evening's thought 
will be "The ultimate for which we are 
laboring," together with some of the 
evidence of its speedy accomplishment. 
The subject is one that we could not 
expect to exhaust in a single discourse ; 
and we must, on this occasion, be sat
isfied in many departments with the 
mere outline, leaving for future lectures 
the further and fuller evidence for the 
declarations we make. 

In considering the end for which we 
are laboring, it is necessary that we 
should treat the subject from the stand
point of the law of orderly unfoldment. 
We have in the past been c.lonsiderinc 
the seven creative principles as ex
pressed in Chart No. 1, which brought 
ns up to the point of. animal life and 
animate existence, as well as giving us 
the key to the creative forces in nature. 
Chart No.2, when considered, will give 
us the evolutionary unfoldment of the 
earth through the successive stages of 
generation up to the point of time which 
bas allegorical expression in the biblical 
history of Adam and Eve in the gar
den of Eden, at which period man 
began to think for himself, to reason 
and act from his own conclusions. Up 
to this time man had lived in harmony 
with the universal mind, and being 
governed by the high and divine intui
tions of his nature, was consequently 
led aright. But be began to doubt the 
verdict of the intuitions as a final guide, 
and commenced to experiment on his 
own account. '• The tree of the 
knowledge of good and evil " looked 
attractive and inviting. It is described 
as being in the centre of the garden of 
Eden ; but we should benr in mind that 
Eden, in its full and true sense, was the 
garden of his own physical nature; 
and it seemed to him child-like that 
be could not be his own full and final 
master. 

In the eft'ort to obtain knowledge 
&he world bas gone through many 
cycles of labor, sorrow, and death. 

At the end of each cycle there has 
shone out the sunlight of knowledge 
in a particular sphere, only to leave 
the earth again clouded, to clescend 
into darkness, to rise again at the 
end of another cycle. So seven great 
religions and systems of civilization 
have been upon our planet-earth within 
our historic period. These seven re
ligions have developed to an ultimate 
the embodiment of the seven creative 
principles. Now we have come again 
to where the ancients stood in their 
cycle of the world's history, where we 
again get a glimpse of the solar woman, 
the mother of creation, and therefore 
the word bas been ringing through 
each land for the past few year~. 
"Theos Sophy," the "Mother of 
Life," which is the chain and system 
of worlds ; and we disco\·er from this 
system of worlds tbnt we are aU 
the thought creations, and manifesta
tions resulting from the many changes 
of the planets of our system ; that 
the Creator of the universe, in other 
words, is working through instrumen
talities, and they are these systems of 
worlds that internet each upon the 
other, and also upon individual man, 
woman, and animal, and , even vege
table nature throughout the entire 
cbain of organic substance. But we 
find that, as mau gets a glimpse of 
this divine Sophy, he becomes con
scious of the laws of creative life. 
He realizes that life bas its periods 
which are governeci from the regularly 
organized and perfectly orderly system 
of our sun or centre ; but, in consider
ing these laws which control not only 
systems of worlds, but the race upon 
our earth, both in general and in de
tail, we are led to observe some of 
the reasons why mankind have not 
as yet reached the unit of true prog
ress. And one especially is, that man 
bas endeavored to travel alone, iso
lated, distinct, and separate from his 
sister woman. This us a nlle is the 
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way the ancient sages have endeav
ored to make attainments, not being 
able to grasp the idea of unity through 
God's presence in this dual relntion; 
but Jesus, the true Master, came with 
higher light and deepe•· perception re
garding the sphere of woman. teach
ing " that in the beginning they were 
not two but one," and thus in a fuller 
degree was inaugurated a religious 
system which placed man and woman 
side by side at the altar of spiritual 
communion ; and thus in the new 
cycle of progress, in the new temple 
of humanity, woman must have her 
true and coequal place with man, as 
the two in spil·itual oneness become 
the true and essential unit of. higher 
evolution. 

There is a law that all of vou will 
observe if you but consider, which is 
operath·e in manifold directions, viz., 
that every principle that is destined 
to effect changes in human life and 
character always casts its shadows 
before it. These shadows appear un
der many different forms according 
to the thing foreshadowed ; and if 
we undel'8tood the language of crea
tion we should be able to interpret 
and eomprehcnd the pending events 
anti ehanges, even though the sym
bols and shadows were projected 
through unthinking and unrealizing 
men and women. In 1879 I was im
prus!<ed to write an article entitled, 
"The Economy of Nature." In clos
ing the article the sign of the double 
horse-shoe was the only emblem that 
would explain and ultimate it fully in 
my mind. The horse-shoe bad spe
cial significance in the symbology of 
principles and changes that were then 
operative. A few montl.is later, that 
same vear, 1 saw the first decorated 
llort!C· ~hoe in a window on Eighth 
street, Philadelphia, and from that 
time forw:u·d people have been having 
the horse-1:1hoe in every possible form 
of decoration, which, when unde1-stood, 
is a symbolic expression of the fact 
that man has come to a state of un
foldment where he is going to take a 
bigher stand in the direction of unity 

in matters governing human life in its 
most sacred relations. 

When John was banished to the isle 
of Patmos on account of his fldelity to 
his crucified Master, without hope of 
again returning to his home and coun
try, his mind rlwelt wholly on the One 
he had como to worship and adore. 
At this time the angel of God ap
peared and gave him the vision re
corded in Revelation. In that vision 
be saw a woman clothed with the sun, 
the moon under her feet, and upon her 
head a crown of twelve stars. He saw 
the great Red Dragon tuat was cast out 
of heaven. The ancient" Isis" at the 
period of the wol'ld's history when this 
knowledge was foreshadowed, typified 
the Divine Mother the same as the 
vision that was shown to John at Pat
mos,- a woman clothed with the sun. 
the moon under her feet, and her head 
crowned with twelve stars. The an
cients further symbolized the negative 
sex-force as representing the earth, with 
the positive force of intellect as the bar 
of the cross, thus symbolizing the 
forc<>s of the male and female as uniting 
in bringing life, light, and immortality. 
When we say light, life, and immortal
ity from the stand-point of past edu
cation, it means comparatively little; 
but when we say, lite, light, and im
mortality from a stand-point of thought, 
meaning just what we say ,-life in this 
body,- we understand its meaning. It 
is the powe1· by which we act; it is the 
all-animating principle of our being. 
It brings us life here, now. We often 
think we have life, bnt it is onlv the 
semblance, the dream. It has 'in it 
no light, no immortality, but is merely 
the motor by which the animal ma
chinc•·y of our 01·ganism succeeds in 
carrying on its work. Life is lu
minosity, and when life is possessed in 
the t1·ue sense of the word, aud we 
bring spil'itual life into the wol'ld, we 
have light, perfect light, -light which 
is the cause:of true knowledge. We light 
up this room because we want ta see 
each other. The light reveals to each 
the fact of the other's presence. Light, 
then, gives knowledge. When we 
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have life, as John, the beloved disciple, 
said of Jesus, "Iri whom was life and 
the life was the light of wan." The 
light, however, shone in darkness, but 
the ua1·kness comprehended it not at 
that time, neither has it comprehended 
the great meaning of' Jesus the Naza
rene up to the present day. We have 
bad all kinds of theories, all kinds of 
notions conceming Christ and his mis
sion upon the earth, without any real 
adequate idea or understanding of the 
great science that he came to give us. 
He did not come to present to us an 
angry God who bad been thwarted in 
his own purposes, deceived by his own 
hand's work,- not at nll. He came 
rather to bring to light the truth or 
knowledge of the laws and methods by 
which we are relnted to this world and 
to the infinite. 

Wh<>n we understand the first seven 
creative principles we can then very 
reatlil.r trace the workings of the un
foldment of nations. and peoples, and 
also the workings of religious and sci
entific unfoldment through the seven 
stag<·s of what we call civilization, 
up to the point of our crowning ulti
mate, denominated in the Hindoo phi
losoph.r as the " fourth round race." 
We are now taking a step on the fifth 
round, or upon the fourth of the seven 
principles of the chart, wherein we 
are «-'Ome to the law of order in crea
tion. Ami when we come to the law of 
order we reach a state where an energy 
of the divine is obtained ; and when we 
C-'Ome to that it is a knowledge of the 
laws of the infinite soul of the universe 
that gives life to everything that is ani
mate, that is, controlling ever~·thing 
tbat is either in the objective or sub
jective universe. It is knowledge of 
the laws of our very being, and nlso it 
brings us to a consideration of why we 
are here, the ultimate to which we tend, 
and what it is necessary for us to do in 
order to make the most of life. When 
we have reached this point then we 
will find tbe law that perfects the life 
within ourselves, and the body of hu
manity will no longer be opaque, walk
ing this earth as if the eyes were in the 

back of the head, never being able to 
see anything but what bas passed, in 
place of expressing their true position. 
the eyes in front, 11s nature intended, 
so that we should see those things that 
are to come. Now we walk in dark
ness, we see only the things that are 
passed. Go into our schools to-day, 
and what do we teach. Nothing, only 
as we are turned backward ; our backs 
toward the future and our faces toward 
that which has passed,- not the 
knowledge that is yet to be, but only 
that which others have obtained. We 
waut to rigut-about-face. We want to 
look forward, to go forward, and the 
light is now dawning upon us when we 
shall go forwnrd and not backward ; and 
when we have that light of true life, 
then the divine source of all life, which 
is in the ereati ve energies of that divine 
mother,- the mothe1· of all- will then 
stand forth imaged in our sister woman, 
the divine Sophy being personified in 
her noble character and the divine 
Theos expressed in the noble intellect 
of the man. Not an individual man, 
as some have supposed, who is going to 
be the God, the king of the universe, 
and all others his subjt>cts. But it is 
the grand man of the planet-earth, to 
which we refer, the uuiterl body. All 
that are able to •·eceive these things, as 
Jesus said eighteen hundred years Rgo, 
will receive them, and will live them and 
be the God .wan and the God woman 
that nre to walk our earth ; and when 
their life thus shines forth to light our 
pathway as the central sun, then will 
we discern the great truth of the order 
of the heavens which alreadr exists. 

Tbere do already exist in the heav
ens souls that have perfected theil· life 
upon this and other worlds. They 
haYe formed the temple of the infinite 
after the pattern of the grand man of 
the universe, :md are known as the 
Solur Circle. These grand souls who 
have greatly perfected their lives ure 
now the agents and expressors of the 
mind of tho Controller and Creator of 
tbis system ; and the knowledge of their 
formul:L has been given that we on 
earth may fulfil the object and purpose 
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.that was announced at the tirue that 
Moses was eomnmuded to build n 
·temple, and commanded, as Paul say~:~ : 
" See that thou make all things :\fte1· 
the pattern that was shown thee in the 
mount . • . which is the pattem of 
the heavens." See Diagram No. 7. 
The fm·mub thus signified was the 
pattern of the sixth principle, which 

'is first a central circ:lo of four. Thus, 
when Solomon's temple was built in the 
Holy of Holies, representing the very 
centre aud apex of the earth, there was 
the temple-building called the house. 
First, as you approached the house, you 
came in to the comt; you passed the 
g•·eat altar, entered the porch, then the 
holy place, and from this into the Iloly 

(Diagram 7.) TBB T&KI'LK .os i>IIEN BY JoaN 

-of Holies, which contained the chariot 
with the symbol or form of a golden 
ass, two or more. Upon the top of 
this chariot was the Ark of the Cove
nant or box that contained the law that 
Moses received on Sinai. Upon the 
cover of this ark were two imaged fo1·ms 
that stood watching, looking down as 
if guarding the law of God contained 
therein. Standing on the floor on 
either side of these was a cherub, large 
~nough, so that when standing beside 

the chariot two of their wings touched 
each other over it, and the other 
touched the walls of the Holy of Holies, 
showing that their presence filled the 
most sacred temple, and that they were 
devotedly guarding the formula that 
was thct·e symbolized. Thus pointing. 
first toward the four creative principles 
of natnre, as shown in om· wot·k, 
''Solar Biology," as the four '>ensons 
and four temperaments of humanity, 
also symbolized under the four rivers 
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that went out of Eden to water the earth, 
-l'ivers or elements of fruitfulness. 
And these four sensons of the year we 
find to be the four natures represented 
by the cherubs, which again are four 
centres or heads of principles. Then, 
again, there is a circle of seven, which 
are the seven vital principles, the seven 
life principles, the seven functions of 
the human organism, without which 
wan cannot exist. These form the 
second circle. Outside of these we 
have the third circle, the twelve repre
sentative heads, which were brought ·to 
light in the symbology of Jacob's twelve 
sons. These twelve sons were named 
after the twelve signs of the Zodiac, 
and this was in accordance with the 
promise to Abraham, " In thee and thy 
seed shall all the nations of the earth 
be blessed." Then came the Nazarene 
with the knowledge of the order of the 
heavens, which knowledgll, though it 
bad been preserved, wss not understood ; 
but, through him ss the central figure, 
the order was restored and ?Dade alive, 
that light and life might flow ont to all 
people on the earth, through which to 
be blessed, made happy, and saved from 
labor, sorrow, and death. 

The prophets of old, the- mystics of 
all ages, have looked beyond the narrow 
ego of their times and foreseen an era 
when man wonld be opened to the vale 
whioh lies beyond the scope of the five 
senses, - a time when man, by his un
foldments, would comprehend the mys
teries of the cause world, and walk and 
talk with the angels of God, realizing 
the undivided chain which reaches 
from the lowest order of animate 
life up to the infinite cause, binding 
all into a oneness of being, and placing 
at our command a fulness of the re
sources and knowledge of life, with 
wisdom for its ordedy use, for it is 
necessary that we walk with reverence 
in the presence of this wonderful realm 
of light, for experiment in the dnrkness 
and limitations of the self-hood is what 
has involved the nations in cycles of 
labor, sorrow, and death. 

We are not alone in our estimate 
and declaration of the importance of 

• 

the age in which we live. By many 
lines of thou~ht similar conclusions 
have been reached, ·and many esteemed 
and brilliant men throughout the 
world attest the fact of the seven great 
religions that have ultimated the seven 
vital principles, and that we are now 
in the last stage of the seventh, and 
have come where we hear many sa.r 
that the world has run its race, and 
people are waking up to the conscious
ness that such is the fact and that some 
new and important change is at hand. 
We have had experience in the keep
ing and the breaking of law. We 
have seen nations rise and fall unlil 
experimental knowledge abounds. As 
the angel said to Daniel when he wss 
looking forwarrl to this epoch of the 
world's history, "Daniel, go thy way; 
thou shalt sleep, many shall run to and 
fro, knowledge shall be incressed ; bot 
at the end, it shall speak and shall not 
lie." So knowledge bas been incressed, 
men have ron to and fro, they have 
experimented until much is known 
concerning the things of earth and the 
great creative forces of the universe, 
and we now see in many forms and 
under diverse names the sixth sense 
asserting itself. It is known M in
tuition, psychic force, clairvoyance, 
mind-reading, spiritualism, and by 
many other names ; but, call it what we 
may, the human #!!- is beginning to 
take cognizance of a realm that lies 
beyond the sphere of the five senses. 
This experience, like other knowledge, 
bas been greatly multiplied until the 
world has come to be quite full of it. 
It stand~ related to the essence of 
things ; it is a subtle sense that lays 
hold of the finer forces of nature and 
of being. It determines character and 
quality by the invisible personal sphert> 
or atmosphere of the individual. It 
goes further, it identifies and descrillcs 
the person, even from the life-esSt~nce 
with which a glo,·e or handkerchief is 
imbued, or from the wall-papet· of a 
room they have occupied, and from 
earth and rocks to recall the experiences 
of ant~diluvian man. Like sight, it is 
far-reaching, and may go out and 
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measme and investigate planets and 
suns. These are some of the forces at 
the centre of life, amid which the inner 
nature dwells ; and as the sixth sense is 
unfolded we become denizens of the 
universe in a higher and fuller sense, 
and conscious of the things within and 
beyond ; of the mystic cords which 
bind man to man, and. which link the 
mortal to the immortal reulm. These 
nre the higher electricities on which the 
nspirations and p1·ayers of the yearning 
~:;oul ascend even to the throne of in
finitude. These are the forces by 
which the swift-winged messengers 
t·xtend a helping, guiding hand to 
benighted humanity, and ought we not 
all to be willing and even desirous to be 
led by those enthroned in the wise and 
beneficent forces of the universe, who 
have suffered and overcome until they 
have won positions of service and pow
er and are knocking at every door, 
seeking entrance into every heart and 
life ; who are pressing forward through 
every avenue and movemE'nt, esoteric, 
christian, theosophic, spiritualistic, and 
industrial, being executors of that 
providence which has cognizance of 
our planetary and solar existence, and 
who arc ready to take us by the hand 
and lead us through this wilderness of 
earthly experience, revealing to us, as 
did the angel to John on the isle of 
Patmos, all things whereof it is well 
for us to know ; aiding us to attain 
t.hat unfoldment whereby we may, 
within the sphere of our own intelli
gence, realize that we are members of 
one grand body, as indicated by all the 
great religions of the earth, and as 
especially expounded by the illumined 
seer, Swedenborg, and outwrought 
in detail in" Solar Biology." 

We are come, therefore, to a time 
when the order of the heavens is to be 
outwrought on the earth, and we most 
be willing instruments to come into 
that order,- the "New Jerusalem"
which John saw in vision, descending 
out of heaven, prepared of God " as a 
bride adorned for her husband." The 
thought of the Infinite 1\lind has already 
descended; the holy city, the "New 

Jerusalem," is now on the earth; it is 
here in its crvstal form, and we have 
but to awake; to open our eyes, to see 
the working of God in the souls of men. 
All men and women have their place 
and function in this great temple of 
race culmination. And now cometh the 
time the Nazar~ne taught us to pray 
for, viz.: "Let Thy Kingdom come 
and Thy will be done on eurth as it is 
in Beaven." So the time is at hand 
when men must come to know better 
than to transgress the laws of their 
being, aud this is to come about 
through perfecting the life. We shall 
then have life in ourselves, and be 
able to say, as the Nazarene did, "Lo, 
I lay down my life, and I have power 
to take it up again; no man can take it 
from me, for, as tbe living Father hath 
life in himself, so hath he gh·en to the 
Son to have life in himself, and now 
are ye the sons of God, but it doth not 
yet appear what we shall be." For 
man was not spiritually opened then ; 
now we are able to see what we shall 
be. We shall be like him, and 
greater things than he did shall we 
do, by the same authority, because of 
increased light and knowledge; for we 
shall walk and talk with the exalted 
ones who have passed before. The 
veil will be drawn aside that hides the 
cause world; and, as .John said concern
ing God, "We shall see his face, and 
his name shall be in our forehead.,. 
His name being in the forehead signi
fies the intelligence to rlo and to be 
whatever we will to be. Thus everv 
man standing in the knowledge and 
dignity of the sonship of the God of 
the universe, being and doing what he 
himself wills to do ; knowing from his 
own intelligence that to do the right 
is peace and happiness, while to do 
the wrong brings sorrow, sickness, 
misery, and pain. No man will put 
his hand in the fire and burn it, as 
he understands the consequences ; and 
so will the inevitable consequences of 
immoral acts become apparent, and 
men will shun them as they would the 
fire ; and love will become the great 
controlling law that will bting the 
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reign of peace upon the planet-earth. 
And even now nre we called upon to 
receive this descending typal ' 4 ~ew 
Jerusalem," and to prepare a place on 
earth wherein will dw<'ll righteousness. 
\V e are called to separate ourselves 
from worldliness, to be set apart unto 
truth and the kingdom of God. How 
often in histor.v has a chosen and pre
pared people been led out from oltl 
oonditions and surroundings l This 
same law is still operative, and thus 
will the chosen ones be brought 
together to lay a new foundation after 
the heavenly patteru; to unfold indus
tries, healthful, pure, for the relief and 
healing of the nations ; and to afford 
an abiding-place for the angels of the 
fiOlar circle and of the infinite God. 

Now, then, a word as to the evidence 
of the speedy coming of these things. 
Many may say to us, Is not much of 
this mere speculation, an ideal picture, 
an empty dream? But panse! Con
sider! Go if you please to Nature, 
and ask the great mother earth, 44 Do 
you care for your children?" Her re
sponse will be, 41 Observe what I have 
done I When the sperm-whale on 
which you were dependent for light 
was nearly gone I opened my breast 
and gave you oil for light. When 
people were beginning to say, 4 What 
shall we do for fuel, because of the 
scarcity of wood and timber,' again I 
opened my breast and gave you coal 
and iron to serve not alone for fuel, 
but for the uses of building as well." 
Instances could be greatly multiplied, 
but these will suffice. Every time there 
i:~ a need Mother Nature is ready with 
a SUJ>ply. But what is our need now? 
Is there an intelligent man in Boston 
or elsewhere but what is conscious of 
pressing needs? Was there evet· a 
time in the history of the world when 
mankind was so oppressed and bur
dened? I do not believe that the chil
dren of Israel even were so oppressed 
and burdened as the people of to-day. 
Their taskmasters made them work 
Lard, it is true, but they had the op
(lOrtunity to work, which many do not 
bave to-day, and they got plenty to eat, 

as thev themselves testified when in 
the wildernes!l. So, tuough they bad to 
work hard, they did not lack for food, 
and are there not thousands on thou
sands of whom that is not true to-day? 
How many are crying," The burden is 
greater than I can bear! " Business 
men are asking, " What do you think 
of the futnre?" nnd we hear the an
swer, "I do not know, hut have rea
sons to believe that strange things are 
coming." Every man and woman is 
looking, is watching, cxpef:ting some 
great upheaval. Listen ! \V e hear 
them say, "Why, these things cannot 
continue this way. We cannot go 
much further without a change." Then 
the newspapers keep telling us, "It is 
coming better times." Not that they 
can point out the evidences, but it is 
necessary to say something encourag
ing, so they keep telling the people to 
hope on, hope on! But it brings home 
to us the fact that full half the earth 
is groaning and crying out to the God 
of creation for a better state of things, 
and the God of nature never fails to 
respond to the cry of his children, and 
so we know that a change must come. 

Human intellect, the very thing we 
have been cultivating and lauding, has 
had its part in bringing about the 
present state of things. It has in,·ented 
machinery to lighten labor and increase 
comfort, but it has proved an instru
ment of deprivation and suffering in 
that it has turned hundreds and thou
sands of men loose upou the streets to 
wnlk idly up and down, objects of hun
ger and cold. It is the operation of 
the same old law that pushed us up 
into being, -the law that the strongest 
animal subsists on the weakest. We 
have not yet got away from this selfish 
law that. dominates the world, and so 
long as it rules the keen intellect of 
man so long will oppression continue. 

And so the time has oome when the 
divine mandate for au unselfish life 
must be enforced. " Love thy neigh
bor as thyself" is the gt·eat panacea ; 
but how can we bring it about when 
every man is struggling and thinking 
only of hiJDBelf? This very extremity 
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will bring reaction. We are getting 
tired of trying to patch up the old 
craft. There are to-day millions of men 
in these United States to whom the 
angels of God have shone in revelation 
regarding the things of a new heaven and 
new earth, '' wherein shall dwell right
eousness." There must be a deep and 
searching reconstruction, and there are 
millions of people to-day who have had 
such revelation, for the prophet was not 
wrong when he said, "Truly the Lord 
Jehovah will do nothing but he reveal
eth it to his servants the prophets ;" and 
this does not mean any special class of 
men, but all who listen to the voice of 
the spirit speaking through the soul 
are prophets of God. 

Now, then, let us think of these 
things soberly, lest the darkness come 
and we arc already in it, and this time 
has been foreseen and prophesied of 
long ago, and pointed out even from 
most ancient times. But, laying aside 
multitudinous evidences that we might 
occupy hours in stating, we will in
stance that great testimonial and scien
tific monument, the great pyramid of 
Cheops, which is astonishing the scien
tific and learned world of to-day with 
its stOI'es of ancient wisdom, astronom
ical knowledge, and wealth of prophecy 
regarding things past and to come. 
Bnilt before Abraham had been led out 
from among the dying conditions of a 

. fading age, it nevertheless points out 
the time of the exodus of the children of 
Israel from Egypt, indicatiug the period 
up to the advent of the Nazarene, and 
then, by broader galleries, outlines the 
Christian dispensation down to tile 
present time, bringing us to the grnnd 
king's chamber or temple of the near 
future, the true city of GoLI which was 
prefigured in Heliopolis the city of the 
sun, the ancient Egyptian city of wis
dom , ur city of Om, from tile priests of 
which Solon, Thales, and Plato learned 
of the ancient people of the lo~t Atlan
tis. This city of the sun had to pass 
away, but it left a monument of wis
doni :md prophecy iu tue great pyra
mid, and now we know that the ti'Ue 
city of Om, the city of gold, the New 

Jerusalem, must soon uppear, and its 
stones are now being hewn from the 
mountain of human experience. Many 
are being called ; the one hundred and 
forty-four thousand are to hear the voice 
and understand the infinite spirit of 
life, and are to become lively stones in 
that temple and city, the measure of 
which is to be the measure of a man 
(the Solar Man). Thus there is a 
great work before the people, and the 
time is rolling on ; the pet'iod is but 
brief in which all this must be accom
plished. Therefore awake, urise I see 
that your lamps are trimmed and burn
ing, and hold yourself in readiness, to 
enter into the building of the new city. 

There are seven distinct lines of 
prophecy and argument pointing to 
the present time as the beginning of 
this great work, thus corroborating the 
testimony of the great pyramid. We 
have astronomical and historical evi
dence, and the signs and shadows on 
every band indicate the swift changes 
that nre speeding forward, and bear 
evidence of the great event that is 
about to culminate. Now, then, in 
view of these evidences that we shal, 
from time to time, consider in detail, 
it behooves us all to he prepared ; and 
this thing is evident, that even if we 
were mistaken in these things we 
would, nevertheless, be on the safe 
side. But there is no mistake ; these 
arc the times of which the Nazarene 
said that unless they be shortened no 
tlesh could be saved; "for there shall 
be tribulation such u.s never was and 
never shall be again ; " and we are 
feeling some of this already. But some 
may sa.v, " It is true the times seem 
badly out of joint; there are confusion, 
uncertainly, nnd distress; but there is 
nothing but what comes from natural 
causes." But because these things 
proceed from natural causes it does 
not make them any the less a sign. 
Some of God's laws and methods are 
more observable and familiar than oth
ers ; but none of them, strictly speak
ing, are supernatural. He moves in 
the current and tide of human events, 
and makf's even thP. wrath of man to 
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praise him, and thus the greed, the 
monopoly, the selfishness of our times 
will, in the end, be overruled to other 
service than the human factors contem
plated ; but reward will be measured 
according to motive, and there will, 
undoubtedly, be many who will want 
to call on the rocks and mountains to 
fall upon them. So it is for each to 
determine whetbt.>r he will come to this 
service, help on this ultimate b the 
capacity of son or servant, for it mat
ters much whether we move with or 
against the divine current. On the one 

hand is joy, peace, triumph; on the 
other, vexation, sorrow, and suffcl"ing. 
Shall we not then hearken unto the 
teachings of the Solar Circle, to the 
voice of the infinite God, and the 
angels who watch over us as the swift 
messengers of the celestial morning?
taking courage and not alarm because 
of the things which are to come, for, 
if we look within, the " still, small 
voice" will be our guide, leading us 
from bondage, sorrow, and affliction 
into the light and joy of heavenly ser
vice and godly sonship. 

EMPLOYMENT FOR A MILLION MEN. 

IT is stated, on the authority of those 
who have made statistics a business, 
that we have on an average about a 
million workmen idle for ·lack of em
ploymt-nt. At the present time it is 
estimated that a considerably larger 
number are out of work, and, as most 
of these have others dependent on them, 
this very much increases the number 
of those suffering deprivation from this 
cause. There is a grave deficiency in 
a civilization which leaves so many 
without the means and opportunity of 
earning an honest livelihood. It is 
often asked why they do not follow 
Horace Greeley's advice and "go 
West;" but, allowing they had the 
requisite fitness and experience, it 
takes money to transport and maintain 
one's self and family until the harvest of 
nature can be secured. Again, unoc
cupied lands are becoming more and 
more distant and difficult of access. 
So this question of inability to secure 
employment is likely to become more 
and more burdensome and aggravating. 
Something is evidently out of joint, and 
the problem of how to remedy it is 
getting tc be both serious and pressing. 

We have resources in abundance, ann 
power and machinery enough to supply 
the markets of the world ; bot we 
would have little need to look for 
foreign markets if our own people 
were financially conditioned to purchase 
all they could naturally and easily con

. sume. Only n comparatively small por
tion of the people are thus conditioned, 
and it is getting to be generally under
stood that our trouble is one of under
consumption rather than over-produc
tion. It is a biblical doctrine " that 
those who will not work shall not eat." 
So far as that goes we have nothing to 
say ; but how about those who are will
ing to work, who yet suffer enforced 
idleness and consequent privation 
amidst plenty? In this respect tbet·e is 
evidently great need of some new ad
justment of social and industrial forces. 
In this quarter we have a problem of 
most weighty import that is earnestly 
pressing for solution ; and whoever can 
devise methods or measures adequate 
to give occupation to this idle million 
of well-disposed workers, or even to a 
portion of them, will certainly be pub
lic benefactors, and remove a rapillly 
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growing cause of discontent and suffer
mg. 

A CIT!' OF GOJ.D. 

In the lecture of Mr. Butler the 
printed report of which is given in 
this number, be refers to the ancient 
Heliopolis of Egypt, the City of Wis
dom and the Sun, as being the fore
runner of the New Jerusalem or city 
of " Gold " that is to be, the time 
for the realization of which being 
even now at our door. If the time 
to materialize this ideal city of the 
ages is at band, we certainly have 
the means, ability, machinery, and 
material to build a magnificent city 
to Om (the Omnipotent), and it 
would be an admirable way to utilize 
the unemployed workmen of the 
country, in an enterprise of a grand 
though novel nature for what is con
sidered a superficial, selfish, and ma
~rialistic age. But there is a deep 
and expansive vein in our people 
nevertheless, and we might ask for 
what have the favored few been ac
cumulating so much more money than 
they have need of? Possibly for this 
ve1-y end, as strange things have hap
pened, and we are in no age when we 
may almost of a certainty count on 
beholding the improbable. What a 
veritable New Olympus or Mountain 
of Light it could be m_ade!- a place 
unto which the nations would not 
only look, but flow ; a substantial 
pattern city in which the .. salt or the 
earth " might exemplify a model social 
life and perfected industrial methods ; 
a Holy of Holies, from which heal-

DEEP and full breathing. with hope 
and faith in the Infinite, is a most po
~nt medicine. 

ing could go forth to the four quarters 
of the globe. 

Men pour out their wealth fot· ideal 
things. Million1:1 of lives and treas
ure have been expended for crusades 
and wars where a principle or idea. 
was at stnke, and often for a mere 
whim. Why not, then, create an en
thusiasm over this ideal of the ages, 
and inaugurate a grand industrial 
cruaade for its accomplishment? Let 
us as did Peter the Hermit of the Cru
sades of the Middle ages, raise the cry, 

" GOD WILLS IT ! 11 

On to the city of Om. and thus bring 
into objective existence the vision of 
the prophets, the hope and promise of 
the heavens, and open a new door for 
the salvation of the earth. Who will 
bead the subscription and lay the cor
ner-stone, and who will be number 
two. and number ten, and number ten 
thousand? Life stagnates with mere 
money-getting ; grand ideals, after all, 
are the only things which exalt life and 
make it worth the living. Let, then, 
the cry be raised. ·• God wills it 1" Let 
a new electric thrill be sent through 
the length and breadth of the land, 
until every entity from atom to man 
is in motion with new life. We have 
reached a pivotal point in human his
tory. A continent is at our command; 
let us plant in its heart a city and 
mountain of light,- a New Olympus. 
Let us prepare a place for the heavens 
to descend, and let it be worthy of the 
"Ancient of Days." 

Goo never turns away from the soul 
of man; but man, like the earth, may 
turn from its source of light and life. 
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A NEBULOUS REGION EXPLORED. 

IN The Pn.th for March, F. Hartmann, 
M.D., contributes an article entitled 
" What is True Christianity?" While 
it is replete with paragraphs of clear
cut thought, wherein with taut bow be 
sends the arrow straight to the mark, 
he, nevertheless, as it appears to us, 
fails in doing the subject justice in at 
least two most vital points, by setting 
forth 8S necessarily nebulous the most 
central doctrines of the subject under 
consideration. 

In defining " the universal God 8S 

the incomprehensible centre from which 
proce<>d the elements of Love, Life, and 
Ligltt," he says: " We can conceive of 
no other God (or Supreme Good) but 
the one which li¥es within ourselves, 
and which is said to be the image of 
the universal God reflected in the puri
fied human soul, where it (He) may 
attain self-consciousness and the knowl
edge of self." This strikes us very 
much " like potting the cart before the 
horse." It makes the supreme source 
from whence proceed " Love, Life, and 
LiiJht" deficient of the knowledge and 
consciousness which he states it is ca
pable of producing. thus making the 
efl'ect transcend the cause, which is not 
esoteric philosophy, as we understand 
it. Docs God live in man that be may· 
get consciousness and knowledge of his 
own being ; or is it not rather that man 
may become conscious of God? 

As this nebuloo~ idea of God seems 
to he quite prevalent among occult 
writers, we would like to submit it to 
the test of the lenses nnd thought for
mulas employed by the writer himself 
in the article in question, and see if his 
arguments and convictions in other di
rections will not, when brought to bear 

with sufficient intensity of concentra
tion, disclose that this supposed nebula 
contains clearly defined and luminous 
stars. "The' below,'" says Dr. Hart
mann, ' is always in exact correspond
ence to, and relatetl with the ' above.' " 
How, then, we would ask, can there be 
knowledge and consciousness ''below •• 
if there is no such thing " above "? 
Again, speaking of the luminous germ 
within, be says, "This principle will at 
first only be felt iutuitionally, but as 
we feed it with good thoughts it grows, 
and the interior spiritual senses become 
opened, so that we may see and hear 
its voice distinctly and without any 
fear of misunderstanding its meaning." 

Here we have ''voice,'' intelligence, 
and " meaning," something with 
''senses;" must they not, then, have 
their " exact correspondence ' above • " 
to be consistent with Dr. Hartmann's 
own thought formula, and with esoteric 
philosophy in general? But let us look 
further and sec what it is that, when 
fed with good thoughts, opens out into 
" spiritual senses.'' In defining the 
" baptism of blood " he says it " means 
a penetration of the growing spiritual 
germ in man, through the flesh and 
blood and bones of the physical body." 
The new nature, then, we perceive is de
rived from" spiritual germs;" it is these 
that are to be fed and nourished like a 
child in the womb in order to produce 
"spiritual senses,''- a Son of Light. 
W c are beginning now to bring the 
focus of light upon the centre of man's 
being, this nebulous, alleged uncon
scious (God), which proves to be not 
God at all, but simply germs capable 
of producing godlike natures. The 
physical man derives his existence from 
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a germ deposited in the mother nature, 
and it is perfectly consistent that the 
spiritual man should have a. correspond
ing ortgm. Of course these germs 
are unconscious until quickened and 
nourished by the soil in which they are 
planted ; but how do they derive this 
property of being able to produce 
higher spiritual consciousness and in
telligence? Do conscious physical or
ganisms spring from unconscious par
ents? Is there not always a ratio of 
correspondence between the parent and 
the offspring? How, then, is higher 
spiritual consciousness to be expected 
without a correspondingly intelligent 
and conacious parentage or cause? 

We put a grain of wheat inio the 
ground and are able to calculate the 
result, -all material life unfolds from 
seed germs. We have germs" below," 
and we find that we have their corre
spondence " above," and that, under 
suitable conditions, that they unfold 
into spiritual senses, faculties, under
standing, voice, etc. 

Why, then, should we call uncon
scious spiritual germs the •• unive&·sal 
God " ? Do not all natural germs pro
ceed from a parent and adequate life? 
Then, if there is a parent life " below," 
may we not expect, yea, declare, that 
there is a Parent life " above "? 

Unquestionably there is a realm of 
spirit beyond our present ability to ex
plore ; but is it esoteric to allow our 
thought to find its highest centre and 
bounds in '• unconscious germs " rather 
than in conscious intelligence? Is not 
this nebulous idea, afte1· all, but a philo
sophical method of repeating the re
puted sin of Satan in repudiating other 
consciousness and intelligence than his 
own, thus egotistically and ideally 
making self the centre of intelligence 
and authority, and inaugurating a Ktrife 

among mankind as to who shall be the 
greatest, but what is even more fatal 
placing man in a false attitude to the 
true source of life, which must ever be 
" above," as literally as the sun is 
above nature, though its influence and 
operation must be sought within? 

Now, then, for the second point. 
The writer advances the idea that at 
certain cyclic periods a " (planetary) 
spirit" appears to revive neglected 
truths and lay the foundation of a new 
religious system, and goes on to say, 
" It is believed that the man Jesus of 
Nazareth was the mortal form in 
which such a spirit embodied ; the 
latter being no less than what I believe 
every planetary spirit to be, an Clnana
tion of the Universal Logos or the 
Word. He further explains the Word 
as being " though/, rendered active by 
will," ~nd adds:-

"No one can come to the Father, but 
through the Son; " that ia to say: No God 
will take his aeat in the interior temple of 
Man, except through the power of the Word, 
-in other words, by the concentration of 
thought and good-will upon the divine germ 
which reate in the innermost centre of every 
human being. If we concentrate our L0t1e 
upon that centre of Good, the divine germ 
will begin ita active Life, and the interior 
world will gradually become illuminated by 
the LigAt of the spirit. As thia principle 
grows it will penetrate the soul and through 
.the aoul all the lower principles, even the 
physical body, throwing oft' the impurities of 
soul and body, and the more auch impurities 
are present, the greater will be the snft'e'l'lng 
typically represented by Jesus, until finally 
the bapti•m of blood is completed, the aoul 
purified, the animal ego dead and the man bas 
become a " Christ" or an .ll.tkpt,- that ia to 
eay, one in whom the (6th) Ollrin principle 
has taken form. 

It would seem from the above that 
(planetary) spirits are the Logos de
scended into human form, and are, infe· 
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rentially, cyclic germ centres, or souls 
which would explain Jesus' words, 
'' Except ye eat the tlesh of the Son of 
llan and drink his blood, ye have no 
life in you," and again, "I am the liv
ing bread which came down from 

· bea,·en; if any man eat of this bread, 
he shall live forever." Now we have 
here one who is full of the germs of 
immortality, and yet we are told in the 
concluding paragraph of the article 
nQder review, that, "the man Jesus, 
having died, can only be a Saviour to 
us at present if we study his character 
and imitate his example." That the. 
earth life of a (planetary) spirit should 
have historical and exemplar value no 
one would prt>&ume to dispute; but are 
we to accept that a planetary spirit, a 
"Son of Man," relapses on the disso
lution or translation of the natural 
body into its alleged original " uncon
scious germs" ? Would he not neces
earily remain a conscious, intelligent, 
active force in the affairs of the planet 
of wh1ch he was the central spirit,- at 

least for his own allotted cycle of time? 
When there is to be a new church on 
ea1"th •' below," there must of necessity 
be a new church in heaven " above," 
according to the writer's own premises. 
And we are told his disciples are to do 
greater things because of his ascent 
unto the Father. Hislifl.ing up is to the 
end of drawing all men unto him. Then 
again, as there is a visible sun in the 
natural heavens, to p1·eserve the cor
respondence there must be a spiritual 
sun in the spiritual heavens, and a 
planetary spirit would of necessity be 
in some way closely related thereto. 
Now, the idea that Jesus, being dead, 
could no more be a Saviour would be 
exoteric rather than esoteric. If he is 
a planetary spirit, then must he have 
planetary power in the inner and higher 
degrees of the planet, and be the intel
ligent conscious source of the " spirit
ual germs" already discussed, with 
power to give spiritual life unto whom
soever is ready and willing to receive 
it. 

DIAGINATION AS A FACTOR IN UFE. 

THE thought of to-day, the ideals of 
the present generation, become the tlesh 
and blood of the next. All things first 
have existence as thought-forms ere 
they find expression in the objective 
realm. The chair in which I sit, the 
desk at which I write, first had their 
form in the maker's or designer's brain. 
They were thought-forms ere they be
came substantial, convenient, useful 
facts ; and, when we look around us, 
how many evidences do we behold of 
the inventive planning brain, and the 
deft, industrious hand ! Mind is every
where outworking its ideals, external
izing its conceptions, and the progress 

and wonders of civilized life have their 
fountain-head in the realm of the 
ideal ; from their invisible home in the 
brain, how swiftly, how wonderfully 
they materialize ! Is it not true that 
all the works of man are but his ex
presed or materialized thoughts ? 

Then again, when we look abroad on 
nature, and behold the velvet grass, 
the leaving tree, the budding tlower, 
the joyous singing-birds, may we not 
ask, whose thoughts are these? For we 
have seen that all things are born of 
thought. How wondrous, then, the life 
that rules the realm of cause, whose 
thoughts materialize in bush and flower, 
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in tree and fruit, in waving grain, in 
bubbling spring, and leaping brook, 
" the cattle of a thousand hills," and 
last, not least, the husbandman and 
keeper, the crown of all, an upright 
man, -the final fullest thought to 
stand on earth in place of God, a fitting 
link between the great First Cause and 
his created works. 

Next, by the rushing tide of thought 
and the vast 'ideal domain which stands 
revealed to quickened minds, we must 
perceive that God has merely wrought 
what could not be achieved by man, 
supplied the material, the opportunity, 
and left the rest to him, having therein 
a representative, a son, to carry out the 
details of the great plan. And so from 
time to time the grand ideals, the lofty 
plans and patterns, are revealed, -for 

some of the race in every age have been 
privileged to commune with the Divine 
and see and learn much of the plan re
garding earth and man. But there are 
also special seasons, which are likened 
unto the time when the sun-quickened 
earth bursts into bloom and fruitage'. 
Such time is now ; such time is ours, 
when the cycling energies of a realm 
invisible begin anew to course through 
mortal life with a new wealth of 
thought and purpose. Nor doth the 
poet's dream or the prophet's vision 
transcend what we may do and be ; for 
of a truth doth the Heavenly King
dom, ever the apocryphal city of gold, 
descend into the thought and life of 
man to be by him out-wrought on these 
terrestrial shores, where wash the tidal
waves of spiritual infinitude. 

A HAPPY THOUGHT. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

ART thou a sput·k of star or sun, 
Or heart-impulse of loving one, 

With joy thus fraught? 
Winged mystery of starry power, 
That so doth brim the flying hour, -

A happy thought ! 

The world is sad, the wol'ld is gay,
December drear or blooming May,

'Tis all ! 'tis naught I 
But yet the blackest night may gleam 
If in and o'er our life doth beam 

A happy thought! 

Glud thoughts then let us sow like seeds, 
To ripen into noble deeds, 

As action ought ; 
Thus angels win the crowns they wear, 
As unto earthly lives they bear 

A happy thought I 

Thou, Venus! queenly star of light, 
And thou, too, silvery orb of nigh~ 

Let us be taught ! 
Let sunlit centres, high enshrined, 
And planets tell how best to find 

A happy thought ! 

The universe doth hear our cry, 
And mighty messengers draw nigh. 

When fitly sought ! 
An inner realm is shining fait· 
With wealth of life for us to sh'lre

Of happy thought ! 

New life! new life I to all the race I 
Let this thought glow upon each face. 

Heaven's sunlight caught! 
That steadfast, loving friends we find. 
To share with us this joy of mind.-

A happy thought I 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

LocKPoRT. ILL., Feb. 16, 1887. 

H. E. BVTLF.R: -

MY DEAR Sm AND BROTHER,-Thanks 
for your lecture, " THE IDEA OF GoD," 
and your kind offer. I have read it 
closely, and consider it a good exposi
tion of our 8Cience, so far as you 
handle the subject and can bring it to 
the comprehension of a mized audi
ence. 

I would be well pleased to suggest a 
few additional explanations to some 
that you make, and particularly in re
gard to Matter. As I understand the 
latest in!'itructions of our occult leilders, 
and also the writings of ancient mys· 
tics. matter i!Mlf is not understood to 
be a spirit creation, but it is a cotem
porary of spirit. 

I can make this understood in no 
bette•· way than to begin with the fol
lowing &xtract from the writings of the 
Greek philosopher Plotinus, as trans· 
lated by Taylor in his introduction to 
Timeus. 

"Since ma~ter is neither soul, nor 
intellect, nor life, nor form, nor bound, 
- bot a certain indefiniteness, -nor yet 
capacity, - for what can it produce? 
Since it is foreign from all these, it 
cannot merit the appellation of being, 
but is deservedly nonentity. Nor yet 
is it nonentity in the same manner as 
nwtit.m and nbiding are non-beings, con
sidered as different from being; but it 
is true nonentity, the mere shadow and 
imagination of bulk, and of the desire 
of subsistence,- remaining fixed with
out abiding, of itself invisible, and 
avoiding the desire of him who is 
anxious to perceive its nature. Hence, 
when no one perceives it, it is then in 

a manner present, but cannot be 
viewed by him who strives intently to 
behold it. Again, in itself contraries 
always appear,- the small and the 
great, the less and the more, deflcience 
and excess. So that it is a phantom, 
neither abiding, nor yet able to fly 
away; capable of no one denomination, 
and possessing no power from intel
lect ; but it is constituted in the de
fect and shade, as it were, of real 
being. Hence, too, in each of its 
vanishing appellations, it eludes our 
search ; for if we think of it as some
thing great, it iR, in the meantime, 
small ; if as something more, it be
comes less ; and the apparent being 
which we meet with in its image, is 
non-being, and, as it were, a flying 
mockery. So that the forms which. 
appear in matter are merely ludicrous. 
-shadows falling upon shadow, as in u. 
mirror, where the position of the ap
parent is different from that of the real 
object, and which, though apparent!.} 
full of forms, possesses nothing real and 
true. But the things which enter into 
and depart from matter are nothing 
but imitations or being and semblances 
flowing about a formless semblance. 
They seem indeed to nffect something 
in the subject-matter, but in reality 
produce nothing, from their debile 
nnd flowing nature being endowed with 
no solidity and no rebounding power. 
And since matte1· likewise has no
solidity, they penPtrate it without 
division, like imn~es in water, or as 
if any one should fill a vacuum with 
forms." 

In order more fully to comprehend 
this, let us first recognize the fact 
that there is a wide difference in the 
meaning of the two terms Eternity 
(termles~ time) and Infinity (bound
less space), and that this difference 
is ('Xtended to that which fills Rt.ernity 
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and Infinity. In other words, the 
tubstance which necessarily fills the 
meaaures of Eternity, is not the same 
as that wh,ich fills the measures of 
the Infinite. 

I will only " present the case in 
this article and await the invitation 
to bring in my evidence." That which 
fills Eternity must be of the substance 
and natut·e of supreme affirmation, and 
that which fills Infinity must be of 
utter Passi!!Ug, or entirely void of 
both negation and atflrmation. 

It is not difficult to locate the Divine 
Unity as native to one of these; fot· 
such unity does not recognize the 
three dimensions of measurement 
when considered separate and by it
self. The mystic ONE, fountain of 
all mind, power, and being, can be 
oonsider£'d as only a point or cenlre of 
that whose circumference is nowhere, 
and a point is without length, breadth, 
or thickness. Therefore, at least 
thrl'e of the seven dimensions are not 
properties of the Eternal. 

Supreme affirmation must be eternal ; 
hut it is not necessarily infinite; it 
need only possess the possibilities of 
the infinite. In that which is purely 
supreme there can be no element of 
negation; therefore, in pure, divine, 
unity, there can only be the positive and 
the passive, and that which is positive 
must be of an eternal substantial na
ture, and eternally diffet·ent from that 
which is passive. 

Matter itself fills infinity as an utter 

diffusion in which there is a total ab
sence of unity. With respect to itself 
it is immovable, but with respect to the 
substance of affirmation it is as notldng, 
being void of life, - void even of ne
gation. It is the supine substance, 
illtl8 or " mud " of the infinite. 

As matter belongs to space. and us 
space means the extension of the three 
known dimensions, so they must all go 
together. But there must be a line of 
demat·cation between that which is 
positive and its passive servant; and 
the fourth dimension may lie in the 
vicinity of this line, while the t-emainin~ ' 
three are properties of the substance of 
affirmation. What the real natm·c of 
the unknown four arc, let those ex
plain who arc done wallowing in the 
mud that fills infinity. 

As every existing thing that is at
tached to, or covered by, this mud is 
subject to the first three dimensions, it 
cannot pass that point where they are 
absent; nn<l, if it be an essl'nce of the 
incorporcul, it must free itself of this 
incumbrance before it can return to its 
normal condition. Therefore, cverv 
thing of life must seek the cffitre of its 
being, wherein is the door: through 
which runs the line of the fourth di
mension, and which is tbe onlv tua'l for 
it to return. · · 

May the gods assist us in tmdiug 
this door I for it is an easy thing fot· 
us to know who, or what THAT is that 
abides eternally in the open dny across 
this threshold. STYx. 

IMMORTALITY FROM A PHILOSOPHIC POINT OI•' VIEW. 

DR NICHOLS, in his work on " Mind subjected him to our most powel'ful 
Cure; its Truths and Thllacies," fur- microscope, and this is all we find; 
uishcs a good argument, from a mate- therefore this life is the end of man . 
rial or scientific point of view, in He has no such thing as actual mind or 
support of man's continued existence spirit.' It is simply the result of the 
after death. He says," The materialist activities of these few elements.· He 
takes the discovered elements and challenges the Deist to prove what 
says, ' Here is all there is in existence ; mind or spirit is, and what God is. 
here is all there is in man. We have He answers that be knows that they do 
dissected him, and analyzed him, and exist, but cannot satisfactorily explain 
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the why or wherefore. So that, meas
ured from the stand-point of the demon
strable, the materialist seems to have 
the best of the argument. But from the 
stand-point of philosophy he has a less 
easy task. He is here confronted with 
questions which he finds difficult to 
answer. 

of fineness they may attain, or what 
degree of power the finer ones are 
capable of manifesting? We have 
evidence that the finer they are the 
greater their power and the more 
rapid their movements, as is mani
fested in light and electricity. And 
now, sir, further, if, as you admit, 

" For instance, we ask him, What the elements you can analyze can hy 
is light? what is beat? what is eleo- a power inherent within themselves 
tricity? They are not composed of organize a form,- a physical body,
your vaunted elements. Well, no, reasoning from analogy, by what 
says be ; but then they must be some authority can you assert that the 
other elements. Aha ! sir, this is finer elements cannot organize by a 
where we wanted you ; so then you power inherent within themselves and 
admit there may be in existence some also form a body, either within or 
elements that are too fine and too without a physical organism, so flue 
rapid in their movements for you to that you can neither see nor analyze 
grasp and hold under the object-glass · it? 
of your microscope, do you? Well " In an argument with a well known 
yes, I must admit that such seems materialist a short time ago we pre
to be the case. And now, sir, if you sented the matter in a manner similar 
have good evidence that there are to this. It completely staggered him. 
some other elements in existence A new light seemed to dawn upon _ 
whose nature you cannot determine, him, and he frankly admitted that 
what right have you to say how he had never before thought of it in 
many there are, or to what degree that light." 

WHAT NEXT? 

Tux progress of mankind has been over Europe from the older civiliza
cbaracterized by a continual coming tions of the East. Egypt, Phoenicia, 
out from old conditions. Abraham Greece, successive)y colonized the 
was called out from among his kindred shores of the Mediterranean. It the 
and people to establish a new and soil was disencumbered, - well! If 
higher social and religious basis not, - the sword of the more virile 
for his descendants and posterity. people cleared the way for the ad
In due order the children of Israel vancing tide. At the appointed time 
had their exodus lrom the land of the genius of Columbus opened out to 
Egypt. The hives of civilization the dammed up population of Europe 
in ancient times were constantly a New World. A broader enterprise 
swarming and overflowing, sending seized upon the maritime nations until 
forth the more advanced and enter- the surface of the globe was explored. 
prising of its sons and daughters. Enterprise and colonization set in with 
Wave after wave of colonization swept a heretofore unknown vigor. The 
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North American continent proved an 
especially inviting field. The stream 
has rolled steadily forward until the 
new civilization presses the shores of 
the Pacific, and confronts the civiliza
tion of ancient times on the borders 
and confines of Asia. The wave has 
swept around the globe with added 
momentum as it approached the culmi
nation of a natural cycle of progress. 
What next? The spirit and genius of 
a new cycle is still crying " Come out 
from among them ! Cut loose from old 
conditions and come up higher ! " But 
when, whither, how? The present is 
always the accepted time, and there is 
''always," as Daniel Webster said, 
" plenty of room at the top;" but ere 
we consider h&w this thing is to be 
done, it will be well to take a brief 
survey of the field. Humanity no 
longer has an unoccupied continent at 
their disposal. The work of subduing 

-and developing the domain bas already 
well advanced, and the work now be
fore us is rather to subdue and develop 
ourselves. We substantially possess 
tlw continent, and the thing now needed 
is that the truth should possess us, and 
that the world's affairs be administered 
in nccord therewith. The problem of 
human life and higher unfoldment is to 
be met and solved. in the spirit and 
measures not only of a new world, but 
a new age ; we have to do with great 
issues, - the future of this continent, 
even with the future of humanity upon 
this planet ; for the time has arrived 
when we must " come out from among 
them," must" come up higher j" when 
we must possess and exercise every 
talent. and power of heart and soul, of 
bead and hand, as a trust from the 
majestic One who rules our solar sys
tem from centre to circumference,
even the infinite Spirit of Life, whose 

legions of light are filling the internal 
spaces of mind and matter, who is 
moving upon the waters of human life, 
and calling forth from the depths of 
man's nature the prototype of the 
"Kingdom of Heaven on earth." 
These things are no longer confined to 
the secret closet, to the recluse's 
secluded meditations, but are being 
observed and published upon the 
" house top." The conservative press 
is waking up to the fact that some
thing better than old-world and old
time methods and measures are neces
sary ; even the staid Church of England 
is discovering that they have not yet 
grasped the underlying principles of 
Christianity. As an illustration of the 
discontent which is abroad, and of the 
feeling of interest, and even of alarm, 
which is being aroused we give below a 
recent editorial from the columns of 
the Boston Herald: -

"SOCIAL DISCONTENT. 

" There bas probably never been a 
time in the history of the world when 
what may be termed the great social 
problems have awakened more interest 
or rece1ved more attention than has 
been exhibited in them in all civilized 
countries during the last few years. 
For a generation or more prior to thP. 
French revolution the social and politi
cal rights of man were theorized upon 
by a number of distinguished writers, 
and were discussed in polite assemblies. 
But the agitation of a century ago was 
a local one, confined chiefly to France ; 
and although it bad later on a profound 
influence upon the political thought of 
the world, theexcessesof the subsequent 
French revolution occasioned a popular 
reaction which nearly neutralized the 
effect of the theoretical teaching. 

" But at the present time the move
ment is not confined to a select few : 
neither is it localized in one country. 
In England, France, Germany, Austria, 
Russia, Italy, and the United States. 
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not to speak of smaller nationalities, 
an agitation has set in, based on the 
belief that the social conditions of the 
present day are wrong, in that they 
accord too much to some men and not 
enough to others ; that the prizes in 
the lottery of existence are drawn by 
a favored few, and that the great mass 
of mankind is, in consequence of the 
fickleness or the injustice of the dis
tribution, obliged to content itself with 
blanks. Nor is this all. The com
plaint is made that, in consequence of 
the absorption of vast wealth in the 
hands of a few, these are permitted to 
indulge in every whim or fancy of lux
urious taste, while the great mass of 
the people find it all but impossible 
to procure the bare necessities of life. 

" An indication of the spread of the 
belief that this is not a fair allotment 
is shown in a circular recently sent out 
by certain members of the English 
Episcopal church to their fellow-clergy
men in each of the parishes of the 
metropolis of London. This circulru: 
was anonymous, for the reason that 
its publishers did not wish to have any 
personal feeling aroused by it. Its 
authors assert that they cannot bring 

, themselves to believe that their well
to-do and wealthy countrymen, who 
are the chief supporters, by their pres
ence at church services, of religious 
institutions, have yet grasped the under
lying principles of the Christian relig
ion ; that, while want and misery are 
to be found on every side, it is not in 
accordance with the teachings of the 
New Testament that men should live 
in the enjoyment of all of the ease and 
pleasure which abundant riches can 
bring to them. They are also of the 
opinion that the ostentatious enjoyment 
of wealth is of itself a curse to the 
community, inspiring, as it does and 
must, envy, hatred, malice, and all un
charitableness, thus leading many who 
do not possess it, in their desire to 
possess the pleasures which the rich 
enjoy, to sacrifice those virtues which 
are essential to honorable manhood and 
womanhood. 

" It can, of course, be pointed out 

that the authors of this document are not 
disposed to pay a close regard to the 
conclusions which a study of political 
economy would enjoin. There are, 
undoubtedly, weak points in their 
argument; but their protest or appeal, 
whichever it may be called, is merely 
given as a symptom of the times. The 
result, a hundred years ago, of the 
teaching of doctrines not altogether 
dissimilar to these was a hatred of 
those who were then considered the 
aristocracy, whieb led to the outbreak 
of the French revolution, and to the 
horrors of the Reign of Terror. It 
may, of course,· be said that we are 
wiser in our day and generation, and 
that the bloodthirsty characteristics of 
those who directed the policy of France 
in 1793 could have no counterpart at 
the present day. This may be so ; we 
certainly trust that it is. But it is not 
out of place to remember that a certain 
attorney of Arras, France, in 1785, 
refused the appointment of judge in 
the local tribunal, because it would be 
necessary for him in that position to 
pronounce a capital sentence against 
prisoners who had been found guilty 
of murder ; and hence, although he 
greatly desired the position, his strong 
conscientious scruples against taking 
human life, even by legal means, pre
vented him from taking it. The name 
of this humanitarian was Robespierre, 
and his career from first to last is evi· 
dence of bow a man's acts may be con
trolled by the force of circumstances. 
We ought, certainly, to profit by 
experience, both in preventing social 
discontent by needed concessions, and 
in not permitting social discontent to 
assume some of the tenible shapes 
that it has taken upon more than one 
~casion in the past." 

Without attempting anythlng !ike 
an exhausth"·e consideration of this 
question at the present time, we invite 
attention to the suggestions of our col
labomtor, Hiram E. Butler, regarding 
the possibilities and advantages that are 
~till to be had in the line of colonization. 
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HOW CAN COLONIZATION BE MADE A SUCCESS? 

MAN's natural and healthful position 
is on the soil. The ideal and true 
church is that of a "Husband-man," -
a keeper of •• The vineyard of the 
Lord." While cities have their advan
tages and civilizing tendencieR, they 
arc also centres of artificial life, of en
enation, disease, or overcrowding, of 
sharp dealing and crime. There is 
great need that our attention be di
rected to first principles, -to nature, 
where we may realize, as it were, the 
presence of " God walking in the gar
den in the cool of the day." There is a 
new, intelligent, and highe1· relation 
that we must sustain to our rr.other 
earth. The burdened people need a 
change, their spirits need purer sur
roundings, opportunities for interior un
foldment and physical renewal which 
are not afforded in the compact and 
artificial crystallizations of city life. 
We are on the eve of a great exodus 
from old conditions ; the germ of a new 
and higher civilization needs soil and 
opportunity for planting and growth ; 
but this enterprise involves difficulties, 
necessitates much wisdom and patience, 
and also preliminary work of selection, 
organization, and preparation ; for the 
refined and sensitive persons who most 
require this change and new planting 
are largely unfit for hard physical labor. 

Dul'ing the past two hundred years 
we bn \'e been passing through a refin
ing process. The intellect has been 
developed, tile fine arts cultivated ; 
homes with modern improveml'nts have 
become n necessity ; comforts that were 
unrealized and unknown to our fathers 
have become indispensable to us,- and 
why ? Both because of our greater 
development in brain-structure and or-

ganic quality. Take the portraits of 
even the foremost men of the revolu
tionary period, - a little more than a 
hundred years ago, - and we find the 
hair and texture of the skin generally 
COaJ-se, with the ear about midway 
from front to back of the head, show
ing that they were better endowed in 
the physical, and had strength and 
endurance; but to-day we find the ma
jority of persons have fine hair, and, 
in many cases two-thirds or three
fourths of the brain is in front of the 
ears ; they are, consequently, not fitted 
for hard labor, yet these are the very 
people who need a change. Then again, 
macllinery of all kinds has been in
vented to lighten toil, but still they 
have need of the saying of Isaiah, 
" The son of the stranger shall be 
your plowman and vine-dresser." For, 
as the Rible truly says, we have been 
"growing weaker," and, may we not 
also hope, " wiser." And shoulll we 
not usc this wisdom for our own good, 
and the direction of the many who, 
while they arc well calculated to be 
hands and feet, are at present ill 
adapted for self -employment and ad
vance? And here it is well to state 
that humanity embraces the functions 
of a grand man, and " that we are 
each members in particular; " and what 
Paul said in this respect is not a mere 
figure of speech, but has a literal and 
specific application, as set forth in 
our recently published science of Solar 
Biology, which affords a most valuable 
key to the harmonious, social, and in
dustrial grouping of the diversified 
natures and characters of mankind. 
This science thus becomes an impor
tant guide in life and matters of reor-
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ganization, revealing the part of the 
grand body to which each individual 
belongs, and the consequent mental 
tendencies, physical fitn£>ss, natural 
sphere, and highest and fitting use in 
the world. Efforts at colonization 
have usually been made with but an 
indefinite idea of what was wanted or 
how to do it; neither have the parties 
been able to answer the all-important 
question as to the cause of the trouble 
among the people, and why it is that 
harcJly two persons can live together 
with any degree of harmony, no matter 
what plain of life they may occupy. 
When this question is answered, and 
the remedy found. then colonization 
on a higher and m01·e Godlike basis 
can be had, founded on natural law. 

At this point Solar Biology offers 
most invaluable aid, for one of the 
main causes of inharmony arises from 
the fact that people do not unrler1!tand 
each other ; but this science aids them 
out of this difficulty, and is now ready to 
be put in the bands of every man and 
woman. It reveals a knowledge of 
one's self and gives a ready means of 
understanding others, simply from hav
ing their date of birth. Parents will 
find that it shows the real nature of 
their children far better than they 
could know them by any other method. 
It also aids every man and woman to 
know their true sphere of use in life, 
and sets forth the laws of organization 
after the pattern of the heavens. 

Again, many in the world have 
come into the knowledge of the 
Society of Ma..qters, or purified souls 
who have attained their place and 
function in the Grand Solar l\fan of 
the heavens, and to which reference is 
made in Hebrews xn. 22-24. These 
it is who are instnamental in control
ling and leading, educating and pre· 
paring people to come into the order of 
the heavens ; and, when this is accom
plished, the higher faculties, the sixth 
sense, will he fully opened, and we shall 
no longer be solely dependent on 

speech and the vibrations of the natural 
atmosphere to communicate thought 
from mind to mill(], but we shall under
stand and know each other through 
this inner sense, and this alone will 
banish misunderstandings, and promote 
spiritual oneness, bringing all to work 
in harmony like the different organs of 
a single brain. And thus, through 
chastity and the conservation of their 
powers, will they come to be tenfold 
more powerful then ordinary men ; and 
it the number that John saw in his vision 
were brought together, viz., 144,000, 
they again would be endowed with pro
portionately more psychic and mind 
power with which to influence, change, 
and control the world ; and, as they will 
be entirely in harmony with God and 
the angels of the Solar Circle, they will 
role the earth in righteousness. 

It is necessary that people should be
come impressed with these things, and 
put themselves in training to attain the 
requisite powers and unfoldment. Soci
eties must be formed in different local
ities, and in due time the ripe fruit will 
be gathered at the appointed place, witl• 
every facility of knowledge, experience. 
machinery, and means wherewith to lay 
the foundation of a new social and in
dustrial world, thus carrying into effect 
the ultimate indicated by the angel 
that gave the Revelation to John on 
Patmos, being that for which Jesus 
wrought, and of which the prophets and 
seers of all ages ha,·e prophesied, and 
which has been foreshadowed iu the 
many pat'tial efforts at colonization 
in modern times,- the great truth and 
necessity of which is impressed upon 
the interiors of ev~r.r intuitive man and 
woman; so, while it has outwrought 
itself in multifarious systems and issue!.', 
it also has a j!r~at underlying truth 
which is vet to he realized. 

I submit this hasty outline regarding 
what is, and is to be, as there will 
be a department in the EsoTERIC for the 
discussion and nnsw~r of all questions 
1·elative to colonization and the necessary 
requisitE's of unfoldment in this direc
tion, and attainment of higher powers 
in general. lhRAM E. Bt7ri.Eit. 
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.f'l'em tbe many pres!l notices or Solar BlolotrJ, we giYe the two rollowlng aa 
talr representations : -

.1r.- the RI:LIOI<>-PBILOIOPmcALJotmKAL, llaJ T, 
1!!87.) 

"Solar Dlol01f7•" 
BY A TUE080PBI8T. 

" Solar Biology " is the newest addition to tbe 
thCOIOphic&lliterature, an<l is published in Boston. 
As books of a mystical character are of importance 
to transcendentalists, we propose to rcvtew this 
work as candidly as post!ible, in a spirit of fairness 
to the jtcucral public ar.d the author. 

'l"be work: may ~ classified in tbe same categorv 
with" Art Mag-ic,"" Ghost land,"" his Unveiled,'' 
and" The l'erfect \Vay," the author having led 
the life of a recluse for many years, having made 
·hit attainment~ and having come forth with his 
miasion. The Inspiration is of the highest; and, if 
thet'tl be spiritual masters over matter, who rule 
our planetary system (and we reasonably believe 
there are), there is every indication that this book 
hu come direr.t from them. There is au absence 
ol that phenomenalism which characterizes "The 
Occult World" and the e~nce rooms or material
izing media; but the interior unfoldment of the 
author is nrv high, and his perceptiona and de· 
ductions bear the stamp of ratio11ality, and, what is 

.of more Importance, ngbteousness. 
The inftuence of the sun upon our earth in !feD· 

crating and eustainill{ life Is too well recogniZed 
to require any exposition hero; but the special 
feature of the book before us is that it points out, 
in a clear and sci'lnLitlc way, the inftuence of all 
the planets revolviu!f. round our eola.r cirele. The 
result of the author 1 astronomical obeervations is 
that there bas been developed a complete system 
for discerning human character according to the 
position of the planets at the date of birth. The 
work tells what is, and why it is, but makes no 
pretence to foretell the future, having no relation 
to astrolojzy, thou~h employing well-deftned and 
accepted astronoDllcal facts. • • • Elaborate dia
grams and tables are given showing the aigns of 
the zodiac in which our/.Janets were or will be 
.placed at any particular ate. The tables range 
·from 1st of January, 18::10, to 3ut of December, 
·ISW,and the calculationa, being mathematical, are, 
·of course, accurate •••• The general plan oC the 
work under review is to show that the human 
·family, u a whole, makes up the solar man and 
woman. As in the microcoma so in the maeroconn, 
and, as intuitive perception invariably precedes 
scientific proof, there comes down to ns as an heir
loom from tbe '!!'es tho idea that the zodiac em· 
braces the Cuncttous of a man. " God geome
·lrized " said Plato, and the more our experience 
unfolds tho more we learn that "law and order 
characterize the universe," and that there is an 
underlying harmony between Jaws governing the 
external nature and those which govern character. 
A great merit in tho eyes of the reviewer is that 
" Solar Biolo~ " is not an advocate of fatalism, 
the author bavtng demonstn.ted that " 'tis the wise 
man rules the stars." In other words, the mission 
vf man is to eo control, direct, and gonrn as to 
develop and overcome. " Solar Biology " teacbea 
the principal doctrines of evolution, but it is evolu· 
tion of a healthy moral and even religious char
acter, a special chapter being devoted to Bible 
history. 

The work, I think, will be of special importance 
to physicians. The number of medical men who 
dabble more or less in transcendentalism is !~e. 
f udeed, so great is the weight of intelligent opimon 
now in favor of transcendental methods, that we 
:aecd not hesitate to designate the physical mate· 
ialist u " behind the times." The work before ua 

..nil be priJied by those M.D.'s who are posaessed 

or intuitive discernment, and who desire to have 
a certain key to the nature and character of 
their patients. 

To lovers of the occult in nature the book 
it charming. 

(From \he BolTON B&IULD, Aprti2T, JIST.) 

"Solar Blelog." 

It is not easy to give a suftlcient account ol 
this book without J>eing in eome sense an u
trologist. It professes to be a scientific, exact, 
and easy method of reading character, diagnoe
ing disease, determining mental, physica~ and . 
busineas qualifications, conjugal a(laptaoility 
and the like. It is one of a series of volumes 
which the author intends to publish, and is 
brought out first in the Ji!lt because it meets 
the present needs or the people. It is here 
demonstrated that there is a science of mind 
aud life which is ~~pt only occult, but within the 
limits of veriticaflon in human experience. 
The system is unfolded for those who wish to 
follow out ite lines or inqnirJ.t and there ,. 
unquestionably eomething m tt. The author, 
Mr. Hiram E. Butler, explaine the nature of 
astrology, the foundation on which it ~. 
and ita applieatione to human life1 with clear
ness, and with an hour's study 1te eeaential 
principles can be mastered. It must be con· 
Ceded that the system is fasciuatin!f, to say the 
least, and that it is worthy or CODBtderatiou by 
those who see in ite primary facts the relation 
of material agencies to material conditions. 
The conviction of the critic is that this book 
must have-. placo in his library, and that the 
conditions on which the system rests, tbou(fh 
passing strange, han substantial foundation m 
fact. lt is not easy to eet forth the reasone for 
one'a coo11dence In these attempts to forecast 
the conditions of life for a single individual, 
but it will be plain to any one who masters this 
work that it ex plaint much in life which can 
be avoided, and that there Is a subtle science of 
man in ite horoscopes which does not in the 
least conftiet with one'a duty, and may be 
made to throw great light upon one's lil'e in 
times of doubt and perplexity as to what one 
ought to do. The work is to be wclcomed as 
an apparently honest and scientific stAtement 
of what1 in dishonest banda, might be the 
cause ot great mischief to individuals. U 
aetrolOjQ' is to be studied or relied upon in any 
of the ctrcumstances of life, it ought to be eo 
set forth that it can be known for what it is 
worth, and no more. It would aeem that Mr. 
Butler In this treatise bas not imposed upon his 
readers, but fP.ven them the initiatory informa
tion by wb1ch they may the1118Clves verify 
whatever may be told them in matters pertain· 
ing to occultlife. Aside from all pretensions 
to IICieuce, the volume is rich in aug~tione 
on the relationa ol tho eexes in tbeJr intel
lectual, physical, and spiritual conditione whidl 
commend themselves to all who have hall 
much experience of life. The trouble with 
this occult businees is that cranks are able to 
use it to inculcato notions with which the 
science of astrology bas nothing to do. If 
accepted u an adjunct to experience in dealing 
with individuals, their dille&8ell aod their weak
nesses, it is capable of being of great service 
to physicians, parents, and others who cany 
the responsibilities of life. 

"Solar Biology," by Hiram E. Butler. Eeo
teric Publishing Co., f78 Shawmut aveDUe, 
Bostoa, Mass. -8vo., pp. 600. Price, 86.00 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST GOAL 
OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

'fiiEaE is no doubt but that all life is 
progressive, and has come up through 
the various forms of existence, from the 
elementaries,1 of fire, air, water, and 
earth. The life that now animates the 
vegetable kingdom will sometime be
come the man 1 of our earth : and as 
we look into nature and analyze the 
states of intelligence, mental capabili
ties, and physical characteristics, it is 
readily perceived that there is a con
tinued chain interlinking all life from 
the lowest to the highest. 

No creature can transcend the high
est attribute of its nature, or, in other 
words, no creature can have a will to 
act out any other nature than ita own, 
and the dominant principle of its na
ture will control the general conduct of 
the creature. Another fact must here 
be recognized, viz., God is not an ar
bitrary monarch, who overreaches his 
own laws, requiring of his creatures a 
course of life not in accordance with 
their nature ; but acts ever through es
tablished laws, and that which is right 
in one age and to one stage of unfold
ment is right for the same stage and con
dition always. Goo never changes; but 
man, as well as all pertaining to earthly 
existence, is constantly changing. 

'Thought-forme of celeaUal origin that have not 
J<t tonnd human embodiment. 

All life runs in cycles, iike day and 
night, winter and summer; agee of hu
man light or intelligence, of darkness 
and ignorance. But these cycles are 
not exact circles, but rather, like the 
winding of a ball, each round overlap
ping and enlarging the sphere of human 
capabilities. These cycles have their 
specific sphere to ultimate. Jesus and 
the ancient prophets often spoke of 
" the harvest of the world." Hindoo 
philosophers speak of the " Kalpa" or 
day or Brahm&, when the fruit of the 
earth, having ripened, will be gathered 
in, and the earth returned to its origi
nal state of desolation. The Hebrew 
prophets, and also Jesus, looked for
ward to the time " when the knowl
edge of God should cover the earth as 
the waters cover the sea." This would 
signify a state of spiritual illumination, 
which is that for which we labor, a 
local Nirvana, as it were. The Hindoo 
philosophers look beyond this for their 
ultimate, conceiving of a time when 
this illuminated state shall have filled 
all life, producing a final nirvanic state, 
when all created beings will leave the 
earth and become one with the infinite 
consciousness. There are seven sevens 
of cycles. The first seven are those 
of force ; second, seven cycles of dis
crimination ; third, seven of order ; 
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fourth, of cohesion ; fifth, of fermenta
tion ; sixth, of transmutation ; seventh, 
of sensation. The first seven bring mat
ter into existence, and into the first 
phases of animate life. The second 
cycle of seven brought animate life up 
to the instinctive mao in Eden, who 
obeyed the laws of the God of nature 
from his instincts, without having 
knowledge of the third cycle of seven 
stages, commencing in Eden, and 
which, when completed, will bring man 
into the poe8ession of the knowledge of 
the laws of God, as referred to above. 
We are now in the fifth principle (fer
mentation} of the t.bird series of 
cycles. This is the principle of disso
lution, or the tearing down of the old, 
preparatory to the building of the 
new.1 

The work of creation ia carried on 
through the processes of generation 
and development. Jesus made fre
quent reference to regeneration, but. 
while one is involved in the generation 
of the fiesh the process of regenera
tion cannot begin. When Jesus was 
discoursing on this subject hie disciples 
said, -"Well, master, then it is not good 
to marry ? " Jesus, answering, said 
unto them, " All men cannot receive 
this saying,- He that is able to receive 
it let him receive it." It is not for all 
to receive this saying, because they 
have not unfolded to an extent to see 
its needs or to make the neoeasary 
effort. 

The work of creation so often re
ferred to in our Bible is but another 
term for generation ; all things came 
into existence through a process of 
generation, which process is a phys
iological sacrifice of t.be parent for 
the production of the offspring. 
We see yearly bow multifarious 
vegetation springs into life, and hav-

I See work OD &be a....n QreUiye Prlllolplee jut 
INaed, u4 eiMwbere -oed. 

ing imparted its life to its fruit or 
seed it dies. Tliere are many forms of 
animal life that die as soon as their 
first offspring is brought forth. Bot, 
whether they bring forth more or less, 
they all die as soon as they exhaust 
the life or generative power; but as 
long as that potency is intact the body 
will appropriate enough of the life ele
ment to preserve the structure. 

Thus we see that in the generative 
function is not only the beginning of 
life, but also its means of perpetuation ; 
for it not only creates, bot recreates, 
containing, as it does, the basic element 
of immortality itself. Bot while the 
law of procreation is dominant it al
lows the body barely enough vitality 
to ron the machinery, and when its own 
force is exhausted it dies out and carries 
down the body with it. Therefore il 
we would have higher life, or even a 
proper measure of physical life, we 
must take control of this function, and 
not allow it to use us, exhaust itself, 
and carry the body down to death. To 
control life and its generative forces 
involves the reversal of the present 
currents of nature, and to do this re
quires more effort than would at first 
appear. Men and women are now held 
and bound by its fascinating sway. It 
is a prime factor of our present social 
and domestic life, and on these does 
the very structure of government itself 
rest, and to do anything that affects 
changes in domestic habits involves a 
probable change in everything else. 

I called attention to the fact that 
there are two laws of generation, the 
one in the procreation of children, the 
other that of the regeneration of one's 
self ; but habit is such that this func
tion is not content with what would be 
considered its natural use. And phys
iologists have presumed to encourage 
this unnatural waste, on the ground 
that it was necessary to the health ot 
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the body. Bot ask the physiologist if 
ftlibate animals do not reabsorb this 
vital principle, and physically profit 
tbereby? Was not that the method of 
all the great masters of antiquity? Was 
this not the secret of their greatoees? 
Certainly it was. "It has been dem
outrated in all ages by the few who 
became masters over themselves and 
the forces of nature. We see this in 
the example and masterly powers of 
Jesus; he also being a celibate ; 80 

we see that it was not only poSBible, 
bot necessary, before great attainments 
eoold be made • 

This element is the foundation prin· 
ciple of life, and is constantly being 
generated for the higher uses in the 
body, and without it death would soon 
close our career. It is the substance 
of brain power, that from which all 
\bought is formed, and its proper con· 
servation and higher uses will be 
treated of, from month to month, and 
valuable information given, regarding 
the attainment of superior powers rela· 
tive both to material and immortal 
u:istence. 

Howl E. BtJTLBB. 

THE REALITY OF MATTER. 

'!'BE ordinary scientist believes in 
maUer but doubts and challenges the 
existence of spirit. Metaphysicip, 
Christian scientists, and mental healers, 
on the other hand, dect to believe in 
~t but deny the reality of matter ; 
bot is it consistent to aftlrm. that one is 
DOt as real as the other? While steam 
ia more potential than water, it does not 
lleC888arily follow that water is not a 
reality. It is readily perceived and 
admitted that the invisible and finer 
forces or conditions of matter are 
tbe most active and potential, as 
~videnced in light, beat, electricity, and 
the elements of mind and spirit, which 
are the crowning and royal_ principles 
.,f life. Thus existence has many 
stratifications or degrees of potentiality, 
with gradations from coarser to finer, 
ach of which is just as real as the 
~er; yet it is easy to oonclude that 
some conditions and combinations of 
matter may be more desirable and en· 
joyable than others, the same as 110me 
~mbinations of musical notes are more 
pleasing, cheering, and inspiring, yet 
all notes are equally real, being alike 
vibrations in the medium of the atmos-

phere, at di1ferent rates of velocity 
per second. 

It bas become a habit of the mefia.. 
physical schools to characterize matter 
as unreal because of its ever-changing 
phases and forms. This they designate 
as nonentity, unreality, a flitting 
shadow ; but are not these very changes 
attributes of life, evidences of reality, 
rather than the reverse? for as we ad
vance into the higher and finer forces 
we find conditions of activity vastly 
greater than those which pertain in the 
more ponderable forms of matter. 
May we not then designate inertia, or 
absolute rest, - were such a thing 
possible, -as being the best expres
sion of nonentity, of unreality ? 
Therefore the true Nirvana would be an 
adjustment of the ego to interior and 
higher activities, to forces whose vibra
tions are 80 great, whose particles are 
80 fine as to make one positive and su
perior to the slower movements and 
limitations of objective nature. 

All conscious existence is made up 
of either painful or pleasurable vibra
tiona, and is therefore a. relative mat
ter of harmonious or inharmoniouP 
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adjustment of the organism, both 
physical, mental, and spiritual, to the 
active principles of the universe. A 
due amount of light, beat, and electric
ity produces pleasurable sensations ; too 
much causes pain and even destruction 
of the physical organism. Thus we 
realize that there is a measure of these 
activities that is suited to each individ
ual state of unfoldment, and one sys
tem cannot endure the light and motion 
that would be the natural equivalent of 
another life, while the slow vibrations to 
which such an organism would be 
adjusted, would prove the agonies and 
chill of death to one more highly keyed. 
Thus we may conceive of beings keyed 
or tuned to the various forces, ele
ments, and activities of nature, - or
ganisms that would find their native 
element and normal degree of motion 
in light, fire, electricity, etc., and 
ultimately in the lofty energies of 

spiritual light and heat, - the deitic 
principles of love and wisdom, which 
are the potential energies of creation~ 
and yet which " are a consuming tire " 
to those not tempered and prepared. 

Each degree and situation of life has 
its uses and abuses. We exist amidst 
complex and wonderful forces, and the 
problem of being is that we learn to. 
live and act in harmony with the poten
tial and divine currents, adjusting our
lives to higher and finer forces, appre
ciating the use and reality of each 
condition in which we are placed, rec
ognizing, however, that these are but 
stepping-stones to a higher estate, a 
preparatory school wherein to secure a • 
requisite knowledge of the regal forces. 
amidst which life is enthroned,- forces 
which rule planets and systems, and' 
which it is our mission to understand~ 
an<i ultimately administer in true son
ship of the infinite God. 

THE CROWN OF LIGHT. 

BY .JOHN LATBAJI, 

Wau is it we must leave behind? 
Aad what, as well, must seek and find 

Ere we can win 
The needed aid, "tbe crown of light," 
To mould and clothe our thought aright, 

Without, within? 

To lift this spell upon the race, -
This fiery st1·ife for wealth and place,

Which burdens all'? 
A few succeed- the many fail ; 
One grasps the prize, while others rail. 

What them befall? 

Great, then, our need of light and grace 
To do our work, to know our place, 

And be at peace. 
Nor strive to jostle mortal man, 
Perchance obstruct a heavenly plan 

li'or wise increase. 

But labor with a willing mind, 
That each and all may likewise find 

Their true estate. 
Wide let the gates of morning swing .. 
And bid the new-born sunlight bring. 

A better fate. 

And let us learn the lesson well, 
These rising sunbeams press to tell 

Of human weal ; 
And what we have to leave behind. 
And what as well to seek and fhid. 

To know and feel. 

For leave behind, we truly must, 
All that remains of gl'eed and lust, 

And low-born pride. 
'Tis thus, indeed, that we shall find 
A shining presence in the mind, -

God on our side. 
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THE ART OF NEVER FORGETTING. 

BY JOHN LATHAX. 

PuBLIC ·attention has been consid
erably arrested of late by somewhat 
remarkable claims and testimonials 
regarding the poBBibilities of memory, 
through what is set forth as being a 
simple, yet scientific a11d physiological, 
method of training ; by virtue of which 
results are attained which seem incredi
ble to the uninitiated. The method 
is styled: "The Art of Never Forget
ting," and it is asserted that it enables 
one to permanently memorize the con
tents of a newspaper or book at a single 
reading, to report lectures, sermons, and 
law ca.ses.without notes. To enable one 
to deliver written lectures and sermons 
eztempore with ease and confidence. 
To render the most complex moaic, 
without notes, even from a single read-

. ing or hearing. To accurately remem
ber and recall the names and faces of 
fifty and more strangers by a single 
presentation. To remember profes
sional and business details of surpris
ing volume and intricacy. 

"Happy," says the Gentleman'• MCUJ
azine, "is the man who can carry his 
common-place ~k in the grey matter 
of the brain." A good memory is un
questionably a great boon. It is almost, 
if not quite, half the battle of life. It 
gives one a tremendous advantage over 
one's fellows in the conduct of any 
busineBB, profession, or occupation. 
Again, systematic memory is an art, 
the use of which is exceedingly im
proving to the mind. It gives a sense of 
power. It enables a mao to feel that 
he can store ideas and facts, and.have 
them at call when he wants them again. 
It also greatly develops the powe~ to 
ooncentrate and control one's thought. 
It helps a man to think systematically, 
as well as to remember systematically, 
and, by enabling him to keep more 

facts and opm1ons before the mind, 
strengthens the judgment. A good 
memory equips one for many an emer
gency, makes one ready of resource, 
self-reliant, self-helpful, and also ser
viceable and companionable to others. 

How many have seen others, nod pos
sibly themselves been necessitated to, tie 
a knot in their handkerchief or a string 
a.,rouod their finger, to impress and re
mind of some errand or commission 
that had been repeatedly forgotten ! 
How much one forgets in the course of 
their life of what they have learned, and 
of which it would have been most valu
able could they have recalled the knowl
edge on desired occasions ! If so much 
fades and passes from our mental con
trol what guarantee have we that we 
may not ourselves fade out all together? 
"Memory," says John Stewart Mill, 
"is the continuity of consciousness." 
Now, if consciousness is not continuous 
(allowing of course for periods of 
sleep and rest), then what is there of 
us? What differentiates us from our 
fellows, or constitutes our entity or con
sciousness, but the memory of what ~e 
have thought, done, and experienced, 
and which thus has contributed to make 
us what we are to-day? What does it 
avail the surgeon to have studied anato
my, save in so far as he, through 
memory, has its kDowledge at his com
mand? We might cite hundreds of 
instances, but the above is sufficient to 
establish the principle. 

We do not overlook the fact that 
people start in life with different capaci
ties in this direction. The Orientals 
would say that this differentiation is 
due to experience in prior incarnations ; 
but it il not essential to our present 
purpose whetht--r it be due to prior ex
istence or mere heredity : the point at 
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issue is not how we came by this ca
pacity, but how to make the best nee of 
what we have ; for we perceive that oar 
usefulness, our succe88, depends on the 
resources of experience and memory 
which are at our oommand. This be
ing so, it becomes evident that memory 
is an important factor of being. It is, 
AO to speak, the foundation or corner
stone of immortality itself ; for we are 
now, and mast neoe88arily continue to 
be, what oar experience and memory 
makes us. There are memories, ol. 
course, which, from their very nature, 
cannot fit us for exalted spheres of 
existence, and which must necesaarily 
go through the sifting and expurgations 
ot purgatory, or "karma loca," as 
the Orientals style it. But then, again, 
there are memories- bright and lumi
nous thoughts and experiences- which 
lead ns up to the. very gates of the 
Celestial City. 

Memory in some degree is insepa
rably identified with being, and present 
capacity depends on the changes and 
experiences which the substance com
posing our ego has undergone. 1 What 
we are to-day may in but small degree be 
due to our own personal experiences in 
this present conscious existence. Nature 
has wrought tor millions of years, and 
we might fittingly say millions of ages, 
to endow us with the capacity we pos
sess. A stupendous opportunity is 
now ours, and that we may appreciate 
and employ this opportunity to its full
est and best extent, we propose to 
consider memory,- that of which our 
conscious existence is composed, both 
philosophically and physiologieally ; for 
memory rests upon an inherent law of 
being, and stored-up memories of the 
right sort in time blossom into exalted 
forms of inspiration. Said a celebrated 
musician, " When I play from memory 
I am myself; when I play from the 
book I am some one else." 

As a general rule the only road tc> 
memory of a high order in any depart
ment is through Belf-reliance, ~inc~
tion, and practice. But as an under
standing of the field of action is highly 
essential to a general who would win a 
victory ; as Napoleon lost the battle of 
Waterloo through what to him was. 
an unusual occurrence,- ignorance of 
the ground whereon the battle was 
fought : so it behooves us to carefully 
consider the field and arena of life and 
memory ; and especially is this true rela
tive to many who are seeking interior 
and higher culture, and who can be 
greatly profited by a knowledge or 
how to render permanent the results 
of research, and to have constantly at 
their command a luminous memory and 
consciousness. 

" Nearly all writers on mental science,,. 
says Prof. Loiselle, who hal nidently gi•eD 
this subject a great deal of careftll thongh'
" lpeak of memory u aa a6ir of the intel-
1~ u a faculty or sabdhiaion of the cotr
nitive aide of mind. Bat thia Ia not 10; for. 
in the 1lrst place, if It were, memory ahould 
be strongest in thoae whose intellect. are moet 
powerful, aad weakest in thoae of feeble mind. 
Men of great Intellect would have the moet 
powerful memoriee in reprd to all subjects 
whataoever. Aa a matter of fact, howe•er, 
great thinkers, and especially those who are 
habituated to highly abstract thought, have 
aaually the worst memoriee; whileJDaD7 idioc. 
have memories of utoniehiq accaracy aa4 
comprehenaiveneaa for aimple facta. In the 
eecond place, feelings are often remembered. 
with far greater vividneu thaa even atriking 
cognition•. Who ia there that cannot recall 
the feeling experienced in connection with hie 
1lrst pipe, or the qnalma that he bad in croaa
ing the channel ; the elation of hie grealetlt 
sacceaa in life, the pleaaure of his 1lrst lo•e, 
or the pain of having a tooth drawn? Who
at leaat cannot think of the color red, or the 
souad of a cannon-shot 1' Now, what bappeoa 
in the brain when we remember 1' Why, there 
occurs precieely the aame proceae in the aame 
part of the brain u occurred when the though& 
or feeling remembered was first experienced. 
The proceae ia lese intenee, the discharge Ia 
le81 powerful, bat it is of the eame nature anct 
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oecupiea the same pane ; the memory of a 
thought is the repetition of the thought; and 
the memory of a feeling Is the repetition of the 
feeling in a fainter degree. Hence memory 
is as much an dair of feeling u of l~tellect. 
.More than thia, there la, u M. Ribot explaina 
with admirable clearneu in bia work ( llala
tliu de Ia .UrAOire), a form of memory which 
is not connected with either the intellect or 
feelinp. • 

"So far, in fact, from memory being au intel
lectual attribute, it is in realit;r a fundamental 
qu.alit;r or peculiarit;r of all nerve tisane. 
EYery cell, ganglion, centre, tract, or region 
of nerve matter is so constituted as to pre
serve in its substance a record or trace of 
eYery change that takes place in it. EYery 
act or operation or moYement that takes place 
in nen-e tissue leayea behind it a permanent 
molecular rearrangement, which Ia the or
poic basil of memory. Thus enry tract of 
nerve ti .. ue i1 ita own autobiographer, and 
the record of eYery mental operation, whether 
it be au operation of the appetite•, or propen
liti81, or feeling•, or emotion•, or of the 
intellect or will, i• pre1erved, stored up, and 
recorded in the tract of nerve tisane con
cerned in that operation. Wbenner that 
tract of nerve ti .. ue C011181 again into actiYit;y 
the memory of that mental state i1 brought 
&pin into the colllcloune1e, IDd thia reYiving 
into actiYit;r of a preYiouly recorded proceu 
is the 1ee0nd stage of conscious memory, the 
stage of reYival of the 11m impre11ion or the 
reading of the ner,.on• record b;r the soul. 

" Something more tbiD mere reTiYal is, how
eYer, required for active recollection. There 
mun be not onlyapontaneoua reYiYal, but the 
pcnrer to recall at will. Hence in eTery act of 
memory there are three factors : 1, the recep
tion of an impre11ion (or the conception of a 
new idea); 2, the recording of this impres
sion; and, 3, the reYiYal of the imprellion. 
A. a matter of fact, the recording power Ia 
diltinct ftom, and anterior to, an:r conscious 
intellectual operation. It exiatl in the infant 
before intellect is deYeloped, and Ia present in 
the lowest animals before intellect comes into 
existence." 

We observe from the above, which we 
accept :lS a substantial statement of the 
facts of the case, that memory, in its 
first stage, is an automatic physio
logical process, somewhat analogous to 
the phenomenon of the phonograph, 

which receives and records vocal and 
instrumental sounds, with cap&.eity 
to reproduce them again under certain 
circun;iltancea ; or it might be compared 
to the photographic process. But then 
memory in man ia vastly more wonderful 
than either one or both of the above 
processes, for it recorda not only sound 
and form, but color, quality, and sen
sations of an almost unlimited range. 

We should keep in mind, then, that 
the first stage of memory is an automat
ic inherent and involuntary recording 
of what we think, hear, see, and experi
ence, and that this, to a certain extent, 
goes on even without the cognition of 
intellect; and we might further add that 
it pertaioa in degree to every form of 
matter, ao that the articles we wear, the 
rooms we inhabit, the very earth we 
tread, hold the memory or reoonl of our 
presence and states of mind ; and not 
only that, but bears testimony of the 
ages and people that have preceded 
us. Memory ia, therefore, to some 
extent, an attribute of all forma of mat
ter ; to the planet as a whole and to 
each thing in particular ; but it is in the 
nervous matter of the human brain and 
system that we find the highest capacity, 
for delicate, complex, and accurate 
regilltration ; and the problem with 
which we have to deal ia, how best to 
take intellectual cognition of this proc
ess, that the soul may be able to read 
the records and command the facts at 
will. To a certain extent we do this 
tnstinctively, and we often meet people 
who have a phenomenal capacity in that 
respect, and yet who eannot tell bow 
they do it. On the other hand, there 
are many records of parties who, realiz
ing their deficiency in the matter of 
memory, have devised specific measures 
to improve it. 

Thurlow Weed, being asked by a 
friend to tell what method he had 
adopted to strengthen this faculty of 
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memory, which be . possessed to a 
marked degree, replied :-

When a young man I had te adopt a regu
lar method for strengthening my memory, 
and I hit on one that was very effective. I 
will tell you all about it, for the benefit of · 
other young men. I got married in 1818, 
when I waa working in Albany aa a journey
man printer. In a few months I went into 
business, establishing a newspaper for myself, 
and some of my fri;mds thought I could suc
ceed in politics, probably because I impressed 
my views strongly on those about me. But 
I saw at once that I had a fatal wealr.neu, 
which I thought would prevent it. My mem
ory waa a sieve. I could remember nothing; 
dates, names, appointments, faces, everything, 
escaped me. I said to my wife, u Catherine, I 
•hall never malr.e a successful politician, for I 
cannot remember, and that is a prime necessity 
of politicians. A politician who sees a man 
once should remember him forever." My 
wife told me I muat train my memory; so 
when I came home that night I aat down 
alone and spentftfteen minutes tryingailently 
to recall with accuracy the principal events 
of the day. I could remember but little at 
first; now I remember that I could not then 
recall what I had for brealr.laat. After a few 
days' practice I found I could recall more. 
Events came baclr. to me more minutely, more 
accurately, and. more vividly than at first. 
After a fortnight or so of this, Catherine 
said, ''Why don't you relate to me the 
events of the day iuatead of recalling them to 
yourself ? It would be interesting, and my 
interest in it would be a stimulus to ' you." 
Having great re1pect for my wife's opinion, I 
bepn a habit of oral confession, aa it were, 
which waa continued for almost ftt\y yean. 
Every night, the last thing before retiring, I 
told her everything I could remember that had 
kappened to me or about me during the day. 
I generally recalled the very dishes I had 
had for breakfast, dinner, and tea; the people 
I had seen and what they had said ; the 
editorials I had written for my paper, giving 
her a brief abstract of them. I mentioned all 
the letters I had sent and received, and the 
very language uaed, aa nearly u posaible. 
When I had wallr.ed or ridden I told her 
everything that had come within my obser
vation. I found I could say my lesaona 
better and better every year, and, instead of 
the practice growing irlr.aome, it became a 
pleasure to go over again the eventl of the 

day. I am indebted to this discipline for a 
memory of somewhat unusual tenacity, and 
I recommend the practice to all who widh 
to store up facts, or expect to have much to 
do with-influencing men. 

Instances of a similar nature could 
be multiplied with interest and profit 
did space permit, and further illustra
tions will be given ~re we complele 
this memory series. The writer has 
made, what to him are invaluable dis
coveries in the matter of memory, or 
the " art of never forgetting," and will 
endeavor in the next issue to simplify 
the philosophy and physiology of this 
most valuable inherent function, and 
prove that nature is kinder to us than 
we dream, and show that it is not only 
quite easy, but also both health-pro
moting and highly delightful to have 
a good memory. Yet do not imagine 
that every good thing will drop into 
your lap of its own accord, or that it 
will not be necessary even so much ks 
to stretch out your hand to secure the 
prize. The rewards of life are ev~r 
accompanied with action, for motion'is 
the basic principle of existence. How 
prone the spontaneity of childhood is 
to find expression in playful activity ! 
May we not all become children of a 
larger growth, and have spontaneous 
pleasure in the pursuit and storing of 
luminous truths? It is this end that 
we desire to promote. We do not guar
antee that our discovery is identical 
with the one that a certain professor is 
charging 825 to communicate, under 
solemn pledge of secrecy on the part of 
the ptlpil ; but, nevertheless, yon will 
find it worth $25 all the same; and 
while the information can be had for 
the nominal price of the EsOTERIC, yon 
will not be restricted in spreading the 
good news, that the faithful are to 
have a New Memory as well as a 
"New Name," that they may never
more forget to do everything that it is 
right and fitting that they should do, so 
long as the world stands. 
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REACHING FOR THE INFINITE . . 
Noo long since, while listening to an 

eminent D.D., the a88ertion was made 
that there were a great many things 
which we could not understand. That 
we could not comprehend miracles, etc. 
Now is there anything impossible to 
explain when we have knowledge of 
God's laws? Nothing can be done con
trary to the laws which govern every
thing. If we analyze a dower and 
reduce it to its elements, need we stop 
there? Why not study the elements and 
the laws which control them? If we do 
not understand God why not draw 
nearer to him, that we may better 
learn of him? The greater cannot re
turn to the lesser ; but the lesser can 
be drawn and expand towards the In
finite. 

Why place God on some far-away 
throne, to ever recede as we approach? 
It we recognize the divine spark with
in us which is made in the image of 
God, why not, by its light, strive to 
explain 80 much that seems hidden? 
If one grand book," The Pilgrim's Prog
ress," was first dreamed out, why not 
dream out another 1 Why attempt to 
explain so many pa88ages in the Bible 
until we have light enough to read 
them by? Why place heaven so far 
in the future? Ia it impossible that 
heaven is within? Is it impossible that 
heaven and earth are one? If we are 
immortal then we most have lived al
ways, as the immortal knows no death. 
If we accept the law of birth we most 
also accept the opposite, death. It 
would seem that the real part of us 
never dies ; that it is pure, perfect, and 
sinless, but that it most realize its per
fection if not be a Divine Ideal, else 
how would we know we were perfect? 
An unrealized ideal is nothing. Sup
pose, then, we started out as a ray of 
light, which contained within itself 

perfection, and nothing could spring 
from a perfect mind bot perfection ; 
then this perfection must eventually be 
realized, as that is our birthright. 

If, then, we are a ray of light, we 
most be expressed by and through the 
laws of light, refraction and reflection. 
A pure white ray contains all the pris
matic colors with their infinite grada
tions ; but for us to see what it con
tains it must be refracted, or bent 
back. Following the correspondence, 
then, we, as individuals, must be bent 
back, or toward the horizontal earth, 
before we can be reflected toward a 
perpendicular spirit. 

If in our previous incarnations, from 
the lowest mode of organic life to our 
present human form, we have been 
going away from pure spirit, from the 
centre, toward mo.tter-earth ; then there 
most be a point where we turn, to go 
toward the Centre-Spirit, as there must 
be a subjective as well as an objective 
side. 

If some have learned the lessons af
forded by expression why can they not 
learn of spirit after they have made the 
turn and are homeward bound? If the 
divine marriage between Sou land Spirit 
has taken place, and the two are one, 
why cannot there be revealed to us the 
meaning of seemingly bidden mys
teries? It we are to see God face to 
face, and be as he is, and if heaven 
is within, why can we not realize it 
here now? It can hardly be done by 
the intellect alone, as that is not the 
highest. Intuition is our light, by 
which we can learn of spiritual things. 
And what is intuition but experience, 
the perfectibility of the Soul? 

As everything is dual, 80 the Soul is 
both masculine and feminine, the in
tellect being the masculine quality, 
and the intuition the feminine ; it must 
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therefore be by a perfect union of the wisdom, and in proportion as we are 
two that we attain knowledge of per- drawn to the centre,• we shall learn 
fection. The woman in man must be of its mighty laws. 
the Redeemer, and higher knowledge of 
God- the offspring. As we approach CL&KBICTINE PEu:ms. 
the All-Good we are so much nearer Kaatoa•, Or. 

RELATIONS OF MIND .AND HATTER. 

To the Editor of The EMJteric :-
Does Styx in his contribution to the 

July number 'mean to imply that mind 
bas no use for matter on the spirit side 
of life? I think that mind must always 
use some form of matter, through 
which to act and manifest, and that 
so-called spiritual bodies are composed 
of matter, but of more refined and 
subtle quality, according as the sonl is 
in harmony, or at one-ment with the 
All Life within, and that this refining 
prooess goes on forever ; yet I would 
not imply that we require our present 
lDM8rial bodies on the other side, but 
rather that we -.. ihe power to at
tract substance, and form a bocly niW 
to our needs, wherever the ego is. 

Modem science has proved, what 
Swedenborg aftlrmed more than one 
hundred yeara ago, that all matter is 

'tilled with motion or life. He also said 
" that the intlnite of truth was its 
divisibility ; " and the same is true of 
matter. Now while matter per H is 
dead or impotent, yet as every atom is 
infllled with the potency of the All 
Motion, the All Life, is it not reason
able to believe that the soul itself is 
formed of these material atoms? The 
life of the serpent must be as trniy a 

THB universe is full of invisible en
ergies, of which man is the appointed 
channel of espression. These exist for 
him, and he for them ; and thus this is 
eminently a coOperative world. Hu-

manifestation of the All Life as is that 
of man; but being environed with dif
ferent conditions of matter, adapted to 
the peculiar uses which the All Creator 
wills it to espreu, it can only be a 
snake. 

As light coming to us through dif
ferent-colored glasses makes di1ferent 
impressions upon oar consciousnesa, 
so do the difrerent conditions of mat
ter, change, shade, tone, and modify I 
the oonditions and states of the human 
soul, or of the divine life manifested 
therein ; this will esplain why the eat
ing of pork and other animal food af
fects and reacts on soul life, causing 
grosser and more sensual manifesta
tions. If the mind-cure physicians and 
Christian scientists would look a little 
deeper into this phase of life they would 
not mix so much nonsense with trntb 
as many of them now do. 

Having made use of the power of 
the mind and will for nearly forty years, 
for self-core, even in cases of malignant 
blood-poisoning, I am ~ "to hall all 
such movements Jl!ith a l'Oyal welcome, 
and to gin 6em all the credit they 
deeerve. 

W. M. EVANS. 

AKBIIU'r, v .... 

manity are the hands and feet for a 
sublime invisible sphere, in the service 
of which they may accomplish and en
joy much, for service is not without ita 
reward. 
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LIFE'S MYSTERY. 

BY .JOHH LA.THA.K. 

Lin is a dower of mingled care, -
A passing mystery which we share 
Each with all, yet little know 
Whence we come or whither go. 

Oh, hand that sweeps the chords of lite, 
That melts in love or sti1'8 in strife, 
Whence are the echoes of the soul? 
Oh, tell its import, where its goal! 

Baptismal foot and funeral urn 
Pass in review, in changing turn ; 
'!be bridal veil, the sombre bier, 
A glad'oiog smile, a bitter tear. 

Out from darkness into the light, 
Swift receding again to night ; 
But yester morn earth knew us not; 
To-morrow noon perchance forgot. 

Oh, light and shadow, smile and tear, 
For all thy changing earth is dear ; 
In spite of cloud and sodden grouodt 
Heart-stiring faith within is found, 

And like a star its rays are shed 
Above the living and the dead; 
A beacon-light from shining shore 
To guide ns here and evermore. 

MAN AND HIS CAPABILITIES • 

.A. LBCrUBB BY IIIB.U( II, BUTLU. 

[Dellvered before \be Bocleb" for Beo&erto OalSare 
Bc*oll, v..., OD \beeftDlnsofJl'rldaf, Jane a, 1187.} 

THE psalmist asked the question, 
" What is man? " The same question 
has been asked by the reasoning mind 
from the earliest histo~c times. In our 
own age we, too, find ourselves asking 
this question. It is a question so deep 
and comprehensive that when we are 
perfectly able to answer it we shall be 
able to answer the question, What is 
God? From its very nature it must 
therefore be clear to your minds that, 
even were we to pu1'8ue this question 
throughout eternity, we could not rea
sonably expect to find its full solution. 

The triangle, a.~ symbolizing the 
trinity of being and as expressive of 
mao's threefold nature, has been used 
from a very remote period. Fi1'8t, is 
symbolized the spirit, the father, or 
origin of being ; second, the body or 
the nature formed by the spirit; third, 
the soul. that which is created by the 
action of the spirit on the body. Ac
cordingly the ancient pictures repre
aentiog this idea contai~ed the father, 

mother, and son, or Osiris, lsi!J, and the
infant Horus. 

Many of the ancients entertained the
idea that matter and God were equally 
eternal ; that the former was just as. 
much wit.hout a beginning as the latter ; 
and that these two eternal principles. 
were parallel to one another. They 
believed tb11ot man's existence was. 
caused by the descent of the spirit into. 
the flesh, into earthly conditions, and 
that by passing through different earth 
conditions he finally gained an expe
rience which prepared the earth ele
ment to receive the astral fluid, and! 
that out of this fluid a soul-life was 
ultimately formed. Hence the astral 
soul or body. 

But I do not profess to belong to. 
that class of individuals who believe in 
the eternity of matter. There are too 
many evidences that matter is transient ; 
that it may be transmuted from one 
state into another, until, at length, 
there is evolved from the coarsest 
matter the ftneiJt spiritual essence. 

The fact that there is not a particle: 
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·of matter in existence that cannot be 
changed into gas, that cannot be so 
sublimated that it will cease to appear 
to the eye, is of itself evidence that it 
is of a gaseous nature, and that it 
was in the form of gas in the beginning. 
-()f course, the finest senses are unable 
to trace it beyond that point. Yet it is 
entirely proper to assume, if such an 
element can be evolved from the gase&, 
that there is a law that is capable of 
·carrying on the work of transmuta
tion still farther, and, in fact, to any 
-extent. 

But, however variable or susceptible 
to change matter may be, you should 
bear in mind that God is not so ; that 
~s he is spirit he is unchangeable, is 
the same yesterday, to-day, and for
ever, and is the ultimate essence of all 
being. 

But the fact that we find every par
ticle of matter in constant process of 
-change is evidence that it is full of life. 
It makes no difference what form this 
-or that portion of matter may be in, we 
always find it full of life. It is by vir
tue of this life that it is ever at work, 
-changing its condition. 

From this I conclude that, if God is 
1:1pirit, he created everything out of him
f:lclf, and therefore matter; and conse
~uently that all that emanates from 
that source is like himself. All is 
:Spirit, everything that is, is spirit. 
The coarsest matter is his spirit, but it 
is a specific condition of spirit. 

All matter is not in the same condi
tion. For example we strike the solid 
iron. It is solid and dense, and as it 
possesses these qualities we cannot pass 
-our hand through it. In other words, 
it is matter to us. But . suppose we 
take that iron and cause it to pass 
through various stages of transmuta
tion until finally it reaches the form of 
gas (which can be done), we can then 
pass -our hand through it without feel
ing o1· seeing anything. We take food 
into our body to nourish it. It is 
.solid ; it is material. That food is in 
the laboratory of the body, and is, as it 
were, in a fire, where it is passing 
through the several chemical transfor
mations which eliminate therefrom 
that which is of use and which will 

strengthen and sustain the body; some 
of this food is thrown off, but the 
greater portion is retained. As the 
physical organism is in perpetual 
motion, and as not a single particle of 
it is ever at rest, simultaneous with 
every thought and movement there is 
an electric current going from the will, 
through the muscles, and brain, which 
current burns out some of its material, 
and thus finallv transmutes it into 
thought-essence; and into the thought 
that is silent, or that is expressed. 
This thought is as dense to the thought
realm as matter is to the sense-realm. 
For example, I have known parties to 
go into the thought-realm and become 
utterly unconscious of everything ex
cept thought. I have been told that 
while they were in such a condition 
they met other persons, or the souls of 
others, who had once lived on the earth. 
In fact, they declared that those souls 
were material and as real as any one in: 
the body, and that the ground on 
which they stood was as solid as our 
earth is to us. In other words, the 
realm of thought was matter to them. 
But if we were to trv to take hold of one 
of those former residents of earth with 
our hands it would pass through them ; 
it would completely elude our grasp. 
They would seem to be nothing what
ever to the hand. It is, however, none 
the less matter, for all that; but it is 
in a different coadition from that which 
comes within the observation of the 
five senses. 

In continuation of what I have said 
on the thought-realm I may say that it 
has been known from very remote his
toric times that the only thing that 
makes us conscious entities at all is 
the thoughts we have entertained and 
which are springing up in the brain. 
Bot, as all thought is made up of expe
rience, it follows that without experience 
there could be no thought whatever, as 
far as man himself is concerned. This 
consideration forces us to the further 
conclusion, that thought is caused by 
the operation of the same law or by 
the same transmuted potency of spirit 
that creates and controls the body. 
Thus you will see that back of every
thing and mnning through everything 
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is spirit, and that the latter is the sub
atantiality of all that is. 

If this be so then man in his interior 
consciousness is spirit. But where in 
the world to-day is there one individual 
who is really conscious of being spirit? 
Do you realize the significance of the 
term spirit? The consciousness of be
tog spirit is equal to the consciousness 
of being God, and such a consciousness 
is infinite in its nature. It is what I 
might term an all-consciousness. It 
pt'rvades all things, cognizes all things, 
and is everywhere. It annihilates 
space, destroys time, and causes \he 
past and the future to become merely 
one eternal now. 

In view of such a thought we are 
compelle<l to say that there is not one 
who has come to a consciousness of 
spirit. It is true that we have all at
tained to various degrees of soul-con
sciousness. But you may ask, what is 
this soul-censciousness? It is the 
ability to take cognizance of thought 
like itselt. 

At the present time we hear a good 
deal said about psychometry or tbe 
power of measuring soul, or that power 
by means of which one soul measures 
another. Now, I maintain that it is 
not proper to use the word psychometry 
in any such sense. The term that 
should be used to denote such a power 
or the action of such 1\ power is psycog
Mmy. It has reference to that refined, 
enlarged, mature, and exalted condition 
of soul which has been attained by 
passing through suffering and trial 
through the many phases of life, and 
especially by coming in contact with 
our fellow-men. Such a condition the 
ancient Mngi and Oriental masters en
joyed, and the powers which they pos
sessed, in consequence, are spoken of 
by theosophists as the ten senses. 
He who had the tenth sense was re
garded as being in the God-condition. 
Acc01·dingly, there was in this sphere 
the sense of sight and the sense which 
beholds that which transcends the sight, 
and which spiritualists term clairvoy
ance, or clear-seeing ; the sense of 
hearing, and that which hears sounds 
that transcend the natural ear, which 
apiritualists denominate clairaudience ; 

the sense of feeling and that which 
senses objects that transcend feeling, 
which power spiritualists have improp
erly named psychometry, but which I 
designate by the word psycognomy. 
Again, there is the sense of taste, and 
that power which transcends tbe taste, 
and which has to do solely with the 
tasting of spiritual essences or qualities. 
We are also told tbat there is, in addi
tion to the sense of smell, a sense 
which transcends everything of a 
material nature, and that bas to do only l 
with spiritual aroma, with sensing the 
pure and impure conditions of persons. 
These powers, tbey say, belong to the 
soul, and are even independent, to a 
great extent, of the senses of the phys
ical body. 

The nerves connected with the five 
senses respond to the physical vibra
tions of the atmosphere and the sur
rounding chemical conditions. These 
are the senses in which the whole 
animal world is living at the present 
day. The only difference there is be
tween man and the rest of animate 
things is that his senses are finer, and 
of a higher quality than those of the 
beast. Of course man bas a soul, bv 
means of which he is able to compre
hend the nature of his environment, to 
invent instruments, and adapt means to 
ends in such a manner as to gain an 
advantage over his competitors in tbe 
struggle for existence. For all nature 
is in a state of warfare, -all living 
things being in combat one with 
another. During this struggle, which 
has been waged from th(.; remotest 
epochs down to tbe present time, what 
is called the secondary brain was 
formed. 

It is in this secondary brain that five 
of the ten senses l'cside. One of the 
remaining senses is in the middle or 
centre of the brain. Two of the tran
scending senses arc in the body, while 
two of the same kind of senses are in 
the brain. In the snake the only 
thing that can be found to represent tbe 
brain, or nerve centre, is a little gray 
matter which lies just back of the head. 
Man was once in tbe same undeveloped 
state. But by unceasing effort and 
struggle, and working from as well as 
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towards the centre of bia being, he has 
risen out of that low state of psychic 
uisteoce into what he is to-day ; has 
formed for himself a body that will 
serve him in action and respond to the 
demands of his will. 

This proce88 of development, of 
rising out of the lower into the higher 
oonditions of life, of working outwards 
and upwards from the centre of being, 
was undoubtedly the reason why the 
most ancient astronomy, as represented 
in the solar biology of the time of 
the sons of Jacob, began to construct 
the grand man with Libra, as if that 
was the first psychic formation. 

Bot I would modify what I have just 
~aid. I have reasons for believing that 
he construction of that man commenced 

oefore the time of Jacob. It really 
began with Virgo, and sometime be
tween August 22 and September 22, 
because at that time the calendar began 
with July 22. 

This association of Virgo with · tbe 
building of that grand man bas 
reference to the element of pore 
nature ; it relates to chemical qualities. 
It is preeminently the chemist. Con
sequently one who is born under Vir
go is the natural chemist. It represents 
that element which receives the food 
into the stomach for po.rposea of nu
trition, and which eliminates what
~ver is necessary, and then carries oo 
the important work of building thB 
physical organism. 

This was the kind of work which 
they did in the golden age. Th, 
·people of that time learned through 
inspiration what was the divine law of 
being, - that such was the case one 
bas only to examine the great pyramid 
of Cbeops. N otwitbstanding the world 
has made so much progress in material 
things there is evidence in that pyra
mid that man in that remote and won
derful age understood the law of his 
being as be has not since. 

It is clear, then, from what I have 
said thus far, that the spirit-essence 
resides in the function of life, in the 
reproductive or creative function. This 
fact nndoubtedlv snggested to the 
people of that age the prop_riety an.d 
reasonableness of commencmg the1r 

.... 

year with the sign Libra, which repre
sented that function. Here it was 
where first the divine spirit took up its 
abode in humanity. Here in the repro
ductive function God first resided as 
the creator, the originator of man's 
being. 

Now this function of the human 
organism and of the solar plexus 
impelled man irresistibly to strive to 
invent instruments by which be could 
supply the wants of his body. To 
this end be was provided with bands 
and a brain, with the reasoning fac
ulty, which power relates to tho 
five senses or to the things of this 
world. For this faculty bas no refer
ence to anything except method. It 
relates to the quality of life as a prin
ciple of action. In other words, it baa 
to do with the quality of life-action. In 
either case it is the same thing. For 
the quality of the life is the quality of 
the action, and tlice veraa. When the 
quality of life has attained a certain 
degree of refinement man is able to 
think like his author. In proportion 
as he is bound to the earth and to the 
things with which the physical senses 
have to do is he forced to act like the 
lower animals wbiab are devoid of 
spirituaiity. 

This brings us to the question of self
c.:utture. That we may enter upon such 
culture and move towards our ideal 
where shall we begin? We must begin to 
increase the quality of the life-essences. 
Whatever will improve that will bring 
us more into the interior, and thereby 
bring us into more intimate relations 
with ourselves as well as into a knowl
edge of what we really are. On this 
account I have in my previous lectures 
emphasized the importance of control
ling the reproductive principle, of con
serving the life-essences, in order that 
they may be transmuted into the highest 
spil"+ual energy. I have striven to 
impress on your minds the neceBSity of 
such conservation, because it appeared 
to me that in that way only could man 
refine the essences of his nature, move 
forward in the direction of his destiny 
and towards a perfect oneness with hia 
God. 

While this thought relating tv the 
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~ssence of lif& 18 m my mind let me 
eay one word in regard to incarnation. 
My view of the matter is something 
like this : These physical bodies of 
ours received their life-essence from 
the parental germ, and after passing 
through a long series of incarnations, 
not as persons but as essences, they 
finally became able to create for them
selves a soul that will be immortal, and 
which will be ever conscious of its own 
identity. Yon will observe that 1 say 
the soul tDill be immortal, and not that 
it alreadv is in that condition. For, in 
order tO reach this desirable end, the 
soul must be brought into existence by 
a refining process of body, which must 
continue until the senses are capable of 
taking cognizance of eternal realities. 
Out of this consciousness of eternal 
things will come forth a matore oon
aciousness. In other words, there can 
be no such thing as an immortal eonl, 
an entity that will ever continue to Qe 
the conscious ego, until man, by the 
process active in his own body, has re
fined the essences of his being, hae en
larged and intensified his susceptiliilities 
to such an extent as to be able to see 
and feel the infinite life, the eternal 
thought, the potencies of spirit, with 
as much clearness and certainty as be 
beholds physical things. The great 
trouble with us is that the powers of 
the eonl are so dull and unrefined that 
spirit is altogether too subtle for our 
perception or discernment. We move 
hither and thither in the world, and 
this divine essence passes through us 
as through a vapor, and we feel it not; 
have no consciousness whatever of its 
having touched us, or of its existence. 

Now, there is a method by which we 
can be refined and made more capable ; 
for the spirit of God is a consuming 
fire and burns on the altar of reproduc
tion, and in this way this power may be 
so transmuted. its essence so directed 
into higher spheres of · utility, and the 
quality of this life-power so improved, 
in consequence, as to supply us with 
the ability by which we can cognize di
vine realities and attain to a realization 
of God. This is the only way by which 
we can obtain immortality. We must 
begin with the very source of life itself. 

We must change the direction and 
quality of the currents of our being. 
This was the idea which Jesus had in 
his mind when he said to Nicodemus, 
" Except ye be born again ye c11nnot 
see the Kingdom of God." Out of thut 
declaration of Jesus sprang the idea of 
regeneration, or doctrine of the new 
birth. 

Again : that germ of being which 
began our life was the highest essence 
that man coold receive at that period. 
It was the perfect essence of paternal 
and maternal life. Of all things that 
are it was the neareet to spirit. It has 
undergone many changes. It bas passed 
through first one transmutative pe
riod and then another IHltil now it ap
pears as fire. This fire it is that ma
nipulates and controls the body, and is, 
in fact, the animating principle. Here 
is a principle, and nothing more. It be
gins to grow and expand, and in course 
of time it attempts to perform experi
ments. The fires are active in its na
ture, but as yet it has not experienced 
any such thing as development. The 
time for that has not yet arl'ived. Al
though the fires are active in germ, na
ture bas so contrived as to make it 
impossible for them to oome into being, 
or to manifest themselves, before a cer
tain period. 

As soon as that period is at hand 
solar ftuid enters and dominates our 
bodies. This same ftuid is that which 
forme the intelligence of brute creation. 
This spark of life was drawn from life 
itself, from the earth; in a word, from 
the very substance of things. It is 
then taken by the seven creative prin
ciples, and used in accordance with the 
pecnliar function of each. As I have 
already intimated, until a certain period 
this spark exists merely in germ. It is 
in all o! us at birth, but it cannot be 
observed. 

The child comes into the world, acts 
out its childish nature, partakes of first 
one kind of food and then another, is 
nourished and grows. What do we 
mean when we speak thus? Simply 
this : the body extracts from the !ood 
that which it requires and causes it to 
pass through the different stages of 
transmutation, after which it ceases to 
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be material, assuming as it does the qual- at all. For the greater the celerity 
ity of thought-potency. As this proc- with which the soul throws off the old 
ess continues man begins to regenerate the sooner does it enter into the new 
himself and, at length, stands forth in conditions, and the greater is the rapid
possession of all the powers and possi- ity with which it grows towards the 
bilities of manhood. Such a man is infinite. It is the nspiring soul that is 
what he is through the transmutative forgetful. The live man is ever for
process of the body and the generating of getting the past and reaching out into 
those elements which are indispensable the future. Like the plant, he is grow
to the support of the physical organism. ing continuously from the inner; is ever 

A certain philosopher has said that casting aside the old and the useless 
there is a power that comes from the and developing the highet· nod finer 
astral fluid, and through the medium of part of his nature. 
the astral body which it created ; and But, notwithstanding our experiences 
that this power sustains us and prevents have been forgotten, they have not been 
anything from being lost. lost ; for our thoughts are as literally 

Such a statement, however, can only our children as those which may have 
be true in the sense that all sustenance been born to us in the flesh. They 
comes through the operation of the come through the same process and 
seven creative principles, which prin- are material beings or essences. But, 
ciples are really active under each although our children are also material 
zodiacal sign. beings or essences, they may become 

But the truth, as far as man is con- immortal; they may attain to that soul
cerned, is that nothing is retained be- growtb by virtue of which one makes 
yond the period of use. This is the himself an undying entity, while the 
case with our thoughts, which are thrown thought-children, devoid of physical 
otT and never recalled. In like manner body, must return to their original ele
may we speak of our various experi- menU. or be reincarnated in some form 
ences, which are forgotten. This is of life. 
the law of soul-growth. Were it other- There is a vast amount of difference 
wise, the soul would be encumbered between a progressive soul and one
with a useless mass of material and that is bound up in the past or in the 
would be unable to make any prog- affairs of the world. There is a great 
ress. In fact, we see the same law difference between the power of the 
prevailing in the vegetable world. A soul to bold to its own conscious being 
seed is cast into the ground by the and the mere power to hold from 
husbandman ; it takes root and grows, disintegration. It is true that that 
and presently two small, delicate leaves which is disintegrated is not lost ; but 
make their appearance. Before long it does not remain with the individual, 
two more tiny leaves are discovered, but necessarily goes to the spheres 
shut up, as it were, between their elders, where it belongs. It may have and has 
and peeping just above the parent stem. other uses elsewhere. Indeed, the astml 
Very soon you see the first two leaves fluid above us is filled with experi
drop ott. They have done their work, ences, not onlv of men who once lived 
nod must make room for the new- on this earth, but also of higher intelli
comers. In this way that seed keeps gences which have entet·ed into nobler 
on growing. Two little leaves are ever realms of soul-life. Such intelligences 
springing up from the centre of the are like the tree that is ever rising into 
stem which it has developed, and ready the heavens, ever reaching after the 
to take the places of the old ones which light, ever aspiring after and grasping 
have served their purpose and been cast the new. Such action may be said to 
one side. In a similar manner does be characteristic of one who has come 
man grow. He is dropping his surface to a consciousness of his own being; 
life. This is the case with the one who for this immortal element is made up 
grows rapidly. The same may be said of a tendency to reach ever after the 
of us, so far as we make any progress infinite, and an exactly opposite ten 
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dency to let go one's hold on past ex
perience. As soon as the soul ceases 
to manirest such tendencies disintegra
tion and death necessarily follow. 

Such a view it was which caused 
many of the philosophers of antiquity 
to liken man to a tree, the roots of 
which were in the heavens, while its 
branches were on the earth. Its 
growth was represented as beginning in 
the heavens and its blossoming as tak
ing place on the earth. And is not the 
<1rigin of the soul in the heavens, and 
will it not reach maturity and perfec
tion through the material elements of 
earth? Does not the symbol suggeat 
that which ought t.o be the tendency 
and ideal of t.he whole human family? 
I think so. What, then, is the course 
we shonld pursue? It is to allow noth
jog to prevent us from moving forward, 
but to keep our eyes steadily on our 
ideal of God, to the end that we may 
all become conscious parts of that tree 
which has its roots in the heavens and 
the branches of which, even though 
they may be widely apart at times, still 
form one tree, being united as they all 
are in the same trunk. It is the con
sciousness of a common origin and a 
common destiny which alone can bring 
men together. 

This thought may be illustrated 
thus: I take six balls, which have 
been attached to a string, and then 
drop them on the floor in front of me. 
when I want those balls to come to
gether all that I have to do is taise the 
t~tring and they conform immediately 
to my desire. One instrument draws 
and binds them together in common. 
So long as they are held by the string 
they are not easily thrown out of posi-

tion o~ out of order. But suppose I 
should take six balls unconnected with 
any string, and I should drop them on 
the tloor, though I might succeed in 
bringing them together, yet the least 
jostling would throw them apart. 

So is it with men. They are flying 
off in a tangent, hither and thither, un
less held together by the string of some 
grand and common idea. 

Hence I regard that soul as greatest 
which keeps its attention fixed on its 
highest idea of God ; which keeps its 
aspirations after God constantly alive 
and fresh. Such a soul will know no 
limit to its growth ; it will rise higher 
and higher continually ; will be ever 
throwing off the old and unfolding the 
new, and ever gaining deeper and higher 
and more comprehensive ideas. 

In proportion as we enter this higher 
life of the soul we disconr the fact 
that we are only a part of this spirit
essence which appears to be subject to 
matter, but which in reality makes the 
latter, through the principle of trans
mutation, the instrument by which it 
accomplishes the loftiest purposes im
aginable. In fact the higher we rise in 
the realm of spirit the more conscious 
do we become, and the more able are 
we to enter into the mind of the infinite. 
Having entered into such a state we 
lose sight of our narrow and contracted 
material individuality, and arrive at that 
consciousness which is the conscious
ness of God, the consciousness of all 
things at the same time. Thus you see, 
although one's individuality may be lost 
in the infinite whole, his consciousness 
is not lost, as he has a consciousness 
of all conditions, of all being, of all 
thought, aod of all spirit. 

THE SUNLIGHT OF THE SOUL. 

TuB comparison has been frequently vance towards the equator, vegetation 
-employed that God is to the soul what withers at its approach, and the icy 
the sun is to nature. This is a most fit- mantle of desolation enfolds the earth. 
ting comparison, for we all know that We are in the habit of thinking and 
wbeo the sun's rays fall most obliquely speaking as though it was the sun that 
upon the earth it is then winter; the bad departed, gone from •s. Such, 
-chill and ice of the arctic regions ad- however, ie not the case. The hemi-
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• sphere in which we dwell aas simply the presence of light, life, and divine 
been turned away ; and when the earth 
in its revolutions begins again to turn 
our hemisphere toward the sun the· ice 
melts away, the cold retreats north
ward, and spring advances. The same 
is true regarding light and darkness. 
It is not the sun that comes and goes, 
but the earth that turns from and to 
the sun. 

power. 
God is the luminous principle and 

fact of the universe, and is to the mind 
and soul of man far more than what 
the sun is to nature. When we tum 
to him darkne88 flees away. The self
ish chill of the soul's winter cannot 
abide in his presence. The fragranre 
and fruitfulness of summer take the 

There is a great deal in our speech, place of coldness, greed, disease, and 
that is from appearances, and thus desolation. Th~ soul needs the pres
people often speak of God as being ence of God as virtually as the earth 
absent, or as having departed from the requires the sun, and can only be fruit
soul ; but such is never truly the case. ful and happy in the presence of its 
It is the soul that turns away, and thus native element. But, being something 
brings to itself cold and darkness, and more than a dead orb, we can, of our 
that is what distresses the soul and the own choice, elect to have perpetual 
world at large. We turn unto nega- peace and summer in the heart. 
tion when we are privileged to dwell in 

THE RELATION OF ORIENTAL AND OCCIDENTAL RELIGIONS. 

A REVISED and enlarged edition of 
The Perfect Way or Finding of Chl'ist, 
by Anna B. Kingsford and Edward 
Maitland, has recently been issued; and 
all those who are desirous of a broad 
and comprehensive statement of the 
nature and tendency of the new relig· 
ious forces will find this work well 
worth their perusal. 

There are, at the present time, three 
great religions, which embrace and 
dominate the majority of mankind ; and 
it is the habit of the average mortal to 
decide that those faiths that are outside 
the pale of his own birth are false, 
worthless, pernicious. It is an egotistic 
and narrow view of the universal Soul 
of Life to suppose that be is partial to 
any particular class of his creatures 
nnd neglectful of others. It is a more 
charitable view to think that he has 
been present in all the great religions 
of the world, and given to each age and 
branch of the human family that which 

was best adapted to their time and 
needs. This does not imply that some 
of his manifestations may not have been 
more full and complete than others, 
but it is, at leas\, narrow and bigoted to 
assume that all others beside one's na
tive faith are false and worthless. 

This is a composite and combining age 
and people ; and in all quarters of the 
globe we observe that, tht·ough the oper
ations of the Spirit upon the body of hu
manity, a ·new soul is being born, and it 
is the manifestation of this which consti
tutes the new Religious Forces, and, as 
is usual in the culmination of a cyclic 
period of religious evolution. its mani
festation is found largely outside of the 
accepted faiths, for there is a truth in 
the saying of Christ, that •• one does 
not put new wine into old bottles," and 
thus we see that Christianity found it& 
following outside of Judaism the same 
as Buddha and Zoroaster went beyond 
the recognized folds of Brahma. 
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It was a frequent saying of the early 
Christian fathers that Plato, Socrates, 
Pythagoras, and the Grecian poets and 
philosophers were school-masters pre
paring the Gentile nations for the 
gospel of Christ: So modem science 
has been doing its work in evolving 
new intellectual conditions, thus doing 
its part in preparing a body for the 
New Soul Forces. Christianity took 
the world as it found it. It did not 
assume to teach history, philosophy, 
science or political economy in its 
ordinary sense. These forcea were 
already operative. But Christianity 
was a supreme power of the Spirit, 
appealing not so much to the intellect 
as to the heart, laying hold of the in
tuitions, exalting the affections, and 
thereby making such knowledge as the 
world contained of higher practical 
and humanitarian value. The process 
of evolving intellect is slow ; but the 
work of the spirit is swift and mighty 
in its magic touch. The lowly and 
ignorant are reached, and "babes" 
made to confound the "wise." Never
theless, the measure of progress is 
always limited and characterized by the 
kind and amount of intelligence in 
a community, and, therefore, " greater 
things" have not been accomplished. 
Still, love is the magnet of life, and baa 
carried the world forward, notwith
etauding it was often " blind " and 
misdirected. It is not enough that we 
should" know," but, "knowing," we 
should" do," and doing is a matter of 
the will and afrectioos. 

Thus Chrit~tianity, as one of the great 
forces of the world, demands our con
sideration, and we submit the following 
from " The Perfect Way," being the 
latter portion of the chapter on Redemp
tion, wherein the Christian dispensation 
is treated in its relation to the other 
great religions of the world, with 
especial reference to Buddhism, with 

which the Western world is being 
brought face to face : -

"Christianity, then, waa introduced into 
the world with special relation to the great 
religions of the East, and aDder the aame 
divine control. And ao far from being in
tended aa a rival and supplanter of Baddhiam, 
it waa the direct and neceaaary aequel to that 
eyatem ; and the two are bat parts of one 
continaoaa, harmonious whole, whereof the 
latter diviaion ia but the indi•penaable eop· 
plement and completement uf the earlier. 
Buddha and Jesus are, therefore, necessary 
the one to the other, and in the whole system 
thua completed, Buddha ie the Mind and 
Jeeua is the Heart; Buddha ia the general, 
Jeeua Ia the particular; Buddha ie the brother 
of the uninree, Jeaua is the brother of men; 
Buddha ie philoeophy, Jeeae ie religion; 
Buddha Ia the circumference, Jeaae is the 
within; Buddha Ia the eyetem, Jesua ie the 
pOint of radiation; Buddha ie the manifesta
tion, Jeaua ia the apirit; in a word, Buddha 
ia the" Man," Jeaae ie the "Woman." Buc 
for Buddha, Jeeue could not have been, nor 
would he han au11lced the whole man, for 
the man maat have the Mind illuminated 
before the A«ectiona can be kindled. Nor 
would Buddha have been complete without 
Jeaua. Buddha completed the regeneration 
of the Mind, and by hie doctrine and practice 
men are prepared for the grace which comee 
by Jeeae. Wherefore no mao can be, prop
erly, Cbriatlan, who ie not alao, and first, 
Buddbi.et. Thaa the two religions constitute, 
respectively, the exterior and interior of the 
same Goepel, the foundation being In Buddh
Ism, the term including Pythagoreaniem, 
and the lllumination in Christianity. And 
aa, without Christianity, Baddhiam ie incom
plete, ao, without Buddhiem, Christianity ie 
unintelligible. The Regenerate Man of the 
Gospela atande upon the foundation repre
sented by Buddha, the earlier stages, that 
is, of the aame proce11 of regeneration, -so 
that without theee be would be impoaaible. 
Bence the aigniAcance also of the Baptiat'a 
part. 

"The term Buddha, moreover, eigniflea the 
Word. And the Buddha and the Chriet repre

aen&, though on clli!erent planea, the same 
divine Logoa or Reuon, and are joint exprea
aiona of the " me11age " which, in preceding 
cycles, had been preached by "Zoroaster," 
the Bv,....r, aa well u by Moeea, and typi· 
fled in Mit.hru, Oairia, and Krishna. Of all 
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the.e the doctrine was one and the same, for 
it was the doctrine of the Man Regenerate, 
even the " Gospel of Christ." It was thus 
the treasure, beyond all other priceless, of 
which Israel, fleeing, " spoiled the Egyp
tians "; of which, that is, the soul, escaping 
the power of the body, retains the pollellion, 
having gained it through the experience of 
the body. That Buddha, great u wu his 
"renunciation, "underwent no such extremity 
of ordeal u that ascribed to hie counterpart 
of the Gospels, is due to the dl1l'erence of the 
the parte enacted, and the stages attained by 
them. Suffering ia not of the mind but of 
the heart. And whereu, of their joint sys
tem, Buddha represents the intellect, and 
Jesus represents the affections; in Jesus, aa 
ita highest typical expreseion of the loYe
element, humanity fulfils the ltijunction, 
" My son, giYe me thine heart.'' 

" Since of the spiritual union in the one 
faith of Buddha and Christ, will be born 
the world's coming redemption, the relatione 
between the two peoples through whom, on the 
physical plane, this union muet be effected, 
becomes a subject of special interest and im
portance. Viewed from this aspect, the con· 
nection subsisting between England and India 
riaee from the sphere political to the sphere 
spiritual, aa typical peoples of the West and 
of the East, of the races light and dark. 
These two, aa representative Man and Woman 
of humanity, will, in due time, constitute one 
Man, made in the image of God, regenerate, 
and having power, and so shall the "light
ning of the East," after " illuminating the 
West," be reflected back, purified and en· 
hanced, " a light to lighten all nations and to 
be the glory of the spiritual Israel.'' Thus, 
then, in Christ Jesus the holy systems of the 
past find their maturity and perfectionment. 
For, by Christ ia made pofsible the gift oftbe 
Divine Spirit, the "Paraclete," who could 
not come by Pythagoras nor by Buddha, 
because these represent the outer elements 
of the Microcosm, and the nucleolus, or 
Spirit, can be manifest only in the inner 
element, or Nucleus of which Jesus is the 
representative. And thus, aa said in Genesis, 
xv. 16, "in the fourth generation" shall the 
spiritual seed of Abraham, or Brahma, for 
they art' one and the same word, and denote 
one and the same doctrine, " return " to the 
promised land of their inheritance ; and u 
said by Jeaua, " Many shall come ftoom the 
Eut and W eat, and shall a it down with 
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in the 

kingdom of heaYen"; for. aa the "three, 
Noah, Daniel, and Job" were for the 
Hebrews, Types of Righteousneea, so the 
three, "Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob" were 
types of Troth, ancestors of the spiritual 
Israel, and repreaentatives of the several 
sacred mysteries of whose "kingdom" the 
Man Regenerate ia always, and the world 
regenerate will be ultimately, by adoption 
and grace, the inheritor. The mysteries 
specially denoted by "Abraham" are, as just 
indicated, those of India. They are the mys· 
teriea of the Spirit, or Innermost, and are 
sacred to the Supreme Being, Brabma, who 
represents Deity under process of self-mani
festation, and, therefore, in activity. In this 
process, the Original Being, BraAm, becomes 
BraAma. God becomes the Lord, the Mani
festor, and it ia in recognition of this change, 
that Abram becomes Abraham. The history 
of this personage, his flight, -always an in· 
Yariable element in such hiatoriee, aa witneae 
that of Bacchus, of Israel, of the Holy Fam
ily, of Mohammed, and of others, -his adYent
ures and wanderings, is the history of the 
migrations of the mysteries of India, by way 
of Chaldea, to that diYinely selected centre 
and pivot of all true religions, Egypt,-a 
term denoting the body, which is itself the 
diYinely appointed residence of the soul dur- · 
ing ita term of probation. The next veat 
order of mysteries refers to the soul, and ia 
sacred to Isis, the goddess of the intuition, 
and " Mother " of the Christ. These nJys
teries were for the Israelites, represc.>uted by 
l1aac, a name occultly conn«.>cted with Isis 
and Jesus, aa also with that of an important 
personage in the pedigree of this last, namely 
Jesse, the "father ol David" and a " keeper 
of a beep." The third and remaining great 
order of mysteriee that which refers to the 
body, and which early migrated to Greece, 
is sacred to Bacchus, whose mystic name 
la«hol is identical with J(U()b. Comprising 
the three great diYisious of existence, and by 
implication the fourth division also, these 
three combined orders of mysteries formed, 
in the original conception of Christianty, a 
system of doctrine and life at once complete, 
harmonious, and su11lcient for all needs and 
aspirations of humanity, both here and here
after. And to this effect were the terma 
ascribed to Jesus in hie reply to the inquiries 
made of him touching the resurrection of the 
dead. For, passing over the actual question, 
and coming at once to ita mystic sense, be 
made a reply which referred, at least prima· 
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rily, not to the individuals themselves who 
had been named, but to the system implied in 
their names ; and declaring those ayatema to 
be u full of vitality, and u essential to sal
Tation. u when tint divinely communicated 
to Hosea in the words, " I am the God of 
Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God 
of Jacob," he added that "God is not €he 
God of the dead, but of the living." Where
fore, according to this and the concurrent 
prophecy quoted above, these mysteries -
which are at once Hindu, Chaldean, Persian, 
Egyptian, Hebrew, Greek, and Christian
will, restored to their original purity, conati
tute the controlling doctrine of the age• to 
come. 

"In this forecast of the now imminent fntnre 
ia to be found the clue to the world's politics. 
The" kings of the East," or magi, may, in 
one sense, indeed, be they who- being in the 
West -hold political sovereignty over the 
provinces of Hinduatan. But,intheprofounder 
sense, they are those everywhere - whether 
in the East or West- who poaae .. the" mag
ical" knowledge or keys of the kingdom of 
the Spirit. For these are alwaya Magians. 
Of one of the chief depositories of this 
knowledge- the Bible - England baa long 
been the foremost guardian and champion. 
For three centuries and a half- at once the 
mystic " time, times, and half a time," and 
" the year of years " of the solar hero Enoch 
-baa England lovingly and faithfully, albeit 
ignorantly, cherished the letter which, now, 
by the finding of the Interpretation, is -like 
ita prototype- ·• translated~ to the plane of 
the Spirit. Becoming thus a partaker of the 
divine Gnolis, England will be fitted for the 
yet loftier sovereignty to which abe ia des
tined. For then, through the union of East 
and West in the same doctrine, the waters of, 
"the great river Euphrates "-·symbol of the 
Spirit- will, as said of old of the Red Sea, 
be " dried up" so that between the two hemi
spheres there will no longer be any barrier of 
creed, but a way divinely prepared and safe
guarded, whereby the "kings of the East" 
may freely pass on their miniOn of enlight-

SPIRIT - soul - by whatever name 
it is known, in its essential quality, is 
never the private property of any man; 
but, like the air, is the birthright of 
all. 

ment to all the world. All, therefore, that 
tends to bind England to the Orient ioJ of 
Christ, and all that tends to sever them is of 
Anti-Christ. They who seek to wed Buddha 
to Jesus are of the celestial and upper, and 
they who interpose to forbid the banns are of 
the astral and nether. Between the two 
hemispheres stand the domain and faith of 
Islam, not to divide, but u an umbilical cord, 
to unite them. And naught ia there in Islam· 
ism to hinder its fultllmentofthia high func
tion, and keep it from being a partaker of the 
bleaainga to result therefrom. For not only 
ia it the one really monotheistic and non
idolatrous religion now existing; but its sym
bolical Star and Crescent are esentially one 
with the Cross of Christ, in that they also 
typify the elements masculine and feminine 
of the divine existence, and the relation of 
the soul to God. So that Ialamism has but to 
accomplish that other stage of its natural evo
lution, which will enable it to claim an equal 
place in the brotherhood of the elect. This 
ia the practical recognition in " Allah " of 
Mother as well as Father, by the exaltation 
of the woman to her rightful station on all 
planes of man's manifold nature. This 
accomplished, Esau and Ishmael will be 
joined together with Abraham, laue, and 
Jacob, in Chriat. 

" In this recognition of the divine idea of 
humanity, and its ultimate results, will con
slat what are called the "second advent and 
millennJal reign of Christ." Of that advent
although described as resembling the coming 
of a thief in the night- the approach will 
not be unheeded, for, even in the darkest of 
spiritual nights, there are always on the alert 
some who, as faithful shepherds, keep con
stant watch over the tlocks of their own pure 
hearts, and who " living the life, know of the 
doctrine," and these "dwelling by the well 
of clear vision," and " discerning the eigne 
of the times," perceive already the muster
ing of the heavenly hosts, and the bright 
streamers of dawning of the long wished-for 
better day." 

WE are here living unconsciously 
engirt by another universe than the 
senses can apprehend, thinly veiled, but 
real, and waiting for us with hospitable 
invitation. 
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A SPRING-TIME OF SPffiiTUAL POWER. 

LKT books have been written to spring that gives fragrance and life to 
disparage the Christian dispensation the soul. And thus it was with the 
and mission of Christ. A few are so new-born Jesus, the revealed Christ. 
reckless or blind as to deny his advent Old sayings, perennial forms "of truth, 
in toto; but the effort is more frequent were endowed with new life and poten
to make his life and labors unimportant, tiality, -were made actual fCI'ces. 
on the ground that he taught nothing The slumbering soul was quickened and 
new,- that Confucius, Zoroaster, awakened, the brotherhood of man 
Buddha, Socrates, Plato, and other made a living verity, the kingdom of 
sages and philosophers, had uttered heaven on earth a near possibility. 
many, mostorallofhissayings. Even New waves of spiritual energy were 
granting this to have been the case, is life sent forth to vitalize the race ; a new 
a mere frenzy for new things? Is a thing cycle and dispensation inaugurated. 
valuable merely on account of its new- But, as spirit surpasses matter, so will 
Dess, or because of its truth and utility? the spiritual cycle and spring time now 

Nature has periods of renewal and dawning transcend in brilliancy and 
reenforcement ; prophets, philosophers, power the cycle of the material advent. 
Buddhas, Saviours appear at appointed Even according to Christ's own words, 
epochs to restore and make alive. It conditions are to prevail by which 
is.not sufficient that violets and roses greater things than he did are to at
bloomed a year ago. It is the present tend the spiritual son& of God. 

THE ZODIAC, OR PICTURE-BmLE. 

HISTORY repeats itself only be
cause all history is already written in 
" heaven." 

For the signs of the Zodiac, or the 
" Wheel of Life," as the name signifies, 
are not arbitrary ; they are the Words 
of God, traced on the planisphere by 
the finger of God, and first expressed in 
intelligible hieroglyphics by men in the 
"Age of Saturn," who knew the truth, 
and held the Key to the Mysteries. 
The Wheel of the Zodiac thus consti
tuted the earliest Bible ; for on it is 
traced the universal history of the 
whole Humanity. It is a ruirror at 
once of Past, Present, and Future, for 
these three are but modes of the 
Eternal NOW, which, philosophically, 
is the only tense. And its twelve signs 
Are the twelve Gates of the heavenly City 
of religious science, the Kingdom of 
God the Father. 

The philosophy of the day, unable, 

through its ignorance of the soul, to 
solve the riddle of the Zodiac, con
elodea that all sacred history is a mere 
tissue of fables, framed in accordance 
with the accidental forms of the con
stellations. But, as the initiate knows, 
these signs are written on the starry 
chart because they represent eternal 
verities in the experience of the soul. 
They are processes or acts of the soul, 
under individualization in Man. And 
so far from being ascribed to Man, be
caiJISe written in the Zodiac, they 
were written in the Zodiac because 
recognized as occurring in humanity. 
In the Divine order, pictures precede 
written words, as the expressions of 
ideas. The planisphere of the Zodiac 
is thus a picture-Bible; and the images 
embodied in it have t.lontrolled the ex
pression of all written revelation. 

THE PERFECT w A.T. 
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NATURE OF PEOPLE WHOSE BIRTHDAY FALLS BETWEEN JULY 
22d AND AUGUST 22d. 

l'l' is quite evident that people differ 
widely in character and functional 
adaptability ; but it is not generally 
understood that this difference of 
nature has any relation to the period 
of the year in which they were born, 
and, consequently, to a specific sign of 
the zodiac. But observation and ex
perience demonstrate that such is the 
-case ; and, commencing with the present 
number, we shall each month give the 
general characteristics of all persons 
born during the period represented by 
the sign in conjunction with which the 
number is issued. This will enable 
~or readers to make observations 
among their friends and neighbors, 
and to ascertain to which of the twelve 
divisions or functions of humanity they 
belong, also to notice the general con
formity of their nature with that given 
tor persons born at said dates, and 
who are consequently expreesions of 
the corresponding sign. 

It must not be supposed, however, 
'that all persons born in a given sign or 
period of the year will be alike in all 
respects. They will be characterized 
by the general nature of their sign, bnt 
will differ widely in polarity {as de
rived from the position of the moon), 
and also in mental characteristics due 
to different planetary positions. There
fore, while they will appear and act 
different, it will nevertheless be found 
that · bere is an underlying kindred 
nature, as determined and expressed 
by the sign in which they were born. 

For fuller details and modifying 
causes of character, it will be necessary 
to consult " Solar Biology." But it will 
be found both interesting and instruc
tive to follow this series of twelve 
foundation qualities, as they will give 

a large measure of insight regarding 
the nature of the people with whom 
you are brought in eontact. 

" Solar Biology" is based upon astro
nomical and natural laws, and bas noth
ing whatever to do with astrology. 

&\, LEO. 

The department or function of the 
Zodiac represented by the ltign S\, (Leo) 
pertains to the heart, the intuitions, 
the love-nature, and emotions. Its 
period commences July 22d, and ex
tends to (but does not include) Aug. 
22d. Through the heart pass all the 
fountains of life ; correspondingly these 
persons possess a great variety of in
clinations and dispositions, being in 
conjunction with the grand heart of the 
solar nature, 'and a reciprocal centre of 
all the forces in humanity. They are 
also greatly affected by the mental and 
physical conditions of people to whom 
they stand intimately related. They 
can readily adapt themselves to almost 
any condition of life. They are 
naturally active and aspiring, energetic, 
but subject to great extremes. They 
are inclined to be independent thinkers, 
but are controlled more by their intui
tions than their reasoning; but their 
intuitioru~ usually take the form of 
reason and philosophic thoughtfulness. 
With a fair degree of self-control, they 
usually manifest superior power in 
whatever direction they tum their 
minds. 

Their love-nature is their weakness, 
as they are easily led, and sometimes 
misled, by those professing friendship. 
Their nature is remarkably allied to the 
laws of creation, and as all mechanism 
is in conformity to the laws of nature, 
they consequently have floe, orderly 
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minds, and are usually very bandy in 
doing anything they undertake. They 
seldom make high attainments except 
in the mer<'.antile and intellectual 
spheres of life. On account of their 
fine, sensitive and emotional nature 
they are inclined to act from their 
feelings . Their disposition is such as 
to ally them to a communal or brother
hood life, where the sentiment would 
no longer be mine, but ours, having all 
things in common; they are inclined to 
act and spea~ from their unusually fine 
sensitive love-nature, and therefore are 
constantly being misunderstood, and 
often doing things they ought not to do, 
until education comes to be a sufficient 
guide in the right way. 

They have a great disposition, while 
young, to imitate the life and habits of 
those around them, and are apt to 
jump at and act f•·om conclusions too 
quickly. They lack natural policy, and 
therefore get into many difficulties. In 
childhood they always live in an ideal 
'World, and have to learn the hard facta 
of life often from sad experience ; and, 
unless carefully educated, or happily 
surrounded, are apt to become dis
honest, distrustful, and tricky in busi
ness ; for, when they find that life is a 
struggle and conflict, they look out for 
themselves, feeling justified by what 
they see others do; yet they have an 
innate nobility and superiority of char
acter, but when inverted from inability 
to act it out on account of sutTounding 
conditions,...they are liable to go to the 
other extreme, and this would make of 
them peculi11.r and undesirable persons. 
They cannot easily be kept down, 
however, as they have great elasticity, 
and, with their active, aspiring natures, 
they are constantly comiQg to the sur
face in their endeavors to get above the 
common level of humanity. As a rule, 
they are law appreciating and abiding 
persons. 

Children born in this sign should be 
governed by a positive Jaw and rule of 
life, and parents themselves should not 
transgress the roles t.bey lay down for 
the government of such children ; as, 
while they love law, and will render 
love and obedience to those who enforce 
the same, yet they are very observant, 
and readily detect inconsistencies in 
this respect on the part of the parents. 
Their observant nature is manifest 
when very young, as they notice every
thing that transpires about them ; and, 
because of this disposition to observe 
and experiment, they develop and 
manifest through life an inventive 
genins, and also display extremely 
brilliant attributes of nature. When 
the organ of conscientiousness is large, 
it intensifies their ideas of law and 
justice, and in their business relations 
they 'are apt to appeal to the law and 
waste money thereby, especially if they 
are polarized in Sagittarius. Those 
born in this sign often pass through life 
without having their true nature under
stood or appreciated. 

In selecting a husband or wife, great 
care should be had. If a gentleman, . 
be will be greatly aided in intellectual 
attainments by the selection of a wife 
born in Aries (March 21 to Apt·il19). 

Children born in Leo should have 
special instruction ns to the importance 
of restraining their sex impulse, for 
they always live in their feelings, and 
should be guarded and warned of the 
dangers in that direction. A greater 
responsibility rests upon parents in the 
proper education and control of a 
child of this nature than of that of any 
other. The diseases that are most 
liable to attack them are consumption 
and palsy. Their weakness is in the 
region of the breast, lungs, and circu
latory system,- everything affects that 
part of the body. Long-continued 
sadness will soon weaken the breast, 
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derange the digestion, apd impair the 
longs. 

This nature springs from a deep soul
love and approximation to soul-union 
on the part of the parents. 

The nature of persons whose birth
day comes between August 22, and 
September 28, will be given in the
next number. 

SOLAR BIOLOGY VERSUS ASTROLOGY. 

SINCE the issue of" Solar Biology," 
many have written us to know why the 
positions of the planets, as given 
therein, differ from those given by 
Raphael and other astrologers? The 
re:~son is this : Astrology has been 
built up from observations made at a 
time when a true knowledge of astron
omy had become obscured, and ap
pearances taken for realities. We 
understand now, as did the very ancient 
people, that it is the earth that revolves 
around the sun and not the revetse. 
Therefore, the sun, as the centre of our 
system, is the true point of observation, 
and "Solar Biology" deals with facts as 
they are, and not with them as they 
seem. To illustrate : by reference to 
the accompaning diagram it will be 
seen that the earth is in the sign ~ 
{Capricorn). Now, standing on the 
earth, and looking toward the sun we 
see it (the sun) in a line with the sign 
!!D {Cancer), and thus astrologers say 
the earth is in 2:D (Cancer). But; when 
we take the sun as our centre of ob
serration, and look toward the earth, 
we quickly discover that its real posi
tion is in~ (Capricorn). The same 
holds true of all planetary positions, 
and the difference is summed up in the 
fact that astrologers take the apparent, 
or geocentric positions, while '' Solar 
Biology" is based on the scientific and 
troe s.stronomy, and consequently gives 
the heliocentric positions of the earth 
and planets. So, then, we are forced to 
reverse the signs of the sun's zodiac, 
but not those of the earth, as the moon 

does, in reality, revolve around this orb,. 
and hence observations made from ap
pearances are in this case matters of 
fact ns well. 

It has often been remarked that the 
discoveries of Copernicus ga,·e the 
death blow to astrology in that it re
vealed that it was the sun and not the 
earth that was the centre of our sys
tem ; and hence the tables of the posi
tions of the earth and planets, as gh·en 
in " Solar Biology " are strictly in ac
cordance with the facts and nature of 
people born at such times, as bas been 
demonstrated in thousands of instances. 
Some astronomers have e888yed to
make this necess:u-y change in the 
signs, but in doing so have reversed 
the zodiac of the earth also, which is. 
obviously incorrect, as the moon does. 
-as already stated- revolve accord
ing to appearances around the earth. 

In addition to the zodiacs of the 
earth and sun, we should likewise benr 
in mind that there is a grand or stellar 
zodiac through which our sun nnd 
kindred systems are passing. For it 
should be understood that our sun is but 
a planet in a grander and vaster system, 
nnd bas an orbit which it requires about 
25,82-! years to accomplish, being 2,152 
years in n single stellar sign, ns set 
forth in "A New Cycle of Progress," in 
THE EsOTERIC for July; and, as these 
grand or stellar signs ha,·e an impor
tant bearing on race, and especially on 
mental and religious evolution, it is 
important to get them established in 
the thought of our readers. Therefor&,. 
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the movement through the three zodi- hour-hand being least frequent of all, 
acs may be compared to the three unleBB, as is sometimes the case, a 
hands of a watch or clock, which per- monthly index is added, which would 
form their circuit in varying periods correspond to a still fourth zodiac 
.of ,time. The second-hand, like the which is supposed to exist, represent-

'1DOvements of the moon in the earth's ing the " Kalpa" or day of Brahma, 
zodiac, being more frequent in its which is variously given as being a 
cycles, the minute-hand corresponding period somewhere between two and 
to the movements of the earth around one- half and eighteen millions of 
the sun, being still less frcqnent, and the years. 

SsoULD this number come before the number, containing matter relative to 
notice of any person who has not seen the ultimate of the movement. Or, still 
the July issue, they will do wen to better,,send 81.50 for a year's subscrip
..send 15 cents for a copy of the initial tion, and secure the volume complete. 
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SELF-CONQUEST. 

TBB following letter from Parker Pills
buey contains so much matter of gen
eral interest, and is so highly pertinent 
to the times, tbat we give it complete. 

EIOteric .Publilhing Oo. :-

MY nua SIR8,- Your work, " So
lar Biology," by Prof. Hiram E. Butler, 
like other new treatises, most bide its 
time. It may have to wait long. Kep
ler said : " God waited thousands of 
years for a discoverer of the true 
science of the heavens ; and can I not 
afford to wait one hundred years to be 
understood? " 

Man knows little of himself yet, in 
any one direction. His threefold state 
<If body, soul, spirit, is not yet even 
myltery to scarcely one in thousands. 
It is easy to read or say, "We are 
fearfully and wonderfully made ; " but 
how "fearfully," how "wonderfully," 
is beyond the comprehension of · all but 
a favored few. And you well say in 
your preface, " The importance of this 
ilystem (solar biology) can scarcely be 
appreci&ted without years of careful 
study and critical experiment ; " but how 
very few in our short, busy' and rush
ing life, even it reaching threescore 
and ten, can thus devote so many years I 
But your first and second chapters, 
could the information they contain be 
had in no other way, would be worth 
to the world mach more than the price 
of the work. Besides what you say 
in explanation and illustration of the 
Zodiac, your hints and suggestions on 
Diet, Marriage, and Parentage ; on 
Chastity in the sexual relations ; on 
11elf-abose through any animal indul
gence of any kind, it read and care
fully heeded, would, in a very few gen
erations, people the world with a much 
more millennia! population than the 

moat civilized and Christian portions of 
it to-day contain. 

Nor do I believe that any knowledge 
of tolar biology, however wisely applied, 
would avail to redeem and save the 
human race without the utmost regard 
of, and obedience to, the rules and prin
ciples you so wisely lay down and de
fend in your opening chapters ; and so 
I wish they could in some way be 
wholly identified with the one specialty 
you \each ; for that you are mainly 
right in your system of relating the 
human begetting to the position and 
condition of the planetary system need 
be, and to me is, no matter of doubt ; 
and not only thus early, but all through 
life, does the mighty influence extend, 
as the present or just closing.perihelion 
period proves. 

The royal psalmist had a strain run
ning thus : "All the foundations of the 
earth are out of course." The same 
seeins true to-day. Earthquake, cy
clone, and flood are doing their fearful 
work on every hand. Disasters on 
sea and land are more frequent and 
more frightful than ever before. No 
war ever so cheapened human life as the 
present and recent occurrences in their 
varied descriptions. Murders, double 
and treble, and sometimes of whole 
families, are so numerous as to be soon 
forgotten . Suicides, too, keep pace ; 
both sexes and all ages, from seventeen 
to seventy, included in their number. 
Insanity also pays lts terrible tribute, 
crowding all the many asylums and 
demanding more. 

In the commercial world frauds and 
defalcations, as well as other felonies, 
immense in their number, unparalleled 
in the amounts plundered, and utterly 
irrespective of persons concerned ; from 
government officials and millionaires to 
tramps, beggars, and sneak-thieves,-
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all these have utterly revolutionized, 
as well as augmented the size of the 
ctiminal calendar of a generation ago. 
Who does not see it? And to this hour 
there is no abatement of such dire 
phenomena. 

Now, the business of man on this 
earth is to subdue it, to put all infe
rior things under his feet ; and his first 
conquest should be over himself, not 
his neighbor, not his brother, but over 
the animal, the matter element in him
self. Hence the ancient Greeks were 
right when they said to man,- to every 
individual man,-" Know Thyself ;" for 
till man knows himself in his threefold 
sense, as matter, mind, and spirit, 
where or how shall he begin the con
quest of himself? And till he has con· 
quered that little realm, himself, why 
should he, · like Alexander, weep for 
other worlds to conquer or rule? Until 
he can govern himself what has he to 
do with governing, still less producing, 
a family? 

Solar Biology does well to go back 
to the sourcee of birth in the ultimate ; 
the universe is but matter and spirit. 
To-day matter is in the ascendant. It 
controls in conception and birth, nor 
does its reign end then and there. 

The celebrated Dr. Drummond bas 
published a large and most valuable 
work, entitled "Natural Law in the 
Spiritual World." Solar biology is, in 
some sense, working in the same field. 
You are illustrating a spiritual astron
omy which the ancients knew bet
ter than most of the wise met of to
day. Wendell Phillips told. in a Jecture 
of many " Lost Arts ;" but all in the 
material world. A vastly greater work 
is that of restoring some of the spirit
ual lost arts, some unseen, and to this 
materialistic age and generation in vis-· 
ible and incomprehensible, forces, on a 
true knowledge and observance of which 
must greatly depend the better devel
opment and surer progress of the so
called Human race,-not yet Divine. 
As now appears, or as to me appears, 
the author of " Solar Biology " has a 
mighty work committed to his hands, 
and, wishing him a God-speed in execut
ing his <.:ommission, I subscribe myself, 
dear sirs, 

Most h"i:unbly yours tor every goo<i 
thought,. word, and work. 

p .ARKKB PILLSBURY. 

MENTAL HEALING CONVENTION. 

ToE Mental Healers of Boston and 
vicinity feU into line this season, with 
tbe sOciety custom of this section, 
of holding a convention during the 
latter week in May. The morning and 
afternoon sessions were held at No. 5 
Park street, and the crowded condition 
of the rooms gave evidence of the 
interest felt, and of the foothold in 
popular appreciation which the cause 
has gained, and it was found necessary 
to secure a larger hall fot· the evening 
session. The public press gave the 
occasion its due share of attention in 
the way of reports and editorial notice. 

Rev • • J. W. Winkley, as chairman, 
made an introductory address, stating 
that the convention was the first of its 
kind in the country. He referred to 
the recent birth of the mental healing 
idea, and its marvellous growth, and 
thought there were abundant grounds 
for congratulation. Dr. C. A. Bartol 
characterized the new school of thought 
ns devout and spiritually minded, and 
in the line of true improvement. He 
thought that, though disease blossomed 
in the flesh, it bad an interior or spirit
ual origin. Mrs. Abby Morton Diaz 
said that the movement stood on the 
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general basis of there being but One 
LiCe, and that Christian science took 
for granted what the pulpit has so 
long declared, that God is spirit, and, 
instead of formulating theologies, put 
this troth into practice. She thought 
disease to be a belief or condition of 
the lower mind, the result of sin and 
error, much of which was inherited, 
often remaining latent for generations 
ere its effects were ultimated. 

Rev. W. I. Gill presided at the after
noon session, at which Dr. A. T. 
Bushnell spoke on " Human Leader
ship in Heavenly Work." Mrs. F. J. 
Miller gave an earnest address relative 
to trust in the Infinite as a means of 
restoring sinning and diseased human
ity to ita primeval birthright of health, 
and said that each individual had 
the responsibility of conforming their 
thought and life to the infinite thought; 

she said the material universe was 
an expression and outbirth of spirit; 
that thought ruled and shaped one's 
life. Mrs. E. P. Burpee spoke 
on "Prayer," Mrs. Dinsmore told 
how she had been cured by the great 
truth, after physicians had given her 
up. Dr. George E. Whipple spoke 
of the progress of the work in New 
York. Addresses were also made by 
Mrs. Barrows and Dr. J. A. Dresser. 

The evening session, in Horticultural 
Hall, was opened with prayer by Rev. 
W. I. Gill, and was an interesting 
and profitable occasion ; addresses 
being made by Rev. 0. P. Gifford, 
E. M. Chesley, Mrs. E. H. Cobb, and 
others. The hope was expressed by 
Dr. J. A. Dresser, who made the clos
ing address, that another convention 
might be held this fall. 

AN IMPENDING TIDAL WAVE. 

1'BE great Chicago wheat deal, which 
is alleged to have been the largest on 
record, collapsed on the 16th of June, 
to the grief and confusion of the clique, 
and the relief of sober-minded citizens. 
There is a steadily increasing senti
ment against the enormity and iniquity 
or corners in the staples of life, and 
against stock-gambling and speculative 
monopolies in general. Ordinary busi
ness is getting to be regarded as tame 
and old-fogy, besides the exciting pos
sibilities of the stock-exchange, and 
the desire for money and power at any, 
and aU hazards, is rapidly sapping the 
integrity of the business world and 
planting a false ideal in the minds of 
the people at large. 

It may not be possible to remedy this 
~atonce; but it is a rapidly augment
mg evil, the boldness and enormity of 

ALL business communications and 
orders for THE EsOTERIC or other pub
lications shonld be addressed to the 
~teric Publishing Co., and not to 
Uldavidual members of the tlrm, as 

which will sooner or later work its own 
overthrow, and no opportunity should 
be lost to arouse and strengthen the 
" tidal wave " of moral and business 
indignation which is setting its face to 
wipe out all such pernicious methods, 
and stamp these systems of popular 
and semi-respectable gambling with 
the odium they so justly merit. Let 
each one make a mental resolve -if 
they have not done so already -to 
have no part or lot in any such illusive 
and tempting schemes whereby money 
is hoped to be made by a gambling 
trick or deal. 

[Since writing the above we notice an t>ff'ec
tive and warning editorial in The Bo•ton 
Herald in regard to the " gambling craze " in 
New York and ita alarming spread among the 
young men in every branch of industry, even 
to involving the boys of that city.] 

delays have been caused by the latter 
course, on account of temporary ab
sence of members, whereas some of the 
firm are daily at the office to attend tc 
all company letters. 
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THE WORLD TYPE-WRITER. 

Tm8 is the age of machinery, there 
are now mechanical contrivanees to 
assist in every department of life, and 
at last writing is also made a pastime, 
but most of the type-writers are 
complex, cumbersome, and expensive. 
~uch, however, is not the case with the 
World Type-Writer, which is a marvel 
of simplicity and cheapness. It does 
all that the expensive machine can do;, 
and, though it is not quite as fast, this 
is fully made up by its other advan
tages, as anyone can use it from the 
very start, and, with slight practice, 
can write faster than by the ordinary 
method, and with superior clearness 
and precision. It is light and porta
ble ; can be put in an ordinary travel
ling bag, and used perfectly in the lap 
while jolting along in the cars, under 
circumstances where ordinary writing 
would be illegible. 

It brings other faculties and muscles 
into play, and prevents the nervous 
exhaustion which affects many writers 
from the continued use of the pen. It 
is an invaluable aid, promoting care 
and accuracy in spelling, as the eye 

quickly detects an error in print, and 
is, consequently, a great education 
incentive and aid to children, young 
people, - in short, for people of all 
ages and conditions. We have made 
use of one of these $8.00 World Type
Writers for office and editorial work 
for several weeks, and find it both a 
convenience and pleasure, and that 
the slight mechanical effort of working 
it is an incentive to thought, rather 
than otherwise. 

Its very moderate cost certainly 
places it within the reach of all, and 
it will elsewhere be seen that we send 
one of these type-writers, prepaid, as a 
present to anyone sending us 824.00 
for a club of sixteen subscribers ro 
THE ESOTERIC, so here is, at one and 
the same time, an opportunity to do 
both ToE EsOTERIC and yourself a good 
turn. And in addition to the above, 
to the ones sending the first two clubs 
of sixteen we will give a copy of 
"Solar Biology," the price of which 
is f5.00. And now we shall be on the 
look-out for the ones who send the first 
clubs of sixteen. 

EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS NOTES. 

WE extend a general acknowledge
ment and thanks for exchanges sent 
us, and shall notice them more partic
ularly in subsequent numbers. 

WE are indebted to E. S. Pendleton, 
M.D., of Louisa C.H., Va., for a 
statement and verification of the facts 
regarding the remarkable spontaneous 
photograph of Mrs. Eaton, imprinted 
upon a folded handkerchief that was 
placed over her face after death. The 
communication came too late for inser
tion in this number, but will be given in 
our next. 

THE ·'Watseka Wonder," a pamphlet 
of fifty four pages, has reached our 
table, :md contains a remarkable 
narrative of d_ouble personality, in the 
case of Mary Lurancy Vennum, fur
nishing a highly interesting physio
psychological study. It also gives ~he 

case of Mary Reynolds, with facts con
nected with this peculiar case of double 
consciousness. The" Watseka Wonder'' 
by Rev. William S. Plummer D.D. • 
Religio-Philosophical Publishing Co. 
Chicago, Ill. Price 15c. 

MANY complimentary and appreciative 
notices have reached, us, as well as one 
that affects to be facetious at Boston's 
proclivities for metaphysical thought. 
Yes, light is a somewhat transcendental 
element; but, when analyzed, reveals 
rather l'emarkable properties, and is 
found, withall, to be both salubrious 
and necessary. In the beginning it 
was said ; " Let . there be light," and 
still later Gutenburg reinforced this 
declaration with the facilities of mov
able type, and in this art of arts the 
" modern Athens" has always been 
proficient. 
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THE LUMINOUS PRESENCE. 

TuE mind has much to do with the 
health and comfort of the body. It is 
not only a sustaining force in states of 
bodily disease, but is likewise a won
derful factor in repelling and overcom
ing the same. I think, if we look care
fully into the subject, we will find that 
disease is very largely, if not, as some 
claim, wholly, referable to mental 
ct~uses and conditions. The brain is 
an electric or nervous battery controll
ing all the functions of the body, and 
is endowed with a luminous principle 
of intelligence, and may and should 
come to know the use and abuse of all 
its bodily functions. A plant or tree 
is anchored to the earth, and is broad 
in the extension of its roots into the 
soil from which it derives its support 
and nutriment. Man is, so to speak, 
broad at the top. He is free to move 
about; hut a small portion of his struct
ure rests upon the earth. He is com
posed. it is true. in his outward nature, 
of earthly substance ; but his look, his 
action, his achievements imply that he 
is something more than matter; his 
limbs, his physical organs, his entire 
structu1·e are but the mechanism or 
tools through which his spirit works; 
they are to the real man what the ham
mer. the saw, the compass and plane 
are to the mechanic. The spirit, the 

intelligent principle, is the true man, 
while the borly is but its vehicle or 
medi~:tm of communicating its wishes 
and asserting its dominion over the 
outward world. We have said that 
man is broad at the top. What the 
earth is to the plant such is the atmos
phere to the man. It bas been repeat
edly demonstrated that a human being 
can live several weeks without food, but 
he cannot live many days without 
water, and only a few minutes without 
uir; consequently that which would 
seem to be the least is in reality the 
most important. 

I will not dwell upon the sanitary 
point this thought introduces,- of the 
necessity nnd importance that the air 
we breathe should be pure and free 
from the contaminations of filthy 
streets, sewers, and cesspools ; my pur
pose is more important even than that. 
There is something even more essential 
than pure air. I refer to an interior 
atmosphere or element without which 
earth, water, and air are of no avail to 
the structure; I refer to that force 
which causes the heart to beat and the 
lungs to inspire, and which has its seat 
in certain cells and fibres of the brain, 
which is, so to speak, the engine-house 
or electric-plant of the system. So, 
then, in the brain we find the fountain-
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bead of all bodily conditions, and from 
this stand-point we must consider the 
philosophy of life and health. 

The measure of a man is the measure 
of his brain-power. By this we do not 
mean simply the intellect or the vital 
brain alone, but the two combined. 
Now, if the brain-cells are feeble, the 
action of the heart and lungs will be 
feeble, the stomach will be weak, and 
digestion imperfect, -the entire struct
ure will lack force and endurance, and 
fall an easy prey to the vicissitudes of 
heat, colo, disease, and trials of life. 
But numerous contingencies are to be 
taken into consideration, and it often 
happens that one of feeble brain and 
deficient physical powers will outlive 
those of robust force but careless or 
vicious habit. Again, there may be 
abundance of power, but lack of bal
ance. The intellect may unduly burn 
up and exhaust the vital substance, or 
the vital powers may become absorbed 
and wasted in sensual pleasures. Vital 
power can be converted into thought ; 
likewise may the substance of thought 
be transmuted into vital power. We 
kno\v now from the electric current we 
may produce either light or heat, bot 
we must have the supervision of the 
wise and skilled electrician. So, too, 
iu the case of rnau. 

While we have shown that the brain is 
the supreme substance of the hodJ, -
and the brain, iu its general sense, in
cludes the entire nervous mattet· of 
the spine and physical stmcture,- we 
must not fall into the mistake of be
lieving this to be the Man. It is 
simply the central or first 1:mbstance 
by which man is allied to and inc~o: · 
nated in the ultimates of mattet·. 

The real man, then, is that Presence 
which pervades the brain, and, through 
the nervous system, the entire body. 

Plato is by some accorded the dis
tinction of being the first to recognize 

this luminous principle which is above 
and behind life, and which men call 
the "Ideal," and which to him seemed 
a supreme reality. To his thinking, 
a house, a chair, a table were but 
material representations of the true 
objects which bad their ideal existen(--e 
in the mind of the carpenter. A 
block of marble became a thing of 
beauty because there existed a form 
of beauty in the mind of the sculptor. 
So, too, a man is a man in all his 
bodily parts and conformation because 
of a Divine " Ideal " at the centre of 
life, which, truly speaking, is the very 
Man, the real force and Luminous Pres
ence which finds expression in life 
and nature in the degree in which 
the various foculties and powers of 
the brain accept and acknowledge its 
supreme right, and cooperate to per
vade and subordinate the entire bodily 
strncture with the benign influence of 
this potent and lofty Presence. 

I have endeavored to show that 
above, behind and at the centre or 
man's life is a lofty ideal, a supreme 
Presence, a True Man. We must ob
serve, however, that the faculties are 
more or less alienated ; and, though 
still sustained and aided, they are not 
in the main cooperating with and ac
cepting law from this supreme Pres
ence. 

The various faculties of the brain 
nre like the denizen<~ of a populous city, 
with their mnny trades, pm'l:!uits, call
ings, tastes, and inclinations, who ha,·e 
fallen into n state of revolt and con
fusion through the abuse of the wide 
liberty allowed them by one we will 
call the governor of the city. 

With fruitful fields and loaded Yine
yards, why should man be abstemious 
and tempernte? Surrounded on every 
hand by seductive pleasures, why 
should he be virtuous? Now, this is 
the manner of reasoning ft'Om the out-
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ward senses, which do not at first 
realize that there can be greater joys 
and loftier pleasures in self-restraint 
and discipline. Now, should the gov
ernor of the city attempt to force this 
knowledge upon them, they would con
sider it a violent invasion of their rights, 
an attempt at tyranny, and would, 
consequently, plunge to a greater 
depth in anarchy and confusion. The 
governor, however, knows that the con
struction of the universe, and likewise 
the constitution of man, is such that 
their rebellious career will, in time, 
be arrested by the pains and penalties 
of violated law ; he even sud'ers indig
nities and violence in his own person 
because his steadfastness and virtue 
are a standing rebuke to the people ; 
but, after a time, the better portion of 
the citizens begin to listen to his coun
cils. It becomes clear to them that 
destrnction must come upon the whole 
city unless something is done to check 
\he mad career of crime and violence 
and rid the city of its vice and pesti
lence. 

It is no easy matter, however, to 
change a people from a perverse or 
inverted state. A small nucleus, how
ever, of convinced and well-disposed 
citizens is formed about the governor ; 
and, as they have come now to truly 
appreciate the beneficent and supreme 
Presence behind life, they become ear
nest to win over others to the true wis
dom of existence. It is not to be 
wondered at that they sometimes, in 
their zeal and indignation at the de
fiant boldness of vice, institute hnrsh 
measures; but, on the whole, progress 
is made, and often those from the 
depths of iniquity are won over to the 
side of order and virtue. And so the 
work goes on; and ultimately the whole 
city will be restored to the vision of the 
" good and beautiful." 

Now, individually, we are in a con-

dition corre&ponding to the city de
scribed. A few of our faculties accept 
the supreme Presence and cooperate 
with what we have called the governor 
of the city ; but the rest are in revolt 
and given over to indolence, glutton.}·, 
intemperance, or vice; but darknt>ss, 
ignorance, disease and all forms of 
vicious life are relatively negative 
conditions. They may, for a time, 
appear dominant and supreme; but 
spiritual light and heat are positive 
and regal forces. They give true 
thought and vital force to the brain ; 
they are supreme and lofty educators. 

To these divine attributes belong 
" the right of way " and " right of 
rule," and, as a consequence, they 
must ultimately prevail. 

I have shown that we can live many 
days without food, that we can live a 
much less time without water, and only 
a few minutes without air; but without 
the elements of spiritual light and heat, 
that luminous and beneficent Presence 
at the centres of life, we could not live 
an instant. They are the breath and 
seal of life itself, and were the faculties 
of the brain and functions of the body 
fully coOperating with these forces, we 
should have that state of which it is 
said, " that one shall chase a thousand 
and that two shall put ten thousand to 
flight ." 

While this is a sublime truth, yet nll 
are not prone to admit it. We reason 
from externals, and give most impor
tance to that which I have endeavored 
to show is least ; but there arc seasons in 
the life of humanity as there are changes 
and sei\Sons ot' the year; day succeeds 
night, summer succeeds winter, and 
we have evidences that we are mentally 
approaching a vernal period, that a 
senson of higher fruitfulness is possi
ble. Let us don, then, garments of 
light, vestments of life and power ; bid 
the sluggish intellect awake ; shake the 
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ice and chill of winter from its frame; 
come forth into the light and knowledge 
of a new estate ; inspire the balmy Life 
of this innermost atmosphere, that our 
blood may tingle ns with mountain air, 
and that we may find the balm in Gil
ead from which all ailments flee. 

As water is even more important to 
human existence than earth, as air is 
more immediately essential than water, 
so is this spiritual atmosphere, or lumi
nous Presence, the Crown of all. 

HELlOS. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTA~DING. 
BY A. W. HOORE. 

First Paper. 

Ma. WILLIAM Cox of Rochester, It teaches that knowledge without 
N.Y., has either made the greatest unden;tanding is valueless, and proves 
discovery of modern times, or he has that the foundations of all human 
invented a system of thought that is thought, for ages past, have been built 
destined to revolutionize tlte mental upon the sands of Error,- that the 
world. seeds of trutlt were abundantly planted 

That it is a discovery, and not an in ancient times, the fruition of which 
invention, seems certain, from the fact gives weight to the old saying : -
that its chief function is to unfold the " There were (mentt!l) gim1ts in 
hidden meaning of the writings of the tltose days." 
ancients, which it does in a manner so And these intellectual giants left for 
symmetrical and complete ss to leave posterity, uudet· dift'erent veils, the only 
little room for doubt that Hesiod, system of thought that enables man
Homer, Pythagoras, and their contem- kind to properly comprehend the law 
poraries and followers, were acquainted that governs the universe. 
with and practised it. 1\fr. Cox calls his discovery •• The 

The discovery is the result of over Science of Understanding." 
thirty years' study of the ancient class- It is based upon ten eternal, un-
ics on the part of Mr. Cox. changeable pt·inciples or factors, the 

During the past five years the mention of which occurs in the litera
writer has been his pupil, and privi- ture of' all ages and nations. under 
leged to watch the final development different symbols, not understood by 
of a mental science that hns been lost the modems. 
to the world for ages, the scope of These principles are oper:~ted upon 
which is so vast and far-reaching in its by the influences, good and evil; and 
operations as to be almost beyond the he proves that influences, acting upon 
power of description. There is not a principles, govem ot· control matter. 
phase of human energy that it does No true solution of any intellectual 
not affect, not an art or science that it problem can be obtained without the 
does not guide, control, and beautify. application of these principles and in
It opens up new and glorious fields of fluences. 
thought, enables mo.n to penetrate into In ordel' to assist the l'eader to bet
the hidden mysteries of the universe, ter comprehend the nature of the dis
and to behold its marvellous workings covery, it will be expedient to make 
with the eye of understanding. some explanations in the course of these 
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papers that may, perhaps, appear irrel
evant. In the first place, the reader 
should be able to appreciate the differ
en<.-e between what is called knowl
edge and what is called understanding. 
They are often thought to be synony
mous. Knowledge is simply an ac
cumulation of facts. Many people 
become so stuffed with knowledge as 
to leave little room for understanding. 
As au example, we can now point to 
multitudes of so-called eminent schol
ars who are familiar with Homer's 
Diad and Odyssey. Their knowledge 
of these poems is almost perfect; but 
understanding is not present with them 
in the smallest degree, for the reason 
that there neve1· has yet been published 
a translation of the lliad nud Odyssey 
that conveyed the lessons which Homer 
wished to impart to mankind. 

The Science of Understanding ap
plied to the writings of Homer reveals 
the fact that, in producing his lliad 
and Odyssey, he taught a science on
der the veil of poetry. He represented 
the Forces of Nature by personifica
tions. 'fhtlse were Homer's warriors, 
which he brought into conflict on the 
Phrygian Plains, which means the dry 
and barren plains of the human mind. 
Acc01-ding to the Science of Under
standing there is not a single charac
ter or locality in Homer's Iliad or 
Odyssey that ever had a material ex
istence. As well might we search in 
English Bedford for Bunyan's City of 
Destruction as for Homer's City of'froy. 
~ow, when it is considered that so 

great a mao as William E . Glndstone 
bas been engaged in writing a preface 
to the works of Dr. Schliemanu the 
arcbmologist, who claims to have dis
covered Mycenre, the reputed home of 
Agamemnon, and many relics of the 
Trojan war, an idea may be formed of 
the magnitude of the errors that pre
vail in regard to Grecian history. 

The Science of Understanding proves 
iudiaputably that, out of the mauy 
thousands of graduates from ancient 
and venerable colleges, there never has 
been one who properly uudt•rstood the 
meaning of the G#·eek language ; con
sequently, all their translations, on 
account of this enor of defect, are 
valueless. 

No intelligent understanding can 
obtain in the minds of men of the pres
ent day. With all the boasted splendor 
of the Roman Augustan age, not a 
single man, including the ripest aud 
most cultivated minds,- such apparent
ly brilliant examplt!s as Brutus, Cicero, 
Tacitus, Sallust, Mrecenas, or the poets, 
Virgil. Horace, or the philosopher 
Seneca himself,- could comprehend 
the perfected beauties of the cultivat-ed 
intellects of tbe giant minds produced 
by the Greek race that preceded them. 
The intelligence of the ancient Greeks, 
who possessed the Science of Under
standing, has been filtered through tbe 
Obre of the Roman mind for us of the 
moderns to taste the flavor of its spirit. 

The shadowing& and glimmerings of 
intelligence we possess concerning the 
transcendant mysteries of intellect de
veloped have come to us through the 
bt"Utish mental organization of the 
semi-barbarous. 

The Science of Understanding was 
lost in the remote ages, and there came 
upon the world the blackness and the 
intellectual gloom of what we call the 
" Dark Ages," when not a solitary 
sign of true intelligence, by which is 
meant Understanding, wus visible upon 
the weird waste of the human mind. 

The question may be asked: If men 
of Homer's time enjoyed the beauties 
of this intelligent culture, how is it 
that we moderns know nothing of it? 

The answer is, because intellect, as 
a germ, thrives in the same manne1· as 
the vegetable and animal products. A 
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new-born mind is the seed from the 
fruit of the Tre~ of Life. This new-born 
mind is primitive, hence ignorant in its 
undeveloped simplicity. Yet, is it not 
clear that within it are the latent 
possibilities which, under right influ
ences, can be developed a mighty and 
bright intellect from which nothing can 
be hidden? As intellect gt-ows it 
buds, blo88oms, and bears fruit. The 
fruit of intellect is Understanding. 
Like all other frnit, Understanding goes 
to seed, and that seed becomes again 
the germ of intellect. In Homer's 
time, or that "Golden Age" which 
poets write of, Understanding fruited 
and went to seed, and that seed is now 
about to blossom once again. Intel
lect is slow in growth ; it is the 
product of ages. One hundred years 
for the aloes to flower, but thousands 
for the intellect I This is exemplified 
by the fact that, since Homer's time, 
with all the integrating of intellectu
ality, no such colo88a.l mentality has 
been reproduced. 

Some will indignantly deny that in
telligence has ever gone to seed ; but 
11here are sufficient proofs, not only 
among the monumental and architect
ural remains of the East, but in the 
relk-s and parchments of the museums 
of the world, to establish the fact of 
the existence of an Egyptian nod Per
sian civilization of a very high order 
long before the dawn of Greek intelli
gence brightened the world with its 
beauty, wisdom, and light. By the 
inevitable and 'inexorable process iu 
the order of Time, which limits the 
continuance and determines the fate 
of all nations, the civilization of Egypt 
and Per~:~ia went their prescribed 
rounds, passed from height to height, 
from glory to glory, entered the shad
owy paths of decline, and finally fell 
into decay nod became mere fragmen
tary remnants of a former splendor 

shrouded in the mists of impending 
night ! It was a time of twilight, - the 
twiligtit after sunset, and not the twi
light of the dawn. Intelligence bad 
budded, blossomed, borne fruit, and 
gone again to seed. The people of the 
time, with but few exception!!, were dull 
of comprehension, lacking in subtlety 
of thought, and in no mental condition 
to receive anything of logic, philO!!o
phy or science. 

Fables, parables, tales of enchant
ment, allegorical pictures, and all man
ner of stories, which, through vivid 
illustration, might render the simplest 
thoughts clear and plain, alone im
pressed the sluggish mentality of the 
time. Opinion, howe\o·er senseless, 
from constant repetition, obtained an 
acceptance among men as truths, while 
truth itself, even with a warrant, gained 
no credence. 

Truth, therefore, had no place among 
men ; it exerted no influence, and puri
fied not their hearts and consciences 
by its infinite nnd divine presence. 

Opinion wns the grim ghost of the 
time, and men, iu sad enslnvements, 
lingered in its shadow. 

We know how often to-day the 
presence of opinion, especially when it 
be unrighteous and uutme, and still 
more especially when it is given an 
utterance in the name of religion or 
law, wrongs the right, subverts good 
order, enslaves the soul, or fills the 
chalice of the human heart to the brim 
with bitter tears. All this condition of 
things held rampant sway during the 
twilight preceding the dawn of Greek 
civilization. 

Some great mind, colossal and alone 
in the midst of the heerlless, thought
less rabble, saw that the divine secret 
of human happiness, the very elixir 
Of life,- UNDERSTANDING,- WOuld be 
lost forever, ancl the minds and souls 
of men go out iu utter darkness unless 
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some plan of thought could be pre
servecl, if necessary, for ages, or till 
such time as the world might be ready, 
with sufficient civilization, to receive it. 

A ,-ailing himself of the only method 
of enlisting attention, this colossal one 
constructed a story, - a tnle tinged 
with the color of enchantment, fraught 
with the marvellous, filled with disaster 
by sea, with dangers to be passed, nod 
fabulous prizes to be won at the end. 
He called it the " Story of the Argo
nauts," anrl men wet·e fascinated by its 
repetition, and they learned in turn to 
tell it as children listen to, and tell 
ag:•iu, the story of Aladdin. ~leu 

were charmed by the substance of its 
construction; but he, the colossal one, 
alone knew of the spirit within it, of 
the lesson.; it contained, nnd the hap
piness the world might have from a 
true understanding of its hidden mean
ing 

He knew the story would live, nnrl 
that, some day, it would have an inter
preter. He taught it as history; men 
accepted it as such. It comes to us 
through the aisles of time, clnd in his
toric garments of anci~nt fashion, nnd 
from its preservation and constant rep
etition, it still holds among men a his
toric place. This story of the Argo
nauts is older than the sacred wl'itings 
of the Zend-a-vesta, the Sbnstra, the 
Talmud, and the Bible; it is the oldest 
history of time. 

The heroes of this traditional Argo
n:wtic expedition who went on the 
famous voyage in the goocl ship At·go 
in seat·ch of the Golden Fleece of Col
chis, afterwards figured ns the sires of 
the mightiest kings of earth, and np
penred in the war against Troy, fm·m
ing the central and illustrious figures, 
and making up the action of the argu
ment given to the world through the 
inspired mediumship of Homer in the 
books called "Iliad" and "Odyssey." 

That an actual, physical expedition, 
in fact, ever took place, cannot be 
proven. The seas act·oss which the 
good ship Argo voyaged were un
known seas. Hesiod, Mimnermus, and 
Pinda.r allt·elate the story differently. 
The incidents of the voydge, if viewed 
in the light of actual occurrences, are 
utterly irreconcilable with eithet· truth 
or possibility. No geographical rec
ords can determine whether the ship 
Argo sailed east, west, north, south, or 
anywhere, so far as physica.llooality is 
concerned. 

The statements of the ancient Ap
polodorus avail nothing. For thou
sands of years the scholars of the 
world have speculated nbout this ex
pedition. l\Iany blindly nccept and 
teach it a.s it rends, while others pro
nounce it n myth. Some suggest that 
the voyage was for a commercial pur
pose, !!orne say it was a piratical ex
pedition, and others, a. journey of 
ndventure, carried out by young and 
restless spirits, ambitious to secure 
fame and fortune. 

In this phantasmal guise of mysti
cism and stampe<l with all the surround
ings of improbability and impossibility, 
however, the teachers of four thousand 
years have retailed the story, seemingly 
unconscious of any spil'it of thought 
within it; and have been utterly unable 
to interpret from its cabalistic char
acter anything for the instruction a.ud 
advancement of the hearts, the brains, 
and the consciences of men.1 

The Greek scholars, fearing the hue 
aml cry of the rabble, concealed their 
wisdom under a system of symbols and 
words which conveyed thoughts only 
understood by themselves. In proof 
of this we have only to turn to Plato. 
He says, in his Prot agoras (his work 

'Mr. Cox'o dlleovery- the Belenee of Underotandlog 
- reveals tbo wiodom and lnotructlon contained In th!Jo 
Rnelent otory, And will be preocnt«< to our reader• a& 
the proper time. 
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defining sophistry- which in his day 
meant wisdom itself, but now is used 
to imply subtleness and craftiness of 
thought):-

.,For my part, I say the art of a 
aophist is ancient; btd tile men who 
professed it in a?ICient times, feari1UJ the 
odium attached to it by the muUitude, 
Sf'Jught to conceal it orer; some under 
tlte garb of poetry, as Bomer, Hesiod, 
and Simonides, and others under that of 
the mysteries and propltecies, as Orpheus 
and Museus and their followers; and 
some, I perceive, have veiled it under 
tile gymnastic art, as Icus of Taren
tum; and one of the present day, who 
but yo"r own Agathocles (who was a 
aopltist) , concealed it unchr tlte garb of 
music as did Pythocles and many others. 
All tl•ese, I say, through fear of jeal
ousies, employed these as veils." 

This same Plato, in his book, "Tbe
&etns" t which means science subli
mated), says:-

'' For, in respect to these He:raclilian, 
or, as you say, Homeric, or even older 
doctrines, it is no more possible to con
werse about them with the people of 
Ephe8U8, who pretended to be acq~tainted 
with them, than with persons wlw are 
ravi1UJ mad." 

Thus spoke Plato, one of the most 
resplendent of Greek minds, to his 
pupils. 

The great German philosopher, 
Kant, must have been conscious of 

the existence of truth somewhere ; for, 
before his death, " be entertained the 
hope that, through the critical enquiry 
into the nature of the human mind, it 
might be possible to reeoncile empiri
cism and rationalism, sensualism, 
spiritualism, and otb~r philosophical 
opposites, and discovet• a series of 
comprehensive principles, to which all 
philosophical disputes might be re
ferred in the last resort." 

As already remarked, the Science 
of Understanding teaches that there 
are ten unchangeable eternal pl·inci
plcs which are ever coexistent with 
intellectual life. They are the same 
yesterday, to-day, and forever, and 
arc acted upon a.s germs, by influences 
which aid their growth, the same as 
moisture, air, heat, ancl earth, aid the 
growth of plants and animals. 

These principles, rightly used, will 
solve all mental problems, and are as 
indispensable and infallible in their 
action as are the factors in mathemat
ics. There is, indeed, a remarkable re
semblance between the working out of 
a problem in mathematics, and the 
solving of a social, political or judi
cial problem by the Science of Under
standing. They both turive at results 
that arc positive, undeniable, incon
trovertible. 

In the next paper the ten principles 
will be given, together with their analy
sis. 

MAN'S CYCLIC UNFOLDMENT AND NEW BIRTH. 

To the Editor of the Esoteric:- ment. It seems to me to be a manifold 
Some good friend has done me the messenger of important tidings which 

kindness to send me a copy or '· The none but the slumbering can fail to 
Esoteric," which I have carefully pe· heed. 
rused with interest and pleasure. And The key-note of religion, pure aud 
I cannot refrain from expressing the simple, is God in Man- Man in God. 
wi.sb, aye, the prayer, that God will be All there is of Livi1UJ Man is God. 
with and prosper you in its IUI\Dage- The carnality is but a product, a con-
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di;ion, a convenience, of the IN

DW&LLING DIVINITY, which is the Oft'· 
spring of God, the Father and Mother, 
the Life of all lives. The Son of God, 
which is the Son of Man, everywhere 
proclaims that " I am in the £!'ather, 
and the Father in me," and "at that 
day " in which " ye shall live " " ye 
shall know that I am in the Father, 
and ye in me, and I in you." 

The incarnate soul of this slumbering 
age lives, as it were, somewhat as the 
germ in the acorn or grain of wheat 
lives. It is dormant, - a potential 
life. But, in the fulness of spiritual 
evolution through carnal generation, 
slumbering man shall awaken into life, 
the Son of God manifest in man. 
Such is the promise. And astronomy, 
properly understood, verifies that 
promise. 

" The Fall of Man " from spiritual 
exaltation into the general benight
went which bas overshadowed the 
earth since the last Sahbatic age, was 
the natural sequence of cyclical or stellar 
progreBS, as natural as are the diurnal 
semi-cycles of night and day. In due 
course of sidereal progress and unfold
ment all this will be naturally changed, 
as naturally as day follows night. 
This age of benightment is only for a 
period. In the fulness of that period 
it most give place to the dawning of 
the next seventh cyclical or Sabbatic 
day, wherein " the suo shall be no 
more thy light by day ; neither for 
brightness shall the moon give light 
onto thee; but the Lord shall be unto 
thee an everlasting light, and thy God 
thy glory." 

The earth, of course, had its begin
ning. Its material form is but a prod
oct, a condition, a convenience, of the 
lliDWELLJliiG DIVINITY, even the generic 
Life of lives, the God in and of the 
planet. It. like all active entities of 
the Great Entirety, was, and is, an 

oft'shoot of the Life of all lives, the 
Source of all sources, the Cause of all 
causes. It originally came from God. 
It is of God ; it i., God, in so far as it 
has eternal generic life nod power 
to generate, evolve, individualize, and 
maintain the myriads of lives of its 
generic life. It began as a generic 
germ of germs, an entirety of count
less entities, abundantly endowed with 
inherent power to evolve, individu
alize, and maintain its myriads of latent 
lives. It began as a. microcosm, and 
thence unfolded and rounded out into 
the macrocosm, and thence became an 
important function of the solar system, 
and thence a minor function of the 
sidereal world. 

Man who is evolved througlt the life 
of our mother earth, and spiritually 
fashioned in the similitude of the Fa
ther and Mother God, the two Holy of 
Holies, constituting the all-saving union 
of Light and Life conjoined in Love, 
had beginning as latent entities in and 
of the generic life of the planet f1·om 
the instant of its evolvement out of the 
Life of all lives, the Source of all 
sources, the Cause of all causes. 
Therefore, the indwelling Life, even the 
Divinity in aorl of Man, can truly say 
" Before Adam was, I am. I came 
forth as a constituent member of the 
generic life of the planet direct from 
God before the formation and material
ization of the earth. I am of God. 
I am God in so far ns God is the Ail-in
all of the Living Man. I and the 
Father and the Mother are one; the 
Father and Mother being in me, anrl I 
in the Father and the Mother,- the 
two perfected in one." 

" The Kingdom of God cometh not 
with observation," said Jesus of Naza
reth. "For, behold the Kingdom of 
God is within yon," within me, within 
every child of God. Hence the signifi
cance of tbat prophetic prayer, "Our 
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Fathe:- which art in Heaven. Hallowed 
be thj name. Thy kingdom come. 
Thy will be doni! in Earth as it is in 
Heaven." .Jesus tho Christ, who 
taught man thus to pray, also taught 
mnn that the Kingdom of Gocl is in 
mnn. How then shall this Kingdom 
come, except by, in, and through the 
latent Godhood, the inborn son oi God 
becoming manifest in men through
out the entire human family of fam
ilies? That could occur only in the 
fulness of the time set for it. It can 
occur only in the Sabbatic age, the 
seventh cyclical day, in which "the 
Lord shall be thy light, and thy God 
thy glory." 

When shall this great cyclical Sab
batic day or age dawn ? We observe 
t!Jat, in our own world, the night must 
pass away before the day can dawn. 
So also the winter must. fulfil its mis
sion ere the succeeding seuson can be
come manifest and effectual. All these 
seasona and times nml cycles are or
dained by God, and must come forth in 
their preordained order. 

The entire stellar world moves in cy
cles and cycles of cycles. Our own plan
et and its satellites have not only their 
seasons, but their half cycles, cycles, 
and cycles of cycles. We have the 
diurnal semi-cycles of night and day, 
and the lunar cycle of a fraction over 
~~ days, and also the cycles of cycles in 
which tile moon repeats her phases in 
the same day of the year ns they oc
curred 19 years previously. We have 
ulso the annular semi-cycles of winter 
und summer, comprising the four sea
sons of the yeat·. The sun, like the 
moon, repeats its phenomena on cor
responding days of its cycle of cycles, 
and so on, cycle upon cycle, marks 
the events of the world's progress. 

Our solaa· system is only one of many 
coaTesponding systems. And there are 
greater systems composed of systems 

(like out· solar system) which respect
ively revolve around gre11ter central 
suns. And these greater systems are 
but component parts of still greater 
systems alike revolving around greater 
central suns. All such systems of 
systems composing the one universal 
system of Kystems which revolves 
around the greater grand Central Sun, 
the ineffable THRONE of Thrones of 
THE GOD of Gods. All these systems 
and systems of systems have their half
times, times, and times of times, or 
half cycles, cycles, and cycles of cycles/ 
and great grand cycles. 

At the " Fall of Man," which oc
cuned thousands of years ago, our 
solar system, or at least, our part 
thereof, passed into what I would call, 
for want of a better term, the winter of 
its grand cyclical year, or the period of 
its benightment, corresponding to our 
annual or semi-cycle of winter, or diur
nal semi-cycle of night. I believe in 
the so-called Fall of Man ; bot I read 
the allegory to suit myself. The Fall 
was the natural sequence of astronomi
cal changes, all occurring in the divine 
order of sidereal progress. Through
out the great Sabbatic age (which 
preceded the Fall of Man), man was 
perfected male and female, a dual 
being in the likeness of God the Father 
and Mother, conjoined in one, and like 
unto the angels in heaven, where there 
is no marrying nor giving in marriage. 
But, in the course of evolutionary prog
t·ess, those conditions became inade
quate to the unfolding purf)08es of the 
Creator. It becoming necessary for 
the earth to pass into what I woul.l 
term a gestative state, it was found 
that man, commonly known as Adam, 
was without an adequate help-mate. 
Therefore, the Lord God caused a deep 
sleep to fall upon Adam, and be slept, 
lay dormant throughout a great cyclicul 
season, during which God, who had 
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created man, male and female, so re
developed man as to have the one come 
forth anew suitable for a help-mate for 
the other. The one externally de
Teloping his masculinity. and the other 
her femininity, commensurate with 
spiritual evolution through carnal gen
eration. All this occurred while man 
slept throughout some great transition 
period. When he awoke he was no 
longer (externally) an angel in the like
ness of God, but a mortal reconstituted 
and developed commensurate with per
petuating his generic Life of lives, by 
propagating his species throughout the 
age or ages of mortality incident to the 
gestative period and consequent spirit
ual evolution through carnal genera
+ion. But this period or age, like all 
other cycles or semi-cycles, has its limit, 
and must, in its order, come to its end. 
And so surely as the phases of the 
moon will, as they appeared thus nine
teen years ago, be repeated to-day, so 
surely will the phenomena of our solar 
system, which characterized or ushered 
in and sustained the last great Sabbatic 
cyclical age, be repeated on the ap
proaching completion of the great grand 
cycle of our solar system, whereby our 
planet will be brought directly within 
the ineffable et1ulgence of the Great 
Central Sun around which our solar 
system is, with other like systems, and 
systems of systems, revolving. 

When that glorious point is reached, 
and we are rapidly approaching it, ac
cording to the astronomical prophecies 
of the Grand Py1·amid of Cheops, as 
well as certain other unmistakable 
evidences made manifest to divers pro
phetic minds of the present age, then 
"Thy sun shall no more go down ; 
neither shall thy moon withdraw itself; 
for the Lord shall be thine everlasting 
light, and the days of thy mourning 
ehall be ended. Thy people shall be 
all righteous ; they shall inherit the 

land forever, the branch of my plant
ing, the work of my bands, that I may 
be glorified. A little one shall become 
a thousand, and a small one a strong 
nation. I, the Lord, will hasten it in 
his time." 

In order to realize these glorious 
promises, let us, for a moment, with
draw, as it were, from the outer dark
ness that overshadows all mankind, 
and thence enter into the inner sanct
uary of the soul, even our own soul, 
where we may stand before the past 
and the present, and thence, with the 
eye of God, clearly view the future, 
and spirito-mentally bring it with the 
past and the present into one eternal 
NOW, and thence behold all life and 
lives, from Alpha to Omega of our 
planet, as she, the earth, stands in the 
SUBLIME EXISTENCE of existences. 
All this is possible to you, to me, and 
to all the children of God ; for each 
carries within the inner sanctua1·y of 
his or her eternal being the Ark of the 
Covenant, even the Sanctum Sancto
rum, where God will, at any and all 
times, and under any and all conditions 
and circumstances, meet and commune 
with the Children of Life Ete1·nal. Let 
us, therefore, awaken to a knowledge 
of the Life and Light that is within us. 
For, however latent it may now seem 
to be, it is, ere long, to be quickened 
and enfiamed by the vivifying presence 
of the ANCIENT OF DAYS. Let us 
take courage, tberefo1·e, even under the 
shadow or our receding benightment. 
There is nothing bidden from nor lost 
to the Divinity which abides and reigns 
from within the Inner Sanctuary of the 
microcosmic Soul of Man. He is the 
heir and joint-heir to all things within 
and appertaining to the kingdom of the 
Father and Mother God. He, the 
Divinity in and of l\lan, comprehends 
the past, the present, nml the future. 
for he is dh·ectly from God ; is of God i 
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is God miniatured in man, and is or
dained to become manifestly the reign
ing A ll-in-all in the fulness of spiritual 
evolution through carnal generation. 
And then our eclipse, which now 
shuts us out from the all-vivifying 
effulgence of the great grand Central 
Sun, even THE THRONE OF GOD, 
will be dispelled, and we shall all be 
requickened and made alive. Our 
eclipse, nnd consequent benightment, 
will have passed away, and "we shall 
be changed," so as to appear in all the 
glory of the sons and daughters of 
God in the new earth and the new 
heavens, when the Glorious Mother 
of man shall appear, as it were, clothed 
in the sun, fot· the Lord shall be our 
everlasting light, and our God our 
glory. Amen. 

In the new earth and the new 
heavens, man will again appear, two 
as one (or two in one), and that which 
is without as that which is within, being 
neither male nor female, but perfected 
even as our Father and Mother which 
is in heaven is perfect, and thence to 
go forth like unto and commingle with 
the angels, archangels, and seraphic 
beings of the universal spheres, among 
whom there is neither marrying nor 
giving in marriage. 

We originally came out from the 

angelic hosts of our Father and Mother 
God, being chosen ( doubtle88 because 
of our preordained suitableness) to go 
forth and traffic with the elements, and 
thence, through matter nod its concom
itants, to gestate, generate, unfold, 
evolve, round-out, and perfect kingdoms 
unto ourselves like unto the kingdom 
of the Father and Mother God. This 
has been our mission from before the 
consolidation of the earth. The cove
nant was divinely made, and has been 
and is being faithfully carried out. 
All has been done through the sec·recy of 
Divine Masonry, and faithfully carried 
out in accordance with God's ordina
tions. The work is nearing its comple
tion ; and eventually the new order of 
life will gradually opfi!n to all who are 
able to l'eceive and enjoy it. But as 
all on the mundane plane do not 
awaken and arise at the dawn, and 
some slumber on till the sun has as
cended into the mid-heavens, so will it 
be in the dawn of THE NEw LIFE. 
But God rules, and all will be well, 
even though the last be first and tlte ji1·st 
be last. 

In the love of God f!nd the Christ of 
humanity, I am faithfully your friend 
and dh·inely your brother. 

ANDREW J. UOGERS, 

229 Broadway, New Yo,·k. 

THE LADDER OF PROGRESS. 

WERE this existence all, we could say 
with him of old, " Vanity of vanities, 
all is vanity." But this life is not 
all. This existence is but one step on 
the ladder whose topmost round rests 
in God. Every phase of life is but a 
round in this ladder, and we must all 
climb from the very bottom to the top. 
If, in this existence, our lot seeiDB low
ly, our opportunities few, our life-plans 
thwarted, remember that those whose 
elevation seems greater than ours have 
been where we are now ; that the same 
path is marked out for all from the 

beginning ; and remember also that our 
elevation upon the ladder in our next 
existence depends largely upon the 
manne1· in which we make use of our 
present opportunities, however humble 
they may be. Deformities of body, 
dwarfed intellect, clouded minds, are 
ours, not as a heritage, but by the law 
of cause and effect. In some previous 
stage of existence, some law was broken, 
or some lesson not fully learned. 

The windows of the soul will not only 
be barred in our present existenu~, but 
also in our next, if we do not by right 
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endeavor use the strength we have to 
break our bonds and let the sunlight of 
Truth enter ; but, if we do, strength 
s•.·~:.:~nt to remove all barriers between 
God and us will be given. Then these 
limbs will no longer tremble in the pres
ence of the unknown, because knowl
edge will be given sufficient to guide 
us through the manifestation of our ex
istence. Then will the full harmony of 
heaven ring down in mighty chorus, and 
our life, attuned, will respond in notes 
of joy. No longer will the brain weary 
io searching for knowledge, as it will 
absorb Truth as the flower absorbs the 
light, and duty's paths will be paths of 
peace. Then shall we be numbered 

among another host, who, even now, are 
chanting songs of victory over self ; 
with them we shall enjoy an existence 
in another sphere upon anothe1· round 
infinitely higher than now attained. 

Viewed, then, by the light of Truth, 
existence is not a mockery. Life is a 
reality. The years may pass, leav
ing only memories ; but they may be 
memories of sweet experiences and 
of associations made purer from the 
fact of our having been. The ambitions 
of youth, will not be lost in disappoint
ment, because our striving will be only 
toward spiritual progression and per
fection. 

CLEMENTINE PERKINS. 

THE IDEAL CITY. 

FROH THE REPUBLIC OF PLATO. 

IN what point of view, then, and on 
what ground, shall a man be profited by 
injustice, or intemperance, or baseness, 
even though he acquire money or power? 

What shall he profit if his injustice 
be undetected? For he who is unde
tect.cd only gets worse, whereas he who 
is detected and punished has the brutal 
part of his nature silenced and human
ized ; the gentler element in him is lib
erated, and his whole soul is perfected 
and ennobled by the acquirement of 
justice, and temperance, and wisdom, 
more than the body ever is by receiv
ing gifts of beauty, strength, and health, 
in proportion as the soul is more hon
orable than the body. 

The man of understanding will con
centrate himself on this as the work of 
life. And, in the first place, be will 
honor studies which impress these qual
ities on his soul, and will disregard 
others. In the next place, he will keep 
under his body, and so far will he be 
from yielding to brutal and irrational 
pleasures, that he will regard even 
health as quite a secondary matter. 
His first object will be not that be may 
be fair or strong o1· well, unless he is 
likely thereby to gain temperance, but 
he will be always desirous of pre
serving the hiU'Dlony of the body for 
the sake of the concord of the soul. 

And there is a principle of order and 
h:umony in thP. acquisition of wealth. 

This also will he observe, and not 
allow himself to be dazzled by the opin
ion of the world, and heap up riches to 
his own infinite harm. He will look at 
the city which is within him, and take 
care to avoid any change of his own in
stitutions, such as may arise either from 
abundance or want, and he will duly 
regulate his acquisition and expense. 

And, for the same reason, he will 
accept such honors as he deems likely 
to make him a better man ; but those 
which are likely to disorder his consti
tution, whether private or public hon
ors, he will avoid. 

"Then, if this be his chief care," 
said Glaucon, " he will not be a poli
tician." 

He will in the city which is his own, 
though, in his native country, perhaps 
not. 

"I understand," said Glaucon," you 
speak of that city which exists in 
ideal only ; for I do not think there is 
such a one anywhere on earth." 

"In heaven," I replied, "there is 
laid up a pattern of such a city, and be 
who desires may behold this, and be
holding, govern himself accordingly. 
But whether there really is or ever will 
be such a city on eat·th, is of less im
portance to him ; for be will act ac
cording to the laws of that city and no 
other." 

"True," said Glaucon. 
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LU'E'S MOTIVE. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

LIFE's motive should mount 
On the wings of the morn, 

Like a sunbeam let loose 
At the breaking of dawn; 

Piercing the gloom 
Tllat shrouds the way, 

Lending to life 
An added ray. 

For stars, and suns, 
They are but earth, 

While man's estate
Immortal birth I 

Endowed to shine 
With lustre bright ; 

In regal rule, 
O'er mental night! 

Who lights the sun 
Lights also man, 

More truly- and 
With higher plan 

Maps his career, 
To rise, and shine 

Than suns more bright, 
With power divine. 

Be man's estate 
Whate'er it may, 

Earth's night gives place 
To heavenly day, 

When we accept 
And heed the plan 

Of Him who said, 
u Let us make man." 

WHO SHOULD STUDY ESOTERIC SCIENCE. 
A Lecture dellvered before tbe Boelety for Eloteric Culture, by HIBA• E. BVTLEB. 

WE have in all the history of the 
world had enthusiasts on the varied 
subjects of tllought that interested the 
people of their time. To-day the sub
ject of esoteric culture in its varied 
phases and under the various names, is 
in almost every one's mouth- words 
both for and against. No doubt we 
have many who are enthusiastic by vir
tue of the realization that they have of 
the importance of this interior subject 
of self-culture. 

I often think of the wonls of the 
wise man Solomon ; after be had inves
tigated the whole realm of scientific 
and esoteric knowledge, he c.leclat·ed 
that he believed there was nothing bet
tet· under the sun than that a man 
should be satisfied with the works of 
his own hands, for that is his portion. 
This I have often realized in my own 
experience. It is not a pleasant theme 
to pursue, in many respects, from the 
fact that, as we dive into the cause
world, through the development of the 
soul-power, which alone can reach out 
into that realm, we become conscious 

of the conditions of this world heing 
hard to bear. We become dissatis
fied with surroundings ; the conditions, 
that otherwise would be those of pleas
ure and happiness, become conditions 
of dissatisfaction and displeasure. 
Therefore there should he a careful 
discrimination made to-day, a~ much 
as there was in antiquity, and I sup
pose there is discl'imination being made 
by the masters of the Orient, not to 
force upon any one thoughts that 
lead out of the realm of this world's 
existence into another, unless there is 
some end to be attained. 

But some of our friends may ask : 
" Is it not wise that all should de
velop the highest and best powers of 
their natures?" Certainly it is wise 
that each should do so; but all have 
not gl'own to a condition where they 
will pursue this study far enough to be 
of use, thus doing themselves and the 
cause more harm than good. If we in
duce a person who has not reason 
above the plane of the ordinal'y socie
ty life, to look into this science, by 
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holding out to him the beauties, the 
ideal pleasures that lie beyond, it only 
appeals to the material nature, and 
perhaps we might as well s:~y the ani
mal inclination that controls the world 
very largely to seek after pleasure in 
new and varied forms, which pleasure 
they seek to find through the senses. 
Thus if we lead persons merely through 
the senses in pursuit of esoteric cult
ure, we lead them into the realms of 
knowledge which become to them in
strumentalities of evil, for they have 
not pursued it far enough to see why it 
fails to bring the beauty, or pleatiure 
~at they expected Therefore, we 
should be careful and present these 
~oughts only to those who are dissatis
fied already with their pt·esent con
ditions in life. These words are found 
in one of the prophets, who warns us : 
"I charge you by the roes and by the 
binds of the field that ye stir not 
up. nor awaken my beloved till he 
please." Of course this language is 
figurative, nod those represented as 
"his beloved," were those who are readv 
to reach out toward that divine source. 
Again, the" beloved" of God is the in
terior spiritual nature in man, and that 
we should not stir up nor awaken it 
until he please, is the thought. 

Every creature will act out its own na
ture. Everv man's and everv woman's 
will is the quintessence of ali that they 
are. That is to say, our will i~;~ the 
highest faculty of our natures; is the 
absolute monarch and dominator over 
all that we are. Now that will, through 
the reasoning faculties, may be 
changed hither and thither, but such 
ch:~uges arc not good unless there is, 
already active enough in the mind of 
the person, a dissatisfaction with the 
present conditions of life, and a t·each
ing out towards something higher. 
When we find such dissatisfaction in 
the minds of pet·sons we can very 
readily discover what cause is produc
ing it; and then such persons as have 
unfolded in their intetior life sufficient 
to be able to take propet· cognizance, 
or to have a proper understanding of 
this interior, or spil'itunl pl'inciples, 
readily lay hold upon them and de
sire the knowledge. 

Doubtless the Masonic order was 
once the storehouse of spiritual knowl
edge ; and I am informed that even 
to-day no man must be asked to joi11 
that society by one of its members. 
Such is ulso true of esoteric teaching. 
No man or woman should be asked to 
investigate this teaching until they 
have manile;ted in themselves the in
clination to reach out after something 
beyond the ordinary sphere of life ; and 
whenever they come to that point in 
their experience that they begin to de· 
sire that knowledge, because of their 
spiritual unfoldment and the conditions 
of the working world, relations become 
dissatisfuctor.r and repellent to them, 
and there begins to grow a controlling 
nspiration towanl the spiritual wot·Id. 
In such minds then, the pursuit of eso
teric thought will be ac.lvuntageous, 
bec:~use it will be instrumental in pt·o
ducing happiness and satisfaction in 
their lives, whilst (Jf course it mav 
react on the lower plane of life and 
create greater dissatisfuction there; but 
yet when predominance bas already 
obtained in the mind to e~·eate an ac
tive dissatisfaction, then tlll'V should 
have, and there always is, jnovision 
made that they may have this higher 
knowledge. 

I presume thet·e hns never been n time 
when there was so much dissatisfaction 
as exists to-dny, and I presume that 
seven-eighths of tlw people that are 
thus uneasy und dissatisfied with their 
present conditions and sut·t·oundiugt:~, 
:ue entirely unconscious of the real 
underlying cause of tlteir dissatisfac
tion. But we see, as this wave- for 
it is like a tidal wave of spiritual nnct 
soul aspiration towards these higher 
truths- sweeps over the land, it affects 
all life. It is in the life-essences of 
the ethet· ; and as man inspires · ft·om 
that divine life-essence according to 
his quality. this dissatisfaction is pro
duced upon different persons according 
to their degree of spiritual unfoldment. 

lu my first lecture to this society I 
made an effort to present my idea ot 
God, nud have frequently recurred to it 
because I deem it a \'cry important 
thought, as it is that which umlerlics 
and ovemrches every other thou~ht 
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that the human mind is capable of 
taking cognizance of. On that occa-. 
sion I called attention to the fact that all 
we recognize as space is filled more 
densclv than the densest matter with 
that very essence of life which, for the 
lack of a better name, a more compre
hensive word, we call God. This life
essence that pervades the universe is 
~ varied in its qualities, in its nature, 
us anything that we have any cog
nizance of in the physical worlci. In 
order that a person may have the true 
unfoldment and soul growth, it is 
absolutely nece&~~ary that he should 
contemplate, meditate in quiet mus
ings, upon the idea of God, that 
infinite, ever present and all pervading 
life-essence. As we muse upon this 
subject our own inner consciousness 
will be prepared to be<--ome the re
ceptacle of that essence. But not 
unless we first rid ourselves of a CCI'• 

tain repellent polarity that has been 
established in the human ego by virtue 
of the predominance of the law of self
preservation. This law has entered 
into every department of our being 
more thoroughly than we have any idea 
of. There is in every man's nature a 
weakness which subjects him to the 
psychological influences of his fellows 
so that every man and every woman is 
under a constant struggle to main
tain their own Helfhood, to carry out 
their own designs and to be themselves 
and not be lost in the great whole. 

This struggle that is going on in the 
external world is also going on in the 
mental realm, so that it is difficult for 
nil persons that are thinking new and 
advanced thoughts to maintain their 
own definite conclusions without being 
interfered with, led oft' in this or that 
dil·ectiou, by the thoughts and conclu
sions of others . This is brought out 
in the minds of the people by the 
idiosyncrasies and eccentricities of 
their natures. In our mother church 
where there is a united bodv, where 
th(•y have agreed to concentrate npon 
certain thoughts that are accepted as 
foundation principles, which they have 
no idea. of going beyond. they live 
each in the other's magnetic aura, and 
thus form a common magnetic body so 

that they do not struggle much and 
are sater and more at rest than anv 
other people in the land. They can 
really enjoy life better than other 
people, simply because there is noth
ing to struggle for, save in their ordi
nary avocations. Whereas, if a man 
or woman starts out alone, to think for 
themselves, they find it as they would 
if they steppe1l out of a protected 
house into the prairie where the storm 
could sweep against them without any
thing to break its power. In such 
cases if persons have any idiosyncra
sies they always come to the front; 
thercfot·e, among the advanced thinkers 
of to-day we find the word "Crank," 
quite freely employed. Well, there 
are many or them, all one-sided, 
because, owing to the tendency to 
extremes, their arguments embrace the 
radical extreme of all subjects. Now 
the radical extreme of any truth is just 
as much an error as any other position 
that a man or woman can occupy. For 
instance if I were arguing with you 
on somo great truth. You would pre
sent your side of the subject, per
chance one extreme, and I would be 
standing in the mean between the two. 
Alf soon as I began to argue with you 
I would be forced by virtue of the 
power of words to go to the other 
extreme and bring thoughts from there 
to counterbalance yours that were 
brought from your extreme. Thus 
before I was aware of it, I would be 
thrown into the extreme opposite, 
and so argue more radical than I 
believed. Thus arguments become in
Atrumentalities of evil to those who 
are striving for the truth. None can 
realize to what extent this is true until 
he has experience in that direction and 
watched cnrefully his mental conditions 
prior to the argument and after the 
debate is over, because then he will 
see what change has taken place in 
his own mind . Although one may 
have urguments sufficiently strong to 
completely silence his antagonist, that 
very fact serves to intensify and lead 
hiru into more radical views than are 
consistent or true. Therefore, in 
everything that pertains to the struggle, 
to the combat man with man, thought 
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with thought, there is an inevitable ten
dency toward extremes. 

The wise Brahmin said, " I came not 
to teach men that which they do not 
know, but to teach them those things 
which thev do know." This is the 
wisdom of a teacher of the esoteric 
science. Every man or woman that 
has come in · any degree, into the 
eonscioosoess of the Soul Universal, 
reaches out for a higher order or plane 
of life. But the life principle that I 
began to speak of a few moments ago, 
is only obtainable when all these bar
riers, thrown up by the peculiarities 
and idiosyncrasies of one's nature, are 
broken down by the only way that has 
ever existed or will exist to free our
selves from them, namely, by a Cov
enant with God. We have heard old 
people, when we wm·e children, talk
ing about witches selling themselves 
to the devil. I know I used to hear old 
people talking about these things when 
1 was a boy. There is truth in this 
thought. A peNon has to virtually 
sell himself, soul, body and spirit, to 
whatever sphere of life he desires to 
become eminent in. While a man or 
woman stand in their own ego, and 
through their own will-power mani
fest their selfhood, they will find 
that they are in a constant struggle, 
a struggle that it is impossible for any 
man or any woman that ever lived 
or will live, probably, to maintain 
themselves in, and remain consistent 
with their own highest reason. Such 
struggles put up bn.rl'iert1 against the un
foldment of the divine life that would 
otherwise flow in and take possession 
of them. 

When a man or woman has medi
tated upon Life, bas seen the great 
truth that it bs.s mind, conscious
ness, all that has been attributed to 
God, and that our ideas of a per
sonal Deity are absolutely true, that 
there is an independent thinking, con
Bcious intelligence that takes cogni
zance of, and reciprocates with every 
sympathy, every motion, and with 
all human intelligence as well as with 
life everywhere ; therefore when man 
enters into a covenant with that 
di"ine intelligence, he at once rests in 

that covenant. He savs, ' 1 I desil'e 
more now than all else iu the world to 
he an instrument under the controlling 
power of that divine Mind." This 
:Mind will be according to your own 
highest thought, let it be what it may, 
for every man makes to himself a God, 
whose nature and character are accord
ing to his own bigbest quality, by virtue 
or which be will when he lives up to his 
ideal, inspire constantly from that just 
a little above himself. And when he 
has entered into the covenant and feels 
like resting in it, he sells himself and 
belongs to God, and then will come 
the consciousness that that divine Being 
does take control of his life. It will 
lead him, will instruct him, illuminate 
his intelligence and be has only to 
perform the duties that are laid before 
him day by day. 

In that attitude we are polarized. 
all out· barriers are virtually taken down 
and we, through that confident faith in 
that infinite source, have around us a 
protection that others do not possess. 
There is an illustration of this before 
the people of Boeton as before no other 
people in the land. The ideal of 
Christian Science, Mental Healing, etc., 
is wholly based upon that as the founda
tion idea. Now when we have entered 
into that covenant with the infinite soul 
anrl rest in the confidence of that cov
enant, we shall be guided and led in 
the way of truth, and shall realize that 
it becbmes a truth to us. 

I have often heard the quotation, 
11 As a man thinketh, so is be." That 
is true. Whatever a man thinks, that 
he is, providing he believes it with all 
his heart, for whatever we believe with
out a doubt, we are. Now tbi11 belief 
that bas no doubt in it may lead us to 
wonderful extremes. We have no 
idea and cannot have until we investi
gate the world of mind, to what extent 
that may lead us. I have seen persons, 
under the influence of another, psychol
ogized so that he would say it was 
snowing and was very cold, when in fact 
it was very warm in the room, but. 
while he believed it, it was true to him. 
Now if we can believe in this higher 
ideal of human intelligence, rest in it, 
confide in it, it becomes the easence or 
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our natures, controls, guides and gov
erns our lives, and we become it to the 
extent that we believe and rest in it 
without a doubt. 

In my early experience there was 
always active in me a desire to know 
more of the cause world. As a child 
when I went to school I had no interest 
in books, and, in place of going to 
school, I often played truant, went 
to the woods, wandered by the creeks, 
and spent my time in the fields. I de
lighted in the study of nature, in all its 
forms and especially in insect and ani
mal life. I grew up without education ; 
yet, my delight was constantly to know 
the laws of nature, to know the pro
dudog cause in everything. After I 
had arrived at about the age of thirty, 
my mind was then called out of the old 
channels of the Church, and I first 
saw that the Bible prophecies were not 
all yet fulfilled. I began to study, and, 
with that simple childlike desire active 
in me, ever desired knowledge for its 
use. For some reason, from the time 
that I was a little boy with my mother, 
I remember well often saying to her, 
" I believe that I have a special work 
to do in the world." Now, whatever 
truth there may have been in that, this 
much it has done for me. It has kept 
my highest desire to that one object 
that I might be prepared with knowl
edge! with understanding of the laws 
of nature and the laws that govern 
human life, and the causes of the evils 
and sufferings that exist in humanity. 
the ways and methods by which each 
human mind could rise out of those 
conditions of suffering and evil, and 
attnin the condition of happiness. 
henlth, and highe1· life. 

As I went on studying and thinking, 
my attention one day was called to 
the words of Jesus, where be says: 
''Unless ye eat my flesh and drink my 
blood, ye have no life in you." I bad 
alway11 bad an ideal in the Church 
of what that meant ; but it came OVel' 
me forcibly that morning there was still 
a meaning there I did not know. I 
desired earnestly to get to know that 
meaning. That afternoon I was sit
ting in a little hall, in a meeting car
ried on after the Quaker plan ; and 

while sitting in silence, sud1lenly I wns 
conscious of there coming into the \"ery 
centre or my being a new life that per
meaterl all my veins. It seemed to me 
as if an electrical fire went to the ends 
of my fingers, and every part of my 
whole body was filled with a new life. 
I was led to say, with the greatest 
emphasis,-" I have immortality ; this 
body can never die." As I look over 
the pages of the Bible- for I always 
loved them, and do vet- I find these 
words (Ezekiel xvi: 6) : ''When I 
passed by thee and saw thee polluted 
in thine own blood, I said unto thee, 
In thv blood live ; vea, I said unto 
thee, 'In thy blood iive." I realized 
that a thought, formed from the Soul 
of the universe, out of the very essence, 
of Divine Life, had been sent into the 
centre of my being, and from that time 
to this I have been enabled to reach 
out and gather of the knowledge that 
belongs to that cause world. Now 
there is a great body of people through
out this land that have had similar 
experiences to this, whenever their need 
and use was made manifest. 

From that time forward, whenever I 
could isolate myself from surroundings, 
and sit quietly looking out in musings 
upon God, I have been conscious, more 
conscious of that divine life than I 
am of this world and all that we call 
matecial. This experience is not mine 
alone. Many others have become con
scious of this divine life acting upon 
them. These persons are scnttered 
over our land ; we associate with them 
daily. Jn 1878 I had then been living 
for some time the life of a recluse, wait
ing until I could see a door opening be
fore me to go out in search of the 
people that had received this interior 
life. -that hnd awakened to the con
I!Ciousness of the infinite soul. But no 
way opened before me. All seemed 
dark. One evening I felt oppressed, 
sad, and discouraged, and, from the 
depth of my soul, said,- " 0 my God. 
where are the people that we are look
ing for?" Suddenly everything changed 
around me. I seemed to be somewhere 
overlooking the world. I saw the nat· 
ural sunlight shining upon the people. 
They we1·e all busy with their own af· 
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fairs or life ; but here and there was a 
dark place, where this natural sunlight 
did not appear to penetrate ; and I was 
impressed to peer into these dark places, 
and, as I did eo, I saw,firet vaguely, the 
outlines of persons ; and, as I looked 
more intently. I saw other persons, 
though right in the midst of the peo
ple, running hither and thither in the 
natural world, yet they were in dark
ness and obscurity, relatively, as to the 
affaire of the outer world ; and the 
spirit said to me : u These are the peo
ple." These are the people who, though 
they are iu the world, are not of the 
world ; though they do their duties, walk 
like those around them, yet they are 
oot of the world. To these people 
comes this new light. To these alone ; 
not to those that are satisfied with the 
atfaire of this world. 

The ultimate to which we are call
ing your attention, towards which we 
are laboring, is to bring about a new 
world where the people will be pre
pared to live under the controlling in
fluences of the Infinite Mind, having 
conquered selfishness, hate and passion. 
When these are conquered every cause 
of inharmony and combat man with 
man, every struggle in life, will have 
been destroyed. This ultimate will be 
a people of whom we may say, in order 
to bring it to the comprehension of the 
ordinary mind. that they will be as it 
were u psychologized " by the Infinite 
Mind. That is, their whole thought. their 
whole desire, and all that they are or 
hope to be, will be so linked to the Will 
of the universe that their wills and the 
Will of God will be absolutely one. 

Now to whom could we go to find 
any hope of such a condition? To 
none but those who have awakened 
to the consicousness of this divine life 
in themselves. Now this consciousness 
haa come, as I said, in varied forms to 
each one different, but one general ten
dency obtains always, namely, these 
persons have with them the Spirit of 
Tmth. This, as Jesus said, " will lead 
them into all truth." Error they are 
ever ready to repel. Truth they are 
ever open to. They perceive and know 
it when they hear it. 

We have no need of fear about listen-

ing to this, that or the other, about 
going and investigating this phenome
non or that. We can go where we 
will, can see all things, can know all 
there is to know ; and as we go around 
about the world we can see everything, 
be ever ready, like the discriminative 
magnet, to gather the very essence that 
we need and repel all else. There
fore we have no cause to be anxious. 
If we allow anxiety to enter our minds, 
that anxiety brings evil results, and 
breaks down the protective barriers. 
There is no motor power in the Universe 
but the Infinite Will. The storms that 
sweep the heavens are controlled by 
that Will, as is my hand as I move 
it to and fro. All worlds, centres, 
and systems, are held without a waver
ingordeviation, by the irrcsistiblepower 
of that Infinite Will, and when our will 
is one with that of the Infinite, then all 
power in heaven and earth is within 
us, and we can say with the Nazarene, 
u All power is delivered into my hands 
in Heaven and Earth." 

QUESTIONS. 

The following questions were asked 
and answered at the close of the lect
ure:-

Q. Is there any power in the spirit 
to ward off what is called death? 

.A. Certainly. This is a subject 
that has been agitating the minds 
of a largtl body of people for many 
years. I refer particularly to those peo
ple known as Adventists, who have many 
names and many different branches. 
Among them the idea has been promi
nent that there was a time coming when 
they, as to their bodies, would no more 
~ee death. ~ow, my position in regard 
to that is the same as it is in regard 
to every thought that obtains credence 
in the minds of the people. There 
is a truth in it. We read in the Bible 
that Elijah was taken up to heaven in 
a chariot of fire. Josephus tells us 
that Moses was taken away in the same 
manner. The apostles tell us that 
Jesus, after his crucifixion, was raised 
from the dead. Now, I believe that 
those people who receive the spirit 
have in them immortal life. I do not 
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say all of them have it in sumcient 
degree to overcome the death of the 
bo<iy ; but many of them will come into 
the order of the heavens where they 
will be free from the struggles-of the 
astral world, where they can live in 
harmony with this divine essence that 
they possess ; and to these persons no 
such thing as dissolution of the body 
by death will come. But some will 
say, will they always remain so? No; 
but life is fire ; God is a consuming fire. 
As these people live more in harmony 
with God their bodies will constantly 
get more and more under the control of 
the spirit. They will go on refining 
the body until it is so spiritualized that 
they can stay on earth if they will, 

or they can dissolve the body and 
go to the other planets if they desire, 
or ascend into the heavens ; so that 
which we call death will be overcome 
in such persons. 

Q. Can a person in this life have 
au idea of previous existence ? 

A. I have met numerous persons 
who claimed a remembrance of prior 
existence, being able to state where and 
when they lived, who they were, etc. 
I can say for myself that I have, in a 
few instances, been as conscious of hav
ing lived before as I am of living now. 
therefore I have great reason to give 
credit to those who claim a memol"y of 
prior existence. 

THOUGHT SPLENDORS OF THE INFINITE. 

WHEN Nature blossomed, man was her 
ripe fruit. 

All Nature grew intelligent in man; 
Her merry seasons piped upon his lips ; 
Her suns shone radiant through his 

deathless eyes ; 
And all her stars gleamed through their 

burning ray.s. 
Great Heaven itself is but the mind of 

man 
Walking in light and music through the 

spheres; 
And God himself reposes in the will, 
And works forever in the immortal mind. 
The source of all sensation is his joy. 
The source of consciousness God's in· 

trospect, 
Whereby he sees himself divinely fair, 
All-great, aU-good, all-perfect, and all

wise . 

From mind, in mind, and unto mind 
all things 

Proceed, move, tend, eventuate. Tbe 
dust 

Is thought discreted from the thinker's 
mind, 

And man is thought incarnate. All 
men see, 

Hear, feed upon, from God proceeds 
as beams 

From one Eternal Intellectual Sun. 
Nothing but shares the impulse of his 

Will: 

Nothing but ripens in his perfect Love; 
Nature is blazing with the light of 

thought 
And mind effulgent with Divinity; 
For God alike through mind and matter 

wills, 
Works, ultimates himself forevermore. 

Creation sprang from God's necessity. 
God never woke because he never slept. 
The universe is ancient as himself, 
Without beginning and without an end. 
Because thought ultimates itself in 

worlds, 
Because thought had its origin in God, 
Because God always thought, because 

the stream 
Of his effulgent wisdom is his own, 
Working from infinite resource within, 
Therefore God never lived without 

some form 
Of manifested loveliness, whose beams 
Were the intense reflection of himself. 
Here my thought ends. My finite 

wisdom fails. 

Why should not suns in one continuous 
chain 

Circle through being's boundle11sness, 
and be 

Without, beyond all finite flights of 
thought? 

Who shall put bounds to God's omnip· 
otence? 
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Who knows but that beyond the cosmic 
sphere, 

Bevond celestial hea\·ens themselves, 
beyond 

Time and its ages. space and all its 
worlds, 

And all the spirit-spheres that grow 
from space, 

And all the minds that fill those spheres, 
expand 

l)nknown thought-splendors of the In
finite 

Systems diverse from suns aud stars 
and heavens, 

Powers diverse from angels and from 
men? 

All theories are thought-forms that the 
mind 

CrPates from its owu knowledge or its 
guess. 

God never yet revealed himself in full, 
An(l never will. No intellectual form 

Is able to receive the Deity 
Save as a crystal draws thA solar light. 
This is my faith, that God reveals him-

self 
To every man according to his state, 
Higher to highest minds, so lessening 

down 
To the dim verge of reason. I believe 
That there are faculties in man that are 
Mind-organs for the Infinite to fill, 
And that these may unfold without an 

end, 
And multiply without an end, and all, 
Int .. r-pervaded by one common life, 
Inform the soul forever. This I know, 
Or, knowing not, believe in as in God ; 
But. still my thought is circumscribed ; 

mv faith 
Beir{g the sum of all my added thoughts, 
And these the measure of the active 

mind. 
-Lyric of the Golde" Age. 

OCCULT GLEANINGS. 

Matter exists in other states besides 
those which are cognizable by the five 
senses. 

I long not for death, I long not for 
life ; I wait till mine hour comes, like 
a servant who awaiteth his reward. 

The Tibetan Brotherhood is said to 
be incomparably the highest, and is so 
rt>garded by all other theosophical 
associations. 

Occtttt science regards force and mat
ter as identical, and contemplates no 
principle in nature as wholly imma
terial. 

Uo the good thing which you can do, 
and not stand and do nothing because 
there is some other good thing you 
can't do. 

Above all things be not careless; for 
cmrelessness is thP. chief foe of virtue ; 
if a man avoid this fault he may be 
born where Sakra-raga dwells. 

The tomb from which the Saviour 

will arise is the heart of men and 
women; if the good in them a"akens 
to self-consciousness, then will it ap
pear· to them as a sun, shedding its 
light upon a better and a happier gen
eration. 

The man who has a positive will in 
him will rise in spite of adverse cir
cumstances, will recognize and seize 
upon the tide of thought, which is his 
natural food, and will stand as a giant 
at last in the place he willed to reach. 

" Believe nothing which is unreason
able, and reject nothing as unreason
able without proper examination."
Gautama Buddha. 

We here are certainly readier now 
than we were a g<>neration ago to 
recognize the possibility of acquiring 
real knowledge of spirit, spiritual 
science, and are more generally im
pressed with the necessity of such ac
quisitions. 
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THE ART OF NEVER FORGETTING. 

Second Pape1f. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

Son of my friends having ex
pressed surprise at the feature and 
idea of a series of articles on memory
culture, as being rather the opposite of 
what is usually regarded as methods 
"esoteric," I am impressed with the 
propriety of giving this phase of the 
subject some consideration, and shall 
accordingly devote a portion of this 
instalment to that end. 

I would say, then, that this view of 
the subject undoubtedly springs from 
a misconception or prejudice arising 
from the fact that memory bas come to 
be regarded as a mere external accom
plishment, something pertaining to the 
outward mind and nature, but having 
little in common with the soul ; and 
still further, from the too prevalent 
custom of forcing education, and 
crowding children and students in gen
et·al with the literal committal to mem
ory of matter relative to subjects re
garding which a doe amount of in
terest and appreciation had not first 
been inspired. It is easy to learn and 
remember those things in which one's 
interest can be elicited, for then the 
student lays hold of the spirit of the 
subject, without which the letter is of 
little account, and the text itself soon 
forgotten ; for it should be borne in 
mind that it is the " spirit that mak
eth alive " in matters educational, as 
well as in matters biblical and individ
ual ; consequently, memory bas an eliO
t eric as well as an e:z:oteric significance, 
and, aside from its convenience and 
usefulness in connection with this 
earthly existence and career, it is also 
a most important agent or factor where
with to store the nature with luminous 
thought-forms, and potencies, which, 
to say the least, are necessary bases to 
spiritual unfoldment, even if they did 
not in themselves to a goodly degree 
partake of and subsist from substance 
truly spiritual and luminous. 

Human progress is a matter of steps 
and stages. We do not mount a flight 
of stairs at a single bound; men or 

dwellings on stilts cut but a sorry 
figure ; they are the exception aml 
not the rule. We provide foundations 
of stone for our houses, for we are all 
familiar with the parable of " the bouse 
that was founded upon the sands," 
and do not wish to repeat the losing 
experiment. The thought-forms with 
which the mind and nature are stored 
are correspondingly the foundation
stones upon which we are building our 
immortal structure. We have, conse
quently, to do with their quantity and 
and kind, and we know of a certainty 
that some adequate foundation must be 
provided. We also often bear it stated 
" that man is, at birth, the most ignorant 
and helpless of creatures." With capaci
ties above all others, yet the very deli
cacy and complexity of his organism, 
upon which those superior qualities and 
powers rest, would seem to make him 
the more helpless and dependent at the 
start and necessitate an amount of care 
and culture vastly exceeding that of any 
other creature. The need, then, of edu
cation and training is too self-evident 
to require any elaborate argument, 
and the steadily increasing interest and 
effort in this direction are good ; bot 
that better methods might be employed 
in manv or most instances is undoubt
edly true ; and also that greater dis
crimination should be exercised in 
assigning tasks and adapting the kind 
and amount of studies to the nature 
and capacity of the student, both vi
tally and mentally. Unquestionably, 
some children and some people will 
bear more mental forcing than others, 
for the vital powers are the final meas
ure of capacity and endursnce, and this 
in particular should be understood and 
taken into account in all matters of 
education or memory-culture. 

Much time and vitality are now 
wasted from a lack of adequate knowl
edge regarding the phenomena of men
tal and soul unfoldment. And as this 
problem of unfoldment is one tbat 
does not end with our school-days. or 
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even with this earth career, it becomes, 
then, the theme of interest above all 
others ; and " the art of never forget
ting," whep duly understood and con
sistently practised, becomes an impor· 
taut factor, not only as to what we shall 
be and enjoy during the future of this 
earth-life, but throughout the immor
tality of another. For the cerebellum, 
or permanent brain, in which the re
sults of our experiences and voluntary 
efforts and acquirements are finally 
stored, constitutes the basis of char
acter, the real potency of being. The 
intellect is, so to speak, the door and 
window of knowledge of things both 
material and spiritual ; but the appro
priation of this knowledge by the 
cerebellum or permanent vital brain, 
is what constitutes the man proper, and 
the celestial presence abides with him 
in volume and power according to the 
kind and amount of knowledge he bas 
incorporated. 

Assimilated and vitalized knowledge 
is what constitutes wisdom. The in
tellect perceives, but it is the marriage 
of knowledge to vital and spiritual sub
stance which creates a temple for the 
Divine indwelling. Thought-forms are 
the vehicles of Spirit, and through the 
exalted intellect one may and does 
have sublime consciousness of inner and 
higher realms ; but these are like photo
grapic exposures, which require other 
processes to render them permane11t, 
else they soon fade, and though one 
may have intellectual susceptibilities 
enabling him to cognize the great 
macrocosm of existence, these impres
sions must be vitally incorporated in 
the cerebellum or true personal micro
(.:osm, ere they become a permanent 
part of one's Ego or Being. Thus, life 
is a pursuit of the Divine Atma, and 
through the processes of memory ulti
mated in the cerebellum, the Ego or 
Microcosm is enabled not only to com
prehend but to permanently enjoy and 
express the Macrocosm. 

Therefore, the •' Art of Never For
getting" is the path to sublime attain
ments, and is truly a fitting "esoteric" 
study. It is true, however, that ex
ceases in any direction tend to produce 
opposite extremes of thought, the 

same as ~r-pendulum, if swung to the 
right vibrates proportionately far to the 
left. Therefore, excessive and excltmive 
external methods of education and mem
ory have caused reaction to extreme 
metaphysical views; which are largely 
at variance with practicality and com
mon-sense, and are hence not perfect 
embodiments of wisdom; and, conse
quently, not the true pattern of life. 

We have no desire to underrate the 
importance and uses of the concentra
tive and meditative methods that are 
regarded by some as the particular and 
essential ''esoteric" way, or of tl1e 
knowledge of the within and beyond 
that may be thus inspirationally ac
quired; but, rather, through judicious 
and systematic preparation and gradu
ated approach, to render these methods 
intelligently available, adequately com
prehensive, and reasonably reliable. 

Even the ordinary balloon, as we all 
know, requires its "sand-bags" and 
" drag-rope," and not only that but 
its " rip-cord " and " safety-valve," 
and the ascents and flights of man's in
tellectual and inner nature can no more 
be safely made without c01·respondiog 
preparations and safeguards. And 
have we not recently been bearing 
much about the necessity in the matte!' 
of our champion yachts and " cup-de
fenders," that they be well ballasted 
at the keel or centre-board? Then, 
again, have not the princes among the 
Mystics and Magi of all ages, as well 
as the angels in Jacob's vision, found 
the earth necessary whereon to rest 
their ladder? And is not the eal'th 
even said to be God's " footstool?" 
Verily matter is the domain of koowl
edie, und has its substantial lessons 
and uses to mao, as the path and way 
through which he is to attain the ulti
mate of knowledge, which is Wisdom. 
Therefore knowledge should not only 
be diligently but systematically sought, 
and, being found, " Memory " is the 
" Recording Angel" who keepeth these 
" jewels " of life. 

A trained memory has its IJ8es, and 
they are important ones. It develops 
the habit of attention, of concentration 
to a given end. It is an admirable 
tonic to both mind and body ; it inten-
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sifl.es and strengthens the circulation ; 
enlarges the conciousncss, powers and 
resources of the individual, and equips 
one to navigate, so to speak, the higher 
realms of mind and imagination with 
safety and profit. 

The great thing of consequence, then, 
is that we should will to be proficient 
in some phase of useful knowledge. 
This is the important mental and moral 
factor,- the true "gymn8:8tics." Not 
that we should expect a sudden transi
tion, yet we may realize from the start 
that we are laying hold of a LUMINOUS 
CONSCIOUSNESS, and that, in time, we 
shall posseAs a LUMINOUS PERSON
ALITY from head to foot. We are in 
the habit of thinking that memory ia a 
quite limited function, and that the 
natural effect of acquiring additional 
knowledge eventuates in obliterating 
or displacing the old. This, in a cer
tain sense, is true ; but not in the sense . 
that is ordinarily understood. Memory 

bas its laws and methods, as we shall 
explain, and, in accordance therewith, 
it would be presumptuous to set bounds 
to its possible acquisitions.. We are 
told that a single brain contains over 
800,000,000 brain-cells; and how little 
we know of the capacities of a single 
cell! Such are the wonders of Being. 
that, for instance, a single molecule or 
atom even in the foot of man bas ca
pacity for conscious intelligence sur
passing that cognized by the average 
brain of to-day. Think, then, of the 
vastness and profundity of intelligence 
that may be possessed by tbe feet 
alone; what, then, shall we say of the 
fully illuminated man? 

Having exhausted our space in this 
somewhat necessarv t·eview of the ob
jections raised. we· shall proceed with 
the methods nod processes of acquiring 
this greatly to be desired .MEHORY or 
LUMINOUS PERSONALITY in our 
next paper. 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST GOAL 
OF HUMAN ATTAINMENTS. 

No.2. 

IN the previous number I called at
tention to the necessity of conserving 
the life potency in order to make at
tainments. When I say "attainments" 
I intend to covet· all that the higher and 
better thoughts of the world now bold 
up as worthy to be sought for; and 
more, far more, than the ordinary mind 
contemplates, or can at present com
prehend. Fot· every person possesses 
latent powers, which are the germ of 
possibilities so high and godlike that 
only those who attain them can form 
any adequate idea of their beauty ; but, 
fi"Om knowing the laws of creation, and 
applying them, these grand attainments 
may be reached. 

Many centuries ago, in an age when 
language W!Ul far more perfect and 
comprehensive than at present,- being 
based on spiritual perception, -each 
and e\·et·y attribute of law was per
sonified as gods and goddesses, and 
these names, being symbols of God's 
laws, had a volume of meaning, and 

much could be expressed in a few 
words. These laws and their svm
bolical words were studied and under
stood in all their creative methods and 
workings ; so, whenever a god or god
dess was mentioned the student at once 
bad in mind the entire history and 
phenomena implied, both as to the in
trinsic nature and manifestations. 

Among these deified principles was 
the beautiful goddess Hygeia, the 
daughter of Esculapius. She was the 
symbol of health, folly developed, and 
rounded out in feature and form, and 
represented holding in her right hand a 
rod, around which were coiled two set·
pents, thus expressing the idea of the 
dual sex principle, and being held in 
the right hand it signified intellectual 
uses, as the right hand is the main 
server of the mind. This principle 
was represented as woman, because it 
is the maternal principle that preservt>s. 
nourishes, and protects her children 
and the physical body in general. She 
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was the daughter of Esculapius, who 
was a perfect expression ot' noble man
hood, so far as the idea could be pic
torially expressed. He was represented 
as holding a monstrous serpent firmly 
by the head, thu1:1 expressing the idea 
of holding the serpent, or sex-prin
ciple under perfect surveillance. The 
sex-principle has always been personi
fied as a monster serpent, who, if 
allowed the dominion over man, will 
work his destruction. The serpent was 
also employed aR an expression of 
wisdom and psychic or soul power, for 
through its control these powers are 
attained. Thus was symbolized the 
grand truth that " the old serpent, the 
devil,'' when we conquer him and take 
away his dominion over us, will become 
the greatest and best of all servants. 

Esculapius was represented as father 
to Hygeia, because man is the exp•·es
sion of reason, knowledge, and under
standing, through which is imaged 
forth the most perfect and therefore 
most beautiful of earth's inhabitants 
-Woman, in a state of perfect 
health. 

The laws of Hygeia are the laws of 
life and health, and must be studied. 
We must, like ...Esculapius, study these 
divine laws of our own life until we 
have built in our understanding, and 
in every part and particle of our na
ture, the perfect image of the Goddess 
Hygeia. 

Now, ns to practical suggestions as 
to bow to do this : -

1st. We need to consider the fact 
that the real self is spirit, and in place 
of thinking and speaking of self, as 
the majority of people do, that " I 
have a spilit," or, "I have a soul," 
we need to reverse it nod think and 
realize " I am spirit, anrl part of God ; 
therefore, immortal, and as such am 
not susceptible to sickness, sorrow, 
pain, or death. 

2d. " I have a soul which I, the 
spirit, have made from the thoughts and 
experiences of my earthly existence. 
and which can only become immot-tal 
through a knowledge of the truth as it 
is in God's nature, which is all Nature. 

8<1. "I have an animal body that I 
must subdue and control in perfect 
harmony with the laws of its pure na
ture." Remember you are spirit, and 
you made the body to suit your own 
use, viz., as an instrument through· 
which to obtain experience, and expe
rience is knowledge. It is also a 
chemical laboratory, of which you are 
Ol' should be the master-workman. The 
generative function is the chemical 
centre, or furnace, where all your work 
receives the final test, whether it be 
dross or pure gold. The products of 
your laboratory can be used in the gen
eration of oll'spring, wasted in sensual 
gratification, or you can transmute that 
vital element to the "Water of Life, 
clear as crystal," and reabsorb it into 
your system, which will increase and 
intensify any and all of the faculties 
that are kept active, no matter what 
they are. 

The thing to be done, then, is to 
keep every function of the body in 
good working order. The above 
thought of what you really are, carried 
into a realization, will obviate the 
liability to disease by simply dealing 
with the body, and giving it the same 
care as to eating, drinking, and sleep
ing that you would to a good horse, 
or some other delicate animal that 
was very important for your use. 
Then keep ever active within your 
mind the thought of the highest goal 
for which you are laboring, and your 
powers will constantly incr~ase so long 
as you may remain in the body, and 
that will be as long as you wish ; for 
death ensues from the predominance of 
the exhaust over the supply in the life 
function, which, when taken control 
of, will give life the ascendancy ove1· 
death; then whatever our minds dwell 
upon will be expressed in our external 
bodies, so that all things are possible 
to the God that dwells in us, for God 
is Spirit, and we are his Son ; therefore, 
all things that (you) ·~the Son seeth 
the Father do, that he doeth also." 

HIRAX E. BUTLER. 
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-LONG LIFE A~D NATURAL DEATH. 

INTEREST has recently been reviYed 
in the remarkable life and expel'ience 
of Lodovico Cornaro, by a contribution 
of Richard A. Proctor to the CosmQ
politan Magazine. This remarkable 
man was a Venetian nobleman, born in 
1467, and, as his life furnishes a highly 
important and useful lesson and ex
ample, both from an esoteric and exo
teric stand-point, we give the more im
portant particulars from the article 
referred to. 

It must be observed that Cornaro 
was a man of weak constitution. More
over, from the age of 18 to that of 85 
he pursued courses that would have 
serioosly taxed the strongest constitu
tion. Life at 85 was a borden to him 
because of the disorders brought on by 
riotous living and indulgence in every 
kinu of excess. The next five years 
were passed in almost unremitting suf
fering. He was told by his physicians, 
when 40 yeaa·s old, that nothing could 
prolong his life for more than two or 
three years, but that such life as re
mained to him might be less painful 
than the years be had rec£"ntly lived if 
he would adopt more temperate habits. 
If ever there was a case where inherit~d 
constitution and an intemperate life 
threatened an early death this was one. 
But, as events befell, it turned out that, 
if ever there was a case where the life
preserving influence of wise regimen 
and abstemious habits was demon
strated, Cornaro's must be cited as 
especially significant. 

At the age of 40 Cornaro began 
gradually to reduce the quantity of 
food, both liquid and solirl, which he 
took each day. till at length he only 
took what nature absolutely required. 
He tells us that at first he found this 
severe regimen very disagreeable, and 
confesses that " he relapsed from time 
to time to the ftesh-pots of Egypt." 
But by resuming his efforts after each 
failure he succeeded in less than a year 
in adopting JWrmanently a spare and 
moderate system. By this time he was 
already restored to perfect health. 
But thus far be bad only followed the 
counsels of the physicians somewhat 

more steadily than they expected, or 
than is usual in such cases, and there
fore with unexpected good results. It 
was after he had recovered his health 
that he went on to those experiments 
by which he seemed to show how life 
may be extended far beyond the 
Psalmist's allowance. 

From temperance he proceeded to 
abstemiousness. Undeterred by the 
doubts of his physicians as to the wis
dom of such a course, he diminished his 
daily allowance of food until at last 
the yolk of an egg sufficed him for a 
meal ! Throughout the time when he 
was thus reducing his allowance of 
food his health and spirits kept im
proving. Nay, he tells us that even 
his enjoyment in eating had increased ; 
for he says he could now get more 
pleasure from a small meal of dry bread 
than he had ever obtained in the days 
of his excesses from the most exquisite 
dainties of the table. As rep;ards 
regimen, Cornaro simply " avoided ex
tremes of heat and cold, over-fatigne. 
la.te hours, sexual excesses and all 
violent passions of the mind ; '' he took 
moderate exercise in the open air, and 
his chief pleasures were those obtained 
from literary and artistic study, from 
the contemplation of fine scenery, noble 
buildings, beautiful combinations of 
color, anrl sweet. music. 

When Cornaro was within two years 
of fourscore his diet was regulated in 
quality and quantity as follows. In 
four meals he took each day 12 ounces 
in all of solid food, consisting of stale 
bread, light meat, yolk of egg, and 
soup ; of liquid food other than pure 
water he took 14 ounces of light wine. 
Thus his solid food, equally divided 
among four meals, amounted only to 
3 ounces per meal, while he took per 
meal about 3~ ounces, or as nearly as 
possible ! of a tnmblerful of claret or 
some other wine of the kind. 

It must be noted, however, that this 
extreme abstemiousness, as well as the 
special nature of the food, solid and 
liquid, consumed by Cornai·o, must 
not be regarded as absolutely essential 
parts of his experience, so far 8l:J 
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longevity is concerned. We may rea
sonably attribute his exceeding sensi
tiveness in regard to food to peculiari
ties of constitution. He tells us that 
his medical friends deeming his allow
ance too small. urged him to add two 
ounces daily to his solid, and as many 
to his liquid food, -a change which he 
ndopted for a while but bad presently 
to discontinue, because his vivacity 
was destro,ed and he was becoming 
peevish and melancholy. But this, 
while it shows that Cornaro was ex
ceptionally sensitive, and bad probably 
a very weak constitution, only strength
ens the evidence which his case sup
plies as to the advantage of temperance 
and even abstemiousness. It one so 
"·eak could live the life of a very 
strong and heat·ty man merely by re
ducing his food to what many would 
call "starvation point," what resources 
there must be in an abstemious life for 
those of strong constitution who shorten 
their lives by what most men call 
simply full and generous living I 

At the age of 83 Cornaro wrote his 
treatise on " The Advantage of a Tem
perate Life," adding later three other 
discourses on the same subject. His 
fourth and last discourse, which ap
peared in a letter addressed to Barbaro, 
patriarob of Aquileja, was written at 
the age of 95. In this be says " he finds 
himself still in possession of health and 
vigor, and in perfect command of all 
his faculties." According to some 
accounts Cornaro lived to the age of 
104. But compa1ing Comaro's re
marks in his discourses with the best 
information we have up to the time of 
his death, which appears to have oc
curred in 1566, it would seem that he 
was either in his ninetv-ninth or one 
hundredth vear when be· died. 

How muCh Cornaro's abstemious and 
ascetic ways must have had to do with 
hia remarkable vitality may be inferred 
from the fact that havin~, when 70 
years old, met with a terrible accident, 
by which his head and body were bat
tered and a leg and an arm dislocated, 
he recovered - though the physicians 
bad pronounced his injuries fatal - al
most without medical treatment, and 
without any feverish symptom. 

In passing I may mention the case 
ofTbomas Wood, known as "the ab
stemious miller," who, though he did 
not attain to remarkable old age, yet 
illustrated the advantage of such a 
system as Cornaro's for persons whose 
vitality bas been reduced by gross liv
ing. Wood bad grown excessively 
corpulent, and was suffering from a 
number of ailments, including violent 
rheumatism and frequent attacks of 
gout, when be read Cornaro's treatise, 
''A Sure Way of Prolonging Life." 
Gradually adopting the system the1·e 
recommended, he soon found "his 
health t'stablished, his spirits lively, his 
sleep no longer disturbed by frightful 
dreams, and his strength of muscles so 
far improved that he could carry a weight 
of a quarter of a ton at the age of 50. 
whereas at SO be had not been able 
even to move so much." He lost about 
150 pounds of his weight; but the 
exact amount is not known, as he was 
supet'Stitiously unwilling to be weighed. 
Unfortunately he was not content to 
follow Cornaro's experience, but tried 
absurd extremes of abstinence, abso
lutely going without liquid food alto
gether during the last 16 years of his 
life. 

His case, then, only shows what a 
burden is taken from the svstem when 
the quantity of food is reduced even 
far below what is commonly regarded 
as a moderate amount. 

Underlying the old proverb, "Every 
man is a fool or a physician at 40," 
there is an important truth that it is in 
every man's power, if he is wise, to 
recognize early in life (like Cornaro) 
the requirements of his own constitu
tion, and tile means by which all such 
stores of vitality as it may possess may 
be utilized. An able physician said to 
me a short time ago: " In all my ex
perience I have never known but one 
man who really died a natural death ;" 
and he went on to explain that a man 
can only be said to die a natural death 
when be dies all at once, when the or
gans on which circulation, respiration, 
and nutrition all depend, all fail at 
about the same time ; whereas, one 
man dies because circulation fails, an
other because the tespiratory organs 
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give out, and yet another because 
stomach, liver, kidneys, or bowels be
come unequal to their work. In fine, 
the secret of longevity lies in the at
tainment of a natural life to be brought 
to an end by :f. natural death ; and 
nearly every man, did he but give his 

vital powers fair chances, would find 
that, like 

" The wonderful one-boss shay, 
He was built in such a logical way 
[As to mn] a hundred years to a day, 
And then ofa sndden (to paes away.]" 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 

NATURE 01' THOSE WHOSE BmTHDAY OCCURS BETWK&N AUGUST 22 AND 

8EPTBIIBER 28.1 

~ {VIRGO), 

Tu1s sign rules from August 22 to 
September 23. Persons born between 
these dates belong to the solar plexus 
of the grand body. The solar plexus 
is thnt function which controls the 
digestive forces and is the great 
chemist of the human organism. The 
minds of these persons arc very fine 
and discriminating in all departments 
of their life. As children, they are 
apt to be peculiar about their diet, and 
often seem notional to those who do 
not understand this nature, a.s they 
hstinctively discriminate, having likes 
and dislikes ; they ought not to be 
restrained or opposed a.s to their pecu
liar choice in eating, save in the 
matter of quantity. Their appetites 
are naturally in harmony with the laws 
of hygiene, except a.s the partaking 
of high-seasoned food creates an 
abnm·mal desire. 

They nre natul'al students of the 
laws of health, -anatomy, chemistry, 
and physiology,- being true children 
of Nature, which they love in all its 
departmoots. They have great endur
ance and aptitude in the acquisition or 

In muot DOt bo ouppoeed tbat all peraoDI bora ID .. 
glveo olga or period of the :year wlii be alike lo all 
reopecto. They will be characterized b)· the poeral 
nature of their elgn, but may dU!'cr widely lo polarity 
(M derived from the poaiUou of the mooo), aod aleo 
lo meatal cbaracterlat1oe, due to dllfereot planetary 
poeiUone. But, while they will appear aod act dlf. 
ferent, It will nevenbel""" be found that there lo an 
underlying kindred natnre, detennlned by the elgo In 
wblob they were born. 

For fuller d<'talla aod modifying Cftuaco of character, 
It will be n~ccoonry to conoult " Bolar Biology." But 
I~ will be found both lntereotlng aod loatrucUve to fol
low tbla aerlea of twelv~ mAnner of people, aa they will 
gh·e a la'lle meuurc of loolgbt regarding the oature of 
the people with whom you are brou11ht lo contact. 

"t!olar Biology" Ia baaed upon aotronomlcal and 
oatural lawo, aod bao ootblog whatever to do with 
utrcloiY· 

an education ; their eyes are keen and 
discriminating, oftentimes taking in 
the contents of a whole page at a 
glance. As litemry men and women, 
they have marked power ; they make 
the most rapid proof-readers of any of 
the twelve signs, and wherever a keen, 
accurate, discriminating eye is needed, 
they excel. Their judgment and love 
of color are excellent, and they are food 
of the artistic and beautiful. They 
act from the interior, or solar plexus, 
through the external and reasoning 
faculties, which gives them rather a 
materialistic tendencv and desire to 
live in and enjoy the· externalities of 
life ; yet in this they combine th!l 
intuitions with the reasoning faculties. 
They are great lovers of music and 
harmonious combinations; any discord 
or inharmony affects them very much. 
even destroying their appetite ; they 
cannot eat when there is disorder or 
iobarmony about them. They want 
things ta.sty, nice, and elegant. The 
sense of feeling is also acute ; they 
cannot bear the lea.st pain or hurt; 
even their skin is fine and sensitive to 
the touch, and children will often from 
this cause cry out even from the comb
ing of their hair. 

These persons have an extremely 
strong love-nature, but have great 
power of self-control: yet a compli
ance with the spontaneous impulses 
of their being bas much power over 
them in all departments of their life : 
therefore, those born in this sign are 
frequently misled by their love-nature. 
Their love, especially when females, is 
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eo natural, pure, and devoted that it 
amounts almost to worship; and us a 
rule, there are no women so truly 
devoted as those born in this sign, 
which is a natural conservator of vital 
energy in its native purity ; but be
cantle of their strong will they are 
disposed to control. 

These persons are capable of mak
ing great attainments in whatever line 
they undertake. They are not apt to 
he originators, but, to sach extent ns 
these traits are manifested, it will al
ways have some direct relation to pure 
nature, as physiology or chemistry, 
because they are natural chemists, and 
as such excel. They have great rally
ing power, and it is very hard to get or 
keep them in a low grade or condition 
of life ; no matter bow low down they 
may be forced, it will be quickly ob
served, by a discriminating mind, that 
they still retain much of their peculiar 
mental and physical power ; being 
very like a piece of pure gold trodden 
in the mud, their purity will always 
shine through so long as any of their 
real nature remains. 

These persons ought never to take a 

strong dose of emetic or cathartic 
medicine, and should avoid all excit
ing scenes and conditions. The finely 
organized of this type impart a feel
ing of harmony and rest to those with 
whom they are associated. As to 
health, they need to take great care of 
their digestion : worry, anxiety, or in
harmony will disturb the digestive 
forces immediately. In such cases 
little if any medicine is needed -only 
quiet, harmony, and rest. Pure love 
to these persons is a great necessity 
and potent medicine. They are some
times in danger of getting too desby, 
and thereby bringing on different forms 
of gout. Tbe.v have a strong tendency 
toward selfishness, and a disposition 
to control others is a characteristic 
t·unning through this nature. 

Children of this sign are the product 
of a mutual love and appreciation of 
each other on the part of the parents, 
which is due to a large measure of 
physical and soul harmony. 

The nature of people whose birth
day occurs between Sept. 28 and Oct. 
28 will be given in the October num
ber. 

OUR ILLUSTRATION. 

Tu photographic art, in conjuuction 
with the illustrated press, is doing a 
great deal in the way of making the 
general public familiar with prominent 
men and current events. We are incor
porating the primitive picture language 
with that other " art preservative," 
only with vastly improved facilities. 
As man unfolds and ch•ilization ad
vances, more and more has to be com
preased into the span of a single life, 
and, therefore, eve" art, invention, and 
appliance has to be called into requi
sition to bring the great Macrocosmic 
World within the <:ognizance and com
prehension of Microcosmic Man. 

These arts all have their esoteric as 

of the age, and for the benefit and 
greater enlightenment of our readers, 
we shall, to a certain extent, make use of 
the illustrative arts. We have thus far 
given one illustration in each number, 
and, should the encouragement TaE 
EsOTERIC is receiving be continued 
(and we will endeavor to merit its con
tinuance), we shall extend this feature, 
and also increase the number of pages, 
without extra cost, that the illustrations 
may not trench upon the reading-mat
ter ; as we intend that THE EsOTERIC 
shall be second to none in intrinsic 
value, interest, and usefulness. 

BIRAM ERASTUS BUTLER. 

well as exoteric value aud uses ; and, Among the men of this generation 
therefore, in conformity with the spirit who are destined to leave their mark 
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upon the age is the subject of our Sep
tember illustration, the author of "Solar 
Biology" and the" Seven Creative Prin
ciples." As one of Mr. Butler's lectures 
before the Society for Esoteric Culture, 
of Boston, is given in each monU1's 
issue, and as, in the capacity of con
tributing editor, he is also giving each 
month " Practical Instructions for 
Reaching the Highest Goal of Human 
Attainment," it is but natural that our 
readers should be desirous of making 
his personal acquaintance, in accord
ance with the illustrative methods of 
the age. We therefore give with this 
number a very natural and life-like por
trait, executed by the photo-engraving 
process. 

In this coonection it is but proper to 
state that Mr. Butler, being absent on 
his summer vacation, is not aware of the 
liberty we are ta!l:ing with his photo
graph, and we are therefore saved the 
liability which his innate modesty would 
suggest of vetoifg our justifiable in
tentions. Its appearance will be a 
greater surprise to him than to any of 
our readers. But this is an age of 
enterprise, and editors and reporters 
plan and execute all manner of sur
prises on public men in the way of in
terviews, and often cause them to say 

many things they never thought of; 
but we in this instance have not exag
gerated or prevaricated, but given the 
literal • • expression " as transcribed on 
the spot by the " camera" that recently 
secured a personal " interview." 

Mr. Butler was born July 29, 1841, 
at RomE', N.Y. He is what in ordi
nary language is styled a self-made 
man, and, consequently, it would not be 
just to judge his writings by the tech
nical standards of the schools. His 
source of power seems to lie in fresh 
and original springs of thought, inspi
ration, and discovery. He is a very 
magnetic and pleasing speaker, and 
there is a charm in his oral discourses 
which cannot be fully preserved in the 
printed reports. His originality and 
natural force of character more than 
compensate for such deficiencies as are 
referable to limited technical school
ing. His mind is ever reaching after 
the bidden cause of things ; accepting 
the invisible and spiritual as the real, 
and striving to give it embodiment in 
thie every-day world. His attainments 
have been made mainly by obsPrvation, 
and concentrative, meditative and in
tuitive methods. The illustration is 
pronounced hy his friends and acquaint
ances to be a very correct likeness. 

EDITORIAL NOTES 

FoR the list of club premiums see 
August number. 
~UMEROUS COntributions and anSWE'rs 

to questions stand over for insertion in 
om next issue. 

WE are grateful for the many kind 
and appreciati\·e letters that have been 
sent us since we issued the August 
number, and also for the substantial 
encouragement in the way of subscrip
tions. THE EsOTERIC is alreadv an 
e~tablished and assured fact ; but our 
readers can do much to enlarge its 

sphere of naefulness, and we earnestly 
invite their cooperation to that end. 
that others may participate in the good 
things which are in store. 

WE would thank..our readers f01· the 
namt>ll and addresses of all such per
sons as they think will appreciate 'l'IIE 
EsOTERJt:, that we ma~· send a pro
spectus or sample number. 

THE second instalment of the Art 
of Never Forgetting is devoted mainly 
to clearing up the ground and outlining 
the general object of the series, which 
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will be found very serviceable as they 
advance, in aiding our t·eaders into a 
state of conscious mental power and 
luminous personality. 

Son of our three months' trial
subscribers' term will expire with the 
present number. We cordially invite 
their continuance, and, if they have not 
already bad time to become fully and 
favorably assured, we are confident 
they will be abundantly so ere the com
pletion of our first volume. Send in 
your subscriptions, and en(.'Oorage 
your friends to subscribe also, and 
without doubt. in many instances, it 
wonld be a happy idea to make some 
of them a present of a year's sub
scription. 

To those t·eceiving this as a sample 
number we would say, that the practi
cal, ethical, and spiritual value of THE 
Esonmc will be realized more and 
more as the successive numbers develop 
the plan and purpose of the publishers. 
1'11& Esorn1c will be found invaluable 
to all thoee who desire self-knowledge 
and higher unfoldment. Do not put 
aside the grand feast that is in store, 
but forward your subscription while 
the subject is fresh in mind. Terms 
one year, $1.50; six months, 75 cts. ; 
( months, 50 eta. Esoteric Publishing 
Co .• 478 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass. 

Tn series of articles on the redis· 

covered Science of Understanding, com
menced in the present number, give 
promise of unusual interest and impor
tance. Light is breaking from a new 
quarter, furnishing the key to impor
tant ancient books and mysteries, and 
many startling and wonderful things 
are in store for our readers. In our 
next number the ten factors of the 
Science will be given, illustrated by a 
diagram of the sacred Tetractys b.r 
which all accepted candidates were in· 
itiated into the Eleusinian Mysteries. 

WE would call attention to the un
usually able and comprehensive article 
on Man's Cyclic Unfoldment and New 
Birth, by Andrew J. Rogers, President. 
of the Brunswick, Ga., Land Co., -a 
movement of financial and philan
thropic promise, that we had hoped time 
and space would have warranted our 
giving a more extended notice in this 
issue. Full particulars can be bad by 
addressing him at No. 229 Broadway, 
New York. 

So many letters have been received 
from parties desirous of becoming 
associated members of The Society for 
Esoteric Cnlture that we have given, 
on page 96, the conditions of member
ship, both r<'sident nod corresponding. 
Membership will prove a great ineen· 
tive, and aid in Theosophical studies 
nod attainments. 

EXCHANGE NOTICES. 

Wa welcome Tl&e PlwenologU:al Journal to 
our exchange list. Phrenology is one of the 
~eiencea thAt baa done and is still doing a 
good work in the matter of aiding people to 
uoderatand themselves and make attainments 
in life. The Journal is ably edited,.and its 
contents are not only varied but highly enter· 
taining and instructive. Published by Fowler 
l Welle Co., New York. Price, 82.00 per 
year. 

Half• Jounuu of Health is an old-time 
~ntan~e. It baa received a new dress 
Iince we last bad its reading, but is truth· 
1eeklng, progressive, and enterprising aa of 
yore, and is filled with advanced topics of 
tltought to suit the times. We are glad to 
renew ita acquaintance. It is iaaued monthly 

from 206 Broadway, New York. Price, 81.00 
per year. 

Tsa Platonist embodies and expresses a 
characteristic of the age in its manifest ten
dency to revive the philosophy of ancient 
times, and it makes one feel quite humble in 
comparison to see how wise those old-time 
sages were. The Platoni1t is printed in 
large type, and is, therefore, not so hard 
to read aa the reports of the Concord School 
of Philosophy, though as to the nature of ita 
thought there is a close resemblance with a 
flavor of Oriental theosophy added. Pub· 
lisbed by Thos. M. Johnson, O"ccola, Mo. 
Price, 88.00 per annum. 

Mental Healing Monthly is a wcll-editl'd 
and neat appearing magazine, published in 
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the interest of the Mind Cure, Metaphysical 
and Christian Science movt•mcnta and bears 
evidence of being an able and usf.'ful journal. 
Mental Healing Pub. Co., 130 Chandler strC('t, 
Boston. Price, 81.00 per annum. 

Tlte World'• Adt~ance Thought, published 
at Salem, Ore., Is full of the spirit of 
·• the brotherhood of man," and earnest in ita 
ctforta, and belief in a higher life as being 
now in process of rapid unfoldment. It has 
a large number of able contributors and 
bears cvident>e of being an earnest and able 
exponent of the truth of a higher life. Issued 
monthly by TGe Progressive Pub. Co. Terms, 
81.00 per year. 

Tlte JtW.mal of Hygtio-Therapy, devoted 
to a correct method of living and a system of 
treatment without the use of druga. Edited 
and published by Dr. S. V. Gifford & Co., 
Kokomo, Ind. Price, 81.00 per year. 

Notices of many exchanges stand over for 
mention in next issue. 

Subscription• received at this oftlcc for any 
of the above. 

THE SOCIET"l~ 
FOB 

ESOTERIC CULTURE. 
Otlloe and 8ootal Parlors, 

478 SHA. WMUT A VENUE, 
BOSTOlf, JdA88. 

THE object of this Society is to promote 
Esoteric Culture and Theosophic Research, 
the aim being to unite the leading minds of 
RIJ departments of adnn!!ed thought in a 
concerted, practical etfort to incrf!ase light, 
multiply knowledge, and intensify soul-life, 
to the end of making the individual superior 
to earthly conditions and mortal environ
ments, thus hastening the t.riumph of mind 
o\·er matter through experimental knowl
edge and personal conjunction with Goo 
THE 0JUUPOTEIIT J.IID LUIIINOUII SOUL of 
the Universe. 

To this end regular Lectures are delivered 
Rod Classes instructed, also Systematic Read
ing advised and Weekly Conferences held. 

Membership Fee, 81; with 26 eta. monthly 
dues for support of the work. 

Those at a distance can become registered 
corresponding members on payment of a 
registration fee of 50 cts., with monthly 

duet of 10 eta., payable quarterly in ad
vance. Corresponding members wiU be kept 
advis{'d by circuhrs issued quarterly, or 
often{'r when required, of book• to be read, 
and studies pursued each month. Letten 
and queries requiring s~ciRI answer should 
be accompanied with one or more two-cent 
stamps to cover expell8ea of return letter. 

Addreae, 

PRESIDENT OP THE SOCIETY FOR 
ESOTRIC CULTURE, 

478 Shawmut AYeDUe, Bo.too, llaa 

MRS. SARAH E. SA VILLE, 

C~ristian Scientist or MentAl Healer, 
463 SHAWMUT AVENUE. 

Patients boarded at residence if desired, or 

will be treated at a distance. 

The Christian Metaphysician. 
A BEAIJflG QUARTERLY. 

Fifty cents per year. Single copy, 16 cents. 
Edited and published by 

GEORGE B. CHARLES, B.S., 

President Illinois Metaphysical College, 
Central Music Hall. 

Cazo.t.oo, ILL. 
Subscribers, Patients, or Students received. 

The Seven Creative Prlnoiple-. By 
Hiram E. Butler, as act forth in seven lectures 
before The Society for Esoteric Culture, at 
Boston, M11.s"·• together with his introductory 
lector{', •• The Idea of God," and also a lect
ure on " Color." The work is embellished 
by eight colort>d plates, showing the relation 
of the Seven Primitive Colora to the Seven 
Creative Principles in Nature. It investigates 
a department of thought highly important 
not only by the metaphysical knowledge pre· 
~{'nted, but still more by the possibilities of 
attainment, ~ugjtested by this knowledge and 
realized by methodically applying it in Self
Culture. Cloth, with Author's Portrait, 81.50 

The Idea of God. We also have thia 
let>ture in pamphlet form. Price .. .. . ... 10c. 

Payobometry and 'l'boqbt-Tranafer
rence, with Practical Hinta for Experiments. 
By N. C., F.T.S., and an introduction by 
HenryS. Olcott, F.T.S. Paper .... . ... SOc. 

Catalope of Occult. Ellloterlo, . and 
~etaphysical books sent on application, can 
Rlao be found in Tal!: Esorzazo for August. 

ESOTERIC PUBLISH~G CO., 
178 Sbawmat .henae, Bttou, Jlan. 
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THE ETHICS OF REPOSE. 

RBPo8E is readjustment. Repose is 
~e freedom of the individual to gather 
to itself, from universal relations, what 
the ego needs. Separateness, retire
ment, some opportunity each day to 
take one's self wholly to one's self,
this is indispensable to soul health and 
mental harmony. 

In the ultimate, repose is reaching 
the higher consciousness. Each indi
vidual is a psychical force of a distinct 
quality. In social relations of all 
kinds, in domestic, business, intellect
ual, or religious life, these forces blend 
or jar, and react upon the individual 
with the disturbing effect of friction, 
or the commingling result of unison 
vibration. 

In either case the individual needs a 
restoration to the full and separate con
sciousness of distinct personality, a 
complete readjustment on the basis of 
the special idiosyncrasy of the ego. 
No soul can grow through the con
scioo.sness of another soul. n may 
receive stimulus, impulse, knowledge, 
direction, in some degree ; but, before 
these can essentially aid growth, can be 
asaimilated, the soul must find itself in 
repose, must reach its higher con
sciousness. 

The secret of temperance is repose. 
This conserving restorative power re

. moves the necessity or desire for artifi-

cial stimulants. Babita of moderation 
are comparatively easy, when repose 
has brought the individual into tune 
with the key-note of the ego, completely 
separated from the distracting, exciting, 
or agitating vibrations of other individ
ualities. 

The genius of oar civilization, and 
the operation of social forces in every 
direction, are intemperate. Nothing is 
so contemptible to the " wide awake " 
American as slowness. 

There is but one class of people in 
oar country whose habits embrace the 
indispensable necessity of repose. It 
might be instructive to have the sta
tistics of that class, and to know whether 
a proportionate nomber of insane per
sons, of idiotic or imbecile children, 
are found among the "Friends," to 
those of the general community. It is 
a fact that there is no proportion of 
drunkards, or drinkers of alcoholic 
beverages among them, or among the 
descendants of these people who have 
separated from the religious body, and 
are only "Friends" by " birthright." 

The higher life, which alone can gain 
for the individual triomph over the 
burdens, vexations, anxieties, and 
hardships that are inevitable in mortal 
existence, caDDOt De attained without 
repose. The overworked, overwearied 
mother or housewife, the overburdened 
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father and business mao, the heavily 
laden toiler, may find refreshment in 
the congregated assembly, in the inten
sified atmosphere of religious service, 
even when this becomes, in addition to 
daily duties, a dissipation of vital 
force. But the strength that. wins the 
victory in and for the individual over 
all trying conditions, enabling him to 
rise above them in majesty of soul, can 
only come with the observance and aid 
of repose. 

Amnsement, genial companionship! 
these become recreation, re-creation, 
when resorted to wisely and in moder
ation. But the " Soul bowed down " 
needs more than these. It needs to 
find its native air, its native strength, 
its source of peace, of hope, of faith, in 
the "Oversoul." Repose alone can 
secure to the individual this state of 
bleBSedness. 

LUCINDA. B. CBANDLER. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

Second Paper. 

BY A.. W. HOORE. 

IT was stated in the first paper that 
a new-born child is a seed from the 
tree of intellectual life, and, like all 
seeds, it is acted upon by influences 
until it fruits ; and in the fruit is con
r.ained the germ which continues the 
process of intellectual life throughout 
the qcles of time. 

The germ of intellectual life grows 
as all other germs do ; first, the chit, 
then the stalk or stem, then the 
branches, and from the branches the 
buds, blossoms, and fruit. 

The germ of intellect in its growth, 
acted upon by proper inftuences, event
ually branches out into Principles, 
which are as follows : PoWER, KNOWL· 
EDGE, EXPERIENCE, REASON, STRENGTH, 

MOTioN, ZEAL, VIBTUE, JumCE, and 
MERCY. 

The definitions of these Principles 
will now be given. 

By the Principle of Power is meant 
force, authority, doing, or influence. 

Knowledge is the intellectual percep
tion of facts . 

Experience is instruction by prac
tice. 

Reason is conclusions from facts, in
telligently harmonized. 

Strength is intellectual force or 
vigor. 

Motion is the changing action of 
thought. 

Zeal is ardor, earnestness, impul
siveness to do. 

Virtue is strength of moral good
DeBS (what the fragrance is to the 
ftavor, so is virtue to moral goodness). 

J nstice is due measure, value, or 
weight awarded righteonsly. 

Mercy is tenderneBS towards those 
offending or in aftlictioo. 

These are the Principles that never 
change ; they are the same yesterday, 
to-day, and forever. 

They are spoken of as the ten Gods 
in the Tetractys of Pythagoras, of 
which we give an illustration below. 

They are also spoken of by the 
author of Revelation as being the 
Beast (meaning mankind) with ten 
horns, that had no Kingdom in that 
day, nor have as yet. 

They are the teo categories of Aris
totle. 

They are the teo pillars that sup
ported the golden sea within the por
tico of Solomon'a Temple. The sea 
that contained three thousand baths, in 
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which those who bathed came forth in
tellectually refreshed, breathing forth 
a perfume of heaven. 

They are the ten children of Neptune 
(which means Harmony 1),- the ten 
kings who roled in the subdivisions of 
tile Atlantic Isle, mentioned by Plato 
in his books, Timams, Critias, who, for 

the beauty of their bodies and general 
virtue of their souls, were the admira· 
tion of the noted and renowned. 

These Principles were the ten heaven
hom kings spoken of by Homer, who 
led their forces upon the Phrygian 
plains, to the final overthrow and 
utter destruction of Evil. The pres-

Motion 

ence of the ten Principles is again 
noticed as the offspring of Krishna of 
tile Hindooe, which corresponds with the 
Kronos of the Greeks. They were 
his wonderful offspring, that worked 
out the good results from evil exempli· 
fted in the great poem of the Hindoos 
called Mahabaratta, which is the 
Diad of the Hindoos. The Principles 
are the sublime council of ten. 

As already mentioned, earth, air, 
1 Each of the ~aal - ued b7 uoleD' aaU!ora 

... Ill -.~q, which wm be nY-*1 tJa the ocnme 
of liM p11bllaaUOD of theM papen. 

heat, and moisture are the in1loences 
which aid the germs of all vegetation 
to the folness of their growth. In 
the process of growth, if air be with
drawn, the plant stops growing ; or 
if moisture, or heat, or earth be with
drawn, there will be the same result. 
If there is an insufficient supply of 
any of these in1luences the plant be
comes correspondingly stunted or 
dwarfed. It is precisely the same 
with the germ mind. If the influences 
which aid in its growth are absent or 
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insutDcient in quantity the mind will 
become necessarily stunted, dwarfed~ 

-br undeveloped. 
For instance, a mind may be par

tially developed. It may be developed 
fully in the Principles of Knowledge, 
Justice, Experience, etc., and still not 
be developed to anything of value 
in the Principle of Reason. A mind 
may be developed to completeness in 
Knowledge, Reason, Experience, etc., 
and still be undeveloped in Justice. 
But a mind fully developed in all the 
ten Principles is in possession of the 
ten factors which are of the same char
acter in mental science as the ten 
figures or factors in arithmetic, which, 
within themselves, contain the solution 
of all mental or arithmetical problems. 

The Influences that act upon the 
germ mind in developing the mental 
Principles will now be given. They 
are five in number, namely:-

1st. AT'l'EMTION, which means re
gardful heeding, or careful observation. 

2d. CoNSTRUCTION, which means 
making, framing, joining, or putting 
together. 

8d. WJSDox, which is a proper ad
ministration of rules regulated by Pru
dence. 

4th. HA.BKon, which is agreeing, 
concord, or a blending of parts sym
metrical. 

5th. OBDu, which, on account of 
its beauty, is called queen of heaven, 
is regular method according to rule. 

No mind can receive anything what
ever of instruction until it is first acted 
upon by the Influence Attention. 

No mind can produce anything until 
it is acted upon by the Influence Con
struction. 

No mind can act prudently without 
being regulated by the Influence Wis
dom. 

No mind can be tymmetrioal without 
the Influence of Harmony. 

[Oct. 

No mind can regulate its thought 
without the Inftuen~ of Order. 

Any person fa.mil.i4\- with vegetation 
knows that at times influences blight 
the growth of plants. The influence 
may be a frost, a hot wind, or a 
drought, etc. The same rule applies 
to mind. A fnll-developed and fruit
ing mind has been acted upon by good 
influences. A dwarfed, stunted, or 
undeveloped mind baa been blighted 
by evil influences. 

Now the evil influences are as fol
lows:-

1st. ANGER, which destroys pure 
thought by improper words. 

2d. TROUBLE, which is distorbailee, 
aftl.ietion, disorder, etc. 

8d. Buurr (earthly}, which com
prises delights pleasing to sight. 
Trouble and beauty go hand in hand 
together. 

4th. DIVI8IONs, which means separa
tion, or dividing part by part ; dissen
sions. 

5th. Dum, which is stillness, life 
parting from matter; :malice. 

We have now given the definitions 
of the ten Principles and the good and 
evil Influences which act upon the 
growth or decay of the mind. It 
must now be explained that there 
are three Attributes which dwell, as it 
were, within the domain of the ten 
Principles. They are called FiuxND
SHIP, LoVE, and TRUTH. These are the 
binders which keep in cohesion the ten 
Principles. The Attributes are, upon 
occasions, present with all the Princi
ples, but at other times only with a few. 
For instance, they may be present with 
Knowledge and Power under one con
dition or state of things, but absent 
under another. The Attributes are ever 
ready to aid each or any of the Prin
ciples in obtaining UNDBBSTANDING. 

It must be borne in mind that ALL 

THINGS are governed by LAw. 
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In1luencea aid in developing Princi
ples. 

Principles guide and direct Matter, 
and all are governed by Law. 

Each and everything in nature, 
matter, or mind have their parental 
forces, positive and negative, -father 
aud mother. 

Even Law itself, which governs all 
things, is a product. It is the offspring of 
Time and Thought. Time is the Father 
of Law, and Thought is its Mother. 

The simplest rule or regulation to 
govern the &flairs of a household, the 
ordinances of cities and towns, the 
legislative enactments of States, the 
government of nations, the great Law 
that governs the Universal All, is the 
product of Time and Thought. 

The same part:ntage that ]:1roduces 
Law also produces Order, which is the 
negation of Law. Law and Order rule 
above. They are King and Queen of 
Heaven.1 

As an illustration, in which an In
fluence operates upon a Principle, the 
following story is given : -

A fair young girl one day entered a 
store and purchased a piece of white 
dress goods of some soft, fleecy material. 

After she left the store a woman 
who had witnessed the purchase re-

marked to another: " Was not that 
the daughter of Judge C- ? " 

"Yes," replied the other; "she pur
chased a wedding-dress ; she is to be 
married next week. Let me whisper 
confidentially in your ear- they say 
that it is necessary to hurry the wed-
ding." 

The slanderous word uttered by the 
woman was carried from lip to lip, 
from ear to ear, until it grew to 
hideous proportions. 

It reached the mother of the fair 
girl, robbed her mind of peace and joy, 
and shook her feeble frame with 
convulsions. 

It maddened the heart of the maiden's 
father, and incited him to deeds of 
passion. It smote the sweet victim to 
the heart: she pined, took to her bed, 
sickened, turned her face to the wall, 
as though to shut out the world and all 
its foul injustice, and died. The bell 
that was to ring out the glad song of 
her wedding tolled her funeral knell ; 
lips trembled and eyes moistened for 
the death of the loveliest dower of the 
village. 

[The September number, containing the 
1lnt instalment of the Science of Understand
ing, can be had of the publlahera by sending 
111 cents.] 

IMMORTALITY FROM A SCIENTIFIC POINT OF VIEW. 

TuosE who desire a scientific proof 
of immortality will never be contented 
with a purely philosophical one. Phi
losophy, in its very nature, implies 
such belief, for it recognizes wisdom 

• Tbe qcaeaioD Dow wW D&turallJ ut., Who are 
&be propDUon of Time aDd Thouahl7 

Tbb qcaeatou ean be auwered br lhe dl8ooverer of 
U.. Sclcoe of UDdentaDdlDg. n Ia oDe of \he hltheno 
UD~red probl- Ill \he world of t.hoqhl. Thla 
aad \he higher aDd profolUider queeUoM t.hal arlae 
wUl be tilTeD lO the world Ill due lime. 

as in itself eternal, and the students of 
philosophy in all ages have acted upon 
the presumptive possibility of immor
tality. The scientist, on the other hand, 
desires, not assumptive probability, 
but actual proof ; and even proof that 
to a philosopher would be conclusive 
evidence of continued existence after 
death would not be, in itself, definite 
proof of universal immortality. Here-
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in, in fact, lies the true diftlculty of 
any satisfactory evidence of individual 
personal immortality. Were it even 
proved beyond possibility of question 
that immortality is the right of every 
human being, that, in itself, would not 
make individual immortality a cer
tainty. 

Man, as man, has many rights which 
he never enjoys. A scientific proof 
of the fact of immortality would not 
establish necessarily the certainty of 
my individual enjoyment of it. It 
would, at most, furnish one with a defi
nite hope. It is a scientific fact in 
natural history that a caterpillar be
comes a butterfly ; nevertheless there 
are many caterpillars which ought to 
become butterflies, yet do not. It 
appears to me that immortality, as a 
fact, can be scientifically demonstrated, 
while the certainty of the individual 
enjoyment of immortality cannot. I 
conceive the proof first to lie in the 
fact that thought in man recognizes 
the possibility of the infinite and em
braces the eternal, and is in so doing 
itself eternal. 

Thus, I can conceive the eternal, 
and am, therefore, myself capable of 
eternal existence ; not because I con
ceive it, but because it existed before 
I conceived it, and in conceiving it my 
thought was necessarily eternal. But, 
though my conception of the existence 

[Oct. 

of an eternal implies my capacity for 
the eternal, it does not prove that I 
shall benefit by my capacity. It is 
here that, in my opinion, the whole 
value of religious aspiration comes in. 
Every intelligent human being, as pos
sessing thought which can conceive the 
eternal, has the capacity for immor
tal existence ; but the exercise of this 
capacity must depend upon individual 
use of it. 

Immortal existence means, if it 
means anything, immortal activity of 
thought, and this conception of im
mortality involves individual effort, 
without which there could be no 
activity. 

The highest activity of thought is 
love, and God, as self-activity, is love ; 
that wl'rlch partakes of this activity 
must be, in its nature, immortality, 
while, how is immortality possible to 
that which in itself has not activity, 
i.e., selfishness? What I would insist 
upon is this : A scientific proof of the 
fact of immortality will not, in itself, 
be a proof of the individual immor
tality of every soul, but will only em
phasize the esoteric teaching of all 
religions, which make the enjoyment 
of individual immortality dependent 
upon the capacity and disposition of 
the individual to receive it. 

JANET E. RUNTz-lbucs. 

A SIGNIFICANT FACT. 

CANNON F A.RRA.R is made authority proof of a single instance where prop
for the statement "that Cruikshank, the erty accumulated by liquor-selling has 
celebrated artist, olfered one hundred descended to the third generation, 
pounds sterling for proof of a violent which reward likewise has never been 
crime committed by a total abstainer, claimed." It is said "that riches take 
and that the money is still unclaimed; •• to themselves wings," and it would 
and also " that a temperance society in seem that this is especially the case 
England olfered a large reward for with ill-gotten wealth. 
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THE STARRY DIAMONDS OF NIGHT. 

Wrltt.n for To EIO'fJIBIO. 

ANCIENT censers, ages burning 
Incense lights of God to man, 

Circling through the blue etherian 
Outposts of a wondrous plan. 

Tell us why upon thy journey 
Ever self-same is thy way? 

Why the spheres are onward moving; 
Whose the will to keep and sway? 

Through vast cycles down the ages, 
Deep'ning night and dawning day 

Mark the ever onward progress 
Of the might ye all obey. 

Power Omnipotent e'er holding 
In his hand the guiding rein, 

Lighting onward, leading upward, 
Till the goal we all attain. 

Circling onward, circling ever, 
Incense pure thy course attend, 

Through the countless ages burning 
Fainting mortals to befriend. 

Lending rays to souls arising 
From the darkness of earth's night, 

Chanting amens to their soaring 
To the realm where God is light. 

•• IN HIM WAS LIFE, AND THE LIFE WAS THE LIGHT 
OF MAN." 

A J:.emlre deUvered before \he Soclet)' for Elot.rlo Oaltnre, of Boeton, b)' IIIB.ul E. BU'l'LJia. 

THE subject announced for this after
noon is one of greater interest to the 
world than all other subjects. In the 
first chapter of John's gospel we have 
these words : "In him was life, and the 
life was the light of man." The pecu
liar characteristics of John's teachings, 
and the history that we have, are such 
that they have Jed all the philosophers 
of modern times to unite in saying that 
John, the beloved disciple, was a great 
mystic, and many have allied him to 
the cabalistic school of philosophers. 
Let this be as it may, one thing is cer
tain, that the subject of "Life" has 
been the corner-stone of all religious 
beliefs and teachings. One of the 
leading principles in the Buddhistic 
doctdnes is, ''All life is precious." 
We have all of us recognized that all 
life emanated from the one great cen
tral source. That central source has 
bel!n brought before the different na
tions under different names, every name 
exl>ressing the idea of the nation that 
worshipped before that unknown prin
ciple- Life. In the further teachings 
of John in his gospel we find " God is 
Love," love being the phenomenon of 
pure life on the feminine side. 

Of all the teachers in the New Tes
tament no one has so fully as he cho
sen the theme of Love ; that seemed to 
be the centre round which all his thought 
gathered. We recognize in the studies 
of Life and its phenomena that Love 
is the leading characteristic, the main 
feature or leading phenomenon of Life. 
It is that principle that preserves, that 
sustains, that cares for and nourishes 
all its objects. Life is the primate and 
the gatherer of the material essences 
and elements that form bodies, of 
whatever nature or kind. The kind 
of Life, and the quality of that Life, 
always determines the kind of material 
and quality of the material that is 
gathered to form for itself a body, to 
be allied to the uses of this physical 
world. 

John's declaration, referring to Jesus 
of Nazareth, "In him was Life, and 
the Life was the light of man," only 
voiced the central thought in our Bible 
from Genesis down to Revelation. We 
begin our biblical history with the ac
count of the first man and the first 
woman capable of receiving this higher 
Life,- not the first in the world, for 
immediately on tracing this history we 
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find that the first offspring of that man 
and woman went out from them and 
married and raised children from other 
peoples, and soon after we find a de
nunciation made in th.at history against 
those children of Adam, who were called 
the " Sons of God" that married the 
" daughters of men.'' 

There seems to have arisen at that 
time the ideal of a higher and purer 
order of Life thail was in the world 
before. It is a law in Nature that 
nothing can act or think above its 
nature. Persons cannot attract or in
spil'e thought that is not in harmony 
with the highest principles of their or
ganism. There is not a principle in the 
world that bas not had its expression 
in some living form. Everything that 
lives gathers to itself the elements from 
the sunlight, from the atmosphere, and 
from the earth, according to its need 
for the occasion, let it be what it will. 
So in the progress of unfoldment of 
human life, as fast as men unfolded in 
their experiences to a point where there 
was something in them that reached 
out and produced a desire for a con
dition above that which they at the 
time possessed, the desire in itself was 
the first principle that led to revelation. 
For aspiration, which reaches out, 
gathers in the desired thought, which 
then acts upon the life forces, and the 
life forces react upon the brain, then 
the imagining power of the brain puts 
it in its form, and thus, from being taken 
cognizance of by the perceptions, it be
comes a revelation to the intellect. 

We find that Life has been ensphered 
by men in direct nccordance with plane
tary conditions, and that the positions 
of the several planets have always ex
pressed the nature and stage of unfold-

ment of the inhabitants npon our earth. 
Therefore in the history of the past in 
every cycle there bas come to the world 
some representative of n,w thought and 
light, being a revelation of new and 
grander religious views than those of 
preceding ages ; yet some cycles have 
apparently been of a descending nature. 

We have but little of the real history 
of Adam, neither is it necessary that 
we should have more ; but there is a 
history of him as a man in direct com
munication with the Spirit of God ; 
and we find that he began to impress 
his life and experience upon the world, 
and through his posterity his nature 
was multiplied. The history in Gen
esis bears evidence of recedence from 
the Divine Nature. We obse"e him 
in the light and communion of the hea v
enly kingdom, but polarized in the 
senses, bent on experiment and per
sonal experience, which culminates in 
the deluge or Noachian Cycle, which was 
the counterpart or complement of the 
Adamic Cycle. There is a threefold 
law that controls the evolution of the 
faculties of the mind and the cycles of 
race unfoldment. The first and second 
are counterparts, or express the law of 
duality. The third is an interregnum 
or transition. The three together con
stitute a grand unit or cycle. The 
fourth begins a new cycle, and has for 
its base the three preceding. The 
mathematical plan of the human brain 
is that of an ellipse (an elongated cir
cle), with two focal points or centres, 
one for the back brain, the other for the 
intellectual hemisphere. The same law 
governs the evolution of historic cycles. 
The accompanying diagram represents 
the cycles from Adam to the present 
time:-

................... , 

5 
.............. -····· 

No. 1 represents the ellipse of the Christian dispensation, which is 
Adam; No. 2 expresses that of Noah, represented by No. 4. This ellipse 
and is the complement of the previous; was completed about the year 1881. 
No. 8 is the Abramic or Mosaic, and We are now in the commencement of the 
is an interregnum or transition to a fifth or Messianic ellipse, which is the 
new grand cycle, which culminated in complement or fruit of the previous; 
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and, o.s the fourth marked a departure 
on the ascending scale, its duality 
brings light, peace, order, and spiritual 
triumph, which will be manifest with 
the expansion and ultimation of the 
present or fifth ellipse. 

The law of the faculties of the brain, 
their evolution, magnetic current, and 
relation to the cycles of human unfold
ment, cannot well be dwelt on here, but 
will be set forth at a subsequent time. 

Thus we find the first historic period 
commenced with Adam and spread 
out through his descendants until the 
first ellipse was completed, which was 
simply the elaboration of the thought 
and polarity that was active in his 
mind. We know, and have proof be
yond question, and I believe it is largely 
accepted, that children are always the 
incarnation of the active thought of 
the parents' minds prior to conception. 
So true is this in our experience in de
lineating character that, knowing tbe 
dates of birth of a family of children, 
we can tell the parents what general 
mental conditions controlled them 
during those periods ; so that if the 
parents remained in one general routine 
of life it will be manifest in the 
marked similaritv between all the chil
dren, whilst if the life is one of di
versity the children will have diverse 
characters. 

The leading characteristic or the 
leading thought of the people is the 
thought that grows and expands. 
Most of the revelations that were 
made to Adam in Eden were simply an 
inspiration of the thoughts of God, the 
Creator. Having developed up to the 
point where man was able to inspire and 
take cognizance of the thoughts of the 
Creator, be lived to a certain degree 
in harmony with them, and enjoyed the 
benefits of the law of the Infinite; and 
though he fell, his posterity ever kept 
before them the active idea of what 
they might have been. 

Thus that thought, which was the 
seed planted in their nature, became 
the active principle in them, creating 
its kind in their postel'ity, and it was 
ever before them as the ultimate tow
~rds which they aspired. Bot alwu_ys 
JD the history of the world, as nations 

and peoples increase in number their 
interests become multifarious, and 
through their struggles, combats, anx
ieties, and worriments their minds are 
diverted from the central thought and 
life-giving principle on which they 
first started, and through which they 
first obtained their prestige above other 
people. Yet that condition obtained, 
and the few continued to reach out for 
nud incorporate this principle of divine 
revelation or spiritual knowledge 
which wasrepelledand thrown off by the 
others. As Jesus said, "To him that 
hath shall be given and he shall hnve 
more abundant; but from him that hath 
not shall be taken even tbat which he 
hath." And thus the seed was kept 
alive, and it began to focalize again 
towards the centre, the same as it bud 
spread out in the circumference, thus 
giving us the first ellipse of the world'& 
history. 

At the end of this ellipse we come tc> 
the time of Noah, and see the desola
tion and destruction which came upon 
those who had departed from the light. 
The symbolical figure of this period is 
that of a great flood. Then followed 
the ellipse of Abraham and Moses,
a transition period, when the world 
was being prepared for new and greater 
light, which ultimated itself in the 
Christian dispensation, thus commen
cing the first ellipse of a new triune 
cycle. 

At the time of Christ's advent he 
found the world in a state lower, 
darker, than it had been before or 
has been since. The priests were 
thoroughly selfish, had left the law of 
God, bud ignored revelation, were 
seeking only their own selflah ends. In 
the midst of that total darkness there 
was no man with spiritual unfoldment; 
as the Prophet said, " When I spoke, 
there was no man to say, Here am 1." 

At this point we have the manifesta
tion of John the Baptist. Perhaps it 
needs a little explanation here. In 
the beginning everything originated in 
thought ; that thought was the Life 
primate and the Life ultimate as the 
actor, hut it was the Life primat-e in 
spirit form, the Life ultimate as the 
physical form. The1·efore, when we 
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speak of Life, we speak of thought 
in its active agency, in organic form. 
Now at this period John came under 
the law, or as a concentration of all 
that bad been generated of the true 
principles of divine thought wrought 
out in man's nature during the fot·mer 
ellipse. Next came Jesus the Naza
rite. (See Numbers, Chap. VI.) And, 
mark you, this Christ could not begin 
his mission until he came to John and 
was baptized ; and when he was bap
tized, then we read that the "Holy 
Ghost, or the spirit in the form of a 
dove, rested upon him and abode with 
him." From that time John said, "I 
must decrease, but he most increase." 
Because that true divine thought that 
had been generated in the world, and 
whose vocal centre be had become, 
was transferred from him (John), as a 
representative and end of the old cycle, 
to Jesus, the representative and be
ginning of the new. Thus he became 
the Adam, as Paul said, of the Christian 
dispensation. 

There are many people to-day who 
question it such a person as Jesus ever 
lived. We may, on some future occa
sion, take up a line of thought in which 
we shall prove, beyond question, that 
whether such a historic personage as 
.Jesus, the Nazarene, lived or not, one 
thing is certain,- there was some one 
who did live, and embody in his own 
person the principles that we have held 
out to us to-day as the expression of 
the Christ. Otherwise they could not 
exist, for mankind cannot have a 
thought that never had form and ex
pression. Remember that, for it is 
worth your while to think about it. 

Now, at that point of time there was 
the end of an age ; the conditions exist
ing in the astral world that made it 
possible, yes, made it necessary, by 
the law of systems, that there should 
~me into the world a representative of 
' new and grander thought than bad 
preceded it. The wise men, the as
tronomers and astrologers of the East, 
saw this in the stars, and went and 
bowed before that new representative 
of the era that was to come. To-dav 
we find that the Christian religion has 
been branching out in every direction. 

It is spreading out grander and greater 
than any religion before it, extending 
its branches in every direction until the 
world is now nearly filled with the idea 
of Christianity. But what is that idea? 
It is as yet only the v~ue and uncer
tain realization of that life that was, 
so to speak, planted in humanity at 
that time. But in Jesus it bad full ex
pression, and wa1:1 the true light come 
into the world. Now, what is light? 
If you had no eyes to see you would 
have no idea of light, no idea of form, 
save what you would realize through 
the other senses. If you should come 
into this hall when it was totally dark, 
you would not know whether any one 
was in the room or not, at least so far 
as the sight of the eyes was concerned. 
Open the windows and the light would 
stream in and reveal the faces of the 
persons present. This is the effect of 
light; it enables us to see nnd know. 

Now, in him was life, and true life is 
light as well, for the kind of life deter
mines its form of manifestation. There
fore he said : " Believe me, and if you 
do not believe me, believe the works 
that I do, for they are they that testify 
of me." Again, he said: "The words 
I speak onto you are Spirit and are 
Life." Thus his teachings showed us 
the way to obtain the power and domin
ion, that his works demonstrated could 
be ours by following his example ; for 
life, light, or truth are something real, 
and consequently we are told that if we 
know the truth •• it will make us free." 

I have been many times surprised, 
and again was this morning, as I lis
tened to one of the eminent ministers 
of our city, while he referred to truth 
as if it were some abstract object that 
was away off somewhere beyond the 
bounds of time or space. Truth is the 
fact of the things that are ; that is all ; 
in contradistinction to the things that 
we may imagine. If I say to you there 
is no person in this hall, that is false. 
If I say there are persons here, that is 
truth.. There are two principles in 
truth, the facts of things that are and 
that which recognizes them, i.e., the 
spit·it. The physical sense is often 
deceived ; but " that which transcends 
the physical sense is the spiritual, which 
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is never deceived." Jesus bad devel
oped that sense which always knows 
and discriminates between fact and 
mere seeming. •• In him was Life, and 
the Life was the light of the world." 
To get light is to come to the knowl
et1ge of the laws, principles, and meth
ods of the world in their workings, and 
the relation we bear to them, so that 
we, as intellectual and willing powers 
incarnate, made by the processes and 
powers that we have active within our
selves, having come to the understand
ing of these laws, will lay hold upon 
them, appropriate, and cause them to 
serve us, in place of our serving them. 
For the true light is that which per
tains to the knowledge of facts and 
causes. 

What do scientists know of causes? 
There are men that will point the tele
scope to the planets and to the stars, 
and tell us bow many miles they are 
from us, their orbit, etc. ; men, also, 
that will take a plant, and tell us all its 
chemical properties ; but, after all that 
bas been done, what do thev know 
about cause ? • 

In the spring of the year the trees 
pot forth their leaves, the grass comes 
forth, and all nature springs into life. 
By what law? None of the natural 
philosophers can answer. In them is 
life, and that life has power to gather 
to itself the elements of nature and 
form for itself a body ; that it may 
gather through that body the essences 
from the sun-ray, the atmosphere, and 
the earth, and materialize them to form 
and bring it forth for the use of the 
work of creation in nature. Here is 
life, bot life is not yet light, but de
pendent on light for existence. That 
life is only a material phenomenon. 
The life that we are laboring to obtain 
is that life that enables man through as
piration to reach out into the realms of 
thought, ~yond the common uses of 
the physical body and its necessities of 
food and clothing, and gather those 
thoughts that will illuminate the mind, 
will give it power to control the forces 
of nature that now control os, that we 
may no longer be subject to the law of 
.sin and death. 

The Bible thought from beginning to 

end is that man should be .. saved.'' 
The saving from the law of sin and 
death is done by virtue of knowledge 
and practice of the truth. That truth, 
then, relates to the laws of life and its 
relations to nature and to matter in all 
its forms and phases. The Nazarene 
came as an expression of that, and so 
was Light embodied. The diseased of 
every character, those possessed of 
demons, and the insane, were cured by 
his word. Again, by his word the winds 
and the waves of the sea were calmed, 
and a fish caused to bring the tribute
money. 

Here, indeed, was a new Adam, a 
true man, causing the winds and waves 
to obey him, and even the fish of the 
sea to pay tribute. The wild and un
chained forces of nature bad found a 
lord and master in whom there was a 
life and light that gave knowledge and 
power over nature and man. The same 
thing, to an extent, bas been claimed 
for all the mystics. We read that 
Elisha called fire from the heavens; 
that he commanded the clouds not to 
rain upon the earth, and they obeyed ; 
and again he commanded the clouds to 
rain, and the rain came and watered 
the soil. The same thing is accredited 
to the Hindoo masters to-day. There 
has not been a time in the history of 
the world, with the exception of a few 
dark periods, when there were not 
representative characters who pos
sessed a measure of such power. 

When Jesus came into the world he 
found it in a most benighted state, and 
restored the departed spiritual light 
and power. The apostles for a time 
had this power to heal the sick, to raise 
the dead, and do the wonders that he 
did by virtue of having .. learned of 
him ; " bat as they went on they began 
to neglect these principles, and seek 
control. We will illustrate the idea as 
a ball, upon the apex of which the high
est order of mind exists ; as we go out 
from this, branching out in all direc
tions are the lines of life in their evo
lutionary process. In the outermost 
lines we have merely the animal life, 
whose material essences are subser
VIent to those of the higher order in the 
innermost ; so that at this point, and by 
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the action of these higher minds reach
ing out and inspiring from the divine, 
they bring down this higher thought, 
clothe it with their own magnetic life, 
and it goes on and on down the line, 
until it gets where it finds no expres
sion save in negation. The Chris
tian church of that day received the 
divine thought of the Master in its 
purity. Each branch bas had some 
sacred truth that it has nourished and 
cherished. Some have claimed that this 
divine life that was in Jesus and made 
him the Christ, pertained by inherit
ance, and was transmitted from the 
father and mother to their children, and 
therefore there was a right of inherit
ance to the church. This was true, 
for they had the true principle of life 
active in their intelligence at that time. 
But they have gathered round that 
truth a multiplicity of errors that made 
that truth suitable to their conditions. 
Just as the farmer plants the seed in 
the ground, which germinates and 
grows from the decomposing o.nd cor
rupt matter with which it is sur
rounded, just so these divine principles 
were planted by the Nazarene in the 
nature of earth's children, which was 
his material church, covered by all the 
errors and filth of their animal natures ; 
yet these germs have grown. Now, in 
the churches we find that multitudes of 
people are talking about the love of 
Christ ; but just picture in your own 
mind the Nazarene, that man of sor
rows, one acquainted with grief ; that 
meek, humble personage, that was not 
admitted only as he went in by a dom
inant will into the temple where the 
people worshipped ; that despised man 
who gathered around him fishermen 
for his disciples,- imagine that man 
to-day coming here and going into 
one of our fashionable churches. How 
many there would say, "Hail, Master"? 
How many there would not say, " Here 
is a tramp ; let us put him out, we do 
not want him here ;" and especially 
if be attempted to teach those divine 
laws of magic. If be were to come 
to them and teach them those higher 
and grander troths to bring them back 
to the true principles, how long would 
they tolerate him? Not very long, I fear. 

There are people in the world that 
have these divine truths iu their hearts 
and in their lives, and can develop up 
to this life that was in the Nazarene. 
The life that is to be the light of the 
world is the life that we want to see 
gathered together ; and we want to see 
men unite their thoughts and their ef
forts, and get an understanding of its 
laws, and their relation to the planet 
earth, to all the planets of the system, 
and to the creative forces that are act
ing upon our lives. And, as we come 
to understand these, the next important 
step is for them to get control of their 
bodies, so that they may stand out in 
that mystic name, -that name that 
was hidden by the priests in the time of 
Jesus, and put into the ark where no 
man could see it ; and the priests them
selves had a saying, that any one who 
pronounced that name in its proper let
ters his name should be taken out of 
the Book of Life. Why? Because that 
was the key-note in the Book of Life, 
namely, that name given in mystic lan
guage, Y ahveh. 

Some years ago I was in Springfield, 
and there met a Jew, a very learned 
man, who said, " There is one thing I 
do not understand. In my own lan
guage we have always been taught to 
call this word l"1ll"r, answering to 
mvu, Adonai and Elohim; but it does 
not spell that!' There are few Jews 
to-day that do understand it, because 
they have been taught by their priests 
not to pronounce it, because its mean
ing expressed more than they wished 
to assert; for to express that name is to 
say, "I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE." 
For a man to express that name, and 
mean what he says, is to •' take the 
name of God ; " and to step out and say 
to the laws of Generation, " Though I 
have been subject to you all this time, 
by you I came into existence, by you I 
am, now I know you, now I am your 
master ; therefore you shall no longer 
drag me down, destroy my humanity, 
for ' I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE.' " 
Who dares to take that position? Who 
dares to step out into this rushing tide 
of waters of generative life, that is 
rushing down toward the great ocean of 
forgetfulness, -step out in the midst 
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of that rushing cataract, and say, "I 
will go no further ; I will no longer be 
driven down into the great ocean of 
uonentity, but I will be the master of 
these forces " ! 

In thus doing we come into the con
trol of the forces of dominion. Now, 
if there is any one object for which 
Jesus came into the world, it was to 
teach men that in them was this divine 
power, this divine right, like that 
One Moses said " the Lord thv God 
would raise up,'• that should go be
fore his people as their leader ; as the 
One referred to that had '' the name of 
Gtld in him,"' that could stand in the 
power of that name and say, " I will be 
what I will to be:• That divine right 
is also ou.rs. 

John writes, " In the beginning Goo 
said, Let us make man in our image 
and like us, and let them have domin
ion over the fish of the sea, the fowls 
of the air, and over all the earth." 
We are now under the dominion of 
those laws and forces that are and 
have been carrying us down from gen
eration to generation, from father to 
son, and from mother to daughter. 
Death bas been in the world, and we 
have been subject to it. But I know 
this is a large subject. Death is in the 
world to-day; but will it always be? I 
think not. Jesus says, "If you follow 
my teachings, do as I bid you ; you 
shall not die." The Jews at that time 
did not believe it any more than people 
do at this day. But it is just as true 
in the natural sense as it is in any 
other, and I state here, by the right of 
Divine Sonsbip, by virtue of that power 
that exists in you and me, and by 
the light that is in you, in connection 
with the knowledge now accessible, of 
the law and forces that act upon and 
control your own physical bodies and 
mental conditions, - that by ruling 
them you may produce in yourselves 
that perfection of Life, that no matter 
what comes, though this body might 
be crushed into atoms instantly, there 
would not be one instant of uncon
sciousness. You can, without difll
~ulty, get to that point by standing out 
m yonr humanity and saying, "I will 
be what I will to be.'• 

It is for this that we are talking t8 
the people, and have organized here that 
you may learn and understand those 
methods, and apply them, to enable you 
with others to atand in your right as 
the sons of God and be WHATEVER YOU 
WILL TO BB. 

The following questions were asked, 
and answered at the close of the lect
ure:-

Q. I would like to inquire if you 
think there is power enough in every 
individual to be what be wills to be? 

A. There is not power enough in 
the individual in the ordinary sphere 
of life ; but, if he knows bow to get the 
power, that power is in his reach so 
that he can be whatever he wills to be. 
That power is attainable. Those of 
you who have read our first lecture on 
the idea of God know that we are 
among those that see God everywhere ; 
that in my hand there is enough of 
God, the Infinite, to create a world, 
even within the limits of my fingers, 
give it time enough ; and when we 
have taken of the substance of the world 
and by the proceasea that operate in our 
own bodies transmute and etherealize 
the essences until they have become 
a vessel to gather and bold the di
vine essence that paasea through us 
now as though we were but a shadow, 
then we will begin to have that domin
ion and power that will not only rule 
this body, but the forces of nature, so 
that yon can by those processes be 
whatever you will to be. 

Q. Docirculll8tancea alteror change 
the eft'ect? 

A. We can, if we will, have dominion 
over circumstances. • But here is just 
the point. If you have the will,- there 
is where it all hinges. To have the 
will to apply the law, to proceed in the 
methods and accomplish the results, to 
have enough of that divine principle and 
to lay hold on it and let go every
thing else, and pursue that one thing 
until it is accomplished. The man or 
woman who bas enough of that tena
cious holding quality in him or her can 
accomplish it. 

Q. Are we not like the fruit tree, re
quiring a certain condition for the 
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growth of the spirit and divine life in 
us to have those attributes, and di
vine light to perceive and use them, in 
order to be what we will to be? 

.A. Yes, but there are a few scat
tered over the world who have devel
oped up to that state. 

Q. Does it require a certain fulness 
of time? 

.A. We are just what we are, and 
have bad just what time we have bad, 
and those among us who have come to 
that point where we see these things 
see that the power is in our bands. 

Q. Is not the requisite a perfect 
trust in God? 

.A. It is a perfect confidence arising 
from knowledge. I think I should 
rather call it faith, from the definition 
of faith by Paul, who said, .. Faith is 
the substance of things hoped for and 
the evidence of things not seen." By a 
properly cultured life we obtain certain 
evidences, and from results which fol
low we derive unbounded confidenc.:e 
from within, which is faith ; so, then, if 

we proceed further, certain other results 
will be accomplished, which are further 
evidences ; thus faith will grow and 
strengthen with every attainment. Now, 
we may, by the proper appliance of the 
laws that we have been teaching here 
from time to time, get the substance 
that will give os the faith that will 
enable us to lay bold upon that un
bounded will, and incorporate within 
ourselves the power of that name, •• I 
will be what I will to be." 

Q. Have we got to obtain this sub
stance, or is it already within our 
reach? 

.A. The powers are already within 
os to reach that substance, by appli
cation of the energies that we have. 
The only thing is this: We have now 
certain faculties : thev are limited br 
virtue of the limitations of our knowi
edge ; in beginning, with what knowl
edge we have to study these laws, we 
must begin at the very beginning, as 
the child begins with his A B C's. 

THE DUALITY OF MAN. 

BY REV. WH. TUCKER, D.D. 

MAN is a dual being, and has a dual 
nature. He is constituted of matter 
and spirit, and formed by the union of 
body and soul. He is constitutionally 
an inhabitant of two worlds,- the world 
of matter and the world of mind, or 
the world of forms and the world of 
thoughts and feelings. He lives under 
material and spiritual laws, and is 
operated on by material and spiritual 
forces. ' 

By his physical and animal organism 
he is material. He is organized of 
material elements, built of material 
forces, and is a part of the cosmical 
universe. He bas form, weight, ex
tension, color, odor, flavor; can be 
seen, handled, touched, measured, 
weighed. He is cognized by the 
senses. He has sense-organs, by the 
use of which be comes to know mate
rial things and to be impressed by ma
terial forces. I think matter bas a 
real substantial existence, is a real 

-

entity, and is the ground or basis of 
all our sensations. If it did not exist, 
sensation would be improbable. 

.It is not probable that Astronomy, 
Mechanics, Physics, Chemistry, Geol
ogy, Anatomy, and Physiology deal 
with a nonentity, are based on nothing, 
and founded on that which bas no ex
istence. 

Force revealed in or through matter 
constitutes the basis of the whole series 
of inductive sciences, and matter most 
exist or scientific truth is a misnomer 
and physical science is impossible. 
But matter is not the only substance in 
existence. There is spiritual substance. 
This is known by its attributes to con
sciousness. It 'is never cognized by 
the senses. Its attributes are intelli
gence, emotion, and will. It is active 
in thought, feeling, and volition. H 
knows, believes, thinks, reasons, judges, 
remembers, hopes, loves, sympathizes, 
aspirea, obeys, and worships. All this 
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we know by consciousness, and not by 
our senses. We know these facts, or we 
do not know anything ; we know them, 
or there is no such thing as knowledge. 

The sciences of metaphysics, psy
chology, mental philosophy, ethics, 
mathematics, logic, law, and religion 
certainly deal with real things, quali
ties, and relations. These great uni
versal spiritual sciences certainly are 
founded in truth, or there is no truth. 
These two substances constitute the 
mvsterious dualism we call man. 
Hence we have a dual life, a dual ex
perience, a dual education, a dual 
character,- have dual enjoyments and 
pleasures, and perform dual works. 
We find these two facts in all lang
uage, literature, law, philosophy, 
science, art, theology, religion, and 
history. Everything that man creates 
and makes visible or audible takes on 
his own dualism. History and life, 
science and art, law and religion alike 
have their material and spiritual side. 
Materialism that claims that matter is 
all is not true ; idealism that claims that 
thought is all is not true. Bot a dual 
realism is true. There are not only 
thoughts, but things. There are real 

things that answer to the thoughts, 
and our ideas clothe themselves in 
words, become vocalized in song, 
poetry, and eloquence; work them
selves into marble, and we have sculp
ture ; build themselves into temples, 
and we have architecture ; spread 
themselves on canvas, and we have 
painting. They bring about a uew 
combination of forces, and we have 
invention. We learn a new truth, 
find a new world, or a new substance, 
and we have a discovery. Here we 
have the dualism again. 

Matter is not a self-existent, but a 
created substance. It was created by 
spirit, and for the use of spirit. It is 
not an infinite, but a finite substance. 
It is not here to control, but to be 
controlled. It is not the creator, but 
the material out of which the worlds 
were made. It is not the builder, but 
the stuff out of which organisms are 
builded. It is not force so much as it 
is the vehicle of force. It is not 
spirit, bot it is the material used by 
spirit,- the servant and instrument of 
spirit. It is not life, but is used by 
life in building organisms. 

SELF-KNOWLEDGE AND ABNEGATION, 

To the Editor of the Esoteric : -
I received a copy of your magazine, 

and am gratified to see in it an awaken
ing to the fact that self-culture as a 
science should and has become a living 
necessity. Of course, the outside world 
denominates all branches of science, 
all modes of teaching, everything in
structive, as conducive to self-culture ; 
but it acknowledges, as yet, no science 
specifically devoted to the study of self 
spiritually considered. " Know thy
self" has been adopted as an anatom
ical or physiological precept ; has been 
materialized, as it were, while it could 
be devoted to a far higher purpose in 
esoteric culture. 

All causes are spiritual, including 
diseases of the. body. Had man not 

perverted his interior nature, there 
never would have been such a thing 
as physical disease in existence. Of 
course, misuse affects the physical or
gans, but it takes an intelligent impetus 
to adduce it. The animal never goes 
beyond the bounds of nature, and this 
because the necessary inventive powers 
are lacking. Man possesses this intel
ligent or so-called spiritual qualification, 
and therein lies the power and cause for 
this effect. But this is not all. He 
implants a seed, which bears its fruits. 
Disease is inheritable, and for every 
specific human disorder that exists in 
the world some brother mortal is re
sponsible, and if labelled right it should 
be named after tile one who implanted 
the seed of the same. 
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Now, had physical purity or morality 
governed mankind in the past the foun
dation for these many ailments would 
not have been laid, and we would have 
remained ignorant of their possible ex
istence and penalties. But, as it is, 
there is a necessity of this new science, 
iu order to keep us iD ignorance of 
.others that may be yet iD embryo, and 
also to eradicate those which already 
.exist. 

The fact is, that worldliness, love for 
pleasure, late hours, and other indul
-gences only possible to an inventive 
mind or spirit, produce enervation, 
nervousness, headaches, and all effects 
which have a detrimental influence on 
the liver. As this organ is the mag
netic generation of the human system 
-producing the vital fluid necessary 
to give stability and action to the mate
rial appendage of God's highest creation 
-its operations are interfered with, and 
.often greatly obstructed for a period of 
time, iD consequence of the derange
ment of the channel through which the 
body is supplied with magnetic impe
tus. AD enervated nervous system is as 
hurtful to the human body as a clog
ging of the blood in the arteries, both 
blockading the passage-way through 
which the necessities of material life 
have to flow. Nervousness produces 
headache, because we are most sensi
tively conscious to existence iD that 
function of the material body. We 
suffer almost the same paiD in other 
portions, but, being so diverse in its 
effects, we only feel languid, - paiD 
being usually a result of extreme ex
haustion iD those parts where the same 
is experienced, although inflammation 
is accredited as the real cause. But in
flammation itself is an effect, and must 
therefore have a prior cause. 

Debility always accompanies pain, 
and iD proportion to the activity of the 
same. Pain denotes motion, and as no 

motion CAD exist without a life principle 
iD conneetio11 with it, or which consti
tutes the motion, paiD cannot exist dis
connected from an inherent motive
power, which can be no other than life 
itself,- intelligence, so called. With
out intelligence, -the motive power and 
soul-nature of our being,-we would not 
be conscious of any sensations, whether 
of a pleasing or disagreeable nature ; for 
it is the intelligent life principle within 
acting iD concert with the sensation that 
causes it to vibrate for a specitlc 
effect,- sensuousness being but a com
promise condition of life between ab
solute intelligence as it exists iD diviDe 
nature and the soul of man, and ab
solute inanition as it exists iD matter ; 
and the body of man is the sensorium 
or medium for this compromise con
dition of life to manifest itself through. 

After the death of the body the spirit. 
or spirit-body, so called, takes the place 
of the latter, and becomes the senso
rium, and accounts for the reason why 
undeveloped spirits still feel all their 
mortal tendencies craving for indul
gence. It is only through a superior 
soul-condition that the same can be 
tempered or allayed entirely, and 
which, when accomplished, constitutes 
so-called soul-perfection. But how to 
reach this superior condition of soul is 
a subject for esoteric science to deal 
with. 

Controlling the animal desires or 
physical cravings not iD accord with 
life's mission requires a resolute will, 
and what else is the exercise of will 
power bot a purely soul action, which 
by practice must increase its activity, its 
motion, its force or potency as a mortal 
power ; and when superior iD force to 
that of the sensuous nature must pro
duce dormancy iD the same, i.e., cause 
a natural surrender of the animal to the 
intellectual portion of the being, - a 
surrender of the material or sensuous 
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to the divine or intelligent soul-condi- spiritual era, or in the month of May 
tion? Under these circwnstances man following, and thos enveloped by a 
may reach a purely intellectoal state good influence, or whether due to ob
of being, and not only enjoy perfect servation, experience, and suffering, is 
health through his natoral moderation, indifferent. At all events, we have 
but contentment in consequence of hav- succeeded in freeing ot11'9elf from ail
ing no further cravings or sensual appe- menta and pains which were obstinately 
tites beyond the nourishment which incurable through any material agency, 
the system requires to maintain its and have gained a degree of content
structore, and which diminishes in ment which we never before possessed ; 
quantity and grossness as he approaches and only through the exercise of soul 
this condition,- grain and fruit becom- or will-power in not gratifying our 
ing the principle of all diets, and only physical tastes, habits, or desires. 
to be interchanged by vegetables of Abnegation is not only the best cura
the very ftnest and lightest order. tive agent that man may resort to, but 
.Meat becomes so weighty ftnally that the only preventive of disease ; and the 
the stomach rejects it altogether, and sooner science ftnds universal applica
even soups have this effect when any- tion, the sooner mankind will be blessed 
way rich with the substance of the lat- with nniversal health, strength, and 
ter. Some may say this is due to habit, contentment. Hoping I have not 
but we say it is not; it comes naturally wearied you with my communication, 
so, and, besides personal experience although enabled to make this an 
to that effect, we can cite many cases inexhaostible subject, I remain respect
in our immediate circle of attraction. tully, yo111'1 for truth and esoteric 
Whether this is due to our good for- culture, 
tune of having been ushered into exist- A. F . Mu.cmms. 
ence with the advent of the new Cll.ULUI'O•, S.C., Aug. 28, 1887. 

MAN THE MICROCOSM. 

TmmB is no more be&utitol and in
structive allegory than that with which 
&he Bmu opens, namely :-

" In tAe beginning God created the 
Aeaven and tM earth. bel tM earth 
IO(U toitkovt fO't"m, and wid; and dark
nul toal upon tAe face of the deep, and 
1M Spirit of God mowd upon tAe face 
of the tDO.ter1. .bad God ltJid, Let 
there be light; and there tDG3 light. • • • 
.&ad God di11ided the light from tAe 
darkn613. .And God caUed the light 
day, and the darkneu he caUed night. 
. . • And God ltJid, Let there be a 
jirmammt in tM •""' of tM tcaters, 
and let it ditlide the toater1 .fro'm tAe 

toater1. .4M God made tAe ftrmament 
and divided tM IDCiter1 tohich toere 
under tM :ftrmament from the toater1 
tohich were above tM :ftrmament; and 
it tDG3 10. And God caUed tM :ftrma
.Mnt heaven!' 

The allegory is full of wisdom, re
plete with food for thought. Mosu 
clearly regarded the earth as the pri
mary materialization of all creation, 
the first formation of God's planetary 
handiwork, the central base of the 
universe. The error, if it be error, 
was a very natural one at that stage 
of the world's progress and man's 
spiritual and mental unfoldment. 
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Viewed from the stand-point of the 
allegorist the idea was correct. Evo
lution being the divine order of life, 
the unfolding finite mind, however pro
phetic, naturally thought that all the 
planets were created after and spe
cially for the earth, as the central be
ginning of material formation. And 
doubtless the earth was the first grand 
materialization, the first great stellar 
handiwork of the earth's Creator, even 
the God, the Son, who, in the stead and 
name of the ALL-FATHER, caused 
and evolved into planetary being. Be 
not startled. There are many Gods, 
all the sous, the direct descendants, of 
the ALL FATHER AND MOTHER 
GOD. They are the founders, the 
vitalizers, ay, the lives of the stellar 
entities of the great sidereal world, all 
primarily evolved from the great grand 
Central Sun, the SANCTUM SANC
TORUM of the Universe. 

The Mesaic account of the beginning 
is a muUum in paMJO, a grand allegor
ical truth, whether applied to the first 
planetary evolvement or specially to 
the evolutionary creation of the earth. 
It is an inspiring idea of how the U Di
verse primarily began ita unfoldment, 
and thence how, in due course, God 
evolved, and so far perfected, the side
real world, of which our planet and ita 
entire solar system is but a minor 
department. We can reasonably infer 
that our own planet began and unfolded 
into stellar being somewhat as did the 
first planetary evolvement of the great 
grand Central Sun manifest ita material 
existence. The generic life of each 
solar central planet is, doubtless, a db:ect 
evolvement of the great grand CEN
TRAL EXISTENCE, even the SUN 
of Suus, the GOD of Gods, the ALL 
SUPREME. Every solar centre is 
likewise, doubtless, ever and anon evolv
ing incipient stellar entities, which sev
erally for a time, or for an age or ages, 

traverse space, till, in due course, each 
finds ita local orbit around ita preor
dained solar centre, and thence unfolds 
ita firmament, and becomes a generat
ing world. 

GOD is SPmiT, the primary self
existent life of all lives, innately com
prising all power, all knowledge, all 
wisdom, all intelligence,- ay, the 
source of all sources, the cause of all 
cauaes, the creator of all creations, 
the evolver of all evolutions. All 
there is of tangible, perishable, or 
changeable matter is the product of intel
ligent spirit. God Omnipotent reigns 
in and from the CENTRAL THRONE 
of thrones, throughout the entirety of 
his boundless domain, having within 
every soul-bound entity a vicegerent, 
even a Son of God, who reigns in his 
name and stead. 

Every living entity of God's infinite 
entirety, whether it be planet, man, or 
infinitesimal creature, is directly or in
directly an offspring, an evolvemen~ 

of and from the life of all lives, the 
source of all sources, - the God Su
preme. The ever self-existent PRI
MARY SPmiT, embodying all life 
and lives, may evolve, formulate, 
and constitute entitical or individual 
life when and wherever God wills to 
formulate and quicken an entity. In 
like manner God may at will recall all 
such life or lives, and remand them all 
back to the Primary Source from whence 
all emanated. Ay, God may dissolve 
all material entities, however great or 
small, and thence, as it were, roll up the 
universal outspreading entirety of life 
and lives as a scroll, thence again 
becoming himself ALL-IN-ONE EN
TITY. "I am Alpha and Omega, the 
Beginning and the Ending," saith the 
LORD GOD of Gods. Ay,-
"I am the So of my own great Soul, 

Compriaing All in the One Great Whole." 

In the beginning God, the Son, in 
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dle stead and name of the ALI. F Annm outspreading functions of the envel 
and MOTHER GoD, caused and evolved oping soul, which corresponds to the 
dle earth, and circumvented it with the Earth's firmament, even the planet's 
essential firmament, -a. function of great soul. 
his own great Soul, - dividing the Man, therefore, is an evolvement 
waters from the waters ; thence for- from the All-vivifying Spirit of God in 
mulating, constituting, vitalizing, and and through the Divine Life, even tht> 
eaW.blishing the planet in which we God of the planet. Ay, man, like the 
live, move, and have our being as planet, ~of God, evolved in spirit, and 
entities of the Divine Life of our formulated in and of the essences an1l 
Evolutionary Creator, even the Divine atmospherics of the earth, and thence 
Life of our great Mother Earth, constituted a living soul in and through 
in whose firmamental Soul we all breathing the all-saving elements of the 
abide throughout the period of our firmamental soul of the planet. All 
gestation and primary unfoldment. there is of Li'IJir~g Man i8 God in Man. 

After the evolvement and due forma- For Man bath no real abiding life 
tion of the generic Earth, and the except the innate germ of Eternal Lije, 
consequent evolutionary generation the Di't1ine Ego, which verily consti
there through all of the minor or non- tutes Divine Man an infant God, 
microcoemic living entities, the Divine inherently, though latently, possessing 
Man, even the Son of God (who, as in some degree all the attributes and 
already stated, evolved, constituted, and possibilities of the Father and Mother 
vitalized the planet with his own great God. 
generic Life, and upheld it with his Man, the child of God, haa hla own Sun 
great Soul as a firmament), proceeded 'Stabliehed in his aonlwhen Ant begun. 

to reevolve himself in the form, The order of unfolding life in or-
nature, and characters of microcosmic ganic carnal man is that it begins and 
generic Man. forms the primary nervous centre, 

" And God " (even the Lord God, even the triune ganglionic centre, which 
who it is said walked in the Garden of fundamentally constitutes the basis of 
Eden in the cool of the day) "said, the unfolding soul wherein. the latent 
Let us make man in our image, after central sun, even the Divinity, the 
our likeness." . . . " So God created Son of God, ultimately enthrones him
man in his own image ; in the image of self in organic microcosmic man .. 
God created be him ; male and female · When this primary nervous centrical 
created he them." The allegory goes formation is securely laid, the next 
on to show that in the process of his more important move is to extend the 
creation " The Lord God formed man spinal column, and thence formulate 
of the dust of the ground and breathed the next greatest ganglionic or nervous 
into his nostrils the breath of life; centre, viz., the brain, which consti
and man became a. living soul." Thus totes the ostensible throne in the 
we find that the divine order of God's microcosm, but which i8 ~ subject and 
evolvement of all soul-endowed entities amenable to the Primary Centre, where · 
is Spirit; Form; Soul, -the triune reigns the power behind tk6 Throne 
elements of individuality ; that is to greater than the Throne iUelf. 
say, lit, the Di'IJine Ego, evolved of When the brain centre is formed the 
God; 2d, U. own materialization; two great ceutre. work together, as it 
3d, ita Supemal Circumference, the were, in unfolding, formulating, and 
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perfecting the entire organization of 
the fretus, which during the period of 
gestation is chiefly sustained by, and 
nurtured on, the generic Life-food of 
the gestating mother. Thus is micro
cosmic man being continually carnally 
formed of the dust of the ground. 
All this is the work of intelligent 
Spirit. That Spirit, however latent it 
may be in the formulating child, is 
Godlike and divinely generic in nature. 
It is the .Alpha of life in the carnal 
man. 

The fretus matures into the child, 
and in due course is bronght forth an 
infant, man, divinely quickened with 
the spirit of Eternal Life, which consti
tutes it a child of God, and ultimately 
unfolds the man a microcosmic entirety 
of countless latent entities - a world 
germ- a potential universe. But let us 
return to and follow the destiny of the 
divinely quickened carnal child, who, 
in due course, unfolds a man, and. as 
such, lives, moves, and has his being, 
until he succumbs to age, and finally 
dissolves in and through the ordeal of 
death. 

Now let us note the reverse of the 
previous unfolding of the life which 
formulated and constituted the micro
cosmic man. Death approaches and 
closes in upon the carnality, first dead
ening all the extremities, -the la8t 
formed dies jfrst, - and thence, in due 
course, closes in upon and deadens 
the entire brain centre, and tlnally 
forces all the microcosmic generic life 
of lives back to the Panu.ay CENTRB, 
where it began its unfoldment in the 
first formation of the fretos. Here, 
now, behold the manifestation of the 
Omega of incarnate life I The divinity, 
the infant God, in and of the man, 
ingatlters all the living ichor, all the 
holy essences, all the divine living 
entities of the microcosmic entirety, to 
within the inner sanctuary of the soul, 

where dwells the inborn child of God 
clothed in the latent CENTRAL SUK in 
and of the microcosmic man, and from 
these, he, the infant God, even the 
Christ, takes ms departure from the 
dissolving carnality, and passes out 
into the heavens with all the holy 
angels of the microcosmic entirety 
with BIJ(' but invisible to the finite 
vision. Thus the full generic soul of 
divine man, comprising many in one, 
goes forth all intact, his kingdom secure, 
if, indeed, he bas made his calling and 
election sure. Otherwise the soul 
may be dissolved as well as the carnal 
body, and the living entities thereof 
assigned to such as shall have achieved 
the victory and won the commendation, 
" Well done, thou good and faithful 
servant," etc. " Many are called, but 
few are chosen," for so great exalta
tion. Be not astounded. The prophet 
IsAIAH twenty-five hundred years ago 
foreshadowed that " A little one shall 
become a thousand, and a small one, 
a strong nation. I, the Lord, will hasten 
it in his time." 

The origin of Divine Man was an
terior to the creation of the earth, that 
is to say, Divine Man, the Son of God, 
the Christ of Humanity, lived, moved, 
and had his being long anterior to the 
formation of his planet. All nature 
declares this grand truth. And Man, 
even mortal Man, bears unmistakable 
evidences within his own soul that 

The Bon of God, the Father of Man, 
LiYed with God before tbiJ earth began. 

Ay, it was be, as we have shown, 
who, in the name and stead of the 
ALL-FATHER, evolved and created 
the earth, and circumvented it, as it 
were, with the functions of his own great 
soul as a firmament dividing the waters 
from the waters, and thence establishing 
himself a kingdom, as it were, in the 
watery wilderness of space, yet within 
the domain of his kindred solar centre 
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for the holy purposes of divinely evolv- Son of God, the Father of Man, is the 
ing and generating the myriad lives in founder, the vitalizer, ay, the very Life 
and of his own generic being in the of the planet which (materially con
similitude of the ALL FATHER AND sidered) is the nucleus, the m.aterializa
MOTHER GOD, who, as we have · tion, in and through which he, the God 
shown, primarily evolved all life and of the planet, is unfolding, generat
established the sources and courses of ing, rounding out, and perfecting his 
universal viviflc evolution throughout Life of lives, inherited from the ALL 
the ages of material and carnal gen- FATHER AND MOTHER GOD 
erations. Yes, be not amazed : the SUPREME. 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST GOAL 
OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

No,. 8. 

Ix the effort to make attainments 
perfect health is tbe next to be con
sidered, and must be obtained in order 
to secure a perfect working of the mind. 
Tbe diet, then, should necessarily be 
carefully studied, avoiding stimnlating 
and highly seasoned articles of food ; 
a plain and simple diet will aid the 
spirit to take complete control of the 
appetite. All the condiments in food 
tend toward distorting the normal 
working of the system, causing more 
to be taken into the stomach than can 
be properly digested. It is admitted 
by all of our most thorough physi
ologists that partaking of too much 
food is the cause of a very large pro
portion of the diseases with which peo
ple are amicted. The appetite is an 
animal instinct that should be con
trolled ; a perfect normal appetite 
would be a true guide as to the kind 
of food required, bot not as to quan
tity. The farmer understands this law, 
and conseqoent~y controls the quality 
and amount given to each of his do
mestic animals ; he is well aware that 
if he allowed his cows to be turned 
into a cornfield they would be liable 
to eat enough to kill themselves. It 
ebonld be obeerved that uncultivated 
nature rarely produces more than ani-

mala in the same condition can utilize 
healthfully. 

We, as a people, are in the habit of 
cultivating and preparing rich, concen
trated food, in every conceivable form, 
to tempt the appetite to take more 
than the body requires, until there is 
scarcely a healthy normal appetite to 
be found, and without this a perfectly 
healthy body is not to be expected; 
and it is found equally impossible to 
maintain a normal condition of the 
mind. Some may question how the 
digestion can affdCt the mind. We 
have only to observe tbe effects of dys
pepsia and of the influence manifested 
in various ways during our sleep, and 
especially in the nnture of our dreams, 
to prove that derangement of the 
stomach does affect the mind. The 
gases rush to the brain, and produce 
an effect similar to fermenting liquors 
and like decomposing elements. 

Man bas two brain centres, - that of 
the cranium, whose use is mainly to 
relate him to his physical surroundings, 
and that deals with analogoua effects, 
that is, the ordiJ\&rY reasoning and 
intellectual procel&es ; the other is 
located beside the spinal column in the 
rear of the stomach. This latter brain 
matter is related to the discrimination 
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of the chemical qualities of the food, care of the operations of the body, 
and to the primary and more subtle viz., in rebuilding and carrying oft 
elements of nature; it is the organ waste matter, repelling and throwing 
that takes cognizance of the astral in- oft poisons from the system, etc. 
tluences, that is, the natural intuitions ; It will be readtly observed by all who 
or, in other words, it relates directly get complete control over the sex nat
to qualities and causes allying man to ore, and stop all waste in that direction, 
the finer forces of nature and the that at least seven-eighths of all tb~ 
astral world. It is through this fnnc- food consumed by the body previously 
tion that bird and beast, as well as was wasted by that function, from 
man, have learned what to eat and how the fact that not more than one-eighth 
to live. When this organ is disordered as much will be needed to fully supply 
both mind and body are in disorder. all needs of the organism; thus it be
By virtue of this function we foresee comes obvious that, in order to get 
events, and have perceptions regard- that control, and not overwork and 
ing the results of our actions. We burden it with more material than it 
cannot better illustrate our meaning actually demands, we should govern 
than to quote from " Solar Biology •• the amount of food taken by the weight 
the following extract : - of the body, - if increasing, less ; if de-

" The animal world has in these creasing, more,-so as to keep the house 
functions only two active principles, in which we live, or the animal, so to 
viz., physical strength and instinct; speak, which we are to keep in propel 
the latter leads them to act as a deli- order. Many persons in the ordinary 
cate electro-vital instmment or ma- walks of life have overstimulated that 
chine that is responsive to the creative function by eating too much, and caused 
forces acting through it. a diseased condition, so that it is diffi-

" Man bas the third principle de- cult to supply the body with its actual 
veloped into what we call intuition, vital requirements regardless of the 
which faculty instructs the brain or usual quantity, or even an added amount 
i.Rtelligent principle of his mind, and of nourishment. 
not only impels him to act in harmony Now, in consideration of these facta, 
with nature, but brings into activity we recognize the necessity of begin
the spirit of wisdom, and frequently ning with the food supply, to bring 
enables him to understand why be thus body and mind into healthy condition 
acts. Wisdom is the point of unity and harmonious coOperation with each 
between the reasoning faculty, in the other. The mental condition during 
cranium, and the intuitive, in the solar · the time of eating and digesting the 
plexus ; and the more perfect harmony food governs the quality of the ele
we find between those two principles menta received into the body, for the 
the more perfect will be the unfold- chemistry in nature and thought-pro
ment of the person, and the more cor- dncing principle are one, viz., certain 
tain their success in whatever pursuit chemicals will always produce certain 
their intuition leads them to embrace." thoughts when in a proper relation to 

Then it is necessary that we keep the blood, and certain thoughts will 
this function in a healthy condition, in attract like chemicals into the body. 
order to have a clear mind, using care For illustration: in France a criminal 
not to have it preoccupied or over- was sentenced to death, but not in
worked, for this function has all the formed how, physicians haviDg secured. 
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the privilege of making an experiment, 
which was that the condemned shonld 
die by poisoning, on a eet day and 
boor. When the time arrived, the 
doctors entered and informed him that 
they had come to administer the poison, 
bot instead gave him colored water. 
The man believed he had taken poison, 
therefore the digestive function, through 
mental impression, appropriated poison 
enough from the food that was already 
in the body to cause his deat.th. There 
is always enough poison in our food to 
destroy the body if the mind is in a con
dition to admit of it. This is one among 
many like evidences that go to substan
tiate this fact as a law of our nature ; 
therefore we need to consider and make 
conditions at the time of eating, as well 
as to look to the kind and quantity or 
food taken. Never allow business cares 
and home worriments to disturb you, 
or any thought that tends to divert the 
mind from the spiritual aims towards 
which yon are aspiring, at the time of 
eating. Bright, cheerful conversation, 
and aspiration towards the attainments 
in view at meal-time, will quicken the 
action of that function to work out 
the kind of essence that will be llke 
unto your highest ideals. • That was 
the scientific principle that Jesus incnl
cated, - aspiration toward the spiritual 
to incorporate within one's self that life
giving spiritual aura, that has since 
been continued as a form of asking a 
blessing at the table. 

Our flesh, and all flesh, is the element 

TUB sun never ceases to shine, though 
earth and clouds may hide its face. 

GoD supplies the wind, bat man sets 
up the sail and holds the rudder. 

IT is important to realize that an 
omniscient, luminons spirit rnles the 
universe, -that individual mind is a 
ganglionic centre wherein its image is 

of thought crystallized. Then, when we 
eat the flesh of animals we partake of 
their nature ; therefore animal flesh is 
benumbing and stupefying to the mind ; 
bot It is usefnl to those who are en
gaged in physical labor, and have not 
an active desire to think outside of 
their general sphere of duties ; but to 
those who wish to make intellectual at
tainments we would recommend absti
nence from meat, nnleBB in cases of 
persons who are by nature so much in 
the mental that they have not a proper 
development of the body. The body 
being weak, there is not a perfect equi
librium between it and the mind. It will 
be found that root vegetables supply 
mainly the body, while top or seed vege
tables and grains more directly feed the 
brain ; yet every person mast judge 
for himself as to what is best for him, 
studying canse and etfect, keeping the 
mind well poised to interior and logical 
reasoning, learning leBBOns from nature'• 
laws, carefully observing the canse of 
every senaation, and watching the re
solt.a which aid and tend towards that 
desired ultimate. Keep the one thought 
in view, and make everything bend to 
that which will enable you to become 
superior to all environments, and live In 
the real thought realm. Then the in
terior and real man, and ultimately the 
physical man, will have a realization of 
the higher life which flows from the 
source of true knowledge and power. 

:am.... E. BUTLER. 

reflected and its potencies made avail
able in human life. 

TBB house in which you dwell, the 
hall or church in which yon 888emble, 
first had form in the mind of the archi
tect. Thus the ideas you entertain, 
the thoughts you think, are the archi
tects of your future bodily conditions. 
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THE WAYSIDE SPRING. 

BY JoHN LATHA.K. 

Wuo bath not known and prized a 
spring, 

And quaffed the life its waters bring ; 
And felt its charm- to bid them 

pause-
In gladness at its hidden cause? 

By meadow, cliff', and mountain-side 
Springs greet the sight, and are the pride, 
The living joy of hill and plain, -
There's magic in their very name. 

For great their hidden source of power, 
To give relief in trial's hour, 
By keeping hillside meadows green 
With bursts of water sweet and clean. 

And when the earth for rain doth cry, 
They keep the brooke from running dry, 
That " cattle of a thousand hills " 
.May slake their thirst from their pore 

rills. 

When rivers shrink and feebly run, 
And earth lays parching in the sun, 
Then springe, as by Divine command, 
Keep famine from a thirsty land. 

With summer drought and burning sky, 
Woe I woe ! to man if springs should 

die I 
What comfort sweet their waters give, 
Refreshing thought, " the spring doth 

live!" 

Let them remain a living charm 
To guard the earth from sterile harm, 
And even in the desert give 
An oasis green, where man may live. 

Nor is this charm alone with earth,
For mystic springs within have birth, 
And heavenly waters gushing dow 
To fertilize all hearts below. 

THE ART OF NEVER FORGETTING. 

Third Paper. 

BY JOHN LATHA.K. 

Mu:oaY is not merely a physiologi
cal process, bot one partaking in a 
special sense of psychic, or soul force. 
In short, all mental processes are the 
result of a blending and coOperation 
of psychic force with the essences of 
physical being. To understand and 
control these forces and essences in an 
eminent degree is to possess the " phi
losopher's stone," and have access to 
the" elixir of life" itself. This knowl
edge, when applied,- for it is a law that 
" faith without works 18 dead,"- not 
only leads one into the possession of a 
good memory, but serves to poten
tialize and illuminate all the faculties 

of the mind, and not only that, but the 
organs and functions of the physical 
system as well. 

It may be a matter of surprise to 
many to learn that the process ot im
proving and restoring the memory is 
accredited with a potential and heal
ing influence on the body, and that the 
restoration or improvement of the one 
works a corresponding restoration and 
improvement of tJle other. This state
ment may be chnllenged on the score 
of the oft-observed impaired health of 
students. In reply we would say this is 
more frequently due to causes which are 
overlooked or misunderstood, and, 110 
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far as it is really referable to mental 
or memory exercises, it is mainly or 
wholly on account of unphysiological 
methods. Mental and memory exer
cises are as neceaeary and useful for 
the growth and health of the mind, and 
embodiment of spirit and psychic life, 
as is exercise and gymnastics for the 
health and strength of the body. 

Memory, in the seuae in which we pro
pose to treat it, is no merely mechani
cal or aupertlcial faculty, but the regis
tration and concretion of experi
ences, subjective as well as objective, 
and is to be considered in connec
tion with the laws and methods of 
mental and physical attainment, which 
will aid in enlarging the powers and 
eul.ting the conacioosneae of the in
dividual ego. And in this connec
tion we would state, for the benefit of 
the numerous parties that have re
cently written us for information as to 
specillc methods of making mental, 
psychometric, and other psychic attain
menta, that the same general plan and 
exercises that we shall present for 
memory-culture are also, with alight 
modillcations, applicable to the devel
opment of clairvoyance, clairordiance, 
psychometry, thought - transference, 
mental healing, and all phenomena 
dependent upon a concentrated pay
chic force, or a clarified and receptive 
intellect. 

The first stage or essential of any 
work is to arrest attention, to awaken 
interest, then to map out a course and 
aystematically and preaeveringly adhere 
to the same. The ordinary gymnast 
understands and appreciates the value 
or systematic and regu1D.r drill, from 
ita effects in increasing not only the 
eize and strength of the muscles 
brought into play, bot also in its reao
tion on the circulation in general, pro
moting health, self-reliance, increased 
hldividual oonsciooaneae and power. 

A variety of motives lllld considerations 
may influence the gymnast in the prose
cution of rowing, batting, or other 
athletic "sports." We call them 
BpOrlB, and yet most participants would 
consider themselves greatly abused if 
they were required to eJiilrCi&e as hard 
at regular avocations, even though well 
paid for so doing ; whereas when en
tered upon as "sports" they ordinarily 
and willingly pay for the privilege, 
thus showing that even extreme, and 
often excessive, exercise has elements 
and conditions of attraction ; so that 
Fourier's idea of " attractive in
dustry " is by no means a misnomer 
or impossibility. Bot this line of 
thought, though full of interest and 
use, is not germane to our present 
topic, save incidentally as a matter of 
illustration. 

As already intimated, various motives 
and considerations influence the gym
nast, - imitation, emulation, the desire 
of excelling, the love of approbation; 
bot nnderlying it all is a sense of its 
having certain usefulnesa and conferring 
definite benefits in the way of a posi
tive and quickened circulation. It is 
the idea, however, that in the main 
causes it to be considered a" sport." 
We have known people whose hnbit it 
was to attack their day's work some
what in the same spirit ; they had 
trained themselves to so regard it, and 
to an extent made pastime of that 
which was drudgery to others, going to 
their work with an elastic step and 
cheerful frame of mind. Such are 
truly practical philosophers, and, could 
all take this view of the subject, the 
allegorical " curse" of " earning one's 
bread by the sweat of the brow " would 
be well-nigh banished. It evidently 
does little, if any, good to be out of 
harmony with one's sphere and occupa
tion in life, uncongenial though it 
often seems. It is the prerogative and 
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province of man to dignity his calling 
and overcome the obstacles which beset 
his career. And it is well that we 
should come to contemplate neoessary 
labor and attainment, whether physical 
or mental, in the spirit of the gymnast, 
which is by &F the shortest and surest 
way to realize our hopes. 

KJ:)(OBT ATl'A..IlOIB!IT8, BA.8T Al(D 

ATI'BACTIVE. 

It was our intention to have pro
ceeded more directly with themoduaope
randi and discipline reqoieite to secur
ing a bright and retentive memory ; 
bot, if we have not made the subject 
clear so soon as some may have ex
pected, we hope to sofDciently compen
sate them speedily, and to cause them 
to realize that the importance of the 
subject bas warranted these extended 
preparatory considerations, for there 
are important factors in memory culture 
that are not ordinarily taken into ~ 
count, and in our examination of the 
literature relative thereto we have thus 
far failed to flnd a folly consistent or 
adequate system, though we have met 
many fragmentary thoughts and val
uable soggestione ; bot we have nowhere 
found an explicit or vivid statement of 
the full foundation facts, and cerebro
physiological proceu and requisites of 
memory, and, consequently, we have 
deemed it necessary to get at the bed
rock principles, and lay our founda
tions thereon. But in doing this we 
shall avoid technicalities of anatomy, 
chemistry, the arts, mechanics, and 
physiology, though all of these, and 
more, are involved in the proceBS. 
We shall endeavor, by the most 
simple language and means pos
sible, to make grand attainments in 
this and other psycho-physiological 
proceBSes both poBSible, easy, and 
attractive. 

TRB I'AOTOBII 01' IIBJ(OBT. 

In the first place, then, the acquisi
tion of a comprehensive, quick, and 
retentive memory, as well as the attain
ment of marked success in any depart
ment or avocation of life, depends 
largely on a good nervoos and vital 
circulation ; therein is to be found, so 
to speak, the "motive-power," while 
good digestion and the control of the 
generative forces furnish the " raw 
material." Our system is, therefore, 
one that- as previously stated- while 
restoring or creating a neto memory, at 
the same time induces in one a high 
state of health, mental power, and 
psychic endowment. 

BBA.Il( AlfD DBVB AtJBA, 

It is, undoubtedly, owing to the rec
ognition of the effects of a brisk cir
culation on memory that some have 
advised walking up and down or about 
the room as greatly facilitating the act 
of memorizing. This is sound physio
logical advice, as it promotes clrcola
tion, insuring the brain a larger measure 
or supply of blood, which is essential 
for mental nutrition, vigoroos thought 
elaboration, and vivid and permanent 
registration. Again, this quickened 
circulation increases the vibrations of 
the brain, which consequently attracts 
to itself a larger volume of brain aura 
from the " Astral Light," as the Orient
als term it, which is a most important 
factor of all brain processes, as we shall 
ultimately show, for all nervo-vital 
vibration as substantially and truly 
collects, concentrates, and employs the 
brain aura as does the dynamo of the 
electric plant collect and render available 
the electticity of our earth and atmos
phere to the end of supplying os with a 
scientific light and motive-power. 

As the longs participate in all the 
operations of the heart and brain the 
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nece.aity of an abundant supply of 
'ore air becomes at once obvious. 
Therefore, hmg life and pore air should 
be held in consideration for the attain
ment of high mental psychic and phys
ical endowments. 

C4'08BB OJ' 8UOOB88 ..l.KD DI.UPPOJlCT

JDtlCT, 

The next important consideration is 
that of diet and healthy digestion, as 
it is readily perceived that satisfactory 
mental operations cannot be performed 
with a dyspeptic or overloaded stomach; 
and, again, the system should not be 
overworked or greatly wearied. Many 
an orator and public man has dis
appointed both himself and audience 
by appearing in an exhausted physical 
condition, or from the impediment of 
an overloaded stomach ; therefore, 
make a note of these facta. We are 
aware, however, that we have to deal 
with the average mortal, who in mat
ters of diet is not always duly con
siderate, or soJDciently self-restrained, 
and cannot always control the circum
stances, and finds himself exhausted 
at a time when he bas need of especial 
vigor and clearness. Our system, bow
ever, provides for such contingencies, 
and helps one out of many ditftcolties 
of that kind, and we shall give valuable 
points and suggestions for all such ; 
bot, at the same time, it is necessary 
to understand what constitutes the best 
conditions, that we may intelligently 
coOperate to command them by bending 
or controlling circumstances to meet our 
needs. 

BOW TO COJDBl(OB. 

Under tbe bead of "Exercises for 
developing mental power, psychic 
force, and brain aura" we have else
where in the present number given a 
tenaion word-drill, which the memory 
student should carefully read and 

thoroughly practise; we will, however,. 
now give another method of accom
plishing similar results, which will be 
even more advantageous to many tem
peraments, and which is universally 
appliCILble and wonderfully beneficial. 

Seat yourself in an easy-chair with 
your feet upon a stool, or better still 
for most persons, pot your limbs in a 
second chair, and if it baa a cushion or 
soft bottom all the better ; join your 
hands, interlocking the fingers and 
thumbs in a natural manner, letting 
the palma of the hands rest upon the
abdomen ; cross your legs, letting the
right ankle rest upon the left, and 
the magnetic circles of the physical sys
tem are complete. Breathe deeply, bot 
quietly, that there may be a marked 
rising and falling of the abdomen where
your palms rest. 

TBB BLIXIB OJ' LIJ'JI:, 

The deep and long breath having 
been well established, let the aspira
tions of your whole being quietly as
cend for conjunction with the universal 
spirit of life. Remember the objec~i&
not to promote thought, but the re
verse. Your first need is to gather 
of the Astral, Cosmic, and Celestial. 
Aura ; to thereby restore and strengthen 
your inner nature. Aspire from the 
depths of your being, rather than from. 
the surface faculties. There are few, 
if any, natures bot what can thus soon 
experience the innermost and lofty. 
It is like the soft .Oowing, and often 
like the gushing, of refreshing cosmic 
waters. Drink of this fountain until 
yon are filled with a deep, pulsing life. 
It will renew you from the innermost, 
which is the only true renewal. It will 
lubricate and refresh the entire being. 
When you have made this attainmen• 
you have access to the " elixir of life" ; 
and thirty, fifteen, and after a time 
even ten, minutes of this exercise will 
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refresh yon more than a nighfs sleep. 
It gives a deep, true respiration ; a rich, 
restful circulation ; a strengthened and 
natural digestion, and ftta yon for what
-ever duties are awaiting. It renews 
the brain centres, and clothes it with ita 
.own true aura. It restores yon to 
yonraelf, and puts you at your best. 

I 
COlCTBOLLING TIIK POBCD. 

If you have overeaten, or are drowsy 
and heavy from other canaes, you are 
liable to fall into a heavy, and often an 
Wlrestfnl, nap. If yon perceive such 
indications place your right and left 
thumbs on the corresponding temples, 
in the hollow jnat above and back of the 
eyebrows, letting your index and mid
dle ftnger preu ftrmly upon the centre of 
the forehead, at" individuality," which 
faculty ia just above the root of the 
nose, and iB called by aome " observa
tion," and may truly be regarded aa the 
"eye of the mind." Should yon then 
fall asleep this keeps the mind polar
ized, and you will wake np refreshed. 
But this polarizing action of the thumbs 
and fingers should not be employed at 
that stage unless the brain iB heavy 
and needs this adjusting and clearing 
action. Should yon have mental labors 
to perform, make use of this process at 
the close of your sitting, and it will 
focalize the brain and vital powers, nod 
enable you to perform them with an 
-ease and clearness that would not have 
been pouible before. In moat cases 
the employment of the right hand only 
will be sutllcient for effecting polariza
tion. 

Al'PLYING TB1I\ ART. 

The same proceu of strengthening 
.and polarization can be employed fre
-quently during the day ; for instance, 
place your elbows on your writing-desk 
.or table, rest your bead upon your 
.hands, in the manner already indicated, 

viz., your thumbs against your temples, 
your ftrat and second fingers pressed 
against the centre of the forehead, and 
you will find often, even in a minute's 
time, that your head is rested and pre
pared for work or memorizing. lf yon 
first walk briskly about the room, be
fore employing the polarizing procees, 
yon will find that yon have generated 
more force, and that there iB a stronger 
and more emcient current when polar
ized. To secure the highest d"'egree of 
intensity, nse the thumb and ~~ 
finger only ; bot for a fuller general 
current of magnetism press the middle 
finger also on the forehead. 

These hints must sntDce for this num
ber, and they are snmcient, if yon heed 
them, to fairly launch yon on the riTer 
of " Mental Magic." We will, there
fore, close by extemporizing yon a abort 
memory exercise : -

IIZXOBT BXBBCISB. 

Awake I Arise I your powers unfold,
Grand attributes of mind I 

This sluggard chill upon the frame, 
Oh I bid it now unbind ! 

From Cosmic Light to Morning Star 
The circles gladsome run ; 

And softly echo down to earth 
Through our near Central Sun. 

Then bid your inmost thought arise, 
Breathe still, and deep, and long, 

To thrill your heart with Solar Life, 
And breath of earth's new song. 

Let golden auras crown t.he brow 
With their true magic power ; 

And Cosmic Ether shed ita Lisht, 
Immortal memory's dower I 

Hence, swift to learn and sure to keep, 
Grand Microcosmic mind I 

Grow rich in treasures of bright lore, 
'Tie thine to seek and ftn~ 
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EXERCISES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF WILL POWER, PSYCHIC 
FORCE AND SOUL AURA • 

.An Oriental Secret reduced to a Scientiftc and Phy3iological Formula. 

IT is generally conceded that will 
power is the basic principle of life and 
character. It was will power which 
gave potency to the " Word " that was 
sent forth on creative m~s·on, crystal
lizing worlds and systems by a conden
sation of the" Akasa," or Cosmic Ether, 
and finally ultimating in MiC1'0008mic 
Han, a being destined ultimately to 
be "higher than the angels." 

Happy and peaceful are they who 
escape the vibrations of matter, attain
ing " nirvana" ; but thrice blessed and 
potent are they who traum~ matter 
and triumph in the uUimate domain 
or kingdom of Microcosmic Man. We 
will not elaborate this thought here, for 
few as yet are able to comprehend any
thing like its fall significance ; but to 
those few theee words will bring life and 
power, and for their further aid we will 
present a few exercises in the way of a 
preliminary drill, to enable them to 
evolve or unfold their will and psychic 
powers more rapidly, and at the same 
time In a safe and systematic manner 
endow themselves with aotd aura, which 
is the plastic and potential principle of 
the " Astral and Cosmic Light." 

A VIBRA.TOBY LAW. 

It is the experience and testimony of 
Eastern adepts that there is great effi
cacy in certain word vibrations, ·when 
aystematically and physiologically cul
tivated or exercised; but unfortunately 
the law and method of these word vibra
tions have not been divulged, though it 
is presumable that they are understood 
by them, and yet there are evidences that 
Cbelas who have practised for years on 
their- as accredited -golden and mys
tic word " Om "have, as reported, made 

little or no attainments thereby. It is. 
possible that the adepts have not re
duced their formula to a rationale that 
can readily be grasped by minds who 
in many respects are both earnest and 
capable ; but that llUCh is pOBBible we 
have ample inward &BBurance, but per
ceive that certain intermediate or 
" missing links," as it were, are neces
sary. These we shall attempt to supply, 
but first we wish to present a few 
generalizations, that our readers may 
be better prepared to intelligently judge 
and test our exercises and method. 

PSYCBIO POWEBB BA.VE A OBB.JONAL BASB. 

It is well known that our occidental: 
poesessors of psychic and other oecnlt 
and superior powers in the category 
of thought-transference, mind-reading~ 
clairaudience, clairvoyance, psychome
try, etc., can rarely give any satisfactory 
explanation of bow they do it, other 
than that it seems to be an innate gift 
or faculty with them, and that they can 
sometimes communicate or superinduce· 
the state in others. 

The same may bold tme in the case
of Eastern adepts, which would explain 
why they also han not presented any 
sufficient system of discipline or practice 
by which to attain these superior 
mental attributes and powers, especial
ly as there seems latterly to be a dis
position on their part so to do ; and 
yet they, to a large extent, like 
our own psychics, appear to leave 
this important matter to chance or the 
sagacity of their pupils, and while 
they maintain that these mystic soul 
powers can be unfolded and strength
ened they fail to give an explicit ratio
nale, as the master gymnast is able to 
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do in the work of developing and 
strengthening the muscnlar system ; 
yet these powers are as certainly re
lated to physiological laws, and as tmly 
have a germinal base in the nature of 
mao. 

S'IDI KVOLtn'IOlf OJ' NBBVB AlCD BJLUJI' 

.&:cu. 
The secret or these powers uo

donbtedly rests in the law of vibrations, 
and is consequently snsceptible of 
analysis, explanation, and scientific 
formula, as virtually as the vibrations 
ot sound and musical tones, or of the 
waves and shades of color. We 
would also remind oar readers that the 
marvels of the telegraph, phonograph, 
and telephone are in accordance with 
the law of vibrations, and shall coose
·qoently invite them to push a series of 
-psychic experiments on this line. We 
shall first teach how to produce the 
mental vibrations, and then show you 
how to polarize them to secure any 
desired psychic result or attainment, 
and this in time will introduce the eta
dent to a realm of wonders, or tme 
"' magic," as marvellous as the tales of 
.the Arabian Nights. The law of 
·psychic-germ unfoldment is as certain 
and definite as that of the physical and 
mental powers, and is, consequently, 
eusceptible of inteKigent and systematic 
culture, the accomplishment of which 
.opens up the psychic powers, which 
evolve their corresponding nerve and 
brain aura as surely as does the open
ing Jlowcr sorronnd itself and fill the 
adjacent atmosphere with its character
istic aroma. 

A.tlBIO 001f8CIOUIINB88 410> " VBIL " 

POWU. 

The "Masters" of the Orient practise 
and experiment for the projection of 
their astral bodies. It is 'not practica
ble or safe for mos1i persons to project 

[Oct. 

themselves into the astral light, bot it 
is both safe and practicable to evolve 
a measure of this world aura for 
the strengthening and perfecting of 
one's own astral or auric sphere. The 
genius of the Occident is somewhat 
more substantial and practical than 
that of the East, and we shall en
deavor to introduce you to the true 
or physiological law of levitation 
and auric consciousness. Bulwer 
Lytton, in his book, "Vril, or the 
Coming Race," describes a people who 
have this nnfoldmeot. The bird soars 
aloft in conformity with the law of 
~. Bot it may be said that 
birds have wings. True, that is their 
method of producing vibrations on the 
natural atmosphere, bot there is a 
higher manifestation of vibrations than 
that. Worlds and systems are sus
tained and impelled at inconceivable 
velocities by this same law operating 
in the universal ether. 

Artists have, by a natural intuition, 
been accustomed to picture angels as 
having wings. Spirits, in the commu
nications of modern times, are prone to 
ridicule the idea that they should be 
supposed to have such appendages. 
Undoubtedly they have not; yet these 
same spirits may yet discover, it they 
do not now know it, that the soul of 
man has an analogous power of pro
ducing vibrations on the "Akasa," 
and this same power is capable of 
extension to the natural atmosphere ; 
hence the power of levitation is an at
tribute of the "Coming Race." The 
timid need not take alarm ; only those 
who have the "supreme desire'' will 
be able to develop adequate vibrations, 
and give them the requisite polarity 
to bodily visit Venus, Jupiter, or the 
Sun. Only a small per cent. of the 
present denizens of earth have the 
desire or the polarity to visit central 
Africa or the North Pole ; some are 
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even content with the horizon of their 
native hamlet. Nevertheless, tbia 
power baa a germinal existence in the 
soul, and was, to an extent, unfolded 
in Christ; otherwise be could not have 
" walked upon the water." Home, 
the reputed medium, frequently floated 
about the room above the heads of his 
spectators. The writer has seen objects 
of furniture,. with several persons on 
top of them, lifted without visible 
agency ; has himself been thus home 
aloft on top of a heavy cherry table, 
in accordance with tbia law of vibration; 
but we most refrain from further com
ment in this direction. 

VIBBA.TOBY POWD ILLUSTIU.TBD. 

The Indian band that can utter the 
moet intense war-whoop scores a victory 
from the start. Armies are frequently 
panic-etricken and pat to root by a 
sound, and often by a mere silent vi
bration, resulting from the superior in
Wl!ity of their opponents. Less than 
ten thousand Athenians drove over 
twenty times their number of trained 
Peraian men-of-war int.o the sea at 
Marathon, -a matter of superior in
tensity and invisible vibration. The 
vibratory power of a single man is tre
mendous, when fully brought forth. 
The united vibration of a thousand 
men can be made simply overwhelming. 
The vibratory power of a planetary or 
Solar Spirit is said to sustain and con
trol worlds and systems. Swedenborg 
tells us that the vibratory power of a 
single celestial angel is adequate to 
rout and disperse a legion of spirits 
from the lower spheres. 

Biblical history states that the walls 
of Jericho were overthrown by the vi
bration of trumpets. It is generally 
admitted that the mental vibration of a 
leader or great general is felt through
oat his entire following or camp. An 
orator moves his audience to rapture or 

127 

tears simply by the vibrations of his 
mental sphere projected through the 
voice. Who has not seen an audience 
convulsed by a humorist even before be 
uttered a word? They felt or antici
pated the vibrations that were comiag. 
Mental healers who have supreme con
fidence in lofty, silent vibrations have 
been far more successful than the old
style magnetizers who relied on cere
mony and passes. Thus we realize the 
" golden " power of " silent " vibra
tions. 

PBltJ.IVDf UlT Dl80IPLiliB. 

Bot of general principles this must 
suffice. We will now give attention 
to the preliminary discipline. Who is 
ready to mount the ladder? The ex
ercises are so simple that few will 
credit that they can have any relation 
to such results ; nevertheless the symbol 
of the " Kingdom of heaven " is, and 
ever will be, that of a little " child, ; 
therefore we must creep before we can 
walk. 

The cerebellum, or small brain, is the 
seat and citadel of the will. We have 
endeavored to show the importance of 
toiU,-that it underlies all life and char
acter ; that it underlies the universe. 
The importance of the cerebellum 18 

not generally understood. It is intel
lectually underrated. Our exercises 
will commence here. We shall give you 
three words, and tell you bow to em
ploy them to create toill vibrations. 
We shall elsewhere show you bow to 
polarize their force. 

'WILL .A.1CD P8TOBIO BXDCI8B. 

The words are simply these, - t.Oill, 
drill, still. They are modifications of the 
same sound in ascending scale. There 
are three changes because there are three 
degrees to the cerebellnm. Each word 
has to be vibrated twice because there 
is a positive and negative pole to each 
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degree. The first vibration is poeitive, 
the eecond negative ; at the start yon 
may not perceive any difference, bot 
there is, and yon 1rill ultimately come 
to appreciate its physiological import
ance. These words are an important 
key ; we could dwell on them with 
profit, bot moat leave that for a future 
time. Tbe:v are to be vibrated in the 
following ae'ctoence, tDill fDill, drill drill, 
6till •till. Repeat them in this order 
ten, twenty, or fifty times if need be, 
vibrating them silently in the centre of 
the back brain so far as yon can guide 
or control the l88ue. When the will is 
sumciently aroused the vibratory power 
is to be converted into psychic force 
by three other words vibrated ln the 
cerebral brain. This is the regal or 
governing lobe, the seat of wisdom, 
intellect, and perception. The exer
cise is the same aa the previous, only 
using the following words, tone tone, 
throne throne, stone .tone. Observe and 
you will soon perceive the portion of 
the cerebrum to which the word " tone " 
belongs, and how the word "throne" 
proceeds therefrom to the region 
phrenologically called benevolence, or 
in the new craniology, wisdom. The 
word "stone" extends in its vibratlona, 
embracing the perceptive faculties, 
where Ia located the functiona or ulti
mating mechanism of observation, at
tention, memory, individuality, form, 
size, weight, color, order, mathematica, 
etc. These faculties are, so to speak, 
the gn&niU foundation.t, tMtallic •inet.Da, 
and baric crystalline principle~ of mental 
processes ; this Ia the " observatory " 
on which reason is dependent for its 
facts, the " work-shop" wherein mem
ory forms are ultimated. It is the base 
of the mental " pyramid." We merely 
give the general idea now ; we shall 
show later how to utilize this psychic 
force tor any or all of these functions, 
and for many higher ones beside. 

[Oct. 

Tim .A.LT.AB OP BEING. 

Between the cerebellum and the 
ganglionic region we have called the 
Throne is another of great importance, 
that we will designate as the Altar of 
Being. It rules the home, family, and 
marriage relations, and culminates at 
the top of the bend in the religious sen
sibilities. Ita suitable psychic words 
are, atUnd, amend, befriend, a.cend. 
These should be vibrated singly in 
succe88ion, and not in the dual man
ner of the previous, as the movement 
of this portion of the brain is different, 
to a large extent looking beyond self 
for duality. Having gone through this 
third exercise until an equilibrium 
is attained, the vibrations leave the brain 
polarized upward, or, so to speak, 
towards" Nirvana," which obviates the 
dangers of le88 physiological methods 
of brain vibrations. After having 
enjoyed the rest and reward of " Dev
achan '' in due time commence again 
at t.oill and repeat the exercise. It is 
better, however, not to pnah too far or 
fast at first, but repeat the exercise 
dailv once, twice, or three times, and 
wa~h the result. It may also be com
bined or alternated with the method 
outlined for strengthening and restoring 
the memory, as prescribed in " The Art 
of Never Forgetting," in this month's 
EaoTBaJo. Some persona may find it 
advisable to dwell longer on the will, 
others on the tone exercise, and still 
others on that of the religious faculties. 

We give below a rhythmic suiQIDary 
of the above practice, which is also 
suited as a memory exercise : -

:Majestic is the fOWer o( flliU, 
And when we grve it fitting drill 
H holds the baser nature .till. 

Employing viii in wisdom's toru 
Will make of man a heaYenly tArotte, 
Transmuting even hearts of •'-· 

..4tttftd, afllfJUI, btfrinul, IUMIII, 
That" eel£" with Cosmic LICe may bleDd, 
And enry discord han an end. 
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TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 
lU.TUB& OJ' TBOIII WBOIII BDrl'BJ)A.T OOOUB8 BE'l'WIIBK SEPT. 28 .urn OCT. 22.1 

~ (Lmu.) their natural spiritual intuitions. .Aa 
TBEBB persons belong to that part of children they need a positive control 

the body called the reins, which is the by the parents ; and in early life they 
head of the trinity of the reproduc- sbnuld have a special drill in every 
aves ; therefore it is a conservatory of department of their nature. 
the reproductive fluid, from which is There are three di1ferent types born 
evolved the psychic principle. In an- within this period : the first has large 
cient mythology a serpent was employed perceptives and a receding forehead, 
as the symbol of tbitl function, but this and naually large organs of conscien
expresses only the most external powers tionsness (according to phrenology) ; 
of the soul, physiologically bearing re- such persons are best adapted for spec
Iation to the spine. ulators. If they will cultivate a moral 

The leading cbaracterlstic of all per- habit of life they need never be short 
sons born between these dates is ceo- of money ; they should speculate in 

. tred in their foresight. They are very horses and cattle, or in any articles 
positive and decisive in everything that can be bought and sold again 
they do ; they are not prone to reason quickly, and where there is not much 
except from the stand-point of intuition stock kept on hand. These persons 
and observation. It is advisable that are guided very perfectly by their 
they carry out their first decisions in intuitions ; for instance, in trading 
all matters they undertake, unless they horses, if there is anything wrong in 
are acting for, or under the control of, the horse, no matter what it may be, 
another. They are very susceptible to or how obscure, they can point it out 
the psychological intluence of other instantly. So long as they follow 
minds, who act maiDly upon their prin- their own intuitions they will rarely 
ciple of intelligence ; they thus take on be deceived or cheated. They love ex
the mental conditions and nature of citement, which seems to be their nat
others, and feel and act like them. ural sphere. These persons are apt, 
.Hanyof this class are found among the however, to be led into gambling in
spiritualists, becanse of their great sus- stead of speculation, where they soon 
ceptibility to the psychic control, and weaken their powers, and die a prema-

ture death, through drink, bad com
pany, etc. This class is most liable to 
Bright's disease. They are not gov
erned by reason ; but act on the spur 
of the moment, from their intuitive 
perceptions. 

• It m!P\ not be .uppoMd t.bat all penou born tn a 
etten lllp or period of the Jear w11l be alike tn all 
rwpecta. Th&J w11l be oharaolerilled bJ the 18J18ral 
Da&are of Ulelr alp, bu\ maJ dUrer wtdelJ tn polarltJ 
C• derm.d from the po.suon of \be moon), IIDd .-o 
In mental characterlatloa, due to different planetarJ 
poetdona. BIU, while they w11l appear and act dlf. 
ferent, It will, neverthel-, be found that there Ia an 
anderlytlls kllldred Da&are, clatermtned b7 the e1p tn 
wbleh t.heJ wen born. 

B'or tuner detalla and modlfrlnl ca-of eharacter 
ll w11l beD_, to oooault "Solar Blolo17." But 
It will be found both lotereet.los and lnatructt•e to fot. 
low t.hla eert.. of twe!Ye manner of people, u It will 
ctre a larp -re of IJullsht nprdlns the Da&are 
of the people with wbom JOU - broqh\ In contaot. 

"Solar Blolo17" Ia baaed upon utronomlcal and 
Datura! Ia,.., and hu n~ whatever to do w1t.h -·· 

In the second class the forehead is 
comparatively straight and narrow. 
These persons are best adapted for 
mercantile pursuits, buying and selling 
goods ; they have a keen intuition as 
to what they can and cannot dispose of 
successfully. They are apt to <.hoose, 
in marriage, persons who are bora in 
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Pisces, whose nature ia reason, and 
hence there ia sure to be inharmony, 
from misunderstanding of each other's 
motives: for Pieces always wants a 
reaaon, and ia capable of giving one. 
Libra can never give a reason for any
thing ; they know they are right from 
intuition, but they cannot tell how they 
know ; and nothing excites or annoys 
them more than to be required to give 
reasons for their decisions and actions. 
They are frequently quick and high
tempered, which tends greatly to de
plete and impair their health. 

In the third claee the forehead ia 
round, and broader through the tem
ples. These persons are well fitted 
for book-keepers, and also poeeeee 
great intuitional aptitude for the lan
guages. They are enthusiastic lovers 
of scientific knowledge, always ready 
to take hold of and examine any new 
thing ; are great students of books, 
and love to collect works relating to 
scientific and mystical subjects. They 
have finer natural mechanical abili
ties than any of the twelve signa. 
They are beet adapted to the higher 
branches of mathematics. Frequently 
they are found as public speakers and 
writers. Many of them are also good 
actors. 

All persona belonging to Libra have 
great imitativeness ; they are origina
tors and inventors in mechanical mat
ters, but imitators in other departments 
of life. They are naturally inclined to 
be religious, but have many sceptical 
and materialistic tendencies to over
come. They are affectionate and de
monstrative in their love, active, indus
trious, and social, but must carefully 
guard themselves from licentious intlu
ences. It ia seldom that any great 
height ia attained by persons of this 
sign, except in the sphere of science 
and literature. Being students rather 
than originators, they frequently spend 

a lifetime in study and research for 
knowledge, examining every new thing 
that comes up, carefully studying and 
weighing it in the balance of their in
tuitions ; and, if they can adapt it to 
the fine interior nature which they pos
sess, they are apt to accept it verbatim 
et literatim. 

They have very fine sensibilities, and 
are just and honest in their dealings. 
They have in their innermost selves a 
fine ideal world of love, order, har
mony, and equity; and, as they do not 
find this in the outer world, they are 
inclined to frequent periods of melan
choly. They seldom like to push their 
way out in the combat of life, but 
rather seek a sphere of quiet, where 
they can act from their soul or intui
tional nature. They are frequently 
writers and professional men, and their 
great imitativeness gives them fine me
chanical, and sometimes artistic, abil
ities. 

Their liability to disease lies in their 
excessive activity in all the departments 
of life, and especially an excessive use 
of the perceptive faculties. They are 
apt to exhaust the vital forces from the 
reins, and therefore bring on paine 
actoss the small of the back and kid
ney difficulties. When the pain begins 
to be felt across the small of the back 
the sex nature should be restrained, and 
quiet and rest secured, with plenty of 
wholesome food as their fitting medi
cine. 

The parental conditione which pro
duce a child in this sign are a strong, 
devoted love on the part of the positive 
parent, but frequently the opposite, or 
aversion and deception, on th.:l part of 
the negative one ; so that persona thus 
born are like grand souls that have been 
confined in darkness, and are searching 
with the spiritual eyes for light; and 
therefore the frequent seasons of mel
ancholy to which they are . subject. 
The nature of those born between Oct. 
28 and Nov. 22 will be given next 
month. 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

WB are pleased to welcome several 
oew contributors to the present number. 

WILL the author of "The Starry Dia
monds of Night " kindly send address? 
The name, being on a separate paper, 
got mislaid, and consequently we are 
not able to give due credit. 

CLA.881t8 are about being formed for 
health and memory instruction and 
exercise, also for the development of 
will, peychometric, and clairvoyant 
powers. For particulars address editor 
of EsOTERic. 

Foa three new subscribers' names, 
accompanied with the price, 14.50, we 
will send The Seven Creative Prin
ciples, post-paid, to the one securing the 
club. For further club premiums see 
page 136. 

.All important announcement of the 
Bl'I1D8Wick, Ga., Lande Improvement 
ud Colonization Co. is in type, and 
will appear in our next. Andrew J. 
Rogers, with whose communications 
our readers are familiar, is president of 
this company. 

Oua readers will find a second instal
ment of "The Science of Understand
ing " in this month's EsOTERic. The 
interest increases as the series advance. 
We shall shortly give a translation of 
Homer's •' Diad " in accordance with 
1bie discovery. 

TID Society for Esoteric Culture re
BilDled their Sunday afternoon meetings, 
Sept. 18, with a lecture by Hiram E. 
Butler. Mr. Butler will answer a 
limited number of applications for lect
ures in the New England and Middle 
States. He can be addressed at this 
omce. • TuE vacation period being now over, 
our editorial staff is prepared to settle 
down to substantial and continuous 
work, which will be made apparent in 

the continued improvement of TuB 
EsOTERic, and its publication some
what earlier in the month, that it may 
reach our Pacific coast subscribers on 
or before its date of issue. 

PSTCBOJO:l'BT, thought-transference, 
magnetism, and kindred sciences are 
receiving an added measure of atten
tion. Numerons good works on these 
subjects will be found on pages 138, 
184. There was such an unexpected 
demand for the pamphlet on Psychom
etry and Thought-transference as to 
quickly exhaust the stock, and render 
a new edition necessary ; the same, 
with valuable additions, being now 
ready, we are consequently prepared to 
fill all orders. The price is but 80 
cents, while the information furnished 
will be found highly explicit and val
uable. 

TIIRU M:ONTBB' TRIAL l!t1B8CIUBEB8. 

Tlm term of subecription for many 
of the above expires with this issue ; we 
trust we have sufficiently enlisted their 
attention, and secured their interest, to 
cause prompt renewals, that their 
names may be placed right on our 
books ere the mailing of the November 
EsOTERic, which will occur some days 
earlier in the month than that of this 
number. We feel a special interest in 
every reader, and shall regret to drop 
a single name, and trust they may all 
be enlisted with us for the grand life 
and New Age work tbat is ahead. 

SPECIAL INS$11CTION8. 

QUITB a number of our readers have 
availed themselves of the opportunity of 
becoming corresponding members of 
The Society for F~teric Culture, the 
conditions of which w~re announced in 
the September number, and which also 
appear in this issue. Special informa-
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tion will be forwarded to all snch 
that they may participate in the par
ticnlar readings, drill, and instructions 
of the local society, and thereby se
cnre the aid, sympathy, and aseistance 
which invariably attend united and 
judicions coOperative effort. Those 
desirons of participating in this sea
eon's classes should make early ap
plication. 

A BICB AND JXPORTANT NUKBBB. 

Tm: present number will be found 
exceptionally freighted with food for 
those desirous of making mental, 
psychic, and spiritual attainments. 
Hiram E. Butler continues hie " Prac
tical instructions for reaching the 
highest goal of human attainment." 
We also give another of his highly 
interesting and instructive lectures 
l)efore the Society for Esoteric Culture. 
The third paper on " The Art of Never 
Forgetting " gives a most invaluable 
method for the maintenance and 
increase of health and growth 
through the natural and physiological 
quickening and unfoldment of the in
terior powers of the mind and soul, 
thereby not only strengthening and 
restoring the memory, but renewing 
and improving the entire nature. The 
system is a physiological rationale of 
the famons Yoga praptice, by which 
the Eastern adepts have made such 
great attainments. Prof. K. W. sends 
us a valuable contribution on the 
Eastern method of Yoga practice, which 
will appear in our next issue. 

The vibratory law of creation, life, 
and final triumph of mind and spirit 
in and over matter is set forth under 
the head of '• Exercises for the develop
ment of will power, psychic force, and 
brain aura," and is suggestive of a vast 
range of possibilities, through simple 
but persistent psychic drill. Andrew 
J. Rogers contributes some highly ex-

pansive and instructive thoughts on 
"Man the Microcosm." In short, the 
contents of the present number will be 
found not only rich and rare, but highly 
important. 

A WORD TO SUB8CBJBJtB8, 

Tm: September number has brought 
ns many encouraging letters and words 
of approval, as well as a large acces
sion to onr subscription-list, for all of 
which we are duly grateful, and shall 
earnestly strive to merit a continuance 
of the same. We would earnestly re
quest that onr readers aid ns in bring
ing a knowledge of Tm: EsoTERic to 
their friends ; in short, to all those who 
are likely to appreciate and beneftt by 
the same. We are more than pleased 
at the rapid growth of our subscription
list, as it enables and warrants our 
giving our readers eight additional 
pages in this issue, and with yonr con
tinued generous assistance the same 
will be maintained and other additioDs. 
and improvements made ; consequently 
the prosperity of TBE Es<mm.Ic be
comes a matter of mutual interest and 
advantage. Let each one do what they 
can to secure new subscribers ; nor do 
we ask this without a willingness to 
substantially reward such service. In 
addition to the improvements that it will 
warrant onr making i?- the magazine, 
for each new subscriber sent us we 
will give you as a compensation for 
yonr service any one of the 50-cent 
books advertised in this number, or any 
81.00 book for two names, and so on 
in proportion. 81.50 should accom
pany each name, or two six months' 
subscriptions will count the same as 
one for a full year. We are anxious 
to place Tm: EsOTERIC in the hands of 
all seekers after higher light and un
foldment, and will freely and gladly 
send a sample copy to any friend or 
acquaintance whom you think will ap
preciate the same ; therefore, in addi
tion to what subscribers you are able to 
secure, kindly send ns the address of 
all who are seeking for the light. 
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PRACTICAL OCCULTISM. 

As some of the letters in the CokBES
POSDE..~CE of this month show, there are 
many people who are looking for practical 
instruction in Occultism. It becomes nec
essa.ry, therefore, to state once for all:-

(a). The essential difference between 
theoretical and practical Occultism ; or 
what is generally known as Theosophy on 
the one hand, and Occult science on the 
other, and:-

(b.) The nature of the difficulties in
volved in the study of the latter. 

It is easy to become a Theosophist. 
Any person of average intellectual capa
cities, and a leaning toward the meta-phys
ical; of pure, unselfish life, who finds 
more joy in helping his neighbor than in 
receiving help himself; one who is ever 
zeady to sacrifice his own pleasures for 
the sake of other people ; and whQ loves 
Truth, Goodness and Wisdom for their 
own sake, not for the benefit they may 
confer- is a. Theosophist. 

But it is quite another matter to put 
oneself upon the path which leads to the 
knowledge of what is good to do, as to the 
right discrimination of good from evil ; 
a path which also leads a man to that 
power through which he can do the good 
he desires, often without even apparently 
lifting a finger. 

Moreover, there is one important fact 
with which the student should be made 
aequainted. Namely, the enormous, al
most limitless, responsibility assumed by 
the teacher for the sake of the pupil. 
From the Gurus of the East who teach 

,. openly or secretly, down to the few Kab
balists in Western lands who undertake to 
teach the rudiments of the Sacred Science 
to their disciples-those western Hiero
pha.nb! being often themselves ignorant of 
the danger they incur- one and all of 
these " Teachers " are subject to the same 
inviolable law. From the moment they 
begin really to teach, or confer any power 
-whether psychic, mental or physical-

on their pupils, they take upon themselves 
all the sins of that pupil in connection 
with the Occult Sciences, whether of 
omission or commission, until the moment 
when initiation makes the pupil a Master 
and responsible in his turn. There is a 
weird and mystic religious law, greatly 
reverenced and acted upon in the Greek, 
half-forgotten in the Roman Catholic, and 
absolutely extinct in the Protestant 
Church. It dates from the earliest days 
of Christianity and has its basis in the 
law jll8t stated, of which it was a symbol 
and an expreBBion. This is the dogma of 
the absolute sacredness of the relation be
tween the god-parents who stand sponsors 
for a child. • These tacitly take upon 
themselves all the sins of the newly bap
tised child - (anointed, as at the initia
tion, a mystery trnly ! )-until the day 
when the child becomes a responsible unit; 
knowing good and evil. Thus it is clear 
why the " Teachers " are so reticent, and 
why " Chelas ., are required to serve a 
seven years probation to prove their fit
ness, and develop the qualities necessary 
to the security of both Master and pupil. 

Occultism is not magic. It is compar
atively easy to learn the trick of spells 
and the methods of using the subtler, but 
still material, forces of physical nature ; 
the powers of the animal soul in man are 
soon awakened ; the forces which his love, 
his hate. his passion, can call into opera
tion, are readily developed. Bat this is 
Black Magic- Sorcery. For it is the 
motive, and the 11Wtive atune, which 
makes any exercise of power become 
black, malignant, or white, beneficent 
Magic. It is impossible to employ spirit
ual forces if there is the slightest tinge 

• So holy is the counectioo thua fonned deemed 
in the Greek Church, that a marriage between 
god-parents of the same child is regarded 11.1 the 
worst kind of incest, is considered illegal, and is 
diuolved by law; and this absolute probibttion 
extends 01'en to the children of one of the Kpon-
80111 aa regards th011e of the other. 
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of selfishness remaining in the operation. 
For, unless the intention is entirely unal
loyed, the spiritual will transform itself 
into the psychic, act on the astral plane, 
and dire results may be produced by it. 
The powers and forces of animal nature 
can as well be used by the selfish and re
vengeful, as by the unselfish and the all
forgiving ; the powers and forces of spirit 
lend themselves only to the perfectly pure 
in heart- and that is DIVINE MAGIC. 

What are then the conditions required 
to become a student of the " Divina Sap
ientia ?" For let it be known that no 
such instruction can possibly be given un
less these certain conditions are complied 
with, and rigoroasly carried out during 
the years of study. This is a nM qua 
non. No man can swim unless he enters 
deep water. No bird can fly unless its 
wings are grown, and it has space before 
it and courage to trast itself to the air. 
A man who will wield a two-edged sword, 
mnst be a thorough master of the blunt 
weapon, ii he would not injure himself 
or - what is worse - others, at the first 
attempt. 

To give an approximate idea of the 
conditions under which alone the study of 
Divine Wudom can be pursued with safe
ty, that is without danger that Divine will 
give place to Black Magic, a page is given 
from the c. private rules," with which 
every instructor in the East is furnished. 
The few passages which follow are chosen 
from a great number and explained in 
brackets. 

1. The place selected for receiving in
struction mast be a spot calculated not to 
distract the mind, and filled with " influ
ence-evolving" (magnetic) objects. The 
five sacred colors gathered in a circle must 
be there among other things, The place 
must be free from any malignant influen
ces hanging about in the air. 

l The place mast be eet apart, and ueed for no 
other porpoee. The five ·• sacred colors" are the 
prismatic hnee arrauged in a certain way, 811 

theee colours are very magnetic. By " malignaot 

bdln-" are 1IUIUlt lillY c1i8turbanoee through 
lltrifee, quarrels, bad feelinga, etc., 811 theee are 
said to imp.,_ themeelvee immediately on the 
aatrallight, a. e., in the atmosphere of the place, 
and to haug "about in the air." The 6m con
dition -ma easy enough to accomplish, yet
on further oollllideration, it ia one of the moat cW!i
aalt- to obtain.] 

2, Before the disciple shall be pennit
ted to study " face to face," he has to ac
quire preliminary understanding in a 
select company of other lay u~ 
(disciples), the number of whom must be 
odd. 

(" F- to t-," ~ in thia iD8taDoe a 
study independent or aput from othen, when the 
disciple geta hia inatraotion f~ to r~ either 
with himaelf (hia higher, Divine Self) or- his 
gum. It ia then only that each ~ivee AU dw 
of information, according to the uae he hae made 
of hia knowledge. Thia oan happen only toward 
the end of the cyale of inltrnction.] 

3 . .Before thou (the teacher) shalt im
part to thy Lanoo (disciple) the good 
(holy) words of Lumnr, or shalt permit 
him " to make ready" for Dubjed, thou 
shalt take care that his mind is thoroughly 
purified and at peace with all, especially 
with hw otlwr S~fJU. Otherwise the 
words of Wisdom and of the good Law 
~ scatter and be picked up by the 
wtnds. 

(" Lamrin" ia a work of practical inatructia. 
by Teon-kha-pa, in two portions, one for ecelesi
aatical and exoterio purpoeee, the other for eso
teric uee. "To make ready" for Dubjed, is to 
prepare the veeeel.e ueed for aeership, BOch as lllir
rors and cryat.ak. The '' other eelvee, '' refer~~ to 
the fellow student& Unl- the grea&e.t ~ 

mony reigns amoug the learners, 110 -· is 
possible. It ia the teacher who makes the aelec
tiona accordiug to the maguetic and electric na
toree of the etndenta, bringing together and ad
justing moat carefnlly the positive aod the nep
tive element&] 

4. The upasaka while studying must 
take care to be united as the fingers on 
one hand. Thou shalt impress upon their 
minds that whatever hurts one should hurt 
the others, and if the rejoicing of one 
finds no echo in the breasts of the others, 
then the required conditions are absent. 
and it is useless to proceed. 
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(This can hat'dly happen if the preliminary only the "Doctrine of the Eye," (i. ~. 
choice made waa eoDIIi.Btent with the magnetic re- empty exoteric ritualism). 
qmementa. It is lmoW'D that chelae otherwise 10. No animal food of whatever kind, 
promisiug and fit for the reception of trnth, had 
to wait for years on account of their temper and nothing that baa life in it, should be taken 
the impossibility they felt to put themaillYea i11 by the disciple. No wine, no spirits, or 
tue with th.D.r companions. For-] opium should be used ; for these are like 

5. The co-disciples must be tuned by the Lhamayin (evil spirits), who fasten 
the guru as the strings of a lute (vina), upon the unwary, they devour the under
each different from the others, yet each standing. 
emitting sounds in harmory with all Col- ('W"me and Spirits are suppoaed to contain and 
leet.ively they must form a key-board an- preserve the bad magnetism of all the men who 
awering in all its parts to thy lightest helped in their fabrication ; the meat of each an
touch (the touch of the Master). Thus ~:r preserve the psyohiocharacteristios of ita 

their minds shall open for the harmonies lf. Meditation, abstinence in all, the 
of Wisdom, to vibrate 88 knowledge observation of moral duties, gentle 
through each and all, resulting in effects thoughts, good deeds and kind words, 88 

pleasing to the presiding gods (tutelary good will to all and entire oblivion of Self. 
or patron-angels) and useful to the Lanoo. are the most efficacious means of obtain
So shall Wisdom be impressed for ever on ing knowledge and preparing for the ~ 
their hearts and the harmony of the law eeption of higher wisdom. 
shall never be broken. 12. It is only by virtue of a strict ob-

6. Those who desire to acquire the servanee of the foregoing rules that a La-
knowledge leading to the Siddhu (oo- noo can hope to acquire in good time the 
cult powen) have to renounce all the vani- Siddhis of the Arhats, the growth which 
ties of life and of the world (here follows · makes him become gradually One with 
enumeration of the Siddhis). the UNIVERSAL ALL. 

7. None can feel the difference between These 1~ extracts are taken from 
himself and his fellow-iltudents, such as among some 73 rules, to enumerate which 
"I am the wisest," "I am more holy and would be usel888 as they would be mean
pleasing to the teacher, or in my eommun- ingless in Europe. But even these few 
ity, than my brother," etc.,- and remain are enongh to show the immensity of the 
an upaaaka. His thoughts must be p~ difficulties which beset the path of the 
dominantly fixed upon his heart, chasing would-be " Upasaka," who has been born 
therefrom every hostile thought to any and bred in Western lands. • 
living being. It (the heart) must be fuJl All western, and especially English, 
of the feeling of its non11eparateness from education is instinct with the principle of 
the rest of beings as from all in Nature; emulation and strife; each boy is urged 
otherwise no sueeesa can follow, to learn more quickly, to outstrip his eom-

8, A Lanoo (disciple) baa to dread ex- pan ions, a.nd to surpa.ss them in every 
ternal living influence alone (magnetic possible way. What is mis-called "friend
emanations from living creatures). For ly rivalry" is assiduously cultivated, and 
this reason, while at one with all in his thesamespiritisfostereda.ndstrengthened 
innsr nature, he must take care to separ- in every detail of life. 
ate his outer (external) body from every With such ideas "educated into" him 
foreign influence : none must drink out from his childhood, how can a Western 
of, or eat in his cup but himself, He bring himself to feel towards his co-stu
must avoid bodily contact (i. ~, being dents "as the fingen on one hand?" 
touched or touch) with human, as with Those eo-students, too, are not of his own 
animal being. &election, or chosen by himself from per-

[No pet animals are permitted and it is forbid- sonal sympathy ~d appreciation. They 
den eYen to tonoh certain trees and plant& A dis- are chosen by his teacher on far other 
ciple has to liYe, aotoaay, inhisownatmoephere, grounds, and he who would be a student 
ill order to individualize it for occult pnrpoeee,] • Be it remembered that all "Chelaa," enn 

9. The mind must remain blunt to all lay disciples, are called Upaaaka until after their 
but th • --• truths • tu 1 t th first initiation, when they become lanoo-Upaaaka. euruvermu mna re, es e Tothatday eventhosewhobelongtoLamaaeries 
"Doctrine of the Heart " should become and are ut ~part, are considered ae "laymen." 
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must fl1'8t be strong enough to kill out in 
his heart all feelings of dislike and anti
pathy to others. How many Westerns 
are ready even to attempt this in earnest? 

And then the details of daily life, the 
command not to touch even the hand of 
one's nearest and dearest. How contrary 
to W estem notions of affection and good 
feeling ! How cold and hard it seems. 
Egotistical too, people would say, to ab
stain from giving pleasure to others for 
the sake of one's own development. Well, 
let those who think so defer till another 
lifetime the attemp& to enter the path in 
real earnest. But let them not glory in 
their own fancied unselftshness. For, in 
reality, it is only the seeming appearances 
which they allow to deceive them, the 
conventional notions, based on emotional
ism and gush, or so-called courtesy, things 
of the unreal life, not the dictates of 
Truth. 

But even putting aside these difBculties, 
which may be considered " extemal," 
though their importance ils none the leae 
great, how are students in the West to 
" attune themselves " to harmony as here 
required of them ? So strong has person
ality grown in Europe and America, that 
there is no school of artists even whose 
members do not hate and are not jealons 
of each other. " Profeaeional" hatred 
and envy have become proverbial; men 
seek each to benefit himself at all costs, 
and even the so-called courtesies of life 

IT is as lamentable as repugnant, to 
hear ignorant teachers speak of the heav
enll Father as endowed with qualities for 
which every reasonable person would dis-
dain his neighbor. Spurzheim. 

F AITR i& the fum adhesion of the soul 
to its reasonablA and necessary hypo
theses, and this faith may itself be called 
reason. The obstinate adherence of the 
mind to impossible and unreasonable hy
potheses is superstition, fanaticism, folly. 

Mysteries o.f Magic. 
THE body grows old like a garment, 

but not the soul, because thit< is a spiritual 
substance, which has nothing in common 
with the changes of nature, which advance 
from a commencement to an end and are 
periodically terminated. Swedenborg. 

"TIIERE are not two worlds,- a world 
of Nature and a world of human nature, 

are but a hollow mask covering these de
demons of hatred and jealousy. 

' In the East the spirit of " non-eeparate
neae" is inculcated as steadily from child
hood up, as in the West the spirit of ri
valry. Personal ambition, personal feelings 
and desires, are not encouraged to grow 
eo rampant there. When the soil is nat
urally good, it is cultivated in the right 
way, a!ld the child grows in1.0 a man in 
whom the habit of subordination of one's 
lower to one's higher Self is strong and 
powerful. In the West men think tha.t 
their own likes and dislikes of other men 
and things are guiding principles for them 
to act upon, even when they do not make 
of them the law of their lives and seek to 
impose them upon others. 

Let those who complain that they have 
learned little in the Theosophical Society 
lay to heart the words written in an arti
cle in the Path for last February : -
"The key in each degree is the IU]>imnt 
hi11U1elf." It is not "the fear of God" 
which is "the beginning of Wisdom," but 
the knowledge of SELF which is WISDOM 
ITSELF. 

How grand and true appears, thus, to 
the student of Occultism who has com
menced to realize some of the foregoing 
truths, the answer given by the Delphic 
Oracle to all who came seeking after Oc
cult WJ.Bdom,-words repeated and en
forced again and again by the wise Socra
tes:- MAN KNOW THYSELF. 

-standing over against one another, in a 
sort of antagonism, but one world of N ~ 
ture, in the orderlr. evolution of which 
human nature has Its subordinate part. 
Disease, hallucinations, idiosyncrasies of 
whatever sort, are the product of disobe
dience to law,-discordant notes in the 
Divine harmony, which result from an 
unskilled or careless touch. It should, 
then, be every man's steadfast aim, as a 
part of Nature, his patient work, to culti
vate such entire sincerity of relations with 
it, so to think, feel, and act, always in in
timate unison with it, that when the sum
mons comes to surrender his mortal part 
to absorption into it, he does so, not fear
fully, as to an enemy who has vanquished tt 
him, but trustfully, as to a mother who, 
when the day's task is done, bids him lit 
down to sleep." Prof. Maud&uy. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PRACTICE OF YOGA. 

Wuu we witness or hear of cases of 
mind and thought-reading, clairvoy
ance and clairaudience, psychometry 
and thought-transference, inspirational 
speech, prophecy, magnetic and mental 
healing, and other magical feats, the 
desire arises in us to possess such pow
ers ourselves, and we inquire whether 
it is not poBBible for us to obtain them. 
Again, we hear or read that those who 
possess them by nature can improve 
them by use and culture. This fact con
veys the thought that to a certain 
degree, or in germ-form at least, every 
one should possess them, and there
fore should be able to unfold them. 
And this is a correct inference ; the 
very desire to possess those gifts im
plies the pOBBibility of obtaining them. 
We then readily accept the idea that 
all internal, as well as external, light, 
knowledge, and power has its source in 
the light and power of the Universe, 
and that it is there we have to go to 
get them. 

But with spiritual gifts there is no 
ancb getting as that of mere money
grasping. It is neceBBary to bring our
selves into relation with the element
ary powers, to open our organism to 
their agency, to unite ourselves with 
the Universe of which, in fact, we 
alreatlf form a part. We must give 
up tbm feeling of separateness, and, 

on the contrary, identify ourselves 
with the Universal Soul. How is this 
done?-We give up our self and listen 
to the " still small voice " within us. 
To hear this " voice" we establish a 
profound silence, by calming our sensa
tions and desires, and stopping our 
earthly thoughts. Then our interior 
will become a clear crystal, to reflect 
the divine Light and Knowledge in us. 

A person who trusts his own interior 
mind, as we alwavs should, would, 
sooner 'or later, reach the desired knowl
edge and power by such internal rea
soning and resultant action witl!Out 
any outside teaching. But it is neither 
wise nor necessary that every one should 
invent anew what is already patent. 
On the contrary, our task is to invent 
the improvements on the old, and 
therefore it is a wise course to learn 
first what others have discovered and 
practised, and to build upon that. 

The most ancient school in this 
branch of knowledge is found in India, 
where the divine art has been in prac
tice for hundreds, nay, thousands, of 
years, and has been unfolded into an 
elaborate science, under the Sanscrit 
name" Yoga," which means "Union" 
(of the human soul with the spiritual 
soul). The "Aphorisms" of Patanjali, 
whom we might call the school-masterof 
Yoga, were written about five hundred 
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years before Christ. Volumes could be 
tllled on the sublime subject, and it will 
be seen that, once begun, it might with 
advantage appear again and again in 
the pages of THE EsOTBJUc. In this 
paper we shall present only so much of 
it as will aid those readers who desire 
to commen<:e the practice of Yoga. 

To establish the calmness and clear
ness of the " internal organ," men
tioned in the beginnilg, we sit down in 
our room, when we are sure of not being 
disturbed, in an easy position, which 
we should purpose to maintain for a 
long time, - " long '' means as long as 
we can stand it; fifteen minutes, half 
an hour, an hour, two hours, foorhoors, 
a day. We keep our mind concentrated 
on one object or subject. The subject 
most to the purpose and safest in every 
regard is the Universal Soul itself. To 
fix our attention we give it a name. 
The Indians call it "Aom," the He
brews, "Yahvah." In these words the 
letters m, y, v, are no definite con-. 
sonants ; they merely mean the stop 
between one respiration and the other. 
The word as such is, in both cases, 
nothing but the silently breathed sound 
Ab, which corresponds to the vibration 
of the creative " Word " in the primi
tive cosmic matter, with which it is the 
taek of the Yogi to bring his mind into 
harmonious vibration. The disciple 
identifies himself with the Universal 
Soul whom he is contemplating in that 
name; for God not only is everywhere 
and pervades everything, bot is every
thing, and therefore is also you, and 
"you are He." 

We ftx our attention more closely, 
and thereb.v are more succeesfol in 
awakening the internal life, by placing 
this '' divine " consciousness into some 
organ in our body. The most proper 
one at the beginning is the " heart," or, 
really, the Solar Plexus ; for, as we 
have hitherto lived too much in the 

" cupola" (the brain), wo should now 
kindle the tire on the "altar." (Tbia 
image is taken from the German Free
mason and mystic Krebs, who published 
a series of small but highly valuable 
books on the subject we are treating, 
under the pseudonym Kernning (about 
1840); this master, after some pre
liminary practice with words speclally 
adapt.OO to the condition of the disciple, 
instructs him to leam bow " to speak 
through all the parts of his body.") 

If any one should tell yon that all this 
sounds somewhat "peculiar," don't 
argue with him. The very best for you 
to do would be not to talk of it at all. 
Yon would only weaken your will by 
talk ; and you need your will for other 
uses. There is not, indeed, a work to 
be done, but an attitode to be held,-the 
attitude of the flower that grows toward 
the son. This attl.tode is easy for the 
flower, but it takes the whole will power 
of a man or woman to keep themselves 
passive and calm, and yet awake the 
while. · 

But mind this : Y ogacannot be truled 
with unpunished. Before you enter 
this path weigh your forces carefully ; 
consider well if you have faith, courage, 
and perseverance enough. For, as soon 
as you begin to throw the ro.ys of the 
divine light into your soul, the powers 
of darkness, that your forefathers, 
parents, and yonrself have grown and 
nursed in it, are aroused ; they become 
apprehensive of their comfort, and will 
resist and flght you ; and if you should 
tire, and become impatient, they would 
be sure to show you who is the master. 
They would plunge you into their own 
element, the mire of doubt, sensuality, 
and ignorance, deeper than yon ever 
were before ; and only after years of 
wandering and bard suffering would 
you ftnd yourself at the very same place 
where you unfortunately left the right 
path. 
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Be not au:ious for resolts and phe
oomena! .. No sign shall be given " to 
the sensational clamor of your animal 
oature. Go on earnestly, patiently, 
methodically. You will discover very 
eoon what a legion of enemies you have 
been nursing in your own sool. You 
cannot come victorious out of the drill 
oourse of Yoga, without having, as a 
bero, t.-onquered all your weaknessea 
and bad babita, in thought, word, and 
action, and coltivated, on the other 
band, every virtue, to a degree far 
above the ordinary" goodness." Thus, 
the practice of' the divine art of Yoga is 

nothing short of a school for thorough 
perfection. " Be perfect as your 
Father in Heaven ia perfect." 

During the several stages of yonr 
progreaa you will realize that you have 
acquired not only those spiritual powers 
which you started to attain, but still 
higher and more valuable ones, that 
will drop into your lap unsought, like 
the gifts of Fortune. But you no longer 
t.berish them as the things so much 
longed for. Your nature is changed, 
and your ambition bas taken a higher 
flight. 

K. W. 

THE TRANSMUTATION OF M.A.Tl'ER. 

:Ma. W. M. EvAHs thinks that :Mr. the thinker's mind." All material 
Butler, in his lecture " Man and his existence woold seem to be a phase 
Capabilities," published in the August of life under condensation. The idea 
oumber, makes some statements re- is not new, of a one 3Ubstance, a 
garding matter which are not in strict "cosmic ether," from which all worlds 
accordance with scientiftc facta. We and systems were formed, and it 
might drat inquire whether recognized would seem that creation was a series 
science has attained that. perfection of condensations, "thought discretions." 
which enables it to determine all the We know that physical life on the 
higher and ftner problema and states of surface of our globe is adjusted to an 
matter, or that would constitute it an atmospheric pressure of fifteen pounds 
umpire from which there could be no to the square inch, which represents an 
appeal. But then Mr. Butler does enormous force when computed by the 
not say, as Mr. Evans infers, "that surface measure of the organism. 
when matter is changed into gas it Experience proves that in ascending a 
~as gas to be matter." He merely high mountain blood oozes from the 
gives this as presumptive evidence that eyes, nose, and mouth. - the normal 
matter originally existed in gaseous pressure is removed ; continue the 
form, and, as we know that all solid ascent, and a total collapse of the vital 
and liquid matter can be readily con- powers is the result. . We thus realize 
verted into gas, it is obvious that mat- that earth existence is adjusted to a 
ter is not necessarily eternal in its pres- degree of pressure ; we live in a state 
ent condensed form ; yet condensation, of condensation. We are also told that 
of some kind, seems necessary as a base, the powers of the mind exist under a 
in which not only the individual life, corresponding pressure of a higher and 
but the .All Life, may find expression. distinctive mental atmosphere, and 

"Creation," says T. L. Harris, that a still inner, finer, and higher 
"sprang from God's necessity;" also atmosphere compacts the forces of the 
Ulat " dust is thought discreted from spirit. So this threefold li~e-of ourslis 
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under threefold pressure and condensa
tion. This, so to speak, is the earth 
covering under which the sons of God 
are undergoing gestation. These en~ 

veloping spheres are the all-protect
ing Mothe1·, referred to in the seven 
creative principles, and wondrous pow
ers and possibilities are thus germi
nally condensed. 

We understand the expansive force 
of a drop of water ; thus, correspond
ingly, each atom of our being contains 
latent power. The sun of the All
Father is penetrating, warming, and 
expanding these germs, that we may 
unfold and arise from this womb of 
Nature, returning in time, perchance, 
to the cosmic ether ; but by this process 
the formless bas become endowed with 
personality. Spirit is reinforced with 
the attributes of form, and thus comes 
into possession of the magic keys of 
its Father's Kingdom,- that which 
was but an image has become a like
ness as well. 

Returning to our first thought, we 
would ask, if solid matter can be con
verted into gas, may not gas also be 
transmuted into its original cosmic 
ether? There is a well-known tendency 
of things returning to their original 
source. The waters of the enrth 
ascend into the heavens, returning 
again for redistribution and fruitfulness. 
The principle of the electric motor is 
said to be based on the tendency of 
the electric current to return to its 
point of departure. Truly all things iD 
man and nature aspire towards some 
primal source. We find ourselves 
here by virtue of a process of creation 
or condensation ; we are overcoming 
and escaping the limitations of matter 
by the expansive fires of life. W c arc 
findingthe tme philosopher's stone, and 
transmuting the basic substances into 
higher and golden forces ; and this proc
ess must continue until we attain the 
crown of all being. 

THE LAW OF PERSISTENT DESIRE, OR PRAYER. 

A Philadelphia correspondent sends 
os the following clappingwithout being 
able to state its original source. It em
bodies so much true philosophy regard
ing " desire," presented withal in a 
noveland forcible manner, that we give 
it place, and should be pleased to make 
t.he author's acquaintance : -

The world generally will regard as 
absurd the assertion that anything de
sired of humanity can be had by per
sistently demanding it in mind, persist
eotly insisting in mind on having it, 
and keeping always the mind fixed on 
such desire without wavering or inde
cision. 

It matters not what the thing desired 
may be, whether clothes, money, houses, 
lands, things material or things spirit
ual, keeping the mind fixed on this de
mand for them draws them to you and 
you to them. 

This, in substance, is prayer. Prnyer 
is desire, or demand. The principle 
involved in any of these tcnils is the 
same. In that principle is involved 
the fact that whatever human will fixes 
itself upon it draws to itself, aud docs 
so with but relatively little external ef
fort 

Perhaps it is asked: " Do you menu 
that by simply desiring or demanding 
any temporal good that I shall bring or 
draw it toward me?" 

That is precisely what is meant. 
Mind, that we dwell with tho utmost 

force on our words - • • persistent 
desire." Not desire fixed on this 
object to-day, and whiffling over to that 
to-morrow; not desire strong, hopeful, 
euthusiastic, to-day, and discouraged, 
despondent, hopeless, to-morrow ; but 
the desire, demand, prayer, ever im
pelled by the word " must." 

Say, "I must have what I have set 
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my wish upon, and I will not (in mind) 
accept of anything inferior," and keep 
on ever saying it. 

Before rejecting this as an impossi
bility, regard for a moment the lack of 
pel'sistent determination, the weak 
will, the general "shin.lessness" of a 
large proportion of humanity. How 
many fix their minds on any single aim 
or object fot· a week at a time? How 
many have much thought or demand 
beyond the next meal? How many are 
the mere creatures or circumstance or 
condition, and whether in aftluence or 
poverty, simply accepting with open 
mouths, like robins, whatever is dropped 
into them? If they work for a tiving, 
do not a large proportion stay just 
where they are dropped, or accept the 
first position they find, never keeping 
up within an unflagging resolve to bet
ter themselves \ never keeping ever 
before their internal vision the words, 
" I must and will " do better than 
this? 

Because " must " and " will " so 
used are not words merely, or sounds, 
bot thoughts. Thoughts are things, 
powers, substances, and of these muat 
and wiU are the greatest of such pow
ers, and of efficacy to each individual 
in proportion to his power of persist
ency and determination. 

Your persistent, secret demand in 
thought shapes your external act. 
Your persistent resolution to do some 
one specific thing w.ill continually pre
sent to your mind new methods of work
ing to that end, new plans, new ave
nues for approaching the thing desired: 
Your pet'sistent resolution is also ever 
strengthening itself, no matter how 
often vou fail, no matter how often 
you are unsuccessful in some move, 
still keeping in thought the resolution 
fixed, nnd you find, after a little, that 
your powers are refreshed, and that if 
you have seemingly falleu back it is 
only on a stronger position, and that 
something has been learned from the 
last defeat to prevent another. 

If you vary and mix this thought
power of " must " with periods of " I 
can't," "I shall fail," " It is no use 
trying," "I'm born to ill-lock," you 
are putting out destructive thought ; 

you are by so much destroying the 
thought-structure which has commenced 
drawing to you the thing desired. 

The thoughts of " I can't," " I shall 
fail," are just as much thinglil and 
powers as are " will" and " must." 
They, too, arc demands, desires, pray
ers. 

Prayer may be unconsciously offered 
for evil to self as well as for good or 
supposed good. Prayer, desire, de
mand, is the working of a great law or 
force in Nature, and this force mav be 
used with evil result as well as good. 

Does this law apply to the getting 
of riches dishonestly, or to unjust 
usurpation of power? Co.o a man pray 
for a tyrant's place, nod does this 
pl'ayer help him to do it? 

So we hold ; for the laws of the uni
verse do not vary, be the intent of 
using them for good or ill. In setting 
tire to a building the incendiary intelli
gently uses his knowledge of a certain 
law to produce combustion, with dia
bolical motive. A child may open a 
railway switch and cause a horrible 
catastrophe to an approaching train, 
yet in the mental and physical effort 
in opening that switch the child works 
under law, using that law for a child
ish gratification and in utter ignorance 
of the-fearfUl consequences involved. 
Many are the woes inflicted by grown
up children on others, done in similar 
ignorance. 

The hard, grasping miser never in 
mind lets go his desire for accumula
tion. He will not allow such desire to 
be weakened by any feeling of sym
pathy or benevolent impulse. He prays 
for money alone. Were such demand 
weakened in mind through a benevo
lent impulse, some external act lessen
ing his horde would soon follow. 

" Ask, and ye shall receive ; seek, 
and ye shall find ; knock, and it shall 
be opened unto you," said the Christ. 
Theology to this saying has given and 
enclosed an application within its own 
narrow limits. We hold that such ap
plication is general; that it can be 
applied, and with success, to every hu
man want, and that it involves in every 
working the divine law emanating from 
the divine centre. 
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Bot to uk, demand, desire, pray, 
wisely, 80 that the thing brought by 
" most and will" prove not a curse in
stead of a blessing,- that is quite 
another affair. Nineteen-twentieths 
of humanity may need, ftrst, to demand 
wisdom in order to know what to draw 
to them by the use of persistent will
power. The aaking process will draw 
qualities of mind and character as 
well as material things. If you feel 
lacking in courage, confidence, pa
tience, cheerfulness, decision, in abil
ity to control temper or appetite, yon 
may also draw to you more and more 
addition of these and other qualities 
by the same law of persistent de· 
man d. 

Wisdom clearly sees that the ooly 
true wealth, greatest power, and great
eat happiness lie in the posseeaion of 
qualities. A million of dollars cannot 
give courage to a coward or decision 
to the wavering, or cure a hasty tem
per. A coward or a waverer, stripped 
ot the wealth he never earned, left 

[Nov. 

him by others, will fall to beggary and 
never rise above it. 

Qualities are a divine and au immor
tal possession. The richer stocked 
you are in these the greater your power 
over material things. The time ia com
ing when, through knowledge of this. 
law, the control of this world' a money 
will be taken from the bauds of tb& 
miserly and dishonest; when the best 
people will have, as their just due, th& 
best things of this earth, not to enjoy 
selftsbly, but as a means most essen
tial to contribute to others' enjoyment. 

" Seek ye tlrst the Kingdom of God. 
and all theee things shall be added 
onto you." The Kingdom of God im
plies the building up of the kingdom 
within, the posseeaion of all desirable 
qualities, and the proper balance and 
adjustment of aucb qualities. To such 
a character all things deairable and 
needful will gravitate aa naturally and 
lawfully aa does the needle to the pole. 
Demand for yourself this kingdom. 
and it will come. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

Thif'd Paper. 

BT A.. W. KOOU. 

PM mrtA, ~. anc:l .Marriage of Underata'Ading. 

A.X A.LLBGOBT. 

SOIDWBJtBB, in a time 80 far distant 
in the past aa to almost antedate 
human recorda, in a bouse of beauty, 
which, since nothing is more beautiful, 
shall be called the House of Intelli
gence, lived au earnest, positive, joat 
old man, whose real name no one knew, 
but, because of his exactness and 
promptness in every transaction, people 
always used to apeak of him as old 
Mr. Law. Like a good many other 
old men, even in this age of Time's 
history, he admired young women, and 
his spouse, at the period when this 
allegory commences, was a young, 
bright creature, who was especially 
characterized by great curiosity, much 

common-sense, and a remarkable de
gree of persistence in following oul 
any mental impreaaion ; her nam& 
was also shrouded in mystery, but, by 
common consent, abe waa called In
vestigation. This unique couple, old 
M.r. Law and young Investigation, in 
course of time were blessed with a 
daughter, fair, blue-eyed, golden
haired, and of surpassing gentlenesa 
and equanimity of disposition. 

A abort time prior to the birth of 
the beautiful child her old father 
entered into rest, and, to add to the 
little one's misfortune, her mother 1081i 
her life in giving birth to the lovely 
daughter. 
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Parentless and helpless, the babe, 
alone in the bouse of Intelligence, cried 
for some loving band to cue for and 
caresa her. 

The lonely and destitute condition 
of the little orphan touched the gener
ous heart of a bachelor who lived in 
the neighborhood,- a well-informed, 
observing gentleman, who commonly 
went by the name of Baobelor Knowl
edge. 

The kindly bachelor adopted the 
child, and in every way did what be 
could to provide for and develop the 
J.be iDio .. brl 

11"18 love for his beautiful ward grew 
in strength and depth year by year be
cause of her many graces of mind and 
heart. 

She was no ordinary child. 
Her powers of observation, compre

hension, and perception were marvel
lous. As if by some gift of auper
natoral intuition or inspiration abe 
grasped the meaning and intent of all 
things. 

She loved to wander away alone into 
the tlelda and woods, and would spend 
boors in gathering curious dowers, 
moeses, herbs, which she always carried 
home, and explained to her foster
father. 

She would tell him of their place in 
nature, of the uses of aoch bark:, and 
of the medicinal properties of the 
leaves and roots of the herbs abe 
gathered. 

She told him of the birds and their 
T...unts and habits, and even of the 
stars that shone in the tlrmament above 
her. Nothing baftled her, nothing es
caped her, nothing was beyond the 
grasp of her marvellous powers of 
mind. She became, even as a child, 
an oracle in the neighborhood, and 
many came and begged of Bachelor 
Knowledge the privilege of putting 
questions and propounding problems to 

her, all of which she readily and ac
curately answered. 

Her foster-father oftentimes, as be 
sat rocking and singing in the twilight, 
or telling the tales be bad learned to 
her, said within himself, H What shall 
I name her? She is not like any child 
the world ever knew. She must hnve a 
name as unusual as she herself, - a 
name with a meaning, and one which 
will be worthy of her." 

Girlhood bad almost passed away when 
be determined to call her "Under.'• 
This was becaue or her power to get 
beaeMb all things, to go below them,· 
and see, as it were, through them into 
the light which feU· upon and around 
them. 

Then, too, she bad a habit of reclin
ing under the trees, or the sky, beneath 
the dowers, and below the falls of 
brooks and rivers, where· abe would 
pass boors in redectlol! and contempla
tion. 

"'Under' it shall be,'• he said, and 
"Under" it was. Her powers of com
prehension, if possible, increased as 
years came upon her. No subject was 
too deep, no problem too abetruse,
she understood and explained them all. 

Moreover, she possessed, to a name
less degree, the charm of simplicity 
and humility. She was like the violet, 
the moet tlll888uming, yet the loveliest, 
of dowers. The quiet poise of her 
manner, and the strong, yet calm, assur
ance which characterized all she said 
anl did, carried with it the conviction 
of troth. Her mind was the very eye 
of reason, and she clearly and fairly 
saw all things and righted all things. 
After an interview with her, the de
spondent went away light of heart, the 
weak became strong, the foolish were 
wise, and the st;ricken of soul departed 
with a blessing of hope and gladnet~e. 

These graces and gifts so moved the 
people to admiration and wonderment, 
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that they, with one accord, declared 
her name insufficient, and insisted that 
they at least would not longer call her 
"Under," but that she should be called 
"Understanding." 

So, out of the house of Intelligence, 
born of Law and Investigation, came 
to the stumbling and needy world the 
blessed, beautiful, and bright-eyed 
child, "Understanding." 

It was a fair country in those days, 
and that was a happy people ; for, with 
UNDERSTANDING as the reverenced au
thority, happiness reigned supreme, in-

. somuch that old men, in an after time, 
used to say that life was eo perfect and 
glad that sometimes the very stars sang 
together and all the people shouted for 
joy. 

Bachelor Knowledge, the foster-fa
ther of the beautiful maiden, was espe
cially anxious that all her future should 
be one of joy and peace ; that she 
should ever retain the homage of all 
who admired and sought her counsel ; 
and, above all, that she should not fall 
into the hands of designing and evil 
persons, who might use her wonderful 
gifts of comprehension to their own ad
v:wtage and her injury. 

During his life he had read and 
beard of many different methods of ob
taining aDll preserving bappineBB ; but, 
nfter reflecting upon them all, be con
cluded it best to call in some friends 
and secure their aid and counsel iu the 
matter. 

Because of their recognized abil~ as 
well as purity of character, to say 
nothing of their loyalty to him and his 
loeautiful ward, through all the years of 
his life, he sent for the following dis
tinguished and capable friends: -

Mr. Power, 
Mr. Experience, 
Mr. Reason, 
Mr. Strength, 
Mr. Motion, 

Mr. Virtue, 
Mr. Zeal, 
Mr. Justice, and 
Mr . .Mercy. 

These gentlemen, upon recei})t of 
the invitation, promptly repaired, at 
the appointed hour, to the bouse of 
Intelligence, the beautiful home of 
Bachelor Knowledge and his ward U n
derstanding. 

First, .Mr. Power, a ponderous gen
tleman of immense wealth and vast 
possession, arose, and, in a positive 
and weighty manner, said : -

" Whatever course these assembled 
friends may determine upon as the 
best for the maintenance, protection, 
and happiness of the young lady, I 
shall not only endorse, but assist with 
all the means at my command ; and, 
brother Knowledge, you are aware that 
I am a man of prosperity and prop
erty, and able to give our sweet young 
lady all she might require in the way 
of creature comforts. 

''This I shall do, and I know that the 
wisdom of these remaining friends 
will correctly determine the best use 
to be made of the gifts I bestow, so 
that they shall bring to her, not misery, 
but gladness; not perdition, but salva
tion." 

.Mr. Experience next rose and said, 
" I am delighted with the generosity 
of our friend Mr. Power, and must ex
press my appreciation of the bounty 
be so richly offers. 

" It is opportune, and will be a valu
able aid throughout the young lady's 
life. The many years of my own ex
istence have conclusively shown me 
the value, and the blessing, when 
rightly applied, of creature comforts. 

'' Furthermore, however, I would aay, 
that the very best thing to do for our 
lovely and gifted young friend is to 
provide her with a suitable husband, -
one as near like her in tastes and 
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apirit as possible, even though older 
than she ; for happiness is determined, 
not by years, but by that aft'ection and 
aympathy which grow out of mutual 
adaptation each to the other, and, 
above all, the capacity of mind, heart, 
.and soul." 

Mr. Strength next rose, and with a 
&lap of his thigh, which was given 
with a force so tremendous that it 
11hook the house of Intelligence to its 
foundation : '' E:r:ceUent I ExcELLENT ! 
EXCELLENT!" 'Scarcely had Mr. 
Strength delivered himself of this 
ejaculation, when, with a rapidity of 
action like to the flashing of thought, 
Mr. ~lotion rose to his feet and burst 
out with- ".My sentiments exactly, 
t.nd the sooner the better ! " 

Mr. Zeal, with an enthusiasm which 
amounted to passionate ardor, actu-
1Llly shouted : " Magnificent ; the very 
thing! .. 

Next in order Mr. Justice slowly 
and deliberately arose, and with that 
peculiar gravity which chiU'acterized 
his every action, in a deep, calm 
voice spoke as follows : " Ejaculations, 
enthusiasm, and haste, at times, are 
things to be desired, and, even now, 
knowing as I do the good sense, 
kindness of heart, and conscientious 
integrity of the friends who have pre
ceded me, I do not wish to take away 
one iota of the joy which animates all 
our friends ; and yet it is ever my cus
tom to weigh all things fairly and test 
everything in the crucible of impar
tiality, and my advice is, to do this 
matter decently and in order, and not 
without full consideration of all its 
~uditions and possible emergencies. 
Full value on either side, and due ap
preciation of the worth to each other 
of our beautiful young friend, Under
standing, and whoever may be chosen 
:LS her husband, should be given; and 
trust me, gentlemen, the result will be 

all that the most exacting could de
mand. In this way only can happi
ness be assured for all time to come'' 
So saying be seated himself with dig
nity and decorum. 

Mr. Mercy, the nearest and most 
intimate friend of Mr. Justice, next 
arose, and, after pleasantly glancing 
over the distinguished assemblage, said, 
in tones of tender sympathy, " I am 
charmed with all the sentiments ut
tered, and I know that the proposed 
marriage cannot fail to be one of love 
and happiness, and whatsoever in my 
gentle way I em do to foster an<i 
preserve the kindly joy in store for our 
sweet young friend shall cheerfully 
and tenderly be done. May each suc
ceeding year crown her and h~Jr selected 
lord with Time's richest blessings ! " 

It was now Mr. Reason's turn to 
speak. As be rose to his full height 
his majestic mien and calm, dispassion
ate face drew all eyes to him, and 
with an attention that approached 
reverence the guests listened to his 
gentle, well chosen words : -

" Honors, my friends, monuments, 
and all the works of vanity and ambi
tion, however splendid, will be de
stroyed by time. These we should not, 
therefore, seek for; let us counsel in a 
spirit of wisdom. 

" Let us provide for her whose wel
fare we have in view only such an one 
as shall justly be secured, soberly con
sidered, cheerfully ,. accepted, and 
constantly bound,- a man whose at
tainments shall contribute to the en
richment of Uaderstanding. 

" We should consider not that which 
is directly before us, but that which 
may come to pass. A little reflection 
will save all the possible misery of 
bitter experience hereafter. 

" Many good men there are ; but the 
one, in my opinion, fittest for a bride
groom is be who can instruct, · and no\ 
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disturb, life ; and such a man is the dear 
old bachelor whose loving ministra
tions have so far successfully and 
blessedly led our fair Understanding to 
the present point in the path of life. 
Gentlemen, you can surely guess whom 
I mean,- beyond all doubt the fittest 
husband for the young lady is no other 
than our esteemed friend, dear old 
Bachelor Knowledge." 

.A.i this point all rose to their feet and 
with united voiciB abc:Mtted : " Bravo I 
Bravo!" 

Mr. Virtue, crowned with an ama
ranthine wreath, held up his hand, and 
when silence once more prevailed, in a 
voice of surpassing sweetness, then 
said:-

" I have always believed in a just 
reward for fidelity. The faithfulness 
of our friend Knowledge deserves the 
rich gift of Understanding at our hands. 

" The choice is not only merited, but 
wise. I do not pride myself upon the 
possession of much learning, nor would 
I esteem myself wise, but I think you 
know my heart to be true ; and I crave, 
gentlemen, the privilege of uniting in 
this most sacred union our friends, 
Knowledge and Understanding; yet, be
fore so doing, must beg your patience a 
moment while I step across the way 
and invite the presence of three well
known gentlemen, who, as you know, 
have ever been the leaders of the style 
and fashion of our coiQID.unity. 

"I refer to Mr. Friendship, Mr. 
Love, and Mr. Truth. The union 
about to be solemnized can best be 
cemented by these friends, and the 
centuries yet unborn will but serve to 
show the wisdom, joy, and peace 'of 
this glad joining together." 

8o saying Mr. Virtue stepped ac
cro88 thE. street, and immediately re
turned, accompanied by the distin
guished trio of whom he had spoken. 

"Without any formality, gentle-

men," continued Mr. Virtue, "we will 
rise." 

The assembled guests promptly rose 
to their feet. 

Mr. Virtue then requested Bachelor 
Knowledge to join bands with the 
beautiful, lustrous-eyed maiden Under· 
standing, who all the while had silently 
and interestedly waited the result of 
the conference . 

" As the ministering priest of this 
sacred alliance, ip the presence of 
ibeee witnesses, I unite forever these 
two lcmld frieoda. ll'JaM ia- joined 
together no man can pat ....S., r.r 
what Virtue unites Death cannot 
separate." 

Mr. Friendship, with an approving 
smile, stepped forward, and, taking 
the hand of the bride, placed upon 
her marriage finger a ring of gold, -
an emblem of continuous Time and of 
Friendship eternal. 

Love then clasped the right hand of 
Understanding, imprinted a chaste kiss 
upon her fair white forehead, and said 
in tones of tenderness that thrilled all 
present:-

" Dear child, accept from me the 
BW'eetest joy on earth, - the kiss of 
Love, and with the lri88 I give my soul 
to thee, that through all time Under
standing may be filled with the spirit 
of Love." 

Truth swept the silver strings of hi& 
harp, and as the sweet tones filled the 
room with rapturous melody he lifted 
his voice in song, chanting in musical 
cadence the deeds of heroes past and 
the triumphs of the mighty dead, who 
live in endless praise. A circle of light, 
like a halo of flame, shone around the 
head of the singer, and its wonderful 
brightness illumined with surprising 
glory the faces of the assembled com
pany. In silence, as when the moon
light sleeps upon a bank of flowers, 
the listeners sat entranced, while the 
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strains of sweet harmony crept into 
the inmost recesses of their souls. 

The very night itsel.f was lit with 
radiance, and the jewelled floor of 
heaven flashed with a beauty never 
seen before, while some stars darted 
merrily from their spheres as if they, 
too, were moved by the tender majesty 
of the undying music. 

When the song bad ended Mr. Vir
tue once more arose, and, filling a 
crystal chalice with sparkling liquid 
from a golden ftask he carried, offered 
the tout:-

" A health forever to Knowledge 
and Understanding." 

(The September lllld Odober DUIDbeN, COillllblbla 
the Are& lwo papere of tile " Scllllloe of Underellllld. 
IJia,"- be luld of the pnbll.lhen on reoelpl of 30 ota.} 

REALITY VEB8U8 IMAGINATION. 

Aft Occid6fttal Meditation. 

To mind-spirit of a man on earth is 
euentially what it will be hereafter. 
Separation from the body does not in 
itself add to or subtract therefrom. 
It may free the soul from its earthly 
limitations or the magnetic bondage of 
matter, affording it wider and freer 
scope, the same as the ascent of a 
mountain gives the exhilaration of 
purer air, and thus promotes fuller and 
deeper breath, and consequent exalta
tion of consciousness. It is obvious 
that a dock could swim easier in clear 
water than in thick mod ; that a bird 
would use its pinions with greater ease 
io free air than in an atmosphere of 
snow or rain ; yet, should we increase 
the volume, density, or dynamic force 
of mind, it might move through matter, 
shape, mould, and overcome the resist
ance on its part, the same as a steam
engine will move more ponderous 
machinery than did the primitive wind
mill, or as the steamship cleaves the 
waves and ploughs the seas with more 
power and speed than a sailing-vessel. 

In corresponding ratio to his material 
conquests is the brain of man grad
ually evolving and attracting the subtle 
forces of the Universe, so that ulti
mately matter will become to him rel
atively as plastic as is ether to the 
spirit. Herein, to a large extent, is 
expressed the di1rerence between the 
Occidental and Oriental, branches of 

the human family : the one seeks es
cape from the vibrations and confines 
of matter,- the ideal freedom ot a 
more volatile element. Hence we bear 
much about the .A3tral Light, the .Astral 
Body, the rest of NinJana. The other 
makes marked outward progress and 
conquests through a positive self-asser
tion, - a condensation of astral force 
and substance within the confines of 
the physical structure. We clearly 
underetand that steam may expand 
more readily from an open boiler; it& 
vapor floats gracefully, passively, to 
the heavens, but to demonstrate and 
utilize its power the iron confines or 
the engine are required, and thus we 
see ponderous machinery manip~lating 
the hard ores and material of nature~ 
elaborating the utensils and fabrics of 
civilized progress, and bearing vast ag
gregations of passengers and freight& 
over sea and land. 

Thus we are coming to see tha' 
matter is the field and realm of gigan
tic triumphs and conquests of spirit 
armed with inventive and positive mind
force. Therefore "Atlas," with the 
globe upon his shoulders, is a fitting 
symbol of Occidental genius and pur
pose. The twelve labors of Hercules 
become his every-day business, and 
even pastime. The imagination of the 
Orient becomes a reality of the Occi
dent. 
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THE INNER VOICE. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

,()u ! heed ye all the still, small voice 
That breathes within the soul; 

'That quickens with true purpose, 
That points to higher goal. 

()h, slumber not in idleness, 
Or seek mere worldly gain, 

·While error boldly mounts the throne 
Where right alone should reign. 

Proclaim the fatherhood of God, 
The brotherhood of man ; 

Nor leave a leaf or stone unturned 
To aid the heavenly plan. 

For mountains weigh upon the soul, 
While darkness shrouds the mind ; 

.Let kindling fires then brightly burn, 
That man true freedom find. 

The inner zone is all aglow 
With recreative flame ; 

And earth's true angel stands empow
ered 

To breathe ench mystic name. 

This astral flame hath life for all 
Whose souls accept its thrill; 

But yet the tares it must consume ; 
Therefore, 0 heart, " be still! " 

Inspire this recreative life, 
The higher will unfold, 

And reproduce again on earth 
The prophet life of old. 

What they foresaw is now at hand, -
An " Angel from the Sun " 

Hath filled our sphere with glory's light, 
Till heaven and earth are one. 

THE POWER OF CREATIVE THOUGHT. 

A LECTURE BY BIRAJII E. BUTLER. 

(Delivered befure the Society for Eaoterlc Culture, of Boeton.] 

Tms afternoon I will take the second before it grew in the ground. Our 
chapter of Genesis, 4th and 5th verses, friends in the chut·ch, as well as our
as the basis of mv discourse, wherein selves,- for we in the past were not an 
we find the second description of the e:tct>ption,- though we may not have 
·order of creative energy. The words been intimately associated 'vith the 
Day and Night have a broader signifi- church, having been thinking independ

·cance than the revolutions of the earth ently for years, we may, therefore, have 
upon its axis every twenty-four hours, grown so as to think a little more in 
and in the Hebrew, properly rendered, harmony with the laws of nature than 
would imply " periorls," not days, ns in our early lives ; but at one time we 
we understand them. In this chapter thought that the Lord God was a great 
you will observe there is a repetition of man, who, judging him after ourselves. 
the account, with slight modifications. bad gone to work as we would have 
In the 5th verse we have these words done, and made the plants out of some 
concerning what the Lord God created : element, or had made elements from 
''And every plant of the field before it nothing, and thus formed the plant pre
was in the earth and even· herb of the paratory to setting it out in the ground, 
field before it grew, for the Lord God or caused it to be placed in the ground 
had not caused it to rain upon the earth, to grow there. You see, of course, 
and there was not a man to till the this is the logical conclusion, judging 
ground." You notice in this text the the Infinite Mind by the processes and 
·declaration is made that the Lord God methods of our own daily avocations in 
created the plant, the herb of the field life. nnd the hnbit of our daily thought; 
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but when we have attained a deeper 
and more comprehensive idea of God, 
have obtained knowledge of him like 
that which was possessed by the Cabal
ists or prophets of antiquity, by the au
thors of the Bible, who clearly taught 
throughout the entire book that God 
was everywhere present,- not beyond 
the limits of "time and space," as some 
have chosen to sing, more than here in 
our immediate presence. 

Moses, i.n order that he might put up 
a barrier against the children of Israel 
making to themselves the image of a 
man to represent their idea of God, 
and limiting his nature, principles, and 
methods to that image of a man, by in
spiration gave themthiscommandment: 
" Thou shalt not make unto thee any 
graven image or likeness of anything 
that is in heaven above or in the earth 
beneath or anything that is in the 
waters under the earth. Thou shalt 
not bow down thyself to them nor serve 
them." The habit of the past bas been 
to make images of God like to our
selves, and we have thus interpreted 
that passage where it says, " And the 
Lord God created man in his ows im
age; in the image of God created be 
them," etc. 

We have laid hold of this statement 
with great pleasure, because it enabled 
us to form an image of God and place 
it before our mind's eye, that we might 
have the image of a man to bow down 
before. Great efforts have been made 
by philosophers to do away with image 
work, and to present to the human intel
ligence an idea of God as a spirit that 
pervades every particle of space, and 
that is as much in this room as in any 
other place in the universe, being that 
all-pervasiYe essence of life, from 
which, and out of which, all things 
came. I know this is a difficult thought 
for the ordinary mind to grasp, but any 
person who chooses, for a time, to live 
the life that is necessary, -that is, iso
late himself from the business world, 
going away into the solitudes of nature 
to muse upon God, the Creator of all 
things ; allowing the interior and psy
chometric faculty, if you please, to go 
from vegetation, from animation in its 
varied forme, to the contemplation of 

God, -will find after a time that be 
will obtain a consciousness and power,. 
a perception and sight that will enable 
him to realize clearly and distinctly 
this subtle essence of life, even as he 
does the objective things of this physi
cal world. 

When such a consciousness is ob-
tained we will have quite a different 
realization of the idea of God. We 
will then perceive, as we move along 
through life, even as I move across 
this platform, that the divine essence l 
of being from which I derive all my 
consciousness, all the attributes of my 
nature, all that I am and have, and all 
that there is in the world, is in this 
very element through which, as we
would ordinarily say, I move back
wards and forwards. But the con
sciousness obtains in this case that we 
do not move through this element any 
more than this element of life moves 
through us ; and the only impingement 
or consciousness of this divine essence 
of being that we have, is that degree of · 
spiritual essence or entity that we have 
obtained through the process of regen
eration. 

To whatever extent we have ma
tured spiritually, to that extent we
sense the touch of the divine essence
of being, and are thereby conscious of 
the realities of the existence of God, 
the spirit and soul of the universe. 
Before obtaining this consciousness,
which no one can do save by set rules. 
and methods through which life may 
be developed, spirit consciousness ma
tured, interior consciousness refined, 
concentrated, and ultimated into a 
consciousness of God,- no man can in
telligently and effectively pray to God. 

Therefore, Christ taught by two dis
tinct methods. One was the esoteric 
line of instruction which be gave to 
his disciples apart from the multi
tude, and the other was the linP. of 
exoteric teaching that be gavP. to 
the public. He, however, imparted 
much of the esoteric teaching in par
ables, that the common people could 
not understand. He said to his dis
ciples, " To you it is given to know 
the mysteries of the Kingdom ot 
Heaven and onto them it is not given.'" 
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Why? Because they were not willing 
or ready to receive and practise them. 
It was for this reason, and not from 
any idea of caste or exclusion. But 
to them that were ready to receive and 
practise the esoteric doctrines Christ 
gave those teachings, and with the 
teachings be gave the endowment of 
the powers that he himself possessed, 
and with which, after biB time, they 
were enabled to heal the sick, raise the 
dead, cast out devils, and do the works 
that he himself did in life ; but the mul
titude who were not capable of receiv
ing the esoteric teaching could not do 
these works. The same is true of the 
teaching of pure Christianity. It must 
eontinue to have, as it certainly always 
has bad from its earliest period, two 
lines : one to the general public, and 
one to the chosen few. Chosen by 
whom? Not by another. The chosen 
few are those who adopt a course of 
life that makes such teaching practical. 

I wish to present a few thoughts in 
connection with what I have myself 
experienced regarding the laws that 
relate the soul of man to the soul of 
the nniverse, that we have heretofore 
ealled God. We are told by the teach
ers of antiquity that God is nnchange
able, the same yesterday, to-day, and 
forever. If tbia be true, then no 
prayer, no anxious restless desire on 
the part of mortals, can cause him to 
deviate from the set rules and course 
of his own divine will. Yet all the 
wise men of ancient as well as of 
modem times have taught us the great 
necessity of pr~yer, remembering not 
only its usefulness, but the necessity 
of praying in the words of the Naza
rene, " Our Father who art in heaven, 
Hallowed be thy name, thy Kingdom 
come, thy will be done in earth as it iB 
in heaven." 

" Pray " always, "without ceasing." 
Now this may seem vague, impossible. 
But what is prayer? Prayer is the 
sincere desire of the heart. What is 
meant by the heart? We have heard 
these words a great many times ; but 
what do they mean? Who can an
swer that question? We fl.nd physio
logically, through the new method of 
delineating character that we have 

recently published, that the heart is the 
source of love, zeal, and emotion ; of 
the essences of the spontaneous higher 
and purer nature that brings forth the 
earnest desires that we meet in our 
daily lives. Then prayer is that in
terior anxious desire that springs forth, 
by natural volition, from a realiza
tion of a need that must be supplied. 
There is no other way or method ; only 
by reaching out toward our highest 
ideal of God, and gathering from that 
source the object or essence of our 
desire, or the power to obtain the thing 
desired. What takes place at such 
times? It does not change the Infinite. 
No; but if your eyes were opened, and 
you could stand at a distance and see 
what was taking place when a truly 
o.nxious prayerful soul was reaching 
out in earnest desire for certain re
sults, you would be astonished at what. 
transpired in that person's surround
ings. They would appear like a great 
ocean of infinite life, and as he thus 
stood in tbiB ocean of God-essence, the 
thought-forming power of his brain 
reaching out, you would see forming in 
that ether above him the thing be was 
desiring. Perchance it might be that 
a mother was thus praying for a way
ward son. If that mother were in the 
true soul of devotion you would see a 
luminous form being shaped in the 
divine ether. You would also see 
emanating from that mother's innermost 
and highest essence of being a lumi
nous element, a life-essence going out 
from her to the object that was form
ing, and clothing that object with her 
own life, endowing it with all the 
functions of the child of her prayerful 
desire, thus making it in thought an 
embodiment of a God-inspired ideal. 
She bas formed this image and clothed 
it with her own love-life; for I pre
sume there are few of you here but 
know that when the heart is opened and 
your love goes out with an overftow
ing feeling for any person or object, 
that there is actually an essence of 
your own life that goes out from you 
to the person of your thought, and that 
beloved one will feel the warming in
fluence of the life-essence which is flow
ing from that devout soul. 
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Thus e\ery emotion, every feeling, 
that emanates from man or woman par
takes of their life-essence, goes out 
into this ocean of life, lays it under 
contribution, forms it into images of 
their deep desire, which are clothed 
from their life-substance, and endowed 
with the potency of their wills, as illus
trated in the case of the mother to 
which your attention has been called, 
who, by her own magnetic life and will, 
created, as it were, an angel form to 
pervade and strengthen the soul of her 
son, wherever he might be ; and what
ever intensity there might be in that 
devout mother's breast would find ex
pression and act upon that wayward 
child according to the intensity of her 
desire. 

Io every case in life wherever true 
soul-prayer is offered its powers obtain 
in the invisible world. So likewise 
with the very thoughts that pass 
through the human mind. It is well 
known that every thought we have par
takes of the essence of our being ; that 
in connection· with all thought there is 
an electrical current which goes from 
the organ of will into the brain or into 
the body, and wherever that electric 
spark comes some part of the body is 
burned out, transmuted into a subtle 
element of energy or of thought that 
goes out as a part of our being, having 
been formed by the imaging power of 
our brain ; for you know that we cannot 
realize a thought unless that thought 
has taken form. An unformed thought 
is not intelligible ; not a thought can 
exist without form . Now, by this 
thought-forming process of our lives 
we are peopling this solar fluid, this 
solar ether, that we are passing through, 
or which is passing through us, as we 
move along in life ; we are peopling it 
with thought-formations from our own 
lives. 

We are told that God created the 
world and all that is in it by the word of 
his power. These words were thought
forms, and this thought-forming proc
ess precedes the physical form ; and 
when these thoughts have taken form 
they go where the will directs them, let 
it be where it will. For instance, we 
have known or heard our fathers and 

mothers . tell strange stories about 
haunted places and houses, where the 
image of some one that had lived and 
departed this life could be seen, where 
some person had lived and grown, as 
it were, into the place ; his whole 
thought had been made up of th9se sur
roundings, the will had bound him to 
that house or place, and be could not 
or would not go from it, even when 
he had departed this life. Let a 
person that is sensitive go there, and 
he will see that shadowy form ap
parently occupied in the same vocation, 
and clothed the same, as it was in life. 
If, perchance, there was any peculiarity 
in the dress, it would appear. Whatever 
there was in life, thus it would still be 
seen; because this shadow-form is made 
up of the thought-forms of the person 
while alive, who was bound in that 
place, as the will had not allowed it to 
go beyond that sphere. So our thoughts 
are controlled by our wills as to what 
they are, where they go, and what they 
do. 

Every plant has in it first a thought
formation. The thought that forms the 
plant gathers to itself chemical essences 
from the air and earth, and builds for· 
itself a body whose essence, when 
elaborated by growth and concentrated 
in the seed, is again an epitome of the 
thought that first formed the plant ; so 
that not only did the Lord God create 
by forming thought-essences in the 
beginning of the plants, the beasts, 
and the birds, but of man himself. 
And what was the thought-formation 
of God concerning man? Rend the 
26th verse of the 1st chapter of Genesis, 
and we have the expression of the 
thought that was in the mind of God, 
that took form, that began creation, 
and that is now working in all spirit, 
in all matter in this divine realm of the 
Universe, and that finds expression in 
the united forces and thought-creating 
powers of the moving body of the solar 
system ; for the movement of the sun in 
its orbit and of the planets around it 
are producing thought-forms in the 
earth. And God said, ''Let us make 
man in our image, and let them " -
that is, the dual man that He created 
-"have dominion over all the earth." 
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-be master. When the Nazarene came, 
he was master ; he demonstrated this to 
the world, and said to the world, " If 
you do not believe me, believe the 
works that I do ; " for the works demon
strated that he was here as the repre
sentative- as the man that was to be 
in the image and likeness of God. 

In the solar ether we have the es
sences of all things that appear in the 
physical world. All that ever will be 
on this side of life is first formed in 
the ether "above." Our minds are 
wholly dependent for their existence 
on this ether, which is their native 
element, just as much as the fish is de
pendent for its life on the water in 
which it moves. Could we be taken 
out of this fountain of divine essence, 
we would die as quickly as the fish 
dies when taken out of its natural ele
ment. :Now, here is a great subject, and 
bow can I best treat it for your com
prehension? When I look ont upon 
the stars above, I see the homes of a 
grand people ; for the planets of our 
system are actually creating thought
forms of gigantic character, as recog
nized by the ancients, whose interior 
consciousness was opened enough to 
see and comprehend these aggregate 
thought-formations of moving worfds 
and systems. Nations of the earth are 
swayed like great seas hither and thither 
as by a mighty wind from the solar 
world . We look out into the world to
day and we find men and women starting 
out in some peculiar custom, and we call 
it a fashion. Some little simple thing is 
invented, and they all take it up ; they 
follow it ; some peculiar line of thought 
at certain times sweeps over the land 
like a tidal wave. There is just as 
much a tidal wave of human thought 
as there are tidal waves of cold, of heat, 
and of waters of the ocean. These 
tidal waves are caused by certain con
diMons of the planetary world. 

Now, man is the expression of a 
thought, and that thought is the expres
sion of the Infinite.Soul. Life on this 
earth is subject to the influences and 
changes of this solar and boundless 
essence. Is there anything that we can 
do that we may become masters, and 
not servants? Is it possible for man 

to have dominion over the very ele· 
menta and essences on which be is 
dependent for an existence? Yes, it is. 
But how, when we are as dependeD\ 
as any creatures can be upon thi! 
divine breath, as we may call it, tbilt 
divine ocean of life from which all the 
thoughts we think are gathered i' 
Through that fountain we are caused 
to think along certain lines by virtue 
of the aggregate conditions of the 
thought-forms of the heavens, and by 
them we are controlled ; we are but 
little atoms, as it were, floating in the 
great ocean of life. To take control of 
that ocean in which we are, that seems 
like an impossibility when we look at 
it casually. Yet this is our privilege, 
when we can come to an understand
ing of those seven creative principles 
that find expression in our life, anrl 
use the power that we possess to 
create and control thought. Power is 
the likeness and image of God ; God 
created worlds by the thought-process, 
by taking of this life-essence, concen
trating it, forming it, sending it out by 
the will, to be and do according to the
will of the thinker. Every time you 
form a thought you gather the life
essence of the body into the brain, 
form it in the brain, and send it out by 
the will to ~e what you have willed 
that it should be. This was the proc
ess of creation. Here is the likeness 
that you and I bear to the Creator,- the
ability to create thought-forms ai:id 
send them to do our wills. By this crea
tive process that you, and I, and every 
living thing possesses, we take bold. 
through our physical bodies, of the ma
terial essence of the world ; through 
our intelligence, of the solar essence 
or ftuidic ether; and through our 
spirit-nature we take hold of the 
spirit-essence, or infinitude. By the 
proper uniting of all these in the 
trinity of being we may create in our 
own individual selves any condition 
that we please, so that these bodies, 
this mind and spirit animating them, cnn 
control, change, and concentrate power 
and become as gods individualized, 
by partaking of this God-principle. 

We can project, with this spiritual 
ether, an organism into being and on-
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ture like to that of which we are the 
upreseion ; we partake, oonoeotrate, 
inspire, ftll oanelves with it, bind it 
within the elements of our owo magnetic 
spheres, cooftoe it, subject it to our 
wills, and cause it to obey as we send 
itout into the ether to do our bidding, 
eo that when we have regenerated our
selves by the presence of this God
principle, and have got control of the 
~ught and generic prooeu of our 
bodies, we will have control of the 
spiritual eeseoce of our natures. We 
can then create out of the spirit-ee
~ence of God whatever forma we 
please, clothe them with our owo 
life, as we do our children. It is a 
more sublimated life to this cue ; yet 
in this maooer we become creators, 
and create thought-forms, and they are 
our children as literally and materially 
u the child that iB generated of the 
ftesh. 

Thus we see that the pl'OCe88e8 of 
the mind are generative and creative 
proceues, and that all things have their 
beginning in thought-formation. How 
do I know this? By giving me the date 
of the birth of your child I will tell you 
juat the mental conditions that were 
guiding your minds as parents prior to 
conception, and from that I can tell you 
all about the thought that is incarnate, 
and will express itself under certain 
conditions io the mind of your child all 
through life. As a trinity of spirit, 
800.1, and body have united as gods, 
and have concentrated a spark of apirit
euence, you have clothed that spark 
with thought, which is the soul ; that 
Uloaght in its proper position has 
gathered to itself and formed a mate
rial body, and thus come forth into life 
u your earthly child. 

Now, when we look deeper, when we 
llDderstand these interior and more po
tent laws of mind, we merely change 
the process thus : In place of creating 
physical, material children we coo
lei'Ye the potencies, transmute them to 
eeaences of thought, gather the divine 
eaaenoe of spirit, form ancl clothe it 
with our life-essence, make of it a 
spirit entity, and endow it with our will. 
What is our will? Our will is the 
God-will that we have inherited from 
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loftoltode. Without the OODieDt of 
that will we cannot move a mU8Cle, oo 
matter how small. It iB will-power 
that moves every muscle. It is atx.o
lute monarch, and you oaDDOt do the 
slightest thing without ita coD.BeDt. 
You derived that will from the great 
fountain of thought that willa to act out 
its owo nature. You eay I can do 
whatever I will to do. But what can 
1ou get the will to do? Now, the will 
18 absolute monarch. That will is tbe 
ultimate of all that you are. It is a 
part of the infinite, and absolutely your 
master. But by virtue of unfoldment 
and regeneration any man or woman 
can elevate the will and be master of 
these things that now rule us, that we 
are now subject to, such as the vicissi
tudes of life, and can inspire from the 
higher and yet higher will until they 
reach the great centre or cause of all 
their environments and by it control 
them. You cannot will to do this 
unless by virtue of a quality that you 
have obtained by growth. Therefore 
it is safe to say, whoever has the will 
to be a master, can be. But who is 
willing? Are you? If you have 
the will that creates an active desire 
within, go to work. You can ac
complish it. But if you have not the 
will and have no active desire, DO 
amount of talking on my part would 
cause you to do it; because there is that 
absolute monarch, ru1iog every thought, 
every desire, every feeling, every emo
tion, and that absolute monarch is the 
Infinite Soul of the U Diverse, and that 
spark of will-power possessed by each 
is a part of that ioftnite Spirit by whoie 
creative processes the earth and every
thing in it was formed and projected 
into being. Fish exist and swim in 
the sea by virtue of their nature and 
qualities. Birds fly to the air by virtue 
of their kind and quality. Man plods 
and labors upon the earth by virtue of 
his ; and the aame will is monarch of 
all. This, then, being so, what is the 
use of teaching? It is this : you can 
grow and unfold the divine will thnt 
is controlliog the work of creation, anll 
has bound you in this world of bodily 
habit, which habits may be controlled 
or changed by one that is able to 
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gather of the thonght of the Infinite 
Mind and increase the will. He can 
turn their course by applying the law, 
and obtain more power, thus causing 
or increasing an active desire to lead 
a more perfect life, which desire or 
prayer leads to the end in view. 

I am this moment creating thonght-
. forms made of this divine essence, 
clothing them with my 1~, sendi.ng 
them out to you by the effort of my 
will. They, being made of immortal 
essence, are themselves immortal ; and 
though you may repel them, they will 
live on and on in the ages until they 
will find somewhere a soul that is re
ciprocal with them, and will receive 
them, and they will become an active, 
life-giving principle in him. 

Creative will is productive of thought
forms like onto angels that have not 
yet become men. They descend down 
through man, to the animal creation, 
and from that to the vegetable creation. 
There they have expression in plant 
life, 80 that we are pla.ced upon the 
apex of a pyramid, as it were, stand
ing for the Hebrew letter Y od which 
represents the right band of divine 
power, the active principle or will, 
- by virtue of the law that all life 
&Spires to that above itself, the high
est order of creation reaching out and 
up to the Infinite Mind. The next 
lower order of creation reaches out 
towards them, and so all creation, from 

represented four cherubs standing in ita 
innermost centre, spreading forth their 
wings to either wall, symbolizing the 
overshadowing of the earth. Then 
between them was the Shekinah, or 
presence of God, whence the priests 
received words of instruction to guide 
the people. 

Thus the Shekinah stood at the very 
apex of life, on the topmost point of the 
globe, even within the veil, and thus 
symbolized the throne of life and 
power toward which all created things, 
even down to the lowest forms, were 
aspiring. We are now standing just 
without this veil, ready to enter. We 
are on the topmost round of physical 
life, having within us the divine and 
quickened will, having it in our power 
to reach out and gather the very 
essence and substance of God's life, 
calling it down and giving it embodi
ment and expression, thence handing 
it down to others, and they in turn 
to those below them, until it reaches 
the lowest stratifications of existence. 
Thus. when we take hold of the forces 
of our being and have dominion over 
the body in all ita functions and 
powers, we shall stand where the 
Nazarene stood when he said, "I will 
take of the things of the Father and 
show them onto you ; " and thus may 
we all become instruments of service 
for the elevation of mankind. 

water and vegetation and all animal The following question waa submit
life, from the lowest states to the ted and &DBwered at the close of the 
highest order of humanity, is reaching lecture :-
out in aspiration to that above it, until Q. I would like to inquire whether 
we come to the highest order, which you deem it absolutely necessary for a 
is aapiring and reaching to the very person to withdraw from the ordinary 
God. Thus the aacending current is punmite of the world in order to secure 
llowing from the lowest order of crea- the cultured life that yon have men
tion up through all higher into the tioned ? 
world of spirit ; and from that creative .A. I do not deem it necessary that 
world the divine essences descend by any person should permanently with
virtue of man's desires, which call them draw from the worlcl in order to obtain 
down, ensphere and incarnate them that change I have referred to ; but I 
when they ftow out to others below, and • do maintain and know that it is impoe
so on down, until they reach the very sible for a man engaged in a business 
lowest forms of life. And thus we see pursuit, where the mind is constantly 
the current moving from centre to cir- occupied in his busineBB, to obtain it 
cmmference ; and this is the pattern of without a period of rest. But one 
the planet Earth. that wishes to poBSess these attain-

In the temple at Jerusalem there were mente can do 80 through taking control 
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~f his body, by a constant effort in though that interior desU'e is ever kept 
that direction, and by keeping the mind active, he cannot come into the con
-centred on the ultimate object toward sciousness of the higher intellect, and 
which he is aspiring. He may then see and perceive from a true scien
grow rapidly, and soon discover that he title standpoint until he has, perhaps, 
bas a separate interior consciousness his summer's rest, when he, instead of 
that is capable of an entirely distinct going to some place of amusement, 
line of thought and activity upon the goes out into Nature's quiet. There, 
subject toward which he is laboring ; alone with hi,s God, be will be sur
and thus, whilst man is engaged in the prised, if he lias kept his interior 
things of the world, he may have his desire active, to see how much he has 
inner consciousness engaged in the gained; and thus 'he is encouraged, and 
things that appertain to the unfoldment goes back to his work, conscious of what 
of the spirit consciousness. But whilst he has obtained, and ready to go on 
he is continuously engaged in the ex- growing from within ; for we must grow 
lerDal reasoning and business life, as the flowers grow, - from within. 

SEEING OURSELVES AS OTHERS SEE US. 

VIEWS OF A. NATIVE BUDDWST. 

To tM Editor of t'M 1hoteric:-
I AX much pleased witb your new 

magazine. I was especially interested 
in the article containing extracts from 
the " Perfect Way, or the Finding of 
Christ." It is encouraging to no
the growing spirit of toleration among 
~erent religious sects ; and why not? 
It seems to me that all religions are 
indentical in essence. 

I have copied a few extracts from 
the private letters (written to Mrs. Dr. 
English} of a young man who resides 
in Ceylon, and who is a native Buddh
ist. " Troth,"' he writes, " is an eternal 
principle; Buddhists are, properly speak
ing, unsectarian. I am no sectarian, 
ud always like to learn the truth from 
any iml.. Christ, Buddha, Moham
med, and others have uttered many 
truths, and I certainly accept them ; I 
~o not care from what quarter the truth 
«>mes." 

Replying to a question as to whether 
the " Adepts or Masters " exist, he 
says : " There are hidden powe1'8 in 
nature, and I personally desire to look 
into them. I am yet a student in ' Oc
m~ltism,' and how -::an I arrive at a rash 

conclusion and deny the existence of 
the ' Masters '? Yet I cannot answer, 
conscientiously, all of their questions in 
the afllrmative, viz : -

" (1st.) Am I a total abstainer frOUl 
all spirituous liquors ? 

" ( 2d.) Do I live a perfectly pure and 
chaste life? 

"(8d.) Am I perfectly truthful, just, 
and honest in all my words and deeds? 

" (4th.) Is my mind perfectly and 
permanently in a state of serenity, 
i. e., have I banished from it all pas
sion, pride, hate, malice, envy, anger, 
greed, and craving for worldly advan
tages? Is my heart, in fact, at peace 
with itself and with all the world ? 

"(5th.} Have I learned to subordi
nate self to others ; my own pleasure 
to the good of my fellows? Is my heart 
filled with loving-kindness to all living 
beings, and do I watch for opportuni
ties of doing secret kindnesses to all 
within my reach? 

" (6th.) Do I thoroughly realize the 
empty and transi~ry character of all 
earthly things, and while zealously dis~ 
charging all duties falling to my lot 
during my brief halt in this world, can 
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I truly aay that all my deelree centre 
on the UD8een and imperishable, and 
on the attainment of that higher knowl
edge which leads to this? I cannot, 
certainly, &D81t'er all these questions 
in the afllrmative. 

" Perfect conformity to all these rules 
is not in man until be bas made con
siderable progress in things spiritual. 
The spirit of these rules should pervade 
the mind and guide the conduct. Until 
we practise these principles, or the pre
ICI'iption given us, have we any right 
to denounce the • Masters ' or ' Adepts' 
as impostors? No ; I think not. (The 
ftrst two rules are essentially requisite 
to the student.) Apart from this, our 
ancient books treat of the existence of 
these beings, and without a thorough 
and patient investigation we should 
not jump into rash conclusions. 

" The Buddhists formerly did not 
touch meat, but since the advent of 
Europeans some of our countrymen 
have degraded themselves to such a 
low state, to the great shame of their 
forefathers. 

'• The missionary, as you very prop
erly say, has abused his trust. He 
brought the brandy bottle, that the poor 
native might be taught the good qual
ity( 1) of its contents. Then, of course, 
roast.beef was introduced, and some 
accepted Christianity, regardless of the 
religion, manners, and customs of their 
own country. The case would be par
donable had the native found the mis
sionary's habits and customs better 
than, and preferable to, his own. 

"The religion of Buddha distinctly 
forbids the taking of life ; but I am 
sorry to tell you that a great number of 
his followers eat meat. They do not 
kill, but purchase from the markets. 
Even thus it is wrong. It you refrain 
from buying meat, fewer animals will 
be slaughtered. I left off meat-eating 

..... 

eome time ago, simply obeying an in
stinct of my nature. 

" Our forefathen must have bad VflrT 
good reuons for prohibiting the nae of 
meat. It is suicidal to those, eepe
olally, who try to lead the higher life. 
We are naturally more or less in a 
state of intoxication through our pas
sions, and when we take meat and 
spirits, additional intoxicants, the re
sult, of coUl'Be, is sad to think of. It 
our natural inclination is to anger, acta 
of violence will be committed. 

'' The European ideal of civilizatioB 
amounts to this :-

" (lat.) Live beyond your means~ 
and get into debt. (2d.) Use wliiakey 
and tonics. (8d.) Go to church, 
whatever your real faith be. (4th.) 
Be a convert to Christianity, without 
inquiring into one's own (native) re
ligion. (5th.) Ape the mode of drea& 
adopted by Europeans. (6th.) Go to
balls and parties, and carry on scan
dalous flirtations, as much as possible. 
(7th.) Keep a carriage and cut a 
dash. 

''Rest assured that the Orientals have 
been very much misrepresented by 
Christian clergymen, who have alwsy& 
painted us in false colors, biding our 
true ones. There are images of our 
Lord Buddha in our temples, and 
people near by come moru and eve to 
worship and meditate. This is not 
done superstitiously ; the love we bear 
towards him is so great tbst we cherish 
his memory, as you would that of :k 

dear departed friend, by a photograph,. 
a lock of hair, or any other memento. 

" We shall be glad to render all pos
sible aid to honest and unprejudiced' 
people who may come F..aat, that they 
may gain a correct knowledge of us 
and our views. 

" I am glad to hear of your little 
society for ' Ptrgchw I"~ i • 1 
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oongratolate you, as its founder, and lady to open an institution solely for 
wish you success. I am afraid the time Buddhist girls, and I am inclined to 
has not yet come in Ceylon to make her think such an institution would be a 
daughters stand, shoulder to shoulder, noble one, and in the long run would 
with her sons. Some day I sincerely pay. It is considered, here, a breach 
hope the cue may be so. The larger of etiquette for a young man to speak to 
number of her inhabitants are Buddh- a young lady, unless they are closely re
ists, and I can a881ll'e you, my dear lated." -.From letter• of R.uA.B P ABXE. 

madam, there ia not a single girl's P088ibly I may hereafter send you 
eehool for their danghtsrs; .and how ~ts from several other letters 
sad it is to think that these girls grow touching upon Occultism. 
up to be illiterate women. W. A. ENGL18B, M.D. 

"There is a field in Ceylon for any VJlOILU'D, N.J. 

ESOTERIC GLEANINGS. 

Tmt univene is a single intellectual 
realm. - Oersted. 

A ucr is the last issue of spirit. 
The visible creation is the terminus 
of the invisible world. -Emerton. 

Wt: may not say of that kingdom, 
I.o, here I or, Lo, there I but it is 
wherever God's approving presence 
extends, and is that not wherever the 
pure in heart are found?- OhalmerB. 

TuoSJ: who found themselves on 
right behavior cut off the source of 
pain and grief ; but they who by trans
gression destroy this mind may mourn 
the 1088 of every virtuous principle. -
Buddha. 

RELIGION divorced from science is 
· 1111perstition ; science apart from relig

ion is soulless ; the two must work 
hand in hand. In Christian science 
and mental healing, if not a new Christ, 
we have at least a John the Baptist. 

" To some infinitely superior Being 
tile whole universe may be as one 
plain,- the distance between planet 
and planet being only as the pores in a 
grain of sand, and the spaces between 
system and system no greater than the 
intervals between one grain and the 
grain adjacent."- Coleridge. 

WBZN one sees mortal man display· 
ing tremendous capabilities, control
ling the forces of nature, and opening 
up to view the world of spirit, the re
flective mind is overwhelmed with the 
conviction that if one man's spiritual 
Ego can do this much, the capabili
ties of the F&TBD SPIBIT must be rel
atively as much vaster as the whole 
ocean surpasses the single drop in 
volume and potency. 

A TBUJ: idea is a reflect of true sub
stance. It is because religious ideas 
are true ideas that they are common to 
all ages and all peoples. Where an 
image is universally perceived there is 
certainly a reality which projects it. 
An idea inborn, ineradicable, constant, 
which sophism, ridicule, or false sci
ence bas power to break only but not. 
to dispel ; -an image which, however 
disturbed, invariably returns on itself, 
and reforms, as does the image of the 
sky or stars on a lake, however the re
flecting waters may be momentarily 
shaken by a stone or passing vessel,
such an image as this is necessarily the 
reflection of a real and true thing, and 
no illusion begotten of the water itself. 
-Dow<l. 
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THE ART OF NEVER FORGETTING. 
Fourth Paper. 

BY .JOIDt LATIUJ(. 

TBE fundamental requisite for a re
tentive memory is vivid attention ; 
otherwise, there is no adequate impres
sion to recall. What we engage in 
should be done in earnest; carele88 and 
half-hearted work in any direction is of 
little or no account. Consequently 
each should have some well-defined 
object or purpose in life. To that end 
we endeavor as the initial step to bring 
each student into a realization of his 
own internal nature and its relatedness 
to the universal fountain of life. " My 
Father worketh," says Christ, "and 
hitherto I work also." Life is action, 
and judicious action always brings its 
rewards. Judicious action, then, is 
what each should seek. We are part 
of a grand humanity,- a specific func
tion therein ; and our prosperity, health, 
and happiness depend on our percep
tion of that function and our fitting 
sphere of use and duty in life. How 
better can that. be secured than by 
earnest, quiet aspirations for conjunc
tion with the universal Mind, and for 
the strength and enlightenment which 
can only thus be fully and truly at
tained? We have often seen mecban
.ics commence work with unsuited or 
dull tools, and attempt undertakings 
without duly considering or under
standing what they were about. There 
is a great difference in workmen in this 
respect, and some are sure to find that 
baste causes waste. It may take time 
to put one's tools in order, but it pays. 
It is the only true way. Some are 
continually laying the blame of their 
bad work to their implements , but the 
fault is rather in themselves. They 
should have started right, if it did take 
time. Hence, in the aft'airs of life and 
in the pursuit of memory stt;lrt right. 

AT'l'E!ITION AND COKCElCTBATION. 

Now, we have stated that the first 
requisite of memory was attention~ 

and the power of concentrated atten
tion d~pends on one's interest in the
subject and the amount and kind of 
vitality he posse88es. Therefore see
to it that you cultivate an interest 
and attention in some suitable and 
worthy study or occupation. Y o~a 
should not expect to master all thing& 
at once ; but get enlisted ; be in ear
nest, for that is one-half the battle ;. 
then keep in mind that physical health 
is a most invaluable stock in trade. 

SYITBMATIC t11WOLDJmlCT. 

At this stage we cannot do better 
than revert to the method of qnie~ 
aspiration and inspiration set forth in 
our last paper. But not alone from ita 
health-promoting influence ; it also sup
plies the key of deep self-knowledge~ 
imparting a lofty and interiorly vital
ized consciousne88, and therefore we 
would advise a reperusal of '' How to 
Commence" and" The Elixir of Life;· 
on page 128. At least one-half hour 
each day should be devoted to this. 
exercise ; a full hour would be better~ 
though it may be divided into two. 
periods of one-half hour each, if found 
more convenient. The time devoted 
will be time gained, and most especially 
so to those not in robust health, as it 
will enable them to accomplish more 
in the balance of the day, and that 
with greater ease than though their 
whole time were employed without 
these psycho-physiological periods of 
renewal. Man's nature is threefold, 
and we need to give more attention 
to the systematic unfoldment of the 
soul-powers, and to th ~ end w would 
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eall attention to the first article of the 
present number, wherein the porsuit 
of Yoga as practised in the East is ably 
set forth. 

POSmON AND ID'I'BOD. 

Several have asked if it is nec
essary to croee the feet in the ex
ercise given on page 128, and also 
why the right foot should be placed 
across the left. 

In that particular our readers may 
consult their ease and comfort, and be 
governed somewhat by their own 
observation and experience. There is, 
however, a significance and effect 
produced by different positions of the 
body, and some of them are so marked 
and psycho-physiologically useful that 
•e deem it advisable to particularize 
the effects of a few positions. In 
placing the right foot over the left the 
head sliould incline slightly forward, 
the hands may be clasped, the palms 
resting easily upon the abdomen, as 
already mentioned ; or an excellent 
method is to place the thumb of the 
right hand in the centre of the palm 
of the lett, while the fingers prees 
with moderate firmness on the back of 
the hand opposite where the thumb is 
placed. A decided will-energy is ex
erted through the thumb, and an im
portant magnetic current thus estab
lished. The forward inclination of 
tbe head at the same time favors 
the opening and exaltation of the 
intaiors of the mind, and renders 
conjunction and vital absorption from 
the astral light more easy and natural, 
making the exercise m~re vitally re
newing than though the feet and 
bands were reversed. In placing the 
left foot over the right a different current 
and etrect are produced; the thumb of 
the left hand should then be placed in the 
palm of the right, the fingers pressing 
the back of the band, as stated above. 
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In this case the head should be held mort 
nearlyuprigbtormayincline easily back· 
ward, as thils attitude favors intellectual 
exaltation and participation in the 
electric rather than the vital principle 
of the tutral light. Both methods are 
useful and beneficial, but for interior 
and deep renewal the first is to be 
greatly preferred. 

A BnlT TO PUBLIC 8PEADB8. 

We will also give another application 
and modification of the first method, 
which will be highly serviceable to 
public speakers when they find it nec
essary to collect and concentrate their 
forces before commencing a lecture or 
address, and which can be accom
plished standing and in a compara
tively brief period of time. Retire to 
an anteroom, place the thumb of your 
right hand in the palm of the left, 
cross your right foot over the left, bend 
your head forward until your chin 
touches the breast, and quietly inspire 
the tutral light. A few minutes of 
this exercise is most potent and salu
tary, and if it does not make all the 
difference between success and failure, 
it will add greatly to the vitality, clear
ness, and effect of your discourse. It 
is stated that Eastern Chelas, seeking 
adeptship, stand for days in this atti
tode. If this report is correct, we 
must say that we regard it as an abuse 
of a good thing ; it is like a mechanic 
spending all his time in preparing his 
tools, and making no arrangements for 
their use. 

UNEXPEC'1'ED TBLUUBU. 

We are obliged to make this paper 
more brief than we desire, to give 
place to articles that were crowded out 
of last month's EsOTERIC ; but our next 
will be more extended and also highly 
important, introducing diagrams illua
trative of portions of the o)>ject t 
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we eannot touch upon here, but which the Grand Man, thoee who are loolriDg 
are of vital and practical interest, and for electrifying facts and thrilliog d~ 
those who follow this series will ftnd ta.ila of memory measures will be abun
themselves not only greatly benefited dantly gratified. All systems of mem
in matters of memory, but also highly ory demand exercise of the function, 
profited in other directions. Our and require some form of preliminary 
readers may be familiar with fairy drill, of greater or less eftlcacy. We 
stories where persons, being led to the have invited your attention to the nom
pursuit of some specific object, made iahment of the root of memory itself, 
discoveries and found treasures of a which is to be found in the vital springs 
wholly unexpected nature, and which of inner physical e:ristence ; and thOK 
aJforded even greater pleasure and who heed and practise the exercises 
profit than the direct object in mind. given on page 128, and still further 
We shall endeavor to introduce our elucidated in this paper, will .come into 
readers to similar experiences, as these po88888ion of'' unexpected treasures," 
papers advance ; and as Tim EsOTERic which will prove to them more truly 
moves forward through the respective valuable than mines of gold, silver, and 
signs of the Zodiac and Functions of precious stones. 

THE NATURAL PATH TO THE MOUNT OF BEATITUDE. 

1'mmB are few persons, if any, but 
what at times experience the inner
breath and soul-sense, to a greater or 
less degree, in a spontaneous and nat
ural way. It ia consequently advisable 
to call attention to thia fact, and also to 
point out how they may systematically 
use these natural experiences and path
ways leading to the realm of higher con
sciousneBB and inner powers. 

It will be necessary to briefly indi
cate the kind of experiences to which 
we refer, ere we attempt to show the 
relation which they sustain to the moun
tain of inner vision and permanent beat
itude. 

Exalted, peaceful, sacred, precious, 
nnd even prophetic thoughts and emo
tions at timea touch the inner cords of 
every nature, leading t.he consciousness 
mto lofty, sweet, and mystic revery, 
causing the soul to soar far above the 
ordinary plane of its thought and life, 
giving a feeling of oneness and com
panionship witl.t t.he life-giving presence 
in nature and man, and perchance even 

cansing one to mount in aspiration and 
consciousneBS to the Cosmic Centre and 
Throne of Univel'8al Life. 

The causes and occasions of these 
experiences vary in different natures ; 
they come and go mysterionsly,--un
expected and even uosonght,-yet they 
are governed by law, and are substan
tial facts or states of being. They may 
be evoked by a strain of music, a thril
ling oration, a pathetic or feeling dis
course ; again, a simple look, word, or 
act of a friend may suffice. They may 
be brought into consciousness by the 
grandeur of the rolling deep ; the sub
limity of the mountain-top ; by the 
glory of t.he morning, or the peace and 
beauty of the sunset. They may be 
inspired by the solemn majesty of the 
forest, or by the fertility and lovelioeBB 
of the valley ; by the fragrance of 
meadow and orchard, the depths of 
the blue overarching sky, or the magic 
of the bubbling spring and flowing 
brook. These emotions may arise from 
our relatedness to the visible domaiD 
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of man and realm of nature, or from 
the moving tooch of the unseen ; be the 
caaae what it may, the fact to conaider 
ia, &bat these experiences stand re
eorded on the inner substance of being,· 
and can therefore be recalled. 

Select. some pore, luminous, and ex
alting event of memory ; place your 
mind steadily upon it ; hold it there 
uutil the experience in all ita aubatan
tial details is fully and vividly recalled ; 
make the event a present fact of con
eciounesa until yon are enveloped and 
clothed with its corresponding aura. 
Then, as one mountain-top usually 
eommands many others, as kindred ex
periences and associations naturally 
Aow together and suggest each the 
odler, yon are thOB in a position to 
gadler up the natural pearls of past 
experience and bind them into one com
mon sheaf, as the seed and substance 
for new and higher revelatioOB, which 
may be est.e.blished and maintained in 
die centre of being as the foundationa 
of an ever-present md expanding con
eciouness of higher life and powers. 

The lesson, to aum up, is that we 
should turn the electricity of continued 
tAovght and the sunlight of concentrated 
WILL upon the precious germs of higher 
being and facts of memory, treasuring 
them as the miser would regard hit 
gold, caring for them as the gardener 
would care for and cultivate his choice 
bulbs, plants, and flowers, or as the 
shepherd would nurture and cherish the 
preciona ones or his flock. 

We thus see that there are many 
cords binding 08 aU to the invisible 
and higher nature. That we already 
have treasures laid up, experiences and 
associationa, which we should not alone 
"bold fast," but recall and multiply, 
potting the invisible gold to usury, by 
collecting and condensing the aura of 
golden moments and heavenly son
bursts, gathering up, as it were, " the 
fragments, that nothing be lost; •• for 
these serve as needed soil for the nour
ishment of the inner and higher con
sciousness, or as bases for the new un
derstanding, and the various and greatly 
to be desired" gifts or the Spirit." 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 

lU.TURE OP TBOSE WBOSB BIBTBD4T OCCURS BJI:1'WUN OCI'OBBR • A.KD 

NOVEJIBEB 22.1 

lit (SCORPIO.) 
Tms sign roles from October 28 to 

November 22. This class belong to 

1 It muol not be IJilppoeed that all peroouo born ID a 
lloen all(ll or period of tbe :rear will be allke In all 
rwpect.a. They wiU be c:haraeterlsed by tbe general 
aature of tbelr lllp, but may dU!er wldol:r In polarity 
(aa <ler1Yed !rom tbe poatttou of tbe moon), ADd abiO 
Ill IDeDtal ebaraeteri.Uce, due to dU!ereut planetary 
PGtlltiono. Bul, while tbe:r will appenr aod act dlf. 
ftteDl, ll will, DeYertbel-. be foUDd tbet tbere Ia an 
uder~ kindred nature, determined by tbo alp In 
•bleb they were born. 

J'or flilln decalla and mocllfyiDg cau.M of character 
lhriU be o-..ry to eouaul& " Bolar Biology." But 
ll wlll be follDd botb lnt.er.tlog and luatruct.ln to foJ. 
low~ aerl• of twelYe maDDer of people, aa It will 
IIYe a larp _,. of lulcht rea:ardlog tbe nature 
of tile peroooa wtUl whom you are brought In eoJitaet. 

"Bolar BloloD" Ia blllied D~ aatroDOIIIlcal and 
aatural lawa, aiia baa uotbiDJr wha&ent' to do with -·· 

the department of the sex function, 
and therefore to the fires of life. They 
have a great deal of magnetism in their 
system, and, if proper conditions of 
health exist, will not suffer much from 
the cold ; unless orgAnically fine, will 
possess strong appetites and desires, 
and when angry, have a very high tem
per. They have jealousy in their 
nature, also a tendency to conservatism 
and conventionality. They have a 
natural pride of person and personal 
ability, and great tenacity to life. 
They are natural overaeers and govern-
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ment officers, and it is not in harmony 
with their nature to work with their 
own hands, especially at menial labor. 
They always want to act from author
ity, and will usually execute that 
authority faithfully over those onder 
them. They have great tenacity to 
uphold the accepted order of things, 
and are conservators and executors of 
the popular idea and public opinion of 
their times ; but set too much value on 
external appearances, and are some 
inclined to be extravagant and self
gratifying, and apt to think of self 
fh'St. They are good friends, especially 
if it pays, but are also capable of being 
bitter enemies. They love, and even 
venerate, great book-knowledge, and 
look up to, and have great respect for, 
those in high positions of life. 

It is the general aspiration on the 
part of men of this sign to seek gov
ernment positions, also to be superin
tendents and overseers, for which they 
are well adapted. They are frequently 
found in the government employ, for 
which function they have great holding 
power, and are persistent and deter
mined in carrying out the measures they 
are intrusted to execute. Their habit 
is usually silent and digni1led, weighing 
well their words to be sure they are 
right before speaking ; they thus often 
impress others as being superior to what 
they really are, and this is a strong 
point of influence with Scorpio ; but, 
when wholly relying on themselves, 
they are easily in1luenced by strong 
reasonings. 

Their nature may be said to be one 
of law, as they are remarkably inclined, 
when in positions so to do, to make 
laws, and insist that others shall live by 
them. As a rule, this nature is exact
ing, and especially so in seeing that 
their own laws are carried out. 

As husbands and wives they expect 
to rule, and ilaturally demand obedi-

ence. They are influenced largely by 
their sex-nature, and, consequently, 
liable to violent and even dangerous 
jealousy : on this account those born in 
this sign ought to be very careful not 
to give way to this impolae, and, above 
all, should discipline their minds not 
to yield to the mere frem~y of suspi
cion. Again, in all departments of 
life they should be equitable and con
siderate. 

Parents, in rearing the children born 
in this sign, should commence in early 
life to instil into their minds the im
portance of self-control, restraining 
their tendencies to govern and enforce 
their will by arbitrary measures ; keep 
before them the idea of doing unto 
others as they would have others do to 
them. They should be restrained in 
their luxurious inclinations, and given 
the best posaible education. They 
frequently make very good surgeons~ 
and, when religiously inclined, they are 
successful speakers and effective clergy
men. As a rule, they are best adapted 
to sedentary occupations. They love 
to be praised and looked up to as 
superiors. Having a · strong will, it 
gives them great psychological power 
over others, and they are able to make 
themselves felt without a word. 
Through the magnetism of the bands 
they have, in connection with their 
great vitality, the ability to cure 
disease ; this is especially the case 
where their bodily condition has been 
cared for, and preserved in health 
and strength, under which circum
stances they are inclined to be deshy. 
The only disease to which this nature is 
constitutionally liable is heart disease. 

This nativity results from the minds 
of the parents being to a large extent 
under control of the sex passion, their 
minds being engrossed with the thought 
of making a good appearance in the 
world. 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGimST GOAL. 
OF HUMAN ATI'AINMENT. 

No.4. 

IN our last paper we said that " Our 
ftesh and all ftesh is the element of 
thought crystallized." This needs 
some further consideration, on account 
of its importance. 

It is a well-known fact that every 
thought we think and every move we 
make costs the body some of its com
ponent substance ; that in every mus
cular movement there proceeds from the 
will an elec,no spark of flre which burns 
out a portion of the structure of the 
organ or mnscle employed to produce 
the force that accomplishes the act, and 
it is also readily seen that this vital fire, 
being the pure element of Life, creates 
a special demand in that part of tQe 
brain and muscle that is called into 
play, so that the more an organ is used 
the larger and stronger it becomes. 
Now, the food is the source of renewal 
for all the used-up material of the body ; 
so the digestion is necessarily gov
erned by the mental· and physical ac
tion as to the chemical elements the 
body needs ; for every function par
takes of, or is made out of, different 
chemical components, so that when 
transmuted by the indwelling flre it will 
produce thoughts in accord with its 
own special quality ; for every plant 
is a chemical combination, and every 
chemical is the element of concreted 
thought. This idea accords with the 
Bible where it says, "By the Word of 
God the worlds were made." We find 
in our own experience that the idea of 
the Bible, and all the old sages and 
seers, alchemists and mystics, with 
one accord, have declared the same 
great truth. 

Our thought (in the Bible-sense) is the 
creator of our body and discriminator 

as to ita qualities. Thus, like thought 
builds the materials into like flesh, and 
the quality of flesh again reproduces 
itself in thought. This is further evi
denced in the fact that is demonstrated 
in our new science of Solar Biology, 
through which we not only can know 
the nature and tendency of a person,. 
but can know the mental condition that 
was most active in the parents, from 
the f~ that the thought most active in. 
them will endow the germ with its pre
dominating qualities, and these win 
control the quality of the body in ita 
process of building until it begins t,o. 
act'for itself; then ita nature is formed, 
and the will becomes the oltimfl.te of all 
we are in our nature and quality ; and 
as we can only will to act out that na
ture, therefore, to change our will,. 
which is our master and ruler, we must. 
change our qualities by slow processes, 
viz., striving to live fully up to our
highest self, and gathering higher
thoughts from higher minds, dwelling 
on them until they chemically change
the quality of our nature, and thus 
enable us to live a higher life. But. 
tlU process, however, is augmented to. 
whatever extent we are able to cen
tralize our will on higher thoughts and 
cause them to become a part of our 
every act. 

The whole material of our body is 
changed in seven yel\l'S ; so that, if we 
can endow every thought with real 
spiritual truths, at the end of that time 
we can be truly spiritual men and 
women. 

No one thing is more necessary than 
to keep the thought active : " I am 
Spirit." No matter what attainments 
you wish to make, if it is spirituat 
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unfoldment, it will produce spiritual 
·COD8Ciousncss, which in its fulness 
-opens the door to all knowledge ; if it 
is health, it will bring the COD8Ciousness 
that you, the spirit, made and formed 
the body, and still hold control over it, 
- for without spirit matter is dead. 
Spirit being immortal is never sick, 
and cannot suffer pain. The nerves 
-of sensation are only the telegraph 
wires to inform us of any wrong in the 
body, which is an appeal to us to put it 
right. The consciousness that you are 
Spirit brings with it the knowledge 
that you have power to put all things 
in order without delay, and it will be 
·done, for that consciousness is the 
"Faith" Jesus referred to as being all 
potent. 

Is it wealth, honor, or position in thi~t 
world that you desire, it is Spirit that 
instructs the intellect, illumes the in
tuitions, and foretells the result of 
every important act of our life. It is 
through a natural development in this 
the Spirit that leads and guides all 
who make marked attainments in any 
·direction ; for it is the Spirit that con
trols the world in every depnrtment, 
and the development of this fact in 
·our consciousness brings us into har
monious relations with ourselves and 
all nature, and thus we have power with 
God ; for " God is Spirit," and so are 
we, for we are part of the infinite, more 
nearly and sympathetically so than the 
relation of a child to its parent. With 
it also we will have " Power with man 
ru:id WILL prevail " in whatever we feel 
is light, for a consciousness of having 
right on our side is mighty, and more 
especially so from a spiritual stand
point. 

In our first paper we called attention 
to the necessity of controlling and sub
duing the sex action in order to make 
the fullest possible attainments. There 
are many things about this that even 

the most scientific have not understood. 
I therefore must be confined to mere 
statements and experience of the few 
of our age and country ; not but what 
it was once well known, and is now by 
many in certain Oriental societies where 
spiritual and scientific knowledge o.re 
united, and where careful record bas 
been kept of the private experiencefl 
of the great men of the past, which 
are preserved among the secrets of 
these societies, which facts are revealed 
and made demonstrable through the 
new science of Solar Biology; viz., it 
is a common doctrine drawn from the 
Bible that we have a triune. existence, 
1st, Spirit; 2d, Body; Sd, Soul. These 
three are derived from the thought
imaging process in Spirit Soul, and the 
thought-forming powers of our Solar 
System. 

First, then, is the astral ether that 
belongs to the Zodiac of the Sun, the 
Sun being a planet revolving around a 
centre, carrying with it all the solar 
system, having twelve grand divisions 
called signs, answering to the twelve 
omces or functions of the Spiritual 
man. 

Second is the Solar Zodiac, which is 
the fluidic ether ftlling the whole sphere 
of our solar system. We will call it the 
Earth's Zodiac, because the earth p~es 
through all the signs of this every 
year. This fluidic ether is thought
element, and controls the Human soul. 

The third is the Lunar- or the 
Moon's- zodiac, another sphere of 
ftuidic ether of yet more physical char
acter, which surrounds the Earth, and 
through which the Moon passes during 
its circuit of about twenty-eight days. 
This latter controls the animal life, the 
blood, the sap in trees, the tides, etc., 
also the periods of generative life. 
These three zodiacs, as to function, are 
each an ether man with head and fee\ 
together, filling their allotted sphe~ 
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and from these the individual man Esormuc), 'Ill represents the nature of· 
originate. aa to Spirit, Soul, and Body. the individual. Every time the Moon 

In the Bible, Rev. xxii., 2d verse, it enters that sign of its zodiac there is a 
uys : " The tree of life, which bare psychic germ matured in his or her
twelve manner of fl'Uits, and yielded system, and if the person is under con
her fruit every month" (in the Greek, trol of the law of generation that germ 
•onth is rendered Moon). Every man will be thrown off, and no benefit. 

Taren Zonu.c OP TIDii 8UJ(, EABTB, AKD M:OOI. 

and woman is bom in one of the twelve 
departments of the Earth's Zodiac, and 
is controlled mentally and physically by 
its and the Moon's movements unitedly ; 
thus we will take a person bom be
tween Oct. 23 and Nov. 22 (that being 
the period of this present number of THE 

derived from it, further than to carry 
on the work of reproducing his kind. 
But if any person, by his own will, 
controls that function and retains the 
germ until after the Moon leaves that 
sign, then that germ will be reabsorbed 
into the body, and be a regenerative· 
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:force, perfecting, first, the life of the 
body, second, vitalizing the mental, giv
ing it superior power in any and all direc
tions, and ultimately becoming a vessel 
"to contain Spirit, and through it bring 
the individual into a consciousness of 
the Solar Angel that governs that twelfth 
part of the Solar and mental functions 
of the man born into that sign or func
tion of the Solar man, which simply 
brings the individual into normal con-
9ciousness of his own real self. 

It the person continues to hold con
trol over these functions, when the 
Moon comes again into their sign
which takes place the 11th of the next 
December- another psychic germ is 
matured in the per8ons born between 
the above dates, and if retained they 
'Will be regenerated into the next sign 
t (Sagittarius), which again ultimates 
in a spiritual consciousness of the angel 
<>f that sign ; and so on from Moon to 
Moon the year·around, until, in place of 
the persons being simply governed by 
the nature and quality of Scorpio, they 
will become conscious that, while it 
will always be their leading quality, yet 
they can sensate, act, speak, and think 
from all. And when this process bas 
been kept up without any waste of the 
:generative element for three consecu
tive years they will have been regen
-erated into the three Zodiacs, so that 
a triunal consciousness will be theirs, 
and also those Divine "Magic " powers 
that belong alone to such. 

It was said that Jesus of Nazareth 
taught among the people only three 
years, and just at the close of that time 
be is reputed to have. said, " All power 
is given into my hands in heaven and 
on earth," thus indicating the fact that 
when one is thus regenerated (for that 
was his favorite theme) into thie triune 
1.odiacal creative life, he will have all 
things at his or her command. 

The Moon travels through its Zodiac, 

and 80 do the earth and planets, 
from bead to feet of the " ether man," 
or the " Grand-man of dl.e heavens," 
as Swedenborg called it. So all the 
life forces drawn in and regenerated 
into material elements in the body are 
" polarized " downward, and wasted 
in generation. The Sun travels re
verse through its zodiac, viz., from feet 
to head, therefore the spiritual mind 
and polarity is from below upwards; 
thus you see that all spiritual teachers 
have indicated that, by referring to 
the " carnal " IUld spiritual as to 
antipodes. For so they are, 80 far as all 
matter began in spirit, and generation 
is only the work of materializing the 
same, and bringing it into objective 
form, which is referred to in our nine 
lectures on the Seven Creative Prin
ciples, and also by many other meta
physicians, as the law of descending 
involution, where the creative currents 
descend from spirit into matter through 
man, through animal into vegetable, and 
from thence mineral and earth, from 
which begins the law of ascending 
'' Evolution : " from earth, mineral, Ye:g
etable, animal, and man, then through 
man's triune nature to the solar, anti 
from thence the spiritual, which is as 
far as we can trace it by experience. 

Some interesting facts came under 
my observation, as follows : -

In 1881 I met a young man about 
twenty-five years old. He was a bright 
man, intent on enjoying the world ; but 
finding in him a clear, logical, vigor
ous, daring mind, full of aspiration, 
and having the good fortune to be born 
into a " sign," or function of the grand 
Solar man, that gave him great power 
of self-control, I determined to make 
an experiment through him of what 
might be attained from this world's 
stand-point. So I talkecl to him of the 
attainments of Plato, Socrates, Demos
thenes, and many others, through this 
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lite of real chastity and self-regenera
tion. He grasped the idea at once, and 
with comparative little difficulty took 
control of that function and shut off all 
the waste. 

About that time be made the ac
quaintance of several persons who were 
mutually experimenting in the phe
nomena of Spiritualism. Soon after 
the man bad passed through the sign 
the Earth was in at the time of his 
birth he became conscious of being, as 
they thought, in spiritual, but really in 
mental (soul), conjunction with one of 
the ancient philosophers, who imparted 
great knowledge to the young man 
through mental impressions, conftrmed 
by tippings of the table around which 
they sat ; also giving his name. He sat 
for these experiences every week with 
those friends, and once, privately, with 
me. I did not explain to him anything 
of these laws or of the experiment J 
was making, thns enabling me to watch 
the progress of developments from the 
one stand-point, viz., conservation of 
the germ lite. The following passage 
of the Mgon through his sign brought 
another one of the ancient philosophers, 
who became also a guide and interior 
preceptor to him. So we watched from 
4>ne Moon to another for the advent of 

additional preceptors, who came as 
regularly as the Moon's cycles. After 
the third or fourth one bad come he 
was informed by these philosophers 
that he was to have twelve guides, 
which was ful1llled in the same order. 
I also watched his movements, and 
could distinctly recognize the new-born 
nature expressing itself through him. 
During the first year his appetite di
minished to an extent that greatly 
worried his mother. Some days he 
would take nothing bot a glass of milk 
until night; then he would merely 
taste the supper prepared for him by 
his careful and worried mother. Dur
ing much of the first year there was an 
apparent stupor in his mental and phys
ical activities, save at times when 
duty required his activity (to which 
demands he was always faithful), then 
he would manifest a brilliancy that 
astonished himself and those who had 
known him. The first part of the sec
ond year he settled down into a deep, 
peaceful calm, that impressed all who 
saw him with his having great supe
riority of character, which commanded 
the respect and confidence of all who 
met him ; the sequel of which will be 
given in our next. 

MYSTERY. 

BBV. WJI. TUCKD, D.D. 

liTSTERT is not ignorance, but im
pedect knowledge. A being or thing 
of which we have no knowledge, to our 
intelligence has no existence, and 
therefore cannot be mysterious. Mys
tery is the result of knowing, only in 
part. We may know a thing as a fact 
withont knowing it as a thought. A 
child can know a locomotive as a fact; 
but he does not know it as a thought, 

because he does not comprehend the 
science of its mechanism. 

It is at this point the mystery of the 
locomotive comes in. We may know a 
thing exists, without knowing the mode 
of its existence. We know that a seed 
germinates ; but we do not understand 
the nature and comprehend the mode 
of germination. Here lies the mystery. 
We know that a plant grows ; but we 
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do not know how it grows. The mys
tery is in the how. Mystery depends 
upon the grade of intelligence and cult
ure in parts ; for men comprehend 
that which is very mysterious to chil
dren, and the learned mind understands 
that which 1S mystery to the unin
formed. 

No amount of learning ever takes 
us beyond the mysterious ; for mystery 
is the shadow that accompanies the 
light of all finite knowledge. There is 
mystery coooected with everything we 
know ; because there is an element of 
infinity in everything, and the finite hu
man mind cannot perfectly compre
hend the infinite. Matter, force, life, 
mind, thought, feeling, will, volition, 
action, are all mysterious ; because 
they have their source and cause in 
the infinite. Nature is full of mystery; 
because nature is full of God. 

To reject religion or the Bible be
cause it is mysterious is to reject it 
because it is divine and true. The di
vine is infinite, and the infinite is mys
terious. There is no religion without 
God, and all revelation is from God, 
and God i,s infinite and incomprehensi
ble. We know him, but we cannot 
comprehend him ; and the shadow as 
well as the light of this infinite truth 
comes into all religion, and constitutes 
its mystery. God is in Nature, the 
Bible, and the Homan Soul, and there
fore all are mysteries. 

Mystery in the Christian religion is 
evidence of its divine origin. Every
thing that God has made is mysterious. 
Atoms, molecules, minerals, liquids, 
grasses, plants, animals, men, thought, 
emotion, will, and action are all mys
teries. We know, but we do not per
fectly comprehend and understand 
them. They are revelations of the di
vine Inftnite. 

If everything God does is infinite and 
mysterious, we should look for mystery 

[Nov. 

in a divinely revealed religion. What
ever man can make, man can under
stand just as far as it is rational 
and intelligent, What the humao 
mind can originate, the human mind cao 
understand, comprehend, and explain. 
The fact, therefore, that man cannot 
comprehend the whole of Christian rev
elation is conclusive evidence that it 
did not originate with man. Mystery ia 
the autograph of divinity; so revelation 
is divine. 

Mystery is necessary to religion. A 
God unknown does not exist to our 
rational intelligence. A God compre
hended is no God to our religious faith 
and affections. Worship, as the feeling 
of gratitude, love, resignation, sob
mission, veneration, reverence, and awe 
towards the infinite Creator, Father, and 
Saviour, has in it an element of mys
tery. There is in all genuine religious 
worship an emotion that responds to 
the revelation of mystery in Nature and 
God. 

This fact is revealed in our spiritual 
consciousness and religious experience. 
It exists in religious poetry cd music, 
and is made manifest in religious biog
raphy and history. 

Mystery has an attraction for the 
human intellect. It always interests us. 
It arrests man's attention, awakens 
his interest, quickens his thought, and 
arouses him to action. It stimulates 
to effort and application in the study 
of philosophy, science, and religion. 
Travel, research, discovery, and inven
tion have resulted from its influence on 
man. We are conscious of its influence 
on us, and witness its power over 
others all the time. From childhood 
to manhood, from infancy to old age, 
it attracts and fascinates men. This 
has always been so. All nations and 
races of men in every age of the world 
have been intluenced and moved by it. 
It has a function in life, and a work in 
the world. Its influence has been fol
lowed by grand and sublime results in 
all the fields of human investigation. 
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SOUL-DEVELOPMENT. 

BY A. F. M:ELCBERS. 

WHAT external culture is to the adds to its impetus as a life-condi
body, internal culture is to the s01il; tion. This is the beginning of soul
a refinement or higher development of development, and as the phy!!ical is 
these respective life conditions. To the agent which leads to it, it contin
cultivate the physical, man resorts to ues as· such for all that is to follow. 
cleanliness or the art of dressing, - Amiability is a centralization of 
the latter being undoubtedly an out- humility or modesty and purity, for 
come of the former; and as the latter without the former the principle (or 
can hardly be indulged in without the virtue), if once it bas taken root and 
former, they may be regarded as acts unwittingly, would be marred, 
one in their higher att.ained state. which by impudence, arrogance, or 
Secondly, to a development of the false pride depends upon what form 
muscles through various means, as the this lack of modesty takes in a being. 
age demands and suggests; and lat- In either event embarrassment or ner
terly, through the accession of grace, vousness distmbs the harmony and 
accompanied by politeness and amia- betrays in what direction the link is 
bility. broken, for arrogance in any form af-

This all belongs to the external, but fects the brain and nervous system of 
verges on the internal as it unfolds in the physical body, and is the cause 
the form of a science, and through of all troubles arising from the liver, 
amiability actually forms an alliance arrogance breaking the harmonious 
with the soul-nature of man,- amiabil- vibration between the brain and the 
ity being an outward expression of sym- same ; and while the magnetism which 
pathy, or a charitable impetus coming is generated by the liver cannot pass 
from the life-principle within, even if to the brain on account of the disturbed 
only conduced by virtue of drilled nervous condition, it not only leaves 
etiquette. But even as a schooled prin- this in an enervated state, but deprives 
ciple it lays the foundation for genuine the whole body of the material energy 
sympathy or affection for every act of needed for its support, and for which 
kindness or feeling of humanity aris- it depends entirely on the stability of 
ing from within, or acting in conjunc- the brain, or the consistency of its 
tion with the soul-nature of man, in- functional action. Without a steady 
creases the activity of the latter, or supply of magnetism from the liver 
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-the magnetic generator of the human stead of enjoyable, -the sweets of 
system- this is impossible, and thus physical indulgences reacting in con
a physical disorder; and 88 arrogance centrated form. By resisting these 
is not a physical disease, but a spirit- animal enjoyments, though, man devel
ual or mental one, its ailments, like ops will-power, or soul-force, one of the 
the causes of all effects, is spiri1lual in most important attributes of the divin-
nature. ity within. 

This does not apply to the soul, for Thus, physical purity is the stepping-
the original life-essence in man is a stone to soul-culture or inner develop
purely divine principle, and does not ment, and, with humility or modesty as 
partake of anything impure, discordant, a principle or virtue, it leads to and 
or animalistic, but to the spirit-body, leaves an unbroken chain to the so
which is the storehouse for all mental called love-condition of the soul. Love, 
disorders, or evils, so called, 88 arro· or humanity, so called, is that divine 
gance, selfishness, and sensuality, and attribute which recognizes in every 
which are created by man himself in man a brother; but without humility 
permitting the animal passions and hu- this is impossible, for arrogance or 
man weakness to control ~im as a liv- false pride in man is that unfortunate 
ing creature. On the other hand, by evil which insists upon worldly or mo.· 
curbing his animal appeti~s or human terio.l distinction, and which is, there
proclivities, as self-love, vanity, con- fore, nothing else than a form of self
ceit, etc., he adds force to the soul- love. Where the latter exists there 
nature itself,-every pure impulse com- can be no true love, no true humanity, 
ing from the soul ; and where success is no purely divine soul-impulse ; and 
attained, it increases the growth or amiability, accompanied by the above, 
activity of the same. A superior mo- is but a shallow mockery,- a pretence. 
tion of the divine principle over all the Perfect soul-development is, there
sensuous impulses of the material body fore, based on purity, humility, and 
and egotistical emotions of the spirit- love. Purity constitutes a freedom 
body insures man the so-called positive from dowdiness, intemperance, and im
condition,- the aim of life in connec- morality; humility, a freedom from 
tion with a physical body. To attain self-love in the form of vanity, self
this, soul-development is necessary, righteousness, conceit, self-sufficiency, 
and which is accomplished through the and arrogance generally; and l"ve, a 
physical. The primitive step is clean· freedom from selfishness generally, or 
lincss of body. This docs not apply that which is known as jealousy, envy, 
exclusively to the use of soap and hatred, malice, uncharitableness, and 
water, but to the manner in which man fault-finding with a brother mortal. 
contaminates the physical by licentious The virtue in connection with these 
practices, intemperance, etc., both ex- principles is manifested by temper
ternally nod internally, forgetting that ance in all things ; physical neatness, 
impure phys1cal indulgences create an 88 far 88 circumstances will permit 
impure spirit-body, and which impuri- and within the bounds of reason, for 
ties lay the foundation for future physi- unnecessary decoration is not only a 
cal disorders, discordant spiritual defacement of beauty and harmony, 
forces neutralizing themselves through but mars the human character 88 much 
the agent which created them, only 88 arrogance does, being a form of 
that this neutralization is painful in- self-love which directs the mind to the 
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material instead of the spiritual or 
divine. Modesty is next in order, 
for even the greatest genius who lacks 
this qualification remains without rec
ognition ; man intuitively sensing a 
morbid craving for praise, and the 
nauseousness which this causes pre
venting him from doing justice where it 
is often well earned : being a form 
of vanity or self-love, it repels those 
who are sensitive, and in fact the only 
ones that can appreciate genius. Love 
crowns the whole, and constitutes 
a wreath of virtues in itself. The 
same are manifested by sympathy, 
affection, generosity, benevolence, 
kind-heartedness, liberality, forgive
ness, and charity. The latter is the 
highest, for it overlooks human error, 
and its practice develops a force of 
soul which not only prevents it from 
narrowing down to earthly thoughts, 
but expands its vision and increases 
its power of penetrating into the un
seen,- into causation. 

Such is the ultimate of soul-devel
opment, and while man frees himself 
from his evils or adds of the above 
virtues to his being, he comes en rap
port with the causes of things generally, 
and thereby is enabled to understand 
effects more fully, whether pertaining 
to matter or to man. Self-development 
leads to the latter, for, as he under
stands himself, he understands others, 
and as man is a microcosm of the uni
verse, he may learn through the same 
much that pertains to the latter, - the 
two being as closely allied in material 
nature as man and God are allied in 
soul-nature. And as man progresses 
in soul-development, or learns the na
ture of his soul, he comprehends the 
nature of God, or first causes; for, 
emanating from this as a living spark, 

be constitutes a part of the same, and 
by an increase of emotion or growth 
(which amounts to the same thing) the 
soul emerges from its surrounding ma
terial, and sees beyond that which is 
generally known as matter or material 
influences. And to have a realization 
of that which exists beyond the mate
rial is to sense or cognize the spiritual. 
To know the spiritual is to know 
causes, and to know this is to dwell in 
the light of the universe, or to exist 
within the influence of divine nature. 
The efJect of this influence is peace, 
harmony, tranquillity of soul, and not 
only experienced as a beautiful quietude 
in one's immediate surroundings, but 
sensed by all who happen to be in 
the immediate vicinity of such 11 being. 
We have sensed this influence in the 
presence of those who were gifted with 
sufficient of the above qualifications to 
make their power known, although un
willingly and ignorant of the cause of 
their own inward peace, or soul-tran
quillity, and which could be attributed 
to nothing else than either individual 
soul-culture or soul-development. By 
observation we found this to be due 
to all freedom from arrogance or 
false pride, etc., while those who were 
specially gifted with physical purity 
created an animating or bright effect 
on their surroundings, and those who 
had love developed caused everybody 
to feel buoyant or happy as they them
selves were. Is this not their individ
ual heaven? Echo answers yes, and 
proves that every human being is the 
founder of his own future happiness, 
and which experience teaches can only 
be gained by self-exertion or individual 
soul-development. 

CJU.aLBaToK, S.C., Oct., 1887. 
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MAN THE SON GOD. 

A PROPHECY. 

BY ANDREW J, ROGERS. 

GOD IS-aye, IS-lS-TwoinOne
ISIS - Mother-Father-Life b€'gun -
The Great Whole in one entirety, 
Comprising all - every entity -
All the functions of omnipotence. 
Such is God briefly comprehended, 
Who, Man his Son, alike intended 
Should be rounded out a mk·t·ocosm. 
A potential world in one bosom, 
Who in his turn a world to become -
His own Soul his firmamental home. 
God is the SUN ofHisowngrcatSOUL, 
Vivifying all as one Great Whole, 
E'en the universal firmament 
Of His Sidereal establishment-
All evolved from God's great Central 

Sun, 
Source of Life, beginning, end, in one. 
All things arc parts of the one Great 

Whole, 
Divinely c"mprised in Gorl's granrl 

Soul. 
Countless entities God doth evolve, 
And in His good pleasure each dissolve, 
Reclaiming every Life, one and all, 
Each returning to His bosom's call.· 
Man, the child of God, hns his own 

Sun 
'Stablished in his Soul when first begun. 
Hence, microcosmic man, as foretold, 
Shall, of his Life of lives, worlds un-

fold, 
Ere be shall haYe his Course of courses 

run 
Round through Space hack to the Cen-

tral Sun. 
But, harken : such great exaltation 
Is not due pledged by mere creation. 
'Tis only fot· such as shall make sure 
That his soul is wholly made secut·e 
In the promise of God. the Father, 
V ouchsnfed to the Son through the 

Mother. 

Though Spirit Man bath Life Eternal, 
Yet soul may sink to the infernal : 
Its functions is his cireumference. 
Like Man's firmament, such the se-

qul'nce, 
Of divine growth and unfoldment 
Ultimating in self-government. 
If lhe Soul doth not this state attain, 
It is dissolved- Life goes back again, 
Even into dnrkness down beneath 
Where there's wailing and gnashing of 

teeth. 
But this pertains for ultimate good, 
E:s:alting Man unto final godhood. 

The Son of God, the Father of Man, 
Lived with God before the earth 

began. 
In his Father's stead and holy name 
He called : the earth into being came. 
Yes, 'twas God, the Son, evolved the 

earth, 
Through which in time to renew his 

birth, 
Generating many from the One, 
All from God, the Father, through the 

Son. 
Yes, 'tis true, if we may use the term, 
Spirit is the microeosmic germ 
Which gave the earth its generic 

form. 
That man may there-through himself 

reform, 
And thus in turn, as the courses run, 
Unfold nround his own Central Sun. 
Be not amazed: 'Tis truth, my brother: 
St.·us are children of the ALL FATH

ER, 
Who bath sons and daughters not a 

few, 
Each divinely constituting TWO: 

The female being the INNER ONE 
Of God's d:vinely begotten soN, 
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Who divid'th water from the waters 
And foundeth worlds for sons and 

daughters, 
The Two-in-one, Father anrl Motl1er, 
Who transmits all in dual brother. 
As in Adam, the first son of God, 
Who became incarnate 011 the sou; 
Or as it was in the Christian <lawn, 
When came Jesus, Virgin Mary's Son, 
Divinely sowing new seeds of Life, 
Which falling among tares brooded 

strife 
Between man and man of all nations 
Because of priestly personations. 
But fear not: This will not always be, 
For Christ will appear, as you shall see, 
In the approaching SABBATIC 

DAWN, 
Near about nineteen hundred and one. 

The right royal birth of Christ our 
Lord 

Moves a million souls with one accord ; 
Watch the coming as the cycles run
The greatest shall be the Central Sun, 
Which now of all the hosts seems the 

least 
As He rises in the mystic " East." 
But look not for Him far, I warn you: 
His rising is within, around you. 
Be will appear in every quarter, 
In father, mother, son and daughter, 
Quickening minds and expanding 

lungs, 
Declaring himself in many tongues. 
Be not amazed, the Lord saith to thee, 
Behold ! I am in you and ye in me. 
I'll come quickly in next SABBATH 

DAWN 
Declaring the earth wholly mine own. 
Ther~fore, trim your lamps, supply 

your oil; 
I come to redeem, not to despoil. 
All are mine, I will reclaim mine own 
As they mature, each SABBATIC 

MORN; 
Selecting only those made secure, 
Leaving others that they may mature. 

My cycles of harvest only run 
In cycles around God's Central Sun. 
I have had harvests many in the past, 
Anrl that now coming is not the last. 
In the NOON of my exaltation 
All who are mature have salvation. 
After next harvest the world goes on ; 
Darkness follows till another morn, 
But to this near harvest look ye well ; 
Thou shalt be gathered for heaven or 

hell. 
If for heaven give God the glory ; 
If for bell, read the allegory,-
Down into ltades tllou art consigned
For the ne:ct great ltai'Vest predestined. 
Fear not, the dicine !JI!Tm is ne'er lost: 
It is of God's own heavenly host, -
A child of earth who will in due course 
Unfold its latent microcosmic force, 
And come forth in due harvest season 
All perfected in Wisdom's reason. 
None are lost; no, not even one 
Whom God vouchsafed to our .Mother's 

Son. 
Watch, therefore ; await the coming 

dawn 
Near about nineteen hundred and one. 

ANCIENT OF DAYS comes not nt 
that time-

Only the dawn of a new regime, 
Then soon comes the MILLENNIAL 

DAY-
A million years all within the RAY 
Of the great effulgent CENTRAL 

SUN-
Life of ull concentmting in ONE, 
E,·en the PRIMARY SOURCE 

DIVINE, 
From which sprang every root, brnncl,, 

and vine, 
Insect, fish, fowl, beast, and Living 

Ma11, 
Suns, stars- All, since the world 

began-
Even to Christ, Man's Elder Brother, 
SU:s- OF GOD, OUR FATHEl~ 

AND MOTHER. 
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"THE WORD WAS GOD." 

BY ANDREW J. ROGERS. 

TnE Bibles of all ages, of whatever 
phase of religion, are full of alle
gorical truths ; and I know of none 
more sublimely instructive than the 
threefold allegory with which SAINT 
JOliN begins his Gospel as recorded in 
the Christian Bible. It reads thus : -

" In the beginning was the Word, 
and the Word was with God, and the 
Word was God." (See John, C. 1, v. 
1-18.) 

But what i8 the WORD which was 
in the beginning, and was and ever 
is with God, and, according to SAINT 
JonN, was God, and ultimately was 
made flesh? -As an Esoteric thinker 
1 know that the word of man is veri
tably a living tlting, an imm(jrtal entity 
sent out from within the soul of man, 
for a purpose or for purposes conceived 
in the mind of the utterer of the word. 
I also know that man's word is 
destined to either bless or curse ac
cordingly as the utterer clothes, or
dains, and commissions the word that 
he or she articulates. And I further 
know that if we evolve and utter words to 
the detriment of another person, other 
than per force of righteousness, the 
curse we intended for others returns in 
due course to the utterer, as surely as 
old hens return home to roost. 'V e are 
severally the Divine Source of our own 
words. 'V ords are simply expressed 
thoughts, which, when uttered, become 
embodied living entities, of the generic 
life of microcosmic man. 

Every microcosmic soul is held, under 
the Divine Law universal, strictly ac
countable for every word, or emanation, 
or other evolvement from the Central 
Source of his or her generic life of 
lives, and accordingly will man unfold, 
round out and pefect, or degrade, dwarf, 

and lose his spiritual self or kingdom. 
-Let the esoteric thinker study, learn, 
and comprehend the parable of the 
ten talents. 

Truly the words of man are Lh-ing 
Entities, even though man in their ut
terances should clothe them in ihe most 
defiling and polluting elements of his 
nature. The words in themseh·es are 
emanations from the Eternal Life of 
God in man, and endowed with eter
nal, living entitical being, which must 
of necessity be innately pure, good, and 
true, for all Divine emanations sub
limely comprise Light, Life, and LoYe, 
the triune essences which constitute real 
being. 

Man is a Microcosm, and his unut
tered thoughts are, as it were, unborn 
children, indwelling spirit entities, not 
yet embodied for outward life, while 
his uttered words are the embodied 
evolved children who live, move, and 
have their being within -the supernal 
circumference of his microcosmic soul. 

The WORD is triune, wholly gen
eric, an entirety primarily comprised in 
one entity, innately endowed with the 
unfolding possibilities of God, the 
SOURCE of the WORD. SAINT JonN 
avers that the Word was the Son which 
is in the bosom of the Father, and who 
was in the beginning with God ; and by 
whom, not only this world, this planet, 
but all things pertaining thereunto, 
were made in the name and stead of 
the All Father and Mother God, and 
we all know and recognize in the bosom 
of our unfolded brother man and sister 
woman, that 

The Son of God, the Father of ?.tao, 
Who lived with God ere this world began, 

is to be revealed in the bosom of all 
the elect of the races of man. 
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Let us understand ourselves : we are 
men. The Messianic Jesus of Naza
reth, narrowly construed, is the typical 
embodiment of the Generic Life of the 
planet from which the various and vary
ing lives have emanated, and are con
tinuing to emanate. We know him, 
even the Christ, because of His living 
presence within our souls, and because 
we behold him in the bosom of our 
brother man and sister woman. I have 
seen him in the bosom of the Father, 
as it were, throughout the face of the 
earth, -in the lowly and in the ex
alted. Now that I have said this much, 
let me address myself to esoteric 
thinkers, and ask them to go with 
me in vision, that we may all together 
behold THE "CHRIST BLESSING 
THE WORLD. 

See, then,- each looking out from 
the inner sanctuary of his or her own 
soul,- the Generic Life of the plant, 
even the Son of God (dual in His di
vine nature as typified in the mystic 
Adam and Eve, blended in One, per
petually sinking and rising in the Life 
of lives, everywhere permeating, quick
ening, and lightening every entity of 
the microcosmic entirety, from the in
finitesimal to the greatest, all inclusive). 
-Behold Him, the Cll RIST of Christa, 
even the Son of God, the Father and 
Mother of Man, the TWO in ONE, in 
the name and stead of the All Father 
and Mother God, as He stands in the 
Centre of His Realm, and, perforce of 
His Omnipotence, sends forth from 
every part of His ineffably effulgent 
BEING, the Divine Life in Love which 
bestows ETERNAL LIFE upon all who are 
able to receive it and thence unfold as 
Sons and Daughters of God. Aye, be
bold the effulgent rays extending in 
every direction from every department 
of His glorious being, and entering into 
the central life of every entity or creat
ure, animate or inanimate, great and 

small! Note the response : Behold the 
love-inflamed insect,-fish,reptile, fowl, 
beast, and man, and every entity of the 
vegetable and mineral departments of 
Nature, corresponding gratefully, re
ciprocating the divine blessing,- their 
love and adoration flowing back in 
counter currents along the effulgent 
rays of divine Light, Life, and Love, 
w~ich are continually flowing out from 
the CENTRAL LIFE, even God, the 
Son, the Father and Mother of Man I 

Yes, behold all this. Photograph it, 
as it were, upon your inner brain, so 
that you may consciously carry con
tinually with you the unerring evidences 
of the unwavering divine support of all 
life and lives, as well as the unmistak
able signs of the early dawning of the 
next Millennia! Day or Age of the 
"\Vorld's spiritual exaltation, wherein, 
as per the divine promise, our Father 
and Mother God, even the dual 
Son of the ALL FATHER AND 
MOTHER, will be our '' everlasting 
light" by virtue of their conjoined 
effulgence, which in due course of the 
World's (our planet's) re-unfoldment 
(as indicated by the approaching grand 
cyclical Sabbatic Morn), coiTespond
ingly quickens and lightens the innate 
latent DIVINITY in and of the Sons and 
Daughters of God who shall have re
ceived, in and through the blessing, 
the Divine Word, even the Spirit of 
Truth, empowering them severally to 
unfold and become manifestly the chil
dren of Light and Life conjoined in 
Love, the triune elements of real being, 
constituting them severally Sons and 
Daughters of God forever and ever. 

When you shall have thus in vision 
beheld the God of the planet blessing 
all the entities thereof, withdraw your
self to within the Inner Temple of your 
own soul, and from there, even from 
that exalted height, behold the indwell
ing Divinity, even the Christ in Man, 
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correspondingly effulging the entire me and I will give you the Spirit of 
organic Man and thence blessing every Truth, even the Living Word of God, 
molecule, entity, or part whatsoever of which shall make you free, and fill your 
your microcosmic body. And as you whole being with divine Light, Life, 
gather in and comprehend these glorious and Love, perfecting you in the Trio
visions, listen to the inner voice; even ity essential to Eternal Life." And let 
the Word as it is within the Holy of us, one and all, heed this inner t-'Oice 
holies of your microcosmic soul, declnr- and live unto God, that we may com
ing in substance, if not literally, that prebend the allegorical truth which de
" I am the Light and Life of Thy clares that the Word was made flesh in 
Life, even the Living Word, the Spirit and through the Christ being conceived 
of Truth, which bestows all power, by \Voman over-shadowed by God, 
knowledge, wisdom, and intelligence who alone begetteth the CHRIST OF 
unto Man. Come ye, therefore, unto HU.:\IANITY. 

ESOTERIC GLEANINGS. 

REAsON from spirit to matter; from 
centre to circumference instead of in
,·ersely. 

THE real Man is Spil'it, produced 
and sustained by G~cl, the eternal 
energy. 

THE great initial step !lnd difficulty is 
in fastening the mind upon that which 
is unseen. 

MAX·SPIIUT proves God-spirit, as one 
drop of water proves the source from 
which it must have come. - Dowd. 

·wE arc weak because it never en
tered into our mind to be strong No 
one can be well until he is in his right 
place, doing the will of the Creator. 

WE clutch at spiritual things as 
something apart from the body, having 
no relation to matter, or, if any, but 
remote, whereM we must realize that 
it is inter-dependent on matter, needs 
foun:.latioa, and a material realm for 
expression. 
TELL me, my secret souL, 

Inspired by God's own breath, 
Is there no resting-place 

From sorrow, sin, and death? 
Is there no happier spot, 

Where mortals may be blessed, 

Where grief may find a balm, 
And weariness a rest? 

Faith, Hope, and Love, best boons to 
mortal given, 

Start up within the breast, and answer, 
" Heaven." 

-Charles Mackay. 
"·wHEN the fleshly prison-walls of 

the mind fall, its first inheritance is 
a stupendous freedom. The narrow 
limits which caged it here are gone, 
and it lives in an ethereal sphere, with 
no impeding bounds. Even in onr 
present state, to a true think('r, there is 
no ascent or descent or terminating 
wall in space, but equal motion illimit
able in all directions : and no absolute 
standard of duration~ only a relative 
and variable one, fl'Om the insect of an 
hour, to man, to an archangel, to that 
incomprehensible Being whose shortest 
moments are too vast to be not<>d by 
the awful nebulre of the hour-glass, 
although its rushing sands are systems 
of worlds. The soul emerges from 
earthly bondage, emancipated into 
eternity, while 
" ' The ages sweep around him with 

thl'ir wings, 
I ... ike anger'd eagles cheated of their 

prey I'" 
-.Alger. 
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THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

Fott'l"th Paper. 

BY WILLIAM COX. 

The Union of Seeldng and Sight, the Parentage of Tmth. 

[RocHESTER, N.Y. Oct. 17,1887. 
EDITOR 01.1' THE "EsOTERIC." 

I am sure the readers of your maga
line who have became interested in the 
"Science· of Understanding" will be 
pleased to know that I have prevailed 
upon Mr. William Cox, the discoverer, 
from this time forth to continue the pa
pers bearing upon that subject, and now 
being published in the EsoTERIC by his 
own hand. 

The subject, so colossal in its bearings, 
and feebly commenced in your journal by 
his pupil, will now be carried on by the 
master himself. and I can promise all 
who follow Mr. Cox to the end an insight 
into truths, and a power of understanding 
that will make them " rejoice with ex
ceeding gladnet~s " that they are heirs of 
the glorious destiny that awaits every 
member of the human race. 

Yours truly, and fraternally, 
A. W. MooRE.] 

ORDER, the majestic and dignified 
Queen of Intellect, spake thus to 
Wisdom: 

" Whenever the Sons and daugh
ters of men are disturbed by annoy
ances, or driven to and fro by com
plicating m1certainties-w henever, be
cau!ie of trouble, of no matter what 
character, they are hindered from ob
taining the information they seek or 
the goal desired, duty demand~ that 
prompt and effectual aid be rendered 
them, not only for their own sake, 
but also that the health and well-being 
of my loved husband Law, be pre
served. My heart aches when I be
hold the childrenof earth toiling with
out recompense, and seeking without 
ceasing, yet never finding the path to 
goodness. 

" Hope, with its snowy pinions of 
light, still hovers in the chambers of 
my soul and whispers, ' Be of good 
cheer ; darkness and error shall not 
always brood like a vampire bat of 
night over the earth. Before the 
united efforts of Order and Wisdom, 
Folly shall depart; Ignorance known 
no more, darkness shall flee away 
before the Light which shall break 
upon the children of men from the 
far-off peaks of Time I ' " 

"The desire and purpose of thy 
soul, 0 Queen of Heaven I" replied 
Wisdom," are in accord with my own: 
whatever aid I can accord thee shall 
be freely and cheerfully rendered." 
· After much careful and loving con
sultation, Order and Wisdom decided 
upon what to them seemed the best 
plan of assistance to man in any 
emergency, and that was the union in 
holiest bonds of wedlock of the beau
tiful Divine Eyes, who, by the con
sent of many, was called Sight, to the 
m&.n Seeking, whose patient endeavor 
endeared him to the heart of Order. 
It is not enough that man possess the 
eye physical; he must have likewise 
the eye spiritual, and of those who, 
possessing only the eye of the body, 
it is truly said, "Having eyes, they 

" h . see not ; but to t ose who possess 
the all-seeing eye of the mind, sight 
indeed is given. This Sight, all-ob
serving, all-comprehending, give I 
this day to Seeking that righteous
ness may be found in the Earth. 

" From this union " continued Or
der, "there shall come a spotless soul, 
a mighty spirit, dwelling in a. body 
pure, who shall be loved and honored 
of men, and who, in the fulness of his 
ripened manhood, shall go forth con
quering and to conquer. To him, the 
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son of Seeking and Sight, shall all 
things be knowable ; and without him 
shall no man attain to the UNDER
STANDING of anything. 

"Unto Seeking and Sight shall a 
child be born, a son be given, and na-. 
tions and governments shall be upon 
his shoulders. When the people see 
him they shall exclaim, ' WondeJ;(ull 
All hail, Mighty Counsellor I Thrice 
hail, Everlasting Prince of Peace I' " 

"Let the banquet be prepared I 
Summon to the wedding feast all the 
friends of the mind. Those who in 
the course of time shall become the 
intellectual sires of Principles un
changeable ; whose dwelling places 
shall be the earthly tenement-houses 
of men's bodies, and who shall con
tinue to guide and direct until life is 
no more. From out the depths of the 
vast and shoreless sea of thought call 
forth all True Ideas, the progenitors 
of Knowledge and Power ; Grand 
Ideas, in whose mental womb zea.J. 
shall be concealed ; Passing-Events, 
that beget Experience ; Perseverance, 
the parent of Strength and Motion, 
Bid hither the tireless, plodding tiller 
of the soil in the garden of Thought, 
that child of intellectual fertility
whose blooming fields and ripening 
orchards are enriched with harvest 
fruit, the sire of that wonder-worker 
in Wisdom's myriad pathways, great 
Reason-the most daring of explor
ers, the universal traveller. Invite 
Justice, the offspring of Virtue's 
daughter; extend my cordial in vita-. 
tion to Mitigation, that pacifying 
King among the Influences, whose 
child is the sweet and smiling Mercy. 
Summon Men-Ought-to-Use, whose 
offspring is Love; call, also, and wel
come to these nuptials, Attention, 
Construction, Inspiration, Harmony, 
Gravity-he of solemn, yet moment
ous mien-Death, the leveller, Envy, 
Trouble, Beauty, Dissension-there
morseless divider-Anger, whose poi
sonous words fin<l easy entrance to 
ignoble minds. All these Influences 

invite, that our intellectual banquet 
in honor of this union may nothing 
lack. 

" One there is, however, whose 
words would only tend to fill the 
minds of all with evil thoughts, and 
sprea<l a pall of gloom an<l wretched
ness over all-that one, Discord-in
vite her not, 0 Wisdom l " 

Promptly, upon receiving the invi
tation of Order at the hand of 'Vis
dom, the guests assemble<! in the great 
hall of the Mind, beneath the over
arching, boundless canopy of Thought, 
which shone with dazzling beauty 
of countless intellectual stars, whose 
light blazed with a radiant effulgence, 
to which the splendor of the noon-day 
sun is but a shadow. Star upon star, 
jewel upon jewel, gems of exhaust
less mines, jasper and onyx, diamond 
and amethyst, opal and pearl, vied 
with each other in shedding resplen
dent glory upon all around and be
neath them. The banquet table had 
upon it the rarest intellectual viands, 
while all the flowers of the mind and 
soul rendered the scene one of match
less and indescribable loveliness : 
fruit from the fruitful soil of 
Thought ; fragrant flowers, nodding 
beneath the crowning zephyrs that 
touched every petal and leaf into song, 
and filled the room with melody, as 
if the whispering of angels were 
there ; meat and drink ; nectar and 
ambrosia, and Virtue's golden bowl 
filled to the brim, with the true, sweet 
wine of life, which alone can fill the 
heart with fadeless and perfect joy. 

Order, with slow and stately step, 
and presence of queenly majesty, 
walked to the shining altar at the 
head of the table, and taking the 
hands of Seeking, the mortal, and 
Sight, the divine one, she joine<l them 
together in friendship sweet--the 
union of the mind. 

"Eat of this brea<l I break for you," 
she said, "it is divine. Drink of this 
wine, for the juice of the ages is in it, 
and from it ye will receive life eter-
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nal. Thus do I unite thee in Wis
dom's ways; two souls conjoined and 
of one accord, forever and forever." 

The Muses-beautiful daughters of 
Memory-who likewise had gathered 
to do honor to the occasion, joined 
hands, and with harmonious voices 
sang a responsive, sweet and glad 
Amen. 

As the last echoing cadence died 
away, Attention spake: "Hear me! 
Dear friends I hither come from near 
and far, from regions round about, 
or lands remote ; ye of the olden age, 
and ye of these new-born hours of 
thought-all assembled here to aid 
and bless this union-it is meet and 
proper that we should lay upon the 
nuptial altar of these two loved ones, 
Seeking, the mortal, and Sight, the 
divine one, our offerings of good will. 
I first will honor and assist by laying 
on the altar this, the olive branch of 
promise. H planted in the soil of 
mind and watered with refreshing 
dews, it will bud, blossom and fruit 
with the lapse Qf ripening and well
cultured time into a rich and golden 
fruitage." 

Gravity-he of solemn yet expres
sive mien-from the summit of the 
sumptuous throne of intelligence 
whereon he sat, gazed silently, yet 
with joyous satisfaction upon the cel
ebratmg throng ; his eyes beaming 
with the light from the fire of his re
joicing soul. Next, Harmony, whose 
subtle influence contributes concord 
and amiability ; whose powers of 
blending consonance fills every mind 
and heart with melody, and adapts 
with perfect fitness each and every 
part to form a perfect whole, laid first 
about the shoulders of the groom and 
bride an airy-textured mantle of trans
parent sheen, whose light and filmy 
threads were woven of the ocean's 
spray; then gave to them a golden 
chanot, silver-trimmed and of most 
curious workmanship, complete in 
every part, and drawn by smooth and 
matchless, shining steeds, with coats of 

burnished gold, gifted with the great 
speed of thought, and voices sweet 
and of immortal character that, for
ever through the changing sweep of 
time, should speak and teach. 

Construction, he whose skilful 
hand doth fashion rarest forms of 
mental workmanship, limped with 
slow and measured step to where the 
wedded ones stood all expectant, and 
clasped about their wrists confirming 
bracelets of the purest gold, and hung 
about the ivory columns of their 
throats a priceless necklace starred 
with costliest gems. These gifts, 
though marvellous to behold, were 
nothing to the promise which the pen
cil of some inner and delightful fancy 
sketched upon his broad and generous 
face, of toys and plumes, of imple
ments and weapons which he meant 
to fashion for the wondrous boy, who, 
bye and bye, would be born to them, 
and whose giant powers of mind and 
soul should assist the might of every 
principle of good, when in his ripened 
manhood, he should, warrior-like, go 
forth to battle for the priceless boon 
of glorious UNDERSTANDING. 

Inspiration, whose ideals of life 
reach beyond the stars, and whose 
thoughts in olden time flew as on the 
wings of morning, even to the sum
mit of hoary Mount Pelion, and 
seized with grasp of steel the mighty 
tree, from which, when stripped of 
leaf and branch, was fashioned the 
mighty rod of JUSTICE. This rod, 
converted to a giant spear, with power 
to penetrate into the hidden mysteries 
of all things, Inspiration gave to 
Sight and Seeking to hold in trust for 
the migh~ offspring procreated from 
them. Goodwill, with light and 
graceful touch, swept the silent 
strings of his lyre, and the melody, 
sweet to the ear, entrancing, beguil
ing, soul-subduing, filled all with rap
ture, its subtle influence blending the 
fiery heat of vaulting pride and fierce 
ambition. 

Death, at whose feet all must sao-
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rifi.ce and atone, since many a thought 
must die that other and more worthy 
thoughts may live, offered as a nup
tial gift, a three-pronged barb, which, 
through the kindly aid of Wisdom 
whose acts are often stern, yet always 
just, should be used both as the bane 
of mortals and the blessing of im
mortals. 

Dissension brought the torch, a 
gift-offering to Seeking and Sight, 
saying, "Though united, in the lapse 
of time you will meet with much that 
naught save adjustment and dividing 
will counteract and utilize-plea,.. 
sure and pain, division and conten
tion, yea, the sword, with fire aud 
blood can bring reward and peace to 
thee in thy searchings, but thy vis
ions, the source of these, 0 Seeking 
and Sight, thou shalt not find in me ; 
the Torch and Link alone I give." 
Thus spake Dissension, the divider. 

A gift from Envy at a time like 
this might seem to be unwelcomed 
and unwished; yet Envy has a mis
sion in the evolution of the mind. It 
has its growth and life in pride, am
bition, desires that the soul shall gain 
the glad and blessed things which 
other souls have won. In years to 
come, perchance, my aid may some
thing bring to thee, hence, wedded 
ones, I have this word to give, in 
hours of need, "Remember me I" 

Beauty, the fairest, bonnie queen 
of all the gathered guests, with eyes 
of tenderest light, that gleamed with 
the loveliness of a thousand bewitch
ing fancies, looked fondly at the newly 
wedued ones, and in voice tuned to 
sweetest melody said; "My gifts to 
thee, loved ones, are all the joys 
which please the hearts of men. I 
give to thee the fascinating art of 
sweet discourse, by which ye may 
overcome and turn aside the purpose 
of the strongest minds, and if thou wilt 
follow in the paths through which I 
lead thee, thou wilt surely know a 
bliss delightful, sweet one; dear Sight, 
through me alone can thy loved off-

spring come to possess his own. Ac
cept from me his name, T&l.JTH. 
Truth shalt thou call him, for in thine 
eyes he will seem as beautiful as I 
am, and Truth alone can come through 
me. TRUTH, and TRUTH thy son 
shall be. Upon the shoulders of 
Truth can governments and nations 
rest. Of Truth alone shall the people 
say,' W onderfull Mighty Warrior I 
Everlasting Prince of Peace I ' Here 
in mine own consciousness, and in my 
promise to thee, in the life-giving 
waters of affection will I baptize thy 
son, that his spirit may be pure, spot
less, and without reproach. 

"On Earth, in the perfect period of 
his ripened manhood, he shall be the 
swiftest and mightiest of warriors. 
He shall become a crowned monarch 
over all. In the blest abodes he shall 
be the best beloved. In Heaven, or 
on Earth, he alone shall be chief. 
When departing to the realms of 
shade, the regions of the mighty dead, 
his mortal part shall remain on Earth, 
his ashes rest in the . silent urn ; but 
the immortal part, the soul which 
thou gave him, 0 Sight! shall through 
thine eyes, see and ascend to bliss, 
abiding in realms divine." 

The united guests then pledged 
their assistance for the equipment of 
an expedition, having for its object 
the attainment of the requisite ma
terial for the construction of the gar
ments fadeless, perfect, and of match
less beauty, in which to clothe the 
offspring of Seeking and Sight, 
Truth the beloved. 

Discord, whom Order had warned 
Wisdom not to invite to the feast, 
suddenly entered the banquet hall, 
and tossed a golden apple upon the 
table. Deeply graven upon it in 
shining letters were the words : " Let 
the fairest bear the prize away." On 
discovering the beautiful object, thus 
unexpectedly tossed in their midst, 
the assembled guests began an ear
nest discussion as to who of their 
number was entitled to its possession. 
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They were unanimous in deciding 
that it should be awarded to either 
Order, 'Visdom or Beauty. 

No sooner ha.d the conclusion been 
reached, when Trouble, appearing on 
the scene, seized the apple, and giv
ing to his arm unmeasured impulse, 
flung it into boundless space. It 
whirled with speed, as a flashing me
teor through the air, until it struck 
the peak of ages, rebounding in rapid 
flight through the empyrean, entermg 
again the thoughtful hall. Seeking, 
who had wistfully followed its course, 
caught it. 

Then said Order, Queen of Intel
lect, ''Seeking, give to me the prize, 
and over many people far and near 
shalt thou reign King over many 
Kings,-nay more, thou shalt be es
teemed as an Influence powerful, 
the wealth of Elemental properties 
oommanding, if thou wilt but give 
the prize to me." 

Wisdom, next, in words of mea
sured value, said, " Wealth, nor king
doms of the Earth are mine to give; 
but sagacity, prudence, health, readi
ness of apprehension, courage and a. 
bravery whose sririt endures in the 
hour of strife. will ~stow a light 
to thy reason, which with cautious and 
tempered step shall guide thee through 
the fathomless whirlpools of boister-
0118 contention ; thou shalt defy De
struction, if thou wilt give the valued 
prize to me. 

Beauty, from out the airy textured 
veil, woven from the silvery spray 
of the oeean streams, shrouding her 
face of tender and melting loveliness, 
the smiling Queen of Love, looked 

THE human soul has a. better prin
ciple, and has also a worse principle ; 
and when the better principle con
trols the worse, then· a man is said to 
be master of himself ; and this is cer
tainly a term of praise; but when, 

fondly in the face of Seeking and 
in words floating to his ears on per
fumed breath, said : 

"Son of man, what would POWER 
be to thee? Where now are the 
mighty monarchs of the empires of 
the past? Are they not shadows 
dwelling in the silent tomb? As the 
tides of the sea ebb and flow, so woe 
and mourning cometh; the rich, the 
poor, the haughty, the lowly, the cow
ard and the brave, all from woman 
born, will find their resting place in 
the tomb. Thou also will perish-only 
the spirit of the just abideth. Let 
the prize be mine, and the Influence 
of Beauty shall lead thee by path
ways sweetly perfumed, bordered with 
flowers of fascinating enchantment to 
the beautiful home of knowledge, 
where dwells his bright-eyed, lovely 
spouse, delightful U NDERTSANDING. 

Of all beings, she is the sweetest 
loveliest, most enjoyable. She, 0 
Seeking, thou shalt behold, and her 
voice hearing, the splendor of thy 
sight with brilliancy shall sparkle. 
As the fra:p-ance of flowers in the 
garden of thought revives the care
worn, wearied mind, gently, silently, 
yet as surely as the tiny bud unfolds 
mto the rose, so shall the spirit of 
Beauty, through the purest senses, 
unfold to thee newer glories, and by 
the gateway of them, ever-receiving 
Sight, bring treasures untold. 

0 wONDER-SEEKING MAN I be
cause of my love to thee, and thy dear 
Sight (spouse for generating Truth), 
I pray thee, therefore, give the prize 
to me. 

owing to evil education or assooiation, 
the better principle, which is less, is 
overcome by the . worse principle, 
which is greater, this is censured. 
He who is in this state, is called the 
slave of self and unprincipled.-Plato. 
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GOD IS ONE IN ALL. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

Osiris, Yahveh, Zeus, Brahm-
It matters not what mystic name 

Doth hold ma.n's thought with holy charm, 
In essence all-One and the Same. 

To some God seems a formless Light, 
To others, He of Virgin born ; 

We yet may learn that both are right 
When perfect truth shall have its morn. 

For nebula that shapeless seems, 
As suns and worlds are found to burn, 

As many a fancy of our dreams 
In time to earthly substance turn. 

For light is but a gem of earth 
And earth a congealed globe of light ; 

The formless ever seeks for birth 
E'en taking shape to mortal sight. 

That which is high ; that which is low, 
Exchange in one eternal round ; 

Till earth itself in time will glow, 
And prove indeed 'tis Spirit ground :-

With prayerful heed, then, tread its sod; 
Y e little know the might that's there; 

How greatly of the life of God 
The humblest thing of earth doth share. 

While God is far, he yet is near; 
While he is light, he yet is form ; 

We meet him in the silent hour, 
And even in the raging storm : 

From centre to remote expanse, 
From nebula to earth-born fiower,

In huma.n form that doth enhance 
And best reveal his endless power. 

"THE MYSTERY OF SIN." 

A LECTURE BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

[Delivered before the Society for :&oteric Culture, of Boston.) 

The mystery of sin? Yes ; for it of God for, if God is the Creator of 
has been a mystery since the time all things, of all forces, of all prin
man began to think reasonably and ciples, then all true law, of whatever 
logically upon the idea that all things nature or character, can but be the 
emanated from one common source, emanation of that divine mind. When 
that source being one of all goodness, we take a view of the world of crea.
wisdom and power, and yet that we tive energy, and form in all its va
should find 1n our world this prin- riety, we think we see therein inhar
ciple that we call "sin." How can mony, chaos, and disorder. We see 
we reconcile to our minds the mys- it thus because we judge of all things 
tery of its existence? We look out from our own personal consciousness, 
upon a world of disorder, of sorrow, and from that point of view we con
of misery, of intrigue, of injustice, demn all things as evil, -as sin,-that 
of falsity, of crime, all apparently are not in harmony with our own 
emanating, at least permitted by, an ideas and desires. Were we capable 
infinite Itlind. of rising to the sublime heights of the 

We have been told from the begin- mind which rules the universe, which 
ning that sin was the transgression projected it into being, set all things 
of the law. What law? God'slaw; 1n order and place, and had in its 
because there is no other. It is well original thought use for everything 
to discriminate in our own minds~ that lived, we would then see and un
tween the statutes of men and the laws derstand the great· mystery Paul re-
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ferred to when he said that " All 
things work together for good to them 
that are called of God, according to 
his purpose." From that expression 
we see readily that if all things work 
together for good to those who are 
living up to the infinite purpose Gf the 
Creator, then all things become good, 
and evil vanishes away and ceases to 
exist. 

Good and evil are necessarily rela,. 
tive. We say, from our standpoint, 
such and such a thing is good. Why? 
Simply because it serves the uses that 
we wish to be served. We say that 
such and such things are evil because 
they oppose us in the accomplishment 
of our aims in life. Therefore, the 
terms adversary and adversity become 
virtually synonyms; also the words, 
evil and devil, become synonymous 
and both of these belong to the same 
family. Anything, whatever, that is 
in harmony with our purposes is con
sidered good. Let us illustrate. We 
see a man become very angry with his 
neighbor. He forms a purpose in his 
own mind to injure him and he ma,. 
tures a. plan by which to accomplish 
it. You, being a just man, and wish
ing to save the neighbor from the in
jury which is planned again.c;t him, 
step forward and endeavor to thwart 
the carrying out the evil design. You 
at once become to that ma.n an adver
sary, and your efforts to thwart him 
seem to him evil and a sin against a 
law of right which he has set up in 
his own mind, and, in turn, your ideal 
of right, being superior to his, his ef
forts are of evil import to you. 

Thus, the combination of circum
stances, we may say, forms two evils, 
each adverse to the other; for both 
are evil, allowing each individual to 
speak from his own standpoint. If 
evil were absolute it would dethrone 
the Deity. There is such a thing as 
evil being vital but not absolute. 
That is to say, every man and every 
creature in the world is governed by 
the law of his own nature. As long 

as that person or creature is so con
ditioned that he can act in perfect 
harmony with the law of his being, 
his body remains in perfect health, 
while the whole nature works to
gether in harmony. 

As soon as any nature outside of, 
and adverse to, that organism, is 
brou~ht into the mind, and into op
positiOn to the workings of the law of 

·that nature, it creates therein discord ; 
inharmonious and adverse action, 
which will produce disease and, if 
continued, will bring death. Dis
eased condition means, of course, just 
what the word implies, a dis-eased, 
or an uneasy condit10n. The one law 
that I have so frequently brought be
fore you as being the prime factor in 
the world, and the motive of all 
others to keep before the mind, i. e., 
use determines all qualities, whether 
good or evil, entering into every de
partment of existence. It forms the 
base of discrimination in your own 
mind in relation to your body, and of 
the services that you are to render to 
the world. When that law is applied 
in harmony with your own nature, 
relative to such services, all will be
come harmonious to you. Now, if we 
are enabled to carry out to a final ul
timate the law of use in our own na,. 
ture, we will th~n find that it will so 
harmonize our mental faculties, so 
open our interior, intuitive percep
tions that we shall be enabled there
by to ~o out into the soul of nature 
which 1s the thought-world of Deity, 
and from the soul of nature we will, 
to an extent, and to a very great ex
tent, be enabled to comprehend the 
mind of God in so far as it relates to 
all created things. 

When we have reached that high 
pinnacle of attainment,-for it is 
truly a high pinnacle;-we can then, 
as from a mountain peak, overlook 
all the valley beneath filled, as it is, 
with all maooer of life, and discern 
in every organic form, animal and 
vegetable, yea, mineral, a use. Why 
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a use? Because when we have so far 
harmonized our minds with the mind 
of the infinite so as to be able to 
think the thoughts of God, we then 
see that in that mind there is use for 
everything and every condition that 
exists in the world. 

Here is mystery to those whose minds 
are not capable of making the ascen
sion to this condition ; but to those 
who are capable of ascending this 
mountain of attainment, and of find
ing within themselves a harmony with 
the infinite mind, there is no longer 
mystery in what we call evil, but all 
becomes plain. 

We thus see, as we look out into 
the world of animate life that every 
creature that lives has its use in the 
world, and that that use is like that 
of a man when he lays out a plan of 
a great building. When he engages 
in a work of this kind he first draws 
the picture in his imagination of what 
the building is to be when completed. 
Then he puts that image of the brain 
upon paper. Ai~r he has done that, 
he goes to work and makes his cal
culations as to where all the different 
kinds of material are coming from, 
out of which this building is to be 
made. Aiter he has completed these 
calculations he at once employs all 
kinds of mechanics, from the work
men that go to the quarry, who dig 
down the mountain sides and blast 
the rocks, to the men that work with 
their chisels, smoothing up and squar
ing the stone, and those that do the 
finest and most delicate work in the 
finishing. of the plans. 

Now, if one inexperienced in the 
work of the building should come along 
and see all the varied workmen thus 
engaged, some blasting holes in the 
solid rock, and others polishing the 
stone and making it beautiful, he 
would look at the one with, perchance, 
disgust, saying," He is tearing up and 
defacing the earth in thus blasting 
the rock." But the polishing of it 
up might strike him as very favor-

able; but this polishing could not be 
accomplished without the previous, 
rough, laborious work. 

So, surveying the different work, 
he could see how adverse one kind 
would be to another; how the tools 
which one used would be destructive 
to the wo~k another was doing. Thus, 
if he takes the man who is blasting 
and puts him to work with the man 
who is polishing the stone, what 
would be the result? Why, the work 
would be spoiled, and in place of as
sisting he would do the opposite. But 
when each mechanic keeps his place, 
works in his own department, and 
does his kind of work faithfully,-the 
one mind governing all and knowing 
what he wants accomplished,-then 
all work together to ultimate the one, 
grand purpose. Thus, we find, as we 
look out into nature, that every life 
is as busy as it can be, for life is nec
cessarily activity; inertia is death. 

Thus, we have here two principles 
which might be carried out so far as 
to say the one is evil ; the other is 
good. 

We go to the vegetable world and 
we there find that it is taking the 
elements from the earth, air, and sun
light, and carrying them up into veg
etable life. Then, there are animate 
organisms that feed upon these veg
etables. First, the insect that is the 
product of the decomposition of veg
etable substance ; then, again, there 
are other animals whose nature it is 
to feed upon those insects that are 
the quintessence of the plant life. 
Here, we see one creature eating up 
the other, and from the law of higher 
use it is very good that this insect 
life should perpetuate itself. So the 
work goes on, one creature feeding 
upon another, the higher feeding upon 
the lower, from the lowest grade of 
existence to the highest form of man
hood. Every step of the way, judg
ing from the law of the nature below, 
-that which is above acts as an ad
versary of evil, the higher laying hold 
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upon the life of the lesser and incor
porating it into their own being. 
Thus the higher makes itself respon
sible in superior use for the life of 
the lower that it displaces. 

Thus we see that a world of mind 
is being developed through a world 
of matter,- that in the processes of 
digestion we take food into the body 
to nourish the mind. If you see an 
intellectual man, the mind is busy 
every day, intent on intellectual pur
suits. You find it necessary to feed 
the body in order to supply the waste, 
for the food which you take into the 
body supplies the mind. 

Now, as we look down into nature 
we see there our father's workshop. 
All the little creatures that live are 
intent on gathering the chemical ele
ments that otherwise would be wasted. 
They are busily en~ged in ~athering 
those elements, taking them mto their 
organisms, preparing that chemical 
compound, or thought-essence, if you 
please, for the processes of life it
self, and, in turn, we see the higher 
is gathering and transmuting it to 
something still higher, and so the line 
of evolutionary progress is going on 
from the lowest to the highest. We 
read that in the beginnin~ God said, 
·• Let us make man in our tmage, and 
let them have dominion over the fish of 
the sea and over tlie fowl of the air, 
and over all the earth." In this was 
expressed the plan of the mind of the 
great builder of the world, and by 
keeping this before us, and the ques
tion " What is the use of this and 
that?" we may by the development of 
the intuitive faculties come to know 
for ourselves. 

If we believe in progress, we need 
only to cast our eyes back a few 
years to find unquestionable proof of 
the progress of the human mind. We 
find there is abundant evidence that 
those who live now have greater ca
pacity than any that have preceded 
u.s, to find knowledge for themselves. 
There are two faculties in man; one 

is that of reason,-the other, intuition. 
Reason is dependent upon what it 
sees, hears, tastes and smells. In 
short, · upon the experiences, and 
sense-thoughts. The man who lives 
wholly in the material reasoning fac
ulties, takes the plant, examines its 
form and goes to his books to find 
out what somebody else has thought, 
and usually accepts it as final. If he 
attempts to go further, he only car
ries out the truth or error, as the case 
may be, of his predecessor ; these 
errors are perpetuated as scientific 
facts ; but if we call into use the in
tuitive and soul faculties,- known as 
psychometrical power,-by silencing 
the action of the external brain, quiet
ing the restless struggling of the phy
sical energies and begin to think 
from the great universal mind, greater 
and higher results are achieved. Now, 
what is it that is going on in such a 
case? As you begin to inquire, keep 
in mind the law of use. Go then to 
the plant, to the mineral, or wherever 
you please ; place your eye upon that 
plant or stone. You do not know 
what it is. Is there in you anything 
that bears a likeness to the mind that 
made it ; you all answer with one ac
cord," Yes!" 

Yes ; you are a spirit. You have 
a body, and you have a mind. You 
are a spirit. Therefore, as spirit, 
you may, by the alliance of the intel
lectual faculties to your spirit-nature, 
know the mind of the infinite spirit. 
Then silence the external mind as to 
the nature of the being or thing you 
are inquiring into, for it is only thus 
that you can exclude the clamor of 
the outer world. Then as you place 
your mental eye upon the object, allow 
the imagination to have play, and in
quire into the cause and use of the 
thing. Then recognize as a fact that 
everything emanated from one source, 
-that source being of the spirit which 
animates my body, and all bodies and 
things ; fQr all things came from the 
same cause-world, and were made 
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from the same cosmic essence. Your 
own spirit comes into a consciousness 
of the spirit essence that animates 
and actuates that plant as you sit si
lently allowing the innermost to form 
its own conclusions, and to thus in
struct the intellect by impressing it
self on the senses. 

By that process you become a 
/ reader of the mind of God so that 

everything around you,- every plant, 
every animal, every stone,-will be 
to you a word of God, will speak to 
you in the language of the infinite, 
and tell you all about the processes 
which your father is carrying on in 
the building of that mighty temple of 
humanity. "When the angel came to 
John he showed him how it would be 
built out of living men and women, 
brought into conjunction with the in
finite mind, and would stand as the 
king of the realms beneath. When 
we have reached this condition we will 
comprehend the uses of what we now 
call evil. 

Some will say," What! Is there no 
adversary which is to be striven 
against? Are these adverse condi
tions that meet me in every effort to 
do right, not evil ? " Yes ; they are 
evil, relative to your higher and bet
ter, or real self. The flesh that you 
possess,-the physical body,-the 
mind that belongs to the body,- are 
all adverse to the spiritual, and to 
your efforts to ascend into a perfect 
consciousness of the creator. But is 
it evil? Let us see. We find two 
laws acting in all things ; one emanat
ing from God, and descending into 
matter; the other ascending from 
matter and returning to God. 

Here, then, are two forces; the one, 
the descending currents of involution, 
where spirit is taking form in matter 
and shaping it after its own will; the 
other is the ultimating process of that 
will which is the innermost and high
est principle of nature. Then, we 
will call these two, the one the de
scending currents of involution, and 

the other, the ascending currents of 
evolution, or the spirit ascending up 
and working out an ultimate Son of 
God. How is this done? Matter 
has its uses in its relation to matter. 
Spirit has its uses in relation to spirit. 
Now, the spirit withinyou,in its uses 
and its relation to spirit, is that which 
is coming up within you into a con
sciousness of its kind. 

God is spirit, and so are you so far 
as spirit is unfolded within you. The 
outer mind has only a consciousness· 
of its relations to matter, to earth. 
and the things of the descending cur
rents of involution wherein spirit is 
bound within the limitations of ma
terial substance. 

Now, as a necessity, the material 
mind struggles to maintain itself, to 
hold the charge which is committed 
to its care, and the animating prin
~iple t?at is carryi~g: on . the work <?f 
1ts eXIstence. Sp1r1t, m turn, 1s 
struggling upward to obtain consci
ousness of divine life. In these two 
processes we find antagonism which 
arises from the reaction of matter. 
How shall we reconcile these two so 
that there is no longer antagonism in 
our nature, for in antagonism alone 
do we have the knowledge of sin? 

We inquire into the use of this 
body-into the use of and workings of 
the spirit, for the spirit alone can give 
that understanding. No man, by 
words alone, can do so. Though I 
had the wisdo~ of an angel, and 
could command the intelligence of an 
archangel from heaven,-could even 
speak to you the words of God, I 
could never impart to you an under
standing of them, save as you come 
into an openness and exercise of your 
spiritual faculties through which alone 
can you realize the true nature and 
soul of things. 

Every plant, every form of life is a 
perfect word of God. You must 
read and understand, and if you wish 
to understand the words of God you 
must make the effort. The spirit that 
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is like to the Creator must interpret 
the action of the forces which are 
working within. Then, in order to 
accomplish this ultimate and find the 
harmony between matter in its pro
cesses and spirit in its processes, we 
.find that it 1s absolutely necessary to 
hold the one in abeyance, and give 
the ascendancy to spirit, for you can
not serve two masters. You will hold 
to the one and despise the other, or 
despise the one and hold to the 
other. 

When you answer the question 
which you love the most, mind, know
ledge, understanding, wisdom, which 
relates to God and the spirit world, 
or the sensuous pleasure of this body, 
then you are ready to decide which 
way you want to go. There is no 
standing half way between the two. 

Therein is the mystery of sin ; 
therein is the antagonism and inhar
mony. How then can we find har
mony in the workings of natur~? 
The Apostle Paul said : " to be car
nally minded is death, but to be 
spiritually minded is life " or in other 
words minding the things of the spirit 
is life and minding the things of sense 
is death because all that makes you a 
conscious entity is the thought you 
have of them. 

If I had the power to come up be
fore you and with a stroke of the hand 
drive from you all your power to think 
you would be as one in a state of sleep. 

'Vhen we have properly devel
oped the spiritual consciousness the 
dream state will be changed to a 
a real consciousness of a spirit life 
and going to sleep will only be pass
ing from the physical world into the 
spirit world. This can be obtained 
here and now. Then the' two states of 
consciousness are very apparent. The 
consciousness of flesh is one we are 
all very familiar with. The con
sciousness of spirit is the one we all 
know very little about. For my part 
I have chosen the consciousness of 
spirit because that is superior to all 

and from my nature I can find no 
happiness, no pleasure, in any other 
sphere of thought than that which re
lates to the spirit. 

Now, if you feel you are decided in 
your own minds that[ou would pre
fer the enlargement o the knowledge 
which comes from the spirit of God 
or, if you are a member of the churcb 
and want to go to heaven, you want 
to be where God is. If you wish to be 
where God is you must come to a consci
ousness of spirit. Consequently to talk 
about dying and going to heaven is a 
fallacious hope of real life. Therefore 
you must decide which it is that gov
erns, a spiritual or a physical con
sciousness. If you choose the spirit 
consciousness you must conquer all 
the desires for the gratification of the 
senses. 

Yon must subjugate all the senses 
of the physical body, cultivating all 
those which arise in the spiritual 
consciousness and you will discern 
what senses there are in the body which 
are harmonious and what antagonis
tic to your ascension into a spiritual 
consciousness, and as fast as you come 
to the knowledge of what is inharmo
nious, yon must sacrifice it. And as 
you crush them out in this direction 
they will awaken to a consciousness in 
a spiritual direction superior to that 
which you before had. 

Thus it is true in every sense of the 
word what the Nazarene said : "And 
every one that hath forsaken houses, 
or brethren, or sisters, or father, or 
mother, or wife, or children, or lands, 
for my name's sake, shall receive an 
hundredfold, and shall inherit ever
lasting life." 

In coming into that spiritual consci
ousness you will find that every sense 
which you suppress will immediately
come into harmony with your ulti
mate work and become, as I see, a 
hundredfold greater and grander and 
more useful to your higher ideal. 

Thus, by going to your inner con
sciousness, trying eonstantly to be. 
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come acquainted with your real self, 
you will find that that real self is the 
true man, and that the natural man 
is held in abeyance, for death came 
by sin. Life comes by the !jpirit, and 
the evolutionary process. It is said 
by the students of occult science that 
there are men living in the world 
to-day who are several hundred years 
old. I have no reason to doubt it. 
I believe there are evidences beyond 
question that the power of immor
tality is in your own hands. 

God is not an arbitrary monarch 
but God is the spirit which dwells in 
your own soul and is ever ready to 
serve your own will. There is no 
death, no sickness, no sorrow, no pain, 
nothing of the kind in the spirit. 

When you have brought this body 
into perfect harmony with that one 

eternal consciousness, then matter be
comes as subservient to your will as 
it was in the beginning to your fa.the!':' 
and my father, to your God and my 
God. Then you will become the con
scious Son of God. We are now the 
sons of God, but we have not awak
ened to a consciousness of what we 
are. 

Now, then, the whole question de
pends upon yourself. The carnal 
sense leads to the involvement in mat
ter and the decomposition of the 
same, and when the intelligence unites 
with the soul from within, constantly 
praying, "Oh l for divine wisdom, 
and comprehension of the mind of 
God I " then will you begin to realize 
your own inherent divinity, "A Son 
of God, and heir of all things·" 

THOUGHT AND LIFE RENEWAL. 

.. The letter killeth but the spirit 
giveth life." It is as needful for 
health that the brain activity should 
continually produce new combinations 
of thought that will chemicalize the 
nerve-system for the use of the spirit, 
as that the body of flesh shall be re
newed by fresh food elements that will 
chemically rebuild its waste tissues. 

It is the privilege of the human 
soul to reach, day by day, the source 
of renewing of the life, by freshly 
drawing from the storehouse of the 
universe. 

Nerve-tissue is not rebuilt alone by 
phosphates, or by any quality of nour
ishment with which the stomach deals. 
There is an esoteric as well as an ex
oteric nerve-feeding and renewing. 
TheMfore, Jesus said, " Man liveth 
not by bread alone." 

The esoteric feeding may, and often 
does, disturb, retard, and prevent the 
exercise of thought-feeding. It can, 
and does, when rightly selected in 
quality and quantity, promote it. 

Having built the nerve-ii.ssues from 

eXternal food into a state of heal~ 
and thereby facilitated brain activity, 
the regulation, control and selection 
of thought-life become possible, and 
the indispensable spirit that "giveth 
life" is made practically available. 

Grief consumes. This is a well
known, literal effect of grief. The 
flesh wastes. The spirit that giveth 
life is dispersed or congealed. It is 
the stereotyped thought, or harboring 
of grief, that wastes and consumes. 
The miser is shrivelled, or hardened 
physically, corresponding to the shriv
elling and hardl:!ning of the spirit,
and it is the stereotyped thou~ht or 
habit of scheming and graspmg to 
accumulate that has absorbed his 
spirit, and worked the shrivelling 
and hardening. 

• All fixed formulas of service, of 
prayer, and the habit of considering 
points pertaining to the direction of our 
lives as once for all settled, fixed, un
debatable, -tends to the mental in
ertia that killeth. 

Principles are forever unchange-
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able as well as adorable ; but the 
judicious adaptation of them to all 
the varying phases and circumstances 
of life makes a continual evolution 
of thought the vital necessity for the 
embodiment and expression of spirit. 

When once we lllwe discussed any 
presentation of a subject to the ut
most of our ability, we can gather no 
more life from its reiteration,-there
fore stereotyped thinking admits of 
no inspiration, and without inspira,. 
tion nerve-substance lacks its most 
essential vitalization. Stereotyped 
thinking mummifies the spirit. 
· The tendency of our environment, 

as well as many forms of daily duties 
pertaining to the provision for the 
bodily wants, serves to hold us to a 
reiteration of stereotyped thoughts, 
which, having no quickening germ of 
a new combination in them, is a con
dition against which we need con
stantly to guard. · Stereotyped think
ing often results from a lack of op
portunity to hold converse, or ex
change thoughts with minds of a dif
ferent constitution, and whose views 
are consequently unlike our own. 

Breadth and vigor of thought, and 
research, breed a generosity and 
magnanimity of soul that is energiD. 
ing to the spirit, and a hospitable 
spirit promotes vitalizing thought. 

It is contended that monotony in 
diet is hygienic. It may be so for 
overfed, paupered appetites, or, for 
appetites that tend to over-feeding. 
But monotony in act, as well as in 
thought, is the letter that killeth. 

There is an everlasting freshness 
and newness of life in the Universe. 
This is evident from the ceaseless re
currence of the seasons and all plan
etary phenomena. If " there is noth
ing new under the sun," there is a 
ceaseless evolution that brings anew 
to every seeking mind the fresh and 
quickening forms of truths, " ever 
new" in combination, even though 
"ever old" in kind. The vibration of 
out-reachiilg thought becomes the tele-

pathic conductor of thought-vibra-
tion from the universal thought
realm, and what we demand fervent
ly, persistently of that realm it will 
surely yield us. The universe no 
more compels us to ruminate on the 
thoughts of yesterday than it does to 
subsist on the bread that nourished 
us the day before. The thought-realm 
will welcome the rejuvenated elements 
sent out afresh from our jubilant 
mental activites and restore them to 
us with an increased capacity to be 
vitalizing, and thought and life pro
moting. 

The loss of power to think, and 
enjoy thinking, is destructive. If 
lack of physical nutrition is the in
ducing cause, that should be care
fullynoted and promptll remedied as 
physical or mental inertla is a breeder 
of stereotyped thinking- and is det
rimental to mental and physical 
health. 

One who cannot attain to an ever 
increasing enjoyment of thinking, is 
but a clod. 

. No class of persons, /ossibly, are 
more in need of a metho by which to 
avoid stereotyped thinking than are 
houseworkers, and, such women as 
have no need or incentive to applica
tion to active duties; unless it may be 
confirmed invalids who are unable to 
follow a steady occupation. 

The housewife asks, how s.hall I 
avoid the reiteration of thought con
nected with my monotonous duties, or 
how shall I avoid its effect? 

Where one's vitality is heavily 
taxed with onerous and ceaseless du
ties, -and one cannot find recreation 
outside, perhaps something can be 
done mechanically, like the mental re
hearsing of sentences from favorite 
authors, or gems from poets, that will 
change their brain vibrations. Some 
persons have tried this successfully. 
This is also good for unoccupied in
valids. If there is a possibility of 
having an entertaining story in pro
cess of reading by some member of 
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the household, this is an excellent 
method of arresting the monotony of 
thought-vibration connected with rou
tine duty in the house. 

It is equally important for the 
housewife or maid to learn to set 
aside all thought of daily routine as 
soon as the daily: round of work is ao
complished, as 1t is for the man of 
business. Greater simplicity of life, 
however, will be requisite to enable 
the house-worker to fully achieve this 
end. 

The invalid, especially, needs to 
learn how to break up this tendency 
to stereotyped thinking. If one has 
musical knowledge and taste, it will 
prove an aid. The musical vibrations 
are peculiarly adapted to readjust the 
tendency to mental fixity and morbid 
conditions of mind. When one can 
sing, or play an instrument, either is 
invaluable to renovate the nerve-sys
tem, and mental habit. Even when 
this is impracticable, it is a helpful, 
soothing, and harmonizing exercise to 
thinlc over a piece of music, song or 
tune, in careful rythm, as if singing 
or performing the same. Such brain
vibration, if it is persistently followed, 
will completely break up, for the time, 
the wearing sense of suffering, and 

AERIAL plants when burned are 
found to contain potassium, although 
that mineral is not known to exist in 
the air or rain ; and iron occurs in a 
like unaccountable manner in the 
blood of animals. SheH-fish, the cor
allina, and other denizens of the sea, 
have a framework chiefly consisting 
of carbonate of lime, although there 
is hardly a trace of lime in sea-water, 
except, perhaps, at the mouth of 
rivers. In fact, it may safely be af
firmed that the coralline product of 
but a few years' growth contains a. 
greater quantity o.: carbonate of lime 
than all the lime that has ever been 
found or existed in the broadest or 

the stereotyped thinking thereupon. 
It is an achievement well worth 

strenuous effort to be able to turn the 
current of unwelcome and depressing 
or agitating thought, -and to set 
one's self a-thinking on a topic, or in 
reverie, as one will set about any 
agreeable occupation of hand, or 
mind. 

"Castle building" is not quite use
less. It is even better to indulge fan
cies than to become a machine of ster
eotyped thinking. 

But there is for every mind, for every 
organization, a better and best way or 
mode of exercise for development. 
It is of chief importance that each one 
should seek to find this for individ
ual practice. 

Study, is health-promoting. "Her 
ways are ways of pleasantness and all 
her paths are peace." U ntrammelled. 
enterprising, exploring thought in 

, every direction, is the highway of the 
live soul and healthful body. Fluid
ity of thought, and activity of mind, 
except when the alternation of repose 
is required, are to be desired and 
sought out for both physical and spir
itual growth and health. 

LUCINDA B. CHANDLER. 

deepest seas. The snail produces the 
lime that composes its shell ; and the 
land-crab is often found casting off 
its covering upon the ground and then 
creating a new one, while wrapped in 
a few leaves that are entirely desti
titute of this substance. The egg of 
the bird has no lime in its yolk and 
albumen, and yet there is developed 
by incubation a framework of bone 
containing a larger quantity of that 
material than exists in the shell it
self, so that the new formation is from 
elsewhere. Thus, we perceive, that 
Nature is a greater magician in her 
processes than any thaumaturgist on 
record.-Prof. A. Wilder: 
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PRAGTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING THE IDGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

No.5. 

ON account of lack of space our last 
article terminated somewhat abruptly 
leaving the sequel of the experiences 
of the young man cited to be given in 
this month's EsoTERic. We accord
ingly pick up the thread where it was 
then cut off. 

From that time he began to take 
hold of business, in earnest. He made 
inventions, and soon bought the prop
erty in which his store was located and 
he was wont to say," I foresee there
sult of everything that I do and, of 
course, every move I make is a suc
cess." His health was perfect, (he 
could not, consistent with his feelings, 
eat meat) ; his cheeks were tinged 
with red, his face clear and bright, 
and though his eyes were full of fire ; 
yet, he was tender, kind and consid
erate. 

Many similar cases have come un
der my observation, and I have a list 
of the names of the personified phil
osophers that came to a gentleman 
who pursued the same course and who 
thought he was a spiritualist. 

My attention was called a few days 
since, to the case of a boy, who after 
coming to puberty, began to have a 
consciousness of peculiar powers, such 

' as, seeing the conditions of the life 
forces of the diseased ; knowing 
whether the medicine given was going 
to kill or cure, and seeing the conditions 
of sick people as soon as he heard of 
their being ill. He also possessed 
great power to heal, and was con
scious of a high and holy spirit pres
ence with him, guiding and illumi
nating his mind. 

As he advanced in years he grew 
in power and wisdom until in time he 
married. Then the consciousness of 
one after another of these wise and 
good ones left him and he was let 
down to the ordinary plane of life. 
He looks back to what he was, and to 

what he feels he might have been with 
regrets as for something lost, but he 
does not know what, for he was an 
untutored country boy and knew noth
ing about any ot the Divine laws or 
even about Spiritualism. 

THE SEQUEL. 

Now, the sequel of this is difficult 
to make plain to any but those who 
have had considerable experience and 
thought of this character. But those 
who are familiar with my published 
works will understand my meaning ; 
at least those who are familiar with 
the nine lectures entitled "The Seven 
Creative Principles." 

The Heavens are divided into 
twelve distinct parts-see diagram in 
the November number of the EsO
TERIC-; the twelve parts may prop
erly be called mental oceans where 
all thought-elements in man originate 
and whither they return when man 
dies. In the language of the Hermetic 
Philosophy it is " banked in the 
spiritual heavens," a man lives, thinks, 
creates thought-forms and they are 
all in the Solar Sphere to meet 
him when he leaves this earthly body. 
He then becomes identified with all 
the thoughts and deeds of this life; 
they become his heaven or hell. 

Now, we take a man born in the 
sign under consideration in our last. 
We will say he is a just or praying 
man, an independent thinker and stu
dent. All his thoughts will be drawn 
from and characterized by the sign in 
which he was hom and all the forgot. 
ten thoughts, as well as the ultimate 
of all that he is, would return to that 
ocean or twelfth part of the zodiac. 
Such would be the result of all per
sons' experiences during this age, and 
this would be called by Swedenborg. 
"the Heavens to which they belonged." 
The results of a life aggregates in the 
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soul of the thinker and in the soul or 
Solar fluid of the heavens, in the form 
and character of the person through 
whom it was outwrought. 

Now, inspiration is the natural re
sult of growth. The plant inspires 
its qualities by virtue of its need, from 
earth, air, and sunlight, and grows 
by virtue of the elements thus drawn 
in. So does man according to the 
quality of his life and its needs to 
serve his uses in the world, so will be 
his desires and consequent inspira
tions. Now, as one goes on perfect
ing the quantity of his life by the 
above law of re~eneration and the 
quality by thinkmg high and enno
bling thoughts, he will increase the 
vividness of all his senses and men-
tal perceptions and the needed higher 
element of life and thought will be 
inspired. From the fact that all 
knowledge is the result of the experi
ence of some personality who has 
passed through and personified those 
experiences with his own life, there
fore all knowledge is personified in 
the Solar circle and most highly ulti
mated in the more perfect ones who 
have lived on this or other planets. 
The principal of order, being the one 
most highly developed in the human 
organism and in the imagining pow
er of the brain, is the phenomenon of 
that principle or law. Therefore, as 
soon as one begins thus to unfold in
to higher consciousness, he begins to 
take cognizance of the form of the one 
who produced the thought. This is 
found in psychometry; by taking an 
article from another person and con
centrating the mind on it, the image 
of the person will present itself to the 
mind and, if persisted in, there will 
be a consciousness of the personal 
presence, and communication can thus 
be established between the persons 
though thousands of miles apart. 
Thus persons may and do, through the 
process of clearing and strengthening 
the higher senses and consciousness, 
come into direct communion with the 

most mature souls of past ages, and 
·the peculiarities of the person's nat
ure and sympathies will cause him to 
select varied personalities. For illus
tration, if the person were interested 
through reading Plato's works, Plato 
would be among the personalities that 
would begin to manifest, or, if the 
person were ignorant of all the an
cients, the natural tendencies of his 
life and sympathies would attract 
his kind and quality on a. higher 
plane, that is, if his aspirations 
are strong. So amon~ mediums the 
plane of their sympathies and desires 
determines the character of the intel
ligences that communicate through 
them. Therefore it is obviously very 
important that the aspirations should 
be kept on the highest ideal. By so 
doing you will come into conscious 
relation with the angels of the Solar 
circle. The Apostle John, in his vi
sions given in the New Testament, 
(book of Revelation,) saw the twelve 
angels which are the twelve heads of 
the Solar circle, and there is nothing 
but our own conditions to hinder us 
from coming into the same conscious
ness. 

All these things will seem vague 
imaginings t6 those who have no 
spiritual intuitions and will be 
throWn aside as the work of an. un
healthy brain bordering on insanity. 

Thus, the truth of the Prophecy of 
Isaiah is made manifest, viz. : "He 
that departeth from iniquity is ac
counted mad." For it certainly does 
take the appearance of insanity for a. 
person to develop into a conscious
ness of realities that are all unknown 
to others. It is well to note the men
tal workings of the successful busi
ness mind, and see to what extent 
they are led from the standpoint of 
the fine senses by an interior and in
tangible mental process. Many are 
guided almost entirely in all impor
tant business schemes by dreams; 
others by mental perceptions which 
they can give no reason for. The 
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most of them keep it to themselves 
and, if asked about it, will emphatical
ly declare they are governed by their 
own reason; not that they are dis
honest in the matter but that they 
have never defined in their own minds 
the difference between reason and in
tuition. If they are guided by dreams 
they do not want to be called weak 
and they think over their dreams 
and their reason guides them in the 
methods of carrying them out. So 
they will say the reason governs, and 
so it does, but they reason, not from 
what they know, but from what they 
received through their dream or in
tuition as to what the ultimate will 
be. Now this course of chastity or 
regeneration will perfect all these in
terior powers of perceiving ultimates, 
for the spirit rules the world, guides 
capitalists, decides destinies, accord
ing to the faithfulness of every per
son to the spirit's guidance in his 
sphere of use in the world. There
fore, we repeat here what we stated 
in the previous articles, viz : no mat
ter what the aspirations are, the way 
to reach high results is first to con
trol the generative forces and regene
rate self ; thus we can create addi
tional power in every department of 
our nature. 

Look at a father and mother; be
side them stands their son, a man su
perior in body and mind to either of 
them. Where did that manly devel
opment come from? From the re
productive power of those parents. 
Had that germ been retained in 
those parents the youthful vigor and 
power would have been retainell in 
their bodies. The food supplies the 
material that is transmuted by the 
fire of sex; if retained in the body, it is 
carried up into all the functions of 
the body and mind, and from thence 
into spirit. 

We referred to the regenerative 
power of the Moon's and Earth's 
zodiac in our last, showing that its 
regenerative processes run from head 

to feet; but if any one wishes high 
s~iritual unfoldment and centralizes 
his mind on the name of God, viz. : 
"Yahveh," which is translated in our 
Bible only three times Jehovah and 
over six thousand four hundred 
times LoRD and GoD which was the 
mystic name in the Caballa and was 
called too sacred for man to utter. 
Thereby its true pronunciation and 
meaning was nearly lost, because the 
taking of that name by man at once 
meant the overcoming of the creative 
power of the earth and moon in the 
work generation. 

The meaning of this Almighty 
name, Y ahveh, is, "l will be what I 
will to be." ·Thus you see it expresses 
rebellion against the order of earthly 
habits, viz.: "Labor in sorrow and 
death" through wasting the gene~ 
tive elements. The leading thought 
in this name is the WILL power ; not 
the will of energy that moves the 
muscles of the animal body but the 
will of stillness that controls the 
animal body to be still, to stop doing, 
to refuse to be carried down by gen
eration and be again involved in mat
ter. The Ten Commandments given 
to Moses on Mount Sinai, to whom, 
also, was revealed this great name, 
were negative. "Thou shalt not;" 
not one of them was to do but all 
were thou shalt not do. 

The power of man to be what he 
wills to be lies in his ability to con
trol the senses, appetites and passions 
and not to be controlled by them ; to 
stop the work of creation which is 
physical generation or the currents of 
descending involution, before referred 
to. Thus man enters God's Sabbath 
and rests from the work of creation 
according to the commandment. For 
the Sabbath day is not one out of 
seven revolutions of the earth on its 
axis, but the day( time of light) when 
man will be de,·eloped up high enough 
to be able to control the passions of 
his own physical nature. Jesus inti
mated this very strongly where he 
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said-when reproved by. the seventh
day-keeping Jews,-"My father,
God- worketh hitherto ( i. e., uf to 
now), and I work." The seque of 
these words must be that my father 
has been working up to the present 
and if the Sabbath had not been up 
to that time we have no reason to sup
pose it has yet, but there is every 
evidence that creation is still going 
on and will while the waves of the 
sea roll, for that is a part of the crea
tive work. 

Now, all this work is under the 
control of the solar and lunar influ
ences, but that divine name means 
rebellion against their dominion over 
us. The will of energy, the will to 
do, is creative and belongs to the solar 
and lunar influences but that will of 
" not to do " holding still, belongs 
to the sun's zodiac that moves from 
the feet up towards the head -
see diagram in November number of 
the EsoTERIC of the sun's sun or cen
tre- which is really the source of the 
"astral fluid." Now among the hid
den mysteries of the Theosophist and 
other Occultists is the saying, " Man 
must begin to develop from feet to 
head." It is from that course of de
velopment through the influence of 
the astral zodiac that we create the 
astral body referred to in their cult. 

Now, as I said before, if any one 
wishes to make high spiritual attain
ments let him centralize his mind on 

the name " Y ahveh" keeping clearly 
defined in his mind its meaning, and 
ever praying to be entirely under its 
control ; desiring to be " Psycholo
gized " by it so that your will, and all 
your thought and action, will be en
tirely controlled by the infinite mind. 

Then, the regenerative process will 
be changed; the moonly changes will 
begin to go the reverse way around 
the zodiac. Ladies will observe that 
the time of their moonly weakness 
will come one sign earlier or about 
two and a half days earlier each time, 
thus travelling from feet toward the 
head of the Solar and of the Grand 
Astral Man. The same is true of man, 
but it is not as demonstrable to the 
physical senses. This course will 
bring an'l one in time into conscious 
conjunct10n with the " Solar " mas
ters referred to in my lecture in the 
July number of the EsoTERIC, and 
when one has come into conscious 
rapport with them they will have en
tered the Temple of Light where all 
knowledge and wisdom abounds, and 
" there is no darkness at all." 

No man can teach such an one ; 
then will be fully justified the words 
of the Prophet and Master, Isaiah: 
"They shall no longer teach every 
man, his neighbor, saying, 'know ye 
the Lord for all ' ; these shall know 
him, from the least to the greatest of 
them." 

HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

TWELVE ANGELS. 

To rec;reate mankind, to re-unite 
Man with his fellow and all men to God, 
To kindle up the dark material clod 
Of man's external, to remove dull night, 
Is thine, 0 Immortality ! Thy reign 
Is not alone in that supernal Fane, 
The Temple of the Skies. To earth be

low 
Thou comest. Wberesoe'er thy angels go 
Man's body is renewed. To harmonize 

Man's form material, with swift minis
tries 

Of Love and Wisdom, thy perpetual toil; 
Man from his grief and bondage to a'l

soil 
They labor. It is theirs to purify 
Man's inward shrine, to clear the mind's 

blue sky 
From earth-born shadows, to remove the 

vail 
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That hides the Spirit-world. Where 
they prevail 

Body and mind alike are bom anew , 
As flowers that drink new life from 

morning dew. 

"It moves, it moves!" The sun rolls on 
in Heaven, 

The stars move on, and ye, too, move, ye 
spheres! 

Earth rises, Death departs, and unfor
given, 

Dread wrong, plunged down, forever 
disappears. 

As a red bombshell bursts, and then ex
pires, 

So wrong in her third age, convulsively 
Shakes Earth and vanishes. Thy light 

inspires 
All nations now, 0 Immortality. 

Twelve Angels rule the planetary scheme; 
Each hath an orb ; one Deitv supreme 

Is their indwelling life ; they bow the 
knee 

To one God-man who rules immensity. 
Twelve Angel nymphs in air, earth, sea 

and fire 
Dwel.Lwith a viewless and unnumbered 

choir, 
Ruling the elements; twelve oceans roll 
Their light waves from the one Creative 

Soul; 
Twelve archetypal spheres rule time and 

space; 
Twelve primal splendors shine from God's 

own face; 
Twelve empires on the Earth are yet to 

be- . 

America, the first is given to thee. 
Twelve ages wait mankind to glorify ; 
Earth, at their end, shall change but 

never die. 
A spiritual star, 0 Earth, thou'lt rise 
And bear the name of Christ through 

all eternities. 
-Lyric qfthe Golden Age. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 

NATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BffiTHDAYS OCCUR BETWEEN NOVEMBER 22 
AND DECEMBER 21.* 

I (SAGITTARIUS.) 

THis sign rules from November 22 
to December 21. These persons he-

• It must not be supposed that all pel'SOna bom 
in a given sign or period of the year will be alike 
in all respects. They will be characterized by 
the general nature of their sign, but may dif
fer widely in polarity (as derived from the posi
tion of the moon), and also in mental character
istics, due to different planetary positious. Bot, 
whilo they will appear and act different, it will, 
nevertheless, be found that there is an underlying 
kindred nature, determined by the sign in which 
they were bom. 

For fuller details and modifying ca1111es of char
acter it will be necessary to consult "Solar Biol
ogy." Bot it will be found both interesting and 
instructive to follow this series of twelve manner 
of people, as it will give a large meMure of in
lliftht regarding the nature of the persons with 
whom you are brought in contact. 

"Solar Biology" is based upon astronomical 
&lid natural laws, and has nothing whatever to do 
with utrolQb"Y· 

long to that part of the body represen
ted by the thighs, which relates to the 
muscular and motor nerve-systems. 
Their leading characteristic is the ex
ecutive. Those belonging to Sagitta
rius are bold, determined, fearless, and 
combative. In every thing that they 
do and say they are very decisive, and 
are apt to be too quick to clecide, speak 
and act. They are persons of one 
thought and one idea at a time; and, 
in order to execute that thought, they 
throw into it their entire energy, with
out properly weighing and balancing 
the consequence and di(ficulties in the 
line of their action. Their mincl is 
constantly running ahead, going be
yond the present; they have a constant 
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·tendency to peer into the future and 
foresee events : this extends even to 
small things, as announcing who is 
coming, when the door-bell rings, or 
footsteps are heard, etc. They are 
not, however, always correct in their 
prophecies yet they do not often like 
to give in when they are wrong. In 
conversation they are apt to answer 
before the proposition is fully stated, 
or the thought expressed, even while 
the person is yet speaking. They are 
consequently liable to be mistaken 
through the over-activity of their 
mind; for instance, in the case of hear
ing a. story told, their thought runs 
ahead, and forms a conclusion before 
the end is reached; and when they 
come to repeat the story to another, 
they are almost certain to tell it from 
their own conclusions, whether right 
or wrong, and to feel very sure that 
they are right. Herein children, and 
even grown persons, born in this sign, 
are apt to get the name of fabricating, 
when such is not the intention. Thev 
are pretty apt to express the first 
thing that comes into their minds, and 
just as it strikes them, no matter what 
the consequences are ; from this cause 
they are often led into combat, and 
make enemies, and speak harshly to 
friends. They hate anything hidden 
or secrct,-even secret organizations. 

No sign is intentionally more hon
est than this one, and none so liable to 
get the name of being dishonest from 
those who do not understand them. 
They are apt to go to extremes in 
whatever they undertake. 

Being over-zealous and sanguine, as 
friends, they are such with all their 
being, and as enemies they also go to 
extremes ; their kind heart and loving, 
sympathetic nature restrains them, 
however, from acts of violence and evil 
deeds. They are very quick and con
sequently high tempered, and from 
sudden impul~e often do that which 
they are sorry for. 

They have great control over their 
sex nature, and have a natural incli-

nation to chastity, and from this, as a. 
prime cause, they have much physical 
power. It is frequently the case that 
men of this sign have more nervous en
ergy, when they act under excitement 
than the sinews of the body are capable 
of sustaining. These are physically the 
strongest persons of the whole twelve 
signs. They are lovers of science, 
hygiene, and self-culture, but are not 
apt to give marked attention to such 
subjects unless they follow scientific 
pursuits as a profession. They do not 
incline to licentiousness or extreme 
indulgence. They are faithful and 
devoted to whatever cause they es
pouse, but require to be kept active, 
or they lose their interest, and turn to 
something else, where they can find 
active and useful employment. 

The diseases to which they are 
most liable are sciatica., rheumatic 
pains, and weakness of the chest and 
lungs, with a tendency to consump
tion; to prevent which, they should 
avoid damp localities as much as pos
sible. Their business, as a rule, is 
that of executors, where their physi
cal energies come into play. They 
are frequently very finely organized 
and intuitive, having a great deal of 
the true prophetic nature, foreseeing
social and national catastrophies that 
are pending; also, frequently, in the 
early morning, having visions of 
things that are going to occur to 
themselves and -family, but their fore
sight pertains mostly to events of a 
national and general character. 
They are not what would be regarded 
as superstitious in their religious nat
ure, but are largely inclined to its 
practical observance. 

Some of the finest musicians come 
from this sign, as their active, ener
getic nature renders their music bril
liant and acceptable. They are 
characterized by great fidelity in 
their love relations, and if they fail 
to secure the object of their choice, 
their entire future in life is usually 
embittered. They are very domestic 
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in their tendencies, kind, sympa
thetic, devoted, and loving ; and de
sire similar expression from their 
companion; and failing to find this, 
their own demonstrative nature leads 
them to say harsh things to those they 
love. They do not take opposition 
kindly; but if a good reason can be 
given, they are easily- convinced and 
reconciled, and baDish all hard feel-

ings. This nature comes from ex
tremely active bodily habits, with a 
great deal of devotion on the part of 
the parents to home, family, and re
ligious interests. 

If those born in this sign retire 
from business and cease their efforts, 
they become morbid, exacting, unso
cial, discontented, and disposed to 
find fault without good cause. 

A PSYCIDC CIRCLE. 

THEOSOPHY has become a familiar 
word to the reading world of to-day, 
although scarcely understood, not
withstanding its occult disci:ples spare 
no pains or endeavor to mterpret. 
To the majority it implies mystery, 
jugglery, -a sort of refined modern 
heathenism; to the few, an earnest 
striving after the beginning of a new 
science. 

Efforts toward psychical develop
ment cannot fail to awaken interest. 
To those who accord time and atten
tion to theosophical experimentin~, 
much is certainly revealed that 1s 
mind-inspiring as well as startling ; 
that familiarized, must end in being 
accepted as simply natural. Classes 
for psychic growth have been formed 
in various cities over the world. 
These exclude the general public,
as all bodies of close thinkers com
monly do,- for reasons purely theo
sophical. For instance, the soul, ac
cepted as something that may exist 
separable from the body, calls for its 
own " conditions," and, as far as 
known to the students, these are scru
pulously adhered to. That these ex
perimental classes are increasing, 
and are attended by persons of rare 
scientific learning and intelligence, 
goes to prove much in their favor. 
Theosophists look upon their unfold
ing science as an exact one. 

I take it for grantad that the unin
itiated public will be interested in 
even a feeble description of the begin-

nings of that which promises to revol
utionize the thought-methods of a 
world; and if ml narrative sounds" of 
the impossible ' one has but to "don" 
the theosophic " shoon " and walk for 
himself in tho Path of God-Wisdom. 
The way is open to all who are willing 
and prepared to fulfill the unusual con
ditions. 

Accepting the invitation of a prom
inent Theosophist, I found myself 
one evening, a looker-on, at one of 
these experimental gatherings. The 
room in which the class was held was 
furnished as a library, but I observed 
all volumes had been removed from 
the shelves, except those of the occult 
kind. Of these there were many. 
Asking an explanation of this fact, I 
was informed that "Thought was 
material," and all minds entering 
this class were supposed to be expur
gated, so to speak, of that which 
would tend to distract from the sub
ject in hand. 

A row of uncushioned chairs and a 
couple of divans, over which lay tiger 
skins, stood against the walls. All 
rugs and draperies (which might con
tain, or absorb, subtle atoms of psy
chic material) had been removed. A 
fire of some sort of fragrant wood 
burned on the hearth. The light 
from its tmcertain flame was all the 
illumination permitted. 

No one spoke to me as I entered
ordinary conventionalities seemed to 
be done away with. I seated myself 
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at one end of a divan. The host and 
teacher stood in the centre of the 
room. He wore a long, loose gown, of 
Eastern fashion, the sleeves of which 
were large and fMwing, leaving ex
posed his singularly handsome arms. 
Upon one was clasr:d a broad, metal
lic band, from which flashed a bril
liant cluster of gems. 

I had been seated but a few mo
ments when a lady at my right hand 
suddenly sprang to her feet and cried 
out, holding the palm of her right 
hand toward me. It was a gesture 
of extreme aversion. My host spoke 
quickly in explanation, addressing 
me: 

" Be so good as to remove to the 
opposite end of the divan. This lady 
is developing lter magnetic aura. 
Your own is not in harmony and 
causes her exquisite pain." Of course 
I made haste to change my seat. Had 
I known as much as I now do I should 
simply have drawn, through will
power, my own atomic aura closer 
about my body, thereby avoiding con
tact. As it was my change of posi
tion gained for me a . smiling little 
lady for a neighbor who, I felt, sym
pathized with me. There seemed to 
be no aural conflict between us. 

Silence now reigned profoundly. 
I began to count those present and 
found there were nine beside myself. 
The class was waiting for its comple
ment. 

"Leo and Sagittarius are to come," 
explained the host, " the signs must 
be fully represented if results are to 
be expected. These mentioned are 
detained by occult persons of stronger 
wills desirous of interfering with our 
work. Virgo," turning to a man 
of decided countenance and heavy 
brow," be so good as to go to their 
aid." 

The person designated as Virgo 
(which is the will-sign of the zodiac,) 
bowed his head in acquiescence, and 
in a moment fell back in his chair 
like one stricken with catalepsy. 

His face was that of one dead: there 
was not a tremor of a muscle, not a 
flicker of the eyelash. The host slowly 
waved his hands. 

"The atmosphere is calm now," 
said he, " would you look upon a body 
without a soul?. Let us have light." 
Slowly through the shadowed room a 
light dawned. It was a soft phos
phorescent illumination that outlined 
everything. I could not tell from 
whence it came, and ventured to ask 
my little neighbor. "It is all a rev
elation to me, " I humbly acknowl
edged. " So it is to most of us ; " she 
returned, "you are in the company of 
the most occult of the theosophists of 
this continent. They have progressed 
rapidly. The light you see emanates 
from that fair young girl whose face 
is a dream of purity. She is scarcely 
"of us." She fasts days together, 
touches no meat and seems scarcelv 
conscious of her bodily existence. Her 
mind dwells so constantly upon the 
glories of the infinite that her form is 
permeated with spirit light and power. 
Her aura is illuminated at will, as 
you see, that no darkness may 
dwell near if she so desire. Hush~ 
Virgo is returning." 

I fotmd it almost impossible to with
draw my gaze from the young girl who 
remained perfect! y still, her slim hands 
folded in her lap, her ~eat blue eyes 
turned upward, as if m ecstatic wor
ship. She seemed utterly unconscious 
of the presence of others. 

My attention was ~ed to the 
eager throng that was now pressing 
about Virgo whose soul had been sent 
as messenger after the theosophic delin
quents. His eyes, whiclt had been 
half closed, now opened and shut rap
idly; he apparently found difficulty 
in swallowing, and his extremities re
mained for some time benumbed and 
seemingly, lifeless. 

" Psychic return to the body is 
often a difficult matter," my neighbor 
explained.'' I have known cases where 
it could not for days be effected ; 
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where the soul remained fluttering 
about its human habitation like a 
homeless bird. This man is very 
h!.ghly developed in this direction. 
Be comes and goes at will, and is one 
of the most serviceable members of the 
class. The masters of India often sum
mon him. We think it is this ease of 
communication which has helped our 
development as a body of students. 
We are more directly under the care 
and influence of the wise men." 

Virgo's psycho had now gained com
plete control o;f its bodily faculties 
and spoke, as ordina.rily, through 1his 
lips. 

"Saggit&rius and Leo have in vain 
essayed to come. They have been 
held powerless. I bore the message, 
and they will, with the combined aid 
of the class, be able to join us in a few 
moments. Leo, who accordin~ to 
planetary law, we know to be highly 
emotional, I found moved almost to 
tears, under strong adverse influ
ences." 

"Let us aid them " directed our 
host. A silence, lasting perhaps 
twenty minutes, fell upon the room ; 
it was broken by the entrance of the 
!a<Jy ~d gentleman for whom occult
ISDl Waited. 

It would frove too lengthy a nar
rative were to attempt to detail the 
half that followed; suffice it to say a 
circle was formed according to the zo. 
diacal signs. Saggitarius (who was 
fierce and war-like enouglt in appear
ance to overcome any occult adver
sary,) sat next to my smiling little 
neighbor, thus cutting off further ex
planations from that source. I be
came once more, simply a looker-on. 

"The magnetic currents are now 
restored to our circle," said the host. 
"Let us strive to secure perfect psl
ehic equilibrium." Silence agam 
reigned. Now and then a soft illum
ination from the radiant aura of the 
:young girl dawned upon us, and once 
I was startled by the appearance of a 
star, six-pointed, which rose higher 

and higher above our heads until it 
disappeared as in a mighty vault of 
blackness. 

It was certainly true that a great 
peace fell upon the silent room. The 
outer world of matter, with its petty 
care8 and turmoils, seemed as far away 
as Jupiter, and curious sensations of 
pleasure took possession of me. They 
were indescribable to the world at 
large, and, perhaps, ·were purely of 
the soul, the transmutation of bodily 
joys. 

" Our resources are endless," I 
was aroused to hear our host say ; 
" Our latent powers infinite. We are 
destroyers, pr<>jectors, creators. Now 
most of us are like new-hom babes ex
isting through what we have been 
taught is mystical, striving hard with 
the embryo function, termed brain. 
Meantime, we ignorantly struggle 
through an hundred processes of Psy
chic knowledge which is not of time 
nor space- but of eternity. 

The spider fresh from the fount of 
wisdom, brainlessly accomplishes a 
work we wonder at. 
It is our inheritance, to expand & thou

sand fold, if we but develop and utilize 
innate powers. On the contrary, man 
insists upon advancing in his so-called 
mental fashion, slowly, stupidly, (do
ing a good mechanic's work in recon
structing and polishing the brain-in
strument) when he might grow to a 
god in one short life-time through the 
consciousness of his soul-powers. To 
become conscious of the soul existence 
is the first step from beast to man." 

At this instant the soft silvery 
sound of a bell was heard. It was 
as if rung in space at an immeasure
able distance. All arose and stood 
with bowed heads. 

" It is a call from our master I " 
said my neighbor under her breath 
" Look ! Listen ! " 

The aura of the young girl again 
flooded the room, and in its light I 
saw a dense cloud, like that of as
cending ince1;1se from a censer. It 
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slowly shaped itself, in the centre of 
the apartment, to an oblong fo~ 
tion seemingly rimmed with yellow 
light, more radiant even than that 
from the young girl's aura. Then 
it elongated itself until it pre~nted 
the appearance of a slender, hollow 
tube. It was slowly lowered at the 
end nearest the group of students 
now standing at one side of the 
room. The silvery bell rang again, 
and our host, shading his eyes with 
his hands, reverently advanced and 
looked through the opening at the 
smaller end of the tube. He drew 
back after a few moments of silence, 
and gravely motioned to the rest of 
us. 

"It is the Master," said he. One 
by one the members of the class 
stepped forward and peered into the 
singular cloud-formation, I among the 
rest. What I saw was the figure of 
an Oriental, an aged, noble man, 
standing in the midst of a tropical 
scene. His long gown was girded 
about his body by a denuded vine 
branch ; his full, copper-colored head 
was partially bald, a fringe of snow
white hair lying upon his shoulders; 
his thin, tapering hands were calmly 
folded upon his breast. It was a 
majestic, awe-inspiring figure, and, 
although viewed from an immense 
distance, one could discern the intense 
expression of his dark, deep-set eyes 

. and the wondrous sweetness of his 
refined physiognomy. As I looked 
he bent his head slowly and retired 
among the palm trees. I could see 
a camel in the back-ground. As 
I drew back the bell once more 
SOltnded. 

· _' Ie is going," said our host. 
The lwninous tube resolved itself 

TIIE sculptor prizes the block of 
marble because of the noble or beau
tiful form that can be outwrought 
therefrom. The human soul is a 
living block in which the thought of 

rapidly into its former cloud-6hape 
and soon disap~. The aura 
of the young gu-1 was withdrawn. 
All was dark and silent. 

"Our host is exhausted," whispered 
my neighbor, "and Virgo is evidently 
preparing for a long, psychic journey. 
It must be an important work when 
the Master summons him in person." 

One by one the members of this 
occult class silently withdrew. I 
hardly knew of their departure until 
my host touched me upon the hand. 

"You have born it well," said he, 
"few have the courage or natural 
development to remain through such 
an ordeal, and, I may add, few have 
the opportunity. We know with 
whom we consort. You will be a 
worthy psychic subject. Your devel
opment will be in the direction of 
Virgo's, and you will be able to 
transport yourself wherever you may 
desire over this planet. Virgo wil 
soon extend his journeys to others. 
Our powers are endless. 

You shall yet witness experiments 
in what the world dreams not of, 
such as rejuvenation of the body, 
enlargement of mental faculties at will 
and the exchange of psychic forces. 
But you are tired." 

I was tired ; my brain had borne 
all that it was capable of. I felt 
scarcely able to start upon my home
ward way. 

" Wait, you shall be refreshed," 
said my host. 

He waved his hands languidly. 
A cool, delicious breeze swept through 
the room. It was a breath from Par
adise. I felt new sensations ; they 
were life, strength, and warmth.
...4 Member of the Philadelphia 
Branch. 

the Divine Artist is outworking a 
lofty ideal ; therefore the value of a 
man is not to be estimated merely 
by what be is, but rather by what he 
may become. 
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THE ART OF NEVER FORGETTING. 

Fifth Paper. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

ALL who have given attention to the 
subject of memory agree in attribut
ing to this attribute of the mind an 
almost limitless power of expansion. 
Instance after instance are on record 
of what would seem marvellous at
tainments through systematic and de
termined effort on the part of those 
who at the start seemed more than or
dinarily deficient in this respect, and 
who were in many instances stimulated 
to effort from a realization of inferi
ority to their associates. 

The experience of Thurlow Weed, 
given in the first paper of this series, 
which ·was published in the August 
EsoTERIC, is but an example of hun
dreds of other instances that might be 
cited of persons who, from a condition 
of noticeable deficiency in this direc
tion, afterwards became remarkable 
examples and even illustrious models 
for the emulation of others. 

Now, memory is not, as many sup
pose, a single faculty of the brain, but 
an active and observing habit of many 
or all the faculties. There are few 
persons in any reasonable state of 
health but what have the power of 
concentration and memory in some di
rection, especially in matters that in
terest them. Now this power, as al
ready stated, can be marvellously ex
panded and perfected, for it is a phil
osophical truth that a single molecule 
of matter may contain the record not 
alone of one's own experience but of 
the life and experience of the U ni
verse- even of all being. Hence, 
from time to time, we hear of persons 
of phenomenal memories who by a 
process of intuition, or psychometric 
reading of the record of the atoms 
composing their nature or from the 
astral light to which all material ex
istence is more or less consciously al
lied, come to have an understand-

ing and insight far beyond ta-efr own 
personal experience or educational 
opportunities ; becoming, so to speak, 
oracles of profundity and wisdom, par
taking in a high degree of the accumu
lated wisdom of the entire race, past 
as well as present. This is especially 
true of illuminated souls, even to the 
recalling of memories and experiences 
during what they denominate a prior 
existence. History furnishes many 
instances of this kind. It is asserted 
of Buddha that he distinctly remem
bered five hundred prior incarnations. 
Christ's words imply a consciousness 
of prior existence. This is true of many 
of the ancients and such claims are 
maintained by many persons at the 
present day in different portions of the 
globe ; and such experiences are rap
idly multiplying in our midst. 

That a consciousness of this kind is 
possible, is undoubted; but that the 
phenomenon is correctly interpreted 
might be open to question ; for if one 
may psychometrize shells, fossils and 
objects of antiquity, and feel and see 
their circumstances and surround
ings thousands of years back, may 
he not psychometrize the subshnce 
composing his own body, which, it 
would not be marvellous to say, had 
participated in the life and experi
ence of hundreds, yea, thousands, of 
persons in the career of the race. 
Consequently it would not be diffi
cult for Buddha or others to have 
the blended consciousness and mem
ories of many lives; as there is an 
heredity of spiritual as well as of 
natural descent. Therefore, we do not 
attempt to deny but what Buddha 
and others may have had many incar
nations. Each individual can enter
tain his own views on that subject; 
it is not under discussion in these 
papers and is merely introduced to 
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illustrate a phenomenon of conscious
ness which undoubtedly does occur 
and which has an important bearing 
on intuitive methods of enlarging 
the consciousness, mental activity, 
and resources of psycho-physiologi
cal memory. 

As this is the Sagittarius number 
and as that sign is highly intuitive, 
psychic and prophetic (as well as 
muscular,) it is fitting that we should 
treat somewhat freely of this aspect 
of the subject, which is, indeed, more 
important than is generally realized. 
Our next issue being under the sign 
of Capricorn ; which being a busi
ness sign we shall then consider 
memory in its more direct and tech
nical bearings on the external and 
practical issues of business life. But 
as commerce requires its locomotive 
head-lights, beacons and light-houses, 
we shall take occasion in this paper 
to still further consider the possibil
ity and methods Qf acquiring an 
access of mental i~umination in cor
respondence with the age in which 
we live. 

For instance, within the memory 
ol most adult persons now living, facil
ities for domestic and public illumi
nation were very primitive compared 
to tliose we now enjoy. 

To make the ptcture more vivid 
to the imagination we pres~nt the 
tallow candle of but a generation 
back, and which is even now re
sorted to in emergencies. Contrast 
this, if you please, with the electric 
light of to-day, or even with that of 
gas, and we have a symbolic compar
ison of the progress that has been 
going on in the external world. 

Now, this correspondence should 
hold equally true on the mental plane. 
There should be a like expansion of 
powers and increase of the illuminat
ing elements and auras of mental pro
cesses. 

We have experimentally and scien
tifically learned ltow to collect and 
employ the subtle forces of nature 

even to a concentration of energy 
equalling many thousand candle 
power, as evidenced in the govern
ment's electric searclt light, of which 
considerable mention has recently 
been made owing to the experimental 
night attack of torpedo boats on the 
iron-clad Atlanta in Newport harbor. 
The naval judges' award in this sham 
contest was unequivocally on the side 
of the electric search li~ht, whose fo
cus of illumination readily discovered 
the would-be assailants, placing them 
under the range of the iron-clad's 
guns with noon-day precision. 

One can imagine the consternation 
of the Egyptian troups, at the time of 
the English bombardment of Alexan
dria, when, while they were repairing 
the breaches in their fortifications un
der cover of night, this mighty eye of 
science was turned broadly upon 'them 
from an iron-clad at anchor miles 
away, thus exposing them to the guns 
of the English fleet. 

Those who visited the electric ex
position in West Philadelphia in 1885 . 
could not but have been strangely im
pressed by the wonderful effects of 
one of these search lights as it was 
thrown out over the city from the 
tower of the exposition building and 
especially as its focus played upon the 
new and imposing city hall. It was 
like enchantment to see this mighty 
eye-of-light turned from point to point 
over the city and suburbs making 
whatever it fell upon stand out in bold 
relief against its back-ground of night 
and darkness. · 

We have many evidences which 
go to show that the mind has an 
a.nalygous power ; that by certain 
concentrative processes it can bring 
the auras and energies of life to a 
surprisingly luminous and penetrating 
focus, even projecting the conscious
ness, clairvoyantly as it were, in a 
manner more remarkable than the 
electric search light; in that there 
is scarcely any limit to its accession 
and it may enter closed spaces :1n<l 
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even read sealed books, for it illumi
nates not alone the surface of things 
but more particularly their interiors. 

I have endeavored in these papers 
to impress the fact of a cumulative 
mental force and luminous principle 
as being the indispensable requisite 
for all mental or memory exercises,
the light wherewith to psychotype 
the fact or impression and with 
which to read off the record when 
desired. Therefore, the meditative, 
cumulative and concentrative method 
we have suggested is the vital pab
ulum or root of mental processes, 
in that it collects the luminous and 
immortal auras combining them with 
the essences of being thus creating 
permanent memory forms with which 
to store the mind and enrich the life, 

If I succeed in impressing this one 
point upon your mind, eveq though 
I fail in all others, these articles will 
not have been in vain, and that point 
is that you should cultivate the habit 
of regarding your internal nature as 
something substantially and poten
tially LUlliNOUS. The mechanism of 
the human system is that whlch con
stitutes it an electro-vital dynamo of 
a composite and transcending kind. 
On the one hand, it is, so to speak, 
a chemical battery which is trans
muting basic substances and forces 
into higher essences and energies ; 
these, in turn, in their gy:rations and 
evolutions in the brain, collect, con
dense and employ the " lumen " of 
the Universe-that Divine princi
ple, the possession of which enabled 
Christ to say, "I am the light of the 
world ; " again, " I and my Father are 
one," and, "All power is given into 
my hands." 

Meditate, then, upon this priceless 
" lumen" which is Life; which is 
power a.<> well as light. The sun 
which lights and energizes our world 
and the planets of this system, is but 
a visible symbol of the microcosmic 
spiritual sun at the centre of each 
life beside which suns and worlds 

are but dead orbs. Think of your
self then as having an adequate 
microcosmic sun of energy and light, 
as the centre of being, that is fed by 
the Divine currents or will of the 
Universe. You must discriminate, 
however, between those impulses 
which are of the nature of a mob, 
and the true WILL which is like a 
regularly trained and invinc~ible army. 

Gather to yourself then this inner 
armor and SUN of light ; and move 
upon the besetting obstacles of life 
with shafts of penetrating and dis
pelling electric WILL ENERGY. Turn 
its focus whither you will ; psycho
type each and all things you wish to 
remember. For you can have an 
eye like the instantaneous camera ; 
penetration like the electric search 
light and a memory like the Astral 
World or book of the " Recording 
Angel." 

Read and study with deliberation, 
intensity and purpose ; aim to master. 
what you undertAke rather than to 
superficially cover much ground. 
Every faculty· grows with use, and 
having instructed you in methods of 
strengthening the vital powers and 
augmenting the aural and electric 
forces of the brain, the thing now in 
order, is not only to grow and in
crease by the silent meditative pro
cesses, but to learn to apply these 
collected energies-to bring their 
intensity to bear on any given por. 
tion of the brain or body, to quicken, 
illuminate, or vitalize as the cir
cumstances may require, for we have 
the vast electric current of the U ni
verse at our command and may 
utilize it for the growth and needs 
of both body and mind. 

We appreciate the many modern 
improvements in hotels, dwellings 
and business places in the way of 
elevators, gas, hot and cold water, 
steam heat, electric call bells &c. 
Now while this progress has been 
going forward in the outer world, 
it is as though the Divine Architect 
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bad also had his invisible workmen for if we would but realize it we are 
busy in making corresponding im- all dwellers on the borders of a fairy
provements on the invisible plane of land, a realm of true enchantment 
human life, and it only requires that or divine magic. And many wonder
we should, so to speak, move into ful and delightful experiences and ac
this new house or inner temple of the quirements are within our reach, in 
body and enjoy untold, and hitherto the way of a luminous memory and 
unrealized advantages in the way of greatly reinforced and extended fac
vital and intellectual accommodations, ulties. 

WONDERS OF MIND AND MECHANISM. 
·wE have frequently expressed the 

conviction that all objective progress 
and inventions bad their correspon
dence in the higher realm of mind. 
There is an accepted and frequently 
reiterated occult saying, that the 
"below" corresponds to the" above," 
and consequently, "as are the heavens 
so is the earth." Glimpses of the 
heavens of this planet through the 
vista of ancient mythology, gives 
abundant evidence that they bad 
come into a state of division, and 
great confusion, hence the division, 
antagonism and confusion which has 
prevailed on the earth. 

This makes clear the declaration 
of Christ regarding the necessity of 
a "new heaven;" for without this 
there could not be a " new earth." 
Therefore, all progress or triumph of 
mind over matter on the external or 
business plane of life has its pro
totype in the immediate heavens of 
the planet. Consequently the eso
terically instructed can read as they 
run,-eaeh material invention has 
for such an interior significance. It 
implies to them far more than it does 
to the externally minded. 

'V e hear now of an instrument 
which has been christened the dy· 
namograph that is considered by 
patent office officials one of the 
greatest inventions upon which pat
ents have been issued. In appearance 
it somewhat resembles an ordinary 
mechanical typewriter. It has a key 
board, and the types are placed on 

steel bars, which play upon a common 
centre, as is the case with the type.. 
writer. The motive power used is 
electricity, by means of which even
ness of action is assured. No matter 
how heavily or how lightly the keys 
are struck, the impression on the 
paper is the same. A remarkable 
feature of the invention used as a 
typewriter is that the carriage moves 
automatically both forward and back
ward. When the end of the line is 
reached the carriage returns to the 
starting point without the aid of the 
operator, and the paper bar moves 
one notch, so that all that is required 
of the operator is to depress the keys. 
The most important field for the new 
invention is said to be in connection 
with the telegraph. It is said at the 
patent office that the instrument can 
be used both as a transmitter and 
receiver of intelligence over a single 
wire, no matter how great the dis
tance may be. The receiving instru
ment does not require the attendan<-e 
of an operator, but prints the dis
patch automatically. The instru
ments at both ends of the line print 
the dispatch sent, and so a safeguard 
against mistakes is provided. It i;.l 
claimed that the electric typewriter 
will be valuable as a local aid to 
business and offers many advantages 
over the telephone. One advantage 
claimed for it is that, no matter 
whether a person called up is at his 
place of business or not, the message 
can be printed through the medium 
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of his typewriter, and will be there 
for perusal on his return. The dis.. 
patches printed are in letter form, 
and not an endless tape. The elec
tricians are unstinted in their praise 
and are positive that the machine will 
grea~ll ~implify business inter-com
mumcation. 

Now this instrument simply dem
onstrates in the realm of matter, 
properties and facilities which many, 
occultly unfolded, already enjoy in 
the higher realm of mind. If ordi
nary matter can be made thus elec-

trically and automatically responsive, 
how much more true is this of the 
more highly organized brain sub
stance. If the natural man can con
summate these seeming wonders, what 
may we not expect of the man truly 
spiritual. We are rapidly solving 
the problems of matter and mysteries 
of mind. These things are but sym
bols of the realities which the " elect" 
are to enjoy- powers of a transcend
ing nature in the way of "thought 
transference," mental projection and 
inter-communication. 

LIGHT UPON A MYSTIC SUBJECT. 
In the beginuing there was one Life 

and one sub.>t.a.nce. We do not refer 
to the first beginning, for there have 
been many of them, but to that crea
tion or beginning spoken of in the 
Hebrew Bible wherein the formation 
of the Universe now extant, is de
picted. It matters not whether this 
occurred millions upon millions of 
yeaJ:S back, or came to pass about six 
thousand years ago. In either case 
the principle remains the same : 
though seekers after cosmic truth in
cline greatly to favor the idea of this 
event . being one of great antiquity 
-very far back in time. 

The ripened fruit or perfected souls 
of a previous Day of Brahm,orCycleof 
Cycles,- those who had made the at
tainment of Spirit, who had laid hold 
of the Supreme Consciousness, were 
all gathered in a grand consummation 
-a mightv Central Sun which in the 
order of <i>smic life became the Pri
mal Splendor of the present universal 
order. This Sun was pure Spirit, 
the utilization of all prior life ; we 
might analytically speak of it as many 
lives, but in an etlsential and real 
sense it was "One Life," -the Su
preme Good, the Grand Man of the 
Universe-that One being what is 
known and acknowledged more or 
less distinctly throughout all worlds 

as God, and has been variously 
cognized and named by the differ
ent races and nationalities of this 
planet. By the Eastern branch of 
the Aryan Race it was known as 
Brahm ; by the western branch it was 
called Zeus, Chronos, and by many 
other minor appellations. In the Egyp
tian Cult it figured as Osiris and Isis. 
To the Semitic Race it was Y ahveh
Jehovah. To the Scandinavians and 
pe<.lple of the North it was Thor, and 
Odin. It was the Great Spirit of the 
American Indians; the Neptune of the 
Atlanteans. While in many religious 
systems, the Sun itself was deemed 
its most expressive symbol of worship 
and adoration ; but under whatever 
name or symbol it has been recog
nized, this One Primal Splendor has 
been the supreme source and inspirer, 
the Father and Lord over all life, the 
Parent, Unit, and Sum Total of Good
ness, Wisdom, and Power. Beyond 
this "no man can know God and live." 
Yet, every soul may know and realize 

this sublime Unity; yea, is fashioned 
to unfold into its own consciousness, 
partake of its splendrous Life, Wis
dom, Power and Peace. Every soul pos
sesses a spark or germ of this Sun of 
Being and it is this germ which is 
being specially quickened and re
enforced at the present time. 
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In psychometrically glancing back 
over the historic period of the race 
we discover ma.ny souls that have 
been specially quickened and illumi
nated, in accordance with a law of 
overshadowing which operates from 
specific centres. With some the re
sult has been that of moral and intel
lectual exaltation of which Buddha 
is a conspicuous example ; in others it 
has found legislative and judicial ex
pression. Philosophy, art, music, 
and science have contributed their 
many illustrious names, but to the psy
chometric eye the crowning light and 
triumph has been in the illumination 
of the affections, and the transmuta
tion of the basic force of the vital 

or animal brain into the higher na. 
ture, and true or Divine Humanity, of 
which Christ is the central and tow
ering personality ; in Him the will 
and animal brain attained unity and 
conjunction with the Cosmic Sun, the 
Primal Splendor, the Father, God 
and Lord. Consequently no man has 
been able to say in the same sense 
that He did, " I and my Father are 
one," or that "All :power in heaven 
and earth is given mto my hands." 
In his person the human race ~a-an 
to enter into the nature of the Primal 
Spiritual Sun, and, therefore, in a 
special or central sense, did " Son 
of man " and " Son of God " apply 
to Him. HELlOS. 

CHRISTMAS CHIMES. 

Over the land from pole to pole, 
Bid the sweet chimes of Christmas roll, 
Speeding with light around the earth, 
Proclaiming heavenly babe had birth. 

While many a star doth gem the night, 
And circle in their orbits bright; 
That which shone o'er Bethlehem's plain. 
Will ever have a magic claim. 

Joy for the babe; joy for the star
Revealing heavenly gates ajar; 
That even stellar orbs might bring 
Their tribute to a true-born King. 

All thought begins with the acknowl
edgement of the Supreme Absolute. 

Nature exists because of divinity, and 
will never be perfected till divinity shall 
be evolved. 

It is not amiss to suppose that matter is 
incessantly moving onward in a circle, em
anating all the time from spiritual essence 
and reverting thither again. 

Creation has by no means proceeded 
upon the ground of naked omnipotence, or 
resulted from a simple fiat of the Almighty 
speaking entity out of non-entity, but from 
the very central source of existence. God 
has created the universe, not out of noth
ing, but out of himself. The Word or Di
vine Light, became flesh- the creative 

For unto one of lowly birth 
'Twas given to be the sun of earth ; 
Then, onward, let the joy-bells roll 
To bear His love from soul to soul. 

And as swift, speeding years shall bring 
Still other birthdays of our King;
Winged love inspire as rolls the hour 
That all with Him may rise to power. 

Though light in magic power shall glow 
Imparting love to all below ; • 
Yet there shall never cease to chime 
That sweet old joy of Christmas time. 

energy - and tabernacled in us. 
We can form no idea of an atom or nu

cleus apart from its inhering energy. Ail 
all plants and animals are constituted cor
poreally of solidified air, so by analogy of 
reasoning, matter is the product of solidi
fied forces, as in the parable of the Gen
e.~is, woman was produced from the Adam. 
If we ean conceive of spirit or mind as 
positive energy, and that it can in some ar
cane way become objective and reactil·e. 
we may form the concept of the source and 
originating of matter. One solitary par
ticle would be nucleus sufficient for the 
objectifying of force and expansion into 
the infinite dimensions of the wth·erse. 

-American Aka.deru 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

WE still request our subscribers, 
as heretofore, to send us the names 
of all parties who they think will 
appreciate THE EsoTERIC, that we 
may send them a sample copy. 

MRs. BUTLER and Mrs. Drury are 
creating a wide interest in their classes 
for healing from the standpoint of 
Solar Biology, and a third class is be
ing arranged for Tuesday evenings, 
for the convenience of those who can
not attend Monday and Friday after
noons. 

QUITE a number have recently sent 
us clubs of eight, and thereby secured 
a copy of Solar Biology. Are there 
not more who can thus make them
selves a Christmas present of this val
uable work? Try it, and should you 
not be able to secure eight subscribers 
you can at least earn one of the lesser 
premiums. 

THE EsOTERIC commenced with 32 
pages ; latterly we have been giving 
40. There "ill not be less than that 
number during the balance of its first 
year. The present number contains 
48 pages. We would like to main
tain this number of pages as the st.':.. 
dard for the six months to come, and 
request our subscribers to co-operate 
with us in extending its circulation 
that we may be warranted in so doing. 

DR.J. C. STREET has just completed 
a course of ten lectures before the 
Society for Esoteric Culture, which 
were listened to with close attention 
and marked satisfaction. Dr. Street's 
extensive travels and investigations 
in the East, together with his famil
iarity with the Egyptian cult, the 
methods of the Illuminati, and the ex
ercises and attainments of the Soci
ety D'Luxor, preeminently qualifies 
him as a teacher of Occult Science. 
He explained the different methods 
employed in "climbing the heights" 
},y the societies of Europe and the 
East. We cannot, in a brief para-

graph, do justice to the merits of his 
lectures but shall give abstracts of 
some of them in subsequent numbers of 
THE EsoTERIC. 

WE are constantly asked by corre
spondents and subscribers, " What 
books they should read in order to get 
an insight into occult science?" Now 
when it comes to giving special advice 
in this direction we are confronted 
with the dilemma of finding that as a 
rule all the desirable books are exceed
ingly high in price. Therefore many 
we would like to recommend, and 
which could be widely read with men
tal and spiritual profit, are beyond the 
means of the majority of readers. 
It was anciently, -and well said,
" Let there be light ! " Now good 
books to a large extent meet this need 
and we are consequently making ar
rangements to do our share in the way 
of fulfilling this command, by special 
importations when practicable, and by 
reprints when necessary, and we shall 
have something. special to ~ffer with 
each issue of THE ESOTERIC. 

The present number completes the 
first six months of the EsOTERic's 
issue, and we look forward to the 
coming year with no slight degree 
of pleasure at the field of useful
ness upon which we have entered. 
It has been demonstrated that the peo
ple desire and appreciate the kind of 
magazine we are giving them, and 
it becomes apparent that THE Es
OTERIC should be so equipped as to 
make it a substantial and permanent 
institution. To that end we have pro
cured the necessary materials to fur
nish our own composing rooms, from 
which the January number will be 
issued under our direct supervision. 
We have also provided our office with 
an outfit for book-work, that we may 
economically and efficiently serve our 
subscribers, and the inquiring public, 
with the "new literature " at greatlv 
reduced prices. 'N e are consequently, 
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prepared to publish any desirable 
works in this line that may be submit
ted, and anticipate having something 
new to announce to our readers each 
month. 

"THE PERFECT WAY." 

So many have expressed an appre
ciation of this work and a sense of 
lofty presence from its reading, that 
we have arranged to bring out there
vised and enlarged edition in first.class 
style to be ready about January lst. 
Owing to duties and other causes the 
late edition has been held at $4.00. 
We shall furnish a complete and 
equally desirable edition at $2.00, just 
one half the above price ; but to any 
and all subscribers to THE EsOTERIC, 
The Perfect Way will be sent post 
paid on receipt of $1.50. This will be 
an admirable book with which to com
mence the New Year, and we will fur
thermore send a copy free to any one 
who secures us four new subscribers, 
for one year, - $1.50 to accompany 
each name. They may all be sent at 
once, or they will be placed to your 
credit if sent singly, until the required 
number is secured. This is an admir
able opportunity to serve us and your
self at the same time. 

MOVEMENTS of the nature of the 
Brunswick Lands Improvement and 
Colonization Company, the advertise
ment of which appeared in our last 
issue, have such an important bear
ing on the welfare of interested par
ties, that we have, on mature reflect
ion, deemed it prudent to decline its 
further publication until we can be 
fully assured that it is on a sound 
financial hasis, and consequently a 
safe and judicious investment. "\V e 
have a natural leaning to the advan
tages and benefits of associate action, 
and believe that much is yet to be re
alized through co-operative effort in 
colonization as well as in other direc
tions. But experience teaches that 
we should move with the greatest 
prudence in such matters and not 

get involved in unwise enterprises. 

PROF. HmAM E. BUTLER com
menced his Friday night course of 
special instructions to the Society for 
Esoteric Culture on the evening of 
the 25th. President Latham opened 
the meeting with the following re
marks: 

"You have recently listened to a 
course of instruction in the methods 
of m.akin~ mental, spiritual and other 
high attamments, from the standpoint 
of the Orient, the Illuminati, the So
cieties Egypt apd D'Lnxor. We are 
assembled this evening to hear the 
opening lecture of a course of instruct
ion from the standpoint of the Occi
dent or Society Esoteric ; with this 
mention further comment would be 
superfluous for I perceive that your ex
pectations are at a sufficiently high 
tension. The Society Esoteric, though 
among the youngest of illustrious so
cieties, is already, as you all realize, a 
promising child. I, therefore, give 
place to the • Oracle' of the evening." 

This course of lectures is being re
ported for the especial benefit of cor
responding members of the Society 
and will, in due time, be forwarded to 
all enrolled members. 

IN going to press we take occasion 
to extend our thst Christmas greeting 
to our many new-found and valued 
friends, and though this will be THE 
EsoTERIC's first Clu·istmas with our 
readers, we sincerely hope and trust it 
is but the first of a long series. The 
advent of Christmas has found deep 
and wide recognition throughout the 
civilized world. It has become a piv
otal season of the year, and it is well 
that we shoul(l have and observe such 
occasions; may it prove a joyous and 
profitable season to all in the recep
tion of the celestial light and life which 
is now so abundantly flooding and il
luminating the interiors of the race. 
May" Peace on earth and good will to 
men " multiply and abound even as 
" the waters cover the sea." 
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LAWS OF HEALTH. 

THE human constitution has its laws, 
as definite and certain as those of as
tronomy. Cheerfulness and good-will 
are of the first importance. Therefore 
take the generous side, and siudy be
nevolence and the welfare of others, as 
much for your own sake 118 theirs. 

SuNLIGHT is as essential to animal as 
to vegetable life. Physicians say the 
number of patientb cured in hospital 
rooms exposed to the rays of the sun 
is four times as great 118 that of those 
confined in darkened 10oms. 

FnESn Ala. -The air is the only 
agent which keeps the blood pure, and 
enables it to circulate and impart life
powet· to the system. It no less sus
tains life by imparting this wonderful 
property to the blood, than by expel
ling the impurities or worn-out matter 
which the veins have collected, and 
brought to the lungs for expulsion, and 
which, if left in the system but a very 
few moments, would cause death. 

ExERCISE is best if taken in some 
employment for an object. Begin and 
end slowly. It is well to carry out ex
ercise to the point of fatigue if the 
sy~Jtem soon rallies from it; but for 
heulth no greater fatigue should be 
incurred than a night's rest will remove. 
To sleep well, and gain strength, the 
body must be fatigued. 

Foou.-A free use of palatable fruit 
is essential. We must learn to distin
guish between a real appetite and a 
mere superficial taste. The tn.ste of 
sngar, for instance, may be agreeable, 
when there is no real need or appetite 
for it. Take few vurietics of food at 
one meal. It is well, now nod then, 
to omit by turns the use of every article 

OuR readers should not overlook the 
opportunity, elsewhere offered, of se
curing" The Perfect 'Vay," as a com
pensation for procuring us four new 
subscribers. Persons sending in their 
own subscriptions, who at the same 

of food, even bread; thus preventing 
the system from becoming tied to any 
injurious routine. It would not be amiss 
to make an occasional meal of some 
palatable fruit or vegetable in its sea
son, when best relished. 

WATER. -An abundant supply and 
free use of pure, soft water is essential 
to health. Water is the only fluid 
capable of circulating in all the tissues 
of the body, and penetrating its finest 
vessels without irritation ot· injury. No 
other liquid than water can dissolve the 
various articles of food taken into the 
stomach. It is water alone which forms 
the fluid portions of the blood, and thus 
serves to convey the nutriment to all 
parts of the body for its growth and 
replenishment. And it is water which 
takes up the decaying particles, and 
conveys them by a most complicated 
and wonderful system of drainage from 
the body. When good, soft water can
not otherwise be obtained, a small out
lay for a cistem and filter will secure 
an abundant supply of pure rain-water, 
equal to any. 

BATHING.- Much cold bathing ex
baugts vitality. Much warm bathing 
produces undue relaxation and sensi
tiveness. Hence, to secure the best 
results, avoid these extremes. The 
temperature of the water and surround
ing air should be such as to allow a 
bath to be taken deliberately. With 
these conditions, and a moderately 
coarse towel, a yard in length, to sup
ply the water, a very thorough bath 
may he tnken. The towel batll affords 
excellent exercise for those engaged in 
sedentary employm~nts. 

-Hall's Journal of Health. 

time desire the above work, can ha vc 
both on forwarding 83.00, which is one 
dollar less than this book alone has cost 
heretofore. This is just the reading 
needed with which to commtlnce the 
New Year. 
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A LETTER TO OUR PEOPLE. 
THE clock in the steeple of time has 

struck the hour for a great struggle in all 
the civilized world. Capital and labor 
have declared war. The mental world is 
being convulsed from centre to circum
ference. The question arises in the minds 
of all : " What position shall I occupy in 
this matter?" for none can wholly escape 
ita influence. There is a psychological 
whirlwind that lays hold on all, and what 
does it mean? It means simply this : 
_we have for over six thousand years been 
passing through ages of experiment. 
Knowledge has been increased and brain 
power expanded so that the ordinary 
mind to-day is capable of more than the 
great leaders of a few hundred years ago. 
Our race has come up under the domin
ion of the common law of all animal life, 
viz. : the strongest subsisting upon the 
weakest. Laws have been made to trans
fer the struggle from the physical to 
the mental, and to protect the right of 
ownership, - by mutual consent to force 
a code of honorable dealing,- but the 
mental unfoldment of our day is such 
that there is no law that fully controls the 
people. 

No lock can stop the burglar ; no prison 
can hold the criminal, and no law control 
the dishonest politician. This fact is 
well-known, therefore certain factions of 
people have united to make their own 
laws and govern their own interests. 

There are, necessarily, two parties to all 
disputes ; and the wrong is rarely wholly 
on one side. Both of these factions have 
committed outrages either against the 
law of the land, or the law of human 
equity. Both are blamable. That 
fact is destined to unite and embitter 
each of the two contending parties. A 
house divided against itself cannot stand ; 
national trouble is inevitable. 

The most mature, highly refined, and 
spiritualizea are crying out for a divine 
order to take the place of "brute force." 
These are the ''Ten righteous" that must 
save " Sodom," but in this mature age of 
the world we have every reason to believe 
that there are many thousand in place of 
"Ten." These in order to be the sav
iours of the world must concentrate their 
efforts under Divine guidance to bring 

into existence the God-given law which 
alone can save this world, viz : " Love thy 
neighbor as thyself." This will reverse 
all the present disorder and establish the 
reign of Tighteousnesa on earth. This can
not be done by allowing ourselves to take 
side in this struggle with either of the two 
factions, for if \Ve do we are thereby 
dragged down upon ita plane of action and 
so bound by it that we will be unable to rise 
above the old conditions that must pus 
away. 

It is said by the Masters who now live 
secretly in the world the same as they did 
in Bible times when they were called 
" prophets," that the earth has reached 
the end of ita cycle of physical and intel
lectual development and that unless the 
people can now take a step higher into 
spiritual and Divine order the planet will 
disintegrate and return to the elements 
from which it came. Let this be as it 
may Wisdom teaches us that there is an 
important move to be made now, in order 
to save ourselves and others from great 
calamities and suffering that must ine¥it
ably come upon the world, on account of 
ita selfish use of power; all intuitive per
sons realize this and are casting about to 
see what is to be done. 

I am convinced that the hour has come, 
that was foreseen by the Hebrew prophets 
and set forth in symbolic language to John 
in the Revelation, that the old earth con
dition must pass away, and that a new 
must be established. I have spent many 
years in isolation from the world devoting 
my time in getting my body under con
trol of the spirit that I might know the 
mind of the Master in this crisis, which I 
have for yeara seen coming ; and I have 
been given a sign so that I might know 
when and what to expect. Now I see the 
time has come for us to begin to mo¥e 
and unless we do so now, the abilitv to do 
it will rapidly shrink out of our 'bands, 
and it will become more and more difficult. 

There is a great people who have in 
word or in fact, dedicated their life to God 
and humanity by virtue of the maturity 
of their souls, -though they may be un
conscious of it,- to such, in particular, do 
I address this letter. 

All such, are more or less imbued with 
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the idea of a movement that might be 
called Colonization, (please read the July 
number of the EsoTERIC carefully). We 
believe the time has come for a move that 
will be wholly under the guidance and 
control of the Divine Master. I would 
like to correspond with any and all who 
are ready to dedicate all they have and 
are to such a move. Remember we are 
not among those fanatics who expect God 
to do everything for them, nor, on the other 
extreme, that believe that they are God or 
his vicegerent on earth. But simply one 
who knows that God has no respect to per
sons, and he that is faithful to the highest 
light he has, and honest with him!lelf, will 
receive wi!ldom from God to guide him 
aright. Such a move must be conducted 
with a clear head, an honest heart, and 
an obedient spirit to the superior wisdom 
that has led the world all these years, un
til now the earth is ripe for a higher state 
of society. That same spirit has in the 
past, and certainly will now, in a more per
fect way, guide every person who is child
like, honest and faithful, so that notwith
standing we are in the time when "the 
very elect" would be deceived "if possi
ble," yet it would be impossible to deceive 
such, for the " spirit of truth " dwells in 

CLUB PREMIUMS. 
To any subscriber who sends us $1.50, 

and one additional name, we will send the 
pamphlet of "Twelve Manner of People,'' 
or any fifty~ent book in our list. 

For $3.00 and two new subscribers we 
will send any $1.00 book you may select. 

For $4.50 and three new subscribers we 
will send Prof. Butler's " Seven Creative 
Principles" or its equivalent in other books. 

For $6.00 and four subscribers we will 
send "The Perfect Way." 

For $12.00 and eight subscribers we 
will send Solar Biology. 

The names can be all sent at one time, 
or if forwarded as secured, they will be 
placed to the sender's credit until the num
ber is complete. 

NOTICE. 
For the benefit of those whose notice 

is for the first time called to THE 
EsOTERIC, we would state that it has 
already passed beyond its experimental 
stage, and is an assured success ; and 
Wt>re this not the case the money is set 

every such soul, and that spirit knows all 
things and as you read these words, if it is 
for you, you will get the witness in your 
own soul- in your own interior conscious
ness. 

I ask you to be careful and follow that 
inner monitor for that is the only guiding 
light of the world now. The Christ has 
come into his temple, your soul, and is 
leading the work forward through his 
body- many members -144,000, " The 
first ripe fruit of the earth." 

Remember that no narrow sectarianism 
must oppress this moyement. Nothing 
but knowledge of truth, practical and use
ful, will pass for gold now. We must be 
as wise as we are told the Israelites were 
when they went out of Egypt and took 
all the jewels of gold and precious stones 
with them. Our mother church has many 
bright jewels that we cannot do without. 
Every branch of thinkers has the same. 
We must gather the good and true from 
all, and build out of it the temple of God, 
that ";ll stand forever, and be the light of 
the world. 

Address all communications on this sub
ject to H. E. BUTLER, 478 Shawmut Ave. 
Boston, Mass. 

apart to issue it, whether or no, for two 
years, therefore subscriptions may be for
warded without the shadow of doubt or 
hesitation. THOSE who receive this sample 
number, will understand that we wish to 
make their more intimate acquaintance. 
In short, we desire to place their names 
upon our subscription books, as we are 
confident that we can do them many 
times the good in the course of the com
ing year that the subscription will cost 
them. Man's miRsion on earth is an 
important one, and self-knowledge is not 
only a privilege, but a duty. We want 
you to join us in its pursuit, and we shall 
conscientiously do our best to aid you in 
cllipbing the heights of mental and spirit
ual attainment and power. Do not neg
lect or postpone the important matter, 
but make a beginning by at once putting 
yourself right on our subscription books. 
TnE EsOTERIC for one year will cost you 
but $1.50, or it will be sent six months 
for 75 cents. Address Esoteric Publish
ing Co., 478 Shawmut avenue, Boston, 
Mass. 
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THE SOCIETY 
FOB 

ESOTERIC CULTURE. 
Oftl.oe and 8oo1al Parlora, 

478 SHAWMUT AVENU.Bl, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

TuE object of this Society ia to promote 
Esoteric Culture and Theoaophic Research, 
the aim being to unite the leading minds of 
all department~ of advanced thought in a 
concerted, practical effort to increase light, 
multiply knowledg~. and Intensify soul-life, 
to the end of making the Individual superior J 
to earthly condition' and mortal environ
ments, thus hastening the triumph of mind 
over matter through experimental knowl
edge and personal conjunction with GoD 
TUE OXNIPOTElfT AND LUXUWUI SOUL of 
the Universe. 

To this end regular Lectures are delivered 
and Classes instructed, also Systematic Read
Ing advised and Weekly Conferences held. 

Membership Fcc, 81; with 25 cts. monthly 
dues for support of the work. 

Those at a distance can become registered 
corresponding members on payment of a 
registration fee of 50 cts., with monthly 
dues of 10 eta., payable quarterly in ad
nnce. Corresponding members will be kept 
advised by circuhra issued quarterly, or 
oftener when required, of books to be read, 
and studies pursued each month. Letters 
and queries requiring specia\l answer should 
be accompanied with one or more two-cent 
atamps to cover expenses of return letter. 

Address, 

PRESIDENT OF THE SOCIETY FOR I 
ESOTERIC CULTURE, 

478 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Maaa. ! 

MRS. SARAH E. SA VILLE, 

Christian Scientist or Mental Healer, 
463 SHAWMUT A VENUE. 

Patients boarded at residence if desired, or 

will be treated at a distanee . 

.. 

MRS. F. J. MILLER, 
Teaeher aud Practitioner 

OF 

HEALING, 
IMMANUELISM. 

oa, 

PHYSIOLOGICAL CHRISTIANITY. 

By this method of Cure, all diseases, both 
acute and chronic, are successfully treated. 

" When thine eye ia single thy whole body 
\1 full of light."- Luke ii., v. 84. 

Classes for Instruction are formed monthly. 
Terms for the Course, comprising twehe 

lessons, Twenty Dollars. 
. PatiE'nts visited at their homes between the 

hours of 8 A.M. and 1 P.M. 
Omce hours from 2 to 6 P.M. 
A parlor talk on the Science of Being, every 

Monday, at 8.80 P.M., to which all are cor· 
diall v invited. 

A piJilosophical talk on the inner mystcriea 
and occult forces, to advanced thinkers, every 
Saturday, at 8.38 P.M. 

"It is easier for heaven and earth to p1111 
than one tittle of the law to fail."- Luke 
xvi., v. 17. 

For conditions of membership to this clasa, 
apply to 

MR!I. F. J, MILLER, 

il5 Columbus Ave., Suite.(, Boston. 

:Mrs. A. C. LA TH.A.M, 

Psychometric an~· Botanic Physician, 
HOTEL FLORENCE, 

Cor. Florence and Washington Streets, 

BOSTON, MASS. 

Mrs. Latham bas the Psychometric or in· 
stantaneous faculty of discerning disease and 
adjusting the curative energy of plant and 
herb life thereto. It is well established that 
the vegetable kingdom elaborates active forces 
corresponding to the normal state of every 
function of the human system, an intclli~ent 
adaptation alone being required. This Mrs. 
Latham is enabled to do by virtue of her 
natural faculty and extended (•xperience. 
Terms of treatment moderate. Examination 
by lock of hnir, 81.00. State age and sex. 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NEW SERIES.-NUMBER ONE. 

IN our last we led up to where important ones which no one can, if 
attainments were made so tha.t man's they would, make fully known. We 
instructions were of no further value can only give direction ·in the true 
to the student, he having fully reached path, and sound the warning tha.t 
the higher light. But, in order to there are adversaries to meet, and 
prevent confusion, I ha.ve taken up each will meet them in his own way, 
only one line; though there are many and tha.t will be the way most trying 
branches to this line, yet the one to him, instead of the one most easy. 
central thought must never be lost The words attributed to Job where he 
sight of, for there are many dangers said, "The things I feared ha.ve 
in the road of those who seek to reach come upon me " is only the expression 
so high a goal, and many labors and of all who undertake to fully con
trials to be met in the path. In all quer this age and order of life, and 
the Occult literature, much is said enter the spiritual Eden of rest. 
about the dangers .that those who " Fear," said the apostle Paul, 
have reached some of the heights "hath torment." That is true. Ag-d.in, 
have already met, and which they in Paul's letter to the Hebrews, ii, 15, 
have Called the " Elementaries," and he said : " Who throu~h fear of death 
described as of monstrous proportions were all their life-ttme subject to 
as to size, strength, and subtle power. bondage." Truly none <'.an ha.ve a 
We hear of the "Monster of the consciousness of freedom rmtil fear is 
Threshold," who guards the entrance conquered. Fear is also a conscious
to these sublime heights of attain- ness of weakness ; it subjects us to 
ment, and are told that none can pass thousands of trivial things which 
until they are well equipped for the cause great suffering. Another rea
struggle that must inevitably take son for the above remarks is tha.t 
place before any can enter, etc., etc. whatever any one fears they think 
The same ide11. runs all through the about, and the thought brings around 
Christian Bible ; a tempting devil to them the conditions to produce the 
he met and overcome; also a flam- things that are feared. Fear also 
ing sword tha.t guards the way of the magnifies everything ; it will mag
nee of LIFE- the entrance to Eden. nify the weight of a fly to tha.t of 

While there are mystic meanings to a crushing, unbearable load. 
the above, yet there are real and very No spirit or mortal can ha.ve any 
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power over us through any other 
method; the fearless one is always safe 
in whatever pursuit he may follow. 
But no one can be entirely without 
fear unless he be in pursuit of right, 
having first crushed out all intui
tive impulse ; for that impulse is 
wise, and in its efforts to protect and 
<lare for the person, fear arises from 
it in every wrong pursuit. 

To conquer fear absolutely necessi
tates one to conquer all love of the 
physical life. This can only be done 
by dwelling on the thought, '" I am 
Spirit," constantly trying to realize 
it ; also by meditating on the superi
ority of a spirit-life over this physical 
condition ; then coming into a con
scious relation with the masters of 
the Solar Circle. Their power and 
wisdom will enable us to enter into 
covenant relations with them, to be 
an instrument to co-work with them 
for the uses of humanity, which, when 
done from the soul, will give us com
plete confidence that the knowledge, 
wisdom and power of God is all suf
ficient to guide and protect from all 
danger and harm ; also a conscious
ness that if it were the will that we go 
out of the body it would be better, 
as Paul said : " For me to live is 
Christ, but to die is gain," then resist 
fear in every way by going contrary 
to its impulses in everything, i. e., if 
there is anything you fear that is the 
thing to do ; for illustration : -

If, when in a dark room or cellar, 
you feel like hastening out, stop, 
stand still, and think of your divine 
relatedness and of the ridiculousness 
of your fears. B;r a. determined per
sistence in that direction you will be 
surprised how soon fear is conquered; 
but it must be carried further than 
the ordinary timidity so . common to 
ladies and persons born between Jan
nary 21 and February 19 ; it must 
be carried into the idea of everything, 
even the result of every act of your 
life. Be careful to act under the 
guidance of the inner monitor, always 

keeping active the desire to know the 
will of the Master. Always stop 
and passively wa.it a moment, to see 
whether you get word from within or 
not ; and after you have matured your 
course of action in anything, after 
you have used your own reason and 
concluded on the wisest course, then 
submit it to the Master, who always 
answers through your own interior ; 
then, if you get the word or even an 
impulse not to do, stop at once ; and 
if some other method comes to your 
mind, go at once and sit down alone, 
and ask wisdom to guide you. But 
if you get no word, then watch the 
interior feelings, and see if the heart 
is free to act ; and if so, then you 
have done the best you know how, 
and if IOU go wrong it is not your 
fault. If it proves altogether disas
trous, then you should with boldness 
look to the Master in childlike sim
plicity, and ask where was the wrong, 
saying, "I did the best I knew how, 
why is this? " and you will be shown 
the cause. This has been known as 
a law of heaven from remote time. 
Isaiah, ch. xxx., 21st verse, said : 
" And thine ears shall hear a word 
behind thee, saying, this is the way, 
walk ye in it, when ye turn to the 
right hand, and when ye turn to the 
left." These spiritual directions come 
to different persons in different ways. 

But any person can soon determine 
in what manner their guidance will 
come to them, by carefully observing 
their intuition, in all matters of un
certainty. But we must bear in mind 
that "The Spirit of God," or those 
Great and Grand masters of the 
Solar Circle who rule all the affairs 
of earth directly or indirectly will 
not take us in charge, and watch over 
and guide all our affairs, unless we 
first enter into the followinK covenant, 
not only in word, but in au the feel
ings of the soul life. 

First, find a quiet place where you 
can concentrate your mind in lo~ 
devotion on your OWN highest i 
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of God; then O'Om the interior feel~ 
ings and emotions say: "I want to 
be an instrument in Thy hands to do 
Thy will in everything ; I want to do 
Thy will upon earth, as perfect as it 
is done by the holy ones in the heav
ens. Wilt Thou take control of my 
life, and use me in whatever way I 
ca.n be most useful in the world, for 
I know not the way, earth is dark; I 
am blind to these great uses for 
which we are here. Now, dea1· Father! 
if you will guide me in every act of 
mv life, I WILL BE OBEDIENT 
in. everything, NO MATTER where 
it leads me, nor what it takes from 
me. I only ask to know Thy will in 
all things concerning we, and I 
WILL DO IT." Then throw off 
all anxiety about everything; only to 
be very carefully obedient, and to 
keep the body pure and clean, a fit 
temple for the high, and pure spirit 
of the All-Wise and all Good to 
dwdl in. 

When this is done, then ever watch 
for the " Still small voice " of the 
Spirit, that speaks to your spirit, 
and comes to your consciousness 
through the soul, i.e., the thoughts that 
Bpring up within you, as if they 
were your own. Especially true, will 
this be to persons hom between June 
21, and September 23, of any year. 
But though this guidance may seem 
vague' and uncertain, yet follow care
fully, and do the BEST you can, and 
if you err it is not your fault, but you 
will not ; for guidances will grow 
more and more certain according to 
your faithfulness, until all doubt will 
cease. 

There will be observed by most 
persons that when they make this 
ooveDa.nt, and try to feel, and realize 
it, that there will arise in themselves 
doubts and fears as to where it 
might lead, and what it might re
quire of them. So much so is this the 
ea8e that sometimes when you say YI will 
obey the thought, and feeling within, 
yourself will say, " No, I wont." In 

such cases it is necessary to meditate 
constantly on the wisdom and good
ness of God, spend much time in soul 
consecration to God, and constant re
sistance of that adversary within, ever 
trying to bring your soul into that 
covenant; persist and you will ulti
mately accomplish it, -and enter 
into rest. If you have taken control 
of the sex-nature and are trying to 
live the life of regeneration, and are 
in covenant relation with heaven 
itself, then you are in heaven. But 
many will experience great difficulty 
in getting that control of sex that 
will enable them to stop all the waste 
in that direction ; but though you fail 
a thousand times still keep trying ; 
sooner or later the victory will come. 
This covenant relation will help you ; 
yet you must do the work yourself. 
Many times it is only accomplished 
by a constant watchfulness, day and 
wght, for years, until the dreaming 
consciousness carries on the watchful
ness while you sleep, which will come, 
if an unwavering minJ is persisted 
in. 

When a person reaches this point 
in the conquest,- when they can begin 
to realize the words "I am spirit,'' 
then LET YOUR WORDS BE 
FEW .AND WELL CHOSEN. 
" Silence is power ; " in silence you 
become conscious of the power you 
are by the above methods storing up 
within your own body. 

Ag&:in, words are composed of the 
subtle elements of the stored energy, 
and if you form it into wm·ds and 
send it out, you are deprived of it. 
Undue openness of the mouth is a 
leak in the soul ! ! ! We want to close 
all the avenues of wa.~te for the life 
essences, the old maxim '' All life is 
precious " is true, and I may add, 
there is nothing so precious as life,
life united to the active will gives 
form by the "Conceptive intellect" 
-which is brought about by the 
marriage of Love and Wisdom, which 
always takes place in persons who 
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live this life- Thought!!! become our 
children, but if we conceive children 
by Folly we commit adulter.v. This 
is the harlotry a~ constantly refer
red to in the Bible. "God is love," 
Love is Life, and life is God; and 
so if you ~Pve your life to foolish 
talk and 1dle words yon conceive 
thought forms from the evil para
mour, Folly, and not from God, who 
said by the prophet Isaiah LIV, 5: 
''Thy maker is thy husband. Lord 
of hosts is his name ; and thy re
deemer is the Holy One of Israel ; the 
God of the whole earth shall he be 
called." (Read the whole chapter.) 

We all, or nearly all, unite in say
ing that all children conceived and 
born into flesh are immortal ; that 
they partake of the trinity of the 
parental nature, viz: Body, Soul and 
Hpirit. This method of self control is 
changing the course of "The River 
Euphrates," i. e., water of fruitful
ness, -the generic life, from the con
e«.>ption of ffesh children, to the brain, 
where spirit children are conceived 
and born, therefore it is true what 
Isaiah said in the chapter above 
<tuoted : " More are the children of 
the desolate than of the married wife." 
Such a course enables one to create 
thought-forms of purity, goodness and 
loving pity for the needy, and send 
them to be angels of mercy, possessed 
with God-wisdom to lead them into 
paths of wisdom, health and happi
ness. 

Every thought of such an one is an 
image of power greater or less, ac
cording to the intensity given it at 
the time it was uttered. Evil and 
malignant thoughts are conceived and 
born by the same process. This has 
always been the centre of power, and 
in it are all the secrets of Ancient 
and Oriental Magic. We are forced 
to continue to present this thought in 
multifarious ways, because it is the 
central figure around which every 
thought concerning the origin of 
worlds or animal life revolves. This 

thought is further illustrated and car
ried out in our first lecture on " The 
Narrow Way," now in pamphlet form. 

In our attempt to voice the mind 
of the spirit, we fully realize that 
were it not for the spirit of truth 
that is active in all that read these 
pages, we should despair in being 
able to be of any use to humanity. 
One thing is necessary that each 
should recognize the great difference 
that exists between the word forma.. 
tions of the spirit and those of mao 
in the flesh. 

There is going on an interior prep
aration for a great change in the 
external world, and all who are pr&
pared for that change will be con
scious of an inner understanding 
in these instructions. Each must 
work from his own interior self, and 
profit by what is to him useful. 

Be anxious for nothing only self
cleansing, and tl1at according to your 
own judgment and intuitive guidance; 
read and accept only as the spirit 
of truth within reveals that it is 
good and useful to you. Remember 
that which is useful to you may not 
not be so to me. Every man has a 
different sphere of use ; and, ther&
fore, though an angel from heaven 
should come with practical instruc
tion, there would only be a por
tion of it good for you. We should 
remember that God and the Solar 
Masters know what is necessary for all 
those who are being fitted for the 
harvest of the " First ripe fruit of the 
earth." It is good to read and pon· 
der such matter as will feed the 
inner soul life, but be careful not to 
force an understanding through the 
external brain, as that is not the 
source of true spiritual knowledgt> .. 
as that comes from within. Thero
{ore, I say, trust in the Spirit, but UM 

all the knowledge and wisdom ypu 
have, and earnestly desire more. • 

Your fellow servant, 
HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
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KEY TO THE SPIRITUAL WORLD. 

TRANSLATED FROH THE GERMAN BY PROF. <;. WIELAND. 

Tms story is told in " Key to the to aid in its realization she applied 
Spiritual World," or "The Science to her chaplin. 
of Life,"by J. Kerning, the German Geoffrey was aware of the project 
Mystic, published about 1835. We of his mother, and would fain have 
sele<'t from it the following fragment, acceded to it. but it was with him as 
which will be found very suggestive with her ; people would re~ard it as 
and useful to students of theosophy a dream and send him off m accord
regarding the spiritual powers of ance. But he did not abandon the 
man. thought. The idea of becoming an 

YOUNG GEOFFREY. invincible knight had taken root in 
It is but right that we become him, and he would often meditate 

.acquainted with Geoffrey, the lead- upon the po8sibility, and how to get 
ing character of this story, and on the right track of it. He had 
youngest son of the noble house of read and heard many stories of 
E. Although nine years younger gnomes and fairies granting protec
than his brother Bernhard, he com- tion and supernatural powers to mor
peted with him and another elder tals ; the storic8 of the biblical heroes 
brother in knightly sportd, and when also highly impressed him, and he 
they moWlted their big battle-horses, often felt and half believed that it de
he would mount a small one which, ponded mainly upon man himself to 
though suited to his own size, bore appropriate all these angelic and su
a great disproportion to the horses pernatural powers. 
of his brothers. The men of the He often talked with his mother 
castle would laugh at the small rider upon the subject, but she could not 
and his little horse, but he cared not. suggest to him any satisfacto;·y means 
He would swing his little spear and by which to make such attainments. 
light sw01·d with an eagerness as An old shield-bearer whom Geoffrey's 
though his life were at stake. His father had particularly liked and who 
mother, when looking at these sports, had been with him on all his expedi
would become very apprehensive that tions, finally became the boy's confi
in a few years they would be changed dant and gave him hint:; that con
into scenes of bloody earnestness. firmed him in his belief and increased 

It was then she conceived the idea his desire for the knowledge of mys
to educate him as a warrior that tic powers. He made numerous at
should be lifted above all danger; tempts to apply the rules he suggested. 
one who would carry his fate in his but he failed of results and fell into 
own hands and not be subjected to new pcl'plexities. The idea of mirac
blind chance. She formed many ulous powet·s had so taken possession 
}llans to consummate her purpose of his whole nature that he was mor
but her hopes were constantly wrecked tified and disappointed not to arrive 
on being broached by the incredulity at anything certain about them. The 
of those to whom she confided her old squire renewed his a:;sertion that 
plans. She would probably have not all could utilize the '' Key:;," that 
abandoned her purpose, had not the one had to prepare themselves for 
occurrence of war and the death of their use; but in what the skill of 
her first-born given new incentive to preparation con8isted he could not or 
her scheme, so that at length her did not want to indicate. 
purpose stood irrevocably fixed. and Geoffrey was going to break with 
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him, but an expedition in which the 
squire was required saved the neees
sity, and thus being left wholly to 
himself he brooded about fairies, 
nymphs and gnomes, and could not 
understand why some of these beings 
would not reward his faith by show
ing themselves to him. 

He was in this condition when the 
new chaplain arrived at the castle. 
As he had been informed by his 
mother of the purpose for which this 
new teacher had been secured, he 
regarded him as a kind of a phenom
enon and could hardly control his 
impatience for his arrival. 

THE TUITION. 

Though Geoffrey was not devoid 
of a sense of being a son of the 
house, and consequently entitled to be 
regarded with a certain degree of 
respect, he nevertheless became em
barrassed, and when the chaplain ad
dressed him he was not able to reply 
with his usual self-command, but 
awkwardly said: " Be welcome here. 
Cha lain." " l salute and congratulate you, 
my young lord," replied the Chaplain. 

G. You will stay long with us, I 
sup~se? 

C'h. That depends upon you. 
G. Upon me? 
Ch. I am to instruct you in the 

Science of Life. 
G. So my mother told me. 
Ch. But this science is acquired 

only by courage and firmness, for 
many obstacles are to be overcome 
and 'hard battles fought. 

G. I will be persevering and ~j 
you my word that no obstacles s 
daunt me, if I can only know that I 
shall reach the goal at last. 

Ch. This being so, it would be loss 
of time not to begin the instruction at 
once ; so, then, the first thing is to know 
yourself. You are a valiant knight's 
son, brought up according to your sta
tion, and the worldly way of thinking 
has taken deep root in you. Now, all 

that must be changed; the innate man 
alone can attain true power, for it ia 
from within that such power springs. 
Do you understand me? 

G. I think I comprehend what you 
mean, but I beg to ask what difference 
is there between a man and a noble
man. 

Ch. A parrot speaks what he ha.-t 
been taught; man speaks from an in
nate and higher sense. 

G. Then poor people would be ~ 
ter off than we, for in their bean 
there resides no aristocratic teaching. 

Ch. Yes, did not servility oppress 
and keep them down. 

G. Then you mean there are but 
few real men. 

Oh. Very few indeed. 
G. That is very strange. I see it 

is true, but my heart rebels against it. 
Ch. It is a good sign that you are 

still conscious of this feeling. It ia 
on this sentiment that we shall have 
to base our instruction and dt}velop 
the new man. That will do for to. 
da!-

They parted, the chaplain '?.ing to 
his apartments to be alone wtth him
self, whilst the young lord walked up
and down the court-yard pondering 
and endeavoring to fully understand 
his teacher's words. The next day 
he went to the chaplain and said : " I 
have reflected on your words, and 
found them to be wise, but it will be 
difficult for me to discern one thing 
from the other, for I have found only 
that, in spite of myself, I am always. 
thinking and acting as the son of a 
nobleman." 

Ch. That is all right. He who 
has found out one thing can discover 
others also. Therefore go on courage
ously. 

G. Now, if I ask why will maD 

cling so eagerly to his dress, or why 
does his state appear so important to
him, the natural answer iK, becaus& 
he is educated for it. And, according 
to your teaching, this seems a mis
take and it would be better for 
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man not to have been educated at all. must learn to utilize what we have. 
Oh. It would not indeed be so very What we have not, even were it the 

bad as people think. But, at present, best thing, has no utility for us, and 
we must not dwell upon this question; we might say does not exist for us. 
there will come a time when you will G. You confound me. From my 
realize that the first man, who was childhood I have been taught to mod
without what we call education, was erate, to suppress, even to kill out 
no worse than we are, and in many my desires, and you teach me con
directions quite superior. But before trary. How shall I reconcile this? 
you reach that knowledge you must Gh. You must be content to aim 
exercise patience, and I will ask you, for some attainable and worthy goal, 
.. What should a man do?" . then look for the desires that pull in 

G. He should do good. that direction, appropriar.e them to 
Oh. What is good? yourself, and you will see how easy 
G. All that is right. the desired end can be reached. 
Oh. What is right? G. According to that, the task of 
G. The doing of all that should be reaching a hi~h goal is not difficult, 

done. since nature Itself draws us in that 
Oh. That is a good answer, but direction. 

should I ask you what should be done Oh. So it is. The thing in itself 
you would be at a loss for an answer, is simply that we discriminate in re
for to do what should be done is to do gard to our desires and select those 
what has to be done, and that is the that are suited to the act, and to calm 
first and last law of God and Nature. and control the others; that involves 

G. Can you not give me an illus- a struggle in which only the wise, 
tration. thoughtful and courageous warrior is 

Oh. A carter had heavy stones to victorious. 
haul to a castle loftily located. The G. I understand. Now let me also 
road was bad and could hardly be propound an example. If I intend 
used. But having agreed to haul the to employ or aid a man whom I gao
stones he harnessed as many horses erally dislike, I have to forget his 
to his wagon as he found necessary, obnoxious traits, and mind only his 
and thus accomplished his task. The pleasant ones ; for by the latter I am 
carter simply did what had to be attracted, and by them he may be 
done to ful61 his promise. led, and thus my purpose be accom-

G. That appears natural, but how plished with little trouble. 
about the application. Oh. You have spoken well. Medi-

C h. It is easy, if we but consider tate on that now, and to-morrow we 
that we also have a heavy burden to will talk of that further. 
carry up a difficult height. It is impossible to relate here all 

G. 'Vhat height <lo you mean ? the conversations which transpired 
Gh. The height of life's true goal. between the chaplain and his pupil. 
G. What is the burden ? It will suffice to say that in two 
Oh. The hereditary and acquired years' time Geoffrey could understand 

self-hood. him pretty well, and realized in him-
G. What are the horses. self the significance of the innate or 
Cit. Our desires. natural man. 
G. What I do you mean to say that Besides the tuition he-enjoyed from 

our desires should be serviceable to the chaplain, he pursued his military 
lift us up 1 practice, and all noticed with aston-

. Oh. 'Vhy not? Have we any ishment his great agility and stren~h. 
other forces to impel us? No ; we The chaplain, however, invisibly 
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guided these exercises, calling the 
attention of his pupil to the internal 
powers of man ; how they often slum
ber, but may be brought forth to give 
us agility, courage and sagacity. 

How true it is that we often accom
plish things that a short time before 
setJmed impossible. So it is with our 
thoughts. We may brood for days 
on a subject, and then all at once it 
stands out plainly before your eyea. 
" How is it that it often takes so 
much time? " Geoffrey asked the· 
chaplain one day. 

Cl£. Because we do not follow the 
straight line. If you want to talk to 
a person and do not know where he 
lives, you must first find him, must 
you not '? The same is true of our 
faculties. If we knew where they 
resided we could readily call them 
forth. So, also, with our thoughts. If 
we knew the seat of a thought, we 
would have no trouble to obtain the 
requiretl re3ponse, and thus be enlight
ened about things of which we wished 
to know. 

G. That is so, but how can we find 
the seat of our faculties'? 

Ch. That is to the point I He who 
solves this question, has reached the 
goaL But, not to mix up one thing 
with another, let us first examine 
thought, in order to find the road. 

G. I am full of expectation. 
Ch. There is a law which is this : 

every faculty can think only of itself, 
or of what is in harmony with it. 

G. That is strange. 
Ch. It is natural. The ear cannot 

cognize but of the province and pow
ers ot the ear ; it cannot imagine col
ors, nor measure a surface, in short, 
do anything that does not belong to 
it.<~ domain. "\Vhen we are speakinO' 
of smell, the nose is the umpire and 
the palate alone can judge of the fla
vor of th"l viands. 

G. It ts true; for I tried it whilst 
you were speaking. It is true to be 
sure ; but where will that lead us ? 

Ch. As far as man's power reaches; 

as far as he is able to think and feel; 
to infinity, to the highest, to the inner
most of Nature and his own being. 

G. Give me another example to try. 
Cit. Well, with what do you think 

of your mother? 
G. With my heart. 
Ch. But of her form? 
G. With my eyes. 
Cit. 0£ the tone of her voice? 
G. With my ears. 
Ch. That is right, when you think 

of your mother as your loving, earnest 
caretaker, you think of her with your 
heart. 

G. I thank you. You have given 
me light that informs me about many 
things. I will practise this analysis 
of the thinking faculties and h:>pe to 
find out of myself where the strength 
of the warrior resides, who is fighting 
for the oppressed, for innocence. for 
his fatherland, for God ancl hon'lr. 

Ch. Give me your haml, my young 
friend I I see you will climb the 
heiO'ht. . 

fhe next day Geoffrey came to the 
chaplain very cheerfully and said : •• I 
have discovered many things. I know 
the faculty of the horsemll.n, of the 
warrior with the spear and the sword. 
and I feel already how the shield lifts 
itself. Ah, my dear ch:tplain, it is 
God that has sent you to me I Lea.d 
me on, but do not forget to teach me 
what is good and right, for I re:Uize 
that we often do not like to do, " whs.t 
has to be done." 

GJ,. Hail, my noble young lord. I 
see you are diligent and I rejoice at it. 
The trying of one's se?f shows zeal, 
which is laudable. But we must not 
forget that first we have to learn to 
STAND, before we can walk, how
ever; do not understand that I am 
blaming you, I only remind you .that 
to climb a ladder safely, we must start 
on the undermost round and then 
mount one after the other. Is is not 
so? 

G. I think no one would deny that! 
Let me climb the ladder. 
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Oh. First we must get it in position. 
G. Yes, that is certainly necessary. 

Let us get it out and erect it. 
Oh. But I do not mean the one that 

is hanging in the barn-shed to which 
you prob:1.bly refer. 

G. Show me then the one you 
mean. 

01~. You are the ladder I have in 
mind. 

G. Explain how that can be ? 
Ch. First tell me when you think 

where do your thoughts begin? 
G. Why, in the head, of course. 
Ch. A:re you sure it is in your 

head, or would it not be more correct 
to say, it commenced at your head. 

G. That is something that I can
not answer. 

Ch. Well, then, when you can, you 
will have the ladder, and can put 
it in position. Good-bye, until to
morrow. 

The next day Geoffrey became very 
much dissatisfied with himself. " I · 
have been seeking," he said, "all 
day and nearly all night, and am 
unable to solve the riddle you gave 
me yesterday. First, you said that 
every faculty could think only its 
kind, or what belongs to its domain, 
and now you ask me : Where does 
thought start? This is a new question 
and cannot be answered in the above 
way. 

Ch. Very well. First, you see, 
hear, feel an object or subject. But 
when the image begins to act, it be
oomes yours, and you reflect upon it. 
With what is this done first? 

G. I don't know. 
Oh. What agents do we employ in 

thinkinu? 
G. Words. . 
Oh. Where are they formed ? 
G. In the mouth. 
Ch. So it is. It is in the mouth that 

thought finds its expression. Spring
ing from the faculty that is in har
mony with it; it follows its natural 
oourse, the same as the miller takes 
the grain out of the sack, pours it 

into the mill, when, in due time, it is 
returned into the SaCk again as flour. 
One of the senses receives an impres
sion that it gives to the brain, which 
passes it through the body to the 
ground, whence it returns to the same 
sense as a thought. 

G. The teaching is plain ; but now 
the application. 

Ch. It is subjected to some difficul
ties ; but practice overcomes every
thing. 

G. I thank you. I am sure I will 
not be lazy. 

Oh. One moment. Don't forget 
the ladder! 

G. Does this relate to it? 
Oh. To be sure I When thought 

has begun its work, all depends upon 
observing the proper ascension. First, 
however, you put the ladder on the 
ground ere you begin to climb. 

G. But bow dO<'s that apply in 
this case? 

Oh. Listen : It is on the feet that 
man stands ; and if they are not firm 
he is likely to fall. Examine. that, 
and then come again. 

Geoffrey was in a perplexed state 
of mind. To learn to think in his 
feet, he could not make sense of it. 
He made all kinds of trials, until he 
nearly despaired. At length, how
ever, he succeeded and after five 
weeks he returned and said , •• Par
don me, that I have been absent so 
long; what you gave me to do was 
difficult but I found it out at last." 

Ch. Then hear further : The feet 
are the first round ; from there you 
ascend in thought to the knees, then 
to the hips, to the pit of the stomach, 
the neck and finally the head. The 
ladder is erected, now learn how to 
climb. 

Geoffrey had to work a whole year 
to accomplish this task. He would, 
indeed, call upon the chaplain every 
day, but received no new task from 
him. They talked of the value and 
the powers of man generally. At 
length the pupil thought he had 
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arrived at the top of the ladder and 
said: "Examine me, chaplain, and see 
whether I have attained it." 

"You have," replied the chaplain, 
" But a skilled climber also uses his 
hands, which I think, will be easy for 
you now. More difficult, however, is 
that which is to follow. What we 
accomplish externally, must also be 
done internally. The first ascension 

corresponded only to the skin ; now 
we must penetrate through the flesh, 
the bones, through kidneys, liver, 
lungs and heart ; even through the 
marrow of our bones to come nearer 
the desired perfection!' • 

• The author giftlll oo relation of the attaia
meDtB Geoffrey made upou the chapiaiD 'a mggee
tiou, for the rueou that it ia, the 'ft'r1 marnnr 
of the method that the reader is requiracl to &ad 
out thiuga for himself. 

THE NEW AGE. 
THE new age is now just crystaliz- that of the present,- it will be of 

ing into form. All the elements nee- aTUJther kind. Just as the animal 
essary to its existence are rapidly was a distinct advance upon the vega
being evolved. They must blend table,-the human upon the animal, 
into a homogenous whole before we cause of the introduction of ft6lb" 

can truly say we have entered upon elements, so will the new age be an. 
a "New Age." advance upon the aocre in which W& are 

At the present time it exists poten- now living. New forces will have been 
tially as a spiritual force and power evolved; and just as every new form 
in the consciousness of individual of life begins germinally and gradu
men and women, but it is largely · ally unfc,lds, so will it be with the 
subjective. There is no correspond- civilization of the future. 
ing social environment answering to Its fnll beauty cannot now be di&
the subjective condition. This envi- cerned. It is faintly shadowed forth. 
r·onment is now in process of forma- in the Scriptures, where it is d&o 
tion. And, as it has been with indi- scribed as the New Jerusalem, perfect 
viduals in whom the new spiritual life in all its parts, the "Bride descending 
has been made manifest, that strug- out of Heaven;" showing that the 
gle, conflict, and almost death itself, forces now at work for the final r&o 

were the means of its evolution, so demption of humanity are of Divine 
will it be with society. origin. 

Forces now being developed in the Closely connected with the new 
social system will not blend and age is its religious or spiritual ex
shape themselves into the beauty of pression. If we concede the fact 
an orderly social life, save through a that the material universe had its 
similar process of conflict. Crystali- origin in the immaterial or spiritual 
zation is dependent upon agitation. universe, and, that it first existed 
The work of life is the adjusting of potentially as a Divine thought, 
external relations to internal forces. and gradually through successive 
Socially, we are beginning to enter stageR of development was external
upon the birth throes of a new ·order ized into form, then it necessarily 
of life. These throes will continue follows that progress, whatever form 
until the adaptation between internal it may assume, whether it be a new 
forces, aud social relations is com- social order, or its religious equiva.
plete. This will constitute the New lent, moves in accordance with the-
~. same primordial law. 

The civilization of the future will The life of God, existing potentially 
not be simply an improvement upon as a divine thought within tlle soul 
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of man will be the religion of the 
futnre. And as the life or spirit of 
God can in no wise differ from the 
Spirit of Christianity, it also follows 
that a spritnalized Christianity will 
result from the closer union of God 
and man, and that this will be the 
"Second Coming of Christianity " 
upon the earth, in newness of spirit 
and newness of form. 

In the New Age the animatory 
principle of social life will be c~ 

operative, Man helping Man. The 
animating principle of social life 
~y is competition, man opposing 
man. 

" Howbeit that was not first which 
is spiritual, but that which is natural : 
and afterward that which is spiritual!' 
"The first man was from the Earth
Earthy, the second man -is ~& 
Lord from Heaven." 

NEITB. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

Fifth Paper. 

BY WILLIAM COX. 

Wi8dom the Offspring of Law and .Meditation. 

THE oldest sacred literary produc
tion, and exclusively the earliest 
written book in the world, is the 
book of Job. It was composed by 
Job himself, who lived in the land of 
Uz, which was sitnated to the east of 
Palestine, and either within the sandy 
deserts of Arabia or in the country 
of ldum2ea, not far distant. The time 
of the composition of the book was 
long before the exodus from Egypt, 
and nearly sixteen centuries before 
Christ, which was five and one half 
centuries prior to the time of him 
who is known to men, as the poet 
Homer, - a thousand years before 
Confucius and Solon, and earlier 
than the earliest da.te assigned to the 
composition of the Hindoo Vedas. 
This historical location of the book of 
Job, is here definitely set forth, be
cause in it is to be found the first 
recorded expression concerning Wis
dom -the subject of this article. It 
is therefore, so far as literature is con
cerned, the intellectual " ancient of 
da " :'fS• 

In this ancient of books, Job voices 
the searching and far-reaching ques
tion -a question which startles the 
ear. like thunder in the silence of 

night. " Where shall Wisdom be
found? and where is the place of Un
derstanding? " " Man knoweth not. 
the place thereof, neither is it found 
in the land of the living. The depth 
saith, It is not in me, and the sea 
saith, it is not with me." " Whence 
then cometh Wisdom? and where itt 
the place of Understanding? Seeing 
it is hid from the eyes of all living and 
kept close from the fowls of the 
air. Destruction and death Sa.y, 
"'V e have heard the fame thereof 
with our ears. God understandeth 
the way thereof, and he knoweth the 
place thereof. For he looketh to the 
ends of the earth and seeth under 
the whole heaven. To make the 
weight for the winds, and he weigheth 
the waters by measure. When he 
made a decree for the rain, and a 
way for the lightning of the thun
der. Then did he see it, and de
clare it; he prepared it, yea, and 
searched it out." 

Solomon, who flourished about the 
time of Homer, spake many proverbs, 
referring to the excellency of Wi&
dom. In a voice persuasive, ye* 
commanding, he says, " Hear ; for 
I will Rpeak of excellent things, and 
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the opening of my lips shall be right 
thiQgs. For my mouth shall speak 
truth, and wickedness is an abomi
nation to my lips."" Wisdom cannot 
be gotten for gold neither shall silver 
be weighed for the price thereof. It 
cannot be valued for the gold of 
Ophir and the precious onyx or the 
sapphire. The gold and the crystal 
cannot equal it, and the exchange of 
it shall not be for jewels of fine 
gold. 

"No mention shall be made of 
~oral, or of pearls, for the price of 
.wisdom is above rubies. The topaz 
·of Ethiopia shall not equal it, neither 
shall it be valued with pure gold. She 
is more precious than rubies and all 
the things thou can'st desire are not 
to be compared unto her. Wisdom 
crieth without - she uttereth her 
voice in the streets ; unto you, ' 0 man 
I call, and the voice is unto the sons 
.of men. Get Wisdom- get U n
derstanding.' Wisdom is the princi
pal thing; therefore get Wisdom and 
with all thy getting get understand
ing. Say unto Wisdom thou art my 
sister and call understanding thy 
kinswoman. Happy is the man that 
findeth wisdom and the man that 
getteth understanding. Length of 
days is in her right hand, and in 
her left hand riches and honor. Her 
ways are ways of pleasantness and 
all her paths are peace. She is a 
tree of life to them that lay hold upon 
her, and happy is every one that re
taineth her. Exalt her, and she shall 
promote thee, shall bring thee to 
honor when thou dost embrace her." 

In this manner the wisest of man
kind pa.ys tribute to Wisdom, and 
beautifully and truthfully endorses 
the testimony of the patient and an
cient Job, whose learning must have 
been wide-reaching and profound, for 
his observations led him to contem
plate aml discourse upon the bright 
.tar Orion, the splendors of Arcturus, 
the dazzling lights of the Pleiades, the 
neesings of the great leviathan of the 

deep, and the proud pawing of the 
great horse of the valley. 

The evidence of these ancient and 
erudite authorities proves that para.. 
mount and primarily the great desire 
in the heart of Man is to learn of 
Wisdom, -to ascertain its origin, its 
character, and to comprehend the 
methods of its action and the value of 
its right application. The purpose of 
this paper, is to show the working of 
Wisdom, which, be it remembered, is 
an influence. It is likewise the aim 
of this thesis to define what Wisdom 
is, and to show from whence it cometh; 
to declare its functions, and point out 
its manifestations in the mind and 
among the ways of men, -thus an
swering the earnest questioning of 
Job, and giving yractical illustration 
to the proverbia philosophizings of 
Solomon. · 

It has already been shown that Un· 
derstanding is the offspring of Law 
and Investigation. Wisdom is the 
offspring of Law and :Meditation ; it 
is a negative influence, is feminine in 
character, and therefore is individual
ized as the daughter of Law and Med
itation. " Her ways are ways of 
pleasantness and all her paths are 
peace," says the wise man. The care
ful, studious, and correct observer of 
the growth of things discovers that 
everything has its parents or progen
itors,- father and mother, positive 
and negative, male or female ancestry 
or causes. Everything manifest to 
physical or mental sight, is the off
spring of parental forces ; pure seed 
deposited in the matrix of fruitful soil 
will produce for harvest, a crop in 
keeping with the quality of the seed 
sown. Thoughts are bred ; they are 
the product of intellectual seed, sown 
in the mind-soil. 

The extremes of any species, when 
united in wedlock, either in animal or 
mental life, will produce the hybrid or 
mule ; and at this point Law puts in 
its veto upon further reproduction. 
The impassable fiat goes forth, ·• Thus 
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far shalt thon go, bnt no farther." Men
tal seed sown in the 110il of extreme 
ne~::ation, produces hybrid thoughts or 
t~rrors, and these are evinced in their 
manifestations of positive, stubborn 
mulishness. Knowledge as a princi
ple is positiYe; Understanding is neg
ative; Understanding holds the same 
relation to knowleda-e that a wife does 
to her husband. Man cannot produce 
offspring without the aid of woman. 
Neither can Knowledge produce off
spring without lJ nuerstanding. 

While U ndcrstanding is the daugh
ter of Law and Investigation, Wisdom 
is the daughter or negation of Law 
and Meditation. Wisdom is the full
developed outcome of the seed of Law, 
germinated and grown in the womb of 
Meditation; Wisdom is the best friend 
of :Man. The best <Yf men adYise their 
fellow-men to get Wisdom. 

Wisdom is a. tower of strength in 
the day of Trouble. Wisdom over
cometh Trouble. Wisdom is sent 
from Intellect, by Order, its majestic 
and dignified queen, to counsel Truth, 
not to oppose Power. Naught save 
Truth can behold the wonderful and 
flaming spirit of Wisdom, and the 
sight of it is Yisible to Tntth alone. 
Wisdom is ever with Reason when it 
speaks to men for good. 

Wisdom is ever the defender of 
good principles, protecting them from 
destruction and death. 

Wisdom declares Trouble to be the 
grave of Mortals ; Wisdom pennits 
not fear to affright goodness. 

Wisdom giveth to Experience the 
praise of great Excellence, and com
mandeth it as the very best of coun
sellors. 

Law, by its sanctioning action, en
ables Order to send the influence of 
Wisdom to the principle of Reason, 
that it may with words persuasive 
address the sons of Intelligence, and 
so persuade them not to 1wrmit the 
children of Ignorance to basely use the 
beautiful god-like Understanding. 

Wisdom declare!! La.w and Justice 

to be unknown to the children of Ig
norance. 

Wisdom inl:lpires the sons of Intel
ligence in their strife against Trouble,. 
and enables them to triumph over and 
overcome the shameless and lawless
sons of Ignorance. 

Wisdom hides herself in a mantle 
of darkness, from Depra.Yity and Er
ror, so that her presence is unknown 
to them. 

Wisdom doeth honor, and renders . 
homage to Law, by acknowledging its 
invincible and unchangin~ might. 

When Law speaks, W 1sdom is si
lent. Truth declares the works of 
Wisdom to be renowned. 

The blessed boon of immortality is 
conferred upon Truth, when, by the 
principle of Virtue, it is applied with 
Order and Wisdom. 

Through Experience, Wisdom loves 
Reason. Wisdom adds a grace to
Experience, surpassing the beauty of 
Knowledge. 

When trouble approaches the good, 
Wisdom cometh quickly, and urges 
Experience to overcome it. 

Wisdom disarms trouble, when with 
frantic madness, it would bring dis
aster to the Good. 

Experience beseecheth Wisdom and 
Law to drive from the earth the
darkness of Ignorance. 

Wisdom clears the eyes of Experi
once, that its pathway in life may be 
Light. Wisdom stimulates every 
principle of Good, that Love may 
dwell with Understanding. 

Wisdom imparts to Knowledge the 
boldness of the bravest. 

Knowledge dt>~lareth unto Virtue~ 
if the power of Wisdom were im
parted to it, it would strive untiringly 
and without f·easing until Error, 
Ignorance ancl Depravity were over
come. 

Wisdom inspir•~,.. the voice of Tmth, 
sending it abroad iu the earth, instruL-t
ing the children of men. 

Wi!>flom is a Light to the soul ol 
Truth. 
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Wisdom's voice is, that Truth may 
provide. 

Wisdom in the hour of need cometh 
quickly to Truth. 

Wisdom's weapon is the spear of 
Truth, and by its use Error cometh 
to destruction. 

Wisdom declares that Truth is 
loved, and among the immortals, pre
~~minently distinguished. 

Wisdom's d~light is the life of Truth. 
Wisdom encircles the head of 

Truth with a halo of beauty, bright 
and dazzling, whose flaming lights 
flash with streaming blaze on high. 

Wisdom cannot be exchanged for 
jewels and crowns. 

Wisdom crowneth with a diadem of 
glory the brow of the god-like child, the 
beautiful-UNDEUSTANDING. 

ANIMA · DIVINA. 

BY C. B. 

" ()p the colllltituent elements of the body, the 
<medical profe88ion aaya that there are many, and 
aamee them. But we may question their oonclu
sioDB. Why ? Because they may aualyz.e a dead 
man, but not a live one. The moment a man dies 
he is in another condition. The elementa change 
and continue to change till there is nothing left of 
them : and this analysis amounte to nothing " -

RtMY Oro... 

We may say, however, without fear 
of contradiction, that the human body 
is an instrument for the manifestation 
.of life, and if the spirit leaves the body, 
the latter begins to disintegrate, and 
a person in whom the spiritual prin
·ciple has become entirely inactive is 
morally dead. To preserve the Spirit, 
you mu.~t become an aspirant to spir
Itual power; you must prepare the 
'body, the blood must be filtered, but 
drugs will not do this. The body 
must be reached through the mind. 
The essentially vital organs are the 
heart and the lungs, and these have 
an immediate correspondence with the 
mind : the heart to the love and emo
tional nature, and the lungs to the in
tellect. Thought and feeling make 
the mind ; or, the man. 

Subjugation of all feeling, and the 
purification of the mind of all worldly 
.anxieties, with bodily abstinence, will 
not only free you from all kinds of 
vice, but your body will conform to the 
development of Spiritual powers and 
faculties, - which will lead to that 
fulness of being, a state in which the 
Divine and Celestial in man comi:'S to 
.dominion and rule. 

JACKSON. 

Thus the Augean stables of the body 
must be cleansed for the preservation 
of the Divine Spirit, and each one 
who undertakes the labor will find it 
an Herculean task indeed. Remem
ber that for success the thoughts must 
be of a different character, and you 
must free yourself from the control 
of the passions, habits, and desires of 
the body, the subdual of which will 
render unto you the " Second birth." 

Do you desire the " Second birth?" 
H so, cherish it I It is what Jesus of 
Nazareth told Nicodemus must take 
place before he could see the Kingdom 
of God. This is the New birth. The 
birth of the Spirit. The part of you 
which will live forever. Cherish it; 
for upon its justification depends your 
future existence. All men are born 
once unto the physical. Not all are 
born again into the Spirtual. Many 
buds and blossoms are born npon the 
tree. Not all are fertilized and become 
fruit. Strive, then, for such a grand 
and glorious object ; be "pure and 
good; " do good to all creatures on the 
earth with whom you come in contact. 

Be not discouraged in the attempt; 
many with great anxiety pursue " the 
ineVItable" and are afraid lest the in
evitable will not come to pass. Be 
not anrious as to the future, no mat
ter however black it looks, but t~ 
hold qf the present with a willing 
hand,- trnstmg the future to the 
Father, in whose eyes the sparrowa 
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eau.not fall to the ground without his back. But patience, for they will 
notice. soon die ; but you must be careful 

If unwelcome thou~hts obtrude to put better thoughts in the place 
themselves into your mmd, it is per- of the dying ones. 
fectly in line with the theory of sow- But what is obtained by this abju· 
ing and reaping. A field, wherein a ration of all the pleasures of life, 
crop of weeds has gone to seed, must this surrender of all self interest, and 
require much more to keep clean reaching out to that which seems tm
than a field wherein no such weeds attainable? for there is no promise of 
have been allowed to develop. When a future heavenly home of natural 
God, by the hand of Moses, led the pleasure or the acquirement of any 
Israelites up out of Egypt, He tmusual powers, all at once. But as 
found that the old people who had you progress in spirituality, then does 
groton ttp to the ways of Egypt did the promise of increased pleasure 
not take very readily to the new order entail its opposite, the increased 
of things, in fact, he fotmd that all sensibility to pain. There is no hal\ 
the people who had grown up in in the march of progression, -on
Egypt, until they were over twenty ward always onward, tmtil, having 
years old, were unfit to enter the acquired the knowledge of the " Two 
promised land. The whole nation, as Truths," solving the secret of Life 
a resnlt, had to wander in the wilder- and Death, man becomes the highest, 
ness tmtil those over twenty had died, - a Perfected Soul. Then let not 
and new ones had taken their place. your life be like a bouse " built upon 
Thus you perceive that the ideas and . the sands," a nature formed only of 
thoughts born of the past will live evil and weakness, having no more 
their allotted time, and cause much connection with the future than logio 
care in grubbing, and cutting them with the frivolous side of life. 

THE ART OF HEALING. 
BY A. F. MELCHER. 

MuCH has been written on this sub- that whenever felt spontaneously, may 
ject; but it is almost impossible to un- be found something conducive to 
derstand its true nature without being health. Perfect health qf body, creates 
more or less sensitive to influences. a joy within as that felt when bask
A cure is but an effect of which iltg in an early spring sliDBhine. 
the cause is often tmknown to the We were told to pass through the 
healer himself, or how effectuated. market, and in doing so woUld be 
Magnetism tm<loubtedly is the agent, relieved of pain. It proved true. 
but not the cause. If such was the Here was an effect, of which we 
case, nature would be the best healer. were anxious to know the cause. 
We have suffered pain until it be- We were told that the magnetism 
came unbearable, and had to leave emanating from the vegetables was 
our business to go home. But as we an alleviator of pain. Since then we 
started, we were told to take a differ- have found that certain religious edi
ent course from our usual one, so as flees, and particularly the Catholic 
to pass through a vegetable market. ones, possessed a similar virtue ; and 
W1ien we arrived at the entrance, a bedding just taken out of the stm also 
joyous influence struck us. We in- relieved pain of different orders. 
quired its meaning, and were told The latter may be attributed to a 
that such indicated a good aura, and concentration of solar magnetism in 
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the feathers or fibrous material sur
rounding them, but the sanctified 
places have neither vegetable magnet
ism nor solar magnetism, as above, 
permeating them, and thus must be 
attributed to human magnetism, or 
aura, left there by visitors, the di
rectors or inmates, as the case may be. 

But previous to cognizing influ
ences, as we have frequently de
scribed, we have been relieved of 
pain by healing mediums, and simply 
attributed the miracle to the flow of 
magnetism, which such passed over 
to our system. We later discovered 
that the presence of such was suffi
eient, and needed no manipulation 
from them, and after a. while a mere 
thought of the healer, from any dis
tance, was sufficient to relieve us of 
pain or physical suffering. Now, all 
this cannot be an effect of imagina
tion ; and if any one insists on believ
ing it to be such, let him try to 
imagine a severe toothache away I If 
be succeeds, he will be the greatest 
discoverer of the age, and the great
est benefactor, by letting the world 
know how he managed it. We have 
given our experience free to the 
world, and hoJ>e that many may be 
benefitted by it as we have been. 
We might have kept this a secret if 
we so desired, and simply conducted 
sufferers to such places for relief 
under a bonus, but do not believe 
that spiritual gifts (if the art of 
sensing influences and knowing where 
healing aura is to be found may be 
termed a gift), should be held at any 
market value, except when necessity 
demands, and then only where .the 
loss will not be felt. Many an indi
gent one may bEl thus blessed, if money 
is not received as an equivalent for 
spiritual comfort and light. A love
act of this order creates conditions 
around the instrument which adds 
spiritual potency to his or her gift by 
inviting angelic a.~sistance of the di
vine order, -like attracting like. 

But what of the cause ? Magnet-

ism cures pain and disease, and may 
be regarded as the cause, but magnet
ism is an effect itself,...,.- hcing mate
rial, and therefore a dimensional con
dition of exishmce. Causes are non
dimensional, and are the only motive 
power of effects. Without this, ef
fects wonld have no potency, and 
simply remain inactive, inert. We 
can account for its motion in a healer, 
-the same being actuated by the will 
of the manipulator. We may also 
accredit its activity in religious or 
spiritual centres to the spirits or 
angels which guard such places. But 
what gives it motion in a market 
place? Our intuition tells us that it 
may be actuated by a spirit friend 
who understands the art, nuder such 
circumstances. If such is true, we 
will not be benefitted then, except 
under the above conditions. But can
not man's own spirit, his own will, 
actuate it? Undoubtedly. Is not a 
desire, a wish, equal to willing a 
thin~? Do we not exercise our will 
in wtshing or desiring? May not the 
spring at Lourdes emit healing mag
netism under the same conditions, a.nd 
thus account for the reason why faith 
is necessary to be cured ? What 
else is faith but an earnest desire ? 
Without the latter, faith is but a 
word without meaning. Thus faith, 
in its true sense. is a creative agent, 
and is only another name for mental 
cure. . 

Man's will is, therefore, the· real 
and only true cause of all healing, 
magnetism being but a higher substi
tute for drugs or medicine; and those 
who have potency of will may allevi
ate pain in comparison to the unper
verted condition of the same. What 
we mean by perverted will-power is, 
where the same has been made impo
tent by misuse, i. ~., holding psycho
logical sway over minors, chiltlren, 
servants, etc., for vain, sensual, or 
selfish purposes. Such creates a dark 
or impure aura around one's spirit
body, and disturbs the ·harmony be-
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THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES. 

RY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

A SERil!'S of nine lectures delivered before the Society for Esoteric Culture 
of Boston, in the spring of 1887, the introductory lecture being on "The Idea of 
God," with a supplementary lecture on the Esoteric significance of Color. They 
are published at the particular request of the members of the ~~ciety ; an earnest 
desire having been unanimously expressed to possess the same in permanent fom1. 

In reperusing this volume for the purpose of compiling a table of contents, we 
are more than ever impressed with its . great sc9pe ; penetrtltion of thought ; rich· 
ness of matter and detail, scientific and philosophic· ,suggJl!itiveness, and comprehen· 
sive grasp of the facts and phenomena of creation. It not only throws a burst of 
light upon this, as ordinarily treated, obscure subject..:. but brings the reader into a 
realization of intimate personal ~lations with ~€ ever-present operatiQils of the 
Divine thought and will, causing him to see ami feel in what manner he stands 
related to, and is a part of the Unh~ersc. It wiil be found of inestimable value, not 
alone to Esoteric students, but also to natUra.l scientists and thinking and inquiring 
minds of all schools. Its treatment is bold, vigorous and elevating, suggesting many 
possibilities of high attainment not generally thought of. 

EDITOR. 

Illustrated with Nine Colored Plates and Portrait of the Author. Price, $1.50. 

ESOTERIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, 

478 SHAWMUT AVENUF., BosTON, M.A.~ 
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PLATE NO. 8. 
The above is one of the Nine Colored Illustrations from The Seven 

Creative Principles, by HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

[OVER) 
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tween the soul's will-power and the freedom from impurity being analo 
physical organism, and thus prevents ~us to the curing of disease or pain 
the life-principle within, the only m a physical body. Thus all that is 
motive-power in existence, from exer- enacted through man is in harmony 
cising its force for a positive or potent with nature- an epitome of the same 
effect. In other words, leaves the in all its particular, ancl those who 
magnetism undisturbed, inactive,. in- have sufficient will force, may employ 
ert, and thus prevents a flow of the nature as their physician ancl become 
same, or, at least, emits it without the their own healer. Soul-culture leads 
animating principle necessary to make to it. Curing the animal, and the 
it effectual for healing or pain-allevi- material human, leads to sensibility, 
ating purposes. In the latter instance inspiration or intuition, and potency 
it may be made beneficial, if the of will; and as man advances in this, 
.('_atient has sufficient faith to infuse he is not only makin~ himself posi
It with his own life-principle or will- tive to disease,- whtch constitutes 
power, and thus may accredit himself self-culture in a large measure, but 
with the cure, only that he borrowed a becomes a healer hitnself ...:..magnet
little magnetism from another being, ism issuing from a healer in an abne
and which might have been obtained gating state, being espec1ally benefi
from a vegetable market, or field, as· cial for the internal system, and ad
well, or by thinking kindly of some ministered b;r manipulating the food, 
person vitally endowed, - a feeling or simply miXing or pouring out the 
of love or sympathy being as effectual medicine or drink to be taken by the 
as an exereise of the will or of mental patient, but accompanied by the de
force. In fact, the pure m~"Detism sire, wish, or will, that each and such 
of nature, or of a loving frtend, is shall be its effeQt. We have seen 
more soothing in its effects than from cures accomplished in this manner 
an uncongenial friend, or one who is simply through a little sugar and 
vain of his powers, for the latter is water, which caused a patient to sleep 
disturbing, and prevents one from as if an opiate had been administered, 
exercising his will for this purpose, and without faith on the part of the 
and which makes it especially difficult patient, for the same was m no condi
to recuperate when exhausted. Thus tion to be mentally active or willing. 
a healer~ or one who has magnetism This form of self-cure is homeopa
to spare, should not approach a patient thio. Abnegation is suffering to a 
except with the purest motives, as certain extent, and adds to the pain 
conduced by sympathy or affection already experienced, but it cures radi
freed from personal vanity, curiosity, cally in the end-similia similibus 
or other unspiritual emotions, desires, curantur. And where the cause of 
or impulses. active diseases or pains are removed, 

Thus the ~ of healing, like all it leaves an inherent gift of curing 
other spiritual gifts, needs an agent, like diseases or relieving like pains in 
which ts formed in magnetism, and others, through the methods as above 
will power. The universe is likewise described. Such is our experience 
conducted. Law-spirit represents and know led~ in regard to the gift of 
the will ; electricity, magnetism, the healing, and m hope that many may be 
agents and method-the condition benefitted by this condensed exposi
acted upon, shaped and purified- tion of the subject. 

AND is he likely to be brave who observe how the presence of spirit· 
has no spirit, whether horse, or dog, makes the soul of any creature abso
or any other animal? Did you never lutelyfearlessand invincible?-Plato. 
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THE SOUL'S RE-BIRTH. 

BY JOHN LATILUI. 

THE soul, how like a genn cleep buried in earth mould, 
'Neath frost.<lhillecl moss, and loom all heavy wet and cold! 

But yet with deathless yearning cloth the soul aspire, 
And reach to find the sunbeam, feel its quick'ning fire; 

To know and breathe again that life of upper air
Wherein the soul germ ripened under sunny care. 

Yet, it was then but as a seed upon life's tree-
That needed earth-unfolcling, ere its fullness be. 

Oh, wondrous force I that bears us on and lifts us up, 
Until one's very self becomes a living cup; 

And turns its empty chalice to the central sun, 
E'en till it sees and finds therein the Living One. 

In silent, watchful calmness, let us live and wait
To enter when the Shining One shall ope the gate. 

GOD RULES. 

A LECTURE BY HIB..Ul E. BUTLER. 

(Delivered before the Society for Eeoterio Culture, of Boston.] 

[Jau.. 

WE often say God rules. Probably age and every person there is almost 
eac~ person tftat us~s those words .has as great a diversity of thought as to 
behind them a different meanmg. God as there are persons. · 
So diverse are the meanings and When I say God rules, that en
thoughts which give rise to this ex- compasses my idea of God.. For the 
pression, that, could we have them benefit of strangers that have not 
all, it would take volumes to contain heard my frequent expressions in that 
them. Yet one central thought is direction, it will be necessary to gh·e 
sufficient to give us the one truth in a repetition of my thoughts. I am 
such an expression. Whilst truth is among those who believe that God is 
many-sided, yet truth is the same spirit,- the all-pervading and ever
everywhere. The one truth has been present spirit of the universe, the life
held out to us since the history of the giver of all things that have life, the 
Christian religion, that God created animator of all things that are ani
the worlds by the word of his powel"; mated. And I believe that God 
or that by the word of God worlds is not a man in the ordinary sense, -
were made. The same truth was in that is, not limited to the confines of 
existence long before our Christian human form, but pervades all thin~. 
Bible. Away back in the dim records Every particle of space is filled Wlth 
of the past we find the same thought that Divine presence, yet that Divine 
bad been expressed; but with every presence has in it all that human in-
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telligence can conceive of power, or 
thought, as to diversity of principle 
feeling, or emotion, and all these at
tributes of human existence; or, in 
other words, that human existence is 
only at the best, a faint glimmer of 
the Divine. Human life in its divinest 
ultimate can only be on earth like a 
dew-drop to the Sun. Like the little 
dew-drop that reflects the glistening 
light from that great luminous centre, 
we may also in future time so inspire 
a concentred divinity within our
selves that we may likewise shine from 
that Divine light. We may also be 
reflectors of that Divine life, Divine 
power, and Divine wisdom, - of all 
the attributes of the Divine nature, 
that we have ever yet imagined, and 
many-fold more than the human brain 
has ever conceived. 

That God created the worlds by 
the word of his power, comes to us 
from sages and seers of every class 
and every grade. It is a one univer
sal truth that has illumined all 
minds that have received Spiritual 
inspiration. Then, let us consider 
for a moment; if God, the soul of 
the universe, created this little ball 
of ours by a word, then, all these 
natural laws, all these principles that 
produce plant life in all its diversity 
of forms, all the laws that unite in 
producing and making life in its 
diversified expression, yea, and the 
ultimate expression of human life, 
all these are emanations from the one 
mind, the one source, and the one 
great central, universal spirit. This 
being so, we find that that universal 
Spirit is creating intelligences that 
are to be Spirit-like itself, having 
power in themselves to think, to act 
and to do. 

According to the Hebrew Bible 
God said, " Let us make man in our 
image, and like us, and let them have 
dominion over the \fish of the sea and 
the fowl of the air, and over all the 
earth." To create man in the image, 
and like the author, creator, so that 

they may have dominion, power, and 
control of all things created, involves 
a process in natural unfoldment so di
versified, so multifarious in its cause 
and effect, in its operations through
out the entire realm of nature, that the 
human brain, in the ordinary sphere 
of life, is incapable of comprehending 
it. That human life has been evolved 
from a lower to a higher state of being 
is self-evident. In other words, there 
are now too many wise and powerful 
minds teaching the great truth of evo
lution from the lowest state of being 
up to the fulnesses of the present man
hood for me this afternoon to touch 
that subject. It is becoming a recog
nized fact in the world and it is one 
of the stepping-stones to a more per
fect comprehension of the workings of 
God in nature. 

When we say God rules, we have 
diversified ideas concerning the meth
ods by which this is done. We may, 
perchance, have some methods in our 
minds by which we. purpose to accom
plish a certain result and when we fail 
m the accomplishment of that result 
we are very apt, if we have been 
taught the spirit of devotion, to say: 
"Oh, well! God rules I" and pass it 
from our minds. That may be good, 
and it may be evil. If we recognize 
the fact that God rules in all the af
fairs of human existence, we must re
cognize that fact in its relation to the 
OBJECT in the mind of the Divine cre
ator, as well as the method that he has 
at work to accomplish certain results. 

Let us look for a moment into the 
world and see if we have reason to be
lieve that God does rule all the affairs 
of life. Swedenborg well said that 
God could but create from himself all 
that there was; therefore, he must have 
created from himself, from the foun
ains of his own substance, all things, 
that are; so that everything that is, it 
but the substance of the Divinity iu 
its var·ied forms and conditions. This, 
I know, is in opposition to what is 
claimed to be the Hermetic philosophy, 
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that there were two eternal principles, 
matter and mind, or spirit. But if 
God is spirit, and God created all 
thin~s from himself, then there can be 
nothing but spirit. Even the solids 
that we tread upon, the marble, the 
iron, the steel, and everything we know 
in nature must be but a condition of 
spirit, a condensation of that Divine 
substance. 

All things, then, are substance ; but 
the relation of one substance to 
another may be so conditioned that 
two substances may be so positive and 
negative to each other that they may 
both occupy the same space at the 
same. time without the displacement 
of each other. We may fill a goblet 
full of water; we may then fill it with 
a positive current of electricity ; we 
may then fill it just as full with the 
negative portion of electricity, and all 
these will occupy the same space at the 
same time. Myriads of other ele
ments, or conditions of elements, may 
occupy the same space at the same 
time by virtue of diverse conditions 
so that the universal soul may be man
ifest in all the varied forms of sub
stance, and yet be the substance of 
spirit, and be to us the substance of 
matter. All things in earth are chang
ing; nothing stands still. Even the 
rock is all the time changing; the sub
stance is being changed from one state 
into another. ·It may move slowly 
but the processes of nature are certain. 

W c look into a world where a God
spirit began the work of creation, be
ginning with the formation of the 
globe of water through generating life 
in the water ; water animals coming 
forth, solidifying, and becoming ashes 
until the earth was formed. The earth 
then began to unfold its material sub
stances and vegetation ; from these 
came animation, and so the work of 
creation goes on. The life forces that 
are descending from the sun's rays, 
from the atmosphere above, and from 
the higher and purer essences, are all 
the time distilling upon our earth. 

All life is living from that great sub
stance of being, and we are inspiring 
from that great substance and through 
the living organism we create material 
things. Thus, true it was when God 
said: " Let us make man," because 
God works through instrumentalities. 

Worlds and syst(ems existed long 
prior to our planet. In fact, it is be
lieved, and we believe, that worlds and 
systems are as eternal as God, and 
that the creation of worlds and of sys
temsiso~ythechangingprocesses 
of the Divinity's mind, through which 
planets are evolved, born, grow, un
fold, mature, until they are fully rip
ened and their state etherealized until 
finally in the time to come this world 
of ours may be so refined, and so spir
itualized that a world in the same 
plane of existence with ours will no 
longer be able to take cognizance of 
its existence. We might safely say 
that our planet is being carried right 
through the very body of immense 
worlds which have no consciousness 
of its presence. Thus, all space is 
filled and re-filled by orderly systems 
and structures that are constantly em
anating from the formative Spirit, and 
being involved in the confines of or
derly structures, and subjected to the 
laws of that structure for service. 

Now, all this teeming life on 
earth is God's life, and everything 
that is, has life in it. When the 
warm sun comes in the spring, life 
comes forth into activity, and wher
ever we look we see little insects, and 
plan~life workiJlg out their mission 
on the earth. Everything seems to 
be teeming with life and energy ; 
everything moves on with vigor. 
Yes, all this life is a part of God. 
the soul of the universe. Now, if I 
may be able to take you into the 
work and methods of this creation 
for a few moments, and make it clear 
to your minds I shall be pleased ; 
but in order to know the laws and 
methods of Divinity, we must seek 
them through the laws of our mind. 
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When we have given a. comprehen- selves. Let us see. There is some
siva idea of the One Life, the One thing else. Why is it, if this be so, 
Mind, the Universal Soul that is that you have sensations? that you are 
working in and through all things, driven by circumstances to ilee from 
then we come to know ourselves in one course of life to another lest you 
our own individual life, as but one meet with accident, failure or suffer
form and method of the expres- ing, hoping by that change you may 
sion of the mind of Divinity in avoid suffering? Again, you are led to 
its objects and uses in the world conclude by the surroundings to resist 
whatever our course may have been. and combat circumstances, and force 
Whatever obstruction there may be yourself through certain lines where 
in our pathway, we may safely say others are forCed to give in. Per
that God rules, and rules for right, haps you are successful, and, perhaps, 
by the law of His own nature. He so you are unfortunate, and, they are 
organizes each one of us that by vir- successful. 
tue of our nature, and organic quali- We know that there is a. use in 
ties, and peculiar construction, our educating our children. We know 
mind is a. photo of all we are, that there is a use in developing 
and when focalized, is the will. Our muscle. We know that the same 
will, in other words, is a. quintes- mind that made you, instilled life into 
sence of all that we are. Now, let us everything, and gave the little kitten, 
look at that ; the will is the quintes- lamb and birds, the desire to play and 
sence of all that we are. We hear peo- sport. What is the play of these lit
pie say : "I can do, whatever I will to tle things? It is nature's gymnastics 
do." Yes, you ca.n. There will be by which they develop muscles and 
little difficulty in doing whatever the power. The strongest and most ac
will decides you can do. tive creatures are the most playful 

.Another class has been saying when young. Why? In order to be 
for years, "God has predestined all strong, they must be active. The Di
things, and rules in all things, and vine father and mother have endowed 
therefore I ca.n only do that which them with a. knowledge that is supe
God wills me to do." That is the ulti- rior to that of many fathers and 
mate of the Calvinistic doctrine. mothers. That child who is destined 
These, both, are true. In this way to be a very energetic man or woman 
you had no say as to what your is active in play. What is it active 
organic qualities should be ; you for? The divine mind rules it, and 
are what you are by virtue of uni- causes it to go to work and develop 
versal law without any counsel of muscle, and provide the body with 
your own will. You came into the proper sinews for action. Here, again, 
world ; you find yourself here; you 1s another of God's laws : By virtue of 
find yourself possessed of certain use there is growth. That is a won
organic qualities and of a certain derful law when we think 'of it. 
will that rules you. Who made it? Creation goes on by virtue of use. 
It is the product and expression of Go to the surgeon and ask him, 
the universal Mind. That Mind has " Did you ever meet a person, who, 
formed you as a word in his frcat by accident, had some great artery in 
vocabulary. In the language o the the system cut off, and you tied it· up 
universe, you are a word in the great so that the patient would not bleed 
expression of his mind ; and because . to death, or the blood longer circulate 
of that you must act out your nature. therein? If so, what does nature do?" 
Then, some will say: " We are just He will tell you, "It goes right to 
what we are and we cannot help our- work and builds another canal so, 
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that the blood goes righton." God whatweshalldeveloptobe. Wewillin 
is working not only in your body by time be the expression of God incar
virtue of need and use, but God is nate. The work of a life-time is the 
also creating mind, will, thought, work of creating knowledge, and Ex
intelligence, spiritual conception and perience is the process that will teach 
spiritual unfoldment by virtue of the us to inspire the mind potencies of the 
use of your own quality. Use is the Universe; in other words, to call into 
law that determines all q_ualities. existence the capacity to think about, 

Now, then, God rules m this work watch for, and comprehend the works 
of the development of mind. He of that Infinite Soul in the world. 
rules by virtue of the organic quali- Now, as we develo:p capacity, we are 
ties that he has _projected into being, developing a. consc1ous soul-life ; we 
that is, as our Bible has set it forth, are individualizing our existence. 
"That we are all members of one We are a. part of God himself. 
body," and that each of us, as mem- But supposing, then, that God has 
hers of that body, are working under all knowledge, all wisdom; we, as in
the one mind, the one will, subject to dividual parts of the Infinite, must be 
the one law and the one eternal spirit. individualized to an extent that we 
That one eternal Spirit is the ani- can know, and think, and be like that 
mating Spirit that 1s controlling all God ; like the drop of water that 
our lives. glistens and reflects the sunlight. 

We find as we look out into the But if we do not improve these op
world that need and use are counter- portunities, we will be like the drop 
parts, and wherever there has been a. of water that goes back into the 
need in the world there has always ocean, and is ·as if it had not been. 
been a. supply. "But," says one," we The object of creation is to individ
find widows and orphans suffering for ualize you and me, so that we may 
hunger, dying and passing away." stand out as the thoughts or mind
Has the misery and suffering in the organs of the Infinite. You and I 
world no effect upon your mind? Is are mind-organs of the God of the 
it not an instrument to develop you in universe, and the mind of the Infinite 
sympathy and philanthropy? Does it is creating org8.ns through which He
not lay hold u:pon the vttals of your She, the Father-Mother of all being, 
being and call mto activity your bet- may express itself in the perfect 
ter nature? If not, you are losing a. harmonies of its own nature. 
grand opportunity. It is· all working . Now, as we look out into the world, 
together to bring humanity up to an we see two great bodies arrayed one 
understanding of God's law, that we against the other,-capital and labor. 
are members of one body, that no This struggle has always existed to a 
one member can suffer without all certain extent, and as man unfolds 
memb~rs of the body suffering, and to a state of maturity, he is enabled 
that no part can be cut off without to think more extensively and dis
producingpainandsufferingtoothers. criminatingly. This is beginning to 
In order to rectify the evil we are take form in a fellow-feeling. It 
learning this very lesson. moves, and begins to unite those on 

What is the use of experience if God the same plane of life which causes 
rules all things? There is great use ; united action in both parties. The 
for we read in the sayings of the struggle is from desire, on the one 
prophet, "Now are we the sons of God, part, to get the means to live, and an 
but it is not known what we shall be." effort on the other side, to subjugate 
He might as well have said we are now the interests of the masses, and make 
only children, and it is not apparent them serve the uses of the strong. 
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In other words, the great cause of 
the struggle is the primal law of 
nature, by which the strongest always 
subsist on the weaker, and the weaker 
are feeling the pressure. As the 
masses begin to see more comprehen
sively the oneness of the body, they 
begin to rebel against that law; and 
the time is coming when that law 
must cease to dominate intelligent 
men. The world, up to the present, 
has been actuated by this common 
law; but we are learning, from the 
multifarious experiences that we have 
had in the past, that one part of the 
body cannot suffer, without all the 
body suffering with it. This makes 
the mind more universal and sympa
thetic, and like qualities are attracted 
to like qualities. Thus we are brought 
face to face with antagonistic inter
ests. Shall intelligence come to the 
front? Shall the spiritual nature be 
opened, and the blind eyes see, or 
must they go forward in their blind
ness to blood and crime, chaos and 
mutual destruction ? It is neither 
desirable nor necessary that they 
should go to that point. 

H we awaken to the fact that God 
is spirit, that we are all members of 
one body, and that each is a member 
in particular, and that one cannot 
suffer without all suffer; then we will 
begin to recognize that we are all in
terested in one common result. Then, 
instead of the stronger subsisting on 
the weaker, the strongest will begin 
to use their powers to lift up the 
weaker. The strongest men are the 
wealthiest men ; for it is through 
strength they obtained the wealth ; 
for business is a combat in which the 
strongest prevails. This law marks 
a fact in nature : that the working
man is the weakest in this business 
combat. 

What is it that is of value that God 
is working through man to ultimate '? 
What is most valuable in man ? The 
mind that is strongest, the mind that 
is best adapted to that Divine expres-

sion. That is the man who is most 
fully unfolded, and is truly rich. 
The great wisdom of Divinity 1s man
ifested in such a variety of ways that 
we, when we once comprehend it, can 
reach that point of knowledge, that 
God rules, and we need be anxious for 
nothing. 

By looking out into the world, and 
analyzing carefully the mental phe
nomena that governs the man, that 
accumulates wealth and keeps it, 
you will find that he invariably, in 
his private life and methods of reason
ing, can be called a very superstitious 
man. That man is governed by his 
dreams, or by his peculiar feelings, 
or impulses, or by the first thought 
that comes to his mind, or by some 
law or sign that he has adopted, and 
he lets that be the law that governs 
him; and as that comes from the 
superior power, by virtue of its being 
accepted as his law, he is made a 
steward of the Divine mind to control 
the wealth of the world. The men 
that are ruling, and the holders of 
the wealth of the world, have a con
sciousness that they are but the 
stewards of the Almighty. 

There are but few men on this 
planet to-day but what, if some de
mand should be made on them, that 
was in perfect accord with their law, 
for half they possess, would give it. 
Now we find that this law that rules 
the world is a just law ; and that if 
every one of us can be satisfied to 
move forward, watching carefully 
all the indications from the soul,-for, 
mark you, I repeat that the men who 
make the money and keep it, are the 
meu that are governed by the moving 
of the soul,-and are faithful to that 
law, we shall be made such stewards 
according to our desires. 

You have a use in the world. 
What that use is you can never know 
by any other method than by first 
finding what the law of your being is. 
Your attention has been called to the 
fact that we must find out the domi-
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nant principle of our nature. The 
dominant principle, or key-note, of 
our nature is what determines the law 
of right to us. The man that is most 
intuitive is the successful man. He 
has been made most conscious of that 
key-note, and has been faithful in 
following and obeying its laws. 

There are two minds. One is the 
solar; the other, the astral. The ani
mals are led by the solar mind ; the 
instincts of the birds, beasts, and all 
things, are governed by that mind. 
As soon as they are born, they know 
what kind of food is their natural 
prey ; each knows just where and how 
to protect itself. There is another 
mind referred to, which we call the 
astral, or spiritual mind,- the mind 
·m the spiritual man ; it is contrary 
to the mind of the animal man. In 
looking into the " solar man " of the 
.r:otliac, we find that our earth passes 
through the solar forces from head to 
foot. All the animals and men in 
pursuit of physical wealth are con
trolled by that mind, and are working 
together to carry forward tho work of 
creation in the world ; to carry on. 
make and keep conditions suita
ble to gratify that mind. Tho spirit 
of God in creation may descend into 
matter, and find expression in physi
cal structure. That is the work of the 
planetary force of our system. The 
other is the work of evolution draw
ing the mind from tho intellectual up 
to the spiritual, and through that to 
·the consciousness of God. 
·· · The sun is but another world re
volving round another sun, and the 
sun is revolving in the reverse direc
tion to the planets of our system, 
from the feet towards the head. Thus, 
in the higher realm of life there is a 
direct antagonism between the two 
orders ; also oetween the two processes 
of mind. The minds that follow the 
animal instincts, and have strong 
physical bodies, succeed through the 
strength of the body and mind. But 

··the man who is more allied to the 

spiritual and intellectual does not 
succeed in the business world, because 
his mind, sympathies, and powers are 
divided. He is trying to live in two 
worlds, but is not fully adapted to 
either. To be a successful man he 
must give all his powers to one or the 
other. 

God rules and is the Supreme Good. 
He rules in creation, and in the world 
of matter, and the man that values 
the intuitions and the law that he has 
made is successful. This is the law of 
regeneration. The man who follows 
the s.Pirit is the ma:1 that is apt to be 
left m want for a time. But when, 
through regeneration, he begins to be 
consciously one with the Father, then 
the universal will that rules his organ
ism, and all the affairs of the earth is 
one ; and he, by means of the same 
ruling will that was the dominater 
over these men, causes that which is 
now antagonistic, in this lower sphere, 
to work together not only for his good 
but for the good of all tlt.ose who are 
coming up out of this animal into the 
spiritual condition. 

The time has come, when, in my opin
ion, there must be a reconstruction in 
the governin9 power of men and wo
men, that thetr spiritual consciousness 
becomes one with God's consciousness, 
who now looks down upon the work
ings of the world with charity and love. 
So will man and woman, when they 
have come to a spiritual consciousness, 
overlook everything in the world, and 
by that interior mind, the " still, small 
voice," they will rule the affairs of 
the earth. Then and not till then will 
this take place. 

"When there are a number of such 
human instruments that have ulti
mated these higher attainments so that 
God's mind can find perfect expression 
through their organism, then God's 
will, that rules all things, will also 
find perfect expression through them ; 
and they, having come into order and 
harmony with the Divine law, God 
will, through them, bring order out of 
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disorder and harmony out of chaos. 
Let it be one, two, three, four, or a 
hundred and forty-four thousand
the number given to John at Patmos, 
that "would be the first ripe fruit 
of the earth." -Ripe fruit implies 
growth, development, unfoldment and 
maturity. 

God rules your mind according to 
the ultimates of your being. All these 
things are working together to make 
you the expresser of God's law which 
may be briefly stated thus: we are 
individual members of one grand 

body and, as individuals, we must per
fect our individuality. In doing this 
we come to a consciousness of our 
oneness with God as the animating 
Spirit of all, and we shall then see the 
necessity of the body being together 
as one body, and all separateness will 
cease. There will be one God, one 
soul, one body, one purpose, one 
power ruling and overruling all ; then 
the "kingdoms of this world will be
come the kingdom of God and of his 
Christ," i. e., his annointed body. 
Peace be with you. 

EXTRACTS FROM A BUDDIDST'S NOTE-BOOK. 

To the Editor of the Esoteric : - evil is, according to Edwin Arnold:-
Our younp Buddhist friend in 'The Sin of Self, who in the universe 

Ceylon occas10nally sends us an ex- As in a mirror sees her fond face shown, 
tract from his " occult note-book." And crying "I," would have the world 
Here is one: - say "I," 

" It is said the adept must OROW ; And all things perish, so if she endure.' 
he cannot be HANUF ACTURED. " The renunciation of selfishness is 

" The science of life does not con- necessarily accompanied by spiritual 
sist in the learning of magical formu- growth. One of the FIRST DUTIES, 
las, and in the observance of certain therefore, which the student of occult. 
ceremonies. ism has to perform, is to divest his 

"To become wise, it is not neces- mind of the idea of personality. 
sary to become a misanthrope, and Try to attach less importance to per
retire into a jungle, to feed on the sonalties, personal things, and per
products of one's own morbid imag- sonal feelings. 
ination. To renounce the world "He must forget him8elf. He must 
(or its vanities) does not mean to not look upon his existence as being 
look with contempt upon the achieve- a permanent, unchanging, and un
ments of science, remain ignorant of changeable entity, standing isolated 
mathematics and logic, and take no among other isolated entities, and 
interest in human progress, avoid the being separated from them by an im
duties of life, or neglect one's own penetrable shell ; but he should con
family. aider himself as an integral part of 

" Such a proceeding would accom- an infinite power which embraces the 
plish the very reverse of what is in- universe, and whose forces are con
tended ; it would increase the love of centrated and brought to a focus in 
self, which must be conquered ; it the bod;r which he temporarily in
would concentrate the energies of the habits; mto which body continually 
neophyte on the material plane out of . flow, and f.'Om which are incessantly 
which he is expected to grow and radiating the rays of the infinite 
expand. Sphere of Light, whose circumference 

., To renounce self, means to kill is endless, and whose center is every
the love of self. Thefirst angel of where." 
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He writes, in commenting on the 
above extract, as follows :-

"My dear friend, take up the hint 
thrown to the student, in the above 
extract. I would ask each student to 
divert his, or her mind, of the idea of 
personality. This should be the first 
step. Earnestness of purpose and 

strength of will, are also neoessary 
qualifications to begin with." 

This young man, is one of those 
who have been classed as heathen. 
Verily, truth is a mighty leveller. 

w. A. ENGLISH, M. D. 
VINELAND, N. J. 

NIRVANA AND DEVACHAN, VERSUS THE NEW HEAVEN. 

THE circulation of the nerv&-:B.uid 
is controlled by the lunar sphere or 
ether, the circulation of the blood by 
the ether of the solar sphere. The 
soul is hom of the marrmge or dual 
relations of these forces ; and, a,c.. 

cording to their equilibrium and 
harmony, true spirit-consciousness b&
comes manifest. 

There is, at present, considerable 
confusion in the use of the terms 
Astral body, Astral light, etc., this 
substance and first outer basic princi
ple of spirit, pure and simple, being 
confounded Wlth the lunar and solar 
substance and force. Mental and elec
tric projection of thought and person
ality, are dependent on and accom
plished with the lunar :B.uid. Mag
netic and vital projection is derived 
from the control of the solar :B.uid. 
Magnetic and electric healers, ora,.. 
tors, generals, and leaders make use, 
consciously or otherwise, of these 
forces, diluted, veiled, and contami
nated in varying degrees with their 
physical conditions. 

The sphere of the operation of 
these forces is limited, first, by the 
orbit of the moon ; second, by the 
sphere of the solar system. Vitality 
is more abundant and pervasive than 
mentality. High intellectual endow
ments are more rare than physically 
vital people. Like the mountains of 
our planet, intellect is more conspicu
ous; but vital people, corresponding 
to the alluvial valleys, are more widely 
diffused. 

The consciousness of the people 
of this planet is, as yet, expanded 
but slightly into the true Astral, or, 
perhaps a more expressive word would 
be stellar :B.uid. We often talk of 
the microcosmic, or universal man, 
when, in reality, we have reference 
simply to the lunar or solar nature. 
Christ was the best, fullest, and prob
ably the first revelation or expression 
of the stellar, or universal man; 
hence he 'could truly say all power 
was given into his hands. 

The human soul can find the intel
lectual rest and peace of Nirvana 
within the sphere of the moon, or 
the rewards of Devachan within the 
sphere of our Solar System ; but the 
"New Heaven" and the "New 
Earth" are the outbirth of the mul
titudinous vibrations and wonderfully 
orderly harmonies of the stellar or 
Universal Atmospheric ether. This 
was the original Cosmic Substance 
out of which lower atmospheres were 
differentiated, and countless suns 
and systems created, and indwelling 
human races evolved, from" Being" 
into " Existence." The conscious
ness, transmuting power and tran
scending energy of this Stellar atmos
phere is the " crown of Stars," the 
"mystic name," the "white stone," 
the "jewel beyond price." It gives 
power to say to this mountain, " Be 
thou removed," and to command the 
desert to "blossom as the rose." 
This is the " First " and the " Last " ; 
the" Alpha and Omega," which gives 
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life and potentiality to the lunar and 
solar forces. It is the " bridegroom " 
that is now descending. It is the 
throne of power; it is life everlast
ing. It fully and finally solves the 
problem of matter. It banishes night 
and death. It gives power to take 
up or to lay down this physical life. 

It brings the fullneSB of involution, the 
basic work of which can only be solved 
in the realm of matter, and those who 
receive it are delivered from further 
neceSBity for incarnation, as also from 
earth, lunar and solar bondage. 
"Whoso will, let him receive it." 

liELIOS. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 

JJATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BIRTHDAYS OCCUR BETWEEN DECEMBER 21 
AND JANUARY 20.• 

Vj (CAPRICORN). 
Tms sign rules from December 21 poor, as it is difficult for them to 

to January 20. These persons are economize in small things. In their 
fitly symbolized by the goat, as ~ great aspirations they must be above 
make their dependence on the h the common level, and failing in 
and throw their whole powers into the opportunity, they sink low, not being 
execution of their mental plans. inspired to effort by results that 

Capricorn is the head of the trin- might seem adequate to others. They 
ity of service, or of the uses of the are proud, independent, high-minded, 
body and business world. Their and indisposed to labor with their 
main function, or action, is with the own hands, save in the furtherance of 
head ; they are thinkers, reasoners, some plan which promises better 
and philosophers in business schemes; thillgB. 
they are the natural heads of corpora.- These persons are positive, execu
tions and large enterprises. It is tive, determined in their tendencies, 
well expressed by saying that the1 are and are very apt to want to be recog
natural heads of the general busmeBB nized as the head of whatever they 
of life. They usually feel as if they are in, or else they soon lose interest 
were, or should be, wealthy, and it is in it Frequently, after having met 
often unfortunate if they are born with misfortune, they positively re

fuse to live within their means 
until their resources are wholly ex
hausted, and being disposed to look 
down upon those in their own reduced 
sphere, they thus lose friends and 
sink into beggary because of such 
folly. 

• It must not be supposed that all persons born 
~ a giveu sign or period of the year will be alike 
m all respects. The will be charaoterized by 
the geoeral nature of their aigu, but may dif
fer widely iD polarity (as derived from the poei
tion of the moou), aud also iD meutal character
iatic8, due to cllifereut plauetary ~tio1111. But 
•hlle they will appear aud act cllifereut, it will, 
~eleaa, be found that there is au uuderlyiug 
kiudred natu.re, determined by the sign iu which 
they were born. 

For fuller details aud modifyiDg causes of ohar
leter it will be DCClellllarY to colllllllt "Solar Biol
ogy." But it will be fouud both iDterestiug aud 
ilatruetive to follow this aeriea of Twelve Mauuer 
'1 People, as. it will give alarp measure of iD
aght regarding the uature of the pel'IIOIIII with 
whom you are brought iD coutact. 

"Solar Biology" is baaed upou astrouomical 
lid Dataral. laws, aud baa nothing whatever to do 
with lllltrology. 

Persons of this sign live mainly in 
the externals of the world ; yet being 
born at the time the sun enters what 
the mystics called " the house of the 
gods," they have a deep, fine interior 
nature, an extremely high ideal of 
love, harmony, beauty, and social ex
cellence. They have much of the 
prophetic in their nature, and a deep 
spiritual ideal that can only be fully 
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expressed by the ~e things of 
another world. While Capricorn; 
which is in the knees of the Grand 
Man, is, in the main, an external sign, 
yet extremes in the hnman body, as 
elsewhere, often meet, and in a signi
ficant ·sense, the knees are the feet of 
prayer, and thus these natures may be
come conjoined to lofty interior or 
spiritual forces, and have corre
sponding possibilities of life and use
fulness. We, therefore, find them 
possessed of a sympathy, philanthropy, 
and love of doing good beyond what 
would be expected of this sign; and 
their determined nature triC!: to carry 
into externals, and force into exist
ence, an ideal something surpassing 
even their own comprehension. 

They are lovers of literature, art, 
u.nd education, and are inclined to 
contribute freely to maintain educa
tional and art interests, and espe
cially all things of a utilitarian char
acter. They frequently have a broad, 
elaborate brain, and in such cases 
make good public speakers. Their 
talk is practical, plain, bein~ very 
pleasing to the public, and easily un
derstood, also tinged with ideality. 
Being natural organizers, they adhere. 
closely to the maintenance and sup
port of the societary conditions of 
life. As between the two principles 
of love and sex passion, the latter, 
as a rule, dominates in them. W o
men of this sign, owing to the ex
treme activity of their Da.ture, are not 

[Jan. 

apt to make very domestic wives, and 
are not well adapted to the care of 
the house, unless they have thousands 
at their command; and even then, in 
many instances, they would find it 
inadequate, and soon be restless for 
more. 

Parents should take great care in 
the education of children of this 
si~, especially in impressing them 
With the sacredness of the uses, and 
the horrors of the abuses, of the sex 
nature; and also ~ them against 
excessive J?ride. '!'hey should be im
pressed With the oneness of hnman
tty, and that the only true superiority 
is in superior ability to serve. Shoddy 
aristocracy is pretty sure to work the 
destruction of these children, if they 
are not sufficiently careful to impress 
them correctly regarding the facts 
and realities of life ; therefore, how
ever great the amount of money left 
them, millions of dollars would seem 
to them as so many cents do to others. 

These children should have a good 
business education, and a practical 
experience in self-maintenance, which 
would be worth more to them than 
millions imperfectly appreciated, and 
which they would, therefore, venture 
perhaps all too rashly. 

The parental conditions producing 
these children are expectations and 
plans looking to large speculations 
and elaborate business enterprises, 
which become the incarnate nature of 
the offspring. 

THOUGHTS ARE THINGS. 
Emerson said: - "There is no 

trade, prosperity, art, city, or great 
national· wealth of any kind but, if 
you trace it home, you will find it 
rooted in a thou~ht of some individ
ual man." If this great philosopher 
has said a truth in the lines above 
quoted, "thoughts," as George Eliot 
says, always work out "into some
thing more tangible," and are nothing 

short of spiritual pictures in the 
astral light, it also follows that 
everything now seen by the sense
perceptions, once existed as a thought 
-unseen and spiritual. 

If you send out malignant or envi
ous thoughts, they go the round of 
the circle and come home to you. 

Physiologists tell us that thought 
is molecular motion, and when it is 
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produced in the brain, its molecules 
are made to vibrate in manner and 
condition according to the thought 
produced. Science admits that there 
18 an inviaible, imponderable ether 
which pervades all substances ; and 88 

the motions in the brain a.re made 
into mental pictures of molecules in 
motion, they impart their vibrations 
to the surrounding ether ; and the 
waves of motion go on and on, carry
ing the spiritual picture of Thought 
into e!:ermty. If the above reasoning 
is sound, thought is scientifically a 
mode of motion, made up of small 
particles of matter sent off in invisi
ble pictures of thought, like visible 
wads from a gun. 

The greater the will, the more 
clearly can the thoughts be outlined, 

and the more powerfully can they be 
sent out, and the more effective they 
become. 

In studying mental processes we 
discover that it is the quiet, subdued 
thinking which makes the impression. 
Or, in other words, if thought is a 
mode of motion, it follows the law of 
motion. An engine that is jerky and 
uneven in stroke is quite worthless. 
It is the smooth, even, quiet stroke of 
the machine that does the work. 
How true is this of thought. 

Govern yourself that you may be 
able to give out pure, quiet, unemo
tional thoughts, and you will see your 
surroundings drop into line with you, 
in a surprising manner. 

G. w. HUNTER. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

SOCIAL DISCONTENT. 

IT is obvious that there is a great 
amount of social discontent abroad 
ip the world,- an intuitive feeling 
that, somehow, the conditions and 
opportunities of the maases a.re not 
as good 88 they ought to be. And 
there is a steadily increaaing deter
mination and effort to improve them. 
The very rashne88, we may say in
sanity of the methods of redress enter
tained by certain factions but tends 
to emphaaize the protest against 
existing conditions and institutions. 
Even admitting that Church and State 
are as bad .as often ~presented, are 
not some of the remedies proposed 
even worse and more confusing in 
their probable consequences? 

It is asserted by many that uni
versal suffrage, for which the masses 
have so long striven, is a failure. Ji 
so, then what shall we substitute in 
its place? We have, it seems to us, 
but two alternatives:- the divine 
right of kings, or the divine right of 
the people. If we cannot trust the 
people, then we must return to the 
Old World forms. Now, the fac~ons 

that propose short cuts profess to be 
inveterate haters of all systems of 
despotism of whatever name or nature. 
How, then, can they justify secret, 
arbitrary and threatening measures? 
Have not the majority the right to 
decide how and by whom they shall 
be governed? Is not any other 
course pure despotism? Clearly, all 
needed reforms can and should, -in 
America, at least,-beeffected through 
constitutional methods, for the oppor
tunity and provision exists. 

As the recent efforts to revolution
ize our institutions have been almost 
entirely of German origin, would it 
not be well for these disaffected parties 
to heed the advice of the great lead
ers of the socialistic movement in 
Germany, such as Ferdinand Lassalle 
and Karl Marx, who maintained that 
the right of all men to the franchise 
was the only offensive weapon· they 
required, and that they were willing 
to rest their cause on their ultimate 
ability to secure the needed majority? 
Has truth, then, ceased to be a 
power, that other methods should be 
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sought? Would it not be well for 
them to heed the words of Becker to 
his associate, Wietling, when the lat
ter advocated forcible measures, "That 
dilld..~n should not play with sharp 
tools, for those who draw the sword 
are likely to perish by the sword." 

The parallel of the anti-slavery 
movement, so much employed of late, 
does not hold good in that the slaves 

did not have any constitutional means 
of ameliorating their condition. Llt 
all who are dissatisfied seek deliver. 
ance through righteousmeans,through 
the power of Truth ; for Truth is 
still" mighty," and will prevail. We 
need have no fear to trust Her. The 
Arm of flesh alone, is impotent, and 
cannot deliver us ; but the Arm and 
Might of Spirit can and will. 

ESOTERIC GLEANINGS. 

MAN is the first dialogue that 
Nature held with God.- Goethe. 

IN the little bud, I see the epi
tome of law which constitutes the 
universe.- Pythagoras. 

MAN is the true ark of Noah in 
which all the lower natures are 
housed.-E. M. W. 

EVERYTHING would bow down and 
tremble before us, if we left free ac
cess in our being to the Divine Sub
Rtance. - Claude de Saint Martin. 

You are fit to apprehend that you 
.are not distinct from me. That which 
I am thou art. Men comtemplate 
distinctions because they are stupe
fied by ignorance.- Krishna. 

CREATION expresses the same thought 
from the earliest ages, onward, to the 
coming of man ; whose advent is 
already foretold in the first appear
ance of the earliest fishes. -Agassiz. 

THE man who does me wrong, 
I will give him the J.>rotection of ml. 
ungrudging love. The more evil 
goes from him, the more good shall 
go from me.- Buddha. 

THE principle which makes God 
and man to be one power is faith. 
When man has faith in God, his 
nature so opens itself to be filled 
with God, that God and he make a 
new unity, and by that new unit, the 
new being, the evil is conquered. 
Man, with his life thus OJ?Elned by 
faith, and filled with God, 1s able to 
say, I and my Father are one. Faith 

has power to command the thing it 
needs.- Phillips Brook8. 

UNDER the theory of advanced 
science, it is no longer spirit which 
seems vague, illusive, unreal, but 
matter slipping away into modes of 
motion, dissolving into mere activity, 
and so shading off toward some great 
reality, full of life and energy,-not 
matter, and therefore spirit. Science 
has led up to the point where matter, 
and not God, becomes the unknow
able. A little further struggle through 
this tangle of matter, and we may 
stand on a "peak of Darien," in wild 
surmise before the " ocean of spirit. 
-Rev. T. T. ~funger. 

THE Divine forces were forming 
man in the gaseous chaos of the be
~nning, ere. matter had rounded 
1tself into light-giving orbs, or whirled 
off its rotating and balanced suns. 
Each particle of oxygen, each atom 
of lime waited for him, ready to obey 
his thought. The earth, the water, 
and the air worked for him. The 
frost and the glacier were his plows. 
The gases massed themselves into 
huge mountain chains to serve his 
turn, and when, in the great day of 
creation, the hour of humanity struck 
at last upon this crust of soil which 
the ages, and seasons, and forces had 
refined, Man, the Microcosm ,is placed 
to govern matter as the vehicle of 
power higher than its own, and as the 
organ of the Reason that made the 
world.- Emerson. 
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THE ART OF NEVER FORGETI'ING. 

NEW 8ERIE8.-NUMBER ONE. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

Wx have set forth quite fully in and still further bl solar biology, 
the previous series the physiological and is obvious to all m their personal 
and psychic fundamentals of a good experience and outlook upon life. 
memory, and shall now proceed to con- Self-knowledge is, therefore, highly 
sider the various aids and advantages important and in addition to sucli aids 
of system and method. First, how- as are furnished by contact with 
ever, a brief recapitulation of the basic life and its various social, educational 
requirements will be useful, not alone and industrial provisions ; and also 
for the benefit of new subscribers~ but familiarity with the various systems 
that all subjects of a technical or edu- of analogy and classtfication of man 
cational nature are largely dependent mentally and physically ; we need, as 
upon repetition for their vivid estab- previously set forth, a subjective and 
lishments in the mind; and mind it- meditative study of ourselves, reach
self, as frequently defined, is but the ing and seeking to know the domi
aggregation of accumulated experi- nant tone and quality as revealed in 
ences or memories,-for even the pre- the inner sanctuary of our being. 
eision with which a new born chick will For while in the broad sense there 
pick up and appropriate a grasshopper are but twelve manners of people, yet 
1s the automatic instinct, or mind- these are susceptible of different 
habit, established by ages of corre- polarities and modifying conditions ; 
sponding practice on the part of its so that in the final issue each must 
ancestors. We may also conclude that seek their particular tone and shad
the varying capacities with which chil- ing in the cosmic springs of their own 
dren start in life have direct reference interior nature. We have, therefore, 
to their hereditary line of descent, given much importance to the in'1isi
which may, however, be augmented ble forces which well up within each 
and supplemented by a spiritual hered- soul, as being the central fact, the 
ity, concerning which, less is at present sustaining and renewing source, the 
generally understood. light and guide,- available and most 

The attainments we make, there- needed by all. 
fore, are not for ourselves alone, but We have dwelt upon this inner 
are a legacy for humanity, both in light, and the imp rtance of accumu .. 
a natural and spiritual sense. Thus lating its auric substance, as the 
we become and remain centres of en- prime essential of intelligence, health, 
ergy, intelligence and control, in ac- and memory. We have shown that 
eordance with the measure of our own its possession is not only necessary 
efforts and acquirements. We conse- for the creation of luminous and per
qnently owe not alone a duty to our- manent memory-forms, but that it is 
selves, but to the great body of human- that wherewith we are enabled to read 
ity of which we are a part and :particu- the records of the mind 0 
lar function therein; and by virtue of that it sustains to the system in its men
that function, possess an aptitude for tal and physical process a relation cor
memory, and other attainments, in responding to the electric plant in its 
certain specific directions, to a more office of lighting and heating a city,
ready extent than in others. This that its focus may be turned whither 
is clearly demonstrated by phrenology, we will, for the illumination of the 
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mind or the energizing of the body. 
We have shown that memory and 

physical health stand closely related, 
and that the physiological pursuit of 
either aids and promotes the other. 
Consequently a capacious and ready 
memory is not to be expected, if there 
is poor health; for memory, on its 
physical side, requires nutrition, and 
good nervous and vital circulation. 
Mt>mory, however, grades all the way 
from matter to spirit. Some are 
stronger on its material, others on its 
spiritnal side. 

As a general rule, the plastic lif~ 
force cannot be rapidly or largely 
augmented. Therefore, im.Provement 
is not so much a matter of mcrea.se as 
of adjustment, and wise use, in caring 
for the health, guarding against ner
y~::;; waste, and learning to employ the 
plastic energy of the system m such 
directions as are most in harmony with 
the inward light and function of the 
individual. But whatever may be the 
natural volume, whether great or 
small, it can be brought to a high 
degree of efficiency, yet the method 
will not be the same in all cases; some 
can be more readily reinforced on the 
spi~itual side of memory, while others 
Will make more satisfactory progress 
through external methods. 

In our next article we shall give in
stances and methods of arriving at 
speedy and most remarkable results, 
but as these will only be available, in 
full degree, to those in whom, so to 
speak, the soil is well prepared, we 
will devote the balance of our present 
space to an extract from Samuel 
Eadon, M. A., M.D., PH. D., to show 
what has been and can be accom
plished through persistent external 
drill : -

" There have been many noted cases 
on record, in works of science, where 
this process seems to have been, with 
some parties, a natural condition,· 
and the power of memory manifested 
by them seems almost beyond belief. 
Many of these instances have been al-

luded to by various writers, so we 
shall pass them by, and point out the 
results of what Professor Max Muller 
says, "memory, when kept under the 
strictest discipline," can do, and has 
been able to accomplish. 

" Had not man been endowed with 
the :power of recalling past felt con
ceptiOns and ideas, accompanied with 
the notion of Time, which, in fact, is 
Memory, in suggestive sequence, 
Memory by tradition would have been 
most unreliable and most untrustwor
thy. By us moderns, tradition has 
been traduced, by an ignorant unbe
lief in its power, but we shall have, in 
future, to turn over a new leaf in our 
estimate of the correctness of tradi
tional truth. Who. could believe, at 
first thought, at least owing to a cul
tured memory, that the Diad of 
Homer, containing 15,677lines, could 
be easily remembered ; yet this feat of 
traditional memory is a fact well-at
tested by generations of men of the 
olden times. Yet this great effort of 
cultured memory pales even in signif
icance beside others we have to men
tion. 
"The Rig-veda, with its 1,017 hymns, 

contains an amount of matter for the 
memorrto retain, four times the length 
of the Diad of Homer; yet this has 
been safely committed to memory, and 
any line could be called out for reci
tation as occasion required. For more 
than 8,000 years the whole of the V ~ 
die literature has been transmitted 
from generation to generation by word 
of mouth- Memory. 

"In our day even there are priests 
in India, who know by heart (as the 
ignorant phrase goes) the whole of 
the Rig-veda, and its verbal transmis
sion is most faithfully and sacredly 
accurate. Nay, so great is the belief 
in the oral transmission of the sacred 
books of India, that altho~~ writing 
has been known for more 2,500 
years, yet the custodians of the Vedic 
traditions have never trusted to it, bnt 
prefer to rely on the transmission of 
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their sacred knowledge to traditional 
memory. Mirabile dictu I Though 
the priests have now manuscripts, 
and even a printed text, yet, says 
Max :Mullet·,' they do not learn their 
sacred lore from them, but learn it, as 
their ancestors learned it thousands 
of years ago, from the lips of their 
teachers, in order that the Vedic suc
cession should never be broken.' 
'For eight years, in their youth, they 
are entirely occupied in learning this. 
They learn a few lines every day, re
peat them for hours, so that the whole 
house resoumls with the noise, and 
they thu11 strengthen their memory, 
to that degree, that when their ap
prenticeship is finished, you can open 
them, like a book, and find any pas
sage you like, any word, any accent." 

"The Talmud, in the Rabbinical 
schools, was gradually mastered in the 
same way. "All that vast litera
ture:' exceeding many times, in bulk, 
Homer, the Vedas, and the Bible 
itself, all put together, was, until very 
lately, the work and growth of oral 
tradition. 

" The Talmud, a sacred Bible, was 
transmitted, though in prose, which is 
more difficult to remember than 
poetry ; yet, its contents were carried 
down by oral tradition, century after 
c~ntury, with unerring exactness. 
This ancient memorizing continued to 
be adopted in the Orienta] schools, 
long after the sacred books had been 
committed to writing ; and thus might 
have been acquired in another way. 

"Dr, Gottheil, of New York, had a 
man, in his study, who knew the 
entire " Talmud " by heart, and could 
take up any word that was given him, 
and go on repeating, word after word, 
with absolute correctness, for any 
length of time. From this it is 
eviaent that constant and incessant 
repetition is the soul of memory. 
It is the golden zone around the waist 
of Mnemosyne with which, as a 
talisman, she can thread her way 
through the mazes of any dance, on 

any floor, of art, or science. The 
ancient priests knew the principle of 
iteration well, and acted up to it in 
full faith, or rather belief, feeling 
sure of accomplishing the marvellous 
feats of memory we read of. 

" In the presence of such facts as 
these, we must be prepared to revise 
our modern notions of what a long
continued, systematic culture of the 
memory is capable of accomplishing. 

" We shall select a verse in order to 
show the method adopted by these 
Buddhist priests and very ancient 
people, in handing down their sacred 
lore to succeeding generations. If 
not exactly their plan, it is not · far 
from correct, as, according to the laws 
of intellectual acquirement, there is 
only one mode of imprinting knowl
edge on the human soul, and that 
by constant iteration. J acotot- a 
Frenchman- followed the plan of 
verbal iteration and repetition back
wards and forwards in teaching 
languages, with pre-eminent success. 
Had two Senses been brought into 
play by the Priests in handing down 
theu sacred knowledge, by oral 
tradition, it seems, as if less time 
would have been required in attain
ing the object. Be that as it may, 
these marvels of memory were the 
results of the exercise of one sense 
and of a methodical system of con
stant repetition. Take the following 
verse as a specimen of the plan ; -
" When the sea rolled in fathomless 

billows 
Acr088 the broad plains of Nebraska; 

When round the North Pole grew ba
IUUllla8 and willows, 

And mastadons fought with great Arma
diloes, 

For the pineapples grown in Alaska." 

" Repeat the first word distinctly 
four times ; then a second word, and 
repeat that four times along with the 
first one ; next a third word, and re
peat it four times ; then all three 
together four times, and so on to the 
end of the line or sentence ; then 
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repeat the whole line backwards and 
forwards six times, and the first line 
or sentence will have been thoroughly 
memorized. For instance : When
the sea- when the sea ; rolled ; when 
the sea rolled ; in fathomless ; when 
the sea rolled in fathomless-billows; 
when the sea rolled in fathomless 
billows; this beinJt repeated back
wards and forwarGs six times the 
line is mastered, and the second and 
following lines may be treated in the 
same way, " making the whole house 

resound," as Max Muller says, •• with 
the noise," till the iteration became a 
thing of habit, and not of thought. 
"It was in this way that the ancient 

scriptures of the Hindu and other 
peoples, under the name of Vedas, 
Zend-Avesta, and the Tri-Patathas of 
the Buddhists, were handed down in 
unimpaired certainty and correctness 
for hundreds and thousands of years. 

" Such is memory ; such its utility 
and such its trustworthiness when 
' kept under strictest discipline. • " 

A GLANCE AT THE MARVELLOUS RESULTS ACHIEVED 
BY THE EARLY ASTRONOMERS. 

WE give the following extract from a 
recent lecture by Prof. Josiah P. Cooke: 

" The powerful imagination of man be
comes like a divine inspiration if it ap
proaches nature meekly to learn what she 
can teach. The discovery of the laws of 
gravitaton was a great event in the his
tory of science, and that law has been 
selected u a conspicuous example of 
scientific deduction, in order to gain a 
better knowledge of induction itself. To 
find what Newton accompliabed we must 
put ourselves somewhat in his position. 
When at the age of 23 years, be received 
the degree of bachelor of arts at Cam
bridge. Though possessing a fund of 
knowledge, he was wore or less ham
pered by the doctrines of the times. It 
18 impossible to-day for any one to stand 
just where Newton did. We will but 
sketch the position roughly. The knowl
edge · of astronomical facts wu great in 
ancient times, owing much to the wor
ship of celestial bodies which was preva
lent. Hipparchus and Ptolemy both 
produced good works on astronomy, the 
first in the second century B. C., and 
Ptolemy under Hadrian about 76 B. C. 
When we remember that no artificial 
aida! then existed, nor the rudest tools, 
their knowledge of the celestial move
ments appears wonderful. The fixity of 
the stars was determined and also their 
relative positions so accurately that the 
knowledge is of use now. The paths 
of the planets and course of the sun bad 

also been followed. Coming astronomi'" 
cal occurrences were foretold and the 
precision of the equinoxes determined. 
The globular form of the earth was 
established, and some idea of its size 
determined. It is not to our credit ~ 
day that learned men of ancient times 
had a better knowledge of the starry 
dome of heaven than our learned men 
not specially engaged in this line. 

" During the long night of the dark 
ages following the fall of the Roman em
pire, astronomical learning was kept at 
Bagdad, Cairo, and other seats of Moe
lem lore. Nicholaa Copernicus gradn
ated at Cracow, and afterward studied 
at Padua and at Rome, and at the age 
of 30 returned to Prussia to mature in 
his humble lodgings at Frauenbubnrg 
his astronomical conceptions. The chief 
merit of the treatises exi11ting at that 
time was their record of facts. The 
early astronomical tables were wonderful 
achievements, considering the conditions. 
However, the Ptolemaic theory, whieh 
was the chief astronomical theory of the 
time must have seemed impossible and 
absurd to the deep thinkers, and we can 
sympathize with the King of Ca.'!tile, 
who is reported to have said that if God 
had consulted him on the creation of tl1e 
universe it would have been constructed 
on a better and simpler plan. The ten
dency among the ancients was to mater
ialize everything, but at the same time 
the most gifted minds rose above the 
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spirit of the times. Copernicus saw, in 
the complexity of the apparent, the sim
plicity of the real. He kept his syRtem 
to himself until 40 year!! old, believing 
that the truth could wait. In the long 
record of men who have devoted them
selves to science for the truth in it, there 
is almost no incident more touching than 
that at the death of Copernicus. He lay 
.tying at the age of 70, when his book 
was to be published, if the opposition 
to it were not too powerful. At the last 
momeDt a messenger brings the long ex
peeted volume fresh from the press. 
The dying man was just able to show his 
gratitude and mutter a prayer before life 

left him. Although his sy11tem was not 
at first accepted, in less than a century 
after the death of the author, in spite of 
opposition, it was accepted as true doctrine. 

·'Three great truths, called Kepler' A 

laws were discovered by Kepler of Prague, 
who lived 11hortly after Copernicus. 
There was a wide difference between the 
men, but Kepler's laws, in spite of his 
personal traits, will make his name hon
ored as long as astronomy is studied. 
There are three essential conditious for 
correct deduction. They are : First, a 
large knowledge of facts ; second, a fer
tile imagination, and last, a conscious 
scientific spirit." 

A BLESSING IN DISGUISE. 
JuST at this critical time, when the foot win kept his modicum of force quietly 

ball champions are so noisy and turbulent flowing through the channels of brain cir
in the assertion that the future intellectual, culation, till his mental vision grew ever 
moral and religiol18 hope of the country keener and wider-ranging. Had Webster 
lies in fellows like themselves, who can only been a lifelong invalid, like Alexan
spin one another up into the air fifteen der H. Stevens of Georgia, what an intel
feet and come down on the tope of their lectual prodigy America would have seen. 
heads without perceptibly affecting the Dowered with only digestion eiwugh to 
quality of their brains, it is a blessed god- keep half alive on, and only hmgs and 
11end to have a champion of the invalids, mi18Cle enongh for moderate, contempla
like the great Darwin, step into the field tive walks, the l\lassachusetts deity would 
and offer a little humble testimony on the then have been driven for refuge to the 
other side. Here was a man who, in a habitual exercise of his vast intellectual 
grand rush straight throngh the ranks of and imaginative powers, and 80 have pro
lline-tenths of the naturalists of the world, duced some noble work that would have 
put home the ball of the "origin of spe- enriched the world. Now, given two 
cies." And yet, after his early youth, he brains of equal original endowment, and 
never aaw a well day. True, he had an it is impossible to estimate the superior
atraordinary brain, but so will the foot ity of the results that will be got out of the 

.ball men have need of a similar article, one economized like Darwin's over the 
to help their legs out, if they are to achieve other prodigally wasted like Webster's. 
aything remarkable in days to come. By nature, all men hate economy. It 
What, however, strikes 80 forcibly the must be forced upon them by stern neces
reader of the newly issued biography of sity. And just this makes it certain that 
Darwin is the marvellous system of econ- to many of the world's foremost men pro
omy in the use of his forces that was forced tracted ill-health has proved a blessing in 
on the man by the feeble condition of his disguise. What a striking commentary 
health. He could afford no waste of the on this is the indisputable fact that almost 
precious liquor of his genius. The diff- all of the great abstract thinkers of the 
erence between the re~Jults of ten minutes world- like Descarf,es, Pascal, Kant, and 
of study and of fifteen became a percep- Berkeley- have been confirmed invalids. 
tl'ble quantity in his calculations. He ate Surely, here is a fact which, duly pondered 
to live, instead of living to eat. Whereas and digested, ought to make the foot ball 
Webster would spend a whole day hunting men graciously acknowledge that there is 
or fishing. to get up appetite and diges- some chance in the world for others as well 
tion enough for a stupendous dinner, Dar- as themselves. 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

OuR subscribers are doing good 
work in sending us the names of inter
ested parties. Persevere in the same. 
Grand things are in store. 

PARKER PILLSBURY, the veteran 
and world-wide reformer, has a good 
wol'd in this number on reforms in 
general, and THE EsoTERIC in par
ticular ; see " The Chariot 'Wheels of 
Salvation." 

DR. J. C. STREET has kindly revised 
the stenographic notes of his lecture 
before The Society Esoteric on "Men
tal Illumination and Cultivation of 
Soul Force," and it will appear in our 
next issue. 

THE first of the ten special Friday 
night instn1ctive lectures before The 
Society Esoteric, by Hiram E. Butler, 
is now ready in pamphlet form. Its 
title is, "The Narrow Way of Attain
ment," and will be forwarded by mail 
on receipt of fifteen centto~. 

WE publish a letter from Dr. Gier, of 
Raton, New Mexico, who states that 
he is studying the Indians from an oc
cult standpoint, and believes that a 
satisfactory solution of the Indian 
problem can only be had in accordance 
with esoteric and psychic methods. 
He solicits co-operation in his aims. 
We shall be pleased to hear from him 
further in reference to this subject. 

SUBSCRIBERS should not overlook 
the opportunity of securing " The Per
fect Way,' ' atonedollarantl fifty cents: 
or new subscribers can have this val
uable work and THE EsOTERIC, for 
one vear for three dollars. •• The Per
fect \v ay," is a wonderful embodiment 
of the •• recovered knowledge " and an 
invaluable aid in initiating one into 
the mysterie~> not alone of the past 
ageto~ of earth, but of the life of the 
Universe as well. 

WE give place in the January 
EsOTERIC to a number of important 
and intereto~ting letters from subscrib
ers. Communications of this kin<l, 

direct from the people'~; heart., are 
multiplying on our hands ; and, 
though often less polished and studied 
than the ordinary magazine articles, 
have so much point, purpose and 
freshness as to suggest the desirable
ness of devoting a portion of our 
space each month to this class of 
communications. 

THE present nwnber has been set 
up wholly in our own office, yet 
things are not yet so thoroughly 
in order as will soon be the case. 
There are inevitable delays and ad
justments in all new enterprises. 
We have five compositors at work,. 
and in addition to TuE ESOTERIC, 
have set up a thirty-two page 
pamphlet, -the first installment of 
the special course of instruction by 
Hiram E. Butler on "The Narrow 
Way of Attainment;" and have two
hundred pages of •• The Perfect ·way" 
set up and electrotyped. We had 
hoped to have had -the latter work 
ready by the lOth of January, but 
we find that it will take until about 
the 20th to complete composition. 
press work and binding : to make 
sure we will say the 25th. Orders 
are coming in rapidly for this work. 
which will be filled immediately on 
completion, -before the 25th if possi
ble. First come first served, but 
none will have long to wait, so send· 
in your order freely. 

REPORTS of recent explorations in 
Arizona announce the discoverv of 
nineteen buried cities, in the ·salt 
River valley alone. Three car-loads 
of relies are on the way to Boston. 
Los Muertos, one of the smallest of 
the cities, proved, by excavation, t.o
be about three miles square, and 
bore evidences of a high state of civ· 
ilization on the part of its inhabitants. 
who are estimated to have been n~ 
less than ten thousand. These cities 
are the result of a civilization ante-
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Gating the Aztecs, of Mexico, and 
older than the Pyramids of Egypt. 
The houses were from three to four 
hundred feet square, cotTesponding 
in size to a modern city block, 
and contained a great number of 
rooms. We are in the habit of call
i~ thiA the New World, but here is 
~Vldence of a civilization coeval 
at least, if not even antedating, 
that of Asia ; and the buried cities 
of Herculaneum and Pompeii are 
of modem date in comparison, -these 
cities of the Salt River valley 
also bearing evidence of having 
been destroyed by a convulsion of 
natm-e, many skeletons being found 
bent>.ath the fallen walls. 

THE announcement, made in our 
last issue of our arrangements to 
place the best of the occult literature 
within the reach and means of the 
DULS.'i of readers, is bringing words 
of approval and encouragement from 
all quarters, as it is generally real
ized that most of the desirable oc
cult works have been held at almost 
prohibitory prices. The disciples of 
this age need to be " fishermen " in a 
more intelligent and philosophic sense. 
We are descendents of Greece as well 
as Judea ; and not alone are these 
two currents of ancient life reappear
ing in the quickened race of to-day, 
and especially in the cosmopolitan 
people of the new world, but also the 
restored wisdom of the Orient and 
the profoundly ancient lore of the 
Egyptian cult. Thus we are realiz
ing that there is a rich arcanum and 
lega<--y of knowledge that bas been 
preSt'rved and handed down outside 
of the prescribed line and discipline 
of the recognized Church, and that 
the saying is still true, "I have other 
sheep that are not of this fold that ye 
know not of." The human race is 
DOt comprised merely of those in the 
visible degree of life, and that we 
may inherit and enjoy the full soul of 
:the past, we need to gather ~p these 

important basic fragments, and treas
ured " words " and present their 
jewellt:d contents to our readers . 
.Ample financial provision has been 
made, as previously stated, for carry
ing on the publication of THE 
EsOTERIC, and also for doing a lim
itt>d work in publishing the above
mentioned "treasures old but new." 
But there is an important field for 
expansion and usefulness in this di
rection, and a trust company hns been 
formed to carry forward this needed 
work, in an expeditious and efficient 
manner. This is the age of steam 
and elcctridty, and mighty thing'll are 
possible, and they should not be done 
in any halting or hampered way. 
Consequently arrangements have been 
made by which all who can, and will, 
may participate. Shares have been 
placed at ten dollars, and an efficient 
management secured, so that every
thing may be done upon safe and 
sound business principles. Millions 
are devoted annually to missionary 
and charitable work; but this is a 
practical age, and charity is at best but 
palliative. Sentiment is ~oo<l aml 
necessary, but the world IS run on 
business principles, aud needs practi
cal business regeneration ; therefore 
sentiment, like the soul, need~; an effici
ent body through which to work. This 
requisite, we feel assured, can only be 
supplied through suitable business 
trusts. Religion and business have 
been divorced; they should be to each 
other as soul and body: this we are en
deavoring to consummate, and we ask 
your co-operation, in that you take 
one or more shares in this new busi
ness trust. The shares are made 
legally free from liability or assess
ment, and will be found a good in vest
ment both naturally and spiritually. 
We desire and purpose that the fund 
should be owned and administered 
by, and for the new people. For 
further particulars addl-ess, Trea.<Jurer 
of Esoteric Publishing Co., 478 Shaw
mut Avenue, Boston, Mass. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

TRI<: CHARIOT WHEELS OF SALVA· 
TJON. 

To the Editor of The EsoterU:: -
MY DEAR SIR:-To me your maga

zine is. in part, a •' Sealed Book." But, 
perhaps, on that account, it should be 
prized more, not less. For, so far as it is 
intelligible to me, its truths are, many of 
them, new, striking, and invaluable. 
And it is always looking and pointing to 
times and things higher and better. 
And its tone and spirit is serene and 
serious, even truly devout, and yet with
out cant, pretension, or ostentation. 

My sphere, through all my public life 
of almost lui.lf a century, has been the 
objective : facing facts and things ; con
tending earnestly against such institutio,s, 
laws, customs, and habits as seemed to 
me at war with all the best interests of 
the human race in the present state of 
being, and never doubting that the very 
best for present exit~tence must surely be 
best for any life or lives before us in 
mons yet to come. 

In my own estimate of human nature 
and conditions, among its deadliest foes 
are War, Chattel Slavery, Intemperance, 
in eating and drinking, the toothsome 
tobacco habit, in all its forms, and inor
dinate sexual indulgence, or any indul
gence beyond . its one legitimate use, as 
seen in the whole lower animal and vege
table world. 

Not to speak one word of War nor 
Slavery, I may say that till Man came, 
our common Mother-Nature provided 
only water as the beverage for all her 
innumerable household, vegetable and 
animal, at1 deep down as microscope has 
ever penetrated. And thirst or drouth 
in man, as well as in animal and vege
tulJll'. C(Ln be quenched by water alone. 
And now the wine-list on the table of a 
tirst-cla~o"S Boston hotel contains a hun
dred and fifty-four varieties of d1·inks ! 
And sexual lust, in violation of every 
law and hint of Nature, has run such 
riot as that, it is safe to declare, that to 
the two self-inflicting stxmrges of Irtte,m. 
perance and SeJ·Ital Lillf~rlinism is due, 
directly or indirectly, more degradation, 
disea.o;e, suffering and misery among man 

and womankind, than from all other e&U8e8 

put together ! 
And now I pay Tmc EsOTERIC maga

zine no undeserved compliment in saying 
that it seelllll to me second in importance 
to no American journal in opening and 
scattering light on the way which must 
and will lead our race up and out from 
the darkness, degradation, desolation and 
premature death, from which it has been 
suffering and agonizing through many 
dismal ages. . 

And I long ago proclaimed, by tongue 
and pen, that the Peace, the Anti-Slavery, 
the Temperance, and the Moral and 
Social Reform Associations might, and 
really should, constitute the four wheels 
of the royal chariot of human salvation. 
And Tmc &oTERIC magaune as now 
appears to me, will yet be found a mighty 
propelling power in the right direction. 

PARKER Pn.r.sBURY. 
CoNCORD, N. H. 

HYGIE!aC DIET. 

To the Editor of the Esoteric:-
In the excellent advice given ill Prof. 

Butler's "Practical Instruction, No. 3. " 
-October number of THE EiloT.RRIC-
1 wish to emphasize one particnlar point. 
-It is one which has troubled many hy
gienists. The question is often asked : 
·•H hygienic food is the best, why are 
those who use it constantly so prone to eat 
large quantities? Why does not a rea
sonable quantity satisfy? " 

I wish that all who ask this question 
could read the above mentioned article. 
The fad is, that hygienists, while knowing 
that they must discipline themselves as to 
quality, forget that the same stern disci
pline is necessary as to quantity; they ex
pect that while changing from stimulating 
food to a simple diet they will suffer a. 
yearning for their old condimented dishes 
{just as the drunkard suifers for his dram), 
and they try to satisfy this yearning by 
eating a larger quantity. This, but in
creases the difficulty. I know this by ex
perience, and indeed, I never fully under
stood discipline. until reading the October 
number of Tmc EiiOTERIC. The exercises 
for the development of tiM tl'i.U and for 
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the cultivation of the memory, are great 
aids in this discipline for self-eontroL 

Prof. Butler's advice to keep our 
thoughts in harmony with the spiritual 
aims toward which we are aspiring is of 
great importance, when partaking of phy
sical as of mental food. The Quaker 
grace before meals is helpful. If we sit 
at table in our hurrying, working mood, 
we eat too fast, and too much, but if we 
sit quiet until our hurrying mood is over, 
we are in much better condition both 
physically and spiritually. 

The pure diet of fruits and grains may 
thns become the most enjoyable of any 
that can be prepared. Nuts occasionally 
used, - well masticated with unleavened 
bread, -become the best kind of meat, 
and can be partaken with more soul en
joyment than any animal flesh, that makes 
cemeteries of the precious human body. 
There is something of the true religion in 
enjoying pure food that builds up health
ful tissnes in this beautiful temple of the 
immortal spirit. 

SADA BAILEY FOWLER. 

PROGRF.SS. 

To the Edit01· of The Esoteric :-

1 am much pleased with THE EsoTERIC, 
and I predict it will unlock much of the 
ignorance and superstition that affects the 
wo.rld. The struggling, changing child
hood of science, and religion is steadily, 
smely, merging into a thoughtful, sub
stantial maturity ; its excrescences are 
falling off and it is putting on the whole 
armor of a sterling religious manhood 
of the truth militant. Mr. Butler and 
others, contributing to THE EsoTERIC, have 
made great strides towar¢ the truth 
triumphant. I look down the vista of 
time, and I see doubt giving place to 
faith, and faith to knowledge; I see super
stition receding before a rational religion ; 
I see error giving place to truth; vice to 
virtue ; bigotry to toleration ; monopoly to 
co-operation ; individualism to unitation; 
lust to love, and discord to harmony. I 
see a new heaven and a new earth; I see 
the burning of the tares ; the gathering in 
of the golden sheaves ; and a very Eden 
of peace and good will crowning the 
world, and baptizing its very heart with 
the Pt>ntecostal fires of purification. The 

hearts of advanced thinkers thrill to-day 
in harmonious union, to the beautiful 
truths of the Divine Paternity and Ma-
ternity ; to the brotherhood and sisterhood 
of all races, to the eternal unfoldment of 
all souls, to the overthrow of all sin and 
suffering, the overcoming of death, the 
tlefeat of hell, the triumph of heaven and 
the complete victory of truth over all the 
p0111m-s of darkn&S. 

D. R. Sw ..uo. 
MANcHESTER DEPoT, VT. 

OCCULTISM AND THE INDIAN 
PROBLEM. 

To the Editor of the Esoteric: -
I am trying to live the life of a recluse 

for the plll'pose of Spiritual unfoldment, 
and, am trying to follow the rules and 
advice of the Esoteric, as also, the rules 
and directions of the Yoga. 

I am advancing and will continue to ad
vance. I have been many years in the 
Rocky Mountains and a great deal among 
the Indians, in fact, I understand them 
thoroughly. 

I am convinced that a teacher of Oc
cultism would do more toward solving the 
Indian Problem (so called), and in le88 
time, than all the agents. schools, and 
preachers on the continent. Occultism, -
the physical phenomena,- would reach 
the entire Indian tribes upon the whole 
Continent of America. 

This subject of reaching the Indian has 
been engrossing my mind for some time. 
I feel personally adequate to the task of 
enacting a system that will ultimate in a 
refm-mation and illumination of the Indian 
races. I should, of colll'lle, require assist
ance from the spiritually minded, and 
lovers of the Occult Science. 

I would be very highly pleased if you 
could find time to write me a letter giving 
your views upon so important a subject. 

If the American Indian is saved from 
utter annihilation, it will be through the 
Science of Occultism. and through no 
other channel. 

Yours in truth and fellowship, 
WM. H. GmR. M. D. 

RATON CoLFAx Co., NEw MExico. 

A department of questions and answers 
will be commenced in our next. 
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BOOK NOTICES. 

"TKE PERFEOT WAY OR THE FINDING 
Oll' OBBIBT." 

This is not only an entertaining and in
structive book to read, but one to be re
read and studied. We have yet to make 
the acquaintance of a work that is equally 
deep, broad, and comprehensive, in set
ting forth the •· new views " or restored 
knowledge of the ages. It introduces the 
soul to a knowledge of self and the meth
ods of spirit in its descent from the cause
world to outwork and perfect its body in 
the realm of matter. 

It harmonizesa.nd combines the relig
ious thought of the Orient, with that sub
sequently revealed and being outwrought 
in the Occident, and graphically portrays 
the incoming and triumphant order of the 
near future. 

The work is a library in itself and th011e 
desirous of coming into the Esoteric know
ledge and significance of life, cannot well 
consider their education complete or even 
adequate without the careful perusal of 
this work. Those who feel that they can
not afford the means or time to purchase 
and read many books, will do well to make 
this one of their first choice. 

New Edition, revised, enlarged, illus
trated, se~t post paid on receipt of $2.00, 
former pnce $4.00. Special price to sub
scribers of the Esoteric $1.50, or theE&
oteric for one year and the Perfect Way 
for $3.00. 

THEOLOGIA GERMANICA. 

THE above work has been on our table 
some time, awaiting review. It is said 
"the mills of the gods grind slow but 
aure.". This saying is applicable U: this 
work m a double sense, as it is so to 
8 k " . t" fr ' pea , a gns om the sixteenth 
century, being a translation from the 
German of a treatise discovered by 
Luther, and so greatly prized by him 
that he caused it to be published · and 
during his life it run through n~ less 
than seventeen editions, and has t~ince 
passed through over forty additional ones. 
It manifests a deep discernment of the 
nature of man and power of the Spirit. 
In the language of its title-page, it 
"~ttetl1 forth many fair lineaments of 
Divme Truth, and saith very lofty and 

lovely things touching a perfect life," 
It expatiates freely on the sin of "self," 
the necessity of overcoming which is 
clearly and emphatically maintained by 
the esoteric doctrine, 8.8 that which stands 
as an intercepting cloud between man 
and the Supreme Conscioosnesa and 
unity of the race. Says the work : 
" Therefore, the more of Self and Me, the 
the more of sin and wickedness. So. 
likewise, the more the Self, the I, the 
Me, the Mine, that is, self-seeking and 
selfishn688 abates in man, the more doth 
God's I, that is, God himself increase in 
him." It sees in man a nec688ity of 
obedience to the Divine law, and attri
butes all sin and sorrow to its absence. 
"This obedience," says the work. " fell and 
died in Adam, and rose again and lived 
in Christ. Yea, Christ's human nature 
was wholly bereft of Self, and apart from 
all creatures, as no man's ever w~ and 
was nothing else but ' a house and hs.hi
tation of God.' " This treatise undouht
edly lent a vital current and force to the 
reformation of Luther's day and times, 
and can be read with profit, as Charles 
Kingsley, who contributes the preface, 
says, " by those who long to be freed, not 
merely from the punishment of sin after 
tliey die, but from sin itself while they 
live on earth, and who, therefore, wish to 
know what sin is, that they may avoid it." 
He further says the work commends it
self "to those who cmmot help trusting 
that union with Christ must be something 
real and substantial, and not merely a 
metaphor, and a flower of rhetoric.'' 
"Theologia Germanica," G. W. Mc
Calla, Philad.; pp. 160. Cloth. red 
edges, 75 cts. Can be had of Esoteric 
Pub. Co., 478 Shawmut Ave., Bust.ou. 

SPIRIT AS A POWER. 

WE acknowledge the receipt of a thirty
two page pamphlet by Mrs. Abby Morton 
Diaz, entitled "Spirit as a Power." It 
is full of inspiring words of life, and is 
expressive of the new soul quickening. 
To her perception the power of the 
future is spirit, the reality that abideth, 
and enlighteneth the world, and \Vhich 
portends great promise for the future. 
On page 17 she says : 
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"Reasoning upwards from 'the things 
which are made,' we are led to infer 
that spirit-power, the moet distrusted, b&
eause the most intangible, must be the 
mightiest on that very account. There 
was a time when a message could be sent 
acl'OIIS a stream only by the laborious 
means of swimming, or by a paddle and 
canoe ; now an intangible force takes it 
instantly, and without effort, just by the 
action of it.B own laws. Material, pencil 
and brush toil days to put on paper a scene 
which more immaterial light imprintll in 
an instant. ' 

"We have seen the world's work done 
ftCCeiiSively by solid implementll, water 
and wind, steam, electricity ; with each 
.advanee less of solidity, and increase of 
power. Also, the more immaterial the 
agent, the more omnipresent and instan
taneous is the action, and the more 
11enetrating." 

We quote again from page 19: 
•• But in proportion to the immaterial

ity of the power has ever been the pre
vious unbelief in regard to it.B application. 
Electricity, for example, had always been 
working for us as an all-pervading force, 
getting small recognition. But when 
recognition came; when, in spite of doubt.B 
and fears, we laid hold on it, and made it 
ours for our various needs, what a wealth 
.of gain! Few remember now that light
ning rods were denounced as interfering 
with the will of God. And there was 
the gain of steam ; yet the first steamer 
-el'OIISing the ocean brought a pamphlet 
proving the impossibility of such a thing. 
And at every step of progress, there have 
been plenty of very wise, very learned, 
very narrow am\ very positive unbeliev
ers ready with their maxim, 'The fools 
are not all dead yet,' little dreaming that 
they themselves were proving its truth." 

On page 29, we find the following rela
tive to the young : 

" Also, what an advancement of the 
kingdom of Heaven -the reign of the 
High - when children shall be taught to 
think of God, not as some great king 
watching them from apart, but an in
-dwelling Presence, and not only a Pres
:ence, but a Power, a source of strength 
an upholding in temptation ; and taught 
-what that high Presence demands of 
'them in the way of royality of character 

and royal living." Her concluding 
thought is well expressed in the follow
ing lines: 
'' Then shall the reign of Mind commenoe on 

earth, 
And starting fresh 1111 from a second birth, 
Man, in the 1111D8hine of the world'suew spring, 
Shall walk the earth as aome ue"· glorious 

thiDg." 

PROTEUS. 

The key-note of the author of this work 
is found in the mythical Proteus of an
cient times, who assumed all shapes, and 
at will became successively all things. 
"By Proteus," says the author, ''the an
cients symbolized man." To give an idea 
of the manner in which the subject is 
treated we quote somewhat freely from 
the work: 

" The wise man recognizes hi11 own 
species wherever life is seen ; this is tl'Ue 
to the very mire. Humanity enfolds 
everything and is all-embracing. The 
advent of man is the Universe beckoning 
the atom to come up among the stat'S.'' 

" All lower things are mute predictions 
of man. The sap of the tree foretells 
his blood, and the hoof of the quadrupetl 
prefigures his hand. Prior to all worlds 
man is the oldest idea in the Creation. 
Nothing was ever moulded into form that 
was not a prophecy of something to be 
afterwards unfolded in him.·' 

" Nothing walks, or creeps, or grows 
which man has not been in turn. The 
rock is man stratified ; the plant, man 
vegetating." 

" The unconscious effort and aspiration 
of all lower life, is to reach the human 
organism, that is implicated in the gE>rm, 
and prefigured in the primal atom. Man 
is thus a Universal Form from the com
plex of Creation, and the Cosmos crosses 
him by its line through every nerve.'' 

" As, in the old world, all roads lead 
to Rome, so, from every object in nature 
go highways to man.'' 

' ' Humanity is builded on the kingdoms 
below, as coral isles and continent:~ rise 
into the red light of the Sun from their 
subterrene basis." 

"Nature streams perpetually from God; 
every atom even of her chaos is pene
trated by an adequate mind." 

" Everything in nature point.B, like the 
old signs of the Zodiac, to some part of 
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the human body; for man is the summing 
up of things. He is related to the fur
thest star. He is the builded and quick
ened aroma of the universe.'' 

·'The ends of the earth are brought 
together, to be built into the temple of 
his body.'' 

" All creatures are incarnations, in dif
ferent degrees, of one and the same 
Universal Soul. Man is potential God. 
Humanity is the one universal Form to 
which all living things are but the diifer
ing steps of ascent." 

" The tree i!l an unconscious person. 
It is an individual, and knows it not. 
.Man is such, and knows it. Conscions
ness is the root of personality.'' 

" We are but fractional men, semi
human ; a large remainder of deposit in 
our structures is animal or inhuman, and 
from this comes all our miseries, all our 
disease~;, all our sins ; for the law of the 
animal, whether in or out of the human 
skin, is Egoism. Here is the origin of 
evil, and here its cure. When the canse 
of evil is removed by evolution, the ef
fects disappear.'' 

" The Creation is God disappearing in 

material life, to cooie forth as man. God 
lost in the forest of forms, till found 
again in the human advent." 

The defect of the work from a philo
sophical standpoint would he its giving 
undue prominence to the centrifugal 
force. The centre is lost in the cir
cumference instead of being in true 
equipoise. It is true that God in a po
tential manner gives himself to creation ; 
but it is to our thinking erroneously to 
suppose that the centre of spiritual control 
is absorbed, dissipated, or lost. It e\·er 
remains potential, adequate, inexhaustible. 

We give a final extract from page 31 : 
"The electro-vital body is uotnebulous, 

hazy, cloud-like. It is possessed of far 
more exquisite sensitives than the present 
natural; a sweeter flesh, a richer blood, 
a nobler nerve-fluid. H we should hap
pen to meet such an one in our walks, we 
would say, "His corruptible has put on the 
incorruptible, and his mortal the immor
tality ; " but we would also say, " Yet he is 
not a spirit, for spirit has not flesh and 
bones as he has.'' 

"PROTEUS," by "E. M. W.''; 33 pp.. 
paper, 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

A VIEW OF CREATION. 

WE publish the following peculiar line of 
thought, becaUlle of its suggestive value. Many 
in reading it, will get ideas that will be of great 
value to them in meditation, aud in the formation 
of their own ideas. These statements are in har
mony with nearly all ancient Oooult literature. 

As one oomiDg to this wondrous world-mech
:mism of creative mind energy from outside of 
it, I am enabled to examine and give to you whst 
I behold. But where to begin is a difficult mat
ter to decide for I find no end any where; every
thing is 88 a wheel thst has no end ; for it is all 
the working of one mind with untold millions of 
microcosmic minds working in aud by the one, 
and that one, we must for your und61"8tanding 
call God, therefore we will say, God is the ever 
present and oll-pervading spirit filling all space 
with His own duality, male aud female. From 
the operation of His and Her own generic life, 
a thought w88 generated, imaged, bom into 
existence. This thought form of Deity W1l8 a 
form of UBB, service, namely to create a world 
and people it with those elements that should be 
the reflectors of the thought of the God Angel thst 
was imaged by the Infinite. This Angel Willi 

made dual, male and female, through which 
function the creative work should go forward in 
the world. We will coli this original thought-

form of Deity the Solar .Angel, beiDg the direct 
Son of God aud commissioned with the work of 
creating a world, he must neoessarily have lmowl
edge, aud 88 that alone is the result of experieuoe, 
therefore all the children of this one spirit must. 
pass through all conceivable forms aud natnree, 
and experiment with the Elements of the Infin
ite, from which they came, and of which thE>y 
were made ; and every form must be the expre&
sion of two attributes in one, function BDd uae ; 
the one not being possible without the other. 

.And BB this Angel was only a word of the In
finite's expression of a -teDce in the nnity of 
their Fat thought, therefore time-measure be
gan, m the succession of events produced by 
the action of the other words in the same thought, 
so all the action of life nuder this Solar .Angel, 
must keep pace with all the other a.ngals, for in 
the (to us) slow speech of the lnfuiite, lEo.. 
elapse between the words, and each word pro
duces its kind in worlds. 

Each of these Solar .Angels took up their abode 
in the vicinity of the solar centre, and each .,_.. 
took in their nature of some one of the twel-n 
functions of the eternal Spirit, so that in their 
unity they formed the God-man of the Solar 
System. Thus united, the movements of eMil 
function of that grand body affeeted. all aDd all 
each, and AS each plauet in pl"OOeiiB of ~ledge 
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building, through experience, was carried on by 
the life action of this solar angel, each was also 
affected by all the othe~~~ and even the koowl
edges of other planets would frequently be re-
8ectod into this, $Dd that of this into all. And 
.. the children of these oolar .Angels grew and 
unfolded into the completion of the experiences of 
their planet, they united themselves with their 
Father-Mother, the oolar angel, 80 that the heav
ens were builded of the experience of earth& 

Each of these Solar .Angels has its own family, 
which, through the reciprocal action of all the 
other members of the same thought body, join in 
the work of generating their kind in earth. These 
ehildren partook of the liken.,. of the God-man 
beiDg each of a separate functional uae, and 
members of the twelve departments. So that 
aa faat aa they matured and were taken from 
earth, they took form as one man, through 
bow ledges, gained in their earth life and wisdom 
received through inbreathing and sell8iug the In
finite life. They were capable of acting aa one, 
thns having Mighty power, but could also actsep
arate, and appear to those yet in earth who were 
spiritually unfolded, as a man, aod oould thus 
commune with them without injury to them, for 
if they ehould come to an individual man in 
their nnite<l power it would conaume him like a 
tinl. 

A.~ fast as these mature souls come into their 
place in the body of the family (we will now call 
that family the planetary angel, for they are per
fectly obedient to their Father-Mother- the ~ 
lar Angel, therefore their whole body is perfectly 
controlled by them 80 that the will of the oolar 
Angel is always their will) they become intsrnct
ors to their brethren in the earth who have devel
oped to a state that they have begun to unite 
tlieir will with these angels, and oovenanted to 
be perfectly obedient 88 far as they can know 
tha tratha of this primary law of generation, 
and the ultimate law of regeneration. Thns the 
way ill provided for all who have completed the 
uperimemtallife in earth, to be seclln!ly led to 
a higher realm of action, where all the experi-
811088 of others are fnlly recorded, that they 
may read them and know them. 

But it becomes neceaaary that there should be 
many earth-bound spirits who have had no 
bowledge of the law of the heavell8, wh<:Me 
bnsin- is to watch over their own lineal de
acendants on earth, and keep them active and 
faithful to the work they are best -qualified for, 
and as these pei'IIOns are selfish they know no 
law but that relating to the needs of their own 
&eDIIeB, or sensual gratification. For, in this 
earthly experience good and evil are only de
termined by the senaes 88 pain and pleasure, these 
being the cruder phenomena of life and the 
baaio elements of thought through which alone 
experience can be obtained. Now the spirit of 
life in its pure element is the spirit of God, the 
all arood, and if left to work in perfect keeping 
with the law of its own nature would be in har
mony with all, and all with it; and consequently 
there would be no e:q>eriment but, 88 experience 
'W1III the object of the earth life, and is the mate
rial out of which the body of the spirit waa 
made aod afterwards named soul, being made 
of thought -nee like that which fills the ex
~ of the Solar System. But that in the 

Solar System baa but one form, viz., that of tJut. 
80lar angel. Therefore in order that there 
should be a useful individualization of comparative 
diminutive per>!Ou&lities, each having a sepam.to 
conaoio1181la., and in order for harmony m the 
great body, a united OOD8Ciowmess of all at the 
same time. Therefore the 80uls of insects and 
animals, and even men, who are under oontrol of 
animal life, mnat return and take on other 
bodies of earth, many thouaand times until they 
have experimented with all the elements of Di
vinity out of which the earth W88 made, until 
they bow all about the use and misnae of them, 
and understand their true methods and work
ing. 

Being nod doing good always produoe& happi
ness and pleasant sell8ationa,_ while the oppom,te 
bringe pain and misery. lD view of thJB the 
solar angel commanded that th<:Me spirits that 
had been in the body of animals or men should 
be made dependent on their own lineal descend
ants for reembodiment, and th<:Me whose natures 
were ou a plane of life suited, to enable them to 
reincarnate through their genetal function, and 
begin their new experiences just where they left 
offin their previous earth life. n.at they were 
to have free aooeea to such and ""i"'Cially to
their reproductive instincts. 

Therefore, these spirits are moo.t diligent 
watcheJ'II over such, to keep them ever active in 
reprodu(:tion; but thefte spirits (or souls 88 they 
should be called) are selfiah in their desire of 
self perpetuity, for unles~~ they maintain cl<Me 
alliance to those iu the body they would lOB& 
their own magnetic cohesive power and would 
begin to disintegrate, and loee their self-con
acionaness in the elements from which they 
came. But this is not a matter of knowledge 
with animal souls nor of human souls of a low 
order, but merly the impulse given them by the 
word of command of the solar angel who Ap
pears to them 88 a God-man preesing them on in 
that direction, but to the more developed souls 
it becomes a matter of knowledge, and they, feel
ing that they have a right to the bodies of their 
own kind, are ever watchful for the oppor
tunity to reincarnate themselves through their 
life, for when these souls can get oontrol of the 
passions of men and women they c&u then ap
propriate the finer essences of their life for the 
perpetuity of their own self-consciousness. And 
if they grow more sensual in their habits before 
they leav& the body, they 'vill lay hold on the 
young and weak-minded persons and canse them 
to commit the moll8trons crime against them
selves, and they thus take the essences of their life 
for self-maintenance. Thws they lead a species 
of ghoulish existence, feeding on the 80ul de
stroying and death promoting passioll8,-they 
become inflamed thereby but gain sufficient 
strength from it, that not satisfied with the vis
mated to feed upon, they are ever watchful for 
the~ure and good, and when they find one whose 
life ts superabundant, or who is trying to make 
attainments by regeneration they will approach 
one of the opposite sex and stir up their love 
towards the object of their quest, having knowl
edge, that love is the most powerful principle 
in nature. They know too that love is t.he weak 
or vulnerable part of tho nature. Wishing to 
overcome and p088688 the true one ; they stir up-
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the Jl.'Wiion of said opposite toward them, then 
when love is brought under the iniluenoo of paa
sion the way of aooess is eoonred, aad they can 
lay hold ou the eex-oature of the pare, invad
ing oven their sleep, producing dreama that cauee 
them to waste the ston!d life, an1- the pare one 
hu their mind well fortified and on the watch 
for 1111ch attacb, ao, as to cause them to fail; 
then it becomes known to them, that such per 
BOD is in BBBELLIO!f aga.ill8t all their aaoestors 
and, that their hope of re-incamation through 
them is like to slip away. 

Then they go to work unitedly to prevent 
this 1wm, we will say, (bat it is the same whether 
maa, or womaa) from making the attainment of 
Immortality. Bat such an one, if he started 
wiselyfor thoee attainments, made coven&Dtwith 
the perfect aoala who have enten!d the grand 
body of the plaaetary Anlrel, and he is then 
pruteoted by the angel from aeath. When the at
tack is beyond his ability to resist, the Angel will 
help him; but no further for he cannot reveree 
t.he law of the auperior, neither does he wish to, 
for he knows that no person is fit for immortal
ity, until they have gained auftioient power in 
themael vea to conqer all &Deb attacks upon them; 
then when they fail in &Dch directioD& they will 
call to their aid the plaaetary influence- for 
there are always thoee among them who uuder
ataad the ao-called Astral influences, aad thev, in 
that state, are more directly affected by· the 
aggregate influence of plaaeta A.lld the moon 
than while in this life, so they are ever on the 
watch to prevent snch as would rise into immor
tality. And if anch can be persuaded by those 
who profe&& to understaad the laws governing 
these things, to change their conl'!le, theae aoala 
will impel such, 110metimea in the moet unD&Ual 
manner, to come and nee their perBDMive in
tluenoe to change them and tum them back into 
the generative life, IUld where this does not &Uc
·ceed they will influence friends and relatives to 
rille up against them in the m011t unexpected . 
way. 

So one who undertakefl to Jl8ll8 from this state 
into the immortal one, will be left alone to breast 
all the trial& that can be thrown upon them by 
friend and foe. Then there are the lower ele
ment& out of which all the varied qualities of 
aub&taace in the material world is derived, aome 
of which are very powerful (for all chemical 

.qualities are the elements of the Primal Thought) 
these are by natural affinity allied to thefhyai
cal body, it having been composed oot o such 
elements, and necellllarily supported by them. 
So when one begins t.o be perfectly chaste in 
t.heir habits, all these begin to be very vividly 
felt in all the functions of the bodv, and that 
.affects the mind; and, were it not for thoee 
antagonistic 110uls laying hold on these elemen
tals, and bringing them into a kind of individual 
COIL'ICiousness, throu~rh their being made par
tAkers of tho wast..<) life of men and women, 

·c.aDIIing them to serve their will, these elements 
would be a great source of power. And if one 
who is thus Rtruggling for immortality keeps 
firm and unmoved, they will always obey the 
strungeat will ; ao that by firmn6118 the>10 elements 
,.-ill, notwithstanding they have been brought to 
tht~m by the evil design of their advei'SIIories, be
·oome their servants, and aid them in conquering 

their advenariea,if they are in the slightest degree 
fearful of them, even if they appear to tht•m in 
the moet hideous form, then they will unite with 
their adversaries to tonnent them. There are 
many now in iD&ane aayluma throngh this infln
ence. 

But the Solar tna8ter will not allow theee to 
try them beyond what they are able to bear; i. e,. 
if they do all they can; ao that, notwithstandiug 
there are ao many apparent dangers, really there 
are none if the pel'BOD moves forward, disretrarding 
everythiDg but their own dutiea. When t.he indi
vidual hu conquen!d all theee he knows them, aud 
their experience is his. Therefore he hu 
knowledge, and becomes one with the parent
angel ; and becauee of this struggle be throwt1 
off all the lower conditioD& of body aad mind, 
which are taken nf by the lower elements; aod 
they spring np, revttalized by the pnre life from 
the &un ray, in vegetation; &lid as vegetation 
dies, the life takes form in animate creatures, 
and begiDB to feed on the similar kinds of vege
table ; and as theee develope, the earnivoroDA 
animals come up from the waters and feed on 
these ineeets, until peater. animals appear, 
through constaat amalgamation of qualities of 
food. There being two e~ of animal exist
ence, -one from the vegetable and the other 
frem the waters, -there is eonstaat warfare in 
all nature, the higher snbeisting on the lower. 
and that condition is made to serve a double pur
pose ; one, through struggle for self-protection the 
strength and power of Mimal life is developed. 
and tlie other is, the earth and all on it is protected 
from being oveiTUJl and destroyed by one kind 
of creature. All these are made dependent on 
their own line of food for their &Dbaistence ; there
fore, they are kept ciili,[ently at work. The 
little bird hops from limb to limb of the a-. 
to gather up the worma and iD&eCts that woold 
injure the tree. Another clasa is diligently in
specting the bark, to take otr all injurious 
insects; others are provided by habit and need. 
with long, hard beaks, 80 when a tree dies, and 
the life of it takes form as grubs, they bore holes 
in the decaying &Db&tanee and incorporate its life 
in their own:body, make eggs out of that life, and 
hatch out young birds. Other birds and beasts 
catch them aad appropriate their &Ub&tanee into 
higher forma ; 110 that all the lower order of 
creatures are the m011t diligent 110rvants of the 
will of the one Father-Mother through which the 
descending lifo is all gat.hered op and started on 
the round of experimental unfoldment. and all 
evil is made to serve its use, and thereby it is 
good. TntF.NU!I. 

Acc..pting the above as a probable fnet in ita 
eaaential particulars, aome may say: ·• Well, if 
that is the law of the superior world. we should 
not struggle against it." We should, however. 
bear in mind that, being the law of A lower oon
dition, is sufficient reason whyweshould struggle 
against it. Had we nothing to overcome, we 
should have less incentive for effort and no 
power of extending onr dominion over the lower 
forces of nature. We come with a higher eon
aciousne&~~ as we conquer the!IO adversaries of 
progr&M and immortality, which are the in
volved forces, or deaoending currents of involu
tion ..Uern!d to in "The Seven Creative Prind
plea." 
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WHAT IS AURA? 

BY A. F. MELCHER. 

A TERM much used in the occult same, which makes it intelligent in 
ranks, but perhaps without meaning nature, - spirit being therefore intel-
to the casual observer outside of the ligent if not exactly intelligence. 
same. Not that it is used as an idiom Electricity, although not sensuous in 
pe<;:uliar to theosophic thought, but itself, becomes so, the moment it comes 
1t has a great significance and ex- in contact with intelligence, or life as 
presses a great deal not otherwise ac- it exists in the cause, and which every 
counted for. Magnetism, a term cred- living entity or independent life-con-
ited as the cause of all psychic phe- dition possesses according. to its degr~ _ 
nomena by the outside _wqrld, C<!me!l of ull.ft1dmeot as an immortal exist-~ ·-· 1 

next in importance ~ause ft. is· cor-· cuce,- its extremely active condi-
relative with A:;;?-theiatter being tion conducing this, as proven by its 
an emanatio11 from' magnetism and touch, or its flow from an electric bat-
thus part.ukes of its -nature, but has a tery, being death-dealing according 
ma!;ati;..l basis. and therefore not as to the nature of the individual,- the 
.f-'tlre as unalloyed magnetism. Mag- grossest or most unspiritual ( undevel-

. J netism in its purest state is entirely oped in Soul Nature) being able to 
· · freed from matter, and an evolution of stand the greatest quantity before be

electricity,- a refined condition of coming inanimate, and which is super
the same. Electricity in its original induced by the displacement of the 
state might be regarded as magnet- magnetic vitality necessary for phys
ism in its grossest or primitive form, ical life, by the surplus charge of 
and in conjunction with intelligence electricity in its gross or material 
or life, as to cause,. becomes so-called state. Small quantities, at interval,.,, 
spirit,- its coalition with life or in- are often healthful to those who re
telligence freeing it from its gross or quire material stimulation, but not for 
material nature in accordance to its spiritually developed persons, or those 
combination with the same, and be- who are highly sensitive. Such want 
comes sensuous or conscious as life or it diluted with magnetism, and when 
intelligence is infused into it. Now, extremely delicate should only use the 
electricity does not become magnet- purest, as it emanates from a highly 
ism, until a coalition with intelligence unfolded person. 
has been effectuated, and this does Now, it is this form of magnetism 
not become spirit until a surplus of which constitutes the so-called Aura, 
intelligence has been infused into the which emanates from a person ; what-
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ever is touched or handled to any 
extent, partakes of his or her magnet
ism, and in contact with the matter 
touched forms the Aura-the subject 
handled lending it the material basis 
to contain the human magnetism, 
which remains attached to the ob
ject until displaced by a more power
ful magnetism or Aura-the same 
holding its own, or remaining posi
tive, to all inferior or less potent 
forms of magnetism ; as every condi
tion of the same is charged with intel
ligence or life according to the spirit
ual or positive unfoldment of the 
individual from whom it emanated. 
Thus the possibility of psychometriz
ing certain objects centuries old -
the last Aura having never been dis
placed by a superior or more positive 
form. 

Such is the significance and mean
ing of Aura, and through which the 
sensitive psychometrist is enabled to 
read the individual's character
every letter sent off, containing it, and 
despite the flattering words of its 
page!\, tM hidden deception is ho 
traved to the sensitive or one who is 
cognizant ot such Aural influences, and 
which are experienced according to 
the nature of the Aura- every trait 
of character or the impetus under 
which the letter was written having 
a specific effect on the reader. 

Becoming puzzled while reading 
betrays a lustful or intemperate indi
vidual; becoming excited or mentally 
perturbed, an impudent or imperti
nent somebody, or that the demand 
contained therein is of this character; 
and feeling oppressed or inwardly 
agitatecl that the one in question is 
selfish or dishonest, and should be 
avoided or guarded against. Thus 
an object handled may be delineated 
in like manner, and thereby psychome
trize the character of the last owner, 
or the one whose Aura has the most 
tenacious hold on the same. Dwell
inJ?-houses, churches, and other public 
edifices may be thus characterized, 

-......, _ 

and the various apartments psychome
trized blindfolded, by being led 
through them, -in this manner cog
nizing their general use. Churches par
ticularly have a very definite Aura. and 
more or less soothing, according to the 
spirituality of the congregation. Such 
Aura is beneficial to the sick, and 
may be utilized to allay pain or suf
fering. But when resorted to for 
this purpose, particular attention 
should be paid to the mental effect 
produced in connection with its gen
eral influence. If disturbing, the 
congregation is worldly inclined, which 
may offset the good effects otherwise 
experienced. This is particularly 
detrimental where pain exists, and 
another church Aura should be sought 
after. When a calm influence is felt, 
the suffering one may remain until 
relief is experienced. A simple pass
ing by is often sufficient for this 
effect, as we positively know by expe
rience. Some church Auras have a 
very soothing effect on the exterior, 
and cause one to feel a if beinO' 
envelop l · . 1agnetic or spiritual 
atmosphere. Sue · nfluence is bene
ficial to physical di: 
panied by pain. But: the latter 
exists, a more penetrating ir. 
necessary, and which ma .; 
cognized by individual experimev.t 
Once localized, the same may be im
partecl to other sufferers. It must be 
sought out experimentally in thi 
way, because every congregation un
foltls an Aura in connection with its 
chnrch, according to individual degree 
of harmony, and general unfoldment 
in soul-qualification,- a. highly intel
lectual congregation furnishing the 
most potent Aura for the last-named 
effect, namely, the allaying of pain ; 
for intellectual force is very penetrat
ing, even if cold in comparison to 
the soothing Aura., which is rather an 
effect of love than of intellectuality. 
But where the combination of the 
two can be found, the same may be 
utilized for both purpoBes,- although 
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this is a rare fact in the present age. in it which will a.id him in his ttaily 
However, it will be seen, that this affairs, even if it is but to guard 

little word has a great scientific basis against the little diplomacies of so
and points to an interesting future, ciety, the policies of the day, the 
and those who are in the least sensi- compliments of the season etc. ; and 
tive to Aural influences, may begin an understanding the motive-power which 
interesting field of investigation from underlie them by their accompanying 
the above hints. A little practice in the influences, gives one an advantage 
same will lead to other discoveries, and not otherwise obtainable on the spur 
every individual will find something of the moment. 

MENTAL ILLUMINATION, AND CULTIVATION OF SOUL. 
A. CLASS LECTURE--BY DR. J. C. STREET. 

(Author of "The Bidden Way Aero. the Threshold."] 

Tms is a subject which I know tone, the corresponding note in the 
you are all interested in,- healing other at once vibrates in unison. It 
by faith, or "prayer cure." I shall frequently occurs in cold weather, 
endeavor to-night to impart to you where students sing some melodious 
what I hope to be the best lecture of chord in or near large buildings, or 
the course,- healing by the power of the whistling of a locomotive,- even 
your own mentality. I want to call the barking of a house-dog will pro
your attention to the first thought in duce certain harmonious vibrations, 
this healing process, and that is, each causing, at times, strong physical 
individual must strive to find the effects, which are simply tangible 
dominant soul-force, or fundamental octaves of vibration quite in accord
note of their being,- it being a well- ance with the Divine Harmonies of 
known truth that there is a dominant Nature. Each and every one has, 
note in everything in Nature, which slumbering, a fundamental note, a 
is known as the Divine Harmonies. dominant tone in his being ; and the 

You who have studied music know first step is to endeavor to find this 
there is a certain dominant tone in dominant ; for upon it is hinged 
an instrument. Although you may the whole idea of mental illumina.
have several pianos tuned up to a tion, even the prevalence of being. 
certain pitch, there is a dominant It is a pressure either downward or 
tone peculiar to each instrument. and upward, and it is within your com
this is always found in the middle mand to make it go one way or the 
register which is, apparently, an im- other. The pressure of the dominant 
mutable law ; the dominant tone in entity is within. It is the hope of 
man being found to exist within the the world, the Fundamental Note 
mid(Uc octave of his being, not within of Nature's Divine Harmonies, the 
the high pitch of ecstasy, nor the Spiritual Regeneration, the Sublime 
lower power of will vibration. Ideal of all the philosophies that have 

Thus within man's passive, silent, survived the touch of time. 
and serene composure there is found Think of yourself as having at 
a concentr:l.tetl strength of marvellous your command an adequate microcos
potentiality. It is quite generally mic sun of energy and light,-an octave 
known that two instruments tuned to of vibration in the centre of being that 
the same key, and placed sufficiently is fed by the Divine currents of the 
near each other, are in such harmony Harmony and Will of the Universe. 
that when one is caused to vibrate & Do you strive to tune your chords of 
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will upwards and away from self, 
above this narrow world of sense, or 
do you permit it to vibrate and grow 
in sensualizing pride, in making show, 
and money-getting ? " .A stream can
not rise highet' than its source/" 
The aura, or tone, around each human 
body is formed by the reflex-action of 
events and desires of the individual. 
Have not all the best gifts to man
kind been prostituted to the attain
ment of material wealth, power, 
grandeur, glory, and fame? Yes, 
man's better nature has been bent 
and warped to the creation and per
petuation of monstrous distinctiOns 
of power among men. It is quite 
true that all that we truly are is the 
result of what we have thought,- that 
as we sow, so shall we reap. Divine 
Harmony is universa.J., and the illumi
nation and regeneration of every soul 
must be by pet'sonal works, a more 
un,iyersal Love and unselfish devotion. 

The human soul needs a higher 
application of Will and Love to gain 
its growth and salient power; no mat
ter how lofty one's own ideal of him
self and his powers may be, there will 
he need of self-abnegation. 

I might digress right here for a 
moment, and say that many of you 
feel that you have a certain occult 
knowledge. The very idea of show
ing it lowers your power. If you are 
going to find your dominant func
tion, it must be done by the will, 
either on the higher or lower plane. 
The world, generally, seeks out of 

, mere curiosity or amusement, and 
individuals greatly lower, and some
times destroy, their element of har
mony and power, by trying to make 
mere display or gain out of it. I 
might state that it is utterly impossi
ble for all individuals to have the 
same dominant. Now there are gifts 
which belong to you which do not 
belong to me. Every individual has 
his own dominant note. Learn your 
dominant principle, that which your 
roul can get hold of, and it is the 

first step towards mental illumination. 
You must remember that man's inte
rior or natural law, is contained in 
God's exterior or magical law. 

I endeavored, in my last lecture, to 
have you fully understand the differ
ence between Psycholo~, Mesmerism, 
and Magnetism, the trmity of natural 
law or force, while Spirit is the great 
absolute, or magical law over all,. 
Please retain these illustrations and 
thoughts before you to-night. Re
member, like attracts like. Let the 
higher unfoldment of his or her own 
Spiritual nature be the aspiration of 
each and every member of this class 
in approaching the sacred shrine of 
Nature's Divine Harmonies. 

What octaves of vibration do you 
radiate ? Where is found your domi
nant note? And is it for the uni
versal good? Not by any peculation of 
the intellect can we solve the problem 
of the Infinite and Finite, -of 
Spirit, and of Matter. But, by un
selfish good deeds, we may hope that 
the Light of Mental lllumination 
will come by reflex-action. 

There is a sublime Harmonious 
.Arcana lying ltidden, stored up in 
the world,- a divine Spiritual power 
and sense, that must be reached 
through the Harmonies of spiritual 
discernment. It is Spiritual harmonies 
of force and action, mind and life, -
universal, infinite and abiding, that 
must be cognized. When will you 
all be found members of Nature's 
Divine Orchestra, and drink of this 
fountain of Eternal Life ? 

In reaching for your dominant note, 
it is found within your being, and 
these octaves of higher vibration tmite 
with your natural powers of will-force. 
Then you are really radiating atmos
pheres in accordance with the law of 
of the Absolute,- the Primal Splen
dor of God's being,-the so.called 
magical law. · 

I want you to remember that all 
the powers that you are going to 
attain through mental illumination 
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are acts of your will. You may 
think that is strange ; but it is really 
in accordance with the power and 
law of will. If you unll anything 
that is unselfish, when in perfect 
concord with the Divine Harmonies, 
it will be accomplished. It is on the 
same principle as music. You must 
reach and unite with the magical law 
of harmony, when melody is produced. 
To unite with the Absolute Harmony 
is to be one with the Divine magical 
law. That is virtually the secret of 
healing by faith. You must remem
ber that soul, without mind, can say or 
do nothing. This is Rosicrucian ; 
that is, to keep your mentality on this 
dominant . that produces mental illu
mination. It is uniting your domi
nant vibration with the great natural 
law that produces healing. It ~ro
duces not alone mental illuminatwn, 
but is the open portal to regeneration. 

The moment you have a higher 
Spiritual thought beyond the mere 
five senses or bare sensations of physi
cal life, that moment the s11perior man 
becomes manifest. Spiritual growth 
is the only regeneration, and this is 
fed from the unseen fountains of 
Primal Splendor, the Divine Harmo
nies, when the human soul becomes 
illuminated within. This was the 
shining light of Pythagoras, being 
that ideal of 1cill which alone can 
raise man from the outer senses to the 
true fountain of all knowledge, lifting 
him above the narrow limits of hu.-
man realism to the heights of Infin
ite knowledge and truth, making him 
one with God. My getting this thor
oughly impressed upon your mind is 
very essential. Then strive for three 
things : right thought, right speech, 
and right action. These simple rules 
control all the higher vibrations of 
mental illumination. They come from 
the very nature of God. not from the 
lower power. This is the true Esoteric 
formula. I tell you that you can really 
reach above the harmony in Nature 
by making harmony your servant ; 

you can thus draw the magical 
Arcana that is above and about each 
of you ; then you can command. 
There is no occultist who can fully 
fathom the power of the human will. 
The difficulty in teaching students is, 
that they cannot easily realize a 
higher nature ; that animal part 
that has been so Ion~ their objective, 
is predominant. Thts is the first dif
ficulty to overcome in mental illumi
nation. Thus it is necessary to know 
your dominant,- that key-note which 
is in your nature, and unite it with 
the great Magical Nature. 

I will now give you a little Rosi
crucian. " It is very difficult to teach 
men or women who have lived in the 
world of generation that it is not 
the creation of spirit. Generation is 
of the flesh; and the mind must pass 
away from that, to reach regenera
tion. Involution is far more important 
than Evolution. The first is all life, 
and Spiritual ; the latter is purely 
physical. The change called death is 
but an occultation. Any individual 
who has reached his domina.Dt, can 
bide his time when he wishes to 
de art." 

lt has been quite well known that 
the Rosicrucian is thoroughly gifted 
with vibration: and can command 
his departure from the earth. This 
dominion within your nature, accord
ing to the Buddhists' claim, cannot be 
held unless you retain the animal 
body; then you can hold it. There
fore, reincarnation is a necessity to 
ripen the human soul. Esoteric 
Buddhism leaves an astounding gap 
in the universality of Nature and of 
God ; but that which is to be most 
deplored is that it attempts to make 
illumination and soul wisdom depend
ent on the emancipation of each 
human soul from the physical body ; 
whereas that should be retained until 
fully ripened. 

Paul says that " We shall not all 
sleep." If you do not reach your 
dominant you will fall asleep. 
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While the Buddhists claim that, if 
you do not emancipate your soul here, 
you are lost. The Buddhists claim 
that we are not all saved. The Con
gregationalist.'i claim that there is no 
redemption after death. The Eso
teric Buddhists claim that if you db 
not start here you go backwards. In 
reply to our -'Buddhist friends we 
would say, that if you attempt to 
anticipate nature, or really to drive 
nature into an excess of ripening, 
that you are throwing your energies 
against the high heaven. Is all our 
earthly existence an evil ? Did the 
creator of human life make a huge 
blunder ? Is the fairest flower of 
Spirit in its demonstration through 
matter a wail of sadness and a mis
take? Not in the least, we answer. 

Man is created only a little lower 
than the Angels. You must remem
ber that the pendulum of man's li~e 
beats between inspiration and expira-
tion, between regeneration and disso
lution. It is a question in reaching, 
your dominant vibration, whether to 
waft it upwards or waft it down
wards. It is the first step towards 
cultivation of Soul Force. 

Generation is not a creation of new 
life, but a production of " things of 
Truth and Sense." I here give tht- orig
inal Rosicrucian text: "It is that 
which is in thee when grown to a full 
harmony, that seeth and heareth the 
word of Divine Truth through the 
Light in thy being. Here the Great 
Mind, the Father, God, differs not one 
from the other, and the union of these 
is Life. This is the key-note of the 
Divine Magical Law of understanding 
and knowledge. Man's interior nat
ural law is contained in God's exterior 
magical law; it is here impossibility 
alone makes possibility possible. Free 
Will of Soul differs from necessity of 
Will, or action. Free Will with the 
Primal Splendor Flame of Truth, is 
necessity upwards ; while necessity in 
darkness united with lower atmos
phere, is Free Will downwards." 

To remove unrest, and war within 
and without, is the first step necessary. 
Then focalizing the Will to obey your 
true command in both positive and 
negative vibration, as we have impar
ted and directed in our former lectures, 
and this must be fully mastered ; then 
to find your fundamental Note or dom
inant vibration is but to focalize the 
mentability of your being on the cen
tral point of the forehead, silently and 
slowly, with patienca wafting your 
thoughts and mind upward, when yon 
can make no mistake as to the mo
ment of contact and union with the 
Divine Harmonies. Here on this 
line is formed by simple will, the 
light to heal at any distance, to com
mand for the universal good; and it is 
done. Here man beholds the connect
ing link between dust and Deity. 

In employing thought, the key-note 
is from within. Man gets something 
out of the atmosphere which strength
ens the centre, or, in other words, cre
ates consciousness. But he gets noth
ing, outside of himself, unless he 
attracts it through his love-principle, 
which exists within. Mental illumi
nation or healing of one's self or others, 
must be in and by the love prin
(!iple which attracts and also creates. 
Unfortunately I lack words to express 
fully the thought of this dominant 
principle within each individual. I 
can in our present language only refer 
it to the dominant note in a musical 
instrument. Now friends you have 
all got a dominant. Can I prevail 
upon you to find it? This is the ques
tion. This dominant flame which is 
in every individual is the soul of the 
world, the Spirit flame being a part 
of the first formed glory or Primal 
Splendor of which all human Souls 
are parts. It is the dominant flame 
in everything that has life. 

If you were to enter upon the psy
chic drill, and had focalized until you 
could count the vibrations, until you 
could throw your mentality over the 
other parts of your being,certain adepts 
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would state in these words, •• the hour 
of your generation is at hand. You 
cannotretrogra.de.'' You have tasted 
of what is known to them as the •• vio
let cup." Yon are now really a new 
creature. Yon have reached the fire.. 
flame in your being which has been lit 
by the Magical without. Right here 
is the whole key-note of your being 
and regeneration. 

Wearing the mantle of petulance, 
anger, and intolerance, is the most dan
gerous of all the lower animal impul
ses, being terrible monarchs of habit 
and unripeness ; it is a flame in the 
blood ; harmony cannot unite with it. 
It is best not to demean and belittle 
yourself, but to permit a warm glow 
of light to pass from yourself to your 
fellow beings. 

If you can get the " voice " and feel 
the harmony, you have the whole secret 
of mental illumination. Whenever 
you reach this harmony it will obey 
your will better than a child. It re
quires a pure life, a complacent and 
harmonious demeanor. 

You are planted here in matter, and 
after being planted, there is a freedom 
of will given to you to clothe these 
entities as you see best. In creating 
an atmosphere around these human 
Souls or Deific babes is that liberty 
which you have. It is entirely within 
yourself. Man creates his own heaven 
or his own hell,according to his aspir
ations or thoughts. 

The hour of regeneration having 
reached the student, or having found 
his dominant, which he alone can do, 
he must broaden and speak only in 
others. He must look for the good in 
everything ; not the evil. In endeav
oring to look for the good, he will 
warm his heart. Everything that ex
ists in any man is tinged with the 
mannerisms or habits of his soul. 
You are tinged with it all around you, 
within and without, and if the ambi
tions and impulses of your being have 
patterned after modern civilization, 
yon must turn about, throw this all 

away, endeavor to lift up the Soul to 
an independence over the physical 
body ; then yon will know your mor
row rising, a Soul regenerate out of 
the objective world of Sense. Every 
man's morrow has not yet come to 
him ; many fall asleep in darkness, 
but in the fulness of time reach their 
morrow. If yon ripen a regenerate 
power of Soul-illumination during 
this life, you will know your mor
row here during this life. When man
kind findeth this, then life will defy 
death ; man then can command his 
going out or his morrow, to rise into 
the Spiritual, or subjective world. 
Through his own Will he can liber
ate his Deific Life-Spark from its 
temporary perishable in vestment, but 
this is a difficult thing to attain. 

It is under the command and 
power of the will to become mentally 
illuminated. To be made perfect is 
to receive the b1eath of the angels. 
This was to the Rosicrucians known 
as regeneration; to the Egyptians it 
was known as tha holy flame, Zeus. 
To be said to die is simply to leave 
the clay so that we can rise. When 
the lif&apark is liberated it goes on 
its journey. I do not know ~hether 
you are aware that according to the 
Bible a man, by his will, lived from 
three hundred to a thousand years. 
He lost his dominant when his con
sciousness grew into flesh. The 
Rosicrucians claimed the same. The 
first thing is to find that dominant 
in your nature which is your heritage. 
There is a claim among the Rosicru
cians that we have a •• moral." It is 
that which makes •• the impossible pos
sible; " it is that which is involution 
rather than evolution. 

You must remember that the power 
which isolates into individuality is 
much greater than that which is iso
lated. If you can hold yourself from 
the decay of matter, it is that 
which has been attained by few, but it 
is attainable. Power is only escaped 
and renewed rest; thus, here,impossi-
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bility alone makes possiblity possi- istence : these higher occult thoughts 
ble. A contention is now being have never been given to classes or 
carried on bv the oldest cult minds of numbers of individuals at once, they 
the East, as ·to what mode will be the have always been imparted to the 
best to impart the difference between student when alone and secluded 
generation and regeneration, to the from the world, after years of spir
seeking world of humanity which is itual understanding and development., 
now calling for light, more light. It then given by his patient instructor, 
is really to control this body by your provided his mentality and thou[.ht 
will. This might be said to be the first has not been able to catch these vi
step towards regeneration, - the vine Truths, unless orally expressed, 
second must be through mental illu- then onlyaretheythusgiven. "Why'?'' 
mination, and your higher loves. you inquire. Friends, the~ is an im
From my knowledge of things, I can mutable law, that man in his animal 
see no other pathway which is safe. objective sense will not or does not 

Frequently, in a student's reaching comprehend. It is this: " The Tnte 
the dominant note, there will be some end of a process cannot be identified 
pet human theory or pet idea, brought with the process." 
about by culture of the intellect,- There will be a time when some of 
which is quite superficial in spiritual . you will reach these thoughts, and 
things, that is apt to close the door- fully understand them. I have not 
way of mental illumination and the permission, and I am not gifted 
block his farther progress. Remem- to impart them to you, as a whole 
her, friends, it has been written in class, so understandingly, but that 
many tongues, through long ages, it would be dangerous to some. To 
that the ways of the Spirit have been take up your time by clothing them 
taken from the wise and superficialll with mysticism, is not the office of 
learned, and been given "to babes; ' any instructor. 
those who are willing to come down I have looked over some instruc-
and be as children. tions imparted to me, some time 

Take heed therefore that the light since, in other lands, to revive and 
in you is not darkness. If it is compress my thoughts and friendly 
for pra.ise and worldly affairs, it is impulses on these hidden subjects, 
darkness. I know it is very hard and possibly your instructor, after a 
for us Americans to forget self. If time, will be permitted to give you 
you hear a. preacher speaking ill of their fuller import ; for this is the 
another, he reflects his own interior secret which giveth death to unregen
soul, so with all other individuals. erated man; therefore I am not able 
Well here is a little cult ; I do not to frame them in my mind when in 
come before you to speak in the usual the presence of an audience ; or 
oocult ways of theosophical speakers. rather, the instruction given me from 
The text of the cult reads, " Until wiser heads than mine runs thus : 
thou hast eaten of the bread of " Close thy mouth, lest thou shouldst 
fire, thou shalt not be touched by speak of this (the Great Mystery); 
the spirit and lifted up." This with- close thy heart, lest thou shouldst 
out explanation is about as clear as think aloud ; and if thy thought or 
mud, and I am forced to reply in heart has escaped thee, bring them 
similar manner to the question on the back to their silent places in our holy 
subject in reference to Ezekiel's sanctuary, for such is the object of 
Wheel, and regeneration as repre- our alliance." 
sented by the man and the virgin I want to speak a little on this 
rising out of the waters of objective ex- regeneration, the flame of fire which 
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comes to the soul. It taketh away only through your higher impulses 
thy selfish animal life. Thou art that this great universal soul can 
touched by the spirit and lifted up. unite with you. 
It is the difference between genera- Ask gently and lovingly. The 
tion and regeneration. secret is to ask in love and silence. 

Where you hear a noise of a bab- This is the pathway to truth. I have 
bling multitude, you can only shake told you before, in my lessons, that 
your head and pass by. It would be every individual who strives to con· 
as impossible for noisy people to tinue these molecular vibrations, will 
radiate and to heal by the spirit as succeed. Now, it is a higher princi
for them to fly. Silence is spirit; ple of this molecular vibration that 
noise is pain I 1s to create round about yourself an 

It is quite unfortunate that some unselfish atmosphere of vibration, for 
instructors in Metaphysics, Theoso- the universal good of all things. 
phy, and Spiritual development, make Every magical effort stands in need 
claim to be the chosen ones, as alone of the higher octaves of vibration, 
holding the key to the Spirit world. througll. either the atmosphere of Love 
Remember, friends, the ways of the or of Wisdom, or else a unitation of 
Spirit are open to every man. Neither these two impulses in their higher 
God, Angels, or Spirit gives to any • sense, and always keep before your 
man or woman a monopoly, although mind, except you get in the right re
many of our friends feel so. To lation of kindred feeling towards your 
become illuminated and enlightened, fellow man, you cannot reach the Pri
you must forget self and all men's mal Splendors of Natures Divine Har
opposition. In your focalization de- monies. It is one of the most lament
sire earnestly for Divine wisdom and able and unfortunate things of this 
love, and it will come to you. Every- civilized age, that in place of a warm 
thing will come to a man who in loving-kindness to man, which, as are
silence and patience can wait. When ligious duty and Divine Truth, 1:1hould 
I told you that " everything comes to lie at the foundation of all intercourse 
a man that in silence can wait," Itold with our fellow-man, mistrust has . be
you the truth. come the first condition of judgement 

Most men have inequalities of chac- in the world at large-
acter which produce discord within "I will pour out my Spirit upon 
themselves. They thus deprive their you," reads the Word. It is almost 
interior and exterior of that harmony tmpossible to instruct a class and talk 
which the dominant chord of nature of the difference between generation 
would bring. and regeneration unto them. That is 

Friends, begin at home and strive the whole difficulty, and it must be 
to understand yourselves. Permit brought about that there are certain 
me to endeavor to-night to introduce periods or seasons in every man ~r 
you to yourself. Make study of your woman's life when nature shows them 
impulses and desires. Matter trans- that generation is one of God's laws. 
mits force, but does not originate But there is a time in these lives when 
force. It is, for a time, the recepta- regeneration be~ns and is given to 
cle of power, but not the power of mankind for his ripening of Soul 
itself. Remember, .All Pure Force and mental illumination. "Behold 
is inmsible. He who can attune his the hour of your regeneration is at 
fundamental note with the Divine hand " reads the cult. 
Harmonies has the light to under- Impress upon your minds that all 
stand Spirit, and the power to com- love and human affection comes from 
mand the powers invisible. It is the celestial, where, in its purity, all 
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power resides. Love, Wisdom, and 
Truth, in its purity, is a perfect chord 
through the octaves of the bi-sexual 
forces, and is the highest and most 
potential emotion the soul can feel. 
It is the most lofty vibration of power 
of Will, that exalts man into his 
Angelhood. It is the most nourish
ing health-power and life-giving re
enforcement that man can eall. If 
man only knew these powers, and 
how to live, he need not die until the 
fulness of his time had come ; when 
he miglLt deJ!art by his own Will. 
Please keep m your memory that in 
this new life of soul-ripening the self
same power that feeds the Angels in 
heaven will feed you here. The same 
power and understandin~ which cures 
your diseases there Will replenish, 
save, and heal you here. It is yours, 
if you will but grow to it and desire 
it, and is to be found only among 

Nature's Divine Harmonies; and this 
Primal Splendor of Angelic power 
is one of God's heritages, given to 
His children. 

In silence and patience bide your 
time. Silent patience, in its higher 
sense, when united by Will, is not 
passive, but, on the contrary, is quite 
active, and is concentrated strength. 
Such silent action is Spirit in motion ; 
and Spirit in motion 18 the one Uni
versal Life. 

Again I must repeat, "Everything 
comes to the man who in silence can 
wait;" and "Patience is willing to 
wait." 
" Father of all that is heard or hears, 
Father of all that is seen or 8008, 

Father of all that is or ahall arise, 
.Father of this immeasurable IIUI8II of worlds, 
Wh~ home is in the firmament of stars. 
Thou limitl- renewing life of nature, 
From out wh~ loving heart's lunuioua growth 

springs man, 
HNr Thou my cal1." 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NEW SERIES.-NUMBER TWO. 

THERE are many in this day and pie who were thoroughly imbued with 
age who are like those in the time of the teachings, but sooner or later 
early Christianity, of whom Paul, in something would happen and they 
his letter to Timothy (chap. iii. 7th would change their mind's concerning 
verse), says : "Ever learning, and said teacher; then at once they would 
never able to come to the knowl- say "that they had been deceived and 
edge of the truth." misled," and would become embit. 

The habit of our people is to read tered not only against the teacher, 
books, take lessons from teachers, but the teachings, and the truths that 
and spend their time and money in had been taught would be accounted 
finding out what some one else knows; errors. 
but are never able to know anything This is a proof that such persons 
themselves. You should remember had no knowledge of the truth in 
that such is not knowledge to you ; themselves, for if we know a thing to 
no man can give you knowledge; that be true, no one can take that from us, 
can only be obtained through experi- and no matter how bad the instru
ence, and that experience must be ment through which that knowledge 
your own. came, we would say, "'I know it is 

We have seen many bright minds true notwithstanding all that." All 
who began to teach the people great knowledge is experience ; then no 
and good truth, and who would obtain man can do more than give the re
a following from an intellectual peo- suits of his experience. But would 
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that be knowledge to you? No I 
Then if we cannot impart knowledge 
what is the use of writing and talking 
the things we know 't To suggest 
thought that, if acted on in the way of 
experiment, will greatly facilitate 
experimental knowledge. 

As an illustration of this fact we 
will take for an example, a person 
who has studied and thoroughly 
learned book-keeping at college. A 
business firm employs that man, he 
immediately finds that he really does 
not know how to keep books. He 
must learn it experimentally, ere he 
knows it ; so, with everything; one 
who knows all abOut a thing can 
do no more than impart the theory. 

There are many who are in search 
of Occult knowledge, thel are read
ing books of every descnption, and 
some are applying the methods of 
drill to develope Psychical powers by 
a pnrely intellectual process. Some 
injure their health, others draw 
aronnd them " Elementaries " (souls 
of men and women of low, sensual 
order), others the " Elementals " 
(the basic forces of nature.) In either 
ca.~ it results disastrously, in that it 
always leads to evil doing; here many 
will be mystified as to how to obtain 
knowledge and experience. I will 
therefore state the conditions neces
sary to True attainment in a few 
words, the same being a summary of 
the previous instructions. 

First, there must be a love of pure 
and exalted Spirituality, an earnest 
desire to become pure and exalted 
above the ordinary physical existence ; 
there must be at least, an ideal of a 
Spiritual State of the purest and 
most exalted nature, to which you 
aspire. Second, there must be a will
ingneSs to sacrifice - any or all 
things of the ordinary sphere of life, if 
necessary,to attain such a state. 

That ideal then forms a base for 
action, it being the chief desire. 
Then, all that we read or hear is gov
erned by it.'l usefulness to aid us in 

that attainment. When one is actu
ated by Love for some definite ulti
mate, then there will be no undue 
respect to persons ; for the only thing 
you will then be looking for and de
siring will be such knowledge as will 
aid you in that pursuit. If it is 
truly a pure aspiration of the higher 
Spiritual Self, then almost uncon· 
sciously every breath will be charac
terized by the soul's yearning and 
prayer, " Oh, for wisdom I Oh, for 
wisdom, that I may know the truth I 
Keep this ever active within you until 
it becomes the soul's constant desire; 
then, when you read books, do it as 
the miser performs his labor ; he 
always has the Dollar uppermost in 
mind, and anjthing that does not 
bring it, he has no interest in. So 
should you read, and when you find 
the pure gold for which you ever 
labor, you immediately appropriate it 
to your own interior consciousness ; 
for as soon as your mind takes the 
above attitude you will begin to rec
ognize that within your self resides 
"the Spirit of truth," that is able to 
judge all things. Much time should 
be spent in contemplation, or, in other 
words, silent musings upon subjects 
relative to the object you wish to 
attain. It is well to have such lite~ 
ture at hand as you feel attracted 
to from an inner consciousness of its 
uses, and only when you feel free to 
do so, read, and ponder word by 
word. Sometimes to read a single 
sentence, and close the book and 
think it over, will prove most profita
ble ; be led as far as reason will ad
mit, - in view of the object in mind, 
by these inner impulses, in all such 
matters. 

The questions, "What am I here 
for?" "What is the object of the 
creation of the world?" are also sub
jects that we should meditate on a 
great deal, and perhaps, after a time, 
you may come to the same conclusion 
that the writer, with many of the 
ancients, has come to, namely, to 
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make an individualized · Man that 
will possess all the attributes iu 
common with Deity itself. But what 
are the methods necessary to the ac
complishment of this work? You 
will find suggestions for thought in 
that direction, in an article by 
"Tyrenus" in the January number of 
THE EsoTERIC (page 256.) 

Remember the maxim, "USE DE
TERMINES ALL QUALITIES, WHETHER 
GOOD OR EVIL." Then, interrogate 
everything you meet in life, ask your
self what use is this, or that? Then 
muse on it silently to see if you can 
discover its relation to cause, and it.s 
use or object in the creativeMind; 
spend much time alone, and allow your
self to float as it were in the atmos
phere of your inner mentality. There 
is perfect safety in that, if you keep 
active in the devotional faculties, and 
have determined to conquer the sex 
nature; but if you have not, then this 
course would be productive of many 
evils and subject you to many trials in 
ways of which you now have no idea. 
The " instructions " in '.l'HE EsoTERIC 
from August up to this time, should 
be kept in mind ; for what we give here 
is on the presumption that you are 
practicing what has already been 
given. 

One of the reasons for caution, re
garding constant devotion, is the phy
siological effect of it. Devotion is 
the result of an active love. Love to 
God, the Supreme, is the method of 
drawing into us the Supreme quali
ties. The ancients tell us, " God is 
Love; " also, that " God is a. consum
mingfire." Botharetrue. Now,ithas 
been observed, that the most devotional 
church-man is the one most apt to be
come a. prey to the sensual passions, 
and fall thereby. 

In order to understand the reason 
for this, it is necessary to discern the 
methods of what we should call crea.. 
tion, through the workin~ of the laws 
of involution and evolution. Love is 
the normal phenomenon of life; love is 

the magnet to draw, inspire ; and that 
which is thus drawn in, is involved in 
matter and descends at once to the 
sex function through which it organ
izes for itself a body. That body is 
the child of the organism in which it 
is formed, the spirit of God descended 
and was involved in the scnice of an 
earthly existence; but the parents are 
not physically profited thereby ;on the 
contrary, their life is l<fst from them 
and found in the offspring, and accor
dingly they muat die ; and the more 
active the love and desire, the more 
rapidly will that function act. Now 
what we must do to be profited by 
this law is, to inspire this Divine Sub
stance and turn it back into the body 
for its use, and to the brain to illumi
nate it with the pure elements drawn 
from Divinity itself. God is the ser
vant of all, and is obedient to our will, 
so far as our will is strong enough to 
control, but, if our will is not strong 
enough to turn it from the sex, then 
it will flow down through it into many 
lives below us. The prophet Jeremiah 
(chap. ii. 13th. verse) refers to this 
condition in these words. "For my 
people have committed two evils ; they 
have forsaken me, thefotm.tain of liv
ing waters, and have hewn them out 
cisSerns, broken cisterns, that can hold 
no water." Thus we must use it, or 
it will use us, and go on in its course 
until " The man that is mv fellow ; 
saith Y AHVEH of hosts" (Zechariah 
chap. xiii. 7th verse), shall arise and 
unite his will with the Supreme will 
for a higher use than the creation of 
animal bodies; thus it becomes obvi. 
ous that the one thing above all to be 
gained is Power sufficient to conquer 
the influence of the descending cur
rents of life and control them; and as 
they are " Fire," -life is fire, there
fore heat, -this is what gave rise to 
the words of Isaiah,- (the master) 
saying thus in chapter xxxiii. 14-
15. "Who among us shall dwell 
with the devourin~ fire? Who among 
us shall dwell wtth the everlasting 
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burnings? He that walketh right
eously, &c." Righteousness is in view 
of law,- sin being the transgression 
of law, so righteousness is obedience 
to it; but there are two laws, one ex
actly the antithesis of the other; I 
have referred to the descending invo
lution, the other is the ascending ev
olution, where the Spirit,having served 
its uses, and matured a Soul,- i.e. 
the experiences of a life, - struggles 
up to consciousness. 

In doing this we riRe up in rebel
lion against " the God of this world " 
and lay hold on the Infinite, (read 
third lecture of The Seven Creative 
Principles, where this thought is elab
orated.) This struggle to take con
trol of the " descending" life and 
cause it to serve the intellect and spir
itualize our consciousness was again 

symbolized in the wrestling of Jacob, 
with God or the Hebrew Elohim, 
the God of Generation -Creation; 
(Genesis x.xxii. 24-30) . When this is 
fully accomplished then we have 
" Power with God and Man " and 
have become "MASTER." But to 
obtain this ultimate we must conquer 
the three primary evils of human life, 
and adversaries to human happiness, 
viz., SELFISHNESS, HATE and PAs
SION. 

We will not carry this thought any 
further now, as we deem the above 
all that would be of present practical 
value, and much more than can be 
worked out in one month or even 
many months. 

I am your fellow servant, 

HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 
Sixth Paper. 

BY WILLIAM ·COX. 

Construct·ion : the Unilversal .Architect, the Offspring or Child of 
Law and Order. 

CoNSTRUCTION, the child of Law and 
Order, is the omnipotent architect of 
creation, and its works are manifold, 
unequalled, inimitable and various, 
comprising all things great and small 
throughout universal nature. All 
forms apparent to the physical sight, 
all conceptions of the spiritual sight, 
all shaping and changing of matter; 
all births and growth, all branching, 
budding, blossoming, fruiting, and rip
ening qf seeds, whether sown in the 
material earth or in the soil of the 
mind, are the works of Construction. 
Construction is the agent and formu
lator of all things, and whatever is, 
or is to be, depends for its existence 
upnn Construction. 

Construction is the creator of the 
beautiful, the wonderful, the awful, 
and its autograph is upon everything, 
from the lone violet beneath the sky, 

to the ebon cloud of the storm, from 
whose womb of shadow leaps the 
lightning's shaft. 

Construction is not the author of 
any primal conception, but the arti
san, the fashioner into form of that 
conception. Construction is not the 
designer, not the original thinker of 
any purpose, plan or result desired ; 
but the agent who executes the 
thought, and gives to the purpose or 
plan its mechanism, its materializa
tion. 

When in the great workshop of 
nature, a plan and specification of 
work is latd down, Construction, the 
master workman, takes charge of its 
execution. Construction frames and 
joints, centres and articulates from the 
unparticled molecule, a thousand 
forms of animal life. From the mobile 
mass of molten matter, it fashions 
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the firmly compacted and solid earth, 
and launches it forth upon its eter-

. nal voyage through ethereal seas. It 
unrolls the limitless transparent scroll 
of thtl sky and pins upon its azure 
fold the diamond of the sea. It 
hangs above the flying earth the ebon 
tent of night, and fixes a gem here 
and a jewel there, until the wide star
dotted canopy gleams with countless 
fires of lambent glory; while the 
mind of the observer, dwelling in the 
kingdom of knowledge, is lost in the 
limitless perspective of its far-reach
ing sight. All degrees of Mind 
admire and praise the works of this 
great master. Countless, delightful 
voices sing his excellence, and in 
sweet accord chant canticles of grate
ful gladness. The tuneful warblings 
of myriad songsters in feathered 
flight; the song-burst of Aurora's mel
low light which wakes the drowsy 
morn ; the glorious laughter of noon
day's summer sun ; the joyous smile 
of roseate evening kissed by the lips 
of the sunset ; the reverential hush 
of silent night, -all rejoice in the 
temple of Construction and shout 
songs of great joy, till the ringing 
arches send back the echoes of their 
adoration and their praise. Every
where, from the beginning until now, 
the hand of Construction, has been 
fashioning, building, perfecting. 

Without Construction nothing could 
have been made, which has been 
made. Atmosphere, temperature and 
surface ; the ocean, the dry land and 
every living thing; trilobites and the 
g1·eat succession of animal types in 
all its varied vastness ; landscapes, 
continents, and all the wondrous 
forms of vegetation; the earth's 
crust and the heart of the earth, rich 
in treasures of gold and silver, and 
copper, and iron and precious stones; 
the shells and corals of the sea ; great 
reptiles on land, and flying meteors 
in the air; all the great and awful 
revolution of nature. The sinking 
of continents, the changing of life, 

the Alps and the Pyrenees, the vine 
and the fig tree and the winged birds ; 
mysterious transpositions, aml frozen 
worlds, darkness, desolation, light, 
wind, thunder, the sun, the moon and 
the stars, pyrotechnics of the elements 
and the firmament- illuminating, 
fawning, and glorifying all. Awe-in
spiring panorama, amazing marvel of 
workmanship, the prince over all, 
Man, ever and ever voices the majesty 
of this mighty architect. 

What miracles of mountain sculp
ture and landscape art; the majestic 
Ararat, lifting high its glittering 
summit, granite Sinai, peeping from 
amid thunderings and cloud ; and 
Horeb with its flinty rock and flow
ing stream. The rivers like wind
ing ribbons of silver out of the place 
from whence they came, and to 
which they return again. The leaves 
of the forest, murmuring matins at 
morning time, and vespers when the 
evenings comes. The beauteous flow
ers like whi!fpering an~els filling the 
mind and heart with mspirations of 
Love ; and the resurrection mosses of 
the Rocky Mountains,- types of im
mortality-proofs in starry clusters of 
fadeless green that Life through 
Death will live ~uain. The levia-. 
than of the deep to whom the wild
est uproar of the tempest is but as 
pastime, and the singing mussel of 
Ceylon, whose melancholy but sooth
ing music, as the touch of an even
ing zephyr over the strings of an 
.lEolian Harp, steals through the calm 
moonlight along the ocean shore, as 
if to wake again some memory of 
the classic fable of the sea nymphs, 
whose voices lured the heart of Man 
to Loves beneath the ocean wave. 

Every form of insect,- those tiny 
musicians in nature's choir, bees hum
ming over the flowers ; butterflies 
opening and closing their painte:l 
wings to the sun ; swarming gnats ris
ing and falling in eeaseless maze be
tween the glancing sunbeams; beetles 
droning in drowsy flight ; grasshop-
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pers chirping on every bank of green 
or brown; the web of the spider, the 
lustre of an insect's wing, every organ 
of sense; every power and faculty. 
What work I what skill! And man,
fearfully and wonderfully made, -
a monument of unrivalled mechanism, 
a prodigy of parts, an object of con
templation, wonder and astonishment I 
This,- all this, -thy workmanship 
displays; all these hast thou dropped 
as pearls from thine hand, mighty 
child of Law and Order,- matchless 
Construction I Construction brings to 
all, the principles that work for good ; 
words of comfort and hope, no matter 
how the storm of Trouble may sweep, 
or the battle rage in the temple of the 
mind. The voice of Construction 
sounds loud over all. "Be of Eood 
cheer. Be not affrighted. It is 
n~ that you pass through the door 
of death, that ye may enter into the 

mansions where the blessed dwell." 
The truth and its devoted band of fol
lowers falter by the way, weary of the 
fret and fever of warfare ; but the in
dex: finger of Construction points to 
the moving panorama of Creation, 
and shows them the earth, the sky an•l 
the deep blue sea, and whispers, "Thy 
spirit, Truth, is not with these ; it is 
in the land beyond." 

When by the aid of all the good 
principles,- Power, Knowledge, Ex
perience, Reason, Strength, Motion, 
Zeal, Virtue, Justice, and Mercy,
Construction has fashioned the plumed 
helm of victory ; it declares with them 
in sweet accord that to the brow of 
Truth it doth belong. 

It is the chief delight and office of 
Construction to fashion garments with 
which to clothe the intellectual war
riors who do battle for Under
standing. 

WILL POWER. 

How can we learn to will ? This is 
the first arcanum of magical initia
tion, and it was made the very inner
most of this secret understood, that 
the ancient custodians of the sacer
dotal art surrounded the approaches 
to the sanctuary with so many ter
rors and illusions. They believed in 
no will until it had stood its tests, 
and they were right. Power can only 
manifest itself by achievements. Idle
ness and forgetfulness are the ene
mies of will, and this is why all reli
gions have multiplied observances and 
made their cultus difficult and full of 
minutia. Are not those children the 
favorites of their mothers who have 
.cost them the most suffering and 
anxious care ? So does the strength 
of religion consist exclusively in the 
inflexible will of those who follow it. 

The peasant, who each morning rises 
at two or three o'clock and goes far 
from home to gather some sprig of 
the same herb before the sun rises 

may perform innumerable prodigies 
by- simplr carrying this herb about 
him, for 1t will be the sign of his will; 
and thereby will become all that he 
he wants it to be in the interest his 
desires. 

To accomplish anything we must 
believe in our ability to ~omplish, 
and this faith must at once be trans
lated into action. Faith has no tenta
tive efforts ; it begins in the certainty 
of finishing, and works calmly as 
though it had omnipotence at its dis
posal and eternity before it. Sixtus 
V., while tending his sheep, said: 
"I determine to be Pope." 

What is the fi1·st requisite? To 
believe in one's ability, and thus to 
act. . . . The operator, in a 
word, must realize in his whole life 
what he seeks to realize in the 
exterior world ; he must become a 
magnet to attract the desired thing, 
which, when he shall be sufficiently 
magnetic, will surely come of itself, 
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and without him thinking of it. 

AXIOMS OF WILL. 

Nothing can resist the will of man 
when he knows what is true and 
wills what is good. . 

To will evil is to will death. 
A perverse will is the beginning of 
suicide. To will what is good with 
violence, is to will evil ; for violence 
produces disorder and disorder pro
duces evil. 

To earn the right to possess per
manently, we must will long and 
patiently. 

To pass one's life in willing what 
it is impossible to retain for ever is 
to abdicate life, and accept the eter
nity of death. 

The more numerous the obstacles 
which are surmounted by the will, 
the stronger the will becomes. It is 
for this reason that Christ has 
exalted poverty and suffering. 

The will of the just man is the 

will of God Himself, and is the law 
of Nature. 

Light is an electric fire, which is 
placed at the disposition of the will; 
it illuminates those who know how to 
use it, and burns those who abuse it. 

The empire of the Universe is the 
empire of Light. 

An iron chain is less difficult to 
burst than a chain of flowers. 

Succeed in not fearing the lion, 
and the lion will be afraid of you. 
Say to suffering-" I will that these 
shall become a pleasure," and it will 
prove such ; and more even than a 
pleasure, for it will be a blessin~. 

Before deciding that a man u 
happy or otherwise, seek to ascertain 
the bent of his will. Tiberius died 
daily amid the pleasures of Caprea; 
while Jesus proved his immortality, 
and even his divinity, upon Calvary 
and the Cross. 

MYSTERIES OF MAGIC. 

THE COMPETITIVE SYSTEM. 

THE Competitive system represents 
a phase of human developments. It 
is the social environment that human
ity has formed and expresses, using 
the words in a restricted sense, the 
purely natural side of life. It is 
organized selfishness, and naturally 
en~nders conflicts and suffering. It 
is m human relations what the law 
of "survival of the fittest," is in the 
animal world. It is in fact the same 
law under a new mode of action, 
and yet the competitive system, that 
is the basis of our civilization, is 
only a state or condition of life 
through which the race has had to 
pass in order to attain to better things. 

The law of struggle and conflict 
is but the expression of individual 
activity seeking its proper place in 
the social system; and we have had to 
look around us to-day to see that 
this law of struggle is operative as 

never before. It is working in the 
minds of the people as against the 
power of the governing "few. 

W'hen carried to its ultimate expres
sion,- in the securing of individual 
rights to all,- it will act as a trans
forming power upon civilization, and 
a new social order will naturally re
sult. The energy of the competitive 
system will be conserved and trans. 
lated into new forms of action. The 
same law,- the same force that has 
worked in man since his advent upon 
the earth,- namely, love of self and 
desire of self preservation, will still 
be operative in the development of 
the race. The sufferings attendant 
upon the competitive system,- the 
system of opposing interests, -are 
forcing men to combine their forces 
and make the good of one the good 
of all. And in this process of com
bination on the part of the people to 
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revise and control the action of what 
is known as a "natural law." The 
initial steps are being taken toward 
the consolidation of the interests of 
all men, toward associate in place of 
competitive action ; toward the intro
duction of a new industrial system. 
The love of self, that produced compe
tition, is now alone to destroy it ; 
and being in a new civilization of 
associated interests, the present form, 
under which love of self has mani
fested itself, will perish. The new so
cial environment is yet to form. 

We read, and study, and know that 
higher forms of life have been devel
~ped from lower ones, but we fail to 
make the application and relate bi
~logic processes to social changes. 
Yet here in our midst,- before our 
eyes,- is this wondrous process of 
conservation of Energy and social 
transformation taking place. 

Yet men, as a rule, do not see it. 
They see indications of a coming 
change,- they fear something, but 
know not what. The conservative ele
ments of society·wish to keep things 
as they are, utterly regardless of 
the fact that new forces are in the 
world demanding harmonious exl?res
sion. Here and there an intuttive 
mind grasps the fact that the world 
is entering upon a creative epoch, and 
that this epoch is the "Second Com
ing of Christ." The laws attendant, 
however, upon this "Second Coming," 
are only dimly discerned. 

These are some of the principles 
involved in the study of Sociology, that 
are not generally recognized; but 
before long the spiritual elements, 
as a force in developments, will be 
apprehended. When men see that, 

FoR the body, as I conceive, is 
not the instrument with which they 
cure the body; in that case we would 
not allow them ever to be sickly ; 
but they cure the body with the mind, 
and the mind which is or has become 
sick can cure nothing.- Plato. 

out of innumerable social variations 
and divergencies, there is an abso
lutely new social order being evolved, 
they will naturally reason from 
Sociologic to Biologic laws and ask: 
" Are developments the result only 
of certain changes in matter apart 
from the causative force of mind, or 
are those changes brought alone by 
the active energy of intelligence?" 
Is the introduction of a new social 
order based upon a new industrial 
system, the outcome of what is known 
as "natural law," or is there an all
pervading intelligence manifesting 
itself through the operations of 
nature? The Divine energy acts 
through natural agencies, and, in its 
highest manifestation, appears as an 
illnminating and creative power in 
man. 

OonsciO'US recept·ivity of Divine 
Life and Thought is taking the 
place of unconscious receptivity, as 
in the child consciousness is de
veloped out of unconsciousness ; and 
in this new relation of the Divine and 
Human, the two worlds of spirit and 
matter are related, and man is made 
a partaker of Divine life. The in
creased mental activity, resulting 
from the closer union of God and 
Man, is reacting upon the physical 
environment, gradually changing and 
bringing into adaptation the external · 
form with the internal force. 

Ancl just as the spirit creates the 
body, so does man collectively create 
his social environment. 

God is in the world, in the spirit 
and reason of man, · and in the 
movements of society. 

NEITH. 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

WE acknowledge but one motive,
to follow the truth as we know it, 
wherever it may lead us ; but, iu 
our heart of hearts, we are well as
sured that the truth which has made 
us free will in the end make us glad 
also. 
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EDUCATION O:F' A HERO. 
[ Oontinued from "Key to the Spiritual World," in Janua1"'!/ nt.mlber.•] 

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN BY PROF. C. WIELAND. 

Now the struggle began. Fire, cold " You know the powers now ; but 
and all the hereditary evils appeared in what they can accomplish, only Faith 
the body of the disciple so that with- can teach. It cannot he measured, 
out the encouragement he received and no one has ever fully reached it. 
from his master, he would have sue- The Eternal one speaks: • Do you 
cum bed, and would not have obtained fear to believe too much or to think 
the victory of the cross that the Chap- Me too great?' Look at those myriads 
lain kept holding before his mental of stars, I have set them there to 
eyes as his brilliant goal. But finally guide him who approaches Me. Look 
the storms in him ceased; and he stood at the azure vault of the sky. I have 
as a new or renovated human being. built a temple for him who seeks Me. 

"Now, let us form the true war- He who asks of Me in the Spirit is 
rior," the Chaplain said. " Your heard, and the granting lies in the 
feet can stand ; your hands are alive ; very prayer. He who speaks to Me 
your whole body has developed into in My langu~, • is speaking in Me, 
free action, and received the Spirit. and all that IS Mine is his.' I am 
Now go ahead I Don't tremble at not allowed to say more ; you know 
whatever you may meet, or what- all now, and whatever you will need,. 
ever visions you may see; it is the you must obtain by your own effort." 
internal man that now realizes him- Thus the tuition was finished and 
self, and wants to manifest his quali- the Chaplain exhorted Geoffrey, who 
ties. A hardy climber does not then was twenty-three years old. to 
always need all the rounds. At times practice and prepare himself, •• be
he skips one, two, three, sometimes five cause soon the hour· would come for 
of them, to reach the top more quick- a trial whether he did or did not need 
ly. He frees himself from all bon(ls schooling longer." 
and flies upwards with an eagle's Geoffrey pressed the Chaplain's 
power. hand with great affection and replied ; 

" Speech is formed in the mouth; " I cannot express what I feel for you. 
but it has to pervade us everywhere, You have snatched me out of the night 
in order that our entire being become of death in life, and called me to a 
speech, in which the Word of God higher existence. May the Power 
resounds and shows us the Truth. that has guided you and that you have 
Obey this Word when you hear it. developed in me, reward you: I can 
Undertake nothing without its conn- onlythank and loveyou.'' ·The Chap
sel, an(l new life will begin in you. lain attentively listened and then 

"The interior eye must see ; the said : : " Love is the only reward that 
interior ear must hear, and all the can be given me and abide with 
senses find their real self in the inte- me. Therefore, do not forget me 
rior, in their root ; then man is reslll" when your career shall have com
rected to Life and the death of the menced, and when you may no longer 
Cross is behind him. see me; but our hearts shall be united 

• The traDslator deairee a correction to be through all the changes of time.'' 
made on page 223, second column, fourth line, Geoffrey laid his head ou the Chap
where instead of "brain" it should read: "by lain's breast and said: "Everlastin2' 
means of ~h to the • mouth ' which paaaea it ~ 
through the body to be there grouud, or di- love!" "Everlasting love! " 
gested, when it returns" which is in harmony with The Chaplain made silent re
~:rrculiaroccult Wallhing all through Kerning's spouse by holding him close to his. 
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heart as a father would his son. 
In the public affairs of Germany, 

great changes had taken place in the 
meanwhile (the time is the end of the 
thirteenth century). The two claim
ants to the imperial crown declared 
war against each other and put the 
German nobility in the most pain
ful uncertainty. No one knew which 
party to adhere to, as the result was 
uncertain. !twas impossible, however, 
to keep neutral, so the less powerful 
and undecided tried to form an alli
ance that they might give their influ
ence to either party at the proper time. 
But this plan could be but slowly ac
complished, and in the meantime the 
poor fatherland became the scene of 
desolating war. 

The French were driven back, and 
seemed to desist from their designs on 
the German crown ; but the fight with 
them had cost heavy sacrifices, for the 
most valiant knights were slain or 
wounded. Among the former was 
Bernhard, the second son of E., while 
E. himself had no hope to undertake 
anything for the good of the country. 

He would have gone home long ago, 
but he did not care to expose himself 
to the necessity of declaring for either 
of the aspirants, and therefore decided 
to remam in Lorraine as a guard 
against the French to prevent them 
from reaping advantages from the 
German discord. 

Lady Mathilde received the news 
of the death of her second son with 
great sadness. "Is my destiny " she 
said, " that of bearing losses? But 
in my youngest son I have left a sup
port that will not so easily be broken." 

She was very much afflicted, but 
consoled herself, because she had al
most foreseen this second blow (that 
the first son, Sigismund, had been 
killed in war, has already been told). 
She now feared only for her husband 
and desired fervently to see him again 
before death would part them forever. 

This was the state of affairs when 
the ()haplain declared his pupil well 

prepared to enter upon life's action. 
The expectations people had of him 

were different. Many thought he 
would try to settle the quarrels by 
discussion as a learned umpire. 
Others had not much confidence in 
him because he was so young and 
had latterly been conversing with the 
Chaplain a great deal more than prac
ticing at arms. But his mother was 
impatient for his entering public life, 
and encouraged him at every oppor
tunity to prepare himself for so 
doing. 

The Chaplain watched his pupil 
silently, and let him have his free will 
in reviewing and commanding his 
men. Once he saw him exercising 
his battle horse and swinging his 
lance in a significant manner ; when 
he had alighted the Chaplain said. 

" I am afraid that it has hap
pened with us as it did with the god
dess Thetis, who forgot to wet her 
son Achilles' heel, when dipping him 
in the river of Lethe, to render him 
invulnerable. We forgot your wrist, 
that is not yet alive and firmly set." 
Geoffrey thanked him and went away, 
but after five days he came and said, 
"Vigorous life is in my wrist now." 

GEOFFREY'S FIRST FEAT. 

A numerous troop of warriors, 
commanded by the valiant Knight B., 
halted at the castle and demanded 
admittance in the name of the Duke 
ofLuxemburg. Geoffrey,hearingthis, 
said:" I don't know the duke." 

B., angry at this answer, sent word, 
that if the castle was not surrendered 
within twenty-four hours, he would 
take it by assault and destroy it. 

"Tell the Knight" said Geoffrey, 
'' that I shall surrender it neither 
within twenty-four hours nor ever; 
and if he is not pleased with this 
answer, I shall go down and show 
him that there is manly power still 
resident in our bones." 

On hearing this, B. at once made 
preparations for an assault and came 
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so near the walls of the castle that 
both parties could exchange words. 
Geoffrey watched these movements 
quietly from the watchtower. 

B., observing him, shouted: " Come 
down, boy, if you have any courage." 

Geoffrey answered : " First gather 
your men that I may have some
thing to do.'' In this way they 
taunted each other for some time 
until the men partook of their spirit 
and burned with desire for the fight to 
commence. At length Geoffrey left 
the wall thinking, "~his is the time; 
the stars are twinkling and beckoning 
as a si~ of victory. It will happen as 
the spirit showed me." He ordered 
the gate opened, and marched out 
with his small band. When the 
assailants saw them they gave a loud 
shout of laughter and hardl1 thought 
it worth their while to get mto rank 
and file. 

"The shield is swinging and lift
ing itself ! " Geoffrey exclaimed, "now 
let us fall upon the enemy! " 

As the wind rushes through the 
leafle~ trees, so sped they through 
the lines of their enemies, and spread 
terror among them. Before being 
aware of it, B. was confronted by 
Geoffrey and hurled from his horse. 
The fight was ended at once. The 
enemies surrendered and asked to be 
allowed to go free in exchange for 
hostages they offered. 

Geoffrey agreed. " Be gone! " he 
said, " and do not show yourselves 
again, for I cannot preserve you a 
second time. A warrior is within 
me, before whom all enemies are 
but dust in a hurricane.'' When the 
vanquished were about to cast lots for 
the hostages, he said, " I don't want 
them ; in. the integrity and valor of 
my own breast I have a surety that 
surpasses all the hostages yon can 
give.'' 

He returned to the castle with his 
men, where all its inmates had gath
ered in the gate to salute the con
queror. Lady Mathilde, at the head 

of them, shed tears of joy, when her 
son alighted from his battle horse 
and sprang towards her, "God alone," 
she exclaimed, " is able to recom
pense you for the security and joy I 
am feeling ! " The troops moved past 
them slowly, and when they had taken 
stand in the court-yard, at order of 
the Chaplain the castle bell was rung 
to assemble the inmates in the chapel 
to give thanks to God, who had de
livered them out of this danger. 

When the Chaplain and Geoffrey 
were alone, the former solemnly said : 
" We want a third one to form a circle. 
In a circle only, one can keep a feast, 
for a feast has to be celebrated after 
each first feat a mortal one accom
plishes in the Spirit. Well, let the 
Spirit itself be the third one and thus 
let us rejoice in God so wonderfully 
and lovingly giving himself to the 
man who tries to cognize him in the 
spirit. Let this be a holiday to unite 
us with Him to a covenant of blessing 
for all around us ; for all that are 
praying for help ; for all confiding in 
God ; for all languishing in distress 
and not daring to raise their voice for 
the fear of men. Now, my young and 
true nobleman ; choose in this our cir
cle as a sign of your fidelity, a fitting 
emblem for your shield that lives in 
yourself and springs from the Spirit, 
and that will inspire you at any mo
ment." 

Geoffrey refiected a few moments, 
then said, " My shield and my stand
ard shall be ' Credo.' This word, 
formed in this· shape, shall adorn my 
shield and coat of arms, and be handed 
down to my latest descendant." 

As he said this he outlined th~ de
vice upon his shield. 

The Chaplain gave him his hand and 
said, " The day is consecrated ! Let 
it be the day of your refound life and 
be celebrated by you each year with 
great joy and appropriate ceremony. 
" So be it! " Geoffrey responded. 

Then each went to his own work and 
duties. Not until this feat had heeD 
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accomplished, was Geoffrey able to re
alize the pedestal on which the powers 
he had attained placed him. 

He thenceforth devoted himself 
with yet more earnestness to the study 
of his internal life and nature, and 
finally reached the point where he felt 
himself in his very innermost, and 

saw the Hosts of Eternity dispelling 
the darkness of the futtu-e even until 
he foresaw the feats that were yet to 
come. 

"How great is God, " he said 
in such moments, and "how necces
sary it is, to realize Him in our
selves." 

PRINCIPLES AND ETIDCS OF HYGIENE. 
BY WILLIAM D. ENGLISH, llrl. D. 

THE unfoldment and individual- and has many times occasioned sud
ization of the SoulJfOO,. by experience, den death. 
gained in connection with a physical I knew a gentleman in Hartford, 
body, is the apparent object of this Conn., who, in a few hours, through 
primary stage of existence. fear, was laid upon a bed of sickness 
The necessity of a sound and properly by the preconcerted action of several 

developed body is sufficiently evident ; of his acquaintances, who accosted 
for if this ins~ent is faulty in or- him, successively, at d.ifierent points 
ganization,and diseased and weakened on the way to his store, each telling 
by ignorance and bad habits, the true him that he looked very ill, asking 
ends of life must fail of being accom- what was the matter, and expressing 
plished. great concern for him. 

As every thought knd action leaves The gentleman, though in usual 
an indelible. imprint upon our spirit. health at the start, soon returned 
ual natures; it is equally evident that, home a really sick man. 
for the preservation or restoration of Many similar instances might be 
health, the animal or physical appe- cited. The tendency of fear. jealousy, 
tites and passions of man should be in selfishness, hatred, and the dark group 
complete subjection to the spiritual of passions in general, is towards dis
nature or in~tions ; otherwise, the cord, disease and death ; while faith, 
body might at any time be wrecked hope, cheerfulness, temperance, love, 
by misconduct. -all the virtues; -tend towards 

If it is our fixed purpose to govern harmony, health, and life. 
ourselves in accordance with this prin- Under the depressing influence of 
ciple, every chaotic action or passion, anxiety, grief and fear the amount of 
every useless or unregulated impulse, air consumed in a given time is less
will be suppressed, because opposed ened from twenty-five to fifty per cent, 
to the laws of use, order and harmony, while, on the contrary, the stimulating 
which ever tend to the perfection of effects of fa-ith, hope, and love, increase 
the whole being, as well as of each in- the respiration correspondingly. 
dividual member; for"if one member When we sigh, we brood over some 
suffers, all the members suffer," (a trouble till we almost cease to breathe 
truth which admits of universal appli- for a while. Finally, the vital forces 
cation). rally, and we take a full breath, and 

When we indulge ourselves in then empty our lungs, as if we never 
habit.q which we consider wrong, we intended to fill them again. 
condemn ourselves, and instinctively The relation existing between the 
fear the consequences of our acts ; and mental condition, and the circulation 
fear always tends to produce disease, of the blood, is very intimate. 
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Who bas not seen the cheeks of a 
person turn crimson under the influ
ence of certain emotions ; or at other 
times change to a marble whiteness, 
from feelings of a different nature; 
or, perhaps, the whole surface of the 
body will instantly break out in pro
fuse pers~iration. 

We mtght search the entire uni
verse in vain, for any drugs that 
would produce such instantaneous 
effects; yet deluded humanity con
tinues to pin their faith on these drugs, 
rather than on the vital forces within 
uR, and the grand reservoir of forces 
irl the universe around us in which 
we live, and from which we are sup
plied. 

Our medical colleges have a. great 
· deal to say about the bones, mus

cles and other organs of the body ; 
but little indeed concerning the for
ces which mold, snstain, repair, and 
govern this structure which the spirit 
occupies, and uses. 

How little do we realize the possi
bilities of this force, which has caused 
the growth and development of this 
wonderful mechanism. 

It operates perpetually, causing 
the occult processes of respiration, 
circulation, digestion, nutrition, secre
tion, excretion, and reproduction. 

It not only builds our bodies, but 
repairs our broken bones, and beals 
our wounded tissues. 

Inorganic materials, or dntgs, never 
impart any of this force to the human 
system. By their presence, they 
merely modify the direction and dis
tribution of the vital force, or, cause 
its wasteful expenditure. This bidden 
power is ever working for health, and 
we have only to supply the conditions 
to insure the result. Our real needs, 
on the physical plane, are few _and sim
ple, but the entire planet might not 
satisfy the artificial desire of a single 
individual. 

Pure air, pure water, wholesome 
food, plain clothing, and a comforta
ble shelter against the inclemency of 

the elements, together with temper-
ance in all things, cleanliness, and 
peaceful spirit, will keep the body 
supplied with power for all needful 
exercises which the spirit sanctions. 
Yet, probably mankind, on an aver
a~waste fully as much power tn 
t employ in legitimate uses I 

e waste power in making false 
motions in hurrying IUld in toor· 
rying. Some people waste as much 
vital force in disposing of surplus 
food which can not be appropiated, 
as they use in all other direc
tions. But the force that is wasted 
by misuse of the generative organs, 
is beyond computation. Let us treas
ure this force, as it is our friend and 
physician. 

Instead of searching the world for 
new substances with which to enrich 
our materia medica, bow much wiser 
it would be to direct our researches 
toward a better understanding of the 
bidden forces which reside in our own 
organisms, and with which every one 
is endowed. 

By intelligent discipline, these 
powers can be brought under the con
trol of the will and directed to any 
part of the body for remedial purpo
ses. 

Some people can, by use of the will. 
suspend sensation, either local or gen
eral, on themselves or others, for con
venience in surgical operations. 

The possibilities of the will, when 
consecrated to noblest uses, are almost 
illimitable. 

The mad pursuit of wealth, pOf.Cer 
and fame, and the eager longing for 
something to stir the senses anew to 
pleasure, chiefly occupies the attention 
of mankind, in this nineteenth cen
tury, while misery, intemperance, 
crime, disease and premature death 
abound on every side. Is it God's 
will, or even the will of the better 
class of humanity, that this state of 
affairs shall always continue? 

We read that the great teacher di
rected his efforts towards establishing 
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the kingdom of heaven on earth. 
His prayer was : -" Thy kingdom 
come." If "the kingdom of heaven 
is within" us, as he said, we have 
only to establish the proper condition 
to unfold it, and we can have it here. 

If all physicians would turn their 
main attention to the causes and pre
vention of disease, and all clergymen 
direct their chief effort towards the 
causes and prevention of sin, the true 
welfare of the race would be advanced 
as never before. The two professions 
would then find their occupation very 
similar, namely, the education of the 
people. Physical and moral educa
tion must be increased, or the race 
will degenerate. 

No great and permanent progress 
toward the perfection of humanity 
can be attained till the people are in
structed in, and learn to obey, pre
natal laws ; for omissions in this 
direction, from whatever cause, will 
continue to people the world with in
harmonious beings. 

We avail ourselves of our present 
knowledge of the laws of reproduction, . 
in supplying suitable conditions for 
the improvement and perfection of 
various species in the vegetable and 
animal world, for pecuniary motives; 
but the mental and physical environ
ments of mothers, previous to giving 
birth to human souls, in suitable 
bodies, are left to chance ; -must we 
say,for want of sufficient pecuniary 
consideration '! 

Many a farmer provides far better 
conditions for his blooded stock than 
for the wife he has chosen to be the 
mother of his children I 

The thoughts and emotions which 
are intensely active in the mother, 
leave their lasting impress upon the 
plastic nature of her child. Previous 
to the birth of the great Napoleon, his 
mother accompanied her husband in 
all the vicissitudes of army life. Her 
mind was wholly occupied in these 
experiences, and her child was an in
carnation of battle-fields and military 

glory, while his brother, Jerome, came 
to this country and became a peace
ful resident of New Jersey, having 
no inclination toward warfare ; for 
the surroundings of the mother, pre
vious to his birth, were totally dif
ferP.nt. 

A young couple in comfortable cir
cumstances, having three children, 
suddenly lost their property ; through 
no fault of their own, but by some 
unjust legal procedure, and became 
homeless and penniless. For many 
years they struggled hard to keep 
soul and body together, often suffer
ing for lack of food, fuel and cloth
ing. During this period of trial, 
three more children were added to 
the family; but alas I the embittered 
state of mind, the intense and unsat
isfied cravings of the mother for the 
mere necessaries of life, stamped the 
character of these three later born 
offspring, for life, and each one grew 
to be a thiif, having an uncontroll
able desire to appropriate the prop
erty of others, even when not needed 

They were morally deformed, while 
the three elder children were of good 
character. Has society any right to 
expect of its members health of 
either body or soul, when they are 
born under such circumstances. 

Tens of thousands of children are 
annnally ushered into existence, in 
our cities, under the shadows of the 
church spires, who are literally steeped 
in poverty and vice; with disease and 
crime stamped upon body and soul. 
Those who do not die of starvation 
and ill-treatment, grow up to fill our 
asylums, our pauper-houses and our 
prisons. 

Are you and I clear of all respon
sibility in this matter? 

Have we no more manhood than 
to say, as did Cain, " Am I my broth
er's keeper? " 

Ought we to expect sound manifes
tations of mind and morals, when 
the instrument of manifestation, the 
body, is totally unsound? Can we 
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expect the Christian graces to flour
ish in a person whose blood is con
tinually being poisoned by unwhole
some food and drink, impure air, 
tobacco and alcoholic liquors? 

The present arrangement of society 
is based on pure selfishness, and fos
ters monopoly. The strong prey upon 
the weak. The rich grow r1cher, and 
the poor, poorer. There are, of course, 
societies who are of some benefit to 
those who can afford to belong to them; 
but they generally ignore the rest of 
mankind. 

The corruption in some depart. 
ments of our government, beggars de
scription. 

This monster, selfishness, is eating 
out the vitals of society. 

Shall we always look in vain to the 
so-called Christian world, for some 
wise and all-embracing social organ
ization, based on permanent justice, 
fraternal love, and universal brother
hood? 

The great teacher gave one crucial 
test for recognizing his followers, when 
he said, " By this shall all men know 
that ye are my disciples if ye have 
love, one to another." 

In a really vital and organic system 
of society, the need or suffering of 
ANY, would be the concern of all! 
There would be joint ownership of 
real estate and rmchinery, and em
ployment guaranteed ; also mutual co
operation for education, amusement, 
and everything of public utility. 

Society thus organized would be a 
gigantic mutual insurance company ; 
universal in its aims and benefactions, 
and its influence on the general health 
would be immense, for poverty and 
fear of want would be unknown, and 
hygiene would be a matter of public 
interest. 

In the present order of society, it is 
really for the pecuniary adt·anla[JC 
of the physician to KEEP THE PEO
PLE IN IGNORANCE OF THE LAWS 
OF HEALTH. 

In the" ANNALS OF HYGIENE," the 

official organ of the state board of 
health, of Pa., is an article by Henry 
Hartshorn, M.D., L. L. D., of Phil., 
on" Physicians as leaders in Sanitary 
Progress." He says, selfishness -argues 
for the doctor, thus : "it would be a. 
contradiction for me to occupy my
self with trying to prevent just wlwt 
gives all the occasion for my employ
ment. 

The editor of the journal also has 
a long article entitled, "The ideal 
physician of the future," in which he 
supports the views advanced by the 
learned doctor, and says: •• The rela
tion which the physician bears to the 
public, is the most unnatural, and 
socially and humanly wrong, of any 
which exists between two classes of 
persons." Divested of all sentimen
tal, philanthrophic and public spirited 
covering, the naked truth remains, 
that in the view of the present rela
tions it is to the material interest 
of the physician that the people 
should ba sick." "Every sick man, 
woman or child, means just so much 
mo:re pecuniary gain to the doctor." 
Again he says : •• Would it not be 
much better, all around, if the doctor 
were regarded as a SANITARY Cou:s
SELLOR, as one to whom the people 
resort in order that they may pre
serve, rather than that they may mend 
their health after it is, perhaps, irre
trievably broken ?" He recommends 
that heads of families employ physi
cians by the year, paying, on an aver
age, five dollars for each person in the 
family. 

The Chinese employ their physi
cians to keep them well, st.opping their 
salary whenever they get sick, yet 
still commanding their services. If 
the pecuniary interest of the 83,000 
physicians of the United States lay 
in the direction of keeping the people 
well, and was cut off whenever their 
patrons became sick, would it not soon 
begin to tell in the line of increasing 
health among the people? Of course 
these criticisms and suggestions are 
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not intended to be applied to surgery 
and obstetrics. 

In this country, the masses, through 
ignorance, seem disinclined to pay 
for mere hygienic advice, though 
this advice outweighs, in value, tons 
of drugs and medicines, as every sen
sible physician knows. 

The people suffer greatly from 

ignorance of the simplest laws of 
hygiene, and our boards of health 
should devise some means of instruct
ing the public in general hygiene, to 
sup\>lement its study in our schools; 
for m matters relating to disease, the 
ounce of prevention is worth more 
than the pound of cure. 

VINELAND, N.J., Jan. 6, 1888. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 
NATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BIRTHDAYS OCCUR BETWEEN JANUARY 20 

AND FEBRUARY 19.• = (AQUARIUS.) 
Tms sign rules from Jan nary 20 to 

February 19. These persons belong 
mostly to the nerves of sensation and 
to the bones and framework of the 
system, and consequently to a corre
sponding department of service in the 
pand body. Their minds are wholly 
m the useful, and they belong mainly 
to the mercantile interests of life. 
They are intuitive, and remarkably 
good judges of character, especially 
so fa.r as relates to matters of honor 
and dishonor. Their minds are fre
quently very active in the direction of 
the public good. They belong to the 
sphere of city life, where they can be 
among, and dealing with, the people, 
and are therefore, frequently found as 
politidans. They have a ~eat deal 
of the psychic, or controllmg power 

• It must not be supposed that all persons born 
in a given sign or period of the year will be alike 
in all respects. They will be characterized by . 
the general nataJoe of their sign, but may dif
fer widely in polarity (as derived from the posi
tion of the moon), and also in mental character
istiC&, due to different planetary positions. But 
while tl1ey will appear and act different, it will, 
oevertheless, be found that there is an underlying 
kindred nature, determined by the sign in which 
they were born. 

For fuller details and modifying causes of char
acter it will be necessary to consult ''Solar Biol
ogy." But it will be found both interesting and 
instructive to follow this series of Twelve Manner 
of People, as it will give a large measure of in
sight Ngarding the nature of the persons with 
whom you are brought in contact. 

' ' Solar Biology'' is based n~n astronomical 
and natura.! laws, and hM not.bing whatever to 
do with astrology. 

of the eye, and have minds that are 
well adapted to pleasing the public in 
whatever department of service they 
may engage. 

They are usnally very clear reason
ers on subjects of a materialistic char
acter, and are capable of acquiring a 
very fine education. Some of our best 
nat10nal financiers come from this 
sign. They are apt to have too much 
pride of personal and general appear
ance, and also altogether too much 
deference for public opinion, being li
able to extremes in that direction, set
ting too much value on the same, and 
thereby becoming time-servers. They 
are faithful to their duties in whatever 
sphere of service they are placed, be
ing earnest and proficient therein. 

Some of the most faithful and 
devoted wives are found in this sign, 
which always gives a fine, devoted 
love-nature, with inclination to purity 
in its uses. These persons are prom
inent patrons and supporters of the 
opera, theatre, public parades, shows, 
fairs, and places of popular resort. 
Should we go into the crowded 
streets and places of public assembly, 
and be given the date of birth of 
those we there meet, we wonld find 
the majority were either born in, or 
characterized by, this sign. They 
are seldom mechanics, though having 
mechanical ability, but their natural 
sphere of use is that of the trader. 
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They have an active nervous temper
ament, and are most liable to diseases 
of a nervous and rheumatic order, 
but mainly to that of the nervous 
system. 

This nature springs from the condi
tion of parents that are very active in a 

trading or business direction, where 
the mind is kept employed in study
ing adaptability to the character and 
tastes of the parties with whom they 
have business dealings; in short, 
from ~eat hopefulness and activity 
in busmess, society, or public matters. 

HELlOS' VIEWS OF NIRVANA CRITICISED. 

HELlOS in an a priori statement, 
in THE ESOTERIC for January, en
titled: "Nirvana and Devachan, V er
sus the New Heaven " appears to me 
somewhat confused in an important 
matter. On page 240, he says: the 
circulation of the nerve-fluid is con
trolled by the Lunar Sphere or Ether ; 
the circulation of the blood, by the 
ether of the Solar Sphere. This, 
however, is demonstrably the reverse; 
as any one who has " Solar Biology" 
has the means of proving. 

It is well known that the tides, the 
sap in trees, and also the blood, is 
influenced by the moon, and as gen
eration is by the animal blood, so 
then is it also under the influence 
of the moon, whose changes mark the 
peri~ of special activity in that life 
function. 

The writer further says: "Accord
ing to their equilibrium and harmony, 
true Spirit-consciousness becomes 
manifest." This, is at least, mislead
ing. It is true that harmony must 
obtain before Spirit can become mani
fest; but Spirit is neither of the Solar 
nor Lunar ether : that which we 
recognize as Spirit, being the highest 
and finest, pertains to the Sphere of 
the Sun's Centre, or Grand Zodiac, 
in which our sun is a planet, and 
all our planets but satellites. A 
peculiar statement follows in the fifth 
paragraph ; viz. that "The human 
soul can find the intellectual rest 
and peace of Nirvana within the 
sphere of the moon, or the re'Yards 
of Devachan within the sphere 
of our Solar System." Here your 

correspondent has got considerably 
mixed in the meaning of words. 
With our theosophical brethren of 
the East, Nirvana means the state 
when our personality is submerged 
into the oneness of the body of the 
"Solar Master ; " but the individuality 
is therein perfected, so that it can 
work separate or as one. (See article 
by "Tyrenus" Januarynumber, Eso
TERIC, page 256, fourth paragraph. 
Also Nov. number EsoTERIC, Page 
163.) . 

This state we should call Nirvana.; 
but the Devachanic State is in the 
Sphere of the Solar system, where 
souls find all the acts of their ·life 
personified as real things to them, 
and where they as souls remain, until 
the changing planets bring condi
tions on earth suitable to promote 
their re-incarnation again in an earthly 
body. The sphere of our moon is 
the. sphere of earthly sensations, im
aginations and earth-bound, or evil 
spirits, (properly souls,) who knew 
nothing but the animal body and 
senses, it governs the third evolu
tionary principle. But beyond this 
point the article suggests grand 
thought. 

That there is confusion on this 
subject, as Helios states, is true. 
But aided by the new science, " Solar 
Biolo~" we will clear up the mist 
hovenn~ over this important subject. 

Man ts seven-fold, or is made up of 
seven qualities, as follows : 

1. Spirit 7. 
2. Spiritual Soul 6. 
3. Human Soul 5. 
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4. Animal Soul 4. 
5. Form 3. 
6. Vitality, Animal life 2. 
7. Molecular or earth body 1. 

The evolutionary process begins at 
the bottom and numbers the rounds 
of the ladder upwards,- as indicated 
by the right hand figures. The in
volutionary numbering is frem the 
top down, on the left hand side,
which represents Spirit descending 
into matter, the other is the ascent of 
Spirit out of matter. 

The processes and relations of these 
seven are as follows : First, earthly 
or molecular matter, controlled and 
acted upon by the second principle, 
vitality, derived from the union of the 
Solar and Lunar forces, through which 
the generative principle formulates. 
The third, the image or shell,- which 
is called by the Theosophists " The 
Astral Body," but is really the Lunar 
Body. The Ft>urth, is the animal 
'SOul, which is sense, passion, instinct ; 
which governs in the animal world 
by the controlling influences of the 
Solar fluid. It is that which experi
ences, and, through the action of the 
Astral ether (the ether of the great 
Grand Zodiac), involuntarily builds 
the fifth principle, the human soul, 
- reaso~ volition, understanding, 
- called intellect. All the above 

five principles are governed by the 
ether (or life-essences) of the Solar 
System, and the effect upon them can 
be foretold by a correct knowledge of 
Astrology ; and. the thought-forming 
process can be known, and character 
determined by"Solar Biology," which 
evid~>'lces that they are wholly con
trollP.d by the moon, earth and planets 
of the Solar System. The sixth is the 
spiritual soul, which is the Son of God, 
being formed by the reciprocal action 
of the fifth,-human soul or intellect, 
with the seventh,-Spirit,-which is 
~piritual knowledge or God-wisdom. 
This is formed out of the elements of 
Astral ether- or Life -and is gov
erned by its laws. The seventh is 
pure Spirit, -"White Light," un
conditioned, unformed, unlimited, and 
is, at the same time, servant and mas
ter of all things. The worlds of all 
systems are its mind-organs, through 
whose ceaseless activity all worlds are 
born, and all creatures thereon are 
formed and controlled. 

When persons have been suffici
ently developed in the fifth principle, 
they then have volition, and can 
choose their sphere whether to be 
controlled by the lower four or the 
upper two. But while they have their 
choice, none can be independent of 
all of them. I. A. OSLER. 

DIALECTICS-AN EXTRACT FROM THE PARMENIDES OF 
PLATO, WITH ANNOTATIONS BY "STYX." 

1. If the One is, is it not true that this 
One will not be many? For how can it 
be many? 

By this One is meant the ONE Incorpo
real, which 18 beyond the SUN, MooN, and 
STABS, above Being and Life, above all 
that is governed by Supernal Unity. For 
the Governor must be superior to the gov
erned. To be superior, he must hold a 
nature in reserve that is distinct and sep
arate from the other. If he have no such 
superiority he could not be the governor. 

2. It is neceSBary, therefore, that there 
should neither be any part belonging to it. 
nor that it should be a whole. Why? Is 
not a part a part of a whole? Certainly. 
But what is a whole ? Is not 1.hat to which 
no part is wanting a whole? Entirely so. 

Let it be understood in the beginning 
that, owing, no doubt, to lack of compre
hending this Dialectic, and the defects of 
written language, the expression '" If the 
One is (as translated,) must be taken to 
have a different meaning to that which 
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follows in the second hypothesis - " If 
the One is." 

The verb in the first expreBBion implies 
an object that may be on the summit, or 
above Being itself, so that it may be con
sidered as prior to and the cause of Being. 
lint the verb in the second expression im
plies an object that is dependent from such 
summit, and subsisting on an Essence that 
flows into it from suchcause of Being. 
It is, therefore, impossible to define the 
ONE ITSELF with the use of verbs ; for 
" verbs imply action, passion, or a state of 
being " none of which appertains to this 
One. 

3. From both these consequences, there
fore the One would be composed of parts, 
being a whole and possessing parts. Is 
it not so ? It is necessary that it should 
be so. 

From the very outset of this Discourse 
the mind dwells on this nature of that 
which is a whole, and that which should 
be considered as the One Itself. The 
simple affirmation that there should be 
neither a part belonging to the One, nor 
that it should be a whole, is sufficient to 
compel the reason to a recognition of 
this truth. 

4. And so both ways the One would 
be many and not one. True ; but it ought 
not to be many, but one. It ought. 
Hence it will neither be a whole nor pos
sess parts, if the One is one. It will not. 

It is a self-evident truth that the crea
tor must be superior to, and therefore of 
a nature contrary to his creatures in sev
eral respect at least. Thus such certain 
attributes as distinguish the higher from 
the lower must be held in reserve by the 
former. 

The attempt would be futile for us to 
fully understand such superior features in 
our Creator ; we can only barely recog
nize them. But this suggestion is enough 
to show that the Creator of the Universe 
is more excellent and therein unlike all 
that is contained in the latter. Therefore 
it is impossible to define the former by a 
comparison with any thing that is con-

tained in the latter, for we cannot con
ceive of anything that is foreign to this 
universe, and we being in the universe, 
and of it, and that which is unlike, above 
it. 

The nearest approach that can be made 
in such investigation, is to declare of the 
One Itself what it is not, and be com
pelled to silence in regard to any and all 
affirmation concerning its realities. We 
can only contemplate the things of this 
universe and declare that so far as the 
Creator is a creator, He is not like any 
of these. 

ThiS may not appear as a self-evident 
truth to those parti-fledged illuminati 
who are busily crying from their house
tops all sorts of affirmations in regard to 
the nature and attributes of even the 
God-Creator, reaching beyond the Crea
tor-God. Our literature is full of such 
declarations ; but they st;rve, at least, to 
arouse thought, and thence, a better 
recognition of the truth. 

5. If the One has no part, it ·neither 
possesses beginning, middle, nor end ; 
for such as these would be its parts. 
They would, indeed. 

6. But end and beginning are the 
bounds of everything. How should they 
not ? The One, therefore, is infinite, if 
it hath neither beginning nor end. It is 
infinite. 

We may here catch a dazzling gleam 
of the superior nature of that Infinitude 
that belongs to the One Itself, in compari
son to that which, to us, seems almost 
equally infinite that belongs to this uni
verse as a whok. For we must ac
knowledge that this universe has a 
Creator, and that the Creator must be. 
in every respect, greater than the creature. 
Therefore the latter appears as a bound 
and conditioned World in the presence of 
the former. 

Let us, therefore, endeavor to dispel 
from the mind the old habit of con
templating the highest Deity, the One 
Itself, as an individualized Being. Let 
us, indeed, consider Him as supremely 
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and ineffably greater than the universe, 
as we consider the universe greater than 
ourselves. 

7. This One is also without figure. for 
it neither participates of the round figure 
nor the straight. Why not? For the 
round figure is that the extremities of 
which are equally distant from the middle. 
Certainly. And the straight figure is 
such that the middle part is situated 
before, or in the view of both the ex
tremes. Is it not so ? Will not, there
fore, the One consist of parts, and be 
many, whether it participates of a straight 
or round ~e? Entirely so. It is, 
therefore, neither straight nor circular 
since it is without parts. Right. ' 

8. And, indeed, being such, it will be 
now here ; for it neither will be in another 
nor in itself. How so? For, being in 
another, it would be circularly compre
?e~ded, or. circumscribed by that in which 
It 18, and It would be touched by it in 
many places. But it is impossible that 
the. One which is without parts, and 
whtch does not participate of a circle 
should be touched by a circle in many 
places. lt is impossible. 

9. If the One were in itself, it would 
also contain itself, since it is no other 
than itself, which subsists in itself · for 
it is impossible that anything should not 
be comprehended bl. that in which it is. 
It is, indeed, impossible. 

In the lesson defining the Things that 
are, HERMES declares that the Good 
Itself, or the Truth Itself - both one -
is rwt upon th6 earth. In this we learn 
why those attributes are not ; because 
they are synonyms of the One Itself. 

10. Would not, therefore that which 
contains be one thing, and that which is 
contained another ? For the same whole 
cannot at the same time suffer and pro
duce both these, and thus the One would 
no longer be one, but two. It certainly 
would not. . The One, therefore, is not 
anywhere, smce it is neither in itself nor 
in another. It ia not. 

All things having plau must be in the 
universe, which, as a whole, comprises all 
particulars ; they must be in the creature, 
and not in the creator. Therefore all 
place belongs to the universe, outside of 

which- if we may use the expression,
is the unbroken or indivisible Infinite it
self. To the finite mind alone, this uni
Yersal plm:6 appears as Infinity, but that 
whi.ch the finite mind can contemplate and 
cogttate, cannot be that which is truly In-
finite. . 

11. But consider whether, when thus 
circumscribed, the One can neither stand 
still nor be moved. Why can it not? Be
cause whatever is moved is either locally 
moved or suffers alteration, for these alone 
are the genera of motion. Certainly. If 
the One should be altered from itself, it is 
impossible that it should remain in any 
respect the One. Impossible. It will not 
therefore be moved according to alteration. 
It appears that it will not. 

12. But will it be moved locally? Per· 
haps so. But indeed if the One be moved 
locally, it will either be carried round in 
the same circle, or it will change one place 
for another. Necessarily so. Ought not 
that which is carried round in a circle to 
stand firm in the middle, and to have the 
other parts of itself rolled about the mid
dle.? ~u.t can ~y method be devised by 
which 1t 18 posstble that a nature which 
has neither middle nor parts, can be cir
cularly carried about the middle? There 
cannot be any. 

13. But if it changes its place, would it 
not have become situated elsewhere, and 
thus be moved ? In this case it would. 
Has it not appeared to be impossible that 
the .One should be in anything. It has. 
Is It not much more impossible that it 
should become situated in any thing? I 
do not understand how you mean. 
. 14. If. any. ~g is btJC()ming to be 
m any thing, 18 1t not necessary that it 
should not yet be in it, since it is btJC()m
i"!g t? be ; nor yet entirely out of it, 
smce 1t has already become? It is neces
sary. If, therefore, this can take place in 
any other thing, it must certainly happen 
to that which possesses parts ; for one 
part of it will be in this thing. but an
other out of it ; but that which has no 
p~~ cann~t by any ~eans be wholly 
w1thm or Without anythmg. It is true. 

15. But is it not much more impossi
ble ~hat that which neither has parts, 
nor IS a whole, can be btJC()ming to be 
in any thing ; since it can neither sub-
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sist in becoming to be according to parts 
nor according to a whole ? So it appears. 
Hence it will neither change its place by 
going anywhere, nor that it may become 
situated in anything; nor through being 
carried round in that which is the same, 
will it suffer any alteration. It does not 
appear that it can. The One, therefore, 
is immovable according to every kind of 
motion. It is immovable. 

Where there is no motion it cannot be 
truthfully asserted that there is immova
bility instead, for the two are conjoined 
in subsistence with each other. We rec
ognize that which moves by contrast with 
that which relatively does not move, and 
v. v. As both non-motion and motion are 
contained in the universe, these passions 
cannot belong to the nature of the One, 
which is unlike the universe. 

16. We have likewise asserted that it 
is impossible for the One to be in any· 
thing. We have said so. It can never, 
therefore, be in .~.1-me. Why ? Because 
it would now be in that in which same 
is. Entirely so. But the One can neither 
be in itself nor in another. It cannot. 
The One, therefore, is never in same. 
It does not appear that it is. 

Same is a term here Ulled to distin
guish the ejJl1.1.ent Word of God which 
pronounces the superiority of the Creator 
over his creation. Therefore this same 
is an essence that emanates from the 
power of Paternal Unity ;.an Intelligible 
Essence, that binds all things into a sub
serviency to the nature of Divinity. 
Emanating as it does from Divinity, it 
takes rank as the first manifest creature 
of God, and it may be contemplated as 
an ever Bowing river of Light in Life. 

17. As the One is never in same, it 
can neither be at rest nor stand still. In 
this case it cannot. The One, therefore, 
as it appears, neither stands still nor is 
moved. It does not appear that it can. 

That which neither moves nor stands 
still cannot be defined by words, for 
spoken language is impossible without 
verbs as parts of speech ; anci verbs are 
only applicable in their relation to things 

that either move or stand still. There
fore words and phrases may be resorted 
to in the discUBBion of anything that is 
manifest in the universal nature ; but 
$ilence is necessarily imposed on all souls 
who seek to comprehend the Paternal 
Unity. 

And yet there is a language in aileMe 
where tD07'd8 are not generated, that 
constitutes an universal speech among the 
Things that are, a language that is pro
nounced only by those who associate 
with those divine principles. 

18. Nor will the One be the same either 
with another, or with itself; nor again, dif
ferent either from itself or from another. 
How so? For if different from itself, it 
would be different from the One, and so 
would not be the One. That is true. 
And if it should be the same with another, 
it would not be itself; so neither could it 
thus be the One, but it would be something 
different from the One. It could not in
deed. 

The eBBence of the Qne is not the One 
Itself, for how could it be? But tll.is es
sence, flowing from the paternal font,
from the Paradigmatic World, -like a 
River, may bear upon its bosom the image 
of God, as water mirrors the sun. 

This River is likened to water, but it is 
no more like water than the atmosphere 
of the earth is like the air of Heaven. 
The impress of Unity on this stream is 
likened to an image, but it is no more like 
a generated image than an immortal god 
is like a mortal man. 

The River and the Image is also likened 
to a flow of speech conveying intelligence. 
as an idea ; the water as speech, the image 
as the idea. 

The intelligence is also represented a..."< 

"the Spirit of God movirig upon the face 
of the water.'' Eventually this Spirit en
circles a universe and becomes the macro
cosmic Creator. 

The image is portrayed as an Egg Boat
ing on the waters, in which is the germ 
as an Idea of universal unity. Over this 
Egg the paternal Unity hovers; within it 
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the germ is developed and, with the pr~ 
toplastic substance, becomes a World of 
One-Being. 

Therefore the One Itself cannot be in 
SafTUJ, neither can it be the same with, or 
different from another. 

19. But if the One is the same with 
another, must it not be different from it
self? It must. But it will not be differ
ent from another while it is the One. For 
it does not belong to the One to be dif
ferent from another, but to that alone 
which is different from another, and to no 
other. Right. In consequence, there
fore, of ita being the One, it will not be 
another ; or, do you think that it can? 
Certainly not. 

20. But if it is not different from 
another, neither will it be different from 
itself. If not different from itself, it will 
not be that which is different, and being 
in no respect that which is different, it 
will be dift'Jlrent from no thing. Right. 

With the comprehension of the nature 

of this Sam6 and its floating Image, fol
lows a consideration of a World of Being. 
From that which was truly infinite and 
unbounded, the mind enters into the con
templation of that which is confined to uni
versal bounds, and thus Infinity becomes 
universal Place. Within this Place is 
housed the primordial substance of a 
World of manifestation. 

It is this substance that is primarily dif
fused throughout Infinity, whose function, 
-if it can be called a function,- is to be 
everywhere, and that cannot, certainly, 
be cal1ed the substance of Unity. It could 
not have been (as some have unwisely as
serted) in the beginning, nor in the mid 
dle, nor in the end, of the Essence of.Unity 

Therefore the One Itself can neither be 
in Sam6, nor in different. Neither could 
that which is Sam6 ever become different 
from Sam6. 

(To be CO'Tiduded in our next.) 

THE NEW OLYMPUS, OR MOUNTAIN OF LORD YAHVEII'S 
PRESENCE. 

BY . JOHN LATHAM. 

INVOCATION. 

Oh ! for the ancient minstrel fire 
To fill our souls, our thoughts inspire ! 
Great Homer ! Virgil ! Bards Divine ! 
Shed luster, lend us thought sublime! 
Let quickened life of dawning age 
Now blossom on. this humble page ; 
For it is meet that all should claim 
A heritage of lofty strain, 
And though we may not trace the line, 
We're knit as one by art divine. 
Then let the heavenly minstrel fire 
In kinship breathe from ancient sire, 
And thou ! Jehovah! Source of Light! 
Inspire and guide our thought aright, 
That we may paint with words of flame, 
The glowing wonders of Thy name I 

THE NEW OLYMPUS. 

The hidden powers of air and earth 
Are stirring in man's breast for birth; 
His thoughts like mountains pierce the sky, 
While visions Godlike greet the eye. 
Through space ethereal, shining far, 

There beams on earth, "The Morning 
Star," 

Which shone ere yet our sun gave birth 
To sister planets and the earth. 
But ere we secrets tell of space, 
Our thought its earthly course must trace, 
So we defer 'till fitting time 
A song, the "Morning Star" doth chime, 
And while illumined thought doth burn, 
We reverent to our subject turn. 

Our theme tried mortal is a cause 
Whose import well might bid us pause. 
That we might strike such stirring strain 
As would your wrapt attention claim. 
Lift, then, your thoughts from worldly 

care! • 
White steeds are prancing in the air ! 
With more than martial beat of drum, 
They tell the People's Age has come,
An age, by prophets' sight foretold ! 
An age by poets sung of old !-
Its dawning like a star begun, 
It's coming now, so like a sun. 
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All doubt that sight and song were true 
1\lust pale, as breaks the light anew,
For dawn it will, and break it must, 
And man be lifted from the dust. 

'Vho hath not read of broken laws, 
Of trampled rights and bleeding cause, 
And of uprising to a man, 
At call of king or chief of clan? 
How life was nought, when duty's claim 
Did bid men pour it on the plain ? 
Who hath not thrilled at noble deed, 
And sighed for such to be their meed ? 
Then, hark ye ! for the day and hour 
Are thine for deed, and thine for power ; 
And unto all be deep unrest 
Until each one has done his best. 
There still is noble cause and fight, 
And leader of the Hosts of Light, 
But weak are words, and language tame, 
Wherewith Life's Chieftain to proclaim. 
Never a chief with cause so great, 
Never a king so worthy, State,
Winning the right through selfhood 

slain,-
For heaven and earth a rallying name, 
That man in order true should stand, 
And Light Celestial flood the land. 

Now changed the scene, and vast the stage, 
As lofty themes our thoughts engage. 
No longer pent by narrow walls, 
Our footsteps tread Celestial Halls ; 
Our thought is marshalled in mid space, 
Our soul at one with all the race. 
The misty veil that confines earth 
Is rent as souls seek higher birth, 
And rise, with heavenly ones to share 
The secrets of the upper air: 
For we are privileged to claim 
Our portion of that godly flame, 
That poet-prophets thrilled of old, 
Distilling heaven's immortal gold ; -
As when the face of Moses shone 
With living truth from Y AHVEH's throne. 
'Til Sinai glowed, a flaming tower, 
And Sion stands a word of power. 
And thus in many a Mystic land, 
Did God-illumined Mountain stand ; -
As ancient poets sing of Greece, 
Ere evil days had banished peace ; 
Ere Troy's most fateful siege and fall, 
Had sealed the skies with leaden pall, 
And cast a veil upon the race, 
Which ere to Heaven stood face to face. 

Divine Olympus ! seat of flame! 
Long didst thou bear a hallowed name ; 

To thee were true libations poured, 
Thy counsels sought, and well adored · 
While altars burned on every hand, ' 
And precious incense filled the land, 
And from thy plains did reverent rise 
To ~eet the Congress of the skies, 
Wh1eh, there convened in heavenly state 
Did judge and guide each mortal fate ; • 
While chariots, like a flaming star 
Swift aped their mandates near and far, 
A~d over every .portal Bung 
W1ae counsels, like the morning sun. 
Alas ! it was a bitter fate 
That closed such counsels to the State, 
And left earth's borders far and near 
A scene of bitter strife and fear. -
Such long hath been and still must be. 
Till Thou, Lord, Y AHVEH, make us free ! 

Call this a myth of ancient lore,-
It yet, a lesson holds in store ; 
For in our midst doth now arise 
The true Olympus of the skies. 

By every earnest effort givea, 
We win response from highest heaven ; 
As ocean mists ascend the sky, 
So inner life is borne on high, 
And kindling thoughts are brought to 

shine 
By breathing atmosphere divine :
Thus, forming in the upper air 
The true Olympus' Mystic fair, 
Where messengers Celestial blend 
And to all prayerful minds descend. 
So mortal life sun-crowned should stand, 
A beacon light in every land ; 
Nor one alone can fill such place, 
But there must rise a Beacon Race ! 

All sacrifice of worldly pride, 
Each act by which we set aside 
The empty trifles which have caught 
And chained our fancy unto naught, 
Upheave new continents of worth, 
Thus aiding man in final birth ; 
Placing hencefortn at his command 
A rock of earth on which to stand : -
Out tt;om the ~ire, up from the clay, 
Truth a standing-ground will make its 

way 
If we but list, and heed the call, 
Now widely sounding unto all. 

A treacherous strip of shifting sand 
Alone, we have, on which to stand, 
If ruled by selfishness and pride, 
Who unto i;ruth should be allied. 
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'Tis 0111'8 to seek foundation strong,
Ramparts of right, breastworks 'gainst 

wrong; 
And plant truth's standard that it wave 
A sign of hope, a power to save. 
0 ! 11peed the cry throughout the land, 
0 rally ! 'tis a high command 
That each, and all, with one accord 
Should seek the truth and be its ward 
'Tis thus humanity may rise,
Olympus-like, to meet the skies; 
'Tis thus, a beacon race may stand 
A mighty tower in every land, 
And by the laws, which circle space 
'Mid starry hosts, take shining place. 

Need we to tell the simple means 

By which man's thought, electric streams; 
Or state how swift the earth we span, 
Uniting millions as a man; 
And how by methods such as these, 
We even talk beneath the seas. 
Such wonders wrought by mortal man 
But image a divine\' plan :-
·There's not in earth or space a soul 
Beyond the scope of God's control: 
For by a true deific plan 
He speaks direct to every man, 
And those who lend Him willing ear, 
His ever living mandates hear ; 
While all who with true hearts aspire, 
Most quickly feel the kindling fire. 

(To be continued.) 

THE ART OF NEVER FORGE'ITING. 
NEW SERIES.-NUMBER TWO. 

In our last article we gave an illustm
tion of the remarkable attainments that 
have been, and may be made through pel'
aistent drill, which illustrated the processes 
of memory on its more material side. We, 
however, stated that memory grades all 
the way from matter to spirit. There are 
subjective or intuitive methods of acquir
ing or recovering knowledge, which are 
both interesting and important. Numer
ous instances of this kind have come 
within our personal cognizance, and by 
this process the entire history, experience. 
and attainments of the race are being re 
covered and incorporated into the mental 
consciousness of the present age ; nor is 
this method, in its possible acquisitions, 
confined to the limits of our planetary 
life. It i:J capable of grasping the entire 
evolutionary unfoldment of our solar sys
tem and even of reaching and embracing 
that of all others, until the percipient is 
brought face to face with that Primal 
Splendor from which the visible Universe 
sprang. 

It is claimed of Ezra, or Esdras, who 
lived in the time of the Jewish captivity, 
when their sacred writings had been des
troyed or lost, that he recovered Genesis 
and other writings by " intuitional mem
ory :" ":My heart" he says "uttered 
understanding and wisdom grew in my 
breast, for the spirit strengthened my 
fMI'IWr'Y·" The wisdom of prior cycles 

has been repeatedly recovered and res 
tored by a process of this kind, for the 
past lives, and is mystically and wondel'
fully present within us and may be intui
tively recovered. There are few persons 
but what in degree experience, at least in 
a nebulous form, its auric presence. That 
which we call imagination is largely the 
living spirit of the past operating through 
the .Astral Light upon mortal mind. I~ 
ill claimed of "The Perfect Way" that 
its grand kaleidoscope of composite .and 
far-reaching truths were recovered . by 
"intuitional memory." "The Seven Cre
ative Principles "and "Solar Biology" 
are also mainly the result of "intuitive 
memory." The capacious and remarka
ble writings of Swedenborg are largely 
of this nature. We also have illustra
tions of this faculty in the works of A. 
J. Davia and T. L. Harris. The nature 
of these writings, however, accords with 
the spiritual heredity of the writers ; ·as 
subjective and intuitional faculties have 
scope and also limitation as virtually and 
specifically as do the capacities derived 
by natural heredity, and are therefore by 
no means necessarily infallible, even 
though introducing one to marvellous and 
trauscending realms of thought and 
experience. 

Our attention has recently been called 
to an article written some years since 
by Emma Hardinge Britten, relative to 
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her visit to a remarkable family in France, 
of high rank and social position, consist
ing of the father, mother, and three 
children. The eldest, at the time, was 
a lad of fourteen, with a brother two 
years younger, and "a little fairy sister 
of six summers." These children ac
quired their education in reading, writing, 
elocution, language, mathematics, astron
omy, history, and every branch of knowl
edge necessary to make them perfect and 
accomplished scholars, by the intuitive 
method. The circumstances are not only 
interesting, but so well suited to illustrate 
the point under consideration that we 
shall devote the balance of our space in 
this number to an extract from the 
article referred to : 

"Tim father of this wonderfully trained band 
of mysties, a nobleman whoee rank, standing and 
unimpeachable character wonld seem to forbid 
tho possibility of deception or faleehood, himself 
assured me no teacher of any kind had ever 
given his children a single le.on. In the tranoe 
condition these little ooes had themselves mas
tered every branch of knowledge with the moat 
perfect facility, and that, commencing from their 
earliest infancy. It was their custom to employ 
themselves in uaefnl and intellectaal plllllnits 
during the day, but whatever problems aroae 
among them that their quick intuitions did not 
immediately solve, were reserved as matter of in
quiry from the Spiritu Mundi at the next day's 
seanoe. Having the privilege of an introduction 
to this singular and accomplished family, I was 
courteously invited, before my departure for 
England, to be present at one of their asanoes. 
Joyfnlly availiog myself of this opportunity, I 
repaired to the Claauau at the time appointecl in 
company with an intimate friend of the family's, 
by whom I had been introduced 81 'one worthy 
to share in their holy communion.' Before en
tering the Oratory, which had been fitted up for, 
and was kept exclusively devoted to that pnr
poee, 1 was gravely, though conrteonsly, warned 
not to indulge in feelings of idle curiosity, or ad
vanoe to that spot 88 a mere ~r of some 
remarkable phenomenon. 'U, said my host, 
'you are sincerely desirous of pa:rtakinjr of the 
high spiritaal aftlatus to which tbis sacred plaoe 
is dedicated, I doubt not you will realize the 
presence and influx of the SpiritiU Mundi; to no 
lesser motives will the divine power we invoke 
design to respond.' Somewhat daunted by this 
preliminary demand upon conditions of mind 
I did not dare to analyze, and certainly conld not 
command, I neverthele&B advanced with all pos
sible desire for trv.tA, if not for religions illumi
nation, and this was the resnlt: 

" The Oratory was built in a secluded grove, 
fitted up with vases of flowers, rare pictures, 
noble sculptures, gems of natural beauty and, ar
tistic skill everywhere greeting the senses. Soft 
music from invisible performers stole on the ear; 
a remote chime of exquisitely toned bells occa
sionally mug a sweet peal, and the distant chant 

of a beautifnlly intoned litany wae -ered by 
responses from the family, standing lll'01IDd the 
altar-.haped table within. That altar wae 
simply ailorned with a pure white cloth, support
ing seven delicately perfumed lamps, and clua
ters of fragrant flowers. The family took their 
seats in a semi-circle cloee by the altar, on the 
further side of which were seats for invited 
gueata, occupied on the present occaai.on by my
self and the friend who had introduced me. 
.Although not partionlarly prone to reverence or 
veneration for ecclesiastical displays, I was too 
easily psychologized by my surroundings to have 
required any further injunctions to yield myself 
up to the faecinati.on of that deeply impreEive 

· scene. There was a serene and earoest air of 
aspiration too on each calm brow, that would 
have subdued the most rebellious or mockiDg 
spirit into courteous attention, if not sympathy 
with the principal actors. After the opening in
vocation by the master of the house, and the 
performance of the musical services, before 
mentioned, each member of the family, aooord
ing to cnstom, proceeded to lay the special peti
ti,on which filled their hearts before the invisi
ble presence they invoked. The little girl lisped 
out a prayer that the Great Spirit would be 
pleased to inspire her with an understanding of 
how the flowers grew which she held in her haod. 
The younger boy wished for inspiration to COD

tinue the Roman history, in the study of which 
he was at present e~ and the eldest offered 
a brief prayer for light upon the mathematical 
~roblems to which he was devoting his attentiou. 
These singular requeata seemed to be presented in 
the most perfect confidence that they wonld be 
complied with, and addreased with 88 much good 
faith to the invisible pruenu as if spoken to their 
attentive father. As the children coDcluded 
their brief petitions, the mother aroae, speaking 
evidently in a deep and un:miatakable somnam
bulio condition. She reminded her children that 
there were straagers there who had honored 
them with their presenCe, and who, therefore, in 
Christian kindnto~~~~ shonld be preferred before 
themselves, and she called upon "her husband and 
children to unite in desiring that such tokens of 
spiritual light and guidance shonld be vouohaled 
to the visitors as shonld be best suited to their 
frame of mind and l!CJ~ent&. lnatsntly, u 
with a flash of mental lightning, the eldest boy, 
addressing me, said: 'Lady I you are anxious to 
be informed of the fate of Sir John Flan1r.lin. 
Learn it now ! ' The boy had echoed my in
moat thought- nay, revealed one of the eecret 
pnrpoees that was leadi~ me to visit every a't'11il
able source of spiritual lilrht and knowledge. 

"The moment the child had ceased to speak, 
and silence followed, a vision full of deep meaniag 
and significance was presented to me. Like 
everything that transpired in that strange &eene, 
it was given rapidly, clearly, without pause or 
halting. It came as the children spoke, upon the 
instant, and passed away almost as rapidly, IIDil 
I have since had reason to kMto that brief as that 
vision was, it represented graphically the special 
points of the great navigator's life and death, 
upon which I sought to be informed. Directly it 
cloeed, each of the party described it, and though 
I bad not had time to breathe a syllable of what 
I bad seen, their words agreed in every iota with 
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ooe auother awl with my own visual experience. 
'' ' Dear lady,' said the little girl, tu.rning 

couingly to me, 'I - you are wishing two 
things, and they CI'OIIII each other in your mind 
joat so' - crosaiug her little hauda over each other 
aa abe spoke; 'you wish that I should have my 
question answered about how the flowers grow, 
and yet you WilDt lltill more to !lear about your 
douhle that was said to have appeared to a cirole 
of people somewhere in the north of England. 
Now, don't you, lady?' This waa strictly true; 
every word of it. I had felt a wish running 
through my mind that the little fairy who had 
brought her Bowen to ahow to 'dear God,' aud 
ask him how they grew, should he satisfied, awl 
yet I could not keep from thinking all the time 
about a tale I had heard of my ' double ' having 
appeared and communicated to a cirole in York
ahire. Before I could 1"811p0Dd to my little qu&
rist abe aroae, aud with a heautifnl miitnre of 
childish simplicity aud spiritual digni , re
cited some incidenta known only to mYM:J-ou 
earth at least- went on to describe the cirole 
where I had appeared, mentioned correctly sev
eral attendant circumstances, and wound up with 
a brief but deeply philosophical ezplaaatiou of 
what the 'double ' or apparition of the human 
spirit really is. My OtDII future dutiny was my 
next fixed, though involuntary thought, and 
before it was fully framed into~, the matron 
-· and poured oat in · aocenta a 
prophecy, the details of which • never p888 
from my mind. Many of ita predictiona have 
been already fulfilled- some have failed -still 
I believe in them, forthememo~f that inspired 
woman C8DDOt connect itaelf with aught but 
truth and purity 0 

" ' Stonehenge ! ' cried the deep voice of our 
boat, speaking seemingly in his nortual condition, 
but with the same breath!- rapidity in which 
each communication followed on the heels of the 
other. My companion was addressed this time, 
and oar host fixed his piercing_ eyes upon him as 
be waited for an auawer. " ' Yes- I was think
ing of Stonehenge,' replied my friend, ' aud 
wishing that I could receive some special infor
mation concerning the rites once practiced there.' . 
Instantly our boat explained grandly, authorita
tively, and philoaophically, problems oounected 
with that mysteriooa Druidical temple which 
moat have been the echo of diviDe truth. 

"At length the cloeing momenta of this won
derfully fascinating and instructive seance drew 
nigh. I had not been in that presence above 
fifteen minutes, before I felt that I was pa.rtak
iDg in the illumination of the IIOeDe, and, ~ 
iDg the wonderful mental lucidity of those who 
IIUJ'l'OUDded me, I was beginning to read them as 
they read me, when, to my regret, I perceived 
mentally- for I waa all perception now- that 
the hour for parting waa at hand. I wished for 
music, and tlley knew my V!Uh, and obeyed it. 
I longed for further intercourse, yet felt the 
hedge of impoaaibility crowding upon me. They 
spoke my thought&, ezp~ their deep regret 
that we ahonld so soon he estranged. I knew 
they were sincere in those regret.,, knew, as they 
aid, that we should never meet again. 

" I knew the point& of di1fereuoe between their 
belief and mine, when we soared away to heav
enly knowledge, but perosived oar perfect agree-

ment on point& that ooocerned our mortal exist
ence. 

"We all enjoyed in those two brief, wonderful 
boon perfect clairvoyance of morts! things. 
Each ol the family 1"811p0nded to my unspoken 
wish by improvising a verse of song, then aiJ 
joined in a choral of benediction. The sweet 
bells pealed out, and the invisible mnaicians 
gave na a parting psean, and so cloaed the seance 
with this strangely gifted family. I eubae
quently learned from the friend who had intro
duced me,-himself the moat intimate 8880ciate of 
these persona,- that they regarded with abhor
rence the idea of communiou with the spirit& of 
the dead ; indeed they Btrentloruiy denied even ita 
possibility. I have some reason to think they 
wished to convert me from my heretical belief 
in this respect. 

" ' The nobleman whom we visited had in 
early youth, it seems, received his ' illumination ' 
through viaiona, and the visitation of what he 
deemed to he ' an angelic messenger' from the 
Most High. He had selected his wife, aod 
reared his children, entirely under this heavenly 
guidance, sometimes convening face to face 
with the same 'angel' who had at 6rst con
ferred his miasion upon him, but still oftener 
oonducting his whole scheme of life by the influ
ence of the SpiritiU Mundi, which he regarded 
as the Holy Ghost of apostolic times, not as the 
material God of the Christians, bot as a direct 
procedure from the Most High, or the Spirit of 
God poured by influs into the minds of those who 
in humble faith and high aspiration put them
aelves in the Peotecoatal attitude of waiting for his 
coming. At times, the walls of their Oratory 
were shaken, the Boon quivered, ezquisite per
fumes were wafted through the chamber, and 
deeply occnlt meanings were revealed to them 
in the philosophy of color, tones, IJ:Dd _perfumes. 
I could write a volume on the lligniticant and 
instructive ideas derived from these persona, did 
space permit. At present I can bot add that 
thongh there waa a specialty in the sublimity 
and exaltation of these persona' spiritual views, 
I have met with many other highly endowed 
persona in Europe, who attributed, as they did, 
their great gift&, not to individualized irita, 
but to the Spiritll6 Mundi, or Son! of the World, 
oommunicating to mortals through influx. Such 
were the opiniona cherished, I believe, by the 
interesting famil]_ of the Bertolacci, the friends 
of William and Mary Howitt. Like the French 
nobleman above referred to, Mr. Bertolacci 
claimed that much of his ohildren's education 
was obtained at their seances, and in a little 
pamphlet pot forth on the eubject of their expe
riences, more marvels are related of them than 
I ahonld care to repeat, yet aiJ the phenomena 
which fell in euch abundant profusion on thi~ 
family were attributed, as in the former case, to 
direct influs from God and not in any way to 
the agency of spirits. Numerona other inatances 
have been presented to me of the same kind ; 
indeed, I can recall the experiences of some of 
the most remarkably endowed families and 
individoala of my acquaintance in Europe, as 
being believers in the direct agency of the Spiritll6 
Mundi, and utter dishelievem in the influence of 
spirit friends, or the souls of humanity." 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

"HELlOS' " views of "Nirvana," as 
given in our J auuary issue, are criti
cized by I. A. Osler. "Hellos'" will 
reply in our next. 

AT a recent business meeting it was 
moved and unanimously adopted to 
change the name of " The Society for 
Esoteric Culture " to that of " The 
Society Esoteric," as being more con
cise and expressive of the potential 
nature and purpose of the organization. 

MRs. BuTLER'S and Mrs. Drury's 
classes in Mental Healing from the 
standpoint of Solar Biology are flour
ishin~, and a wide and steadily in
crea.smg interest is being manifested. 
This system supplies a scientific basis 
for understanding the mental cause of 
every disease, and thereby of adapting 
treatment to each particular case. 

'l'HE combination of "THE PER
FECT WAY " and "THE ESOTERIC " 
for $3.00 is proving a popular one, 
and many have already availed them
selves of the offer, and others cannot 
do better than to follow their exam
ple. To place present subscribers 
on the same basts, " THE PERFECT 
WAY " will be sent them at the spec
ial price of $1.50. 

WE still desire to keep before our 
readers the request to send us the 
names of such parties as they think 
will appreciate THE ESOTERIC, that 
we may send them a sample copy, and 
as this is the People's Number, we 
shall, as on a previous occasion, send 
two copies to all subscribers, with the 
request that they will make judicious 
use of the extra copy. 

TilE poem of ''The New Olympus," 
the first instalment of which is given 
this month, is published by request, 
the same having been delivered before 
The Society Esoteric in the Spring of 
1887. It expresses the spirit of the 
New Age, embodying an inspirational 
and philosophic line of thought well 
suited to this, the People's N•1mber, 

its central thought being that the 
"People's Age" has come. 

WE have omitted the lecture of 
Prof. Butler for this number, in order 
to give place to that of Dr. J. C. 
Street, which was promised in our 
last : but in addition to his regular 
instalment of " Practical InStruc
tion " Prof. Butler answers several 
questions submitted by correspon
dents, the comprehensive nature of 
which will, in a measure, take the place 
of the deferred lecture. 

WE are constantly asked if we 
can supply back numbers of THE 
ESOTERIC? As we print from elec
tro-plates, we are enabled to duplicate 
to any extent ; therefore, subscriptions 
may date from any desired time. 
We have just printed an additional 
thousand of the July number,- which 
had been exhausted,- and now have 
full sets from the beginning. 

THE work in our composing room 
is moving more smoothly this month, 
and we are out several days earlier 
than with the January issue, but not 
as early as would have been the case, 
had not our resources been considera
bly taxed in the completion of " The 
Perfect Way," which is quite a volu
minous work, and we desired to get 
it into the hands of "reading circles," 
a.nd students of the" New Literature" 
at the earliest possible moment, and 
simultaneous with the mailing of this 
number will be forwarded all copies of 
'The Perfect Way "now under order. 

THE PEOPLE'S NUMBER. 

THE EsOTERIC for February, we 
may fittingly call the People's num
ber in that the sign Aquarius
the Water Bearer- mystically stands 
for "the People." "the Waters of 
Life," "the Great OutpOuring." As 
the angel said unto John" The waters 
which thou sawcst are peoples, and 
multitudes, a.nd nation's." The con
tributions contained in the present 
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number are largely expressive of the 
snrging interests and efforts of the 
people to attain unto the new and high
er civilization which is prophetically 
implied by the Grand Sign Aquarius, 
and which was referred to in the 
openinoo article of the July number 
entitled: "A New Cycle of Progress." 
By reference to the above article it 
will be seen that the Christian dispen
sation had its advent when the sun 
was in the Grand sign of Pisces on 
its mighty upward sweep of 25,854 
years through the Grand Zodiac. 
The sign, Pisces, it should be borne in 
mind, is expressive of the feet of the 
Grand Man of the heavens. The 
earth is now in the sign Aquarius on 
the lesser Zodiac ; thus humanity at 
this season, in a double sense, partakes 
of the essential quality and potency 
of this function of the heavenly and 
solar nature ; and this period each 
year will always have a pivotal and 
special significance, for some two thou
sand years to come, and will partake 
more and more of the characteristics 
of a " Pentecostal season." We, 
cannot better express our thought 
than by quoting the closing paragraph 
of the above article: 

"The light, knowledge, science, achieve
ment of the past eighteen hundred years 
are bat the FEET of the new cycle. How 
grand then shall be the estate of the full 
man I Christ wrought after the order of 
the heavens from whence he descended ; 
his apostles were twelve, after the celestial 
map and signs of the Zodiac. We are 
now in this new sign, and ' so sure as the 
heavens fail not,' a new condition and 
state of things mast come upon the 6"rth. 
The coming of the 'Kingdom of Heaven' 
has a literalness, splendor, and vastness 
mrpassing ordinary comprehension. The 
foundations have been laid, the structure 
is ready to appear, and the sign into which 
we are advancing symbolizes the 8piritual 
coming; a great outpouring,- the flying 
Pegasus, or swift-winged intelligence ; 
also the serpent--principle translated into 
that of the swan. 

" We are now in the astral sign Aqua
rius on the ascending scale, and must pre-

pare for manifestations of occult presence 
and power. Humanity has descended 
into matter. It hath deep roots in ob
jective nature, and mast now ascend 
swiftly, surely, mightily, into the abnos
phere of astral light, knowledge, and 
power, even unto the winning of its 
Celestial Crown." 

INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMS. 

IN conformity with the significance 
of the current sign " Aquarius " the 
problems of the _people are more fully 
considered in this number, and will be 
continued in our next. "Neith" con
tributes an appropiate and well consid
ered article on the "Competitive Sys
tem," wherein the statement is made 
that " The love of self, that produced 
competition is now to destroy it, and 
bring in a new civilization of asso
ciated interests." The planet Saturn, 
the scientific, orderly, and combining 
planet, has for two years been in the 
sign of Capricorn and, consequently, 
on the side of money interests ; but 
having recently entered the sign Aqua
rius, the movements a.nd combinations 
of the people will be characterized by 
more judgment, and in the ratio that 
they are more orderly and just, will 
they become more successful. But 
there is an element of selfishness and 
warfare in all class-interests, and thus 
as " Neith" says, the selfishness which 
produced the competitive system is 
destined to destroy it. 

With the planet Saturn in Capri
corn we had every reason to expect 
colossal monied combinations, and such 
has been the case. Railroad consol
idations, for instance, have been notic
able in every quarter, even to the 
horse-car systems of Boston which 
have been welded into a single sys
tem and control. The same is true 
of the telegraphic service of the 
country. The Sugar Trust has con
solidated that interest, the magnitude 
of which is such that the mere advance 
of one-half cent per pound, which 
would hardly be considered by the 
consumers, would, nevertheless, enrich 
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the manipulators at the rate of 
$12,000,000 per year. The Standard 
Oil monoply was one of the first 
great pioneers in this direction, and 
is but an illustration of the central
izing ·tendency of the age, and the 
state of things to which all impor
tant industries are being brought. 

At the present time we are expe
riencing the friction of the great 
coal strike in Pennsylvania, and 
whatever the equity of this issue 
may he, the people will soon rebel 
en masse against having periodically 
to pay one and two dollars more per 
ton for this prime necessary, because 
of a disa~ement between the factors 
in control of this natural gift of the 
Cre!i.tor as to whether eight cents, 
more or less, shall he paid for mining. 
W c have not only combinations of 

capital, hut combinations of labor, and 
the next step will he a combination of 
CONSUMERS, and that means the wni
fare of the whole people. .A.Ire.dy 
some of these issues are being pressed 
upon the consideration of Congress, 
'tmd others must sooner or later take 
the same course, for ours must truly be
QOme a government for the people. 

DR. English in his article on the 
"Ethics of Hygiene," touches upon the 
industrial problem, and thinks there 
should he "joint ownership of real 
estate, machinery etc." There are 
tnany theories and ways of regarding 
this subject, hut the logic of events 
is moving steadily forward. and in some 
way, as "Neith" ex:presses it. "The 
energy of the competitive system will 
he conserved and translated into new 
forms of action." 

AN IDEAL TO PONDER AND OUTWORK. 

THEY, alone, truly live, who labor 
for some grand ideal. 'V e shall 
assume, that a fitting Ideal for the 
genius of this age, is a "city set upon 
a hill,"- one that "cannot be hid," 
and unto which the nations and peo
ples shall look and flow. "This," say 
you, ''is a Mystical City I " But sup
pose we should tell you that it can he 
made actual. Yea, more I That it is 
not only our duty hut our privilege to 
outwork such an ideal. Every grand 
city of the past has been hut a crude 
sym hol and prophecy of one that is 
yet to he. The children of Israel 
wrought out the typical Jerusalem, 
which stands as a special land
mark and symbol. This is an age 
when, " mystically " speaking, "a na
tion is to he horn in a day," and if this 
may he said of a " nation " it may of 
a certainty he predicted also of a 
"City." Even looking at things 
from a strictly material standpoint, 
have we not seen such cities as Chi
cago, San Francisco, St. Paul, Min
neapolis, Milwaukee, and scores and 

hundreds of lesser cities spring into 
existence within the memory of thou
sands now living, and many of them 
within a very brief term of years. 
Salt Lake City was horn of a fanati
cal religious idea. How much more 
potent the grand, lofty, central Ideal 
of the Ages I As we need an Ideal 
above and beyond the ordinary rou
tine of life, suppose then we set about 
the realization of this Ideal of the Ages. 
This is the age when the "impossible 
becomes possible.'' We will then ven
ture to predict that within twenty-five 
years there will stand in a locality 
which to day is a comparative wil
derness such a city as the world 
never saw! This ideal city is in the 
atmosphere of America and awaiting 
crystallization. The idea also has a 
practical business side, hut it is some
thing vastly more than a mere com
mercial or speculative purpose. It 
can he made the seat and centre of a 
new ORDER for this flanet. in which 
true associate life wil take the place 
of the present selfish, grinding compe-
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tition. We simply outline the gen
eral idea, leaving particulars for future 
elaboration. 

A trust fund is already being cre
ated for this and other purposes. But 
do not be startled or alarmed at the 
magnitude of the idea.. Its methods 
are so practical that it will benefit you 
personally where you are; even if you 
do not wish to participate directly in 
the Grand ffitimate, you can at least 
profit by the development of the land 
which it is proposed to secure, and 
from a material point of view there is 
nothing more substantial than landed 
estates in a growing country like this. 

The Esoteric Publishing Co. con
stitutes the nucleus of this enterprise, 
and the ~t fund is at present being 
employed to disseminate the "New 
Literature." Light I more light I and 
"The empire of the Universe is Light!" 
An extensive publishing industry is 
being developed which it is purposed 
at the right time to locate on the 
"New Site" where employment will 
be given to several hundred and prob
ably a thousand, from the very start. 
But a grand idea, to be successful, 
must be practical in its details, and 
provide for the present while it looks 
forward to the future. We will, ac
cordingly, state how you may coope
rate and immediately profit thereby. 

This trust fund is comprised of 
shares of ten dollars each which are free 
from liability or assessment. Each 
certificate entitles the holder to par
ticipate proportionally in the profits 
of the business. Fifty thousand dol
lars of the stock has already been 
taken, and a substantial foundation 
thus secured. The authorized capi-

OuR advertisement for "Delineations 
of Character," at fifty cent.!, in accordance 
with Solar Biology has brought more 
applications than could be promptly 
attended to, and as it is necessary to have 
them written by students who are profi
cient in the Science, the amount does not 

tal is 1500,000 with power of increase 
as desired, but based only on actual 
property. A grand, but practical idea 
is back of this fund ; yet, while we 
work for a future ultimate, we also 
provide for the present. Each holder 
of stock will not only receive his 
proportionate share of the profit, but 
be entitled to purchase as many of 
the publications of the company each 
year, at a trifle above the cost of 
production as their stock represents, 
that is, a holder of a ten dollar share 
will be entitled to purchase t10 
worth of books each year at bottom 
prices, this alone will be equivalent 
to a saving of from $3 to $5 per 
year on a single share, or say 88 1-3 
per cent yearly on the investment ; 
and desiring to be of service espec
ially to those of moderate means, and 
thus make the benefits as widespread 
as possible, shares may be purchased 
on instalments of $1.00 or more at a. 
time. Whatever amount you send 
will be placed to your credit, and a. 
certificate of stock issued when the 
amount of $10.00 has been paid. In 
the meanwhile, books at bottom prices 
will be supplied yearly, corresponding 
with the amount already contributed. 

We are doing a safe and profitable 
business, which we invite you to par
ticipate in on the above basis, and 
with the above advantages. 

H. E. BuTLER, l Trustees of 
JoHN LATHAM, Esoteric Pub. 
W. H. MANNtNo. Company. 

Address all communications, Eso
teric Publishing Company, 478 Shaw
mut A venue, Boston, Mass. 

81lfticiently compensate them for the time, 
and we are obliged to raise the price of 
outline delineations to $1.00,, and full 
writteP ones to $5.00. 

Address Esoteric Publishing Co., 4 78 
Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Maa. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

To the Editcn- of The EsoUirUJ:-
IN a letter from Sada. Bailey Fowler 

(January number), she advocates the 
use of grain11, fruits and nuts as a diet. 
These ideas being in conformity with the 
result of recent meditations ol my own, 
I will state them, hoping some one may 
find them helpful if not new. 

In passing the stock-yards one day, a 
heavy gloom seemed to settle over the 
place, although the sky was cloudless. 

I had been for some weeks in doubt 
about the eating of meat, as it seemed to 
me to involve the non-oompliance with 
the command " Tlwu. ahalt not kill." 

I felt I could no longer doubt; so I 
turned to the first chapter of Genesis 
~d read the twenty-ninth verse : -

" Seeds ! " " Seeds ! " 
I followed this line of thought to the 

most nutritious foods, as allowed by 
hygienics ; and I find the claim is for 
those in which the life-principle is stored 
complete. 

The creation has completed its purpose, 
and in the seed are the possibilities of a 
new life ; but by its consumption we do 
not destroy life: we let the plan reach 
its fulfilment. 

Hence hominy, or ripe dry corn, is a 
most healthful article of diet, while green 
corn is almost invariably injurions. 

Tea is gained by the destruction of 
life; coffee the ripe seed. 

This idea also presents itself : the seed, 
which ripe is conserved by nature, is bet
ter than the seed or fruit which falls at 
once into decay after reaching maturity. 

I truly believe there is a help for us 
on the upward road in these considera-
tions. • L. F. Mc.C. 

ANNANDALE, KA.NSAS. 

CORRECI'ION. 

To the Editor of The Esoteric:-
Dear Sir : Please allow the correction 

of a qnite important word in my article 
in your last. The very aura of an hab
itual tobacco nser is such that I could 
not possibly writ "tooths"om.B" as in any 
way belonging to so poisonous a weed. 
" Loaths0111.6," not " toothsome," was my 
adjective. 

Please make the correction and thus 
preserve the consistency of my invariable 
testimony against what seems to me a 
more subtile, insidious, and dangerous 
enemy to human welfare than intoxicat
ing drinks in all their myriad and deadly 
forms. 

Wishing ever abounding success to 
THE EsoTERIC, I am, Mr. Editor, 

Most respectfully yours, 
PA..RKRR PILLSBURY. 

Concord, N. H., Jan. 20, 1887. 
[HAD the compositor or proof-reader in 

thd instance referred to, been nsers of 
tobacco, there might be a suspicion of 
their having tampered with the word ; 
but as such is not the case the occurrence 
is wholly devoid of "malice "or" design," 
but purely due to the close resemblance 
of the two words; yet we are thereby 
reminded of the familiar adage of 
"many a slip, etc.," and also discover 
how " loathsome " a little slip becomes. 
-EDIToR.] 

To t'M Editcn- of t'M EsottJrUJ: 
The magazines duly received, and I 

have not only read, but studied them. 
For some time I have felt the need of 
something new, something higher, some
thing more inspiring and self-satisfying as 
an object worthy of attainment. In THE 
EsoTERIC I find the elements supplying 
that need. I now realize that the supe
rior power of the spirit should be invoked 
in conjunction with all human efforts, 
and that, to save human civilization from 
destruction, mental illumination is needed. 
May THE EsoTERIC never lose its tone. 
may it lead us to the heights unknown, 
and may the light of divine revelation be 
thrown upon the dark tablet of human in
telligence, and the clearest light illumi
nate the soul. Wishing you success in 
your grand undertaking, I am, for the 
truth always, L !NGRAH.A..M:. 

SUJOtiT, R.I. 

To t'M Editor of t'M E1ottlrie :-
Your kind favors all duly received. 

From the time I read the first copy, it 
was a decided fact that I would subscribe. 
On reading each issue it would seem that 
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none of the following issues could come 
up to its predecessor. How agreeable 
it is to find your grand magazine is im
proving . every time. But you deserve 
more than thanks for publishing sueh 
needful instructions. 

I am endeavoring to bring your journal 
to the notice of every one having a de
sire for such study that comes to my hand. 
With best wishes for the success of your 
publications, I remain, yours, 

FELIX McGoBBY. 

To the Editor of ths EsoU!ric: 
DBAB Sm: - I am a subscriber to 

THE EsoTERIC, the contents of which 
have become " food and drink " to me, 
Each number increases my astonishment 
at my having grown so old as I am, and 
neyer learning, in two hemispheres and 
four languages, half so much as I learned 
through the media of your magazine. But, 
meglio tardi chs mai. I will try my 
best under adverse circumstances, to 
make the rest of my life profitable, and 
to helD me in this aim, I should like to 
become a member of your Societ]-unfor· 
tunately but a corresponding member for 
the present. MRs. L. A. 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 

HIRAM E. BUTLER ANSWERS SOME QUESTIONS. 
A COBBESPONDBNT writes us concerning 

an article which appeared in the Bomm 
Gl«Je, headed, ." Phantoms of the Living," 
wherein an account was given of a man 
while drunk projecting his " astral " from 
Albany, N.Y., to Boston, for the benefit 
of the Society for Psychiea.l Research. 
This correspondent expresses his doubts 
of its veracity as a fact, the man being 
of a convivial character, and asks our 
opinion. 

.A. Regarding the facts as stated, I 
know nothing; but as to the possibility, 
I have no doubt, the projecting of one's 
astral is no unusual thing. Many persons 
who are anxious about another, when 
asleep, will go in the astral to that per
son, but seldom retain consciousness of 
it. Sometimes, however, consciousness 
remains on waking as from a dream. 

There are men and women who have 
very mature souls, and who consequently 
have come to be possessed of highly 
sensitive organisms, and naturally refined 
ideas ; but experiencing how different 
things are regarded by their associates, 
and being subject to the constant slur and 
disdain of those on a lower plane, who 
are incapable of understanding their 
higher thoughts and feelings, they some
times become reckless, and take to alco· 
holic drinks and low habits, to drown 
their own inner activity and higher self. 

In such eases, drink benumbs the phys
ical senses, and leaves the astral free to 
act through the body, or leave it and find 
more congenial conditions. Intoxication 

only aitects the physiea.l bod1 and animal 
soul, and if the human soults sufficiently 
unfolded to take control, then the real 
self manifests itself. Often we find 
grand souls imprisoned in the roughest 
and hardest bodies, and they keep that 
rough, hard exterior active to protect a 
beautifnl and sensitive interior. When 
sueh an one lacks ability to throw out 
porcupine-quills enough to protect him
self, then he frequently resorts to stimu
lants, and sometimes descends to the low
est spheres of life. If there could be an 
entire revolution in every department of 
life, to a condition where the refined 
and best were most valued, where true 
merit always received its reward, we 
would all be surprised to see how many 
men and women, now in the lowest 
spheres of life, would spring to their feet 
and be the truly grand men and women 
of our age. 

Again, these are working out a Karma. 
Their former lives were good, and they 
internally understand the necessity of a 
life of darkened experiences, in order to 
know and have charity for those in such 
conditions. For persons to project their 
astral by the will, and retain and bring 
back to the physical sense all that is seen 
and heard, is a matter requiring prep
aration of the physical body, and a sub
jugation of the same to the astral, while 
the astral is in it. While that is going 
on, it is very dangerous to leave the 
physiea.l body if there is a combat going 
on between the two ; for the sympathies 
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of the animal being with the Elementals 
and Elementaries, it would, as soon as the 
struggling astral left it, ca.ll in those forces 
and prevent its return. Jesus said, "He 
must first bind the strong man " (the 
animal man) "and then spoil his goods," 
i.e., destroy all that the animal calls good, 
before he will be subject to the spiritual 
and become a reliable servant to keep 
the house- the body- safe until the 
master retnrns. 

P. C., M. D.. writes us the following 
letter:-

DEAB Sm: I was told to Bit for mediumabip 
abo11t a year ago, ud the following phe110meua of 
which I wish all e9laoatio11 were revealed. I was 
told to Mat myaelf at a table and place my hands 
upon it, and my mind upon the departed ones, 
and wait with pati6110e for the result& Following 
out the iDBtruotio1111, the phenomena w~>re mani
fested 88 follOWB: a phosphoreecent light, 88 it 
lle8Dled, 81UT01Uided a pencil that lay near me. 
It would ftaah from one end to the other. Soon 
I observed some lllll&lllighta about the size of a 
amall pin-head. I oould not exactly count them, 
their movement waa so continuous. Thea I be
gan to perceive a purple or lilac oolor surrounding 
them like a bright light from above. The purple 
one, the color of which would deepen and cauae 
it for the time to spread out, then drew up to a 
centre, and so it continued to operate. Where I 
sat, a brilliant orange color SlllTOunded the purple. 
There seemed to be no further development; it 
remained in this condition for some time. At any 
time, I saw the lllll&ll lights surrounded by the 
Pll!Ple _!l!les, unlees the light w88 too strong. 

Thinking, ~ps you might give me a acien
tifio explanation of what it might be and its re
lllllta, I place it before you, hoping you may be 
able to gi•e me a satisfactory solution. 

I remain yours, 
P.C.,M.D. 

A. You have called around you the 
elementaries ot the departed ones whom 
you placed your mind ·upon, although it 
does not necessarily follow that they are 
complete and conscious Rpirits ; if you 
take the pencil and hold it, sitting pas
sively, it is probable that your hand 
would be controlled to write, but such 
experiments endanger one to infesta
tions and evil results. Probably, if con
tinued, and you allowed yourself to be pas
sive to those infiuences, you would be con
trolled and have remarkable manifesta. 
tions. But these infiuences may be only 
what is known as the Animal Soul of the 
departed one, while all the real person is 
far away. Again, there is a class of infiu
ences, known as " Elementals •· who will 
play all kinds of pranks if they can get 
control of a person, and while they have 

access to your body, they will feed upon 
your life, and you will feel exhausted after 
such sittings, and out of the life drawn 
from you, they will gain strength to pro
duce phenomena. 

" Am I Spiritualist? " 
A. This is another question often asked 

me. I answer, "God is Spirit and I be
lieve in God (not in a Man-God, how
ever). In believing this I may be said 
to be a spiritualist. I believe the essen
tial man is Spirit, and as such may be so 
unfolded as to become conscious of his or 
her real self and of other spirits. But ap
plied as a class-term, I answer: "No"! The 
essential difference as to the belief 
of a class that is known by that name is, 
that many of them consent to be passive 
instruments to spirits, known or unknown. 
I feel that we are responsible for all 
our acts, and that we are Spirit and have 
alone the right to control this body. 

I believe our duty is to hold positive 
control over our own bodies, and to culti
vate and develop all our powers to the 
highe.~t possible state of usefulness in 
body, mind, and spirit; and when this is 
accomplished, I find it necessary to be 
sufficiently positive to be able, in place 
of being controlled by spirits of men 
earth-bound, to command and control them 
as Jesus did, and as we are told that all 
the masters have done. 

Thus it will be seen by all who know 
the nature of the Spiritualistic movement. 
that the difference is a great one between 
us and a certain class of Spiritualists. 
We are positive, they are negative. We 
both agree that there are many deceiving 
spirits ; therefore we want to " try the 
spirits " whether in or out of the body. 

WE have often been asked : "What is 
the difference between the Society Eso
teric and the Theosophical ? " 

A. From the meaning of the term 
Theosophy, i. e., Theos and Sophia. the 
God-Father and Mother, again God-Wis
dom, we and all students of a higher and 
purer life are seeking to be Theosophists. 
When you ask, " What is the difference be
tween the two societies?" that is something 
quite different and even difficult to answer. 
Nevertheless, as to the teachings of prom
inent members of the society known as 
Theosophical, the most important dif
ference would appear to be that the 
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Theosophists accept and claim as their 
only tea.cher3 the Masters of India, 
who are said to live in the wilderness 
near the Himalaya Mountains. Some, 
I believe, claim that there are many 
other societies living in obscure and 
secret places that are one with the Brother
hood before mentioned. (For particulars 
see" Sinnett's Occult World.") 

We clliter in that we accept the Mas
ters of " The Solar Circle '' and the God 
of the Universe as our teachers, controllers 
and guides. Some of us have become, 
through continued devotion and faithful 
effort to subdue the physical and animal 
part of our nature, acquainted, through 
personal intercourse, with a body of Mas
ters, who are the perfected souls of prior 
ages and of other planets. Those who 
have perfected their lives on the earth 
have entered into and become one with the 
Spirit of God, through which Spirit they 
govern all the affairs of this planet and 
all the planets of the solar system, which 
fact was the foundation of the Christian 
Church. See Paul' sletter to the Hebrews, 

CLUB PREMIUMS. 
Anyone sending us $4.50 for a club of 

three can have a fourth subscription free 
of charge. 

To any subscriber who sends us $1.50, 
and one additional name, we will send the 
pamphlet of "TwELVE MANNER OF PEo
PLE," or any fifty-cent book in our list. 

For $3.00 and two new subscribers we 
will send any $1.00 book you ma.y select. 

For $4.50 and three new subscribers we 
will send Prof. Butler's " SEVE."i CRE· 
ATIVE PRINCIPLES" or its equivalent in 
other books. 

For $6.00 and four subscribers we will 
send "THE PERFECT WAY." 

For $12.00 and eight subscribers we will 
send "SOLAR BIOLOGY." 

The names can be all sent at one time, 
or if forwarded as secured, they will be 
placed to the sender's credit until the num
ber is complete. Where members of a. 
club desire" THE PERFECT WAY" $1.50 
extra should be sent for each copy re
quired. 

NOTICE. 
For the benefit of those whose attention 

is for the first time called to Tw: Eso
TERIC, we would state that it has already 

xii., 22-24, part of which reads as fol
lows : " But ye are come unto Mount 
Zion and unto the city of the Living 
God, and to the general assembly and 
Church of the first-born, which are writ
ten in heaven, and to God the Judge of 
all, and to the spirits of just men made 
perfect." And Paul gives wise counsel 
in verse 25 where he says, " See that ye 
refuse not him that speaketh, for if they 
escaped not that refused to hear him that 
spake on earth, much more shall we not 
escape if we turn away from him that 
speaketh from heaven." These Grand 
Souls are now diligently working to pre
pare for a complete expression of their 
exalted life on earth through the pre
pared ones of earth. We believe these 
were the inspirers of the Bible and that 
Jesus is one among them, and that the 
highest truth that the earth has to-day is 
covered by mystic sayings in the old and 
new Testaments of the Bible. 

We are not confined, however, to any 
book or system of teaching but are open 
to the highe:Jt and most useful truths. 

passed beyond its experimental stage, and 
is an assured success ; and were this not 
the case, the money is set apart to issue it, 
whether or no, for two years, therefore 
subscriptions ma.y be forwarded without 
the shadow of doubt or hesitation. TuosE 
who receive this sample number, will un
derstani that we wish to ma.ke their more 
intimate acquaintance. In short, we de
sire to place their names upon our sub
scription books, as we are confident that 
we can do them many times the good in 
the course of the coming year that the 
subscription will cost them. Man's mis
sion on earth is an important one, and 
self-knowledge is not only a privilege, but 
a duty. We want you to join us in its 
pursuit, and we shall conscientiously do 
our best to aid you in climbing the heights 
of mental and spiritual attainment and 
power. Do not neglect or postpone the 
important matter, but make a beginning 
by at once putting yourself on our sub
scription books. THE EsoTERIC for one 
year will cost you but $1 50, including 
the "PERFECT WAY" $3.00, it will be 
sent six months for 7 5 cents. Address 
Esoteric Publishing Co., 478 Shawmut 
Avenue. Boston, Mass. 
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INDIVIDUAL A'ITAINMENT AND SOCIAL ADVANCEMENT. 

BY LUCINDA B. CHANDLER. 

Two dominant currents of ener
gizing thought are prevalent and in
creasing to-day, the one, to acquire 
individual knowledge, expansion, light 
or power, as the individual aspires or 
needs. -the other a diffused wide
spread searching for a betterment of 
social conditions, pre-eminently in the 
industrial and commercial realm. 

That this is so, is encouraging. 
Neither our worthy and extended 
philanthropies, nor our high intel
lectual and scientific achievements 
have brought to the people, to the 
great mass of toilers, either certain 
means of subsistence, or sufficient 
release from onerous labor to afford 
any available leisur~ for high culture. 
They have not brought conditions 
that tend to and promote an advanc
ing grade of humanity. 

Such facts a.." that in the Common
wealth of Pennsylvania there are 
employed as wage workers 125,000 
children under fifteen yearR of age, 
are appallin~ when it is contemplated 
what they stgnify for future genera
tions. 

A store of vitality suitable to carry 
forward physical, intellectual, moral 
and spiritual development, is impossi
ble to a childhood harnessed to unre
mitting toil in shop, factory, and 
mine. 

It is indisputable that a higher 

order of society,- a reconstruction 
that shall bring into activity the higher 
fraternal impulses and qualities,-can
not be achieved and become perma
nent except a higher individual attain
ment is reached by a considerable 
number. 

It is equally true that the pres
ent system being the form and 
outgrowth of selfishness in commer
cial relations as well as ignorance 
and sensuality, engenders the gross
est impulses and breeds iniquity 
and crime. 

We cannot have a better, more hon
est, harmonious, helpful social state 
without a better class of individuals, 
and we cannot obtain a better class 
of individuals except we can secure a 
better social state. 

Clearly, then, the effort of maturer 
souls, capable of fraternal impulses, 
must work in both directions. 

The individual needs constantly to 
seek the goal of highest attainment, 
while at the same time seeking how 
to help promote in every direction the 
emancipation of the multitude, not 
only from individual imperfection, 
darkness, and ignorance, but also 
from the oppression of burdensome 
systems that keep every one who is 
wholly dependent on the working of 
our commercial feudalism, in a tread
mill life. 
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" I cannot practice the instructions 
given for 'The Art of Never Forget. 
tin~,' nor those ideas of a higher life 
which I long to enjoy, says the 
housewife who is but fulfilling a 
round of duties common to thou
sands of her fellow housewives; 
"there's no use for me to attempt, 
for it would only increase my per
plexities and bring me disappoint. 
ment." 

Then, the tens, yes, hundreds of 
thousands who as parents and chil
dren, mothers and housewives, are 
forced to work for subsistence as well 
as to keep some kind of an abode in 
a condition to be a staying place 
and shelter, what can it be to them 
that life is rich beyond computation 
in knowl~e, and that they might 
get some msight into the inward 
sources of strength and light about 
their own soul powers, and some com
prehension· of the majesty and bless
edness of existence, if only there were 
any space in which their vitality were 
not consumed in wearisome toil or 
the needful hours of rest. 

The 'world wide discontent of the 
laboring .classes is a significant fact 
of the hour. It is a divine discontent. 
It indicates the approaching maturity 
of the planet and of its inhabitants. 
It is au expression of the perfect will 
and perfect good, working for re-ad
justment. It is futile to argue con
cerning it from any standpoint of 
the past. It is the divine impulse, 
starting humanity on a higher cycle 
of social ad van cement, wherein the 
individual will obtain higher condi
tions for culture. 

"Love thy neighbor as thyself," has 
achieved but fragmentary and incohe
rent results in the past twenty centu
ries. It is now to become the genius 
of that branch of social life through 
which the acquisitive energy of man 
operates, accumulates, and builds 
material wealth. 

Whoever fails to see this in the 
overturning now in progress, in the 

universal discontent of the employed 
class, of the te11aqt and mortgaged 
farming class everywhere on the 
planet, fails to see the working of 
the spiritual forces of the planet. 
"Behold I make all things new.'' 
" All things " include social systems, 
the genius of enterprise, industry, 
and distribution of the products of 
labor,- and these are to be made 
"new." 

The torpor that holds many who 
have not been under the pressure of 
the grinding forces of this competi
tive and usury-oppressed civilizatio~ 
and who know nothing of the strug
gle to keep above want, or the un
welcome alternative of pauperism or 
a beneficiary of ~ed " charity,'' 
cannot realize, cannot be alive to the 
deep-seated and righteous rebellion of 
the workers who are manifesting dis
content. 

That the disposition to reject "char
ity'' is becoming so general, and that 
systems of charity are obnoxious, 
and held as an insult to human dig
nity, is a sublime manifestation show
ing the divine source whence it arises. 

It is high time in the advance of 
intelligence, science, invention, and all 
facilities for human association, that 
almshouse and other forms df "char
ity " should be displaced by a social 
system that provides adequately for 
all the needs of mortal life. 

Everyone who holds human souls 
to be capable of growth and the lofty 
attainments which it is worth while 
for individuals to seek, ought to see 
and feel the mighty and grand signi
ficance of the movement to release 
workers from incessant physical toil, 
and burdensome conditions from 
which no amount of wearisome labor 
promised them ultimate deliverance. 

The proportion among the hundreds 
of thousands who are agitated by and 
are agitating the labor problem, of 
those disposed to resort to violence as a 
method of re-adjustment, is too small 
to constitute a profitable ground for 
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discussion, or hardly for criticism. 
Speculative industrial reform is not 
an American ·initiative ; ne1ther bas 
this country accomplished practically 
what our English cousins have in the 
work of cooperation. We have the 
advantage of illustration, on the other 
continent, that there is a better meth
od of distributing the products of la
bor than we have adopted. 

It behooves us, ere we resign our
selves to despair or the passive wrong 
of indiffere-ace, to consider and heed 
these evidences, that we have not 
reached the highest attainment in 
America, socially, industrially and 
commercially. 

We cannot know what advancement 
would be possible to a select body of 
people combined with reference to 
their aptitudes and biological rela
tionships, but it seems probable a high 
order of life and society might result 
from an association of judiciously se
lected persons. 

It is true that we do not know what 
improvements in individuals might 
follow from the re-adjustment of so
cial conditions that would make re
wards of labor a sure means of sub
sistence to all workers, that would 
shorten the hours of labor, increase 
the comforts of amusement, affording 
light, space, pure air, plenty of warmth, 
artistic dwellings and suitable fur
nishing, wholesome food and a suffi
ciency of it, pleasant surroundings, 
and privileges of intellectual and so
cial enjoyment. And, moreover, we 
do not know what would be the result 
of a country-wide and world-wide 
system of dist:l'ibution of the profits of 
industry that belongs to the mutual, 
fraternal quality of humanity, instead 
of the selfish, oompeting element of 
hoggishness. 

The sum of the law, of wisdom, and 
knowled~e, is to love the -Lord (the 
good) mth all the heart, and our 
neighbor as ourself. Every individual 
attainment that helps us more perfect
ly to love and to do for the whole body 

of humanity, is helping us to the high
est goal of being. Every individual 
exercise that by its exclusive selfish
ness becomes merely an intellectual 
ambitio~ and achievement, is, though 
an attainment of knowledge and 
power, a hindrance and limitation· to 
the fulness of being. 

The real advancement of the indi
vidual is inextricably involved in the 
advancement of the body of humanity. 
Each and every member of the hu
man family needs what each individ
ual needs, to reach the ~oal of high
est attainment, or to begm to advance 
toward· it,- some leisure. So long 
as this is impossible to considerable 
numbers, there will continue to be a 
ferment of discontent, moroseness, a 
smarting sense of injustice, or the 
more deadly apathy that will make 
the planet malarial with moral mi-
asma. 

When the self-seeking, grasping, 
overreaching, oppressive, iniquity 
breeding spirit of our systems that 
have brought bto existence corporate 
powers amenable to neither human 
nor divine laws, - is overturned,
completely abolished, then recon
structive opporttmity will afford 
ground to seek such organization ~ 
may best advance the higher life of 
mature souls, and that without having 
neglected to help our neighbor out of 
the pit into which our social insti
tutions have :forced him. 

The people perish not only for lack 
of knowledge, but for lack of love. 
We need a quickening of all the fra
ternal affectional qualities and impul
ses, and to actualize these in wise 
methods. Individual attainment is 
good ; fraternal endeavor and ·cul
ture, a greater good,- it is ''the ful. 
filling of the law." Before we can 
have the generation of a well devel
oped parenthood, and before we can 
have the regenerative advancement of 
a regenerated parenthood, we must 
slough off the destructive commercial 
feudalism which we have created, 
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and actualize fraternal co-<>peration. 
For "love never faileth." But 

" though we understand all myster· 
ies and all knowledge, and have not 
love," we "are nothing." Love ''bear
eth all things and endureth all things," 
(if thereby a great good is to be ac
complished,) but "whether there be 
tongues they shall cease ; whether 
there be knowledge it shall vanish 
away." FoLLOW AFTER love, and 
"desire spiritual gifts." 

Attainment in love, and the ere~ 
tion by love of a new earth, a new or
der of social life, is the hi~hest goal 
of human attainment. It is not de
sirable that we should multiply words. 
It is needful that we make of our
selves reservoirs of boundless symp~ 
thy and active good will, ·- a gooq will 
that will penetrate even the hardness 
of avarice, and stolidness of indiffer
ence, and become a solvent of greedy 
selfishness. The kingdom of heaven 
is not only within the individual spirit, 
and it is not only our highest wisdom 

to unfold it within each of ourselves. 
individually, but we can have no bet
ter nor higher aim than to work for 
its actualization in society. How we 
can best do this work, each individual 
must decide for each one's self. 

Every soul has its place and use in 
the universe and in its environml'nt, 
and we <~annot fail of our highest at
tainment if we are so clearly discern
ing, or so wisely guided as to deter. 
mine rightly our sphere of usefulness, 
and faithfully perform the duties im
posed. 
The light of truth and of knowledge. 

and the uplifting power of love, will 
be welcomed by thousands of the 
struggling weary ones whose overtaxetl 
bOdies and famished minds and hearts 
are shut away from sources of intel
lectual and social improvement. 

How this preparation for the king
dom of heaven on earth can be car
ried forward, is a question of no slight 
moment to every responsible indi
vid11al. 

THE INDIAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM ESOTERICALLY 
CONSIDERED. 

THE present Indian policy is wrong 
from the beginning. There is no 
structure of any kind without first a 
design to be ultimated. Iu the educa
tion and civilization (.so called) of the 
Amel'ican Indian, there is, apparently. 
no design to any ultimate good. If it 
is claimed that the design to be 
reached by educating the Indians is to 
prepare them for a higher plane of 
life.-in a word, to prepare them 
for self-support, to make of them in
t~lligent citizens,- in that case, the 
present system of dealing with them 
is more than wrong, it is pernicious I 
Philanthropists claim that the Indian 
educational system is preparing the 
Indian for a bnsiness. Why, then. 
are the edueated ·Indians not placed 
in the "Clerk Department" of the 

agencies under the government ? The 
universal complaint from all tribes 
and nations of Indians is that the 
agency department of the govern
ment, for these many years, has been 
but little less than a mammoth huck
stering shop, for the sole benefit of a 
few chosen political friends, whel"e' 
those cl10sen ones can make their 
pile out of the Indian appropriation. 
In all these years not one Intlian 
has been allowed so much as a clerk
ship- that the Indians might know 
through their own people what dis
position is made of thetr own prop
erty and goods. 

The agency department is governed 
by the same despotism, throughout the 
whole fabric. One rule prevails, and 
that as far as the Indian is con<'ernro. 
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is : ·• All turkey me ! all buzzard you ! " 
which is the result of injudiciously 
keeping all business transactions in 
the hands of the white post-trader and 
sutler. 

The Indian is perfectly indifferent 
to an education, and will ever remain 
so until he is given some opportunity 
in which he can apply that education 
to tht> well-being of himself and fam
ily. What does an education amount 
to with the Indian so long as all trade 
is in the hands of licensed traders, 
who exercise absolute power over them 
and from whom the Indian must buy 
at'any price set upon the goods, wares 
and merchandise, such as are usually 
found in mock-auction shops. 

The Indians are Community Peo
ple and the education that is most 
necessary to teach them is the value 
of money and merchandise - the 
value of all other things will fall into 
place naturally. They must be edu
cated into co-operative measures, with
in themselves and in connection 
with other tribes. Indians are capa
ble of evolving ideas and, from 
analogous reasoning, are also capable 
of carrying on their own trade and in
tercommerce with other tribes. They 
were a self-sustaining people for ages 
before whites came among them; and 
are capable of doing the same now. 

It is a mistaken idea to suppose 
that the Indians are depE>ndent on the 
whites for a. livelihood. Go into the 
Indian country, and you will find the 
people taking care of themselves and 
their aged and infirm; while in the 
country of the Christian civilized 
whites you find the country filled 
with begging, thieving tramps, and the 
prisons filled with criminals, while the 
almhouses and town-poor-houses are 
filled to overflowing with the aged 
and infirm. 

The moral code of the American 
Indian, as traditionally handed down 
the ages by the hieroglyphics of the 
Toltec race (a very few of these 
records having escaped the hands of 

the zealons bishop Zumarraga, at the 
time of the Spanish Conquest), is 
worthy of a place in the record of 
all progresM-ve peoples of to.day. 
•• God, the Great Spirit, -the U ni
versal Spirit, is Love." • "All men are 
brothers." " Eat the bread that thine 
own hands have made, so shalt thou 
relish the fruits of thy labor." "Thou 
shalt not steal." " Take from no 
man without a. proper return." 

The Chichimees, Acolhuans, and 
Aztecs sold the murderer into slavery, 
and the value accruing from his 
labor went to the friends or family 
of the murdered party, for a compen
sation. 

But let us look at the practical 
workings of this monopoly system of 
trade with the Indian tribes in its 
moral bearing. Its tendency is to 
obliterate every true and noble im
pulse from the Indian heart. One 
illustration will answer for the entire 
license macl~inery. An Indian has 
an idea. that he must trade- he has no 
money : but, as is customary with the 
southwestern Indian, he has his orna
mental girdle. This girdle, or belt, 
contains from five to seven oblongs 
-circles of solid silver. These silver 
plates are made from coin re-melted 
and hammered into form, and ap
pended to the girdles. These girdles 
are, in coin-value, about fifty or sixty 
dollars; The Indian knows that his 
belt is good security for a few trinkets, 
although he does not know the value 
of the belt in either coin or its equiv
alent in legitimate merchandise. He 
passes over his belt to the trader, and, 
in return, the Indian receives a few 
articles of the cheap jewelry order, 
the value of which (intrinsically) would 
be, say, ten cents per bushel. This 
system of legalized robbery could be 
illustrated ad infinitum., but this must 
suffice. 

The system of education for the 
Indian must consist in teaching them 
the value of money, and the value of 
wares and merchandize, and how to 
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make those exchanges of intercom
merce in the light of honor and legit
imacy, as between man and his brother 
man. · The Indians declare the white 
man to be acting out his religion, for 
of what avail .is religion if it is not a 
rule of life. The Indian says that 
the religion of the trader is not the 
religion for Indian people I But that 
it is in perfect keeping with the gen
eral and uruversal treatment to which 
the Indian races have been subjected 
-by the whil;('s-for a century. 

There is much for reflection when 
one's thoughts are turned upon the 
condition of this conquered and down
trodden race. Their unchangeable faith 
is in the second appearing of the Mon
tezuma (Divine Light), and of his 
gathering his persecuted ones togeth-

er, and teaching them the True Light 
and Wisdom from the never-extin
guished fires upon the temple altars. 

Oh, how happy would this people 
become- how quickly they would ~ 
cept and labor for the uprising of 
their race, when once informed in the 
Divine Truth and Love, as taught by 
the adepts of the science of occultism. 
The whole Indian nature would be
come transformed into the nature of 
brotherly love. 

Co-operative stores- carried on by 
their own capital- every interest in 
husbandry, agriculture, even to man
ufacture and commerce with other 
states and tribes would become a nat
ural sequence. Let us help to hasten 
theday. We leave them our peace. 

THE RECLUSE OF KIOWA. 

GOD IN NATURE. 
BY REV. WILLIAM TUCKER, D.D., F.S.SC. 

Uon is the author of Nature, the no being can work where he is not 
Creator of the universe. It had its present; God works everywhere ; 
origin in his infinite power, wisdom, therefore God must be everywhere! 
and goodness. It is the ·finite effect The argument is conclusive, and man's 
of which he is the infinite cause, the faith in the omnipresent divinity in 
natural effect of which he is the su- all natural phenomena is g"!"Ounded in 
pernatural cause, the material effect reason and philosophy. Nature wor
of which he is the spiritual cause. ship has grown out of and is the ex
He is in Nature as the cause is in the pression of this faith. Men do not 
effect, the agent is in the act, the worship nature, but the God in na.. 
author is in his book. He is the life, ture. Polytheism has sprung from 
thought, plan, and force revealed in na- faith in the omnipresent God and a 
ture as seen and interpreted by mind. universal providence. 

Nature is mysterious because God But while God is present in nature 
is mysterious and nature is a divine he transcends it. The universe is 
work. We cannot comprehend na- full of God, but God transcends the 
ture ~use we cannot comprehend universe. The phenomenal universe 
~od, Its ~use and creator: God does not exhaust God. His power of 
ts the omntpote~t a~d ommprese~t action is not exhausted and limited 
factor. If law ts universal, the Dt- by nature's movements nor his power 
vine Lawgiver must be everywhere of thought by nature's plan. He has 
present. If we find thought every- infinite reserve power This omni
where revealed, .the Divin.e Thi~ker present God that ~rvades nature and 
must be present tn everythmg untver- fills the universe 18 acceptable to us. 
sal; motion proves the action of uni- He is very near' to watch over help 
versal force, and universal force orig- keep and comfort us ' ' 
inates in omnipresent will. ' · 

It is an axiom in philosophy that MT. GILEAD, Omo. 
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THE NEW OLYMPUS, OR MOUNTAIN OF LORD YAHVEH'S 
PRESENCE. 

BY JOHN LATHAM. 

( CcmtiDued.) 
Not nearer is man's heart and brain, "Oh, heed ye all, throughout the earth! 
Or consciousness of joy or pain, A beacon race mast now have birth." 
Than our t·elatedness to One For down Olympia's steeps doth pour 
Who is the mighty Mystic Sun. A glory never known before ; 
Lt is indeed a wondroas way For, there enthroned the Mystic Sun 
The World Soul has of holding sway, Its crowning work hath well begun; ~ 
For by Its swift electric call As when to earth's primeval night 
New nations rise as empires fall, God spoke the word and there was light, 
To consummate Lord YAHVEH's plan, So angel hosts repeat the song 
And make earth's race a mighty man. .Of Him whose Light strikes down the 

As through man's nerves there speeds a 
thrill 

Of pleasure, pain, of heat or chiu, -
There yet doth not a sparrow fall, 
God knoweth it, He knoweth all! 
Such is the cosmic Chief and King, 
To whom we should allegiance bring. 
As earth and planets need the sun, 
As circles to their centres run, 
So life on earth and life in space 
Must in true orb:~ take its place. 
Were this not so, the funeral urn 
Would claim the space where suns now 

burn, 
And countless worlds, with promise bright, 
Would quench their hopes in endless night. 

Chill night hath long eclipsed the day, 
For life had lost its central ray, 
Asserting for great Y AHVEH's plan 
The greed and selfishness of man. 
'Tis thas we are a fallen race 
Lord YAHVEH would restore to place. 
This mighty One with love doth glow, 
That each their heritage should know ; 
That man be loosed from p888i9n's heel, 
Repentant error brought to kneel; 
And earth restored to primal place -
A virgin land, a godly race. 
Yet if there be obdurate hate 
Such still mast suffer, 'tis their fate, 
While those who rally for the right 
Bear high aloft the NEW BORN LIGHT. 

Earth's selfishness mast pass away! 
Thus sounds the dawning truth of day ; 
Jt comes a POWRR of LIGHT in FORK 
It giveth peace amid life's storm! 

Thus from the New Olympus high 
There comes a gladsome, rallying cry, 

wrong; 
Nor will they turn them from the way 
Till Truth has fully won the day. 

There opens now before our gaze 
An inner continent- ablaze, 
While that Columbas found was well, 
To this, it were but outer shell, 
Which T AHVEH speedeth now to break 
And bid his chosen ones awake ! 
For now doth come man's new emprise, 
A nature born of EARTH and S.K.JES ; 
And unto all 'twere surely well 
On continent like this to dwell, 
For if we true allegiance give 
There ne'er was better place to live. 

There is a time for tidal ebb, 
When waters leave the river's bed; 
But should ye stand on Fonda's shore 
When inward tides triumphant pour, 
Then quickly, surely, would ye learn 
The might of ocean's tidal turn,-
Earth so is placed, like Fonda's bay, 
The tide is coming now this way, 
Life's issues in the balance turn,-
The symbols of the cross and urn 
Now change to sceptre, sword, and crown, 
As hosts Olympic bear them down: -
Man's sceptre, quickened powers of mind, 
In new and potent ase combined ; 
His sword, redoubled power of truth 
To aid the suffering, guide the youth; 
His crown, the new Olympic light, , 
With heart to know and do the right. 
What mean these triumphs of the race ? 
Why move we at so swift a pace? 
In progress - it well nigh appears.
A day outweighs a thoasand years 
Of vegetative sluggish life 
Which ages marked, and still is rue. 
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In landll where burns but dimly yet 
The light which heavenly lands beget 
For moral growth and mental youth, 
And its resultant march of truth, -
While subtile powers of earth and air 
Are yoked to lighten toil and care, 
To outrun time, to master space, 
And light the ages in life's race ; -
With v11.11t achievements crown the land 
Like magic of Alladin's hand. 

Y e favored races tell me then 
Whence cometh these great gi.(ts to men? 
We but receive, and we apply 
As light Olympic doth draw nigh; 
For man is lit by light more true 
Than that which greets the outward view. 

The shining of that Mystic Face 
Gives him his fitting life and place : -
This first, this fully need we know, 
All other good from this doth flow,-
It is the power that lights the sun 
And guides the planets as they run, 
Whose ancient seat,- the Morning Star, 
Whose footsteps thrilled this earthly 

car,-
N ew centre of creative birth 
He maketh now upon this earth, 
And wonders, swift and wide shall flow 
As kindling heart.<; shall truly glow, 
And from the earth be wafted far 
A greeting to that primal star 
From whence all solar birth did spring 
When planets sped on mighty wing. 

ESOTERIC MEDITATIONS. 

THE stepping-stones of life are the 
love of truth, justice and mercy. 

WE must mount on the wings of 
faith, but our faith should be regula~ 
ed by knowledge. 

BE not dazzled by the clear atmos
phere of the lofty attitudes of truth ; 
there is still need of watchfulness and 
care lest great be the fall. 

WE must not be content with husks, 
and grovel in the things of earth, as 
earth only produces creeping things. 
Let us rather arise and rely in our 
God-given strength, for the soul must 
be nourished. 

LET us work from the heart, from 
the fountain ; forgetting self in our 
desire to uplift others. The reward 
will come. We shall grow strong, 
upheld by Infinite Love, and draw 
from the great fountain the elixir of 
life. 

"\\r E do not realize our powers. 
The perfect equilibrium of faith and 
knowledge would enable us to move 
mountains. Let us study Nature. 
Let us think in .solitude; for to "be 
alone with silence is to be alone with 
God." 

THE breath of the All has given us 
life ... Ever the same force breathes 

life, and the sound is as many waters, 
as they break upon mortal shores. 
echoing adown the dim vistas of time, 
till they die away in faintest whisper
ings, only to be wafted back to the 
great source from which they sprang. 

IN endless equilibrium is the force 
centrifugal and the force centripetal 
evolved. Intelligence must govern 
all. A mind mighty in its power, 
divine in its love, rules the world. 
Perfect truth, perfect love, perfect 
justice, perfect mercy, is breathed out 
to us as our heritage ; and bow un
appreciative we would be, did we not 
strive to avail ourselves of our birth
right! 

THE way lies through the heart. 
In manl the vital spark rest.'! en
crusted m self. They cannot be made 
to recognize it, but the vivifying rays 
of love can penetrate the outer coat
ing, and cause the spark to spring 
into action. 
· BLESSED arc those who send forth 
the sunlight of their brightness into 
the dark alleys and by-ways of life, 
where a ray has so seldom found its 
way that many gaze spell-bound at 
its beauty, not dreaming that within 
themselves slumbers Divinity itself. 

CLEME.'"iTINE A. PERKINS. 
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THE DAWNING DAY. 

BY W. A. ENGLISH. 

Arise, the world is waking! 
There dawns a flood of light ; 

Gird on Truth's radiant armor: 
Be ready for the fight. 

See error's myriad legions; 
In shadows dark they stand ; 

And superstition's fol'ces 
Ruled as with iron hand. 

They fear to leave the olden, 
They dread the dawning day. 

Come rally 'round Truth's banner 
Make ready for the fray. 

Too long has error triumphed, 
Too long the rule of might. 

To-day, throughout earth's borders 
We'll strike for Truth and Right. 

Not with the sword or cannon 
Will we prepare the way ; 

But tongue and p6n and heart-throb 
Shall speed the coming day. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF HYGIENIC RESEARCH. 

BY WM. A. ENGLISH, M.D. 

HERBERT SPENCER says, " That out a comfortable degree of health, 
knowledge which treats of the preKer- life is worthless and undesirable. 
vation of health, yields in importance Jesus must have considered health 
to 1w other whatever." Some might as being an essential and fundamental 
be opposed to this statement; but if we element of salvation, hence he went 
include moral and spiritual, as well as about healing the sick, thus preparing 
physical health, we shall tin<l that this them to receive his words of truth. 
utterance of the English philosopher He commissioned his disciples to do 
is beyond criticism. What possible the same beneficent work, and prom
information could be of greater value inent among the signs which he prom
to us than to know the constitution ised should follow his believers is this : 
and functions of the various organs of "They shall lay hands on the sick 
the body, and- faculties of the mind, and they shall recover." 
together with our normal relations to Paul, the apostle, had very positive 
our fellow creatures, and to the mate- views on the subject of rersonal hy
rial and spiritual universe around us. giene, as every reader o his epistles 

At present we are taught the geog- must have noticed. He exhorts his 
raphy of distant lands that we never people that they "present their bodies. 
expect to visit; the size and weight a living sacrifice, etc., and would have 
of the sun, moon, and planets ; the every physical act, - as he expressed 
nature of the lower orders of animal it, " Whether ye eat or drink, or 
and vegetable life ; the habits of ex- whatever ye do," - conform to the 
tinct races ; the dead languages, &c., spirit of earnest devotion to their 
but how little are we taught that highest ideal. Again he entreats 
branch of supreme importance, the them that they" glorify God in their 
lcTUYWledge of ourselves. bodies and spirits," and, " He that 

Let me not be understood as ob- striveth for the mastery is temperate 
jecting to any amount of knowledge ; in all things," also "I keep my 
but if ·• Order is heaven's first law " body in subjection, lest at any time I 
would it not be far better to teach first should be a castaway.'' 
that which is of greatest, most imme- 'V e also find in his writings some 
diatean<lmostconstantutility. ·with- suggestive ideas bearing upon the can-
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ses of disease. He says: " HajfPY 
is he that condemneth not himse in 
the thing that he alloweth," also, 
"Whatsoever is not of faith, is sin." 

He must have been an occultist of 
exalted attainments. What a mighty 
truth he expresses in these state
ments : " Walk in the spirit and ye 
shall not fulfil tlte lustB Of the .fteBh," 
and-"To BE CARNALLY MINDED 18 
DEATH ; BUT TO BE SPIRITUALLY 
HINDED IS LIFE AND PEACE." 

When hygiene shall be studied from 
the standpoint of intuition, astounding 
possibilities will unfold to our aston
ished gaze. liy a gradual ethereali
zation of the atoms composing our 
physical bodies, - castin~ off the 
grosser and continually taking on the 
finer, at the same time constantly 
purifying our tlwughts, desires, and 

aspirations, correspondingly-wemay 
arrive at a plane far beyond our pres
ent comprehension, and who shall say 
that even death itself may not be 
shorn of its abruptness, and trans
formed into a normal evolutionary 
process, wholly devoid of terror. "The 
last enemy that shall be destroyed. is 
death." 

We should always keep before the 
mind a vivid picture of our highest 
ideal, and strive earnestly and con
stantly for its attainment. 

The psychological pOtDBf' of sud an 
idea is IMMENSE. 

Jesus was, and is, an example of a 
character formed under the psycho
logical law upon the mind of his 
mother, Mary, to whom the angel ap
~red. 

VINELAND, N. J. Feb. 8, 1888. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 
Stmenth Pap81'. 

BY WILLLUrl COX. 

Lato the Offspring of Time and Thought. 
Tm: outward and inward, or the physical sight it is invisible-clouds 

centripetal and centrifugal powers in are about it, and its presence is veiled 
nature, are produced from the union in darkness. Law in all its opera
and combined action of the elemen- tions is maintained by the assistance 
tary involving and evolving proper- of its negation or Spouse, Order, who 
ties known as positive and negative, in conjunction with her brother, 
or male and female forces. The Harmony, puts in operation and 
blending, or wedding of these funda- enforces the mandates of Law. Law 
mental powers or forces, male and is likewise afforded a medium of 
female, evolve, as offspring, all forms operation through the influences of 
in matter and mind. It must be Attention, Construction, and Wisdom, 
borne in mind, that Principles are acting upon Principles. So thick are 
developed in, and guide and direct the clouds which veil from sight the 
matter ; Principles are acted upon presence or personality of Law that 
and developed bl Influences ; and not the penetrating glance of the 
Influences and Prmciples are govern- keenest sight can pierce them through. 
ed by Law. In the Empire of Intellect, in an-

Law is the begotten child, the cestrallineage of personification, Law 
offspring produced by the union, is the great-grandfather of the prin
blending, or wedding, of Time and ciple of Justice. The blending of 
Thought. The Law of Nature is Law with its negation or Spouse, 
uniform; operating upon all condi- Order, causes the teeming earth to 
tiona alike and ever the same ; to the send forth its tender grass, the violet, 
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the rose in all its full-blown ma,. 
jesty, while sweetened perfumes are 
breathed upon the air to gladden and 
refresh the wearie<h Birds in tuneful 
melody sing songs of joy. In the 
silvery stream of rivers the playful 
minnows dart hither and thither. 
Those living, moving forms of nature 
make manifest to sight that Law is 
consorting with Order, her true and 
loving spouse. The great horse paw
ing in the valley rejoiceth in his 
strength, the Lion, mighty king of all 
the forest, fills the wooded aisles with 
his thunder voice of pride, while 
myriad flocks of lambs frisk and 
sport upon a thousand hills, and in 
tones of gentle bleating sotmd forth 
their ml!ker's praise. 

Thought is the mother of Law. 
Law is the son of Time. Law there
fore is the offspring-the product 
of Time and Thought. Without 
Time and Thought there can be no 
Law. The simplest regulation of 
household affairs, all form of counsel, 
legislation or enactments, to the sub
limest emanations from the divinest 
source; Law, the offspring of Time 
and Thought, is the supreme and con
trolling power. The growth and de
cay of everything, whether animal, 
vegetable, or mineral are regulated and 
determined by Law. The universe is 
governed by Law. Law is supreme. 
It is the high and mighty power, ruler, 
controller and mover of all forms, seen 
and unseen. Above, below, apart, 
pre-eminent, absolute, indestructible, 
and in the majesty of its grandeur 
immutable and divine ; permeates all 
space, latent in all forms, is nourished 
and fertilized with fruitage ripened 
from blossoms which bud from mind. 
Silently, quietly working, sending 
forth its rules, ordinances, and desires, 
by and through its negation, Order, 

TRUE Christianity alone satisfies my 
mind, but not Christianity disfigured by 
any sacerdoey, who substitute their incli
D&tioDll for the will of God, and declare 

aided by Harmony, Wisdom, Con
struction, Attention, Division, Death, 
Trouble, Beauty, Inspiration, as in
fluences acting upon Principles, to 
unfold, develop and perfect the 
mighty majesty of its divinest attri
bute -the great spirit of Truth. 

Time, the progenitor of Law in the 
boundless scope of its immensity, is 
incomprehensible to undeveloped or 
minds imperfectly grown, yet from 
point to point, year by year, month 
by month, day by day, minute by 
minute, second by second, Time is 
capable of exact measurement by 
Thought. Thought in its fullness, in 
its entirety, involves Time, yet thought 
may be as cerUl,inly measured by 
Time, as Time is by Thought. Law 
in its fulness and entirety embodies in 
its unification the inherent qualities 
of the triJ?artite elements which make 
up the trinity of Legislation, Execu
tion, and Judgment. Law therefore 
is made manifest to man in the three 
forms of action: Legislative, Execu
tive and Judicial. 

Law will through the influence of 
Trouble send its wrath to punish 
those who in the courts of Earth pass 
unrighteous Judgment, or favors 
grant to lawlessness. 

The solution and comprehension of 
the problems of the union of Time 
and Thought to produce Law ; and 
Law blending with Order, its spouse, 
assisted by all the influences to un
fold and perfect the spirit of Truth, 
may be obtained through the proper 
use of the kingly Principles : Pow
er, Knowledge, Experience, Reason, 
Strength, Motion, Zeal, Virtue, Jus· 
tice and Mercy,- which alone can 
furnish the key to unlock any door in 
the intellectual palace where dwells 
the beautiful UNDERSTANDING. 

themselves infallible ; nor Christianity that 
degrades the Creator, and disturbes peace 
and general happiness. 

-Spu:"*"ftm. 
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"I KNOW I KNOW ! " 
A LECTURE BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

[Delivered before the Society Esoteric of Boeton;J 

[March, 

WE have often heard the words place in your boyhood days?" After 
which usually are brought out in con- he has g1ven you a complete analysis 
troversy, "I know I know that such is or picture of the surroundings in his 
the case! I know I know it! '' Now youth, you look around you and find 
there is a question here. The ques- scarcely any of those conditions now. 
tion seems to be; ''From what stand- All seem to have passed away, and 
point do we know'? " We see, and been replaced by new ones. Those 
from the sense of sight we know. experiences in their time were real, 
We hear, feel, taste, or we touch, and but they were transient. They were 
from that we decide we know. May real to the physical senses, but they 
you not as well say, "I know that in were soon to pass away. 
my dream last night such and such a We have, all of us that have in any 
thing occurred'?" was not that dream way looked into spiritual subjects, 
as real as some experiences that you thought about the world to come. 
have had in a normal state of the phy- 'V e have thought that at some time, 
sical.body'? when we had finished the experiences 

I presume we have all had dreams of this life, we should enter an 
that were impressed as deeply and eternal world, an existence that 
strongly upon our consciousness as would continue throughout the end
any experiences in our life, all the less ages. But all that arises from 
senses participating in the dream. the state of our personality, individu
Now the question arises, was it real, ality, or personal consciousness, and 
or was it an hallucination? The ques- that consciousness is made up of the 
tion has been discussed in the theo- experiences of this life, that is our 
sophical ranks and among the students education. If we should forget all that 
of occult sciences in all their branches, we have ever learned there would be 
as to what this consciousness is that no difference between us-intellect
in the dream-state appears to us like ually-and a child ·just born. After 
knowledge. Again, there is another forgetting all that was past, all that 
point to be discussed in this question, related us to a personal consciousnes.'l 
as to " what are tho sources from would be lost, leaving us only the life 
which to obtain real knowledge." and physical body which would en-

This latter subject is one that seems able us to go on and experiment in 
to he most directly related to our every the affairs of life and obtain knowl
day life. We are engaged in the dif- edge concerning things that are here, 
ferent pursuit.'! of life, and we are but that knowlege would be like the 
gainingexperiencesthereby,and those things from which it was derived. 
experiences form the base and, to a Now, that being so, where is the 
large extent, the scope, of the knowl- immortality of the soul whose exist
edge of the nineteenth century. once is wholly made up of the experi
Should we not ask the question, "what ences of a transient life? 
reality is there in all these physical But supposing we ask the man who 
experiences '!" This question might lived fifty years ago upon the site 
be answered only by the aged. where Chicago now stands," 'Vhat was 

You ask the aged man that has seen there then'!" Very little. Ask him 
8ixty, seventy or eighty years in the to go there to-day and is there any
same neighborhood: "What were the thing that he recognizes? No. All 
eonllitions and smToundings of this the experiences that he then had only 
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remain in memory, the real has passed 
away. 

Again, let us suppose the possibility 
of the man who lived fi.fty years ago 
in Chicago, lying down and going to 
sleep. He slept soundly during these 
fifty years at the end of which time 
be awakens and looks round to find 
his home. All is changed. Had he for
gotten the experience prior to that 
sleep he would then be like a child 
just born, having to learn all about 
the things of the world. But what 
would be the nature of the memory 
of such a one? would it not be identi
cal with that of a dream '? Certainly 
it would ; for there would be nothing 
to link the consciousness of the pres
ent with the memories of the past, 
therefore it would seem unreal. There 
are many in the world now who have 
such memories of a prior existence in 
the earth, but if they were never able 
to link the two states together, it 
would never become a conscious real
ity. The soul being made by the spirit 
out of the substance and life of the 
body, when the soul has neither 
spirit nor body, it has nothing out of 
which to build new experiences and 
the old would ~ away by the 
changefulness of everything earthly. 
And as the vitality, with which it was 
endowed by the body, would gradu
ally fade away like the memory of an 
aged man who forgets everything
even his own children-as the vitality 
of the body departs, so his conscious
ness dies before the body and, in some 
cases, afterwards. 

We are so peculiarly constructed 
in our organic life, that the senses 
form to us a continual consciousness; 
for it is only the senses that perpet
uate our consciommess, and as the 
senses primarily belong to the physi
cal body. the question now arises, "Is 
it possible for the senses to pass 
away?'' 

We have ofwn heard men say," I 
will not believe anytlling that I can
not comprehend, that does not come 

within the scope of my five senses." 
This position is quite prevalent ; the 
teachings of the last two hundred 
years have predominated in this line 
of thought. But when we lay off this 
body it returns to its earth, and this 
class of minds must die with the bQ<ly. 
or soon after. It is the thinking 
principle of intelligence, at such times, 
that is active during the night, when 
the body is in a dead sleep, which con
stitutes all that remains of the man's 
consciousness and acts. 

If you stop, and carefully analyze it, 
and experiment on its phenomena, you 
will find that, if you lie down and get 
into a perfectly passive state in whil'h 
the mind leaves the realm of the senses, 
your mind is intently musing on some 
occurrence of life or something that 
you have idealized as a subject or 
thing that you wish to bring into ex
istence. You pass into that subjective 
state, or into that thought world, so 
that your whole mipd is lost in the 
musings upon that subject. Yon will 
observe, as you pass out of the phys
ical consciousness, that you pass into 
a realisti'l condition concerning the 
subject you were thinking about, and 
the more fully developed the soul life 
is, the more real will those ideas and 
images stand out that you had formed 
in your mind whilst musing upon such 
subjects. If, perchance, you have had 
in mind that in some future time, per
haps years hence, you would go to 
some locality where there was a pros
~t that a city would be reared, and 
tf you had contemplated going there 
to lay the foundation and begin the 
mechanical work necessary to estab
lish that city, even though you had 
placed the event far hence to enablt· 
you to collect means by which to ae
complish it, yet in this attitude you 
would think how the progress of that 
city would take place, about the form 
of the buildings that would be reared. 
the streets, and the relation that onf' 
would bear to the other. Yon thus go 
on, as you pass into that subjectiw 
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state, imagining the thing that is not yet 
in existence. You would observe then 
that that prospective city would be
come to you a real city. You might, 
as you pass into dream-states, your 
mind being all absorbed upon that 
subject, find yourself in the streets 
of that city, enjoying subjectively the 
benefits of your labors of the years 
yet to come. By what consciousness 
would all this become real to you ? 
By this subjective process of mind. 
Now right here you get a little idea 
of what the soul's consciousness is, in
dependent of the physical body. If, 
while your mind was absorbed in this 
direction, and during the time of your 
thought's intensity in imagining such 
a subject, you should sit down and write 
a letter to a friend, and that friend, 
being very sensitive, had developed the 
powers now known as psychometry ; 
as soon as he took that letter and held 
it passively in the hand, or on the 
forehead, he, or she, perchance, might 
see your image, and in connection 
with it the images that you had cre
ated in your mind concerning the said 
city would stand forth in the imagery 
of his or her mind. These imaginings 
would be perceived as if they really 
existed, and there are those who might 
go to such minutim as to tell all about it 
and where such an ideal city was, or 
was to be. "What does this argue?" 
The writer held that letter in his hand, 
and an animal magnetism, the sub
tle energies of his life, has entered 
into the paper, and the senses of 
the psychometrist have discovered 
what the emanations of his life were, 
and with what thoughts the letter is 
impregnated. Now from that we can 
go a little further back. 

If the emanations of the physical 
body will so impregnatf' a piece of 
paper with such imaginings, feelings, 
and emotions, then certainly all these 
imaginings, feelings and emotions 
have formed a part of the structure 
of the physical body. They have 
given quality to the physical body. 

Then, if they have given it quality,you 
can readily see that they will give 
color to all the senses, according to 
their quality. Now, there are per
sons who will partake of articles of 
food that to us are very repugnant ; 
perhaps we could not digest them at 
all. Yet they eat such articles of 
food and delight in them. Why so? 
Because their senses are quite differ
ent from ours. Now all thought arises 
in sense, and you take a person and 
let him think about an article of 
food and you think about the same, 
and see what a wide diversity there 
will be in the thoughts concerning it, 
and in the sensations it will produce in 
the two. 

Now just as wide a divergency as 
exists in the senses of the persons 
would be the breadth of divergency in 
the consciousness of individuals. So 
that if we take five, six, ten, twelve, 
or twenty persons, and let a musician 
sit down and run over the keys of a 
piano or organ, and let each one 
observe carefully which one of those 
sounds was most harmonious to him, 
we would find a great diversity of 
opinion as to which were the sweetest 
and most melodious. The same di
vergency exists in re$'!'rd to amuse
ments, or would exist, if persons going 
to the theatre were in the habit 
of thinking independently; but, un
fortunately, we have been in the habit 
of taking what somebody else has 
said as to whether a thing was good 
or ?~ and are governed by ~hat the 
maJonty say. How many times we 
have gone to pla.ces of amusement, ot 
heard music of some famed musicians, 
and because they were famed, the 
audience generally pronounced the 
performance grand, and they thought 
it grand; but let some unknown person 
play the same, even execute it in a 
far superior manner, and the same 
audience would say it did not amount 
to anything. This is from the habit 
that exists among people of being lec:l 
by the majority ; yet among the in-
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dependent thinkers themselves, there 
would be a diversity of opinion corre
sponding to the difference in their 
natures, so that what you think you 
know, and what another thinks he 
knows, would be so different as to 
antllgonize if not destroy each other. 

Now we advise yon, as the stepping 
stones to a self~nsciousness and to an 
independent thought, and the building 
of your own soul's existence, to begin 
to watch those little things. In re
gard to this matter of music, you go 
there, and if among all the persons 
that are independent in their thought, 
and look to the play or music for the 
personal pleasure they find in it, one 
would choose certain parts that others 
would reject. This is only a further 
proof of the fact that, whilst you 
say ., I know that such and such con
ditions exist from all my senses," 
another person, under the same cir
cumstances, would say with the same 
emphasis, " I know that such and such 
conditions do not exist." Both are 
equally honest in their judgment and 
decision. 

Now, here is where we are brought to 
consider, first, of all things in life, our 
own personal consciousness ; and 
in the consideration of this thpught 
you will find greater advantage 
in making the attainments, or in 
your efforts to climb the heights of 
knowledge, than in other directions. 
By this method only can you find 
out your own real nature. Your 
thoughts, senses, conclusions, etc., are 
being controlled by public opinion. 
When you say" you know," from what 
do you know? From these senses. 
The senses are just what your con
sciousness at the time has made them. 
For instance, were you sitting quietly 
with your hand down by your side, 
and it was very cold weather and 
some one would touch your hand sud
denly with a very hot piece of iron ; if 
it did not remain there lon~, you 
would decide that it was a ptece of 
ice, especially if your mind happened 

to be on the experiences of the cold ; 
on the other hand, you might be 
touched with a piece of ice and be 
confident that it was a heated iron. 
Such is the disposition of our senses. 
What, and where is the real? 

We are living here in a business 
world, where the whole mind of each 
one is being concentrated on one line 
of thought and action in order to suc
ceed. Circumstances are such in this 
combat,-this battle-field of existence 
in which we live,-that they force 
every man and every woman, who has 
not treasure laid up sufficient for inde
pendent living, to concentrate all their 
powers of thought, which is their con
sciousness, into the efforts of self~ 
preservation. Since this is so, what 
can we know about Eternity. What 
can we know about the causes when our 
whole mind throughout a life-time is 
absorbed in the physical senses of a 
business world, having developed 
nothing but a consciousness of the 
animal senses and powers? We re
turn to earth as babes, such as we 
were when we first came, so far as 
any unfoldment is concerned. Could 
we as babes enjoy the world as fully 
as a more mature man? We think 
not. Why ? Because the capacity 
for enjoyment is the measure of 
the capacity of your intellect, of 
your thought, of your consciousness. 
There are persons that are incapable 
of suffering one half as much as 
other persons under the same circum
stances, because they are not so finely 
organized ; they are not so intelligent, 
and there is not as much life in the 
body, neither is the life as fine and 
sensitive. 

Some of you have observed when 
you started out for a carriage ride, 
and with a fresh, spirited horse, that, 
when 'fOU first started out, you dared 
not ra.tse the whip. You drove on and 
on, and as night approached the 
horse began to lose his energy, and 
you would begin to urge him. At 
first he would start up briskly when 
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the whip was applied, but the next 
time less so. When the life had been 
thrown off with which the body was 
filled at the time of starting out, then 
you might strike him with the whip, 
and he would not flinch. Why 1s 
this? That horse having thrown off 
the life-essences does not feel the same 
as he did. With the life went his 
capacity to feel suffering. 

In my own experiences while I was 
in the army, marching day and night, 
so exhausted was my . vitality that 
I wa~~ incapable of suffering. My 
body merely moved as a machine ; 
there was no sensation left : that had 
passed away from me. I then went 
through that which, under other cir
cumstances, would have caused in
tense suffering. What does this tell 
us 't That I had exhausted the life 
essences and so lessened my conscious 
perception. The life is the cause by 
which we move, and as we waste it the 
body loses its energy, and as it ebbs 
away the mind loses its consciousness. 
Those pt>rsons who have the hifhest 

and most intense refinement o life 
in their organisms are the persons 
who suffer the most intensely. This is 
no new thought. Take any proficient 
student of human nature, a phrenolo
gist if you please, whose business it 
is to judge of the intellectual abilities 
of men and women, and it will be 
found they all understand this if they 
really understand their business. 
They will say to this one "you suffer 
intenRely and enjoy intensely ; " to 
another," you can go through a great 
deal and not flinch." The latter feels 
flattered, but he is on a lower plane 
of life; he is more in the animal body; 
he has less power of feeling in his 
nature ; he cannot appreciate the 
things that the other appreciates, 
neither can he think the thoughts the 
other one thinks, because the quali
ties are not there. 

Therefore, before any of us can en
joy our ideal heaven, we have got to 
make conditions, in order that it may 

be a heaven for us, as our future ex
istence will be just what we have made 
ourselves. 

We return a moment to the imag
ination of the man that built the ideal 
city. That ideal city was just as real 
to him as if it had already been 
built. This consciousness that was 
active in his drealUS is the conscious
ness that is active in the man or woman 
after the body has returned to dust. 
Then, these things being so, it is obvi
ous that the imaginings of your mind 
are the creative factors on the cause
side of life. This agrees exactly with 
the Hebrew Bible, and, in fact, with 
all. th~ anci~nt religions where they 
un1te m saymg, "By the word of 
God the worlds were made." All 
things were created by the word of 
God. What is a word? You, through 
this process of thinking, formed an 
ideal in your mind. After you have 
the ideal formed, you speak the word ; 
yon give out that ideal; it is gone 
from you. You may forget it; for
getting it is merely the loss of ability 
to call it back again. That word has 
cost some of your life-energy. You 
have taken the sublimated essences of 
your life which you get through the 
processes of your physical body, by 
taking nourishment, sunlight, and 
electric currents from the earth, all of 
which have united in feeding the body. 
We know that a man that is thinking 
intensely has to feed the body accord~ 
ingly. The action of thinking is the 
act of taking the sublimated essences 
that are generated through the pro
cesses of the body, forming them into 
thoughts, and giving them out. These 
same processes of taking the life-es
sences of our own bodr, forming im
ages and sending them out, were the 
processes by which the God of the 
universe created worlds. This is the 
united conclusion of all the masters 
down to the present time. All phi
losophers agree in this. 

This imaging process that you 
possess, is the likeness that you bear 
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to the divine creator, and every 
thought that you image in your mind, 
is as real as any substance, and in fact, 
thoughts are the only real things re
maining when we lay off this physical 
body. They are the only things there 
are, no others are real after that time. 
You try an experiment. You go to a 
trance medium, and be, or Bhe, goes 
into that trance state in which the 
body is entirely nnconscious; they 
have passed into the dream state. 
The sonl is conscious, it perceives ; 
it sees beside you such and such a 
person, perhaps describing them mi
nutely, and you may recognize them. 
What does 1t see? It does not see 
the physical body at all ; it sees with 
those eyes that look at · the soul of 
things. The medium may describe 
the dress of the friend that is seen be
side you, which was a dress worn many 
years ago by that person. You may 
go into a house or room, where some 
person has lived for years, whose 
mind scarcely ever went beyond the 
sphere of his home. He lived and 
grew into the house. You, if you 
have developed the soul-sight, may 
see him after the body dies and is 
laid away; you would see the form 
of the person the same as in life ; you 
would see the returned soul of the 
person, but it can only be seen in this 
subjective Btate, and, when in this 
state, the person appears just as real, 
iust as tangible, as he was in life. 
Thus, when you pass into the subjec
tive state you see that which is in the 
subjective. You see your own soul and 
other souls that may be the joint pos
sessors of your body with yourself. 
It is no new idea that the body is 
occupied by more than one soul. We 
read that the Nauarene cast a l~gion 
out of a single body. Out of Mary 
Magdalene he cast seven demons, 
before she could become a fit disciple. 
If we should pass into that state, and 
survey this temple of the body, we 
might, all of us, find that we were 
possessed of more than one demon. 

That is the spirit world, known to 
spirit mediums ; it is the Rubjec
tive world, which is the border-land 
between the real world, from which 
the physical world came, and this 
physical world is the outgrowth of 
the subjective one, of which we speak. 

Now let us inquire, "What do we 
really know? " that is, those of us 
who are engaged wholly with this 
physical and external world. We 
perceive readily that we can know 
nothing but this shadow-world which 
is rapidly passing away. We cannot 
even know the essential elements and 
esse~ces and causes, that actuate our 
own physical body. We are living, 
like the brute creation in the physi
cal senses, and know nothing beyond 
them ; we are like a thing that is acted 
upon by a superior, and that superior 
one we know nothing about. As we 
have shown, we think conclusively, 
that the physical senses are extremely 
deceptive: therefore, what you know 
in the physical senses is not knowl
edge at all. 

Out of an idea you may become a 
creator, and ~ve the idea tendencies 
towards commg into the objective. 
For instance, if you should spend your 
life, or a portion of it, in the concep
tion of some mechanical device which 
was going to be of great value to the 
world, and kept it secret in your own 
mind, treasured it closely, and dwelt 
upon it constantly, but never at
tempted to put 1t into form, the 
first thing you would know, some one 
else would catch the idea, and give it 
a physical form, even though you had 
never told any one about it. Their 
sensitive mind called it in, went to 
work, and worked it out. Thus we 
are constantly creators, being made in 
the image and likeness of God. 

All the senses that belong to the 
physical body unite, as the hands, to 
carry out the image work of the more 
perfect man, to bring it into physical 
form. You, who are living wholly in 
the phenomena of the five senses, know 
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nothing of this factor, this Creator 
behind the physical senses. You only 
know the thing produced. An animal 
may become conscious of the presence 
of a thing, as well as we, but it 
cannot become cons'cious of the Mind 
that has the capacity to create. It 
takes the higher minds for that. 
Therefore, the first step should be to 
develop these inner powers by exper
imenting upon the effects of thoughts 
that arise in your mind, and the feel
ings that course through your body ; 
for these ideals that flit through the 
mind, may be the creation of another 
mind. Therefore, when we begin to 
study self, to understand the laws and 
methods of this body, and begin to 
try to go beyond the physical senses, 
we are then just beginning to get 
where we can say " I know I know t " 
and not before. When we come to 
where we can, of a truth, say," I know 

that I ha¥e a consciousness of some
thing that is beyont1, that is superior 
to, ax:.d therefore controls, the physi
cal organism and the physical worl~" 
-that is the beginning of knowl
edge, but it is only the first step in 
the ladder. There are yet many steps 
beyond this. There is a cause beyond 
every effect, and we are now in a 
world of effects. We are here to be
gin the trial of becoming like the Cre
ator, to begin with the world of 
effects, which are related to the phys
ical senses, going interior, and tracing 
the effect from cause to cause, and so 
back towards the prime mover of all 
things. Thus we have an endless 
road to trayel, and the further we go 
on that road, the broader, the grander, 
the more perfect, will be the con
sciousness and the power within, to 
say " I know I know t " 

THE INFLUENCE OF PLANETS ON MAN. 
BY G. w. HUNTER. 

RICHARD A. Proctor, the astrono- is it not natural that the other moving 
mer, writing on astrology, says:- bodies should be thought to possess 
" We are apt to speak of astrology as also their special power? 
though it were an altogether con- Scientists suggested long ago that 
temptible superstition, and to con- from the sun come coloring rays, 
template with pity those who believed heating rays, and actinic, or chemical 
in it in old times. . . . . . . . rays; that each of these produces its 
Indeed, all other methods of divina,. own respective line in the spectrum, 
tion of which I have ever heard, are and that each travels according to a ve
not worthy to be mentioned in com- locity of its own, varying from 458 mil
pany with astrology, which, if a delu- lions of millions per second for the 
sion has yet had a foundation in extreme red ray, to 727 millions of 
thoughts well worthy of consideration. millions for the extreme violet. It 
The heavenly bodies do rule the fates is said that sun light will kill some 
of men and nations in the most unmis- kinds of minute animal life, and that 
takable manner, seeing that without "sun-spots" have some influence on 
the controlling and beneficent influ- the weather, and, may be, cause po
ences of the chief among those orbs- tatoe rot. 
the sun-every living thing on the Every school-boy knows something 
earth must perish." of the magnetic power the sun pos-

Speaking of the influence of the sesses in its attraction of the planets. 
moon on the tides of the ocean, he Yet how little does science know what 
remarks, " Seeing that two of the secret power is hid behind this " at. 
orbs are '""'~ influencing our earth, traction " - this spiritual influence 
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which draws all things. There is a 
line of communication between us and 
all the visible planets, at least, because 
light has found the path and comes to 
tell us that "they are." When we 
know what light is, in its effects, we 
will know some things of the message 
it brings from yonder star, far away 
on the border of a shoreless space. 

By the rules of scientists, every 
atom in my body is in sympathy,
by the law of attraction,- with every 
atom of this great universe. I am, 
therefore, in attractive communion 

with all my surroundings and the pro
duct of multiplied millions of millions 
of factors, all of which are in the 
heavens. 

The ancients knew that planets af
fected man, and by some power akin 
to "natural survival," all well-to-do 
almanacs still have the signs gird
lin~ the man, each throwing its ray 
of mfluence to some part of his anat
omy. This pictorial frontispiece of 
your almanac is a relic of this ancient 
science. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 

DIALECTICS- AN EXTRACT FROM THE P ARMENIDES OF 
PLATO, WITH ANNOTATIONS BY "STYX." 

(CoDOluded.) 
21. Nor yet will the One be the same 

with itseH. Why not? Is the nature of the 
One the same with that same? Why is 
it not? Because when anything becomes 
the same with many things, it. does not 
on this account become the One. But 
what then ? That which becomes the 
same with many things, must necessarily 
become many, and not one. This is 
true. 

Permit the writer to tread lightly on t..b.e 
corns of those who assert that Matter itself 
is of original Spirit, or of Spirit changed 
to Matter by a 'ID7'MUJk, or~ twin, of the 
Divine Will. 

22. If the One and aame differ in no 
respect, whenever anything becomes same 
it will always become the One and when
ever it will become the One it will be 
be safM. Entirely so. 

23. If therefore the One should be the 
safM with itself, it would be to itself that 
which is not One ; and so that which is 
one will not be one. But this is impossi
ble. It is impossible, therefore, for the One 
to be either different from another, or the 
same with itself. It is impossible. And 
tbl18 the One will neither be differ-ent nor 
the same, either with respect to itself or 
another. It will not. 

24. But neither will the One be similar 
to anything or dissimilar, either to itself 
or to another. Why not ? Because the 
lrimilar is that which in a certain respect 

suffers same. Certainly. But it has ap
peared that same is naturally separate 
from the One. It has appeared so. 

25. But if the One should suffer any
thing separate from its being one, it 
would become more than the One, but 
this is impossible. Certainly. In no 
respect, therefore, can the One suffer to 
be the same, either with another or with 
itself. It does not appear that it can. 
It cannot therefore be similar either to 
another or to itself. So it seems. 

26. Nor yet can the One suffer to be 
another; for thUB it would suffer to be 
more than the One. More, indeed. That 
which suffers to be different, either from 
itself or from another, will be di88imilar 
either to itself or from another, if that 
which suffers same is similar. Right. 

27. But the One, as it appears, since 
it in no respect suffers different, can in 
no respect be dissimilar either to itself or 
to another. It certainly cannot. The 
One, therefore, will neither be similar 
nor dissimilar, either with another or 
with itself. It does not appear that it 
can. 

The One cannot be in any respect at 
variance, or not at variance, with itself, 
because this One which we are consider
ing is the One Itself. The following 
passages come in simply to fill the list 
of mgations which arise in this contem
plation of the Paternal Unity 'G I 
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28. Since the One is such, it will neither 
be equal nor unequal, either to itself or 
to another. How so? If it were equal, 
indeed, it would be of the same measures 
with that to which it is equal. Certainly. 

29. But that which is greater or Jess 
than the things with which it is commen
surate, will possess more measures than 
the leBSer quantities, and fewer than the· 
greater. Certainly. But to those to which 
it is incommensurable with respect to the 
one part, it will consist of leseer ; and 
with respect to the other, of greater 
measures. How should it not? 

30. Is it not, therefore, impossible that 
that which does not participate of 8a1M, 
should either be of the same measures, or 
admit of anything in any respect the 
same? It is impoBBible. It will, there
fore neither be equal to itself, nor to 
another, if it does not consist of the 
same measures. It does not appear that 
it will. 

31. But if the One consists of more or 
fewer measures, it will be of as many 
parts as there are measures, and so 
again it will no longer be the One, but 
as many as there are measnres. Right. 

32. But if the One should be of one 
measure, it would become equal to that 
measure, but it has appeared that the 
One cannot be equal to anything. It has 
so appeared. 

33. The One, therefore, neither par
ticipates of one measure, nor of many, 
nor of a few; nor, since it in no respect 
participates of 8a1M, can it ever, as it 
appears, be equal to itself or to another ; 
nor, again, greater or less either than 
itself or another. It is in every respect so. 

This truth becomes so exceedingly plain 
that the One Itself, with respect to all 
things, remains separate, unaffected, and 
as the One Alone. 

34. But what? Does it appear that 
the One can be either older or younger, 
or be of the same age ? What should 
hinder? If it had in any respect the 
same age, either with itself or with 
another, it would participate equally of 
time and similitude, which we have never
theless aBSerted the One does not partic
ipate. We have so aBSerted. 

35. And this also we have said; that 
the One neither participates of dissimili-

tude nor inequality. Entirely eo. How, 
then, being such, can it either be older 
or younger than anything, or possess the 
same age with anything? It can in no 
l'f'llpect. 

· 36. The One, therefore, will neither 
be younger or older, nor will it be of the 
same age, either with itself, or with 
another. It does not appear that it will. 

37. Will it not, therefore, be impossi· 
ble that the One should be at all in time, 
if it is such? Or, is it not neceBB&rY that, 
if anything is in time, it 11hould always be
come older than itself? It is necessary. 

38. But is not that which is older always 
older than the younger ? What then? 
That, therefore, which is becoming to be 
older than itself, is at the same time be
coming to be younger than itself, if it is 
about to have that through which it may 
become older. How do you say? 

39. Thns, it is requisite that no thing 
should subsist in becoming to be different 
from another thing when it is already dif
ferent, but that it should be 'MUJ different 
from that which is different, ha8 been dif. 
ferent from that which ?.008, and will be 
different from that which is to be hereajUr. 
But from that which is becoming to H 
different, it ought neither to have been. 
nor to be hereafm, nor to be, but to Bilbo 
sist in b8C()11f,ing to be different, and no 
otherwise. It is necessary. 

40. But the older differs from the 
younger and from no other. Certainly. 
Hence, that which is b8C()11f,ing to be older 
than itself, must necessarily at the same 
time subsist in becoming to be younger 
than itself. It seems so. 

41. But likewise it ought not to subsist 
in becoming to be in a longer time than it
self, nor yet in a shorter ; but in a time 
equal to itself, it should subsist in beoolt
ing to be alwuld be, have been and be 
hereafter. For these are nectliiii&I'Y· 

42. It is necessary, therefore, as it ap
pears, that such things as are in time, and 
participate an affection of this kind, should 
each one posse88 the same age with itself. 
and should subsist in becoming to be older 
and younger than itself. It seema so, in
deed. 

_43. Neither, therefore, is time present 
wtth the One, nor does it subsist in any 
time. It does not, indeed, according to 
the decisions of reason. But what then ? 
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44. Do not the terms, it toaB, it ha8 
betm., it did become, seem to signify the 
participation of the time past? Certainly. 
And do not the terms, it will be, it 11UJ,y 
~. and it 111ill be genera.t«l, signify 
that which is about to be hereafter? Cer
tainly they do. But are not the terms it 
it, and it it becoming to be, works of the 
present time ? 'Entirely so. 

45. H, then, the One participates in no 
respect of any time, it neither ever toaB, 

nor has De.en.. nor did lJecome ; nor is it 
lJ&:oming to h6, nor is, nor may lJecome 
hereafter, nor will he gBn.erai«l, nor will 
be. It is most true. 

Eternity bears the same relation to 
Tune that Infinity bears to Place, or that 
the Creator bears to the Creature. This 
relationship shows that there is something 
held in reserve by the greater which does 
not enter into the constitution of the less, 
and this reserve must be that which dis
tinguishes the former, as the greater, from 
the latter as the less. 

What this may be, by which the greater 
is greater than the less, as possessing an 
excellency and an attribute of superiority, 
we cannot comprehend, bat we can rightly 
eontinue to affirm that it is higher than, 
independent of, and separate from, any
thing we can think of in this created world 
of ours. In connection with this, we can 
imagine something in regard to what the 
nature of that may be, which Hermes de
nominates Celutial lwmy. That which 
is truly not hound, nor conditional, must 
abide with the Creator of the universe, so 
far at least, as to render Him independent 
of all that appertains to the creature ; 
otherwise He could not be a Creator. 

Now the universe is conceived as hav
mg had a beginning. We mean this Uni
verse of Manifestation. Where there is 
a beginning there must be an end, and a 
middle ; and the extremes constitute the 
Txmndaries ; therefore, with such bounds 
there are limitations ; bat, limitations are 
not factors of Celutial liberty. 

Time is to Eternity, as Place to Infinity, 
or as the World is to God. Therefore, 
Time can only abide with Place in the 

universe, but Eternity abide11 with Infinity, 
and over them, the Illimitable One Itself. 

46. Is it poBI!ible, therefore, that any 
thing can participate of Essence, except 
aceording to some of these ? It is not 
possible. In no respect, then, does the 
One participate of Essence. It does not 
appear that it can. 

4 7. The one, therefore, ill in no respect. 
So it seems. For the term implies sub
sistence, or participation, or generation, 
none of which belongs to Paternal Unity. 

48. Hence it is not in such a manner 
as to lJe one ; for it would be being. and 
it would participate of essence ; but, as it 
appears, this One is neither one nor is, if 
it be proper to believe in a reasoning of 
this kinc:I. It appears so. 

49. Bat can anything either belong to, 
or be affirmed of that which is not? How 
can it? Neither, therefore, does any 
name belong to the One, nor discourse, 
nor any science, nor sense, nor opinion. 
It does not appear that there can. 

50. Hence this One can neither be 
named, nor spoken of, nor conceived by 
opinion, nor be known, nor perceived, by 
any being. So it seems. Is it possible, 
therefore, that these things can take place 
thus about this ONE? It does not appear 
to me possible that they can. 

What other conviction can result from 
a thorough consideration of this hypothesis, 
than that man on earth knows almost noth
ing of the deific nature of Deity ? The 
little that he does know is so infinitesi
mally small, that it is not worth the ef
fort to display it. The student, in this 
contemplation, not only finds that he is ig
norant of the true nature of God, but he 
makes the discovery that before he began 
this study he was ignorant of the fact that 
he was so ignorant. He is forced into a 
confusion of dou!Jl8 ignorance. 

Then comes this other humiliatiPg re
flection that, being without this higher 
knowledge, M is p001' indeed. What a 
contrast is presented by a comparison of 
this humiliation with the inflation of self 
that makes one so confident at the start ! 
Instead of the old boldness and impudence 
of expression, he seeks to wrap his head 
in a mantle of silence, as he thus stands, 
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like Elijah, at t'M tmtsring in of hv ocwe 
for no man desires to make a public exhi· 
bition of his ignorance. 

And what is more to the purpose, this 
lesson, aided by a little experience, teaches 
that none can do little more than begin to 
acquire the Wisdom-Religion, while under 
the inBuence of this conceit. Even if he 
catches glimmers of it, the light fades away 
beneath the denae covering of his selfiah, 
sensual and avaricious nature. 

How often do we see people driven by 
adverse circumstances to the verge of 
mental despair, or of physical dissolution, 
where they are stripped of this selfishness, 
suddenly catching gleams of the higher 
light I This light fills them with courage 
and a resisting confidence that restores 
them to health, and then comes again this 
pall of ignorance because they could not 

preserv~ the purity of their lives. The 
desire to barter their new-found treaamee 
for worldly emoluments, brings back the 
rule of mental perversity. · 

To be stripped of such conceit, is equiv· 
alent to a restoration of the soul to a con· 
dition of childhood, where life is begun 
without it. For littl8 children earnestly 
seek to know the real nature of things, 
without a desire to display a knowledge 
they do not p088ess. It is not the! display, 
but the desire that paralyzes the spiritual 
energy. 

It is possible, therefore, for old men to 
become 88 littl8 children, and to seek in 
childish ways for that essence of 'Divine 
Thought that comes down from the I-. 
scrutable height to flow only into pure and 
passive minds, - minds that are at rest 
through purification. 

FURTHER EXPLOITS OF YOUNG GEOFFREY. 

(Continued from " Education of a Hero," in the Fdmsary numbeJ".) 

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN BY PROF. C. WIELAND. 

IN Prussia, which was in a very tention to those " Prussian" Knights, 
primitive state in those times, a. who had advanced across the Elbe 
branch of the Livonian Order, called river, as many strong castles had a.I. 
the Brethren of the Sword, was set. ready surrendered to them throngh 
tling, building and capturing castles, fear of their atrocities. 
and trying to spread their power all Geoffrey set out with a. small troop, 
over Germany. The Duke of Bran- assembled the German barons his 
denburg, although not a member of neighbors, and said : "I have come to 
the Brotherhood, favored its designs, deliver Germany from the ruthless 
in order to keep the German emperors attacks and oppressions of these in
in check, if they should try to extend vading knights who intend to enrich 
their power. Thus encouraged, the themselves with our possessions and 
Brethren assailed one German baron finally to bring us under their domin
after the other, and when they sue- ion. Those who are willing to assist, 
ceeded in capturing a castle, they let them follow me I " 
regarded it as their lawful property. The barons heard this proposal. 

Geoffrey, hearing of their invasions but, seeing the sma.llness of his fol
and usurpations, decided to make an lowing, could not come to a decision, 
end of them; but he had first to take and so advised him first to try some 
measures for the safety of his posses- kind of negotiation. 
sions. To that end he undertook an "The clerk," he replied," negotiates 
expedition through his territory and with his pen, the monk with his ton
drove away all those who did not gue; but a knight dictates with his 
promise peace. He then turned his at- sword. Those who want to venture 
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with me, may come ; for before the When the herald brought the an
sun has risen five times, the ranks of swer from the chief, G~ffrey simply 
those proud knights shall be broken." said, "It will come to pass, as I have 

The assembled barons thought him foretold." 
a fanatic, and none volunteered to The next day, towards six o'clock, 
follow his banner. "Well then," the Prussians were still camping on 
said he, "I shall proceed without the same spot, and carelessly indulg
you, and the honor will be due alone ing in their sports and amusements. 
to my own brave followers." Geoffrey went into his interior self 

He gathered his men and marched to contemplate the measures that it 
them upon a steep hill where they would be necessary for him to take. 
could observe the movements and When the plan had become clear to 
number of their enemies. "See yon- him, he marched down the hill with 
der I " be said, " the troops of those his troop, and divided it in two bands. 
who are invading our country. Is it " One " he said, "remains here, while 
not a dis~ to receive laws from ·I fall upon the enemy with the other, 
them? But I will sweep them away and when they take to flight and know 
like the wind that blows through the not where to tum, they will run into 
streets." your hands for slaughter. Our power 

The Knights of the Prussian Order does not consist in numbers, but in 
~~ived the small troop upon the concentration and cohesion." 
hill, and did not know what to make He then boldly approached his ad
of it. "Is this the van of a larger versaries, who locked at him as people 
force?" tbey asked each other, "or observe a stranger passing by, who is 

·have the barons of the frontier allied of little wei~ht or who has some pe
themselves against us? We must culiarity which makes him an object 
secure information before we act." of merriment. 

Messengers '\Jere immediately sent Suddenly his horse made a swift 
to all those castles where they counted plunge forward, while like a condensed 
faithful partisans, to get assurance thunderbolt his little band dashed 
from them of their continued adhe- after him. The movement was so sud
renee. They thus learnt the true state den, so electric in its effect, that ere 
of affairs and the foolhardy plan of the enemy could collect their senses 
Geoffrey, and hardly thought it worth and put themselves in a sufficiently 
their while to give it earnest atten- compact attitude of resistance, his 
tion. band had shot through the ranks and 

On the third day Geoffrey sent a was in their centre, like a vivid flash 
herald to them to learn whether they of lightning that suddenly lights up 
would cross the frontier of their own the interior of a dark room, the very 
good will or compel his attack? If brilliancy of which is blinding to its 
the former, they were commanded to occupants. They everywhere marked 
commence their departure by the fol- their presence with wounds and death. 
lowing morning; for if they were The enemy, in complete disorder, 
found this side of the frontier at six scampered pell-mell toward the hill, 
o'clock, they would see him in their and thus became the prey of Geoffrey's 
midst. avenging reserve troop. In three 

The herald's words were heard with hours the whole work was done. 
contempt and scoffing. The chief When all was over, Geoffrey ex
answered: "Tell your leader that we claimed : " Eternal Power I Thou hast 
shall await him here on this spot, for again manifested Thyself, and even 
we are anxious to look more closely here in the dust I bow before Thee, 
at such a hero as he must be." Thou great, almighty God)-:'-fal ing 
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upon his knees where he remained a 
long time in interior communing, re
joicing and gi;~ thanks. 

This event e a great stir. The 
German barons were ashamed of them
selves to have treated their helper so 
contemptuously. The Prussian Con
federates, however, were full of rd.ge, 
and resolved to avenge their loss in 
another manner. They secretly sent 
messengers to the German barons of 
the frontier, to find out some one of 
them who would assist in their design 
which was conceived for prudence, as 
well as revenge, and from which they 
expected compensation for the loss 
they had suffered. They promised a 
splendid reward, and a share in all 
their conquests, to the one whq would 
ensnare, or do away with, that "ad
venturer," as they called Geoffrey. 
Knight Kurt of L., a greedy man, was 
c.la.zzled by the offer, and promised to 
get Geoffrey in his power at once, and 
to do with him as they desired. 

He, accordingly, sent an invitation 
to Geoffrey, to do him the honor to be 
his guest, and to take a rest in his 
castle, after so brilliant a victorv. 
Geoffrey accepted the invitation, ~d 
repaired to the castle with his men. 
Kurt said the soldiers might be dis
tributed in his villages. But Geof
frey's men declared they would never 
part with their chief, and would con
tent themselves with such accommo
dations as could be given them in the 
castle. L. submitted to this, think
ing: " Only let me have him in my 
castle, and he is my prisoner ; and 
possibly I may succeed better with my 
scheme, if his troop also is under my 
eyes." 

Three days passed in all kinds of 
pleasure and confidential talk. But 
in the night, between the third and 
fourth day, Geoffrey had a vision. 
He saw the sentinel that was guard
ing his apartment, stealing into his 
room, and putting his lance to his 
breast to pierce him. But in the same 
moment the lance broke, and Geoffrey 

heard these words : " He is standing 
outside." He looked and listened 
for some moments within himself, ere 
he was decided what he had better do. 
He then arose and stepped out of the 
room, where he found the guard, and 
recognized the man he had seen in 
his vision. He suddenly took the 
lance out of his hand and broke it. 
"Go," he said, and tell your master 
I need no guard; but let him give up 
his design; otherwise it will fall heav
ily upon him!" 

The soldier was like one annihi
lated ; he confessed everything, and 
asked for mercy. "Leave me," Geof
frey commanded, "and do not become 
a servant of sin again, or you will 
earn what you deserve ! " 

The man went away. But Geoff
rey realized more and more the power 
of the interior life that enters one in 
relation with God, and acts from 
his manifest counsel. 

Iu the meantime, a great noise • 
arose through the castle, as if a re
bellion had broken out. The men all 
ran for their arms, without really 
knowing why. In this confusion, the 
master of the castle had quickly 
opened the gate and fled in the dark
ness of the night, as if death were 
following at his heels. The guard 
had reported to him the incident with 
Sir Geoffrey. Remorse and confu
sion came over him, and it was him
self who called the garrison under 
arms, without thinking why, or show
ing himself to them. 

When the sun had risen, Geoffre) 
went down to the court-yard to learn 
what had been the matter, because 
he had heard the noise of the armed 
men. The warden informed him that 
his master had left and ordered him 
to take care of his guests. '' Who 
are you ? " Geoffrey asked. " I am 
the warden," he replied. " Of what 
state?" " A nobleman." "And your 
master? " " The same." " I cannot 
believe it," continued Geoffry, "for 
a nobleman would be incapable of an 
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ignoble deed." "I think so too," 
rejoined the warden. " And what 
about your master?'' " I fear he is 
doomed to his punishent, and that 
this time he will not escape it," said 
the warden. ''After the twelfth hour 
from now you will have a sign that 
what yon have said has come to pass." 
Mter these words Geoffrey departed 
from the castle and encamped in a 
village, in order to be nearer the 
Prussia.ns. For he foresaw that they 
would not desist from their purpose, 
but come with doubled forces. 

In the fifth hour of the night a 
messenger arrived at L.'s castle with 
the tidings that the baron had taken 
his own life. The inhabitants were 
horror-stricken, and did not know 
what to do. The warden rode down 
to Geoffrey and requested him to 
take care of the baron's family and 

household. "Are there any children?" 
asked Geoffrey. "Two sons," was 
the reply. "Where are they?" con
tinued Geoffrey. "Nobody knows," 
was the warden's response, "their 
father has sent them awa1_ for fear 
they might take their hentage from 
him.'' "Then have them found," 
added Geoffrey. "We have no trace 
of them.'' rejoined the warden. "Then 
let me take charge of their discovery ; 
in the meantime, noble warden, assume 
the administration of their possessions, 
until they present themselves. I in
stall !()U in office in the name of Ger
man Knighthood. Swear to be faith
ful and to keep the property in your 
charge as if it were your own I" The 
warden raised his hand, and took the 
required oath. 

(To be continued.) 

PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE IDGHEST 

GOAL OF · HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 
NEW SERIEB.-NUMnER THREJo:. 

OUR last paper brought us to the tection. We find that those with 
consideration of the three adverse whom we have to deal are frequently 
principles to human well-being, viz : even devoid of all honor, and are, like 
Selfishness, Hate, and PassiJ>n. wolves, watching their opportunity to 

Selfishness has man1. and diversi- rob us of all that we have; therefore, 
fied methods of manifesting itself. we are necessitated to watch every 
It has its root in a perfectly correct move to keep ourselves from being 
foundation i. e. self-preservation. In eaten up by them. 
the physical, it is necessary to take We find the beautiful teachings 
care of the body, and in our contact of Jesus in his great sermon on the 
with those who find it a difficult mat- Mount (Mathew, chapters 5, 6, 7,) 
ter to obtain the necessities of life, are entirely unpracticable to our 
we struggle with each other; not be- present conditions; and we get puz
in~ conscious of a real and adequate zled, and know not what to do, and 
spiritual source, we see no other way frequently we are led to the extreme 
of help, but the one invested in our of concentrating our whole mind on 
own physical powers; and even with laying up an abundance for th(: 
us who have begun to be conscious of future. That is a wise precaution. 
the power and wisdom of the Spirit but that precaution will soon grow 
to cause conditions to come abont into fear of loss and become a scor
suitable for onr maintainance, we pion to torment us. 
find it difficult to draw the line be- "\V e know there is a natural pro
tween selfishness and proper self-pro- vision made under the control of the 
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governing mind of the Creator, so 
that there will always be provision 
made for the actual need without our 
being anxious ; anxiety always con~ 
fuses the intuitive leadings, and 
brings trouble where it would not 
otherwise come, and in the confusion 
comes struggle and combat, which 
excites to hate. There is nothi»¥ 
selfish about the energetic, economi
cal effort to earn and save money, 
but the selfish part comes in where 
we carry it to the extent of oppressing 
or over-reaching another for the sake 
of gain. 

Equity is unselfish ; that is, justice 
holds the scales, and weighs not only 
the causes between persons, but the 
conditions of the persons themselves. 
Even our zeal for unselfish and gen
erous acts often injures the indi
vidual, in the act of removing the 
hand of Justice from those who are 
reaping the reward of their own deeds; 
it becomes an evil in that it pre
vents the persons from obtaining the 
needed ~!perience to round out their 
life. While we are among those 
whose law is based on the evolu
tionary processes, we must abide by 
the :aw, otherwise we are sinners, for 
"The voice of God is the voice of 
the people " always. But we are 
aware that another form of ~overn
ment is now struggling for birth in 
which another law will be the "voice 
of God," where the pure and obe
dient will live for each other, and 
IGNORANCE will no longer ·curse our 
race. Then the teachings of Jesus 
will become the law of that higher 
nature and state of USE. The selfish 
principle must be eradicated from the 
feelings, before the people will be 
ready for this new form of law. 

The point we have in view is where 
the selfish principle comes in. Let 
us illustrate. Two men are in the 
same occupation ; both are economi
cal and industrious, but one wants 
means for the gratification of the 
senses, such as pride, luxuriant liv-

ing, and also acquire enough so as to 
have by and by ease and pleasure. 
The other is anxious to gain means 
so that he can be a benefactor to his 
fellows. He is willing to work if he 
can accomplish good results thereby. 
Now, the first is altogether selfish, the 
other unselfish. 

We feel that our efforts are en
tirely unselfish. for we see that the 
time has arrived and that the people 
are crying out for a higher form of 
social and governmental order ; and 
we are laboring to obtain the means 
to accomplish that end. But some 
over-zealous ones will say that it is 
selfish to want to leave these old con
ditions and people in their confusion 
and discord. If we had, as the object 
of our move, ease and comfort, then 
it would be selfish; or, if that was all 
that could be accomplished by such a 
move, it would be the same. But 
we know that it is the only way we 
can help our people out of their diffi
culty, for they are so burdened that 
they have not the time to think, 
neither have they the ability to dis
criminate regarding all kinds of 
good WORDS they hear in every di
rection. Words are so abundant 
and deceptive that it is useless to talk 
to any, save the few who are most ma
ture, and who have been illuminated 
from within. So, in order to help 
the masses, we must first help our
selves, and show the world the pattern 
of what really can be attained. (See 
Ezekiers Prophecy chap. 43 v. 10.) 
There is still more even than this: 
the power that would be obtained by 
a right life would make men and 
women capable of helping the world. 
The evil of selfishness arises in DE
SIRE. " Is it for myself, or for the 
greatest use in general ?" is the ques
tion. Love in some of its phases of ex
pression is the most selfish principle 
in the world ; it is again the ex3.Ct op
posite. Parental love that wishes its 
children to be more than the children 
of others, is evil, in that it brings 
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strife ; but parental love that feels the 
weight of the duty to give the world 
a noble and useful man or woman, is 
~ All forms of pride that arise 
hom the comparison of one's self 
with that of others is evil. The 
recognition of true worth is good, 
but as soon as that is applied to 
another in the way of comparison, it 
brings weakness. The only real su
periority in the world is superior 
ability to serve. God, the Spirit, is 
the absolute servant of all ; let us 
strive to be like Him by counselling 
with Him in all things ; for God 
dwells in you as well as iu the whole 
universe. 

This selfish principle is most domi
nant, and even most cruel, in the love 
between man and woman. To touch 
this subject is one of great danger in 
many ways as it is the controlling 
principle in the world. In it is 
" that old se~nt, called the Devil 
and Satan, which deceivetl• the whole 
world,. (Rev. 12, 9). And, truly, 
all are more or less deceived by this 
mystic power. There are two loves 
which are active in this relation ; one 
is spiritual, the other is a mere appe
tite. In the spiritual there is a con
sciousness, independent of the intel
lect, of a natural oneness and inter
dependence on each other for the 
consciousness of spiritual existence, 
for it is like the Divine Father
Mother. Of the other we say, "ap
petite," because it arises in the needs of 
the life. Men and women take food 
to nourish the body; that is to replace 
the life exhausted through the mind, 
physical activity, and in other ways. 
The food thus taken, after passing 
through the chemical changes in the 
body, pertaining to the normal work
ings of digestion, transmutation, etc., 
becomes in man a rushing, straining 
cyclone of energy. In woman it be
comes a magnetic compression that 
suffocates, and sometimes burns and 
destroys, certaih vital factors in the 
llOdy, the same as au electric batt.lry 

will be destroyed by turning the cur
rents back upon itself. 

The Solar plexus or brain-matter 
that controls digestion and the build
ing of the body, and, in ~act. which 
has the care of the body, and gives 
appetite for food, has a knowledge 
independent of intellect, of the fact 
that the elements thus drawn from 
food are not life and, therefore, cannot 
supply the whole needs of the body; 
therefore a desire is created for the 
opposite element ; if man, for woman ; 
and if woman, for man ; for no life is 
born into the body without the inter
blending of these two forces which 
we call,-for lack of lmowl~,
magnetism. Through the interb1end
ing of th0se two forces life is created 
and equilibrium established in the 
body. A mistake and deception ex
ists in not spiritualizing this function, 
economizing and exalting the vital 
principle. Its material waste defeats 
the higher ends of life which are best 
secured by the exchange of the sub
tle and, to us , immaterial essences 
of the body, which is largely ac
complished without physical contact, 
through that wonderful factor in 
creation, DESIRE. Love is a desire of 
the life, not of the mind ; it forms a 
magnetic cord that binds two persons 
together. It arises wholly in the ani
mal instinct, and affects the intellect 
only secondarily; but having its 
origin in the originator of the brain, 
and in the source of brain-supply, it 
lies at the root of existence and of 
all we are ; therefore, its power is in 
the love of life; and it is as selfish in 
its operation as the tiger which teares 
the lamb and drinks its blood because 
it feeds him. 

In the same way there are multi
tudes of pairs living together, both 
good, honest, and devoted to right, 
and all that is commendable ; yet 
they are ruled by this deceiver, and 
the one actually destroys the other, 
being stronger, and needing more to 
supply to the life-hunger. Thus they 
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go on until the weaker one dies ; then 
the other mourns the loss. In other 
cases this animal hunger reaches 
out to one, and because there is no 
reciprocation, persons will go to many 
extremes, sometimes trying to ruin 
all their future prospects ; in others 
even proceeding to murder. This 
arch-destroyer and deceiver always 
seeks to own, wants to bind and hold, 
like the tiger with its claws, no matter 
how much it hurts. It makes laws 
to bind and enslave all who make 
mistakes in their contract, and, no 
matter how much suffering, the ex
pression is, " You are mine " with all 
the ferocity of the tiger's growl ; 
whereas, if this love was controlled 
by some human feeling, it would 
want the object of its love to be hap
py, and would be willing to suffer & 

little deprivation for the sake of its 
happiness. 

This kind of selfishness brings 
more misery to our planet than any 
other, in fact, it is the evil germ out 
of which all other sources of misery 
grow. Volumes could be written 
on this subject, but this will suffice 
here, for all who wish to conquer this 
enemy will see at a glance that any 
form of coercion or restraint that we 
use over another only aggravates the 
evil. Remember, always, that even 
tmder the present law of evolution, 
where it is the business of our life to 
gain experience and the consequent 
knowledge, that the Spirit of God 
leaves the intellect free to choose its 
own course ; and we must do the same 
or we make ourselves sinners in the 
eyes of our own law. There is no 
justice in any one binding another 
without giving the equivalent, and if 
it is done by any, they will find the 
words of Jesus true "With what 
measure you mete it SHALL be mea
sured to you again." I have never 
read or heard as good a definition of 
love as that given by the Apostle 
Paul, (1st Cor. 13 chap. vs. 4-7-8): 
" Love suffereth long and is kind ; 

love envieth not ; love vaunteth not 
itself ; is not puffed up; beareth all 
things ; believeth all things ; hopeth 
all things ; endureth all things. 
Love never faileth. " Then he follows 
this with a wise discourse showing 
that all spiritual powers fail without 
this kind of love. 

HATE. 
This evil has its root in the law of 

discrimination (See "Seven Creative 
Principles" page 48). It is neces
sary for ns to learn the fact that all 
things are good in their place, and 
that all things have a place of use in 
the economy of nature, an,d that such 
use is a use to us indirectly, we being 
only a part of all that is. To learn 
to discriminate and hold at a dis
tance all things not directly useful to 
ns in the line of our efforts to make 
attainments, is a work of time and 
careful thought. ,Jesus is reported 
to have said," Unless you hate father, 
mother, wife and children, yea and 
your own life also, ye cannot be my 
disciple." It is understood that He 
did not mean bv the word "hate " what 
we understand by it now, but simply, 
that principle of discrimination which 
loves, i. e. attracts certain principles 
and repels others, and at the same 
time regards persons only so far 
as they are representatives of princi
ples. Here again a narrow line is 
to be drawn to love and hate no 
person as such, but yet to love the 
good and hate the evil,-not the per
son, and not to hate with a desire to 
injure or destroy, recognizing that 
even that which is very evil to us, is 
good in its place, viz: where it is 
serving a use ; but such use not relat. 
ing directly to us, it is to be repelled, 
without desire to destroy. But the 
evil disposed are often intrusive, and 
try to coerce us, and we are forced 
therebv to combat them, and we some
times feel "angry." Now, what is an
ger? We are told "God is angry 
wit.a the wicked every day;" again, 
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"Be angry, but sin not, let not the sun is destructive anddoea evil and, there
go down on your wrath." Anger is the fore, is evil. 
excitement of the WILL to do, or not · 'V e ad vise our friends to muse 
to do ; this is right and necessary much on this thought : to love NO 
when controlled by a well gnarded PERSON, to hate NO PERSON, to love 
and guided intellect. The wrath of and hate principle, without malice 
the wise man is the undeviating will or regard to its relation to ourselves ; 
to do right, the wrath of the foolish and to realize its proper sphere of use. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 
NATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BIRTHDAYS OCCUR BETWEEN FEBRUARY 19 

. AND MABCH 21. • 

* (PiscES). 
Tms sign. belongs to the feet of the 

grand body (metaphysically speaking, 
to the understanding.) These per
SO'ls are very careful, anxious, restless, 
and thoughtful. They have a love of 
acquiring scientific and philosophical 
knowledge, and, as students, are fond 
of history, research, travels, etc., and 
acquisitive of knowledge from every 
available 9-uarter. Frequently we find 
men of thts sign who are walking en
cyclopaedias of knowledge. 

They are very anxious about money 
matters and provision for the future, 
and fear lest they shall come to want, 
as they cannot bear to be dependent 
on others. They like to know and 
feel that they have earned what they 
possess, and are consequently entitled 
to its enjoyment. They are usually 

• It mut not be supposed that all pei'IIODB hom 
in a given aign or penod of the year will be alike 
in all reepecte. They will be characterized . by 
the general nature of their sign, bnt may dif
fer widely in polarity (aa derived from the posi
tion of the moon), and also iD mental character. 
istice, dne to different planetary ~tione. Bnt 
while they will appear and act different, it will, 
DeYertheleu, be found that there is an underlying 
kindred uatnre, detennined by the sign in whioh 
they were born. 

For faller details and modifying cau. of char
acter it will be neooeaary to conanlt " Solar Biol
ogy." Bnt it will be found both interemng and 
instrnctive to follow this series of Twelve Manner 
of People, aa it will give a large measure of in
sight regarding the nature of the perBODB with 
whom yon are brought in contact. 

" Solar Biology" is baaed npon aatronomical 
IIDd natural laws, and haa nothing whatever to 
do with astrology. 

upright, honorable, and just in their 
dealings; also sensible, affable, and 
kind. 

'lnere is with this class, howev<" r. 
a lack of self-<~onfidence : and fre
quently, after extensive research and 
preparation, they hesitate, and shrink 
from coming before the world as pro
fessionals, needing some more self
confident person to push them forward, 
even though not themselves wholly 
lacking in self-appreciation and es
teem ; this is due to innate modesty 
and conscientiousness, as, being just, 
honorable, and upright in their feel
ings, they desire to give a full equiv
alent, and are fearful that they may 
fall short in what is due to the situ
ation ; and also from an innate feeling 
that people and fate are against them. 

AA a rule they have fine mechanical 
minds, and succeed in life because of 
a feeling that they have obstacles to 
overcome ; hence their persistency and 
fidelity to the trusts confided to them. 
making themselves appreciated and 
necessary to the service in which they 
are engaged, for which reason it be
comes the interest of others to push 
them forward, thus compensating for 
their own deficiency in this respect. 

There is a good degree of philan
thropy in this nature, and they have 
much sympathy for the suffering of 
the needy, yet they are quite close and 
careful in the use of their money. 
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They make accurate and careful ac- somewhat exacting, and consequently 
countants and clerks in every depart-. rather severe in family discipline. 
ment of business, and are usually This, however, is only in cases where 
found in positions of responsibility the head is long from front to back, 
and trust. As we depend on our feet and the organs phrenologically denom
to keep us upright, so may we rely on inated "conscientiousness," large. In 
those born to this sign or nature ; but such cases, they are sure to be bound 
if the love of money becomes the con- down to the mechanical sphere, and to 
trolling principle with them, then ~ very tenacious and exacting in 
would their sense of honor become every-thing that they themselves be
subordinated, . and a disposition to lieve to be correct, requiring things to 
trickiness and dishonesty be mani- be done according to the strict law of 
fested. . logic, not ~ving much consideration 

While the people of this sign are to the inhntions, but inclining rather 
occasionally lifted very high in public to antagonize the same. They are, in 
favor and position, yet these instances the natural sphere of thought, mate
are rather the exception than the rule. rialistic in tendency and views, and 
We, however, have an illustration in it is difficult for them to f'lrm accu
W ashington, who was born on the 22cl rate conceptions of religious or spir
o£ February, and consequently of this itua.l subjects. 
sign;_ also other of o~ presidents. In matters of sex they are usually 
. It ~~ du"' ~ the children born dur- quite moderate and chaste. While 
mg th1s penod that they have the best not ardent in their love nature their 
possi~le ed~cational advan~~s, and quality inclines to a faithful adh~rence 
especially m matters pertammg to to the marriage vow 
their future vocation. A wrong start . · . . 
in life is far more serious to them _Th~ diSeaseS ~ which those. born m 
than to most others, for when once this 61~ are liable ~re yar1ed, but 
embarked they are apt to stick for most noticeab~e are pams m the feet 
life ; therefore, in entering a calling, an~ h~, - m the latter case, !he 
consideration sl:tould be had as to the brain bemg . some~hat affected like 
chances of their promotion, and es- those born m Aries, but only to a 
pecially should care be exercised in ~mailer degree. They are also sub. 
putting them to a trade of limited op- JOOt to despondenc1 an~ self-censure, 
portunities, as it will t~sually anchor and women to utermo displacements. 
them for life to a ~here of drudgery This nature results from a life of 
and servitude. Their chances are struggling, and usually antagonistic 
more favorable in some thrifty mer- conditions on the part of the parents; 
cantile pursuit. and hence their anxious struggling 

They are apt to be law-abiding, and habit and nature. 

THE coming era in the Divine Evo
lution of the race is the ascension and 
transformation of the type, by the shed
ding of the animal a.11d the assumption 
of the arch-natural. 

· MOTHER Earth awaits her new and 
better humanity, as she once waited for 
her fint-born rose ! They will neither 
sin, sicken, nor die, but, at the term of 

their earthly days, rise by· tr&Dalation, 88 

W88 written of the adept Elijah, and 
realized by the Son of Man. 

Each little child, like the Holy Babe 
of Bethlehem, intercedes for every per
son born ; for God without and God 
within are one, the Son of Man ia evolu
tion, and the babe in the manger ia the 
Lord from the skies ! 
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THE SOUL OF MAN IS FREE. 
BY JULIA NOYES STICKNEY. 

Above these fantasies of time, Which only sound in Eden-dreams 
These echoes o'er life's sea, Above time's ocean-roar! 

We hear the bells of heaven' chime, 
Chanting in harmony 

With mortals, in their song sublime, 
Who sing that man is free. 

The past is ours, for memory springs 
Perennial from the skiee, 

And History her garland Bings 
Where constellations rise ; 

While man unto his birth-land elings 
In some far paradise. 

The present is our golden hour ; 
Down the sierra--height 

Fast flows Time's cataract with power 
Before our wond~ring sight, 

Leaving behind youth's Eden-bower 
Vanished i.p star-lit night. 

But 0, that cloud-land ! -the Beyond,
No echoes from the shore 

Fall on the ear that listens, fond, 
For voices gone before, 

The past is ours with fruits and flowers. 
The present is our own, 

But the future, with its unseen bowers 
Is the Shekinah-zone,-

The mystical, the sibylline, 
The dim dream-land unknown. 

If the soul sleep in silence deep 
Before its upward. flight, 

Or near the astral world it keep 
W ateh with the stars of night, 

Or far away, plunge in the spray 
Dlumed by Saturn's light, 

It matters not : if unbound thought 
The untrammelled ·soul may see, 

Or the rapt spirit of the seer 
Can with th'immortals be,-

Each power views clear to yonder sphere 
The soul of man rise-free ! 

GROVELAND. MA88. 1888. 

WHEREIN DOES THE NEW HEAVEN DIFFER FROM NIR
V ANA AND DEV ACH.AN. 

OuR article on " Nirvana and D&
vachan, versus the New Heaven," in 
THE EsOTERIC for January, seems 
not to have been sufficiently ex
panded in deta.il to render our views 
wholly clear. We, accordingly, sub
mit further thought on .the subject ; 
but do not feel to claim space ade
quate to treat the question in all its 
bearings, but trust and believe the 
views we herein submit will not be 
devoid of use and profit. First, how
ever, a few words relative to the crit
icism of I. A. OsLER, which appeared 
in the February number. 

The reviewer in the above men
tioned article cites "Solar Biology," 
as demonstrating the reverse of our 
statement, viz. : " that the circula
tion of the nerve-fluid is controlled 
by the lunar sphere or ether, the cir-

culation of the blood by the ether 
of the solar sphere." We do not 
find his somewhat dogmatic opening 
statement to be well-sustained, and 
think the deduction drawn as to what 
" Solar Biology " demonstrates on 
this subject have not been carefully 
weighed by I. A. OsLER, and it will 
be shown that his argument on page 
285 affirms rather than controverts 
our position. 

Because the moon, as he asserts, 
and as we readily concede, controls 
the tides and generative waters of the 
earth, as evidenced in the circulation 
of the sap in trees, and the prolific 
principles of plant-life, this by no 
means establishes the fact that it also 
controls the red or vital blood. The 
sap and prolific principle of the veg&
ta.ble kingdom has its correspondence 
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in the nervous and generative fluid, 
univerally present in man and ani
mals. The sap of the vegetable king
dom has motion, circulation, and dual 
-that is positive and negative
electro-vital action, wherein its pro
lific or generative properties reside ; 
we, therefore, take issue with I. A. 
OsLER's statement that "generation 
is by the animal blood." Generation 
has a dual electric basis, as already 
stated, and does not essentially differ 
in the two kingdoms. It is true that 
animal life has the added property of 
sensation, which we claim is derived 
from the solar fluid ; and on page 285 
the above critic endorsed our posi
tion where he says, "the animal soul, 
which is sense, passion, instinct, gov
erns in the animal world by the con
trolling influence of the solar fluid." 
Why, then, should he elsewhere claim 
these attributes of the vital system 
are controlled by the lunar sphere or 
fluid? In this matter it appears to 
us that the critic not only contradicts 
himself, but" Solar Biology " as well. 
For, as we understand " Solar Biol
ogy," it maintains, unequivocally, that 
the quality or innate nature of a per
son is absolutely determined by the 
rt:lation which the earth sustains at 
the time of birth to the twelve electric 
mansions of the sun's zodiac. Now, as 
the innate life, or spontaneous nature 
of the individual finds its medium of 
expression and circulation in the 
blood, it is logical and legitimate to 
maintain, as we did in our ,January 
article, that the solar fluid controls the 
circulation of the blood. I. A. OsLER, 
perhaps inadvertently, becal'Se con
tradictory to his previous dogmatic 
premises, endorses our position when 
be says: "The animal world is 
governed by the controlling influence 
of the solar fluid." He charges us 
with being confused and considerably 
mixed ; but it is possible, if such be 
the case, that the confusion is not 
whollv on our side. 

To ·get the bearings of this subject 

clearly, we need to discriminate be
tween theanimaanimalis, (red blood) 
which pertains to the solar fluid, and 
the anima vegetalis, or nervous and 
generative principle, which is con
trolled by the lunar sphere, and 
gives tension or polarity to blood-life. 
The atmosphere of our immediate 
earth compresses and compacts the 
molecular or earth-body. The lunar 
sphere compacts, binds, and rules the 
anima vegetalis, givin_g mental polar
ity as defined by " Solar Biology.'' 
But who would logically deduct that 
vitality, sensation, and blood-life were 
of the moon? Clearly, these are vivi
fied and ruled by the solar ether or 
atmosphere ; hence the modification of 
nature effected by the presence of 
planets in the different signs or elec
tric rivers of the zodiac. The fourth 
or universal atmospheric -ether, is that 
out of which the lower atmospheres 
have been differentiated, and we can 
cognize and profit by its transcend
ing energies, transmuting properties, 
and golden p<?SSibilities only in the de
gree in whwh we become perfected 
and harmonized in the triune atmost
phere of the earth, moon, and solar 
system. It is, however, erroneous to 
suppose that the sphere of the moon, 
or even that of our own earth, is neces
sarily one of earth-bound or evil 
spirits, as I. A. OsLER states on page 
284. Good and evil are matters of 
condition rather than place. The 
second, third, and even the fourth, or 
universal atmosphere, is present and 
permeates the very earth itself. 
Therefore, one's breath on earth may 
be either natural or threefold. The 
external breath opens into the immedi
ate or outer atmosphere of the earth. 
There is a second breath which is syn
chronous with the anima t~egetalis, 
or realm of mentality-the lunar 
s-phere,-and a still deeper and more 
VItal breath, that of the anima ani
malis which indraws and appropriates 
the solar atmosphere, which breath 
when sufficiently unfolded, lays hold 
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of a solar vrilic principle that is very 
potential for either good or ill. Now, 
both good and evil persons may be 
opened in these degrees, as there are 
the forced openings of black magic, 
as well as the orderly openings of 
those divinely led. Therefore, to be 
within the sphere of the moon, does 
not in itself predicate either good or 
evil, as one on earth may, by corre. 
sponding opening, commune with the 
Highest, and regeneratively embody 
the orderly potential harmonies of the 
New Heaven, or the peaceful illumin
ation of Nirvana. 

We will now uass on to a further 
consideration of the relation that the 
occidental idea of a New Heaven sus
tains to the Nirvana of the Orient. 
These may be designated as respec
tively positive and negative, and in a 
potential and subjective sense they 
stand to each other as the mystic or 
spiritual Sun and Moon. The word 
Nirvana is derived from the Sanscrit 
nir, out, and vtina, blown, hence its lit. 
eral significance would be "that which 
is blown out." This word, however, as 
occultly used, does not imply an ex
tinction of the spirit as usually in
terpreted, but merely the riddance or 
extinction of the outward nature ; that 
is, a deliverance fTOm the miseries 
and evils of Sans~ra or the world. 
It will, therefore, be perceived that 
Nirvana has a negative significance as 
far as the relation of spirit to this 
world is concerned. It is much as 
one, hopeless from long sickness and 
suffering, yearns for deliverance from 
pain. even in death. 

The ideal, or " white light," of 
Nirvana is that of peace and rest, 
through escape from matter. We do 
not find it pictured as a spiritual po
tency or transmuting energy where
with to overcome the pains and ills of 
Sansura, and thus triumph in the 
realm of matter. It is no such ag
gressive, transmuting and overcoming 
energy as that predicated of the "New 
Heaven," with its implied and inhe-

rent ability to ultimate itself in a 
"New Earth" and a renewed Human
ity. The idea and pursuit of Nirvana 
recognizes the helplessness of sen
sate life; as if it were in the line of 
an invasive wave of arctic frost, which 
was to be stoically endured until sen
sation was chilled beyond power of 
further suffering. It deals with out. 
ward life as if it were emblematic of 
perpetual night, winter, and death. 
Its vision is not that " of a WOMAN 
clothed with the SUN " but, instead, its 
thought is polarized on the WHITE 
LIGHT, which is that of the mystic 
moon, giving the calm and peaceful 
illumination which they designate the 
Wisdom-Religion, and for the attain
ment of which they stoically sacrifice 
the sensational life of the a'lllima ani
ma/is, not, perhaps, realizing the ~erm 
of the anima divina, that is resident 
therein. 

But, there are circumstances under 
which the above result is the best that 
can be had; for it has been said "the 
night cometh wherein no man can 
work." Hence, it is not without sig
nificance that the moon should be 
recognized as the symbol of the Ori
ent, and that a. pensive, meditative 
method should characterize its life. 
In a certain sense it is a vegetative 
process in which the anima animalis 
is arrested and transposed into the 
anima vegetalis by lunar polari
zation ; whereas, under other circum
stances, it might have evolved the 
vrilic energy and transmuting potency 
of the anima dit;ina. Thus it may be 
said, with a degree of truthfulness, 
that the Orient has been resting and 
dreaming beneath the light of the 
moon, and we did not speak unadvis
edly when we said that the peace and 
rest of Nirvana could be found within 
the sphere of the moon ; yet this 
thought, when spiritualized, is suscep
tible of considerable expansion, for 
there is a time when, it is mystically 
said, " the light of the moon shall be 
like that of the sun ; " but it should 
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also be borne in mind, that the mys
tical-SuN correspondingly transcends 
its natural counterpart. Thus the 
New Heaven which ha.'> for its ideal 
light the brightness of the SUN, im
parts.an altogether greater power and 
energy, for " a.'> a man thinketh so is 
he;" consequently, it matters whether 
our idcallight be that of the sun, or 
that of the moon, for there are na
tures, which, by polarity, are Spir
itual, and others that are of Celestial 
genius. 

On account of the brevity of our 
article for January we may have left 

the impression on some minds that we 
made the fourth, or atmosphere of the 
Grand Zodiac, identical with Spirit. 
We referred to this as the original 
Cosmic Substance, as the first envelope 
or medium in which Spirit is manifest; 
and to establish a definite thought of 
this inner atmosphere, and mental 
and vital conjunction therewith. is to 
introduce one to the threshold of 
Spirit pure and simple ; hence the 
si~ifica.nce of, and vivification by at,. 
taming the threefold breath in the or
derly unfolding and vrili~_potencies 
of THE NEW HEAVEN. liELI.os. 

A GOOD WORD FOR MARCH. 

BY JOHN LA.THAH. 

m, slan<l'rons words we hear of thee, 
Thou champion of the year ; 

Yet thou art striving earth to free 
From Polar legions drear. 

Dmve harbinger of summer days, 
To bear the car of Spring 

Through wintry skies with conqu'ring rays, 
Thou valiant, youthful king. 

From sunny lands thy hosts array, 
To meet the northern blast; 

"•ith shining lances cleave the way, 
Ami loosen Winter's grasp. 

Tltongh bowling bands assail thy hosts, 
Thou valiant lor<l of Sprin~ ; 

Dut transient, £lectin~ are the1r boaats,
Thou att tho RoyatKing. 

Aml northern lands must own thy sway, 
The stricken grass must spring, 

Antl hoary Winter shrink away, 
'Vhile birds awake and sing. 

Speed, oh speed, thy conquering car I 
Thy sisters, April, May, 

'Vo scoot their fragrance e'en afar, 
Ob, bear the01 swift this way I 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

SuBSCRIPTIONS to THE EsOTERic 
may <law from any desired time, as 
we c:m supply back numbers from the 
eommencement of the volume. 

'V E were not able to mail the ac
cumulated orders for "The Perfect 
Way " as soon as we had estimated, 
owing to unlooked for delays at the 
bindery. \V c are, however. now pre
p:ued to forwarll all additional orders 
as fast as received. This is the book 
of books for esoteric reading circles, 
as it opens up au extensive, lofty, and 
almnst inexhaustible field of inquiry. 

MANY of our subscribers have re
sponded nobly to our call for the 
names of intere.sted. parties, and the 
sample numbers we have sent to the 
names furnished, have borne increas
ing fntit. and we sincerely and cor
<lially thank all such for their trouble 
and kimlly iutere!lt; aml now for the 
opportunity to thank others for a 
similar service! :For there must be no 
let up on TnE EsoTERIC, as we are 
prcpal"Cll to scucl out a few thousand 
sample copies each month; and we 
solicit the corporation of our sub
sct;bcrs to aid us in their judicious 
placing. So think over your list of 
acqnaiutanccs, aml semlus the names 
of all those having expansive or aspir
ing minds. 

MENTAL healing from the stand
paint of Solar Diology is widening 
Its sphere of influence from month to 
month, as it supplies a scientific 
methO<l wherewith to determine the 
innate quality and consequent mental 
nee<ls of patients. Fan1iliarizing, as 
it does, the student's mind with the 
primitive currents of vital and electric 
energy as evolved in the grand labo
ratory of nature, it thereby not only 
strengthens their confidence through 
demonstrable knowledge, but increases 
their }>OWer to heal through added po
tency of thought. Mas. BuTLER 

and Mas. DRURY are now conducting 
three cla.~es and are about to com
mence a. fourth. Particulars can be 
had by addressing either of the above 
in care of this office. 

THE labor troubles of Pennsylvania 
have heel). not only of a. magnitude, 
but of a nature that reached beyond 
State lines, and a Congressional com
mission have bad the matter in haml. 
Whatever the immediate outcome may 
be, we may well say with Patrick 
Henry, that "it is useless to cry 'peace' 
where there is no peace ; " for the la
bor element, at least in that section, 
seems irrepressible, and industrial 
peace on old lines appears almost 
hopelessly impossible, if not f•Jrever 
departed. But we a.re in " the mill 
of the gods," and though it used to be 
said of them that the1 grind slow, we 
think they have acqUired the speed of 
modern methods, and so, unless the 
gordian knot is cut, we shall not have 
to wait long to see one, or both par
ties ground to powder. 

METllODS of communicating with 
corresponding members of The Soci
ety Esoteric having been rednce<l to 
a system, they will henceforward re
ceive advices with regularity. The 
February letter, which contained mat
ter of importance, followed quickly af
ter the January message. Any fail
ing to hear, from change of address 
or other cause, please notify. A class 
for Esoteric research is now being 
formed; it is not inappropriately called 
the Esoteric Chautauqua. Its mem
bers are scattered all over the country, 
bnt through Esoteric and other means 
they expect to come very close to
gether. The present is an admirable 
time to join the correspondin~ and 
reading circle. The membership fee 
is fifty cents, dues thirty cents quar
terly. Address President, SoCiety 
Esoteric, 478 Shawmut Avenue, Bos
ton, Mass. 
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THE many times millionaire G-ould 
is abroad, and is reported to be in 
conference with the Rothchilds for 
the formation of a collossa.l syndicate 
to control the mineral products of 
the earth. As holders of a vast amount 
of securities, the value of which is 
depreciated by the unchecked output 
of gold and silver, it is quite in ac
cord with the habit of the times, that 
they should seek to control, if not to 
t•orner, these and other metals. Pools, 
monopolies, and syndicates are to have 
their day, and, utilizing modern re
!lources and facilities, many of them 
will assume stu~ndous proportions. 
There is a limit, however, to mere 
selfishness, and the race is moving 
with unprecedented velocity toward a 
cataclysmal epoch. In the mean
while, the deep and silent forces are 
at work evolving a regenerated hu
manity. 

ALL publishers are more or less 
'!nbject to the complaints of sub
scl"ibers for non-receipt of their pub
lications. We can hardly expect to 
be exceptions in this particular, but 
are doing all we can to obviate causes 
of complaint. It is possible that 
printed matter is not handled by the 
Post Office Department with the 
same care that is exercised with let
ters, and even those go astray at 
times. We especially request sub
scribers to notify us of any and all 
failures to receive THE EsoTERIC, 
hut would at the same time call at
tention to the necessity of their advis
ing us of any change of location on 
their part. For instance, R. H. B. 
writes that he has not received his 
January and February numbers, but 
on examination we find his letter 
hails from another number and street 
than that originally given us. We 
notify him of the obvious, or at least 
probable, cause for non-receipt. He 
replies, that he is so well known that 
his letters follow him. Now this is 
oftea the case, but not always; and 
while it may hold true of letters it is 

not so certain to be the case with 
printed or second..<Jlass matter, and 
especially in large cities, where there 
is such a volume of periodical matter 
to handle. We therefore request 
our subscribers to co-operate with 
us in this particular, and to immedi
ately notify us of any change of 
location. 

WINGED AND LUMINOUS FEET. 
.JUDGING from the number of corre

spondents making use of the term, 
the idea of calling THE EsoTERIC for 
February "The People's Number," 
seems to have been a popular one. 
The_present month we are in the sign 
)( (.Pisces), the "feet" of the zodiac 
and the year, significantly expressed 
in the elemental strivings of March, 
the opening month of Spring, and 
we have elsewhere in this issue rhyth
mically given "A good word for 
March." How least of all doth seem 
the feet, and yet how important! 
More important, far, than ordinarily 
esteemed. In the circle of the zodiac 
they <'-Ome next to aries, the head, to 
which, in fact, they stand function
ally very closely related ; and phys
iologically their bearing on the comfort 
and health of the body can hardly be
over-estimated. The power of focal
izing or throwing one's mental energy 
into the feet is almost an infallible 
preventative against disease. When 
we next reach the sign Pisces, our 
attentive readers will undoubtedly be 
prepared to understand more fully 
the significant and wonderful occult 
mysteries pertaining to the feet. We 
barely throw out a few hints now. 
calling attention to the fact that the 
vulnerable part of Daniel's image 
was the "feet," which were a mixture 
of •• iron and clay." Compare this with 
the vision seen by John, of One, the 
"feet" of whom were "like unto fine 
brass, as if they burned in a furnace." 
In conclusion let us suggest the wish 
that the FEET of our esoteric people
become'' WINGED and J.UMINOUS." 
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AN ESOTERIC CHAUTAUQUA. 

••AN Ideal to Ponder and Outwork," 
on J>&t,<>e 296 of February EsoTERIC, 
created quite a wave of hope and ex
pectation. It also brought numerous 
substantial responses. An idea at 
once expansive, lofty, and at the same 
time practical, is what the age and 
people need. We take occasion to 
thank our correspondents for the in
terest manifested. In ordering stock 
several availed themselves of the dis
count on purchases to which share
holders are entitled, ana made liberal 
orders for books at the same time. 
One friend writes that he secured and 
has retained, by what seemed a spec
ial intuition, a pec1iliarly advanta
geous town site on one of the great 
western lakes, and if it should prove 

to be the "New Site" it is at the 
"Master's service." Should the lo
cality not be sufficiently central, it 
might at least make a ~;ood " Esoteric 
Chautauqua" for summer resort. Wise 
selection and judicious cooperative ef
fort for material, as well as interior 
benefits, are the order of the future, 
and stations and places of prelimi
nary education and drill will quite 
obviously be serviceable as incidental 
and disciplinary for the grand central 
work and purpose; and many" sites," 
both valuable and extensive, that, so 
far as the parties themselves are con
cerned, were secured, perhaps, with 
mere speculative intent, will, never
theless, be at the service of the " one 
hundred and forty-four thousand " at 
the right time. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

OUR li'BONTIBPIEOE. mind of the race. The vista on the left 
A number have asked the meaning of . presents the pyramids of Egypt and the 

the design on the cover of Tlm E.~OTERIC, Acropolis of Athens, as expressive of the 
and as they have but voiced the thought line of historical descent of the Mysteries 
of many others, we will endeavor to Esoteric. 
satisfy this reasonable request. The 
figure in the foreground represents the 
Genius of the New Age, in the act of 
drawing aside the mystic veil which 
covers the face of the people. This re
veals the mystic orb or spiritual SUN and 
source of inner light and life, (this sun 
being the symbol of the Occident ; the 
moon holding the same significance to the 
Orient). Its rays, having dispersed the 
denser cloud, are seen falling upon the 
continent of North America.. One corre
spondent asks, " what the earth is doing 
in the water? '' but remarks, " it is never
theless a true symbolization." These are 
the clouds or waters of darkness and 
aftliction, in which the earth has been 
wholly enveloped and is still rolling, and 
which has so long been as a veil obscuring 
the glorious mystic orb and light of life 
and spiritnal day. The book in the right 
hand of the Genius represents the accu
mulated and long hidden truth which 
is about to be ·delivered to the internal 

ASTRAL SPECTRES. 

G. W. H. wishes to know why the 
Baron in Sinnett's "Karma" should ad
vise Mrs. Lakes by not to communicate with 
the spirit around the Professor ? 

The Baron's reason for so advising are 
evidently based on views which are quite 
generally maintained by eastern theos
ophists. The principle involved is that 
in entertaining or talking with astral 
spectres one is dealing with an appearance 
rather than a reality. Herein theoso
phists and spiritualist& widely differ, the 
former maintaining that tlte real ego has 
ascended far above the astral plane. It 
might be asked, "What then is this image 
or spectre invoked ? and what relation 
does it lx>ar to the real ego ? " Before at
tempting to explain this, we will give the 
Baron's auswer why "conversation should 
be indulged but sparingly with astral spec
tres." He says (page 182) "In doing 
that, Mrs. Lakesby, to begin with, may re-
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tard the spiritual progress of the real ego 
by dragging back its attention to the 
earthly existence it has quitted ; and she 
may lay herself open to influences from 
the astral world that may prey upon her 
unexpectedly." How is this, that by con
versing with that which is but a spectre, 
an appearance, the real ego may never
theless be disturbed, " dragged back" ? 
There would seem to be many strange 
things in the realm astral and psychic, 
and some occultists claim that even those 
dead for thousands of years are seen walk
ing the earth when their burial-place is in
vaded, that a curse follows the disturbance 
of a grave-yard even for so nec~ssary an 
improvement as a modern street ; and 
especially is this claimed of the disturb
ance of the Egyptian mummies who were 
embalmed in accordance with a sacred 
snd magical formula. Who will explain 
the discomfort of one who has lost a limb, 
if it is left exposed, or buried in a cramped 
condition ? It would seem that every 
spirit leaves behind elemental primates, 
which can be vivified or resurrected un
der certain conditions, and whatever may 
be the fact as to·the ultimate assumption 
by the spirit of these basic elements, 
there would seem to be such a thing as 
their premature or disorderly vivification; 
and in dealing with the astral zone we 
might say that " fools oft venture where 
angels fear to tread." 

This subject is one of so much impor
tance and is so often raised, that we will 
consider it from another stand-point, 
though it is our aim in the department of 
questions and answers to be as brief r s 
may be consistent with explicitness. 

Well then, at death one leaves behind 
him a wardrobe as well as the body, that 
is laid away in the earth. Consider how 
greatly the garments of a person retain 
and recall their personality, and how 
sacrilegious it has seemed to find chil
dren masquerading in the apparel of 
some sacred closet. Let us them say that 
in a very substantial and much more vital 
sense garments are laid off after death in 
the astral zone. These by theosophists 
are called" shells," •·spectres," etc., much 
to the disconcertion of many spiritualists. 
Thus while the true spirit may have as
cended, an appearance; a "spectre," is 
left behind. 

Now the elementals and earth-bound 
spirits may under certain circumstances 
masquerade in these, as do children 
with the earthly garments, as instanced 
above ; or " mediumistic " persons may 
attract and vivify them, and seemingly 
give remarkable tests of personal presence. 
There is nothing preposterous in this when 
we consider how wonderfully a psychom
etrist may recall and describe a person 
from a glove, a handkerchief, or other 
articles that have been possessed or even 
handled by them. But it may be asked: 
" If elementals and earth-bound spirits 
may do these things, why not the spirits 
of the persons themselve!?" True. this 
may be done, but there is great uncertain
ty, and even danger, as the Baron en
deavors to impress on 1\Irs. La.kesby, in 
seeking the personality of de}•arted ones. 
It is the external and exceptional method. 
Spirit is to be cognized internally and 
in the light of principle rather than of 
personalities. As the "gods " and " dJ&. 
mons" of ancient times multiplied, in the 
same degree was the true light obscured 
and confusion and darkness shed abroad 
over the face of the people. Hence there 
was a power and a use even in the partial 
truths of such a seer as 1\Iahommed, who 
declared even by the power and might of 
the sword: "That Allah was ONE." 

Hm.ur E. BUTLER will treat the subjeet of aa
tral spectres analytically and philoaorhically in 
aooordance with the seven degrees o existence 
in the .April El!loTEB.Io. 

SYLVESTER SAWYER, -referring to the 
law of levitation to which reference was 
made on page 126 of the October F.'lo
TERIO, writes : 

"Nearly thirty years ago, I tried the 
following experiment, with six others, at 
different times and places, with mo:-c or 
less success. Lying fiat upon my h:l.ck 
on the floor, I have been raised to the 
height of a man's head by three persons 
on each side of me, each of them putting 
the tips of their fingers against me, all 
taking a full breath, and letting it out at 
the same time, which gave me a sensation 
like floating on their finger ends as high 
as they could reach, with little exertion 
on their part or feeling the pressure of 
their fingers. .The result was altogeth
er different when tried in the ordinary 
way. 135 divided by 12 would be over 
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11 pou.nda to each finger, instead of what 
eeemed to us, at moet, but a few ounces." 

We have not ourselves eeeu this experi
ment tried, but judge it would evolve a 
measure of vrilic power, and to that ex
tent overcome gravitation. Some of our 
readers may desire to try the experiment .. 

G. S. C. D. asks what we know about 
"The New Life Remedial Institute" Al
ameda. Cal. Penonally we know noth
ing. The advertisement was received and 
W'!rted on its apparent merits, much as 
that of hundreds of other remedial insti
tutions might have been if sent us through 
advertilfing channels; but the protection 

of our subscribers compels us to say that 
such unfavorable reports have reached us 
as to warrant our diaeonttnuance of the 
advertisement. To Dr. J. W. we would 
say that we have no ·connection whatever 
with the Institute." 

mRAM E. BUTLER ANSWERS THE 
FOLLOWING: 

F. M. S. writes us : " I would like to 
aak in regard to esoteric culture, if there 
are. so to apeak, milestones by which, as 
people advance, they can locate them
aelves, and describe their position to others 
as we would say in other studies: "I can 
read, I know how to add," etc. 

.A.m. Yes, we will have them for our 
corresponding members soon, but the soul 
will take the necessary truth from mere 
aaggeations found in general teachings. 

A lady signing herself " an anxious 
inquirer " asks, what gifts come under 
the head of " paychometrieal powers ? " 

.A.m. All of them. As all of the five 
senses express the feelings of the physi
cal body, so all of the senses of the soul, 
while divers in their manifestations, come 
under the superior perception of the soul. 

It is further asked, what is the most 
harmless way of developing them? 

.Am. There are many methods by 
which these powers are forced, which i:1 al
ways detrimental to the person. What we 
want is normal growth, which is only at
tained through the process given on 
page 35, August number of the EsoTERIC. 
See also article on page 163, November 
number. Those will give the normal pro
cesses of growth, but that will not com
plete the work. We must keep trying to 
U8e these powers ; development comes by 

841 

practice with these powers, the same as 
with the physical muscles. 

We will try and give an article in our 
next on the methods of practice, etc. 

We have been asked concerning the 
nature and effect of precious stones, talis
mans, etc., which we will endeavor to 
answer in next month's EsoTERIC. 

F. M. P. writes to know what we mean 
by Soul-.vibration ? 

.Am. The word "vibration," in that 
connection, comes to us from a remote 
period from master minds in tho philoso
phy of esoteric life, who state that the 
strong feelings from the inner conscious
ness produce a vibratory motion in the 
" astral " elements-the clements of uni
versal life-that may be directed by the 
will to accomplish whatever result we 
wish. This Soul-vibration acta through 
the higher spiritual love ; and when we 
~et to that point where we can Jll'oduce 
.11.0d cont1·ol the inner feelings, ·impulses 
and emotions, then we vibrate n Soul 
force that will heal the sick, reclaim the 
wayward, and impart many other capa-
bilities for good. 

The question is further asked, why the 
head gets dizzy while practising the 
breathing prescribed in the Jt~OTKRIC ? 

.Am. Because you are lla88ive while 
you practise. You should fh'Bt practise 
the breathing while positive ; then after
wards become passive in the body. but 
concentrate the mind on your work. 
The breathing shoul<l be conducted by 
imitating sound sleep, that is : close the 
nose so that the air make." a rushing 
sound, and continue long enough to count 
3, 6, 9, and up as high as 12, wlule tak
ing the air into the lungs and ~1e same 
in expelling it; then it will proiluce rest 
and quiet like a sound sleep. 

F. W. wants to know wherein our 
teachings differ from those of spil'itual-
ists. -

.Ans. Our teachings arc especially in
tended to put what spiJ·itualists call 
mediumship under the control of the in
dividual, to use it and not be used by it. 
We ax·e prepared to prove that the most 
of the tlungs manifested through medi
ums are dependent first on this : the per
sons must have developed in them certain 
psychical powers that are tl1eir own, tho 
same· as if we have eyes we can see, 
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ears, we can hear, etc. Mediumship 
means no more than this, tha.t for what
ever phase of manifestation, they must 
have the development of tha.t faculty in 
themselves to produce it. Now, our 
teaching implies simply that we develop 
all the latent faculties tha.t are now 
dormant within us, and, in place of giving 
them over to unknown influences to use, 
with or. without our will, we develop our 
will and an intelligent knowledge of the 
laws and methods by which we use them 
ourselves, and make them of the same 
common-sense advantage as having eyes 
would give, and so with all the facul-

CLUB PREMIUMS. 
Anyone sending us $4.50 for a club of 

three can have a fourth subscription free 
of charge. 

To any subscriber who sends us $1.50, 
and one additional name, we will send the 
pamphlet of "TWELVE MA....'(NER OJ!' PEo
PLE," or any fifty-cent book in our list. 

For $3.00 and two new subscribers 
we will send any $1.00 book you may 
select. 

For $4.50 and three new subscribers we 
will send Prof. Butler's "SEVEN CaB-

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED. 
Woliii.Alr'sWoBLD. Monthly. ~Lord, 

Editor. Chicago, m Terms, per year, $1.00. 
THE PL.t.TOlOIIT. An Exponent of Philoaoph

ical Truth. Edited by Thos. M. Johnson. Oa
ooola, Mo. Terms, per year, $.'3.00 

IIALL'R JoumrAL Oil' IIKAvrB. Designed for 
the Family Circle. Devoted to Health Hap
piness, and Long Life. New York. Terms, 
per year, $1.00. 

RELioro-PmwsoPHic.u. Joumr.u.. Weekly. 
John C. Bundy, Editor. Chicago, m Terms, 
per year, $2.50. 

THE BETrEB WAY. Weekly. Cincinnati, 0. 
L. ~arney, Editor. Terms, per year, $2.50. 

THE GNOIITIO. A Monthly Journal of Spiritual 
and Psychic Science. Saufrancieco and Melbonrne, 
Vic. Terms, per year, $2.00 

THE STANDARD. Weekly. Henry George, Ed
itor. New York. Terms, per year, f2.50. 

THE WoRLD'IIADVAXCBTBouoBT. Monthly. 
Portland, Oregon. Terms, per year, $1.00. 

THE GoLDEN GATE. Weakly. DeToted to Evi
dences of Life Beyond. J. J. Owen, Editor. San 
Francisco, CaL Terms, per year, $2.50. 

THE COBOXADA. Weekly. Literary, Lo
cal, Progreaeive. San Diego, Cal. Terms, per 
year, $4.00. 

ties ; for there is not a physical faculty 
or act manifested in our body, but a 
spiritual and mental one answers to 
it; for " God is Spirit," so are we, hia 
children. Spirit is first, spirit is creator; 
therefore we as spirit made the body, 
and what the body or mind is, is be
cause of the spirit. Thus to come to a 
knowledge of the laws of our own real 
self is to be able to do intelligently all 
tha.t the Creator has done or is doing in 
and through our body and mind; and we 
"sell our bi1-thright" by giving those 
faculties up to others for their use, in 
place of using them oursel vee. 

ATIVE PRINCIPLES" or its equivalent in 
other books.· 

For $6.00 and four subscribers we will 
send "THE PERB'BCT WAY." 

For $12.00 and eightsubscriberswewill 
send "SoLAR BIOLOGY." 

The names can be all sent at one time, 
or if forwarded as secured, they will be 
placed to the sender's credit until the num
ber is complete. Where members of a 
club desire ''THE PERFECT WAY " $1.50 
extra should be sent for each copy re
quired. 

8cBOOL JOURNAL. DeToted to the interesta of 
Edncation. Monthly. D. D. Mayne, Editor. :Elk
horn, Wis. Tel'Clll, per year, $1.00 

The WATCB.III.AX. Monthly. Spiritnaliatic. 
Hattie A. Berry, Editre.. Chicago, DL Terms, 
per year, $1.00 

Qu:sB.ms. Monthly. Literary and EducatioDal. 
Buffalo, N. Y. Terms, per year, $1.00. 

NorEll AliD Qu:sB.ms. Monthly. De-.oted to 
Folk Lore, Mathematics, BDd Mysticism. Maa
cheater, N. B. S. C. & L. N. Gonld. Terms, 
peryear, $1.00. 

MENTAL HB.u.nro. Monthly. De-.oted to 
Christian Science. Boston, Ma-. Terms, per 
year, fl.OO. 

ClDUIITIAN MlrrAPBniiCIAN. Bi-Monthly. 
George B. Charles, Editor. Terms, par year, 50e. 

PIIYSio-MEI)IC.U. Joumr.u.. Geo. llaaty, H. 
D., Editor. Indiauapolis, Ind. Terms, per year, 
$1.50. 

THE Cxvn. SEBVIOB CmwmCLB. Monthly. 
Gen. C. B. Norton, Editor. 'ferms, per year, $1.00. 

MENTAL SamxOB !U.oAZDOL Monthly. A. J. 
Swarts, Editor. Chicage, DL Terms. par year, 
$1.00. 

Other pnblioations will be acknowledged oen 
month. &becriptions for the abo"t'8 reooiftd at 
this office. 
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METAPHYSICS. 

KDTAL HEALING OR EXPBE88ION OP UNIVERSAL MIND. 

BY DB. J. O. BTBBBT. 

[A:atbor of "The Bldda Wa1 Acm. the 'l'lu.bolcl.] 

"BEHOLD, the tabernacle of God is ness and discord with final suffering 
with men, and HE will dwell with and death, in degree as the spirit of 
them, and they shall be His people, life is driven out of the form ; "For 
and GoD IIIMsELF aball be with the body without the Spirit is dead." 
them." The true ripening and grotCth of man 

•• That TV'fla• which moalda a tear is th6 within, which is the sO'IIl and 
.A.od bida it trickle from ita 110111'08, truth of th6 toithoot ; ther~fore th6 

That law J'~ the earth a apben, true growth is involution, while m»-
.A.od gmdea the plazleta iD their _.. lution is but th6 shadowy demonstra-

Man, above all things that live on tion ofth6real. Body and mind may 
this Earth, is double ; mortal because be regarded as reFresentative of man 
of his body, and immortal because of during earth-life m his two aspects -
the true loves, and his reasoning physical and metaphysical. Both are 
mind of Will and Thought, by which phenomenal ; both are effects ; the 
he can clothe Ideas. That Mind has product of something else in its oo
an effect upon all animals and also cultation with matter ; while the foun
the human body is a long established tain of all-being is SJ?irit, and the hu
fact ; and that one mind can affect man Mind and Soul1s but the reser
another is one of the sacred mysteries voir and expression of the universal 
of thought w ben attuned in the realm Ideas. 
of Will. And it can act powerfully as The Spirit..Soul in man is the Fire
it becomes united and remains identi- ftame essence which alike produces 
cal with the Universal Will,orin other both mind and body, and which alone 
words, becomes in at-one-ment with survives at death. 
the alreadr existing Universal Spirit There is a living force and sa!ing 
Power in Nature. Man is but action ener~ in thought, and the true Meta. 
aad energy of either lower impulses, phystcian raises the magic wand of 
or else of the higher intelligence pf his attuned Will and SO'IIl, and quiets 
the Soul and Will Power within ; and the tempest raging about the patient's 
every act he does adds to or dimin- physical plane, and gives peace to 
isbes his powers of health, peace, the surging billows of discord and 
and enjoyment, or causes errors, sick- error between the physical house and 
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the tenant soul It is thought cloth
ing ideas which shapes and governs 
the world and moulds our future desti
ny and fate , for ideas and existence 
are one. It is here that man becomes 
God's messenger, he being but a little 
part of God. 

Everything muat e:Nt in Spirit 
bif_ore it can take form in MattM. 

Each human body or any part of 
that form is the symbol of an invisi
ble and corresponding power ; thus 
ideas descend JDto forms, and forms 
ascend into universal ideas. When 
the ~Ifl:ical or natural man drops 
the h animal and that which 
governs from without, he becomes the 
unselfish spiritual man, being guided 
by the inner truth, and is transformed 
and illuminated by spirit wisdom and 
light, becoming the harmonious or 
odylic man, a polarized consciousness 
which constitutes a spiritual centre 
which no longer obeys or even re
quires the physical, but the physical 
and outer obeys him ; for here his 
forces become united with the higher 
principles of life and universal soul. 
Here it is where all thooght and 
action become controlled by the 
higher impulses of the heart; and the 
key of this spiritual world is in that 
true religion which i8 nothing more 
or less than thatfaculty of a pure 
umel.fih love. 

Nothing is small, nothing great in 
the divine economy. "He that worketh 
in love is one with Me." This is the 
~nnecting link between God and 
man, between heaven and earth. 
"They who have drunk of the cnp of 
higher love, see God," while the 
natural man cannot see God. Na
ture's laws obey only those who are 
atone with the Law Giver. Man need 
not die by error, ignora.Dce or illness, 
if he but learns how to live, to be
come attuned to the spiritual, and 
trust the creative power to keep him 
in harmony. This is the key ; nature 
will do the rest, for there is no vacuum 
in nature, and wherever there is a 

want there is a supply which will 
not fail to come, for Nature makes no 
demands but what she can fill. 

These human forms being the sym
bols of ideas, all the objects by which 
we are surrounded are but the repr&
sentation of ideas, either of God or 
man; they are the allegories which 
constitute the dream we call life, 
representing the growth of the world. 
An idea must exist before an artist 
can paint or an architect can build. 
Ideas of this human form, and also 
each part of it, must have existed 
before the physical house was formed, 
and every member of the human frame 
is a system for subordinate uses, and 
has a correspondence in spiritual ex
istence. 

Swedenborg was the first and only 
man in this modern age who formu
lated the principles of correspondence 
on a philosophical basis. Through it 
the metaphysician may control the 
physical. On these principles is 
found the key where the combined 
action of Spirit and Will produces the 
third, which is manifested in every 
objective form. Here is found the 
secret of occultation of spirit-force in 
matter,- that there is a principle in 
every part of this organtc structur
al form, which has a true corres
pondence e;q>ressive of the interior 
principles of the Great Universal 
Spirit Cosmos. 

In all illness, error and discord, be 
it physical or mental, there is a deep~ 
underlying cause. Therefore, search 
for the cause, for there is no effect 
without a cause, and there can be no 
sickness or inharmony in man's phy
sical house except by the action or re
lation of some ~nt to some form of 
matter; and it 1s quite true that that 
which usually appears most real in 
the material world, is most unreal 
in the Spiritual World, simply be
cause we judge from appearance only. 
This corporeal world mtght have never 
existed, or may cease to exist without 
changing the essentiality of the Spiri~ 
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World ; for the world of Spirit 
is pre-existent to, and survives ev
erything else. And all students of 
occult or metaphysical force must 
learn and keep constantly before their 
minds, that the actions of Spirit or 
energies emanating from the :human 
will are utterly dissimilar from the 
material and sensual, as known to the 
outer man. Therefore, when sickness 
and inharmouy are brought before 
you, either by a patient, or within your 
own being, look only for the cause, 
then :find the correspondent in the 
subjective world of that part which is 
affected in the material. Then form 
a mental cable by focaJiud thou_ght, 
by which the fusion of Soul and Will 
action may vibrate with the correspon
dent of that which is affected, and the 
work will be accomplished. 

The healing by Prayer and Faith 
Cn:re, so called, is only a little more 
exalted : that of the attunement of 
the Dominant Note of being, then to 
establish a continuous identity of mol
ecula.r vibration on the spiritual and 
correspondent ~rt of the patient, 
in Odylic vibrations between him and 
the great Absolute Infinite vibrating 
energy of Nature. Here lies the whole 
key of the mystery of vibration. There 
is but one Law for all, namely, the 
Law which governs law, that of spirit, 
that of harmony and equity, the law 
of nature being simply the outer man
ifestation or occultation in matter. 

We truly are, and possess or radi
ate the Divine Truth only when we 
bold the Dominant Note; there we 
find the world within us, and ourselves 
within the world. 

He who is one with Spirit and him
self is everything. 

Keep perfectly calm in all your ope
rations, never allow any circumstan
ces to agitate you ; remember, Bilence 
and caJmness are everythin~; do not 
talk ; remember, motion exists in the 
mind, as do the waves of the ocean ; 
the true adept is not the slave of any 
force in nature, he c>.ontrols them all, 

and he starts the vibrating waves by 
Emotion and Will and, being ready 
for .whatever may ~kn~ by main
taining an inviolable ess directs 
the billows of action by emotional 
command, and is obeyed. 

Remember to avoid calling the 
name of the errors or disease, but use 
a mental argument against it, ad
dressing always the correspondent 
which alone is the .True part of mate
rial man; and the vibration of wav
ing billows will soon restore the phy
sical house to order; for that which 
is ill or in discord, is but an objec
tive manifestation. 

It is indeed lamentable and greatly 
to be deplored that the followers of 
Sweden borg, havin~the knowledge of 
many of these sublune truths, should 
have grown so cold in a high intel
lectuality ; and to.day, the light of 
Swedenborg lies enlrUlfed and con
,aled in articles of Iaith, and super
ficial ecclesiasticism. The vaJue qf 
things is in their use. Oh, for a hun
dred so-called cranks to bring this 
knowledge before the world in its 
pure simplicity I The greatest truths 
are always the simplest: and if the 
light of Sweden borg can be freed from 
the cold intellectuality, dwelling onl1 
in the kingdom of mind ; and illwm
nated by emotions of soul and heart, 
warmed by the kingdom of love within, 
Swedenborg then will see his ideal 
of Divine Humanity for which he 
lived and died ; and the world will be 
better and happier. 

To the New Church of Swedenborg 
we must say, that the value of thin28 
is in their use, and not in a simple 
knowledge of them; and to remember 
that there are two educations : the 
education of the Mind, and the edu
cation of the Soul; unless you minis
ter to the soul, all the toil and time 
spent upon the mind will not prove 
of much good, and of little purpose 
above this short oonventionallife. 

It will be well for every student to 
make a study of the law of correspon-
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deuce, or at least that which governs 
this material form, and make an ap. 
plication of it daily; through and 
by that you will grow and expand, 
by a progression above the mere outer 
appearance of things to the animal 
man ; for there can be no progress 
unless there is something to progre88 
from and something to progress to ; 
therefore, friends, endeavor to reach 
out towards that which is Real and 
True, which is the subjective and 
spirit correspondence of which this 
objective matter is but a reflex and 
shadow ; and you will progress tow
ards the ideal of man's highest good, 
and the time is never lost that is d&
voted to this work. All things have 
a Spiritual origin ; and the law of 
correspondence is universal. 

Endeavor to keep before your mind 
that Spirit measures human Souls by 
their capacity of radiatin~ a pure un
selfish love ; and that illumination 
and ripening of the soul is by works, 
and not simply an intellectual know
ledge. Every Occultist knows the 
power of the human will when an in
tense desire for higher good above 
all selfishness is focalized mentally 
and bent upon an1. particular subject. 
For the human will has the same ef
fect on the human system (and 
Magno) of man, as the magnet has 
upon the iron. The secret of Will is 
to drop all personal (ego) and with 
the knowledge of the higher correspon
dences put them into practice, causing 
that fine subtle vibration of thought 
to play upon the body through its 
Spiritual correspondences, of which 
the physical is but an objective oc
cultation of spirit ideas in matter. 
Everything in this world of matter 
contains a certain deposit of this 
jewel of spirit light, which can be 
found and brought to obey the com
mand qf man; that is when his emo
tions, loves, and will, are attuned 
above the personal (ego) and man's 
objective self. 

The whole secret of attaining these 

powers consists in driving out self
hood and becoming an instrument ; 
otherwise you create a false self and 
know only the objective and outer 
material ; thus our lives are made up 
of disappointments, with an n.nreal 
fantastic falsity, creating through our 
animal desires and ambitions vast 
tissues of self-deception. Thereby 
man loses consciousness of his one all 
powerful Dominant Note and Spirit. 
ua1. Truth, and separates himself from 
the great fountain of idea and nature 
universal; hence blunderings, discord, 
sickness and death. . 

The object of the higher love is to 
join itself with the universal Will, in 
order to increase vibration and power; 
which means to live with and enjoy 
True Life, being in at.on&-ment with 
Spirit ; to arise above the personal 
self and become universal, doing good 
for the mere sake of good, when there 
seems to be a loosening of the bonds 
betwixt Soul and Matter, and a fusion 
of Soul with universal action.. There 
man reaches the higher joys and sips 
the goblet of ideas and subtler 
thought than ever it has been his lot 
to do before, while in this human form. 
On these heights man finds another 
glorified self, the true in the apiritual 
correlpondence of this fleshy house; 
and here all the avenues of possibili
ties are laid wide open to the foot
steps of the real ; this is that which 
was lost. 

"He came to save that which is lost," 
read the words from Christ's lips; 
this was the true love and work of 
the Spiritual Christ, who came to 
bring light of truth and immortality 
to the knowledge of mankind. H'e 
never said " Man " which is lost, 
neither did Christ place the name Sci
ence to any of his works. Many of 
our so-called Christian scientists have 
made the strongest of efforts to get 
away as far as possible from the true 
principles of Christ, if we judge from 
their actions ; jealous and intolerant 
towards their fellows ; self-conceited 
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and self-applauding, with an irrational 
incapacity for truth which is pitiful, 
even indulging in law-suits, or else 
unitin~ with some of the old school 
physiCians to persecute their fellow 
workers, who may not have a certain 
kind of diploma, being nothing more 
or less than a species of blaclunail, 
claiming to confer a privilege of au
thority, thereby bringing the truths of 
Soul culture and metaphysics before 
the public as a. comedy or farce. 

In no sense does a Medical Diploma 
make a 1rue Physician, and human
ity has lon~ since discovered it. 

It is qwte true that most of our 
lives are little less than struggles of 
hard necessity. But it is quite well 
to have a thorough introduction to 
ourselves before parading before the 
p~blic in the garments of Christ. 
His principle was purely a spirit of 
love unselfish, with patience and long 
suffering, neither did he persecute or 
try to destroy his fellows who in their 
small way might be found endeavor
ing to heal the sick and afflicted. 
(Poor Christ, how much of human 
weakness, selfishness, and ambition 
endeavors to appear under Thy name.) 
Only man and wolves turn upon and 
destroy fellows of their own kind in 
their selfishness. We find so many 
human beings, in whose natures there 
is scarcely a perceptible trace of un
selfish light or spirituality; yet they 
do invest themselves with heavenly 
show, masked under the cloak of 
Christ, and the mysteries of His true 
love and meekness in life ; that the 
world at large now justly frames a 
judgment of lesser measure than 
Absolute Truth of Spirit Universal 
of those who bear in loud noise that 
banneret called Christian Science. 
Man's actions are his writings and 
creations, and when he puts his per
sonal acts on record, clothed in noise 
and imbecility, the world soon learns 
that he is but an expression of a mate
rial science, which is alone governed 
by his five animal objective senses. 

To learn to control all things one 
must begin at home and control one's 
self, and the greatest of all conquests 
is the conquest of self ; then be ready 
for what ever may happen by main
taining an inviolable calmness, for 
the calm, silent man is the strong 
man; do not make too much of thought 
and argwnent either mental or oral, 
but make more of sympathy and un
selfish love. Then any calm and well 
ordered mind who can silently focal
ize, may become a mental healer; who 
is simply radiating an occult vibration 
which stirs up and excites the true 
ideal man or the correspondi.ng inner 
man; and nature will do the rest. 
Please remember that the True Christ 
principle is that Spiritu&.l Light, as 
shown in man's sympathy and affec
tion towards the members of his race, 
as seen in cases where a. man will lay 
down his life for his friend. 

Soul-sickne88 and heart-hunger is 
an awful experience; how many true 
men and women have gone down to 
the grave in silence through heart
cold and indifferentism, where the 
shiv~ naked soul that has been cut 
to the qu1ck by human selfishness and 
wrong, suffering in silence, paBBes out 
into Eternity,dying for a little warmth 
and kindness. 

All men are born for some great 
purpose, and are each individually 
dependent UJ>?n the other. Kings 
may rule Wlth despotism; Philoso
phers may teach wise things; Scien
tists may reveal new wonders ; States
men may become great stars in the 
political firmament ; yet they are all 
dependent upon the Masses for their 
support, and none can say to another, 
I have no need of thee. The reason 
why man disputed the perfection of 
both himself and the world was b&. 
cause selfishness and ignorance had 
taken deep r6ot in his heart. The 
more perfect a man becomes himself, 
the more perfect life appears to be. 
Nature may change in all her "varied 
scenes and aspects ; nations may rise 
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and fall ; human experiences in the 
world may fade away : but the laws of 
God are still the same. 

Thus the years come and go ; as 
they have come so many thousands of 
times since this globe gave its first 
revolution· in space- so they will 
come for many thousand times more, 
till Mother Earth is gathered home 
to the tomb of worlds, when matter ~ 
turns into recurrent force again. 

Under the sunshine of Spirit and 
unselfish love, the Souls of men are 
watered by Wisdom, filling the world 
with fragrance and light. Why will 
mankind not hear the lesson of these 
attuned melodies, pregnant with the 
echoes of the warnmg voices of many 
generations? Amidst the deepen-

ing of this world, shines out that star 
of /:kmise, the spirit of absolute lO'fJe: 
" and receive that your joy may 
be full." 

Then wrapt forever in the bright. 
ness of the greatest good and our 
better selves, we lay down all our sel
fishness and littleness in that wide 
glory of nobler action in our waking 
dreams ; and there will shine out a 
healing fire of renewing life to suffer
ing man, clothed in the brightness of 
our greatest good, in which are hid
den the sweet tJb.ings of Life Ever
lasting. 

Gi-n~ -, 0 Father, to thy thiOIIe-. 
Uuhaken BMt of eucn-happ~ 
GiTe me uuYeiled the IOIII'08 of good to -. 
0, giTe me Light ud h mine eya~ 011 Thee. 

ANOTHER VICTORY OF GEOFFREY. 

(Coatiuaed &om "Further &p!Dita ol Youug Geoffny," iD the llfuvh Number.] 

AlTER a few days new Prnssian for Geoffrey; bnt Gebhardt objected : 
Knights were seen who belonged to "By no means, my noble friends, do 
the Order of the Brethren of the I think this to be becoming ; I pro
Sword. Geoffrey gave notice of the pose that he should not fight at all. 
fact to the German barons, asking but permit ns to make up for our 
them whether they were now decided prevtous neglect. If we do not sue
to take part in the combat that would ceed, then let us request him to lead 
soon be renewed. They held a conn- us, and to fight for us again. Let 
cil about it, and some of them raised one of our number command in the 
their voices for the cause. Knight first affray; and whosoever may be 
Gebhardt of B. declared that it was a elected, I swear allegiance to him in 
disgrace for them constantly to re- advance." All approved his proposal. 
cede before the enemy ; that a young and Gebhardt hun.self was elected to 
Knight of Suabia had already put command. 
them to shame, and that for himself After five days the two armies stood 
he had resolved, either to break his facing each other. But the issue was 
coat-of-arms into pieces, or to fight as uncertain, for both were numerically 
it became a German Knight. strong and full of courage and desire 

This sentiment was favorably ~ to fight, in order that they might ~ 
ceived, and all cried: "War I war I " establish their honor. At sunrise on 
They adjourned the council, full of the sixth day the battle began. The 
ardor for the cause of the fatherland, advantage seemed to turn, now to one, 
and, repairing to their respective cas- and then to the other side, when sud
ties, gathered their friends and war- denly the Grand Master of the Prus
riors, and within two weeks a formid- sian Order appeared on the field with 
able army stood ready for battle. fresh troops, and the Germans ~ 

Now the question was, who should to yield. Geoffrey saw this turn of 
lead the forces. The majority was affairs, but was not yet allowed to 
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help. More and more victoriously 
the Prnssian Knights advanced, while 
the Germans retreated into the castles 
of the vicinity. 

" Where now is that Knight Geof
frey ? " asked the victorious Grand 
Master, when riding across the battle
field in the evenin~, " who a few 
weeks ago put you m such a fright? 
Do you think he has not been in the 
fight to-day ? It would be strange, 
indeed, if he had remained quiet dur
ing the rout of his allies. Your 
account was a child's story, as this 
day baa proved." 

The Germans were downhearted. 
Gebhardt in person delivered to Geof
frey the commander's staff and said: 
"You are elected now of a certainty. 
If you can avert the consequences of 
our defeat from Germany, do so; but 
if you cannot I will become a monk 
and forget tha~ I ever handled a 
sword." 

Geoffrey took the disheartened 
knight by the hand and said : "The 
fault is not yours. A higher destiny 
is ruling ; so be of good cheer. :&. 
fore twice fifty hours have passed, no 
Prussian soldier will be found this 
aide of the frontier." 

On the following day he ascended 
to the tower of L.'s castle to observe 
the country from its pinnacles. "How 
will it turn out?" he asked inwardl,-. 
" Well," was the answer received. " I 
must believe it and will pre~ for 
action," he thought, " for tWice fifty 
hours will soon have passed away." 

He at once went to his men and or
dered them to visit the castles of the 
neighborhood and recruit more war
riors. 

This was done, and before the next 
morning a rather strong force was 
gathered around him. "These are 
enough ; " he said, "it is not the mul
titude, but the spirit that gives 
ltren2th. To-morrow it shall be ac
complished, and before the sun has 
reached its highest altitude, the vic
tory will be decided for us. Be cour-
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ageousl No sword will reach him who 
has faith ; but he who approaches the 
enemy with doubt, cannot be protected 
by my shield. To-morrow at day
break be here again to receive my di
rections." 

He went to rest early, and, for the 
first time in his life, ~ve order to be 
awaked in the mornmg. "The ex
ternal nature " he said •• is apprehen
sive of the coming day; I must give 
it opportunity for repose and strength
ening ; the spirit then will soon decide 
when the moment arrives." 

In the morning the warriors were 
at their post at the appointed hour 
and Geoffrey thus addressed them : 
" When the bell shall ring from yon
der tower, you will ride forward. 
The main force of the enemy have en
camped on the river. Let 1t be our 
first manoouvre to entice them to at
tack us. They will not, however. 
Then we will march upward, and af
ter a thousand paces we shall reach 
the ford of the river. Now mark 
what I am going to tell you. Those 
of you on my left will march on as 
though you were going to invade the 
enemy's country, and do not halt be
fore the noise of the fleeing Prussians 
strikes your ears. Then turn and do 
your duty. Those on my right are t«, 
fall with me upon the camp, as they 
from the conceit of their previous vic
tory, will let us come near to kill us 
the more certainly. Follow me thither, 
and I tell you, they will flee before we 
have fully reached them ; for invisi
ble hosts will go before us, ready to 
precipitate a panic and rout of the 
enemy at the right moment." 

It came to pass as he had said. 
They took a stand on the river bank, 
whilst the enemy scoffed at them. 
They then marched up the river a 
thousand J>!Wes to the ford, which they 
passed wtthout an'!: hindrance; and 
there the force divtded as previously 
arranged by Geoffrey. The enemy 
observed all this quietly, and neither 
sword nor lance stirred. Suddenly 
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Geoffrey's battl~horse haunched, and 
his breast rose. " The King calls I " 
sounded from Geoffrey's mouth, '' fol
low Him I the victory is ours I " 

As an arrow flies from the bow, 
so he rushed forward on the battl~ 
waiting hosts, and so after him did his 
horsemen. His sword cleared his way 
and separated the ranks, as if thunder
bolts were thrown by his hand. Con
fusion arose among the attacked, ~ 
fore they had arrayed themselves for 
defence. Only single warriors tried 
to resist and to restore the order in 
their ranks; but they, too, lost cour
age, for everywhere the leader of the 
Germans appeared with his flaming 
sword ; many thought his very look 
was invincible and deadly, and all 
took to flight, trying to reach the road 
that led inland. But here they fell 
into the hands of the other diV18ion, 
and saw, with terror, death before and 
behind them. Soon the victory was 
complete ; and when the sun reached 
its zenith only the dead and captive 
Prussians were to be seen. 

" Glory to the God of Stre~ I " 
Geoffrey cried, and all united m his 
exultation. 

The news of the victory had quickly 
spread through the country. Geb
hardt of B. came to Geoffrey on that 
very day and said : "I would bend 
my knees before you, if I did not 
think it sinful. You are the deliverer 
of Germany, and what honor can do 
in the way of a recompense, is rightly 
yours." "Stop," said Geoffrey, "and 
do not tempt my ear with flattery I 
Without the chaplain, my teacher, 
what would I have been ? What 
should I have done without my mother, 
who brought him to me? God alone 
is almighty and omnipresent, and in 
honoring him lies the recognition of 
that power at which the enem;r trem
ble. Join me in praising Htm, my 
noble friend ! Call it incessantly 
to my mind, that it is He who ac
complishes all ; that the intoxication 
of my happiness may not infatuate 

me, ascribing to myself what is not 
human, but divine!" 

" I admire your discourses as much 
as your feats," Gebhardt answered, 
"and that you manifest so much 
humility after having won so much 
glory I Such devotion coupled with 
so much strength I My noble youth, 
I cannot conceive it, and would not 
believe it, if I did not see and hear it 
myself!" 

" Enough of these words, my dear 
sir," said Geoffrey," we are delivered 
of our enemy ; let us rejoice in this, 
and give the honor to whom it is due, 
-God. 

GEOFFREY'S :a:ETURN HOME. 

After a few days, Geoffrey having 
made the necessary agreements with 
the assembled Knights, and having 
discovered and released Baron L.'s 
sons from their secret prison, he 
gathered his men around him and 
said : " We have done our work here ; 
but at home they are in great need of 
us ; therefore let us depart." 

In the meanwhile many changes had 
taken !?lace in Germany. The party 
fanatietsm on account of the two 
rival emperors had reached its climax. 
The Bavarian had won to his side all 
the cities ; whilst, on the other hand, 
the Austrian had the support of the 
knighthood. This division gave rise 
to class-frictions more detrimental to 
the country than the most intense 
war. The excited citizens, after hav
ing taken to arms, knew no limits, 
and marked the path of their expedi
tions with fire and sword. 

The Knights shut themselves up in 
their castles, and there was no possi
bility of uniting their forces, because 
no one could leave his possessions, 
for fear of thereby delivering them 
into the hands of the Citizens. 

Literall~n!fihting his way home, 
Geoffrey y reached his native 
castle, to the great consolation of his 
mother and father- the latter having 
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returned during his absence. It 
would be vain to try and describe the 
shouts, congratulations, and affection
ate greetings of the inhabitants at 
their safe and victorious return. 
Geoffrey's father had heard of his ex
ploits, but could hardly credit them. 
His mother fell on her knees before 
all the people, and thanked God for 
giving her such a son .All looked at 
him as an exceptionally chosen one, 
sent as a deliverer of their country, 
which was being rent by war and dis
order. 

"Where is the chaplain, my teaeh
er? " Geoffrey asked. 

"He has gone," i!JlSwered his 
mother. "He declared his work to 
be accomplished, and left us, to pro
mulgate his divine doctrine at some 
other place." At this news Geoffrey 
sighed, and tears glistened in his eyes. 

"I had longed for him," he said, 
" as after a saint; for what he has 
given me, is a holy jewel in compari
son with which all treasures and em
pires of the world are but dust." 

(To be continued. 

THE MIND OF WISDOM. 
A LECTURE BY BIRAM E. BUTLER. 

Wmnm should we go to find the mind 
of wisdom ? Should we go far away 
from our planet? Should we soar into 
the spheres ? Should we go to some far
off world to find the manifestation of wis
dom? or can we bot awaken, look around 
us on every side into the wondrous work
ings of mother Nature, and find there the 
mind of wisdom? I say could we bot 
awaken l For it is true, and more fully 
so than many of us are aware, that we, 
with the whole world of animate life, are 
sleeping, and have been so for ages. 
Here and there one is awaking a little 
from his slumber, like one that is dis
turbed in the sleep of the night, and 
vaguely asking himself, "What is it? 
Where am I? " And as we thus awake 
to a more complete consciousness of ex
istence and look around us and inquire, 
" What is life ? What am I here for ? 
What are the uses I am supposed to serve 
in this physical existence ? What relat
edness do I bear to all the rest of the uni
verse ? and how shall I best utilize my 
time? Again, what relatedness is there 
between my conscious self and the Infi
nite Mind ? " These are questions that 
will open the door to the fountain of 
knowledge and true wisdom. We need 
not go into the sphere of worlds beyond 
us, or the labyrinth of space, to find ex
pression of wisdom. We need tum our 
a&tention only to this planet of ours. 

In the spring-time we see our planet 
bring forth life of every form and char
acter. The whole planet is teeming with 
life, from the smallest microscopic insect 
to the highest order of manhood, all par
taking of the one animating principle ; all 
hom from the one mother, from the 
same life-emanations, govemed by the 
same unknown mind that is acting in 
and through us, and which find expression 
the same as in the vegetables below us, 
causing manifestations of life through our 
own physical bodies of which our intellect 
has no knowledge nor power of controL 
We are as a vegetable, growing in a 
world where there is a power that propels 
us forward. We move on and say: "This 
is the law of necessity, the law of life," 
recognizing, in a word, that there is a 
law, yet not cognizant of its methods, a 
law that has order, method, formula. 
All that pertains to the law of intellectual
ity we find expressed in the physical uni
verse, in everything that lives, and where
ever we turn our attention, we can bot 
conclude that the mind thus working in 
all existence has a definite object in view, 
an ultimate toward which all this busy, 
active energy of life is laboring. Is 
there not a well-defined object in this 
Superior Mind that has brought us 
into being, and brought all nature into 
existence, that controls and environs us 
by circumstances that we cannot resist, 
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and impela u forwud ? For what ob
ject ? This is a question for the mind 
to answer. The mind alone that has 
wisdom can penetrate to this realm, the 
only realm of thought that relates in any 
way to the important uses, not alone of 
the present but of the time to come. If 
there is any question worthy of a relig
ious consideration, it is this subject and 
these laws, and the object in the mind of 
this creative power that is pushing us fo~ 
wal'd. May we not know what that ob
ject is? 

There are multitudes of beliefs in the 
world concerning the law of God, and 
many judge of God as of an earthly mon
arch, whose laws are mere edicts ; but to 
my mind it seema that the whole subject 
resolves itself down to a very simple prob
lem. There are but few in our world to
day but what accept as a fact that there 
is a superior intelligence that bas pro
jected into being all things that are. 
(With the few who do not accept thiJ, and 
claim that all the potenciea of creative 
mind are in matter, we, perchance, were 
it not for lack of time to explain, could 
likewise agree, and also with those who b. 
lieve in a superior and infinite intelligence, 
and show that we all believe the same 
thing). But to believe in a mind that 
governa the universe, is to believe that all 
that is in the world is there because of 
that mind. If there is a creator of all 
things, all things having been created 
from that one fountain, then we cannot 
avoid the conclusion that all things are by 
and because of this WilL As the N aza. 
rene so well said : " You counot by tak
ing thought make one hair white or 
black." That is, you cannot by mere 
thought change any of the conditions of 
your life. We are what we are. We 
found ourselves here; we find ourselves 
in the present environments. Now all 
that is left for us is to look around, 
and find out where we are and what 
there is for us to do ; and what we are as 
well. And after we have answered the 
question, " What am I ? " then we can 
go further, and look out into the universe, 
and find this I, this ego, this self, magni
fied millions of times. As we turn our 
attention to Nature we find that every
thing that is in this world is in our bodies, 
and everything that is in the body is in 
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the world. And in answer to this ques
tion, "What am I?" we aay, "I am the 
universe epitomized." 

The majority of hnmanity have never 
thought beyond the five aenees. We 
have lived in the five aenaes until it is a 
common expreuion, and more common 
tho~ht, that "I am this body, and this 
physical body is myself," simply becaue 
through this body, through the aenaea of 
the physical comes all our consciousneaa; 
therefore, we have been in the habit of 
thinking of ourselves as merely of earth. 
But let us consider death ? 

Think what a change comes over the 
penon who at one moment was full of 
life and animation, but through some ac
cident the life has departed, -the body 
is dead I Why this change that tranapiree 
in the organism ? What is the cause of 
it? The lips are pale ; the eyes lose their 
expreeaion, and everything is changed rad
ically. The man is not there; he no 
more eenaee, no longer thinks ; no longer 
bas the power of action. The eeaential, 
the real, the thinking, the intellectual, 
conecious ego is not there. The body 
alone is there. Then, I am not a mere 
material, physical body. I am something 
that is more subtle than the matter that 
we handle, taste, and see. The natural 
eye does not see mind. The I that thinks, 
the I that feels, the I that bas conscioo.&
neaa, the I that bas volition, is not the 
physical, but the ethereal or spiritual 

Again, we see the corn and the grass 
grow. Can we see the potential energy 
that causes it? We may watch week after 
week the growing corn, or grass, or vege
table. We see that theydo grow; but we 
do not see the life-energy which canlle& it. 
Growth is the process of materializing the 
ideas of universal mind,for we cannot com
prehend or believe the idea of something 
having expreaaion out of nothing. We 
may force the brain to accept it, but can 
we, in our innermost self, believe it ? 
No ; it is contrary to the highest intel
ligence of our nature. We may force 
ourselves to believe, but, down deep, 
there is something that says, •' No; 
it cannot be. No; this something that 
I am. enables me to think for myself 
and control in certain lines of thought, 
it is governed by certain laws, it is 
limited by certain desires, and that some-
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thing must be, yes, is derived, from 
this one great Mind, whoee workings 
find expreeaion in all forms of life. For 
they all spring into existence by the II&Dle 
law, are nourished by the II&Dle life-ema-
nations, and are, neeessarily, all members 
of one body. 

But are we here merely to be dragged 
along without mind or volition through 
this checkered life, and then lie down 
and be as if we had not been? "No," says 
one, " we are here to do the best we can 
through this life, and then die and go to 
heaven, somewhere beyond the bounds of 
time and space, where we will be happy 
forever." To a heaven ? Has God a store
house somewhere, where all his creatures 
of the untold millions of worlds, are gath
ered in one place? What UH would there 
be in that? We find, as we look abroad 
in nature, everywhere, that the law of 
being is the law of use ; do we not find 
that in every-day life, in our own experi
ences, that uu determines all qualities 
whether good or evil? It certainly does. 
You cannot determine what is good or 
evil by any other principle. If you 
mould see a man gomg along the street 
Ml&ring a heavy burden upon his shoulders, 
md you knew that burden, perchance, 
was a lot of old papers that had long 
&ince ceased to be of any value, and yet 
he was lagging them around all the time, 
you would say : " What is the use in that 
man bearing that burden ? what a fool he 
is! he mast be insane." Why? Because 
it is of no use to him. The law of use 
is the law of being. Then the question 
comes home to you: What is the use of 
your present existence, of your advent 
here upon this earth? You were born for 
true manhood and womanhood. You now 
see the world opening before you. What 
is it for ? Ia it merely to struggle to get 
a livelihood for three eeore years, and 
then after that pass away and enter into 
a heaven, a paradise that you have not 
earned, where you cease to be of any use 
but merely to have enjoyment? Would 
there be enjopnent in it? I think not; 
euch a condition would be that of misery 
instead of enjoyment. No man or woman 
can find pleasure in anything but useful
ness : it is contrary to the law of life to be 
useless, and the man or woman that ceases 
te be useful ceases to be happy. We might 

as well think of being happy in the the
ological hell, as to expect to be happy in 
leading a useless life. Then, if this law 
of use is the dominant law of being, -
which we see very readily it is, - then 
what is the use of this world teeming with 
life in every form ? What is the use of 
eneh diligence being manifested in every 
form of existence ? 

See the Insects, how busy they are ! 
They spring forth into existence, they at 
once begin to labor. We see them as 
busy as they can be from the early morn
ing until the night sets in ; and sometimes 
it seems as if they would labor night and 
day, gathering food for the body. What 
is the use of this ? Through the proeessee 
of that body they transmute and trans
form their food into germs of new exist
eneee through which multitudes of other 
lives spring forth. And their whole labor 
is to gather the fallen elements and incor
porate them in their own structure ; and 
then yet higher ereaturee are equally ac
tive, gathering up thoee II&Dle insects, in
corporating them in turn, organising thie 
insect-life into higher structures. Every: 
creature has its " natural adversary," 
another animal to whom it ie a natural 
prey. The lower is the natural prey and 
food of that above it. Thus in tlie life 
that springe into existence in the early 
spring, from the earth, yes, in the waters 
of the ocean ; there is a regular line of 
one creature feeding upon another, from 
the lowest conceivable form, all the way 
up to man ; for man, like other animals, 
is feeding on, and incorporating the life 
of the animals below him. So, there is 
an unbroken cQ&in, in the aeeending cur
rente of life, from the very lowest to the 
highest. What for ? What is the use of 
all this ? Can there be an expreeeion 
found that will answer better than the one 
in Genesis, chap. i, verse 26th: " And 
God said : Let us make man in our im
age and like us, and let them dominate 
over the fish of the sea, the fowl of the 
air, and every living thing upon the earth.'' 
The Hebrew form of expression where it 
says : "Let us make man in our own im
age " is identical with the expression that 
occurs after, where we are told that Eve 
bore a son in her own ~ ; the word 
image, and the word 1on, m that place 
are synonymous. You will see the II&Dl~ 
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idea is correctly shown in John's Gospel 
where he said : " In the beginning was 
the word, and the word was with God, 
and the word was God." 

We will repeat for the benefit of those 
not present when we gave our expla.na-
tion, a short time since, of what consti
tutes a" word." We take food into the 
body to nourish it. It passes through all 
the chemical changes until it finally be
comes a sublimated essence, and is called 
up to the brain, where it is formulated 
into thought and sent out into the world 
by the will, and with that thought as it is 
formed in us and sent out, goes a part of 
our life. The man or woman who is busy 
in thinking is necessitated to feed the body 
in proportion as much as the man or wo
man that labors bard with the muscles. 
The sensitive can go into a room where 
words have been spoken, collect their a. 
sence in his brain, and give them out again, 
which proves that thoughts are things. In 
the beginning was the word that went forth 
into nature, and that word, John said, was 
God, i.e., "Power," for the word" God" 
means " Power," and the word had power 
in itself to create. "All things were made 
by Him ; and without Him was not any
thing made that was made. In Him WBE. 

life ; and the light was the life of men ; " 
and then he refers to the manifestation 
of the Son of God, Jesus, who was the 
most perfect man that ever walked our 
planet earth, being the expression of 
the Word of creative energy, and the 
image of the ultimate towards which all 
creation labors. Yet Jesus indicated 
that his work was not the perfect and final 
ultimate, for he said : " Greater things 
than these shall ye df?." But as we 
have not done them, we must conclude that 
they are yet to be worked out The cen
tral thought in the beginning that formed 
our life, and of which this teeming world 
of life is the emanation, from whose en
~rgy all animate life is laboring so dili
gently, and toward which we are working 
is, to bring into manifest eristence a spirit
ual manhood and womanhood which shall 
be in all their feelings and emotions like 
the thought from which the world origin
ally came. 

What is our life ? Some two or three 
times every day we hau to feed this body. 
We have, again, to get material to clothe 

it and keep it warm. How busy we are ! 
We are made to labor because of this on
ward tide. Onward to what? 0! is it 
not time for us to consider the question? 
Toward what are we going? For what 
are we here ? Ask natr.re. We need 
not ascend into heaven to ask a God, nor 
descend into hell to ask a Devil No ! As 
the apoetle Paul has · well said : " The 
word is nigh thee in thy 'Mart," that 
infinite word, the word of wisdom, the 
word of knowledge, the word of under
standing, the power to comprehend the 
universe within you ; and it is your 
BIGHT to come into a consciousness of 
God and His work, for you are the Son 
of God ; you are a creator. How do we 
know ? Physiology tells us that these 
bodies of ours that we have to-day, will, 
within the limits of seven years at least, 
be gone, and a new one built. Can you 
do such a work as that ? Could you, in 
seven years time, take a body all to pieces 
and build anew, keeping the same vital 
energies active in it ? Is there a scientist 
in the world that has the mind of wisdom 
to do it ? So all that there is for us to 
do is to know ourselves and the mind 
that is within us. Think of the ability 
of that wonderful chemist to take that 
mass of material that you are putting into 
your stomach, and from it to make a 
chemical analysis, taking out the necee
sary qualities for the body, and throwing 
off all the rest; taking out that which is 
good and rejecting the unfit, for the pur
poee of rebuilding this body. This won
der of wonders, this ~ chemist, is in 
you, and it is within your power to culti
vate that mind, to bring it into the intel
lect, that you may know, that you may 
comprehend it with all its power, all its 
methods ; that all its keen, discriminative 
ability may be known and understood 
fully by your intellectual self ! 

In consideration of this fact, are we 
not asleep? 

What knowledge are we acquiring? 
Simply what somebody else has taught 
us about what some one else has known ; 
nothing of our own interior conscious
ness ! And what do our physiologim 
know of our real nature ? They know 
the form of the brain, muscles, etc., but of 
causes they know nothing. But, 0! that 
mind of wisdom that you are! If you CUl 
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only come to this one conseionsneu, " I 
am not the fieah ; I am superior to flesh, 
and what I have learned through these 
physical senses is only the mechanical 
structure,- the phenomena of an inner 
workman, of whom we know nothing," 
and yet : that workman is ourself. All 
that work which appears is only a shadow, 
here to-day and gone to-morrow ; of the 
mighty intelligence that built the struo
tore, we have no knowledge. 

Where is the mind that has wisdom? 
Look within your own soul ; counsel the 
Muse, the Guide! Examine the thoughts 
that frequently spring up within yourself, 
that inform you of things which your 
reason has no capacity of knowing! We 
find they tell ns grand truths, and often 
aave our life when danger is unforeseen 
to the intellect. It is the voice of God 
that we as men and women have closed 
our ears to during the centuries past, 
and therefore know nothing of it. The 
time was, in the golden age of the world, 
when men were governed from within, by 
that mind, and were in God's Eden. 

We have, through a loug period of ex
periment, acquired great brain power, 
and are a humanity highly developed in 
the intellect, and greatly degenerated in 
the animal faculties, but endowed with a 
brainofitructure that is capable through 
mechanical device to hameu the element& 
and make them our servants. Now, 
when we consider what the human intel
lect has been able to achieve from ita rea
soning abilities: what power, what knowl
edge, what understanding, what wisdom 
would this brain be capable of if united 
with the God that animates this body I 
This Mind should be our guide in every
thing we do, for It has wisdom. 

The Bible deals with man as a trinity, 
whilst the Orientals teach a seven-fold 
combination of man. The trinity is easier 
to grasp, and comes more direct to our 
comprehension. We are then, body, soul, 
and spirit. The spirit is the cause. the 

Hearing my words, and not with care 
obeying them, this is not the fault of him 
who speaks. 

Conquer your foe by force, yon increue 
his enmity ; conquer by love, and yon 
will reap no after sorrow. 

soul is the reasoning, intellectual entity, 
whilst the bodl is animated animal exis
tence. God 18 spirit, who is from eter
nity, and His word is in yon, and says to
yon now the same as in the beginning, 
"Let ns make man in our own image, and 
like us, and let them (spirit,soul and body,} 
"have dominion over all the earth." By 
the contact of spirit with the physical 
body (matter), and through the experi
mental life which we live, we have or
ganized a soul. This soul, the reasoning 
intellect, is counseled by the Spirit of 
God, as if it were a king, and whatever 
decision is made by this soul, the intel
lect, which is the Son of God : the God 
within serves obediently to carry it out. 
It will not guide you in that which is con
trary to your real nature, but it will give 
yon power to act, experience, and reap 
the full reward of your own deeds. 

Surely, the spirit of wisdom is active
within you. Should your intellect de
cide that you are ready to give your life 
to co-work with God, it will teach yon aU 
things and reveal things to come, for it 
knows the future as the present, and has 
access to all power in heaven and on 
earth. This interior is your father, your 
creator, and the real self. It is etemal. 
Everything not of it must be dissolved 
and pass away. Therefore, to have eter
nal life, we must have a soul (intelli
gence) in unity with it, or it will leave 
ns at the death of the body, and then we 
must dissolve, or re-incamate and finish 
that which was neglected, the " at-one
ment." 

Now, we have come to a time when we 
are able, some of ns at least, to grasp 
God, the Mighty Soul of the Universe, 
and if we will turn our attention to be a 
co-worker with Him, He will co-work with 
us. "All that· the Father knows," as 
Jeens said, "He will show it unto ns," 
and we shall know the Mind of God, as 
we now know our own mind, and therein 
poeseu the mind of Wisdom. 

Whoever neglect& right consideration 
about his present life, and because he 
hopes to escape in the end, therefore dis
regards all precautions (in the present,) 
on this man comes the inevitable doom of 
death. BUDDHA. 

•. 
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PRAYER. 

·•• Allah I Allah I'' ariecl the lick-, nebcl with 
pain the long night through, 

Till with prayer h1a heart grew tader, till h1a 
lipe like honey grew, 

But at momillg came the tempter; ..ul, " C.U 
louder. child of paiD, 

See if W eTerhean, oramwen, 'II- - 1,' 

Like-::;: the orul oord through h1a braiD uad 
F.-went; 

To hia heart an icy ~ to h1a brain a dark
-118Dt. 

Then before him ataDda EliM: •Jilt "My child, 
why thua di8mayed ? 

no.t repent thr former ferror, Ia thyiOIIl of 
prayer afraid? " 

"Ah I" he ariea, "PTe caDecl eo often; II8T8I' 
h-.rd the • Here am I; ' 

AAd I thought God will DOt pity; will DOt tam OD 

me hia eye.'' 
Then the gr&Te:EiiM......a, ''God ..ul, 'Bile, 

Speak~ the eorely tempt.ecl; lift him bom 
hia gulf of woe. 

Ttll him tluJt AU -r lDragiflg u iiMtV a ~ag 

That~ prayer, ' 001111, OJU.CIOOIJ .u.LA.BI' 
iamyiiii8W81" 'mm.:& AXIl' 

Enry inmoet ur,iration ia God'alllllr81 1IJidefl1ecl; 
.And iD 8T81.'1 O.:,s:)J Father 1 • alv.mbezs deep 

a 'Here, my • I'" 

Tm: prayer of a spiritually enlight
ened man availeth much in its work
ing. The desire, the will, and wish 
to live the life of earthly pleasure, 
becomes an attraction of the soul in 
that direction. That which we desire 
pavitates towards us, and we toward 
1t. Inordinate desire for life in the 
world, with all its selfish passions, 
draws the disembodied soul into the 
sphere of the earth even after death. 
And in accordance with this law, a 
desire for the life of the spirit becomes 
an inward impulse in that direction. 

The desire to be " good " or " pure " 
+o be efficacious must be spontaneous. 
!t must be a self-impulse from within, 
a real preference for something higher, 
not an abstention from vice because 
of fear or dread of consequence in a 
future life. 

That state of mind denominated 
repentance is a form of thought in 
which the mind is recoiling from sin, 
which prepares the way for the ex
eroise of faith, or that higher form 

of thought and knowledge, by which 
we are Illade whole. 

But can the f'uu.ltB of a crime be 
obliterated by repentance or prayer, 
even though the crime itself should 
be pardoned? The effects of a cause 
are not limited to the boundaries of 
the cause, nor can the results of evil 
be confined to the offender and his 
victim. 

The prayer for forgiveness for evil 
committed, means to put away or 
remove transgression against the law 
spiritual. You may remove them 
from thought and belief, but it is 
necessary that man should realize this 
truth, " That which ye sow ye reap." 
In some sphere of action the harvest 
will be gathered. 

Real prayer is not the repetition of 
words, however beautiful, for words 
of thanksgiving are of no avail. It 
should be a loving receptive state of 
faith, and we should be, in a certain 
sense, subjectively that which we 
would become objectively in the order 
of attainment. Hence Jesus says: 
"What things soever ye desire, when 
ye pray, believe that ye receive, and 
ye shall have." 

Thus man becoming inspired with 
the spiritual emotions, is brought 
into sympathy with .the Father, and, 
as identity of condition impliea sym
.pathetic union, he becomes actually 
mspired by the grand spiritual pres
ence which flows into all who are 
willing to receive it. 

The most effectual prayer is word
less- the turning of a soul conscious 
of its emptiness towards the bound
less life of the heavens. In the spirit
ual state, man lays aside the noisy 
volubility of the Pharisees, and prayer 
resolves itself into a tranquil and 
silent life of trust. Neither the ear 
nor hand of God is ever closed against 
such an appeal. Human life is a 
prayer, wrought out in throbbing 
pulses, or carved in controlled de-
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sires and aspirations. Strive then to 
forget self and warm your heart by 
generous acta and kind thoughts, that 
life may be' sweeter, and death hap-

857 

pier- that the sunset of our lives 
may be glorious, an ornament to this 
life, and an honor to the Father. 

c. H. JACKSON. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 

SATURE OF THOBE WHOSE BIBTHD.A.YB OCCUB Bltl'WEEN liABCH 21 

AND APRIL 19. • 

"r ( .A.lUES) 

ALL persons hom between these 
dates belong to that function of the 
grand body of humanity, - "the 
head." The nse of the head in the 
natural world is to think, to reason; 
therefore these persons are natural 
reasoners and thinkers : their brain, 
always b~, is the most active func
tion of the1r body. They are natural 
lovers of educational pursuits, scien
tific thought, argument, and philos
ophy. They have their own ideas of 
right and wrong, and as their ind~ 
pendent minds can be controlled only 
through their reason, they often ap
pear to be stubborn. 

These persons, if required to do 
work in the same manner as some 
one else, are always thrown into con
fusion. They must do everything in 
their own way; that is, they must 
first have an understanding of what 
they are doing, and what the thing is 
to be when accom'plished, and then 

• It m'lllt DOt be llliJlpoeed that all per80D8 bom 
in a ginn sign or penod of the year will be alike 
in all reepecta. The will be oharlloterized b 
the general nature o1 their sign, but may 3.. 
fer widely in polarity (aa derived from the posi
tion of the moon), &nd &lao in mental character
istics, due to diiferent planetary ~ti0111. But 
while they will appem' and ac$ clliferent, it will, 
Deverthel-, be found that there is an underlJin« 
kiDdred nature, determined by the sign in whioli 
dley were born. 

Forfnller detailaand modifying-of CJbar.. 
acter it will be ~ to oonsult "Solar Biol
ogy." But it will be found beth intereeting and 
instructive to follow this series of Tweln Manner 
of People, aa it will give a large meaaure of in
ai«ht regarding the nature of the pe1'IIOII8 with 
whom you are brought in oontaot. 

"Solar Biology" is bued UJl:OD aatronomical 
and natural lawa, and baa notbiug whatenr to 
do with aatrology. 

left to accomplish it according to 
their own methods; otherwise they 
get confused. They are not apt to 
be mechanics. Again, the function 
of the head is to keep the whole body 
in harmony, and for that reason ha.r
mony is the dominant feature of their 
nature. They love order, beauty, and 
elegance, and, as a rule, like large, 
spacious rooms, with plenty of light 
and air. They are great lovers of 
music and of dancing. Very com
monly, as soon as music is heard, the 
life forces start within them, and it 
is ha.rd for them to keep still. They 
have a~ deal of the electrial fire 
nature m them, and their atmosphere 
is full of motion, and active, heat
producing elements. 

As the brain is the leading function 
of their being, as a consequence 
they are using up the forces through 
the brain constantly, thus everything 
that affects their body, affects their 
head, and every disease that attacks 
them always goes to their head. They 
are liable, therefore, to disease and 
inflammation of the brain, more than 
any other persons. Children in teeth
ing, that are hom in this sign, should 
have great care to keep their brain 
cool 

Excitement and worry with them 
nearly always produce sick-headache 
and sometimes derangement of the di
gestive organs: quiet, rest, and sleep, 
are the best medicines. Harmony ts 
absolutely necessary to the health of 
all persons hom in this sign. Middle
aged persons that have an over-amount 
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of vitality are liable to paralysis. 
Females who are very stout are espec
ially in danger when they pass the 
menopause of life. 

These persons usually adapt them
selves to the habits and customs of 
society, and love to excel in what. 
ever they undertake, and be the head. 

It is ve;a1!!,fficult for them to serve 
in sobo · te positions. 

This nature 18 the result of a very 
harmonious mental and physical con
dition on the part of the parents. 
with minds very active in thought 
and study. 

INSTRUCTION IN MENTAL HEALING. 

BY MRS. 8. E. TRUE. 

Quea. What is God? 10. "Even there shall thy hand 
Ana. God is Spirit; the lnflnite lead me, and thy right hand shall hold 

Mind and the author of all things. me. 
God is the ever-present and ever-act. 11. "If I say, Surely the darkness 
ing life of the world. Without God shall cover me ; even the night shall 
there would be nothing, for God is the be light without me. 
life of all and governs all. All nature 12. "Yea, the darkness hideth not 
expresses ~ and every thing on the from thee ; bot the night shineth as 
earth, and every thing in the earth is the day : the darkness and the light 
a manifestation of God. God is the are both alike to thee." 
ruling power. He is above all, and Que.,. What are God's attributes? 
through all, and in all. He is the an- An8. First. God is life. 
imating principle of all things. God John, eha:p. i., verse 4th. "In him 
is love ; an unlimited, unchangeable, was life ; and the life was the light of 
and everlasting love. God is omnip- men." 
otent, omniscient, and omnipresent; Psalm xxxvi., verse 9th. " For 
the same yesterday, to-day, and for- with thee is the fountain of life: in 
ever. God is nota person, but Spirit. thy light shall we see light." 

John, chap. iv., verse 24th. "God is SecOnd. God is the only power. 
Spirit: and they that worship him .Rom., chap. xili., verse 1st. " Let 
most worship him in spirit and in every soul be subject unto the higher 
troth." powers. For there is no power but of 

Ques. Where is God? God: the powers \hat be are ordained 
Ana. God is everywhere, for He is of God." 

omnipresent. God fills all space. Rom., chap. xi., verse 36th. "For of 
Jer., chap. xxiii., verse 24th. "Can him, and through him, and to him, are 

any hide himself in secret places that all things : to whom be glory forever." 
I shall not see him ? saith the Lord. Third. God is Love. 
Do not I fill heaven and earth? John, chap. iv., verse 8th. " He 
saith the Lord." that loveth not, knoweth not God ; 

Psalm cxxxix.,verse 7th. "Whither for God is love. 
shall I go from thy Spirit ? or whith- Jer., chap. xxxi., verse Srd. "The 
er shall I flee from thy presence? Lord bath appeared of old unto me, 

8. "If I ascend up into heaven, thou saying, Yea, I have loved thee with an 
art there : if I make my bed in hell, everlasting love : therefore with lov-
behold, thou art there. ing kindness have I drawn thee." 

9. " If I take the wings of the morn- Fourth. God is Wisdom. 
ing, and dwell in the uttermost parts lstTimo., chap. i., verse 17th. "Now 
of the sea ; unto the King eternal, immortal, in-
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visible, the only wise G~ be honor pure, then peaceable, gentle, and euy 
and glory, forever and ever." to be entreated, full of mercy, and 

Prov., chap. "iii., verse 18th. "Happy good fruits, without partiality, and 
is the man that findeth wisdom, and without hypocrisy." 
the man that getteth understanding." Psalm xii., verse 6th. "The 

Fifth. God is Holy. words of the Lord are pure words: 
Psalm xcix., verse 5th. " Exalt 88 silver tried in a furnace of earth, 

ye the Lord our G~ and worship purified seven times." 
at his footstool; for he is holy." Eleventh. God is Perfect. 

Sixth. God is Merciful Mat., chap. v., verse 48th. "Be ye 
Psalm cvi., verse 1st. " Praise ye therefore perfect, even 88 your Father 

the Lord. 0 give thanks unto the which is in heaven is perfect." 
Lord ; for he is good: for his mercy Que.,. What is Life? 
endureth forever." .Am. Life is ~ without begin-

Seventh. God is Just. ning and without end. Our life is so 
Dent., chap. xxxii., verse 4th. "He linked with the Divine, that because 

is the Rock, his work is perfect: for He lives we live also; and we can 
all his ways are ju<IF,ent: a God of never be separated from this life, 
truth, and without miquity, just and which is God. God is the fountain 
right is he." of all life, and is unlimited. There 

Eighth. God is Truth. is but one life in the universe, and if 
Psalm exvii., verse 2nd. "For his we look anywhere else, but to G~ 

merciful kindness is great towards for life, we are looking for it where 
us : and the truth of the Lord endur- we shall never find it. 
eth forever." John, chap. vi., verse 68d. "It is 

Ninth. God is Strength. the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh 
Psalm :n:vii., verse 1st. "The profiteth nothing: the words that I 

Lord ~:;[light and m;r salvation ; speak unto you, they are spirit, and 
whom I fear? the Lord is the they are life." 
strength of my life ; of whom shall I Que.,. What is man? 
be afraid?" .Am. Man is made in the image 

Isaiah, chap. xl., verse 28th. and likeness of God ; and, as God is 
" Hast thou not known? hast thou . Spirit, man must be spiritual, and not 
not heard, that the everlasting G~ material Man is the highest mani
the Lord, the Creator of the ends of festation of God. Man is the offspring 
the earth, fainteth not, neither is of G~ and 88 such he partakes of the 
weary? there is no searching of his divine attributes of God. 
understand.in~. Gen., chap. i.,verse 26th. "And God 

29. " He gtveth power to the faint; said, Let us make man in our image, 
and to them that have no might he in- after our likeness : and let them have 
creaseth strength. dominion over the fish of the sea, and 

SO. "Even the youths shall faint over the fowl of the air, and over the 
and be weary, and the young men cattle, and over all the earth, and over 
shall utterly fall; every creeping thing that creepeth 

Sl. " But they that wait D:(>On the upon the earth. 
Lord shall renew their strength ; they 27. "So God created man in his 
shall monnt up with wings 88 eagles; own image, in the image of God 
they shall run, and not be weary ; and created he him; male and female 
they shall walk, and not faint." created he them." 

Tenth. God is Pnre. Isaiah, chap.lxiv., verse 8th. "But 
James, chap. iii., verse 17th. "But now, 0 Lord, thou art our father; 

the wisdom that is from above is first we are the clay, and thou our potter ; 
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and we are the work of thy hand." 
Que.,. What is the body? 
Am. The body is the outward ex

pression of the soul. The soul made 
visible, existing only as a shadow, 
with no independent life of its own. 
It is our servant, given to us for the 
uses of the soul. We should care for 
it as we would for a horse, and not al
low it to control us any more than we 
would allow the horse to control us. 
We are spirit ; we have a body and 
we have a soul. Not that we will be 
a spirit sometime, but that we are 
Spirit now. 

1st. Cor., chap. vi., verse 19th. 
" What I know ye not that your body 
is the temple of the Holy Ghost which 
is in you, which ye have of God, and 
ye are not_)rour own?" 

Que.,. What is the soul? 
.Am. The soul is made up of our 

experiences and through the develop
ment of the intellect. This soul we 
can make mortal or immortal. By 
having spiritual thoughts and aspir
ations we make it immortal. We 
also have an animal soul that controls 
the involuntary actions of the body ; 
so if we should lose the soul's reason
ing powers, and forget all we ever 
knew, our bodies would be controlled 
wholly by the animal soul. 

()ues. Is the soul in the body? 
Am. The soul permeates the whole 

'body, but is not limited to it. The 
:SOul neither lives in the body nor from 
it, for they are one and the same, 
the body being only the visible ex
pression of the soul. 

Ques. What is the Infinite Mind? 
An&. The mind which is unchange

able and pure is the Infinite Mind, or 
~ld. 

Que.,. What is the Finite Mind? 
Am. The finite mind is that mind 

which is capable of reasoning and is 
changeable. As this mind comes into 
the understanding of God it perceives 
"piritual things, and the more under
standing we have the more perfect we 
become, thus fulfilling the Scripture 

which says, " Be ye therefore perfect, 
even as your father which is in heaven 
is perfect." 

Que.,. What is the Conscious Mind? 
Am. That mind to which we are 

awake is the conscious mind. 
Ques. What is the Unconscious 

Mind? 
Ans. That mind to which we are 

not awake is the unconscious mind. 
Ques. Is God in us? 
Ans. God is everywhere, and so 

must be in us. He is the ever-acting 
and all-pervading life of the universe. 

Eph., chap. iv., verse 6th. " One 
God and Father of all, who is above 
all, and through all, and in you all." 

1st Cor., chap. iii., verse 16th. 
"Know ye not that ye are the temple 
of God, and that the Spirit of God 
dwelleth in you ? " 

John, chap. xiv., verse lOth. ":& 
lievest thou not that I am in the 
Father, and the Father in me? The 
words that I speak unto ;you I speak 
not of myself : but the Father thai 
dwelleth m me, he doeth the works. 

11. " Believe me that I am in the 
Father, and the Father in me: or else 
believe me for the very works' sake." 

Ques. What is the Science of &. 
ing? 

Am. God is Spirit; and man,made 
in the image and likeness of God, is 
spiritual, and not material. Matter is 
BP.irit made visible, and there is no 
life, substance or intelligence in mat
ter independent of spirit, or God, the 
Infinite Mind. 

Ques. What is Matter? 
An&. Matter is spirit solidified; 

the only expression of spirit that can 
be recognized by the senses. Matter 
is necessary for the spirit to manifest 
itself thro_l!gh. 

Ques. What is disease? 
Ans. Disease is a want of harmony 

between the spirit and the soul ; a 
want of ease ; a reflection of falae 
ideas. Selfi.sh and impure thoughts 
photographed on the body are called 
diseases. 
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Eccles., chap. vi., verse 2d. "A 
man to whom God hath given riches, 
wealth, and honor, so that; he wanteth 
nothing for his soul of all that he ~ 
sireth, yet God giveth him not power 
to eat thereof, but a stran~r eateth 
it: this is vanity, and it IS an evil 
disease." 

Que&. What are some of the causes 
of disease? 

Am. Fear, grief, selfishness, anger, 
sensuality, and any unhappy or dis
eatisfted state of the mind will cause 
disease. The chief of all causes is 
selfishness. . 

Quu. Is there any hereditary dis
ease? 

Am. In truth there is no heredi
tary disease. Thoughts and ideas 
are hereditary ; they are transmitted 
from the mother to the child. 

Quu. Does any kind of food hurt 
us? 

Am. The food itself has no power 
to injure us. The fear of certain 
kinds of food will hurt us, bnt not 
the food. The food, as matter, has no 
power over the body, for matter can
not control matter. Spirit alone con
trols matter. 

Mat., chap. xv., verse 11th. "Not 
that which goeth into the mouth d~ 
fileth a man ; but that which cometh 
out of the mouth, this defileth a man." 

Mat.. chap. xv., verse 17th. "Do 
not ye yet understand, that whatso
ever entereth in at the mouth goeth 
into the belly, and is cast out into the 
draught? 

18. "But those things which pro
ceed out of the mouth come forth from 
the heart; and they defile the man. 

19. "For out of the heart proceed 
evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, for
nications, thefts, false witness, blas
phemies: 

20. " These are the things which 
defile a man : but to eat with un
washed hands defileth not a man." 

Rom., chap. xiv., verse 14th. "I 
know and am persuaded by the Lord 
Jesus, that there is nothing unclean 

of itself: but to him that esteemeth 
any th~ to be unclean, to him it is 
unclean.' 

Rom., chap. xiv., verse 23d." And 
he that doubteth is damned if he eat, 
because he eateth not of faith : for 
whatsoever is not of faith is sin." 

Que.,. Is sin, sickness and death a 
reality? 

Ans. No ; for that which is real is 
of God ; good, pure, and eternal. 
That which is called sin is undevel
oped good. God made all things a.nd 
Ile saw that they were good. There 
is nothing in God out of which to 
make sin, or evil. The man that God 
made does not sin. Man will be in 
this state of undeveloped good until 
he becomes conscious of his real self 
and his relation to God. 

Disease is not a reality ; it is an ap
pearance only. Your real self can 
never be diseased, for God made you 
in his own image and likeness ; and 
He is pure, never was diseased and 
never can be. And there is nothing 
in Spirit out of which to make disease. 

When you become conscious of your 
oneness with God, and come into a 
harmonious conjunction with the Di
vine, you will then become conscious 
of the unreality of what is called dis
ease. 

There can be no death of the real ; 
for all that God made is eternal. As 
long as God exists we shall exist, for 
our life comes from Him and there is 
no other life. And this life can never 
die. There is but one life in the uni
verse. What we call death is only 
the casting aside of the body as we 
would cast aside an old garment. 
When it will no longer serve the 
uses of the soul it is cast aside and 
disintegrated, goin~ back to the el~ 
menta from which 1t sprang. 

In this dream of life, sin, sickness 
and death seem a reality: but as we 
come out of the darkness into light 
we see that these things are not as 
real as they once seemed. 

Rom .• chap. viii., verse 2d. "For 
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the law of the spirit of life in Christ 
Jesus hath made me free from the 
law of sin and death." 

Rom., chap. viii., verse 6th. "For to 
be carnally minded is death ; but to be 
spiritually minded is life and peace." 

Rom., chap. xiii., verse 12th. "The 
night is far spent, the day is at hand : 
let us, therefore, cast off the works of 
darkness, and let us put on the armor 
of light." 

Que.,. What must we do to be per
fectly well in body? 

Ans. We must first come into a 
consciousness of our real selves, such 
as we are in sririt, and then into a 
consciousness o our union with God, 
for we can never be &epal'!oted from 
Him ; we are bound to Him with 
ties that can never be broken. Be
member that we are spirit, and not 
that we will be sometime. We are 
spirit, and we have a body, and we 
have a soul. When we discover our 
real self, we then become conscious 
of God, health, and heaven, and find 
that we are one with the Father. 

H, then, we seem to be diseased or 
sinful, or unhappy, it is not iu our 
true self, and is not a reality, but an 

[Ap~ 

appearance only, which will disappear 
when the Light of Truth sheds it& 
rays upon our soul. 

John, chap. viii., verse 82d. " And 
ye shall know the truth, and the truth 
shall make you free." 

Rom., chap. vi., verse 16th. "Know 
ye not, that to whom ye peld your
selves servants to obey, his servants 
ye are to whom ye obey ; whether of 
sin unto death, or of obedience unto 
righteousness?" 

8d John, chap. i., verse 2d. "Be
loved, I wish above all things that 
thou mayest prosper and be in health, 
even as th_y soul prospereth." 

Ques. Is the body an intelligent 
organization? 

.Ans. It is not. The life and in
telligence is in the man who occupies 
and controls it. The body has uo in
telligenceindependentofspiri~ 

Phil., chap. ii., verse 13th. "For it 
is God which worketh in you both to 
will and to do of his good pleasure." 

Isaiah, chap. hiv., verse 8th. " But 
now, 0 Lord, thou art our Father; 
we are the clay and thou our potter; 
and we all are the work of thy hand." 

[Coatmuecl iD oar DDt.] 

THE NEW OLYMPUS, OR MOUNTAIN OF LORD Y AHVEH'S 
PRESENCE. 

BY .JOHN LATHAM. 

(e-luded.) 
Our earth had lot in outer apace 
To bear in time & BUOON RA.OB. 
Near dang'rous reefs ita coasts were 

laid,-
Shipwreck well nigh the venture paid ; 
But God as man did deign to tread 
Earth's soil, ere it were fully dead. 
Though many question it to-day,
The Mystic Life was veiled in clay 
To succor earth-benighted man 
And consummate th& heavenly plan. 
Not tllia a work of after-thought, 
But one of order duly wrought. 
Our planet was the chosen place 
Whereon to rear a godly race; 
And though long wrapped in gloom and 

tears, 

The lesson served for all the spheres. 
Our world rolled trembling here in apace, 
A strange eclipse upon ita face, 
For it had lost ita threefold state, 
And crumbling stood- an outer pte. 
But 'twas so planned to light this doom, 
To free man from his living tomb, 
And join the nature of the race 
To worlds unfallen high in space. 
So there was wrought the wondrona plaD 
The truth of which doth dawn on man. 
Oh ! doubt ye not, a JrOIUI of LIGHT 
Did tread earth-eoil in ita dire night; 
But if ye doubt, be watchful, pray, 
For who can ltop the God of Day. 

Truth waiteth well, it 811ftereth long, 
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Yet comes there time to right the wrong, 
For wrong must die, and truth prevail, 
Though hoets envenomed should assail; 
Truth seeks foundations firm and broad, 
She fighteth now for Chief adored, 
And must on earth make rapid way 
For solar hoets proclaim the day. 

It well behooves mankind to wake, 
For pregnant issues are at stake, 
The tide once more is on the turn, 
And manhood's powers re-lighted burn;
They brook but ill what was of yore 
Accepted as fit lot and store : 
For still there be who rue the day, 
That selfishness must pass awa7, 
Who seek the good of self or clan, 
Regardless of the rights of man. 
So minds are marshalled in array 
To bar, or speed, the coming day, 
And thus, decreed, the records stand
The sheep, and goats, on either hand. 
But judgment cometh now with power, 
As all may see from hour to hour, 
But woe betide on whom it fall, 
Unless they yield to Truth their all. 
One Light, one Law must all obey, 
No middle course the tide can stay; 
AI well command the san to fade 
And solar light no more invade, 

868 

As think the selfishness of man 
Can circumvent Great Yahveh's plan. 

The Mount of Light doth now appear l 
Oh, list l the chariot wheels draw near, 
As circling to the earth they ran 
With steeds in brightness, like the san : 
From out the gates of golden morn 
Glad radiant Life to earth is borne. 
It fills the spaeee of each mind, 
Who looks. who seeks will surely find ; 
It floods the surface of the earth, 
And presses evermore for birth ; 
Wide ope the portals of the soul, 
Let heaven-born glories outward roll, -
Bright heralds shout, " 11m WOBX u 

DONB! 
BBBoLD TBB A.Na:u. o:r TBB S'Dlf l 
Ye nations in your might arise, 
And welcome Zion from the skies ! " 

All populous the inner zone, 
Oh, earth l Oh, man! no more alone, 
The Mystic City heavenly bride 
E'en now is waiting at thy tide; 
How vain, beside, are wealth, or power, 
Compared to this, man's shining DOWBB. 
TBnm mortal wake ! Thy LIGHT has 

OOHB! 
Behold l and own-the MY8TIO ON&! 

THE POWER OF THOUGHT. 

GoD conceived the world and all 
things therein in thought, and from 
thought it grew into its present con
dition. To God the creation of the 
world was but a single effort of divine 
power. Man has lost, if he ever pos
eessed, this power to create by a 
single, concentrated effort of wilL 
His creations are the result of many, 
varied, and prolonged thoughts, sub
ject to change, and constantly de
parti~ from the first conception, the 
primittve embryo. 

In howe":'9r small a de~ man 
~this creative power, It is with 
1t alone that he makes or mars the 
chain of his destiny. To the divine 
creative thought he owes what he is, 
and what he may become. To it 
alone he is indebted for being and 

for the assurance of life forever, but 
to himself is intrusted the power to 
decide, where and how that future 
life may be spent. It is difficult for 
the finite mind of man, circumscribed 
by limitations he himself has placed 
around it, to comprehend the stupend
ous truth in tltis statement, that 
thought is the creative power, and 
from it and to it are all things. When 
man has come into the light, and 
thrown aside his earth-forged shackles, 
he will rejoice in this knowledge, and 
will learn that he has creative power 
like unto that of his Maker. 

Man has never fully realized or 
comprehended the majes~ and sub
limity of the purpose of his being in 
the flesh. He has ~wers that he 
does not understand, 1f he kno\V that 
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he possesses them. When will he 
understand that death is not an ab
solute change, simply a relative one, 
and that behind the veil, invisible 
only to earth-dimmed eyes, we are, 
and have as much active interest, in 
the eternal life as we have on earth, 
and that by thought we are. Man can
not dispense with thought. He lives, 
is moved and controlled by it. " As 
a man thinketh, so is he," and this is 
but a fraction of the truth. As men 
think, so is the world, and so the 
beings around them. Thought is all 
potent, and its creative power seems 
limitless. We change the texture of 
our own minds by thought. We rise 
to the heights attained by those who 
lived on the eternal ~intsof light, by 
thought. We sink 1nto the abyss of 
eternal darkness by thought. We 
make the world better or worse by 
thought. Men have found them
selves in possession of great thoughts 
whereby the world might be brought 
into light, and no sooner had they 
pondered upon them, than waves have 
rushed forth shaking and tossing the 
sands of human belief into new shapes. 
Such outpourings are not always of a 
reformatory nature, like the waves 
sent forth from the far-off India, land 
of the burning sun ; nor lika th.n.t 
mighty flood that swept forth from a 
humble .hamlet in the land now called 
Holy. We had the literary wave 
that began in the fifteenth century, 
and moved onward with resistless 
force until it left its mark on the 
face of the civilized world. Luther, 
a man of ardent nature and strong 
purpose, protested against the abuse 
of the privileges entrusted to the 
priesthood, and from his pen-strokes 
the waves of thought leaped out and 
changed the tides of opinion and be
lief until he stood amazed at the work 
he had been instrumental in effecting. 
When a few are gathered together 
and united in singleness of purpose 
and purity of motive, and direct their 
combined and concentrated thoughts 

upon some object or thing, the 
thought-waves go forth and accom
plish it, and, behold, it is done. But 
to effect this, there must be earnest
ness of desire and purity of motive. 
Man does himself an injustice, and 
insults his creator, when he limits 
his power to certain things ; and he 
pays the penalty of his own act. :& 
lieving that all things can be done, 
can be accomplished, if men think 
aright, will greatly facilitate the 
power to create. 

Effort follows belief, and together 
are mountains made to disappear like 
ant hills before the plough. The laws 
of Nature are open to all who will 
read, and to those who cast from them 
their precions knowledge as worthless, 
do we turn with sorrowful eyes. Truly, 
the sins of our fathers are visited 
upon ns. We must strive, by toil and 
patience to attain the heights upon 
which they once stood and saw the 
promised land, but would not enter 
lD. 

The mighty power of thought, man 
cannot limit, nor can he understand 
its pof'.E:lncy until he has come into the 
light of the divine understanding. To 
come into this light, he must use the 
powers he has, and seek aid from the 
thought embodied in his perfected 
brothers. 

The thought that is sent forth from 
a strong, vigorous mind has healing 
power, and can help mortals into light, 
physically and spxritually. That all 
the ills of the flesh can be cured bv 
thought, we do not assert, but wh3t 
may be developed in this dh-ection, is 
marvelous. We feel that the tide of 
spiritual thought now spreading over 
our country is far-reaching in its re
sults, and from it wonderful things 
will come. Let thought be uncon
fined, let it &Oar to the highest hea
ven and dwell at the feet of the Most 
High. Man can know if he will, 
and to him and for him were all 
things created. 

J. c. CLARKE. 
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PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE IDGHEST 

GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NEW SERIES.-NUHBER FOUR. 

WE closed our last paper with the 
consideration of the second of the 
three evils besetting human well-~ 
ing, viz. HATE, and will now proceed 
to treat the third, 

PASSION. 

We must remember in the consid
eration of all that is evil that it has 
its legitimate root in God. Man is 
not a creator of something from noth
ing ; he can, at moet, act under the in
ftuence of principles alreadv derived 
from God, the onginator of an. Pas
sion is a principle at the very founda
tion of existence, and, like all other 
vital principles, must not be destroyed 
but only subjugated to the will, -to 
be used b1 ua, and not we used by it. 
Intellect 18 the out-growth and ulti
mate of all principles combined, and 
88 such, in order to escape the buffet. 
ing of the senses, must be master, 
this being the dividing line between 
man and beast. 

Every principle is good, because it 
may be used by ua ; and the most vi
tal and important principles in nature, 
when allowed to rule the mtelligenceof 
man, become the greatest evil to him. 
We will quote some very suggestive 
thoughts found in R. E. Fryar's 
"Mental Magic," an experience of 
Col. Frazer, who, while in India, wit. 
nessed a mystic ceremony of marriage 
by a sect of Phallus, or-sex-worship
pers. The old Sage who was in at. 
tendance, said to Colonel Frazer, in 
explanation of the strange_perfonn
ance : "Ardor begat the Universe! 
There is no power on earth either for 
good or ill, but passion underlies it ; 
that alone is the spring of all human 
action, and the father and mother 
alike of all the 200d and evil on the 
Earth ! It is tlie golden key of Mys
tery, the fountain of weakness and of 

strength ; and thro~h its halo alone 
can man sense the metfable essence 
of the Godhead I ... for, 0 Sahib, it 
is only Lust and Hatred that keep 
closed the eyes of the Soul I " 

Passion is really nothing more than 
fanning the ftame of life to intensity; 
the effect upon the body is the deter
mining teat, 88 to whether good or 
evil. H it excites to low or vicious 
thoughts and acta, it is evil, but if 
high spiritual, or intellectual action 
results it is good. Yet it will not 
serve to elevate the thought and action 
of any, but the exact opposite, until 
they have fully subjugated the sex 
desire, and eradicated it from the ten
dencies of the involuntary conscious
ness, which is a work of years for 
nearly all who have ever lived the 
generative life,-that principle being 
a fiery one, in the true sense of the 
word. Persons of an intense nature 
will find that it unites with anger, 
making it uncontrollable ; and also 
with all the other lower animal pro
pensities, rendering them uncontrol
lably prominent. The waste of the 
life in that direction intensifies the 
passion and causes in the mind a 
consciousness of death, in the body a 
struggling for life. And 88 the in
telligence does not recognize the root 
of the difficulty, it creates a combat. 
iveness in the nature, and a disposi
tion to imagine evil designs in others, 
and thus becomes the worst adversary 
to social life. 

But when the "Old Serpent's " 
head is bruised, his power to waste 
our life is broken and a correct un
derstanding of ourselves and our fel
lows attained, then all cause of com
bat will be gone from us. 

One who is truly clairvoyant, and 
can therefore look into the human 
body and see the exact condition of 
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the life, will see that the sex function 
is like a fire-place; and if the passion 
governs the ~rson, the flame will be 
red and lund like a smothered fire, 
with more of smoke than flame; ·be
clouding the intellect, stupefying all 
the real consciousness, and creating 
in the mind uncertain vague ima~
ings. Such persons cannot think 
clearly on any subject, except per
chance such as belong wholly to the 
physical senses; and all spiritual truth 
1s inverted and mere nonsense to them. 

But, in oue who has conquered that 
passion and is conserving all the life 
generated, this fire will appear like 
a pure white flame ; and, if he is 
well advanced, it will be seen as if 
a powerful electric light were illu
minating the whole body,--as Jesus 
said, "the whole body will be full 
of light ; " a light identical with the 
pure white light referred to by the 
Kabbalists who say there is a place 
in the universe where all is pure 
white light, and that light is God. 
or "The Crown, En Soph." A life 
thus purified and intensified is like 
the God from which it came. But 
this condition demands more than 
mere continence. The mind must in
spire that supreme light or fire by a 
soul devotion, or prayer of the spirit ; 
as Paul said : "The spirit itself mak
eth intercession for us with groanings 
that can not be uttered." True 
prayer arises from a conscious need, 
which produces an active desire; and 
that desire draws to the person the 
things or elements he needs. And the 
soul will appropiate the elements thus 
gathered, as food is assimilated for 
the use of the body. 

Words in prayer should be spar
ingly used ; yet it will be found use
ful to employ such as spring from 
the interior feelings without hesi
tancy. While words serve to unite the 
seuses with the soul, yet they must al
wa~ be accepted by the soul's impulse 
as 1ts own vehicles, naturally adapted 
to create a physical condition like that 

which the soul desires. I would pos
itively assert that none can reach the 
highest goal of human attainment 
without praying a great deal, yes, con
stantly, and using words when the 
soul's impulse demands it. 

We are told after Solomon had fin
ished the Temple, he put the fuel and 
the sacrifice on the altar, but put no 
fire to it. He then spread forth his 
hands and prayed, and as he finished 
praying, the fire descended out of 
heaven and consumed the sacrifice. 
We are told by the same authority: 
"God is Love ; " and also, " God is a 
consuming fire." Both are true. No 
other fire but the one that comes 
from God can give life. All life 
originally came from God- or spirit 
(which-ever term you prefer) ; there
fore there is a natural affinity between 
the individualized soul and spirit. 
All spirit is one, but differentiation 
comes of the soul, which is the con
scious ego, developed through expe
rience in matter and its uses. 

The spirit that animates, and serves, 
is God, and is but ONE. All things 
exist in God, - past, present, and fo.. 
ture ; therefore a spiritual conscious
ness is the Spirit of Divinity and, at 
the same time, of Divination, or the 
Spirit of prophecy. We have always 
heard of prophecy, thought-readi.nJt, 
clairvoyance, etc. as belonging to all 
who make the attainment of Masters, 
-masters of the creative or genera
tive principles of their own body. 
But the prayer of the man not master 
of the sex, calls down the fire of life. 
that will consume him. This passion 
must be conquered by yourself, the 
innate power of your OWN mind, then 
it is your own self that is Master and 
not another. 

The angel said to John on Patmos, 
" HE that overcometh, shall inherit 
all things, and I will be his God (i.e. 
Power,) and he shall be my son." 

The world is ripe for this work and 
many are beoommg ID88ters of self. 
One of the indications of this ripeness 
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ia manifest in the avidity with which 
the people have received Tm: E~ 
TERI<; and its consequent marvelous 
success, when one considers the dif 
fi.cultiea which usually attend all new, 
high, or advanced truths. The ex
pressions and testimonials of our many 
correspondents convince us that the 
time has come when " the accuser of 
our brethren is to be cast out " and a 
oneness of the body as well as of the 
spirit established on the earth. For 
when those three evils we have been 
considering are conquered and made 
to serve their divine usee in us, all 
cause of inharmony and struggle will 
be forever destroyed, and when peo
ple have thus perfected their life and 
come to a consciousness of the Eter
nal One-Spirit, then all will be "mind 
readers,.. will know each the others 
thoughts, and thereby they will all be 
of one mind, though having different 
organisms and therefore serving dif
ferent uses to the body. Yet every 
member will find, and intuitively be 
led into, their own normal sphere of 
usefulness, so that every function. of 
mind and body will be free to act its 
real nature without restraint ; for 
then no one can conceal his thoughts 
and motives from the other. 

So it would be possible for such to 
be " .All of one mind in one place " 
and, truly, a greater power would be 
manifest than on the day of Pentecost. 
For through the conservation of the 
fire of life in all, and none being pres
ent to eat them up, (as the prophet 
Isaiah said, " They eat up my people 
as they eat bread,") their person would 
become luminous, so that such a city 
would have no darkness at night, but 
would shine by the glory of spirit. 
Thin would be a miniature sun, being 
the don of God. 

This may seem like an ideal spec
ulation, but let us look at it from the 
evidences we have around us. We 
know there are many mind-readers 
now, we also know that all those who 
make attainments in these things have 
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increased powers in every direction. 
Suppose there were teu or one hun
dred such persons who knew each 
other's mind and felt each other's 
feel in~, then they could, if they would, 
all urute as one man for any purpose 
they wished. Suppose they were all 
united with the universal mind, the 
mind of God, having dedicated their 
life to God and the cause of human
ity; what a power for good such a 
body would be l Compare that with 
a single mental healer's power; a 
person in Boston sits down and calls 
up the image of a sick person in St. 
Louis and treats the :patient and often 
actually does cure him. How much 
more pow13r for humanity's good then 
might such a body of men as described 
above, be? 

John, while on Patmos, was shown 
one hundred and forty-four thousand 
such persons all together, and saw the 
wonderful power and glory of the as
sembly, and called it •' The throne of 
God,.. and "the Lamb." He there 
beheld that body organized after the 
pattern of the heavens, as revealed in 
Solar Biology, and we have exper
imented on seating persons in the 
order given in Revelation, and 
found that the order of the Liv
ing Temple, as therein expressed, was 
actuall! demonstrated as a scientific 
truth. Imagine one hundred and forty 
four thousand persons fi.lled with that 
inspired life, so that even their persons 
were luminous, all being fi.lled with 
the spirit of divine wisdom and know
ledge l But you will no doubt say 
this ia an idea too grand to ever be 
realized here. But we are told the 
face of Moses shone so that the peo
ple could not look at him after being 
on the mountain, away from the peo
ple, forty days. And I have '3een the 
faces of persons who were living this 
life, illuminated so that they could be 
distinctly seen in a very dark place. 

But if this is too ideal, then the 
article in the February Number of 
the Esoteric. page 296, ootitled.. "An 
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Ideal to Ponder and Outwork," may 
suffice for the present. Many real
ize the need of a place where they 
can be away from the corroding cares 
of a business world, where they can 
prepare themselves for a more perfoot 
sphere of usefulness in the world ; and 
no one can be a competent teacher 
without a more thorough preparation 
than can be obtained under ordinary 
conditions. But all grand ideals must 
have a solid foundation, or they will 
never be realized. 

Now the business side is this. We 
have an established paying business 
in Tm: ESOTERic Trust Company 
which will pay a liberal dividend on 
the shares taken, through the publish
ing business alone. Second, the bu
siness of the Publishing Company can 
be carried on just aa well in a new 
country aa here. There are now at 
least a hundred persons who, hav
ing made considerable attainment, 
are ready for such a move. We pur
pose, aa soon aa shares enough are 
taken, to secure a tract of land large 
enough for our plans, and if 1;he Pub
lishing Company and a hundred 
other persons located on it, this imme
diately would raise the value of the 
land to more than twice its first cost, 
whereby the value of the shares would 
also be proportionately advanced. So 
the idea is practicable from a business 
standpoint. 

"But," says one, "I want to be 
alone with nature and the God of 
nature." These people all want to 
live in the law of God which is our 
life. The prime law of God and of 
Good is use. Then all that go there 
should weigh that law well. What 
use is there in seven eights of the or
dinary talk among people. If I meet 
you on the street, the question should 
arise," what have I of use to say to 

you? " If I hav" no useful words to 
you, or you to me, I pass by without a 
word. Suppose you weigh this 
thought, and try and never have any
thing to say that baa no use in it, 
would not our words be few? would 
not such a people, though all living 
together, yet be aa if alone in their 
musings. I have advised, and given 
reason for it, that your words should 
be few and well chosen. See Eso
TERIC for January, page 217. 

The less we talk and the more we 
think and meditate from the interior, 
the wiser and stronger we become. 
When we take the law of use and make 
it our staff and measuring rod for every 
act, word, and thought, then we will 
begin to be wise and the world will 
begin to assume a new garment for 
us, a garment of beauty t Remember, 
dear friends, aa the only evil is the 
misuse of good, so, without use all 
things are evil to you. True to na
ture were the words of Jesus, Mat
thew, chap. xii, verse 86, "But I say 
unto you that every IDLE word that 
men shall speak, they shall give an 
account thereof in the day of judg
ment." Again, we are told that "some 
men's sins go before them to judg
ment and others come after." Again, 
Jesus said, "Out of your own mouth 
shall ye be ju~ and out of your 
own mouth shalf you be condemned I " 
Then, being your own judge, to justify 
or condemn, let your past sins of habit 
be brought to jud~ent by you, and 
let the God within you weigh ud 
measure them by the .Dimne larD of 
we. Thus they will go before you to 
judgment, and they will be condemned 
and set aside while you go on "in 
peace and sin no more." 

Peace be unto you I 
H. E. BUTLER. 

l>wtu.LING on the earth, and at the Tim Divine Man is given the power to 
same time being an inhabitant of heaven, create, diseolve, and re-create externals by 
is what conatitutee one a true son of God. the force of his spiritual alchemy. 
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THEO-SOPHIA. 

LE'lTER TO A BEEKER.- FROM THE WISDOM OF THE WIBE. 

You ask the question direct, if I 
know of any way by which you can 
come into nearer relations with "those 
who know." It is a natural quel'}', is 
often made, yet I almost shrink trom 
hearing it, for few indeed are able to 
receive the disclosure. or accept the 
truth when it appears in response to 
their summons. 

All Judea was once asking, as one 
man, the same question of the soul, 
but when the Incarnate Answer stood 
in their midst, His welcome was the 
cross ; for the method and manner of 
his coming was opposed to the form 
and drift of their thought on the sub
ject. It is so now. All the preju
dices, pride and passion of theN ature
man array themselves against the in
comin~ of the Arch-Natural, and claim 
to sit m judgment on it. 

It all resolves itself into a question 
of state. The Life advances from 
within ; just in proportion as you, by 
unselfish, whole-souled seeking after 
the highest and best, rise into the 
broad horizon of the Pivotal Man
Woman, Twain-one, he will draw near 
to you with welcome, help and ~d
ance, and you will come into the light. 
Have no more doubt of this, my 
brother, than of the morrow's sun I 

The preliminary virtues n~ 
for the seeker as he advances to im
tiation, are uns~lfishness, purity, the 
pursuit of truth, the forgiveness of 
injuries, universal charity, faith in 
the invisible ideal, worship of the 
Father-Mother whose dwelling is in 
the Spiritual Soul of humanity,but not 
in temples made by hands. All the 
race must come into the Arch-Natural 
order and life, but none before their 
time. Into the coming kingdom,
which is the kingdom of heaven
none enter until their preparations 
are complete. 

As for myself, I am naught, and 

my attainments are less than naught, 
but I have been permitted, as the 
outcome and fruition of a peculiar 
experience, to enter the school of the 
Spirit, and the words I write are not 
my own, but from those high, sacred, 
ineffable teachings, which are of the 
Central Life, falling from the lips 
of the "TWice-born." 

You say rightly "that there are 
those on this continent who are mod
ifying or shaping events." There 
is an Esoteric Science attainable by 
those who have evolved specialties 
of function, and which still bears its 
part in modifying and directing the 
processes of human history. There are 
those who have touched upon the keys 
of that chorded instrument of law, 
through which occult marvels may be 
wrought. The race of the adepts is 
not extinct. If met in the streets, or 
in the drawing-rooms, none would 
suspect them, and those who know 
respect their silence. The sacred fire 
has always had its votaries wherever 
civilization made its hold. It has its 
adepts under many names, and its 
mysteries in many modes. 

If one will visit the cave-temples of 
India, and the sacred ruins of Ceylon, 
and thence explore the ancient works 
which survive in America, from the 
Isthmus of Darien to Peru, he may 
eaailydiscoverthatthe adept priest has 
been before him; from continent to 
continent the handiwork of the same 
mystery is graven upon the walls. Ten 
thousand years soon pass away; one 
culture giving birth to another and 
another, and each in succession becom
ing dust. But the great esoteric move
ment has survived through all ; it has 
survived because the race owes being 
and continuance to this principle. 

A new order of Divine-Natural hu
manity is being now led forth by the 
concurrent energies of superior and 
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occult powers, and the advancing 
wave is a revelation of the Sea. There 
are many now, in all lands, who are 
seekin~, though unconsciously, to be
come mitiates of its truth and par
takers in its beatitudes. 

Many who have so~ht as you 
have, share in the disappomtment you 
~xpress, at the barren results of the 
seekings. The truth of life is not far 
from f!Very high and earnest man, but 
none will find it in the old Orient. 
Extremes meet ; in this age the true 
East is found only in the farthest 
West! 

The Divine Science, a knowledge, 
a power, a life, precious to the earth 
above all preciousness: that holds in 
its fire religion, and in its light phi
losophy ; whose essence carries trans
mutation, and whose potence holds 
the elemental sceptre-that science, 
inverted, egoized, spectralized, sur
vives in its last remains in Indian 
Yogism. The Orient is dead. The 
primitive force that exerted itself for 
.1e0ns there, has left its chambers. 
The life that once thrilled and ener
gized in the Himalaya, now throbs 
and pulsates where the waves of the 
Pacific beat upon the Coast Range of 
America t Westward the course of 
psychic empire takes its way t Seek 
there, and you will find t 

The man of men thought that the 
higher the culture, the more absolute 
should be the service. " He that is 
ehief, let him be the servant." The 
elevation of the highest is for the up
lift of the lowest. If a man will un
self himself, he will know the ways of 
God, opening thus into the way of all 
existence. The way of the unself is 
the doorway by which the Initiate en
ters the temple of MAN, and he ad
vances thence to the innermost shrine, 
where she who is symbolized as Isis, 
All-Mother, is herself unveiled. 

The adept of Altruism burns with 
passionate desire to serve as an agent 
for instilling into the race those ele
ments and qualities that beget the 

~irit of universal fraterni~ ; but the 
high esoteric culture, of which the In
dian Rishis boast, has not been ao
quired by them in the sweet and ge
nial labors of the service of the people. 
They have, in a measure, isolated 
themselves from the great racial sym
pa!b and altruistic endeavors of 
m "nd. 

Locked up in the slow moving races 
and following a hidden cult, they 
have reduced to their command the 
animal elementaries, and constructed 
vast, vague and ftuctua?nR systems of 
theosophic and cosmic belief. But if 
the heart grows cold as the intellect 
becomes weighty, if the ego ascends 
into the mighty palace of the reason 
for its throne and sceptre; in the des
titution of the human affections and 
the absence of race-fellowship, they 
are classed among the abnormalities 
who have starved the heart. A.ryarta 
to-day is like an organism whose beat 
blood is drawn to the brain and there 
consumed as to its vital globules, ftow
ing not back into the general system 
by generons return ; so that its breasts 
have become cowardly, its limbs grown 
ulcerous and feeble, its feet one run
ning sore. 

Here is a vast people, content in 
their abjectness to serve for the plea
sure of conqueror after conqueror; 
the multitudes of their armies bat as 
wavering spectres before the English 
sword. The cause of t.hia paralysis 
of nerve may be traced centrally to 
the hi~h and proud 1 hierarchy who, 
maintaining a subtle and profound 
intelligence, combined with an esoteric 
practice handed down from genera
tion to generation, through schools of 
adepts, never evolved into the science 
of humanity, nor sought to quicken the 
common social instinct and intellect 
of their countrymen ; nor gave them
selves to spend and be spent for the 
humane ends of the race. 

India has become, in the long course 
of generations, like the head of a JDaJ:. 

upon a body of the animal creation, 
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and the body serves the head. This 
high and elect caste of knowledge has 
been, for ages, a bodily absorbent of 
the living elements of thought and 
force that were generated in the body 
of the people; it has fed by absorption 
upon the P.?pular vril, renewing ita 
wasting vrilic energy by a correspondin' depletion of the masses. In so 
domg, they did not serve their weaker 
andl~rbrethren,butb~eea~& 
of them, exhausting their contents of 
spirit and soul, drawing on the preci
ous seminal resources which should 
have been sacredly devoted to the up
lift of all the people. 

Instead of withdrawing their 
thoughts, secreting their knowledge, 
or making hiding-places for their 
power, they should have led down the 
wisdom of the ancient science into 
the public service. The evolutionary 
power of the race moves forth by 
means of enlightenment, and it is the 
ftmctiou of the wise to exist for the 
enlightenment of mankind, as it is 
that of the sun and stars to shine. 

The adepts of the esoteric Buddhist 
cult have sat for ages as luminous and 
lofty thoughts, high up in the brain of 
the East. They have labored for a 
private ascensive evolution all these 
ages, within the pentralia of their own 
order. They have withdrawn them
selves from the common fate of hu
manity, and have hidden away their 
knowledges from use, allowing the 
anciently great peo?.le of whom they 
were members by 1ts proudest caste, 
to become negative, sensitive, the spoil 
of successive conquering hordes. They 
had knowledge, but had fatally drawn 
out of race fellowship and human 
sympathies and affections. So they 
failed to enter " through the gates of 
gold" into the Divine-Natural order 
and life ; for the principle and law of 
that order is expressed in the man
date, " He that is greatest among r,ou, 
let him be the servant of the All. ' 

Stagnated as to the deeper personal
ity, these sages of Thibet live on as 

minds of intelligence, but in a sleep 
as to the spirituality. They are bril
liant abnorm.alists ; the active power 
in them being mainly that of an oc
cult natural intelligence. The ad
vance of the dawning illumination of 
mankind is leaving the adepts of the 
East, the remains of the Magi of an
tiquity, in the obscured shadow; for 
they never entered into the grand 
march of the superior art, which fol
lows the Star of Altruism-the star 
of Bethlehem I 

Had these hierarchs of the hidden 
way devoted themselves to the welfare 
of their nation, in self-forgetting la
bors for. the lost ideal, they might 
have shattered the deadly caste-system 
and caste-reli~on of India like ~ glass 
bottle. It 1s easy to dream and 
dream ; to lose the sense of God in a 
vague pantheism; to wander in a laby
rinth of imaginary creations; and to 
spin upon the self-axis, weaving in the 
brain romances of metempsychosis, 
nebulous conceptions of the finalities 
of life and the problem of destiny. 
This is "Maya." 

Every man owes, to the mankind 
of which he is a member, the obliga
tion to serve in it and for it, accord
ing to the measure of his best ability. 
He who isolates himself from this law, 
isolates himself with its penalty and 
fate. These cold and abstract beings,. 
standing on the narrow ribbon of th& 
astral experience, approach their fel
low-men as bein~ themselves, essen. 
tially and intrinstcally, of a. superior 
degree. They cut themselves off, in 
so doing, from the deep principle of 
race-fellowship in God. 

By dying out of the affections that 
unite man to his kind they can pro
long physical life, but they cannot 
win to corporate immortality, nor dis
cover the secret of structural renewal, 
though this secret lies not far from 
any man. Heaven is chary of its 
mystery, lest egoists and self-lovers 
enter into the secrets of the great ar
cana. 
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· Therefore to the tree of life, the ac
cess is guarded as by a flaming sword 
against those who, content with bar
ren knowing, refuse to love and serve. 
For mere intellect is not permitted to 
intrude upon the secret fund of forces 
that are reserved to serve for the r&o 

creation of man. If these arcana, 
and the potent elixirs concealed within 
them, were to fall to the handling of 
those wl:lose characters hold, within 
an edur.: .. ted intellect an egoistic spir
ituality, a planetary cataclysm might 
.ensue. 

These Mahatmas of the Orient have 
after all, merely doubled to a small 
degree on nature, and nature at last 
doubles on them. They have learned 
some-of the methods of a subtle chem
istry; they can subdue by their ~ 
and employ for their magic the animal 
elementaries ; they may gather fruit 
in Ceylon while walking with a friend 
at Lahsa ; they may control the brain 
or hand of a medium in New York 
wJ:.ile sitting themselves with concen
trated thought in a cell at Koun
bonn, and so produce works like Oas
phe or Isis Unveiled; they can arrest 
the motion of the bodily molecules 
and check the waste and drain of the 
volatile life, so as to prolong physical 
existence far beyond the century ; 
they may acquire the faculty of enter
ing into a species of cold communi
cation, in a very distant manner, with 
some of the members of the multi
plicity of the bright races that move 
in the Empyrean Space. Intellect 
may touch mtellect from inconceiva
ble distances, merely as cold mind; 
but bl these and kindred works noth
ing Is accomplished commensurate 
with the proper grandeur and dignity 
of man. They remain but egoized 
human separatenesses, who must not 
permit the waves of the warm human 
sympathies to penetrate the chill calm 
of the bodily life. 

It is not by such hibernations; it 
is not in labors of mere nature, how
ever occult, that the evolutionary prin-
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ciple in man can find scope and verge 
to achieve its Divine destiny. The 
natural life, however lengthened by 
the arts of the secret chemistry, finds 
its motion arrested. After all the 
magic of renewal has been exhausted 
the sage finds that old age overtakes 
him, and he lies down at last in N&o 
ture's ooze where the shores of the 
earth space are washed by the break
ers of the Astral Sea. 

These high sages are wrapped in 
the cloak of a cold and proud intel
lectualism, and have drawn themselves 
away from the life movement and the 
thought movement of the burdened 
masses of their fellows. Had they 
opened their hearts to that enthusiasm 
of humanity-the martyr spirit,
that was the master motive in the 
breast of Buddha, Socrates, Jesus, 
they would have entered into the po
tencies of the new evolution by s:poo
ial lines of consecration to the race 
service, and have been as divine kind
nesses to the trampled masses of those 
who think in the way of Buddha. 
They would have been the embodi
ment of the sweetest sympathies, 
the strongest sympathies that come 
through the electricity of vri1 in the 
planetary chain. Instead thereof, 
these cold, pulseless, self-involved .Ax
yats have been but as the inextin
quishable flame burning beside some 
votive urn, in the sealed chamber of 
a sepulchre. Where is the wisdom of 
the wise? 

Those sages of Thibet who cherish 
the Esoteric knowledge have, of late, 
begun to depart from the silence that 
was heretofore the invariable rule, and 
to give to their secret tenets a bold 
and wide publicity. They are as the 
shy birds who dwell in the depths of 
the forest, and who now fiy abroad 
with ominous notes because of the 
whirlwind ; the breath of whose ap
proach has shaken the nests upon the 
branches. 

For the body of Buddhism is qui
etly in process of disintegration ; it is 
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a vaet, ancient man-image crumbling 
to dust. As the dissolution proceeds, 
the mind of Asia loosens its retained 
speculation and its subtle thought, 
which flow into the human atmos
phere of Europe and America. They 
hope to make Christendom as .Ax
yarta, forlorn, crowded with its su
pine myriads, held in the iron ~r
sistence of caste. Already the tides 
of this vast magnetic sea are pouring 
into the western world. The immense 
body of latent thought that has been 
accumulating in Illdia for the last 
seventy thousand years is flowing into 
the brain of the western nations, and 
will tend to modify all mental evolu
tion, and consequent opinion and ac
tion. 

A movement this, with but the mer
.t point of a visible propaganda, 
which in power of subtle force, has 
had no parallel since the days of Sak
yamuni. But shall India and Thibet 
over-sweep us, and make us as Thibet 
and India? Shall the dissolving East 

be led through the West for its dis
solution also ? 

The advance of the thought of Bud
dhism into the uentality of the West, 
is coincident with the appearance of 
an Occult Power whose principle is 
not hierarchal but evolutionary, not 
intellect only, but spirit and life. "I 
am come that ye might have Life." 
Through this unselfed warm-blooded 
science are now being instituted those 
mysterious elements, that shall serve 
for the formation of the new electro
vital body within the shell of man's 
natural form. This is the vital Fact, 
in which is gathered up the world's 
life. 

There is an occultism of the Al
truistic spirit in man. There are hi
erophants of the heavenly science who 
have attained to the logic of creation. 
They think and feel abroad into the 
sympathies of humanity. Living re
alists are they, among the crowds of 
human phantasma. 

[To be OOIIOludecl bt oar MZt.] 

PHYSIOLOGY OF IMPRESSION. 

BY G, B. BU:NTER. 

STuDENTS of physiology are well 
acquainted with the fact that mental 
power is in ratio to size and convo
lutions of the brain ; that, the deeper 
these outer foldings of the cerebrum, 
the greater the surface of nervous 
matter; that this matter of nervous 
tissue receives impressions because 
of the movement made in the mole
<lnles by something we call thought ; 
and that the brain is only one of the 
centers of nervous matter. 1t is well, 
in this connection, to suggest that, 
although the skull contains the brain 
proper, smaller brains are quite nu
merous, eseecially in the spinal cord, 
and in the Sympathetic System which 
most directly presides over digestion, 
circulation, and respiration. But the 
nervous tissue, in one form or another, 
gives its branches to all parts of the 

body ; and we have abundant evidence 
to prove that it everywhere responds 
to irritation when caused to any of 
its most delicate or most distant parts. 
If some irritating substance touches 
the foot, the vibrations made in the 
atoms of nervous fiber, report the 
sensation to the nearest center
little brain- and instantly a response 
is given and the foot, perhaps,removed. 
Here is vibration, -mtelligent action, 
in the foot. This has led some ad
vanced thinkers to suggest that wher
ever there is nervous tissue there can 
be thought. 

Education, then, consists in making 
these centres so harmonious with our 
surroundings, that we can think and 
act all over. This being true, we are 
able to understand how much ad
vanced t\.e student may be when he 
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can "think in his feet." How many 
of us can think with the spinal cord? 
When a snake's head is taken off, it 
I38J1 still make the body move by the 
force of the energy in the small brains 
ran_ged along its vertebne. 

Education in the common, worldly 
way, has been directed toward render
ing a portion of this nervous tissue 
sufficiently sensitive to easily catch 
impressions and correctly register 
them. These impressions are de
rived ~y from without. By and 
by, the mmd, by this process, secures 

[April, 

what we call an education. But still 
there is a great store of nervous mat;. 
ter waiting for impressions which 
never come ; waiting for work it 
never gets to do. However, it re
quires to be sensitized, before it is 
able to catch the delicate vibrations 
which the spirit is constantly making 
in the invisible ether. Like the plate 
for the camera, it must be cleaned ; 
the dirt must be taken away, and the 
whole surrounding made pure. When 
this is done, in comes the light of 
heaven, and lo, the impressions I 

REASON; A NATURAL AND SUPERNATURAL FORCE. 

WE are part of nature, living, 
breathing, reasol:ling products of the 
natural world. The life that slumbers 
in rocky mountain ranges, that mani
fests itself in grass and tree and 
flower, in bird and animal, appears in 
man a self-directing power. 

Nature comes to consciousness in 
man, and expresses herself as reason. 
The child redeems and gloriftes the 
mother. 

Everything that is ugly and evil, 
is to give way and disappear before 
the transforming power of reason. 
For this is the divine interior light 
that lighteth every one that cometh 
into the world. Burning fitfullr here 
and there, and oft obscured, it 1s yet 
to irradiate the world with its light. 

Reason is not foreign to nature, 
it is natural, and it is super-natural. 
It is God in us. It is sun and moon, 
snow and mountain ranges, and bud 
and flower, in us. It is God's thought 
expressed in the whole natural world, 

F AITB is the confidence of the human 
eoul in a higher reason than ita own rea,. 
eon. It therefore exalts the intelligence 
of man, instead of degrading it ; but faith 
is superstition and madnesa if reason be 
not at ita baee. Any faith which does not 

in our thought. It is life within Jife. 
The soul, confronting nature's glories, 
claims them with unutterable feelings, 
as its own. 

Conservation and transformation of 
energy, and its final expression in 
man, is the process of life. Then 
comes the work of the active agent 
man, reacting upon, and transforming 
his environment, and bringing it into 
adaptation with his wants and de
sires, until order takes the place of 
disorder, and the natural world be
comes one with the super-natural 
and divine. 

Through sunshine and storm, 
through gladness and sorrow, we are 
being moulded into shape, and toward 
the full disclosure of our powers. 
We are human worlds from the cen
tral orb of being, built up, sustained 
and developed by the accretions of 
universal life. 

NEITB. 
BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

illuminate and extend reuon, is a super
stition. To believe is to acquiesce in wha& 
we do not now know, but which reuon 
a88111'tl8 ua beforehand we shall know, or 
at least, recognize, eome day. 
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PHILOSOPHY OF ASTRAL SPECTRES. 
Wz have been requested to give a 

ecientific analysis of the above subject. 
In order to do so, we will first give an 
analysis of the creative forces, with evi
dences of the law governing them, for in 
dealing with laws and principles, we 
have to confine ourselves first, to their phys
ical and intellectual expression, second, 
to reasoning from analogy, and the latter 
method is as correct as mathematics when 
drawn from established facts. But even 
if time permitted, the available space in 
t.heee colums would not be adequate to 
give anything like an exhaustive treat
ment of the subject, but we trust to the 
superior ability of our readers to supple
ment the deficiency by the exercise of 
their own reason and intuition. 

All the great masters have been united 
in the recognition that there are seven 
creative principles in nature. The rev· 
elation made to John, as given in the 
Christian Bible, makes the number seven 
more prominent than any other number, 
because, as there employed, it is wholly re
lated to the ultimation of the work of 
creation. In the February number of 
1'BB F.w.rmuo there is an article by 
I. A. Osler, page 284, setting forth the 
seven-fold nature of man ; but as man 
comes into existence by the same law as 
the earth and everything upon it, so this 
seven-fold nature is derived from the 
principles active in all Creation, and we 
lmow that Nature•s laws are ahsolut6 and 
brook no deviation in their methods. 

We are able to demonstrate, by the aid 
of the Science of Solar Biology, that the 
planets of our solar system are the instru
ments through which these seven factors 
are operating, and that from the diversity 
of their movements comes the diversity of 

o~ life upon the earth. In all 
th18 diversity there is always some one 
dominant principle that controls, cansing 
the others to be subservient ; and it is well 
known to the mental philosopher, that if 
any one of the inherent principles of 
human life becomes inharmonious or, so 
to say, disobedient to the dominant one, 
then disorder and disease arise, and 
this holds true in every department of 
nature. When our government was a 
united body, the body was normally 
healthy, but when secession came, then 
came disease and struggle. The law of 
existence is the law of orderly submission 
to the higher powers, higher laws ; and 
m the life workings it is the higher princi
ples which promote progreea. 

The relation between law and princi 
ple is as quality is to power, or as men
•.al tendencies are to the organic quali
ties that produce them ; principles under
lie laws ; laws are the modes of principles 
in expressing themselves. Principles and 
qualities di.ifer in that principles may and 
do operate in diverse qualities, but quali
ties act from the innate principle, and the 
innate principle determines the law of its 
being. Being implies princiP.lee organized 
under a controlling head ; 1ts attractiona 
and repulsiona are the laws of being, to 
deny their expreaaion, would be death, or 
destruction of being. 

We give below a ta.ble showing the 
principles that are the canse of being, 
organic structure, and the planets from 
which they are derived, and their rela
tion to the seven-fold nature of man, and 
from that we trust to be able to make 
plain to your minds the actual state of our 
unfoldment on the ladder of development. 
and in what sphere or state of conacloua-

No. l"'a.Det.. Priuclplee. Pheaomeua1 ~ Smm-Pold Man. 

1 Uranus. Sensation. Conaciousneea, Life, . . . . . Spirit. 

6 Saturn. Transmutation. That which cbangee Matter into a Spiritual SouL Spiritual or Senaating State, • • 

0 Jupiter. Fermentation. That which struggles for a Higher Or-
Human Soul. der of Life. • • . • • . . 

4 Mara. Cohesion. Mother Love, . 
' 

. Animal Soul. 
8 Earth and Moon. Order. That which makes the Image, . Form • 
2 Venus. Discrimination. Love and Hate, . • • • . . . Animal Life. 

1 Mercury. Foroe. The Undi.iferentiated Quality of Mat-
MolecuJar Body. ter, • • • • . • . • • • 
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ness we would find o111'116lves if we should 
paaa out of the physical form. For what 
attraction and repnlaion is to inanimate 
mattel', love and hate are to mind. (See 
" Nine Lectures on the Seven Creative 
Principles," by your bumble servant.) 

The above table presents to the eye 
the Seven Principles, and in accordance 
with the nature of the controlling one, 
80 will be the attraction, and consequently 
the sphere of our loves, and God is not 
an arbitrary monarch to force na, while in 
or out of the body, into any condition that 
is contrary to our real nature and needs. 

God, aa Creator, is the servant of all. 
God is spirit and life, yet we cannot ac
ceed to the idea of his creating something 
from nothing, but mnat reasonably accept 
Swedenborg's position that " God created 
from himself ; " therefore all that is, is 
s:pirit ; even the groeseat matter is 80 by 
virtue of condition, and creation means 
simply a method by which God individ
nalises himself, through know ledges gained 
and made ~raonal, by experiences, in the 
naea of life s work. Therefore what we are 
is determined by the amount of knowl
edge gained relative to the facta of things 
that are-that is of truth. which ex
pre-.ea the methods of /rinci:plea, and 
which arises in them an manifests ac
cording to quality. 

Creation in ita beginnings is the same 
as education in ita beginnings, therefore 
the first rudiment is Force which controls 
all the other qualities and binds them, in 
a mass, which is active and yet passive 
to the higher principles, therefore it baa 
been called the molecular body ; this in
cludes all bodies from the planet down, 
man's body incluaive. 

The second is Discrimination which 
gives polarity to all inanimate matter, 
and is the clasaifyer of animate life, serv
ing to keep the species pure and distinct. 
In man 1t appears as love and hate, 
which is ita phenomenal manifestation in 
animal life. 

The third, Order, is that wonderful 
workman that is 80 wise and minute in 
all his work, so that all the qualities and 
principles are expressed in the moet per
feet detail. By his accnracy we recognize 
each other and each thing by ita own 
peculiar form, and even the intricate 
minuti. of exprellion in every part. 

We are told in the Bible that "The 
Lord God made every plant before it 
grew." It was first formed in the astral 
ether, and it remains there long after con
ditions extinguish ita ~rial expression. 
We are told by science that this ether is 
far more dense than steel, or than any 
solid substance we are fami!iar with. 
This ether is the most subtle substanee 
we know and it belongs to the great grand 
zodiac of the sun's center, through a !lin
gle sign of which it takes 2150 years for 
our sun to pus. Therefore, whatever 
makes an impression upon this ether, 
mt111t be more lasting than anything else 
we know of. Every object makes ita im· 
pression in this ether as literally as a 
foot-print in the snow, but this plastic sub
stance. being the first or highest, is the 
original from which all things eome ; i~ 
interpervades the earth, and is the basio 
substance out of which everything ma
terial is formed into the image and qnali~ 
of ita prototype in the astral ether. Aa 
all that pertains to matter moves 80 much 
more rapid than does the astral ether ; 
therefore, after the earth form disappears, 
the spectre will ~n for many yean. 
We have, all probably, heard of, or om
selves experienced what used to be called 
" Second Sight," but which is now known 
as ''Clairvoyance." Persona who have 
this power can see the image of a tree 
years after the tree baa been taken away, 
also that of houses, animals, and of per
sona. These images are called Spectres, 
and account for the frequent and varied 
a~ce of the "mirage" in desert 
p where the absence of the atoms of 
moisture in the atmoephere, renders the 
astral spectre, - the reality of a former 
time - apparent to the external sight. 

Here we approach a realm that because 
of ignorance (ignore-ance) is labelled 
"Superstition and Folly," but we have 
some of na come into a conscious abil
ity to explore it and find therein realities 
more substantial than the material world. 
We have daily evidences that all form 
baa a functional power, that the principle 
which caused the form always adheres 
to it, and by virtue of that a potential 
energy follows. For illustration : It ia 
observed that the spirit of the author is 
felt in his works, 80 much 80 that there 
are sensitives who can psychometrize cor 
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rectly from a book delineating his mental 
ata&ee, even though the author may never 
have seen the copy in question. Again 
when we read the writings of an author 
we always get a 8eD8&tion from the word 
formations characteristic of the penon 
who wrote the work. Tbns it is evi
dent to any one who wishes to observe 
t.beee things, that if 80 vague an image ae 
the word formation will attract and hold 
the cpmlities of the author that produced 
it, this must be much more true of the 
astral image. 

Every substance has what we call it. 
chemieal composition, and produces, when 
brought in contaet with the organism of 
man, it. own peeuliar ettect upon the mind 
and 8eDiell. The ancient idea of magical 
words, spoken or written, had in it a 
pbaee of truth, derived from thia law ; 
the same also applies to magical amulet. 
on which certain image work is wrought. 
If the image is in harmony with t.beee 
seven creative factors, they become a mag
net for the attraction of such qualities and 
forces as they actua111 expreu aeeording 
to the law of form 1n nature. So that 
when one Jmowa the language or forming 
power of creation, be can make an image 
that is potential. 

A. every aeed brings forth a iorm ao
eording to the principles and qualities in 
berent, 80 every form gathers like princi
ples and holda them ae long ae the form 
remaine. Form is the body of the prin
ciple that controlled in it. formation, but 
ae the astral ether changes, the aet:ra1 form 
dieeolvee, ana1agoa.e to the .d.iaeolution of 
the physical form from the changes in mat
ter, ooly far Ieee rapid. The form of a pel'
eon was made aeeordiug to the character 
of the controlliDg thought of the paren&l 
in whose body the germ grew, and tbt 
controlling thought had ita own natural 
loves and hates, which claea:ifi.ed and cbar
aeterized the persons in their own normal 
sphere in the world, therefore, the old 
maxim, " Birds of a feather flock togeth
er." God and his laW'S never change, be
eaoee the law of nature is the law of God's 
being, therefore, the change called death 
does not change any of these laws. 

But some will infer that if the form is 
the body of the principle that formed it, 
it must be a coDBCioua entity ; not 80 
however, ae form exiate before even the 

animal soul (No. 4) and to the clairvoy
ant there are abundant evidences of the 
contrary. They often see persons who 
are living in the body who are at the time, 
actively engaged miles away. This form 
travels with the thought, and many times 
without the thought, but ae it is the form 
of the penon it is alwaP. connected with 
the thought and eepecially the feelings ; 
therefore, persons of a strong eoncent;ra.. 
tive mind can call that image to 1.bem 
without the consciouaneee of the other 
and work on that image to aftect the men
tal conditions of the penon, and through 
that the physical body; for if you aftect 
the psychic form, you aftect the body and 
through the 8811888 the mind. This form 
bas in itself no conecionmeee, yet being in 
the form of intelligence it acts ae thougk 
it were the conscioua entity, becaoee it at
tracts the thought. that the principle pz. 
duced, and it also bas power by virtue of 
form and consequent function to &tt:r&c\ 
the elements like itaelf and aet from 
their power and thus have a kind of eemi
consciouaneee, which is from the thought
creating proceee of the planetary move
mente; therefore, by knowing the planet. 
ry influences it can be known what power 
these eo-ealled astral epeetres will have, 
which is one phase of astrology. 

When the development is controlled by 
the fourth principle " Cohesion '' or the 
"Animal Soul," then the self love, i.e. 
love of life, is dominant, and these epectree 
and visions in all their work are in the 
form of eelfiehneee, 80 much so, that a 
physiognomist could immediately see it in 
their form. Such minds, when in the body, 
have no higher thought than the care of 
self and oftapring ; they are of Mare, the 
ancient "God of war." So long ae they 
have a body they are ever attracting to 
them that quality, and their form when 
they leave the body acts under the con
trol of the aame. These are they who 
caoee dreams of paeeion, wasting and ap
propriating the liie to vitalize their own 
forme ancf thus prevent their dieeola.
tion. [See "A View of Creation," bl 
Tyrenue, in January Esoteric, page 266.j 
This is done through their close alliance 
to the influence of the moon, and persons 
who are of similar nature attract such 
around them in great numbera and vital
ize them from their own life and thought 
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antil they become another part of them
selves, acting, speaking, and living from 
their life, and sening their will. These 
are the spectres that sene the evil, selfish, 
designing magician, and are the active 
ones with many mediums. 

But when this form is dominated by 
the fifth Jlrinciple, Fermentation, or the 
Human Soul, then there is a restless 
struggle for higher conditioua ; it is then 
80 near Divinity, or 80 near the Son 
of God, i.e. the Spiritual Soul, it con
stantly feels its influence, which cauaea 
great struggling ; but not having yet be
come imbued with the spiritual quality, it 
does not know for what it struggles. So, 
there are combats one with tho other and 
their ideal of greatness and grandeur is 
wholly related to earthly conditioua, either 
for wealth, education, or power over their 
fellows. And when such pass out of the 
body, they, like those previously treated, 
are immediately separated from the ~irit; 
for no connection having been established 
between the lower creative forces and the 
cause realm, they belong to the elements 
only, and into them they will return, 
to be governed by their law. These bear 
the same relation to the solar and lu
nar ether as the others, therefore are sub
ject to the call and service of some me
dium or pel'llon that has a morbid love of 
occult phenomena. Their " Karma," as 
the orientals call it, is what they have de
veloped in their form and function of use 
in creation ; and by their being detained 
under the ruling will of some one in the 
flesh, their real or spiritual form that 
would otherwise be re-created or re-incar
nated through the generative principle, 
senes nnder the medium's self-love and 
is hindered in its upward progreu ; 
whereas, if left to nature's volitioua they 
would soon return and finish their work, 
by creating the sixth, the spiritual soul 
that would unite them with the universal 
Life ; for as soon as the thought and the 
universal Life or Spirit are united, there is 
perpetual couaciouaneas, which is " the 
at-one-ment " referred to in the Bible ; but 
all life and spirit being one, the form, be
ing made a :proper instrument to expresa 
the controlling principle, is bound by 
that principle ; therefore as soon as the 
universal life returua to itself, this form 
ia liberated, and, coming within the 

organic life of the medium which gives 
it couaciouanesa, it is held by this attraction 
and speaks ancl acts from his or her con
scionanesa. But during the time a medium 
is "under control," as they call it, of one 
of these spectree, and while, perchance, 
it may be arguing against a particular 
line of thought ;-if one of a sufficiently 
strong will places his mind bn the spectre, 
and imparts his life, by sending his feel
ings with the thought,-the medium will 
change about and begin to reason from 
the mind that has, by superior force, taken 
control of the spectre, causing it to contra
dict its previona statt>ments. 

We should bear in mind, that thought 
as well as mind has form, but not neces
sarily a couacioua life. United to indi
vidual life it baa couaciousnesa, but apart 
from individualized life there is no con
scions volition. Now, in conclusion, 
there can be no harmony or onenesa with 
any principle without a couacioua actin 
love. Look then at the diagram and de 
termine. "Do you love No. 1, the phy· 
sical body, most of anything?" then to it 
you will cling, and when you lose your 
own body you will conjoin yourself to 
another and be subordinated by its will. 

"Do you love No.2, Animal Life and 
ita sensations, more than anything else?" 
then into those currents will you be 
drawn, becoming a force for passion and li
centiousness in the persona and bodi0111 you 
infest. "Do you love No. S, the world 
of physical form and ita uaea ? " then you 
will be found in that realm, without a 
conscious ego nnleea united to one in the 
body. 

"Do you love No. 4, home, family, 
children, and the earthly existence, more 
than anything else ? " then to that realm 
yon wilf go as shown above. " Do you 
love No. 5, the active s~e .,f a buai
nesa and reasoning plane of existence ? " 
then to that sphere will yon go and ap~ 
ently continue the struggle as if you 
were a couaciona aeuaating being, yet with 
individual couaciouaneaa, only if you be
come allied to some one who has such. 
Your volition will be of a semi-conscious 
state, acting from the solar and lunar 
ether, and in part from the person to whom 
yon are or may be allied. 

"Do you love No. 6, Spiritual know
ledge and God-wisdom most of all ? " 
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then you are in a condition to begin at 
once to read such subjeete 88 those in 
Tim EsOTEBIO and the Bible, and begin to 
understand them, and through understand
ing come into a consciousness that yon are 
a spiritual soul and, 88 such, the Son of 
God. Such a consciousness will be ulti
mated through your having the WILL to 
conquer the five. lower principles and thus 
be enabled to utilize the sixth, Transmuta
tion, changing the grosser material of sex 

life, into " the. water of life, 88 clear 88 

crystal," through which potential element 
you, the spiritual soul, become one with 
God. " And 88 the father hath life in 
himaelf, so hath he given to the SoN to 
have life in hi'II'IMlf. 

Submitted by your humble servant, 
H. E. BUTLBB. 

l"or ezplauiioD af the Mbal fl11icl, IOiar fluid, 
aad bmar fl1licl, - ,_,. 166, NOftlllber aumber 
af TJD EeorDw. 

WHAT DO MIRACLES PROVE? 

"Wmmthy-a!bm that which thy~ 
c1eDi.-, zejeat the taamoay of thy ae-, aad 
liaam oaly to thy _.. lllA.oiOlOD:a. 

THE following story from the Tal
mud furnishes a ~inted illustration 
of the relation wh1ch reason and con
science sustain to sense phenomena, in 
the matter of determining the law and 
doctrine of life. 

" On a certain day, Rabbi Eliezer 
ben Orcanaz replied to the questions . 
proposed to him concerning his teach
mg ; but his arguments being found 
to be inferior to his pretensions, the 
doctors present refused to admit his 
conclusions. Then Rabbi Eliezer 
Aid, ' My doctrine is true, and this 
karoub-tree which is near us shall 
demonstrate the infallibility of my 
teaching.' Immediately the karoub
tree, obeying the voice of Eliezer, 
arose out of the ground and planted 
itself a hundred cubits farther off. 
But the Rabbis shook their heads and 
answered, 'The karoub-tree proves 
nothing.' 'What,' cried Eliezer, 'you 
resist so great a miracle? Then let 
this rivulet flow backwards, and at-

' test the truth of my doctrine.' Im
mediately the rivulet, obeying the 
command of Eliezer, flowed back
wards towards its source. But again 
the Rabbis shook their heads and 
said, 'The rivulet proves nothing. 
We must understand before we can 
believe.' ' Will you believe,' said 
Rabbi Eliezer, 'if the walls of this 
house wherein we sit should fall 

down?' And the walls, obe_ying him, 
began to fall, until Rabbi Joshua ex
claimed, 'By what right do the walls 
interfere in our debates? ' Then the 
walls stopped in their fall out of re
spect to Rabbi Joshua, but remained 
leaning out of respect for Rabbi El
iezer, and remain leaning until this 
day. But Eliezer, mad with rage, 
cried out: ' Then in order to confound 
you, and since you compel me 4;c it, 
let a voice from heaven be heard I · 
And immediately the Bath-Kol, or 
Voice from heaven, was beard at a 
great height in the air, ana it said, 
' What are all the opinions of the 
Rabbis compared to the opinion of 
Rabbi Eliezer? When he has spok
en, his opinion o~ht to prevail.' 
Hereupon Rabbi Joshua rose and 
said, ' It is written, " The law is not 
in heaven ; it is in your mouth and 
in your heart." It is in your reason; 
for again it is written, " I have left 
you free to choose between life and 
death and good and evil." And it ia 
in your conscience ; for " if ye love 
the Lord and obey His voice within 
you, you will find happiness and truth." 
Wherefore then does Rabbi Eliezer 
bring in a karoub-tree, a rivulet, a 
wall, and a voice to settle questions 
of doctrine ? And what is the only 
conclusion that can be drawn froQl 
such miracles, but that they who have 
expounded the laws of nature have 
not wholly understood them, and that 
we must now admit that in certain 
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oases a tree can unroot itself, a rivu
let ftow backwards, walls obey in
stroctions, and voices sound in the 
air? But what connection is there 
between these observations and the 
teachings of Rabbi Eliezer? No 
doubt these miracles were very ex
traordinary, and they have filled us 
with astonishment ; but to amaze is 
not to argue, and it is argument, not 
phenomena, that we require. When, 

[April, 

therefore, Rabbi Eliezer shall have 
proved to us that karoub-trees, rivu
lets, walls, and unknown voices af
ford us, by unusual manifestations, 
reasonings equal in value and weight 
to that reason which God has placed 
within us to guide our judgment, then 
alone will we make use of such testi
monies and estimate them as Eliezer 
requires.' " 

OCCULTISM WITH THE AMERICAN INDIANS. 

No man who is acquainted with 
the customs, habits, and religious 
ideas of the American Indians,-who 
has become informed upon the doo
trine of the Yoga--Philosophy, and 
has carefully studied the wonderfol 
production, compiled from knowledge 
~ed and ~ents reduced from 
the Eastern wisdom bl. Dr. Street of 
your city,- can posstbly fail in the 
discovery of vestiges of Occult science, 
even in the most degenerate of the 
American tribes of those descendants 
from the ancient Aryan race. 

During the many ages that have in
tervened from the dispersion of the 
Aryan people up to the present time, 
the traditions have become corrupted, 
and most of the true Occult practice 
lost ; but, there remain to the present 
day, as exemplified in many of their 
rites and ceremonies, vestiges of truth, 
that are recognizable to the student of 
Occultism. 

Evidences of the above fact are 
found in the ceremonies of the Teoti
huican rites, in all the central Moun
tain tribes of Mayapau and Uxmal, 
as also in many of the Pueblo tribes 
of the Northern Apache. Teotihu
ican fete is, in reality, -the com
memoration of the departure of 
Montezuma, as are also the same cer
emonies of the Peruvian Andes In
dians, with slight modifications, the 
commemoration of the departure of 
the Inca, (by departure, is meant 

death, so called). The Inca of Pem 
and the Montezuma of Mexico were 
adepts, or Hamaa, for the respective 
peoples, and many of the monu
ments of those days still exist in the 
dense forests of the respective coun
tries, showing the traveler silent evi
dences that the Eastern wisdom was 
well known and duly practiced in this 
, Western world, ages before Cortez 
invaded their hospitable shores. The 
drus of the Father and Mother, rep
resenting the Maker of worlds and 
invisible spheres, or plan68, are strik
ing and unique, on Teotihuican fm. 
Thb opening of the mystic circle 
is accompanied with a ail~ most 
profound and ominous, - then the 
weird chant of the Father and Mother 
Montezuma. At these ceremonies, 
all classes of sick and infirm are 
healed, or supposed to be healed, -
the venom of the serpent bite or in
sect sting is instantaneously destroyed 
and no harm is received from such 
bite or sting. 

These ceremonies last seven da~ 
and no Spaniard, Mexican, or Whtte 
man, is suffered to approach the In
dian 1~. It is stated, upon Mex
ican and Indian authority, that there 
are large towns in the heart of the deep 
forests of Uxmal, into which no white 
man of any nation has ever been per
mitted to enter,-that the Indians be
long to the unbaptized, and worship 
in the ancient forms of Montezuma. 
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No Indian in all the Catholic coun
tries of the Latin states of the South, 
believes in any religious form or dog
ma, but holds to the ancient rites and 
mysticisms of the past ages. The 
Pueblos of the frontier all have their 
mystic oircles, and perform their se
cret rites and ceremonies and the 
healing of diseues. The universal 
characteristics of the American In
dian is Becf'tcy and silent meditation. 

The Indians claim that all of their 
most noted medicine men and chiefs, 
are men who talk and hold converse 
with anJte}s and Indian spirits, -that 
upon ail important occasions, advice 
and directions are had from immor
tals who never leave very far the old 
haunts of life. 

The celebrated Apache Chieftain 
" Cochise , had his aecret; circle of 
medicine men, their assembly room 
being a cave, in which he had bu
ried the images of his departed guides, 
their war implements etc., and which 
was held sacred from all attacks in 
warfare. If the enemy had gainad 
entrance to this cave, as many a white 
man did dQJ'ing the Cochise war, he. 
or they, were unharmed. 

This circle-room, or cave, ia upon 
what is known as the Old Cochise 
Ranch, situated near the Buri moun
tams, in one of the most lovely of 
mountain valleys, - oblong in shape 
or in general contour, and contain
ing a lake of pure mountain water ; 
but now, as all other Indian homes, 
owned by the white man,- Cochiae 
being ~thered to the Indian majority. 
Occultism only will save the remnant 
of the American red men from ex
tinction. The supernatural is inhe
rent in their nature. The very 

TimBs are etatee of magnetic trance 
when the spirit reveals itself above the 
pJane of matter, as die hidden angel and 
controller. 

11m tradition of the Kabbala rests 
wholly on this one magical dogma-that 
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wind that blows, talb their language, 
they understand it, they are governed 
by hidden mysterious voices. 

Occultism ia the teaching of the 
medicine men of all Indian tribes. 

The true medicine man has his 
chants, as does the hierophant,- he 
ia clairvoyant and clairaudient, and 
can and does hold converse with the 
spirits of the departed. 

No white man ia ever permitted to 
enter the sanctum sanctorum of the 
Indian adept, -or medicine man. 

Some mountain men have claimed 
to have been thus honored, but no 
credence may be attached to such 
statements. 

The Bine qua non of an Indian's 
medicw-ship ia secrecy and medita
tion. 

The Indian race will never become 
civilized and enlightened by and 
through the missionary influences of 
Orthodox Christianity, while wood 
grows or water runs. They can onl1 
~ reached by and through the omm
r-resence of oooult forces. These 
manifestations must be introduced by 
genuine pilgrims, who have the Indian 
oanse at heart. A. man and woman, 
both occultly proficient, must go 
among them, live as do the tribes, 
form circles, produce phenomena, and 
choose from amon~ the tribes the best 
adapted, and train them to occult 
work, how to live, and direct in the 
unfoldment of knowledge and truth. 

This course, and no other, will in 
five years time accomplish more and 
raise the Indian higher than all the 
government policies and ohristianiza-_ 
tion have done for the last two centu-
ries. 

THE RECLUSE OF Kmw A. 

the visible is for as the proportional meu
ure of the invisible. It is this dogma 
which is etemally reproduced in the sym
bolism of all reli~oas forma-(creation 
springing from apll'it objectified through 
a word.) 
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EASTER. 

BY .JOHN LA.TIU)L 

BRIGHTER gleams the sun each day, 
Winter's scepter fades away ; 
Laughing brook and leaping rill 
Gaily bicker down the hill. 

Buds expand, sweet ftowers bloom, 
Where so late was winter's tomb; 
Earth puts on her living green, 
Easter cometh like a queen. 

Song of bird t>eF.es the hour, 
Gardens teem wtth dainty fiower ; 
Orchards spread their perfume wide, 
Meadows bloom on every side. 

Silent mighty forces sway, 
Spring in its resistless way; 
Onward moving through the earth, 
With its weloome vernal birth. 

Man, as well as bird and Hower, 
Truly feels this silent power; 
Easter worketh in him birth, 
More than spring bestows on earth. 

Knowing this, who then would stay 
Easter blessings in their sway? 
Shed them freely far and wide, 
Easter joy with all abide l 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 

[April. 

WE particularly request subscrib
ers to noti.fJ us of any and all fail. 
urea to reoetve THE ESOTERic. 

THE April installm~rot of the " Sci
ence of Understanding" did not reach 
us in time for this iBBUe, but will ap
pear in our next. 

of evening up of the blizzard aocount 
between the East and West ; while 
on the other hand the seat of the la
bor troubles shifted from Pennsylva
nia to the Mississippi valley. 

OUR subscribers understand quite 
thoroughly by this time that we ap
preciate the names of all persons 
likely to be interested in THE Eso
TERIC. But as each number reaches 
JllB.!lY new ~es we repeat the invi
tation on tlieir aooount. 

THE month of March has been char
acterized by more than its average of 
storm and disaster, especially in the 
States of the Atlantic coast,-a sort 

CoXHENCING with thirty-two pages 
we soon increased to forty, but have 
for the past four months uniformly 
given forty-eight pages, over !:%:; 
which have been devoted to · 
matter. It is our motto to advance 
rather than recede ; and we confide 
in the same hearty co-operation "" 
the part of our subscribers for the fo.. 
ture which has warranted this COU1'88 
in the past. 

THE article entitled "Theo-Sophia, 
or a Letter to a Seeker," by Nemo, is 
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worthy of more than o~ atten
tion. Adherents of the Eastern Theo
sophical Society may take exceptions 
to the character it attributes to the 
oriental masters and their work in the 
present day ; but it will be well to 
suspend judgment until the · conclu
sion of the letter, which will appear 
in the May number. 

METAPHYSICS, the op€ming article 
of this number, by Dr. J. C. Street, 
while somewhat critical of present 
systems, is full of suggestiveness and 
soul vibration, and Will be found to 
be a useful contribution to the liter
ature of the subject. Dr. Street's 
book, "The Hidden Way Across the 
Threshold," is well advanced in ita 
sales of the second edition. Notwith
standing the adverse criticisms from 
certain quarters, it is/roving a most 
gratifying success, an our correspon
dents speak of it in the highest 
terms. 

THE Esoteric Clmutauqua is daily 
securing increased attJention and pop
ularity. Systematic reading in con
cert with other minds is in aooordance 
with Paracelsus' laws of .., "magic 
eircle." It certaiuly has .much to 
recommend it. The readings com
mence with "The Perfect Way." 
The best of esoteric literature is be
ing secured and will be brought within 
the reach of all the members. For 
further particulars addreBB, President 
of Society Esoteric, 478 Shawmut 
A venue, Boston, Mass. 

.ADnmoNAL sites for the 8UD1Dler 
reunions and training school of The 
Esoteric Chautauqua are being sub
mitted, one of which is on a most 
charming lake in Wisconsin ; another 
site which offers many advantages, 
is suggested from Michigan. The 
North West is a great and enterpris
ing section. It usually manages to 
capture the presidential conventions, 
and it remams to be seen if it will 
also secure the Esoteric Chautauqua. 
The claims of the respective States 

will be duly considered and a tour of 
inspection made at the proper time. 
The books are still open: 

H. E. BUTLER lectures before The 
Society Esoteric at 8 P. M., each 
Sunday. He is at present delivering 
a Sunday evening course on the eso
teric meaning of Revelation, com
mencing at 7.80 o'clock. The public 
are cordially invited to the above 
lectures. The meetings on W ednes
day and Friday evenings are for 
members only. One evening each 
month is devoted to the readin~ of a 
monthly journal called " The Glean
er," which is made up of contribu
tions of the members. The oocasion 
for March was particularly enjoyable, 
the articles showing ability on the 
part of the contributors. The leo
tures and meetings of the Society are 
at 478 Shawmut avenue. 

SWEDENBORG's writings are a re
markable, one might almost say, inex
haustable repository of esoteric know
ledge. Yet his habit of thought and 
method of expression have on the 
one hand a profundity and on the 
other a prolixity which are be
yond the ability or patience of most 
minds, and therefore to a large extent 
serve to prevent the general reading 
and study of his works. It seems to 
be in the nature of things that the very 
effort at revealing esoteric truth should 
partake in a measure of the condi
tions of concealment. Notwithstand
ing this, Swedenborg's writings have 
had a marked and modifying effect 
on the currents of theological thought 
since his day, and are unquestionably 
destined to exert a still wider influ
ence in the coming time. We propose 
in the May number to commence a 
series of articles, giving in concise 
form the most essential and interest. 
ing portions of his works. 

THE FITNESS OF THINGS. 

MENTAL Healing and kindred top
ics are given considerable space 1n 
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this issue. This bas come to pua 
spontaneously, as if by a law of natu
ral fitness, this being the <y' (Aries) 
number, which sign pertains to the 
head, and represents the mind and 
mental function in man and Nature. 
In addition to ., Metaphysics," by Dr. 
Street, Mrs. S. E. True contributes 
"Instruction on Mental Healing," 
considering the subject !argely from 
a biblical standpoint. Views of this 
subject are also given from the stand
point of Solar Biology, while "Rea
son, as a Natural and Supernatural 
Force,'' "The Power of Thought," 
"The Physiology of Impressions," 
"The Mind of Wisdom," and other 
articles, have a decided Aries fiavor. 
From habit it bas come to be a second 
nature in this latitude to expect the 
anemone and violet in May and a 
wealth of roses in June, and so on 
throughout the calendar. In short, in 
the field of Nature each period of the 
year produces its own speoiftc ft.ora ; 
and this we are coming more and more 
to see pertains as well to the realm of 
mind,-that a dominant current of 
thought characterizes each period of 
the year. And why should this not 
be so? man being the crown of cre&o 

tion, and as such a part of Na
ture ; that in turn is but the visible 
expression of an unseen and !fl>iritual 
domain of causation, from which the 
processional thought and will of the 
creative mind is ever · moving with 
mighty and magical purpose. 

SEASONABLE THOUGBT8. 

WE have already referred to this 
as being the Aries number, the head 
and forethought, as it were, of the year. 
Physicians tell us that the svstem 
is specially active and needful of care 
at this season, this advice may some
times be given with an eye to increase 
of practice ; but it is not without foun
dation in fact. We are all more or 
less affected with what is often called 
" the spring fever," and realize that 

a re-adjustment of the system to the 
chanJted conditions of Nature is de
mancled: lighter clothing, less carbon
aceous or heating food being required, 
as the blood needs to be cooled, 
cleansed and fitted to the uses of the 
brain; otherwise conditions of disease 
arise, po'JSibly the plans and uses of 
a season are defeated, and even death 
itself may be the ~nalty of our not 
rising to the requll'eJDents of Aries. 
The first of January is ordinarily the 
time for adjusting one's business mat. 
ters, balancing his books, or forming 
new combinations, all of which nat. 
urally pertain to V,f (Capricorn), the 
business sign and function of the year. 
But at this season a different kind of 
forethought and adtustment is not 
only in order, but 101peratively de
manded. We wisely and instruc
tively take a mental survey of our
delves, and the proverbial and almost 
universal new Easter bonnet and hai 
are not without their esoteric signifi
cance. The new spring suit should, 
and, in an oooult sense, does have more 
than a mere outward meaning; and it 
is well that we should come into an 
understanding of the significance of 
things, and realize why we do this, 
and why we do that, and what they 
esoterically imply. It seems as nat
ural to man as to Nature, that be 
should be reappa.relled ; but we should 
bear in mind that Nature gets her re
newal from within, and is thereby en
abled to come forth with a freshness, 
vigor, and fruitfulness that are ade
quate for the needs of another year
ly cycle. Therefore be not content 
with the merely symbolical new suit 
or hat for the outer man. Let us also 
be mindful that at this season falls 
the sublime and typical festival of 
Easter, emblematic ol the resurrection 
both of Nature and man ; and there
fore let the MIND be quickened with 
the LIGHT and LIFE of the new time, 
that it may serve as the fittin~ key
board to the higher harmomes of 
planetary life. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
WB are repeatedly being asked the 

meaning of the word ESOTBBIO. Accord
ing to the diction&riee the term comes 
from the Greek " eeoteroe" or inner, in
terior. It was applied in the ancient 
mysteries to those doctrines that were de
signed for the initiated, in contradiction 
to those that were imparted to the unini
tiated and termed e:rot6ric. The term 
BSOTBRIC CODBeqUentlf stood for the mys
teries and secreta o the Temple that 
could be known through preparation and 
timely initiations only. One expreBBion 
of the motive for secrecy is found in the 
eayinge of Jeeue "Th.a! men do not cast 
their pearls before ewiue.'' At the pres
ent time this word is 1888 employed 88 des
ignating arbitrary and enforced eecreta, 
than 88 applying to those inherent myste
ries of life and nature which can onlr be 
understood by the cultured and illummed 
eoal. Esonnuo in the sense in which we 
employ it, does not imply any purposely 
concealed truth. All truth is esoteric un
til one is unfolded to comprehend it, and 
Tim EsoTn10 will remain a mystery to all 
who have not expanded in some degree to 
an understanding of ita phues of thought. 
But it ia a law of mind that a truth bot 
putly undel'lltood by the intellect is, nev
erthele88, comprehended by the upiring 
eoul, and thue becomes a seed for a con
lcious understanding in doe time. There
fore the reading of esoteric thought will 
always be beneficial. We often experi
tnce in the eecond reading of an article 
of this kind, that the mind has ripened 
during the interval since ita fint perueal 
and that we are better prepared to grasp, 
enjoy, and profit by its BSOTBRIO contents. 

SOLAR BIOLOGY VB. MENTAL HEALING. 
TwRNTY or more have in one form or 

another 88ked the relation which Mental 
Healing in accordance with Solar Biology 
bean to Christian, Mental, or Metaphysi
cal Healing as ordinarily taught. 

.ti.M. Solar Biology is not in itself a dis
tinctive eyetem of healing, but rather a 
eeience that gives li~ht to all systems of 
treatment by eupplytng the physician with 
a simple but certain key to the nature of 
each particular patient, hie dominant men
tal state and consequent producing causes 
of dise88e. 

For through this science we know" 
what mental condition governs, or is gov
erned by, each and every function of the 
human body ; so that, when we find a func
tion diseased, we know what mental con
dition produced it, and are thue enabled 
to find the antidote. It gives the ordi
nary physician an advantage euch 88 baa 
heretofore been available only to those few 
that were p088e88ed of rare intnitive dis
cernment. The time is not far distant 
when, by the extension of this same sys
tem, the chemistry of plant life will be re
duced to a mental ecience; for we already 
know that every plant is an expreseion of 
the creative thought and bean a definite 
relation to the mind and nature of man. 
and we shall, sooner or later, be able to 
extract the eeeence of that thought and in
telligently apply it to change and control 
the diseased conditione of mind and body. 

BSOTBRIO RBA.DING CIBCLII:8. 
DR. G. F. w. writes, "Tm: EsOTERIC 

<.'i:llrs strange and startling items and 
gleaminge of truth, opening to me a new 
world quite unexplored, and yet it pre
sents a veritable and practical life." Of 
" The Esoteric Chautauqua " he eays, 
" Well, that looks like bueine88 I What 
are the methods of securing an Esoteric 
Reading Circle ? " 

AM. The plan is simple and, to eome 
extent, resembles the method so exten· 
sively and socceBBfully employed by the 
well known Chautauqua Society, which 
holds ita annual reunion each summer at 
Lake Chautauqua, N.Y. From a BJDal1 
beginning with after echooletudy the work 
has extended until one hundred thousand 
persona are now, through ita system of 
preecribed readings, eimoltaneouely eecur
ing a broader outlook on life and litera
ture. The Society Esoteric is operating 
upon a similar plan, yet in a difterent line 
of study and research. Ita method of 
monthly letters and examination blanke, 
serve to bring each member into direct 
relatione with the Central Society : there
fore isolated members are brought within 
the sphere of personal interest and com
panionehip in research and purpose. lh 
cal societies are formed where number 
and interest warrant, but it is well to be
gin even if you have no local &880Ciate&, 
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for they are sure to spring up around you 
in a brief time, and it is a mistake to 
make one's own progress dependent on 
the whim of one's fellows. We would ac
cordingly advise all to avail themselves of 
the provisions that already exist and that 
are being more and more perfectly devel
oped from month to month. The mem
bership fee is fifty cents, with dues of ten 
cents per month payable quarterly. For 
membership address, President of Society 
Esoteric, 478 Shawmut Ave., Boston,Mass. 

L C. writes as follows : 
" THB EsOTERIC is to be congratulated 

on its successful career, and improvements 
as well as enlargement. I wish to tell 
you what a reinforcement and satisfaction 
your fifth paper on • The Art of Never 
Forgetting,' is to me. My life and men
tal powers have been saved from destruc
tion by attaining the power to ' gather 
to myself the inner armor,' and learning 
to nee and direct ' electric will e-Mrgy.' 
I have reached an augmentation of the 
au.ral and electric forces of the brain, 
and the power to e-Mrgiu my body, in 
general and in special organa. Your 
illustration by the electric search-light is 
as forcible as it is apt and lucid. I am 
apeeiall7 pleased with your suggestions 
pertairung to ' consciousness of a prior 
existence,' and beariftg upon the re-ine&l'
na.tion idea. Thoughts similar to those 

you have so well presented, have occurred 
to me. I have not heard, except at sec
ond hand, the theories of re-incarnation, 
such as are given by Cora Richmond aDd 
others; but nothing I have heard seems 
to me rational. It seems very clear to 
me that there is an ' heredity of spiritual 
as well as natural descent.' Peraonall7 
I feel sure of it." 

Ant. The subject of re-incarnation will 
be considered in its various bearings at no 
distant time. 

A number of highly important and in
teresting questions stand over for answer 
next month, the space of this, as also of 
our advertising department having been 
in part ceded to give space to " Philoso
phy of Astra! l;peetrea " to which refer
ence was made last month. Something 
about amulets ia also given in the same 
article, and in answer to numerous re
quests, H. E. Butler will next month eon
tribute an article oa precious stones. 

IN referring, under head of "Editorial 
Notes." to the fact of additional sites bav· 
ing been submitted, anitable for a summer 
resort for the Esoteric movement, it should 
not be assumed that the permanent city 
site is being neglected ; for this ia by no 
means the ease. The Esoteric Chautau
qua is but an intermediate step, and mal 
even be carried into effect this season, if 
available location is decided on in time 

CORRESPONDENCE IN BRIEF. 
M. C. writes, '' It suits me that " The 

Perfect Way" is recommended as a fitting 
text-book, for it meets my conception of 
the way to attain the life which is eter
nal, better than anything I have ever seen. 

G. F. B., Arcadia, Michigan, says: 
" What a treasure 'The Perfect Way ' 
is, and I am surprised at the ease wil.h 
which I can comprehend it. It is an im
portant milestone on the road of my d&
velopment." 

A. K., WINCHESTER, ru. writes, ,, The 
teaehlnr of Tim EsoTERIC are indeed 
valuable, and must exert a powerful influ
ence in raising souls to new and better 
conditions. I wonder sometimes that 
you had the courage to commence the 
grt.>at work of arresting attention to the 

instruction so needed for guidance to the 
higher unfoldment. It is the first theo
sophical system that seems to give prac
tical ideas of how to gain a foothold to 
start from, if I may so express it. The
osophy (Buddhistic) is a grand intellect
ual philosophy, but one is stunned to inac
tivity by the very bight of the first required 
step. You may remember I wrote you 
that one sentence in the October number 
page 125 puzzled me. viz., ' Happy and 
peaceful are they who escape the vibra-
tions of matter, attaining 'nirvana' ; but 
thrice blessed and potent are they who 
trantmt.tU matter, and triumph in the vl
timat6 domain or kingdom of Microcosmic 
Man.' I am coming to an understanding 
of the idea. as I study the latter numbe"" 
of THE EsoTERIC." 
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NOTICE. CLUB PREMIUMS. 
Foa the benefit of those whose attention Anyone sending ua $4.50 for a club of 

ia for the first time ealled to TJm Eso- three can have a fourth subecription frAe 
TDIO, we would state that it has already of charge. 
pueed beyond its experimental stage, and To any subecriber who sends ua $1.50, 
Ill an usured success; and were this not and one additional name, we will send the 
the ease, the money is set apart to issue it, pamphlet of "TwELn MA.NNEa 0 ., PBo
whether or no, for two years, therefore PLB," or any fifty-eent book in our list. 
subeeriptiona may be forwarded without 
~e shadow of doubt or hesitation. Those For $3.00 and two new subeeribers 
who receive this sample number, will un- we will send any $1.00 book you may 
deratand that we wish to make their more select. 
intimate acquaintance ; we desire to place For $4.00 and three new subscribers we 
their names upon our subscription books, will send Prof. Butler's "SBVBN CaB· 
u we are confidant that we can do them ATIVK PanrOIPLJ:B" or its equivalent in 
many times the good in the course of the other books. 
coming year that the subscription will For $6.00 and four subacribA,.. we will 
eoet them. Man's mission on earth is an send "THB PEaJ'ECT WAY." 

important one, and self-knowledge is not For $12.00 and eight suhlcribers we will 
only a pririlege, but an 8858ntial duty. send "SoLAB BIOLOGY." 
We want you to join ua in its pursuit, and 
ahall conscientiously do our best to aid The names can be all sent at one time 
JOD in climbing the heights of mental and or if forwarded u aeeu:red, they will be 
apiritoal attainment and power. Do not plaeed to the sender's credit until the num 
neglect or postpone the important matter, her is complete. Where members of 1 
bat make a beginning by at once, putting club desire "TJm Puncr WAY " $1.50 
yourself on our subeeription books. TBB extra should be sent for each copy re 
F...!JoTzaio for one year will coat you but quired. · 
$1.50, including the "PEancr WAY" Make cheeks and money orders paya
$3.00; it will be sent six months for 75 ble to The Esoteric Publishing Company, 
eents. Address Esoteric Publishing Co., instead of to individual members of the 
'78 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Mass. Company • 

.... =============== 
Instruction in Healing. 

DOK THB STANDPOINT OJ' 

Solar Biology, 
CONDUCTED BY 

JIBS, BUTLER & MRS. DRURY. 
AT 

478 Sha.wmut Avenue, 

BOSTON. MASS. 
'l'Jua .,..tem aftcria epeoia1 aid to MDT.u. 

B••• WM aud all tho.e employiDg the oocult fo~ 
.. a remedial agent, aud &180 rend81'1 all ..,a.ms 
of healiog more practical aod effioieot. 

This IICieDce shows the meatal condition that 
coveme, aod ia gcmD"Ded by, eaoh aDd eTery fooo
tioa of the human body, eo that, when we fiDd a 
faDctiouw-ed, we Jmow what mentalooodition 
proct.ed it, thu bei.Dg enabled to lmow the &D

iidote. 
New a- oooat&Dtly fOI'IDiug. For ~ 

alan apply GIL'~. abcrte. 

SOOIETY ESOTERIO. 
TaB object of thia Sooietr ia to promote :&o. 

tlerio Colton aod Theoeophio ReeeUch. the aim 
being to DDite the leading miDda of all depart.. 
meota of ad~ thought in a ooooerted, practi
cal etfort to ioorMM light, multiply lmowledge, 
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UNITY OF DESIRE. 

AN APPEAL TO THINKERS OF ALL BELIEFS FOR UNITED PRA. YER OB 

SO'UU-DEVOTION. 

ALL can agree in this ; that God, 
-or the Soul of the Universe and 
Author of all Being, is One ; that all 
beniftcent qualities :ft.ow from that 
One; and that the vital principle in 
all reli~ons is harmony with, and 
submission to, the Will,--or "Laws " 
of that one Spirit. 

· Now, can we not all unite our 
prayers as one man on these words 
and the thoughts they express : "Our 
Father who art in heaven, hallowed 
be Thy name. Let Thy kingdom 
come. Let Thy will be done in earth, 
as it is in heaven "? -

Let us analyze these words and find 
what they really contain? 

It is a habit of children to call their 
earthly :parent "my father," recog
nizing him as their progenitor and 
source of befug, but m this case we 
recognize "OUR FATHER," -the com
mon source of all life and our own in
cluded. 

"Who art in heaven." It matters 
not whether we have in mind a special 
locality, or the perfected state of spir
itual existence, we can at least all 
agree that there is a state where all 
the inhabitants know and do the will 
of the highest perfectly. Let ns call 
it " Heaven," "Nirvana,'' or "Spirit
world," we all agree that there is a 
state where souls have come to a 
knowledge of God's Laws or Mind, 

or both, and live in perfect harmony 
with those laws and therefore enjoy 
great happiness. l'he Buddhists la
bor and greatly deprive themselves, 
to gain that state which they call 
nirvana; and Christians do the seme 
to gain heaven. 

" Let thy kingdom come." We 
know what a kingdom is ; it implies 
a king to whom all are subject, one 
whose will is the law of the land, a rnerai ruler. The will of all kinp 
18 not worthy to be supreme; but m 
this case we desire that 

"Thy will be done," that this will 
be recognized as the one supreme 
law, 

"In earth as it is in heaven," so 
that all may act, speak and think, in 
harmony with it, and transgression 
against that supreme law cease. But 
say some, "that cannot be : even our 
devout Christian friends say this, yet 
they pray, or nse these words in the 
attitude of prayer, every Sunday, with
out really expecting what they ask.'' 
To these I acfd : "Your Bible express
ly says, ' Without faith it is a sin ;' 
and a man asking a man for that 
which be did not believe be either 
would or could give him, would be 
truly a hypocritical mockery." 

Jesus, who is accepted as the Son 
of God by Christiana, as a great 
master by Buddhists, and as a wise 
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teacher by all, recommended this 
prayer; the Rosicrucians of the sev
enteenth century found in it the key 
to their mystic powers. 

Not only do we read in the Hebrew 
Bible that God never changes, but 
reason itself teaches us that the great 
first cause must be the same forever ; 
and, being the cause, must be ever 
present in all effects. How wise then 
were the words of David, Psalms, 139, 
vii. verse, " "ruther shall I go from 
thy Spirit? If I take the wings of 
the morning, and dwell in the utter
most parts of the sea ; even there 
shall thy hand lead me, and thy 
right hand shall hold me." Yes, 
truly, God is Spirit, and everywhere 
present. . 

This prayer is not uttered with any 
hope, or desire, to change God, but 
with the purpose to change ourselves. 
Desire, as we have shown in previ
ou~ articles, is the natural process of 
growth ; and is the hands qf the soul, 
by which it reaches out, and secures 
the food it needs. But need governs 
the desire, and use the supply ; there
fore, to unite in a prayer for anything 
we do not feel the need of, or believe 
in, would not be prayer, and to pray 
for anything we do not use, would be 
an act without reason. 

Then the prayer 
" Let Thy kingdom come, and Thy 
will be done in earth," implies a de
sire that we ourselves may be ABSo
LUTELY under the control of the will 
of " our Father " - God; and that is 
a state of entire submission and obe
dience to His will, to do, and be, what 
ever the promptings of the spirit re
quire, thus JUStifying the words, 
" As many as are led by the spirit 
of God, they are the sons of God." 
Jesus claimed no more ; he said, " I 
can do nothing of myself, the Father 
that dwelleth in me, he doeth the 
works." 

The Rosicrucians and oriental 
mystics claim that it is by com
ing into harmony with, and being 

governed by the Spirit, that they pos
sess their mystical power. 

There are many to-day who are 
very desirous of becoming" masters," 
but there is only one true way for all, 
and that way is fully expressed in tbf' 
prayer. True, there is what IS 

called ritual or black magic, which 
is enacted by the carnal will and is 
destructive to the life and happiness 
of the practitioner ; but this prayer, 
if dwelt upon day and nie: contin
ually, will bring more c ges for 
good than we can now realize. 

Let us analyze it a litlle further. 
First, we are told in the Bible that 
God created man in his own likeness 
and image; and if God is our father, 
then we must possess the same nature 
and attributes that he has. 

Considering the words, "Hallowed 
be thy name,"-' to hallow,' Webster 
says, is " to make sacred, to set apart 
for religious USE." Then, what is 
this name ?-Zachariah says, •• The 
Lord of hosts is his name;" the orig
inal Hebrew says "Y a.hveh of hosts is 
his name." The best authorities all 
unite in that being the correct ren
dering and that its meaning is " THE 
WILL," or more literally expressed. 
"I WILL BE, WHAT I WILL TO BE.'' 
Thus this name of God is the universal 
WILL, that has in itself power to will 
and do, and nothing can alter, change 
or hinder its mandates. This is the 
cognomen of "Our Father," the orig
inator of all things. So then there is 
not, nor can there be, any power in the 
universe but that Will. - If we wish 
the assistance of that Will, we first 
recognize the source of our being, and 
desire to be in harmony with its Will 
for proper use and service. See 
the serVIce Jesus rendered to the peo
ple, in healing the sick, casting out 
devils, raising the dead etc. 

When we consider the laws and 
workings of our own body and mind.. 
being in the likeness and~ of o11r 
father, we thereby get a idea of 
God. First a tnan is w t his will 
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makes him, -or he is what he wills 
to be. The Will is the absolute mon
arch of the body, we cannot move a 
muscle without its consent. God is 
the Will of the universe and must be 
correspondingly absolute. God is 
Spirit. We are here, confined in 
matter : do we want to be under the 
control of the WILL of our father ? 
We cannot "flee " from it ; we can 
simply disobey and suffer ; for diso
bedience is the cause of all suffering, 
disease, and death. Therefore, to be in 
harmony with that Will is peace, hap
piness, health, and life. 

Then, can we not all unite in this 
· prayer from the soul, each making it 

a matter of personal effort. The 
nation is made up of individuals ; and 
if each individual is in perfect har
mony with God's will, then all the 
people will be. 

So the work of ushering in the 
kingdom is a personal one ; and no 
one ought to wait for another, for 
if all should do so, nothing would be 
accomplished ; but if each, independ
ent of the other, works as though he 
were the only one, who was hindering 
the coming of that divine harmony 
into this earth condition, the work 
would soon be done. 

Now to our Christian friends we 
would say, ".Faith without works is 
dead." Let us then all unite in faith 
and works, and pray, "Our Father 
who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy 
name, let Thy kingdom COME in ME, 
let Thy will be· done in my earth body 
as perfectly as it prevails with the 
holy ones in heaven." Let it be the 
expression of every breath,-" 0 to 
be psychologized (if you please,] 
by the will of God I " " 0, that 
it may control me in every thought, 
act, and desire I " And if that is the 
one real desire, we will all draw in, 
" inspire " the will of God until God 
will penetrate everyattribute of our 
nature ; then our Will and the uni
versal Will will be one, all things will 
obey our will because all things obey 

the Will of God. This would con
stitute you a true master, and would 
enable you to say as we are told Je
sus said, "All power is given into my 
hands in Heaven and on Earth of my 
Father." Then your mind will be led 
into all truth, and by faithful obedi
ence to its guidance, you would be led 
into a consciousness of the Spirit ; 
that consciousness would enable you 
to see that God is in you, and around 
you on every side. Your Spirit eyes 
would see, your finer senses would 
feel the Divine Substance; and, 
lo I you would behold that God and 
Heaven are right here and you knew 
it not. 

There are many efforts being made 
in different directions to bring about 
a unity of thought and action. But 
there 1s only one way to accomplish 
that oneness (unity means oneness.) 
God the Spirit is one ; his Will is one; 
and all who are one with that Will, 
will be "Of the one body. · Now we ask 
all persons who desire a higher con
dition on earth to unite with us every 
Wednesday evening commencing May 
9th. 1888, from 8 to 8.30, in silent 
soul prayer that we may all become 
one with the will of God, and be led, 
guided, and controlled by Him in 
EVERYTHING, dedicating ourselves and 
all we are, or wish to he, to God's will. 

Remember, God cannot be influ
enced by any selfish motive, therefore 
if you unite with us in this effort you 
cannot make conditions for God's will 
to submit to. It is for you to surren
der ALL to God, and it matters not 
what your idea of God is ; we ask you 
to unite in this prayer to your own 
highest ideal, and if it is too narrow, 
your ideal will be expanded until the 
true ideal will be realized. 

Therefore earnestly follow the light 
you have: reaching up for conjun:-
tion with the will of God, that you 
may come into true unity with your 
fellow man, and thus promote the 
Divine Humanity on earth. 

HmAM E. BUTLER. 
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THEO-SOPHIA. 

LETTER TO A SEF.KEB.- FROM THE WISDOM OF THE WISE. 

[Concluded.] 

[May, 

Buddhism is like a white elephant the present day are persons who in 
of which its shining hierarchy forms their general society have stopped 
the body; but the passive simple mil- amidst occult advantages partially at
lions of that creed never rise; they lie tained without respect to the divine 
low in the dust ; the elephant will not end of social use ; all of them have 
permit them to rise, for it stands u~ lost their hold of right relation to the 
on them. It never sought to social- Central Power of the universe. They 
ize the masses, nor to organize the are in the region of the insubstanti
philanthropy of Buddha into practi- alities, into which those emerge who 
cal efficiency, nor to lead down the are great and proud to intellectualize, 
wisdom of the higher life to the mul- but who do not accept the responsi
titude of the lowly placed and lowly bilities of their high position to go 
born. With an inconceivable fatuity, down into the burden of sorrow and 
it has hidden away its knowledges, serve mankind there. 
shrinking in the processes. It becomes the office of the true 

No man can become wise in the adept to lift the load and alleviate 
divine science by seeking to become the sorrows of this long suffering race. 
an adept. He must fix his mind, He is at the same time connected by 
first of all, wholly on the people's thrilling and enkindling sympathies 
good, and master the law of the uplift with the form and order of the All
of the people. As he becomes iden- humanity of the universe. His or
tified with the spirit and sympathy ganism, by means of ascensions and 
of our common humanity, he rises to transformations of structure, becomes 
the threshold of the secret way. He adapted to its new and high uses. 
must seek the initiation, not by in- The protoplasm of the human frame 
volving into abstract knowledges, but can be so transformed, in the greater 
by losing himself wholly in mankind ; evolution, as to be oombinecl with 
thus his Karma ripens into the higher Arch-natural potencies ; the Initiate 
good, that he may bear still greater entering thus into the porch of a 
burdens for the many. chambet- of the mysteries, into which 

Observe that in the occult story of India could never penetrate. 
the "Temptations," the youthful J u- The parent of our humanity is 
dean Adept, when for the enticements Woman-Man, the creative" Us." .. Let 
of self-dominion the hidden gifts were us make man." We are formed and 
offered, refused them all,- refused designed to live from God in eternal 
the faculty of levitation, refused the one-twainness of life. Real humanity 
faculty of multiplying substances by consists of the children of God who 
instantaneous processes, and above all, are neither male nor female separately, 
refused the secret power by means of but growing more and more in dual
which he might acquire dominion as oneness to eternal life. For lack of 
a ruler over the natural mankind. The the perception of this Arch-truth of 
proffer of these rich and splendid ide- evolution, the arcane knowledge of 
alities was permitted for the purpose the East is but as a skin of occultism 
of calling out in him the superior vir- which, when inflated, seems instinct 
tues, powers, and insight of character, with life and motion, sagacity and 
that are only to be found in the rigor- courage, yet it is but a hollowness. 
ous path of the mightier renunciation. " The earth has bubbles as the water 

The adepts of the eastern habit at hath, and these are of them." 
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There is a war between the adepts 
of the two opposing princifles, more 
sharp than any crossing o swords ; 
a war between the seed of the woman 
and the seed of the serpent, which 
ends only when the pretences of the 
old magic are relegated to their origi
nal insignificance and fatuitr, and the 
self-seeking Sophi and MaiP are sunk 
in the dissolvements of AVIchi. 

The true cult, the New Life, is not 
an attempt for the means of individ
ual resurrection, but for all who will 
receive, in one final and composite 
form, which shall be the structure of 
the race-righteousness. The man who 
would become wise in the divine 
science, "must go down to J erusa
lem" and be nailed to his cross. He 
most seek to save the" lost." He 
must enter into the lowest state of the 
people. He must become identified 
with the spirit of the masses, and im
bued with the sympathy of our com
mon humanity. 

Instead of isolating himself from 
the race in the fine and delicate ethers 
of lofty contemJ?lation and abstract 
knowledge, seeking a personal nir
vana in which his race are not to 
share, which is but a subtle form of 
self-seeking, the true Initiate, with 
concentx,Lted effort, stands beneath 
the burden of the public pressure to 
uphold the nation in its heart and 
bosom, its hands and feet. He does 
not seek the ~ponsibilities that fol
low from the touch of the Invisible. 
Such come as gifts when one has 
worked up to them in the unselfish 
service of mankind. 

He of Nazareth, the resurgent An
drogyne of our race, was also the 
Supreme Adept, Arch-master of the 
common guild ; who held in his mind 
the body of esoteric science like as an 
orb grasped by his hands at its oppo
site poles, and revolving before his 
sight. 

The breadth and height of his 
nature was invisible to those who 
beheld through the dim Jewish eyes; 

their sight was holden ; he could 
show to them by only one aspect of 
his ubiquity; he could not drop more 
than a Seed-germ of the divine science 
into the intelligence of that age. The 
immensity of the realm of the fourth 
dimension, with all its social kingdoms 
of the loftier spaoo, and all its lovely 
races of the irradiant impersonalities, 
was utterly beyond the scope of the 
narrow Semites amongst whom he 
toiled. They were like sleepers dazed 
by a great light that was too much 
for them. They could not compre
hend the Arch-natural evolution ; few 
can even yet, although it is again 
a fact in the world, the highest of 
all world-facts. 

He infused his karmic vitalitieJ 
as currents of deathless energy, as 
myriads of streaming virtues into the 
psychic constitution of mankind. He 
took the earth, occultly, into a new 
movement, commencing a vast process 
requiring nearly two thousand years 
for the first display of results. 

In this hour those results begin to 
come to manifestation, in the ap
pearance of a man-woman who re
opens that spiral and ascending path 
of divine evolution, closed for nearly 
twenty centuries, but never to be 
closed again. The Adept of the Oc
cident has been intromitted into the 
blessedness that ·is above mankind. 
He is as a Star that has traveled over 
from East to West, but who, instead 
of setting, pauses for a period above 
the edge of the horizon, and stands 
where the line of the earth seems to 
touch the heaven. In him the occult 
powers of the ages have met, and the 
raoo brought forth its paragon. 

Jesus held in himself the mysteries; 
the works recorded as performed by 
him, without a single exception, are 
all within the compass of the hidden 
law. Whatever is new is old, what
ever is old must also become new. 

He who is in the wisdom of the 
illumination, and is bringing the 
structures of his naturality into the a.<~-
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censive state, perceives the processes 
by which water is made as wine, 
food is multiplied, the blind and deaf 
are made to see and hear, the winds 
stilled and the waters quieted ; the 
person of a friend held in an exani
mate state, yet capable of revivifica
tion in the tomb; the body made to 
walk on the floods as on a floor, to 
find in the high ether a pathway, or 
appear as transfigured and with lumi
nous intelligences. The bodily emer
gence from the sepulchre ; the coming 
and going among the disciples and 
the subsequent departure as by a 
bodily ascension,-were all manifesta
tions of the divine occult art, and are 
among the inherent powers of our 

common human· nature, when it blo. 
soms into the Arch-natural degree of 
life. " Greater works than these 
shall TE do ; " said ' one who knew.' . 

The way of all true evolution is 
from God, through the general body 
of the race. If a man in the Altru
istic Spirit of Fraternity will thus 
serve mankin~ the path of ad vance 
opens in him by means of a gradual 
transformation of his structures and 
faculties, leading, in its maturity, to 
physical immortality on this planet. 
" Whoso follows me shall never taste 
of death, but rise by translation ; " 
said Christus - Christa. Amen. 

NEHo. 

HEAVENLY MANNA. 

THE wild winds had silenced their wailing, 
The storm-pulse beat slowly and alight, 

And fancy and hope, unavailing, 
Had sought to illumine the night. 

The hours of my slumber were wasted, 
Disquiet my bosom oppreaaed, 

Till late, before moming, I tasted 
The nectarine fruita of the bleat. 

As freely I ate of the manna 
That nourished the chosen, of old, 

I heard the soft song of hosanna, 
As far from the ata:r-depths it l."'lled I 

I entered the portals Elysian 
And gazed on the regions above: 

Undaunted, undazzled, my vision, 
By rays from the mountain of love. 

No pencil can shadow the glowing 
Of the crystalline, opaline ray, 

Diffused from the fount that is flowing 
In the beautiful kingdom of day. 

And the friends of my love, the departed, 
My hands in soft tenderness pressed, 

And led me, restored and strong-hearted, 
· To the mansions of glory and rest. 

And they told me that beauty, supernal, 
Springs fresh from the heart of the 

flowers, 
As onward with progreaa eternal 

They journey through balm-breathing 
bowers, 

Lands, where the Good Shepherd wu 
leading 

O'er pastures of rest and delight, 
And when his loved flock he was feeding, 

He fed me and bleaaed me that night. 

And the vaporous tears of my ao1."1."0w, 
Exhaled by the Sun of the Spheres, 

Made radiant the dawn of the mo1."1."0W 
0 ' er the mountains that bounded my 

years. 

I awoke and the west-wind was blowing, 
The gales had forgotten their strife, 

And the Merrimack's waters were flowiDg 
Like the pearl-tinted River of Life. 

And my soul had forgotten her aadneaa, 
Though short was the hour of my rest, 

For the vision fore-6hadowed the gladne111 
That blooms in the land of the blest! 

JULIA. NoYES STtcK..VET. 

GROVELAND, MASS. 
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WHAT IS LIFE? 

BY A. F. MELCHERS. 

898 

LIFE is intelligence or the soul-prin- the time that it first assumed an in
ciple of the universe operating in con- dependent or individualized form, 
junction with matter Qr the material whether as a plant, an animal or hu
entity of existence,- the operation man life-entity, only that the latter 
of a positive from a centre of gravity undergoes no further material changes 
through a ne~tive condition. The except to become a higher represent
universe constitutes this on an infinite ative of the human type, until its mis
scale, and makes life an omnipresent sion is completed as such,- this be
condition of existence, and universes ing to attain a divine or purely intel
or galaxies, suns, planets, vegetation, ligent impetus which is superior in 
animal and human beings, are expres- motion, force or volume over that of 
sions or individualizations of this uni- its surrounding s-pirit-body. When 
versal life condition. Man is the this has been attamed it constitutes 
highest and most perfect expression an independent being or an individ
of life, and thus the most intelligent ualized intelligence so-called. 
or conscious of his existence, -the Such is life in its purely intelligent 
aim of intelligence or the soul-princi- state of existence and reached through 
pie of the universe being to attain an or in connection with a hnman body. 
independent or individualized state Whatever it makes of itself in its last 
of existence, freed from the universal incarnation it will continue to be ex
oneness of life or causation, and thus ternally,- the surrounding spirit
enabled to exist in the same as im- body now assuming the expression of 
mortal and self-conscious beings with its soul-nature, and varies more or. 
all the princiJ?les and attributes of the less from the expression of the physi
original in microcosmic form. cal in comparison to its surplus of 

Man reaches this condition when soul-force or intelligent impetus over 
positive to matter, i.e. freed from his the material or animal. The same 
material or animal emotions, sensa- law holds good in its unfoldment from 
tions or passions (selfishness or ha- lower conditions until it reaches this 
tred, anger or self righteousness, ph!- unchangable state or absolute state of 
sical appetites etc.) And to attam existence, -the soul of the plant un
this superior state of being, he must folding a spirit-body superior to the 
combat or overcome the impulses one it possessed before this incar
which animate his exterior condition, nation, and thus gives expression to 
-his animal nature so to say. its next material incarnation accord-

The material which surrounds man ingly, and which process of develop
or his soul-nature, constitutes matter ment continues until it reaches the 
in its highest state of unfoldment as highest animal condition. In the lat.. 
far as this planet or world is concerned, ter it already begins to manifest reas
and is an effect or expression of his on, - due to the fact that the spirit
inner condition, or of how far his soul- body has become sufficiently refined 
nature has unfolded itself up to the or purified to permit the intelligent 
period of its incarnation in a natural soul principle to assert itself for a pos
or physical body,- the exterior t.here- itive or spiritual effect as it were. 
fore expressing the nature or charac- This naturally prepares it to 1mfold a 
ter of the interior or that which con- material body which becomes en&
stitutes a human life-entity. bled to reason with a more self-con-

The latter consists of a divine soul scions effect, and which constitutes 
and spirit-body and has existed from man so-called, - whatever shape or 
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form he may have had primitively. 
But as hardly more than one or two 
per cent of spirit purification was at
tained up to this period, said life-con
dition was imbued with a large per
centage of animal or material impetus, 
and which reason tells us, could not 
have been overcome in one human in
carnation. But as in the former, it 
laid the foundation (or is supposed 
to do so,) for a superior spirit-body, 
and thus evolved a higher type of 
human expression. 

How many such incarnations are 
necessary to attain the so-called pos
itive state, depends, ~rhaps, on cil'
cumstances. H not mterfered. with 
by passions, evils, discords, . etc., it 
may be reasonably supposed that five 
or six will suffice; but if the love for 
matter engages the being's attention 
during its mortal career, it must add 
to instead of releasing its spirit-body 
from his material or animal impetus, 
and thus gives it so much more to over
come or to purify itself from, and nat
urally requires one or two, or per
haps a dozen more, incarnations to 
teach the aim of existence,-intelli
gence individualized, or a purely in
telligent or divine impetus as a life 
condition. 

Now, selfishness, pride, arro~ce, 
conceit, vanity, etc., are mamfesta
tions of the human character, which, 
if not animalistic, are not divine eith
er, and those who pass over with such 
passions in connection with their be
mg, must return as well as the sensual 
ones ; and which human impulses or 
emotions express themselves on the 
material body they evolve, as well as 
other outlines, conditions, or forma
tions on or in the spiritual body, and 
which undoubtedly account for the 
peculiarities in the human character, 
their inborn passions, expressions of 
countenance, and withal the diseases 
to which the flesh is heir-many un
folding new diseases to the world, un
heard of before, and not produced by 
discords or passions of their present 

incarnation, because the majority man
ifest themselves through children pri
marily. 

Every physical disease or ailment 
is an effect of discord in the spirit
body, and takes shape according to 
the cause which implanted it. Sen
sual passions react for consumption, 
diarrham, dysentery, constipation and 
biliousness ; worldly passions, as 
pleasure seeking accompanied by late 
hours or intemperance, re-act for ner
vous disorders, or liver and kidney 
troubles ; selfish passions in the form 
of misused or misapplied nature (the 
perversion of man's highest impetus, 
love) re-acts for blood diseases, fevers, 
eruptions, scrofula, cancers, and par
alysis, when continued in the incarna,. 
tion following. Thus expression of 
countenance or figure betray man's 
interior nature or what he was in his 
former incarnation, and his nature or 
inborn ailments betray his passions, 
or what were once such,- many of 
course return with the firm determi
nation of overcoming them, and intu
itively resist, combat or denounce 
them, when proffered or only hearing 
of them in others. Such often escape 
this re-actionary result on the physi
cal body in consequence of theU' ab
negation, but suffer aches or pains in
stead, if the germ is active. This 
form of re-action manifests itself as 
rheumatism, neuralgia, coughs, ~ 
tarrhal troubles, near-eightedness etc., 
and may be regarded as a coml:omise 
form of spirit purification,- · rds 
or passions of the spirit neutralizing 
themselves through the physical body 
as above indicated. But abne~tion, 
or a strong will opposing the evil, sets 
it at naught, and instead of returning 
through the channels or organs from 
which it originally emanated, it finds 
an outlet in the compromise state. 
And if, in addition to this abnegation, 
man denies himself his natural wanta 
or needs of the body, he will be even 
freed from these aches and pains, and 
all the impurities of the spirit-body 
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will concentrate themselves in the 
physical cess-pool, the ~ bladder, 
and pass off as bile, - t1ie same nat
urally converting itself into its own 
cathartic or purgative, and releasing 
itself in a most natural manner. But 
of course, this takes time, and will be 
accompanied by a little inconvenience 
in the form of external inflammation 
or pain, but which may be relieved by 
an application of linseed oil, or a warm 
basin bath, if very severe, -such be
ing caused by the viciousness of the 
bile when returning or passing off in 
this manner, as it represents the evil 
in concentrated form. · Hatred or 
malice ~companying such evils, al
ways adds to the suffering, because it 
is the reaction of its own viciousness 
impregnating or infusing the bile,
man being thus paid back in his own 
coin. 

Now, as well as preventing diseases 
for which the ~rm is implanted, man 
can exercise his will or mental force 
in keeping off contagious diseases, or 
eradicating such as may have a tem
pOrary hold on him. Abnegation or 
self-denial in some form will always 
effect a cure, and is the most natural 
agent, for it is the one employed by 
animals and most of the inferior ra
ces of mankind. Some people remain 
healthy, because they have no time ~ 
get sick. It is simply the will set up 

in opposition to an ailment in the be
ginning. Love deeds in the form of 
benevolence or charity place the be
ing in a. similar state,- it being the 
will or the soul's intelligence acting 
for a positive or spiritual effect, which 
thus accounts for the reason why nur
ses etc., are exempt from contagion. 
Abnegating on any physical desire is 
exercising the will for a positive ef
fect, and while it recuperates the or
gans in some respects, and preserves 
vitality in others, the soul is gaining 
in power, force or volume over them~ 
terial impetus of the being, and lead
in~ direc~y to ~? goal, the. ail? of 
existence m attammg a supertor mte
rior or intelligent motion over that 
of the animalistic, the sensuous and 
emotional impulses, and which, when 
attained, constitutes human perfection, 
or man reaching a purely intelligent 
state of existence, -the aim of all life 
in the universe. But whether all at
tain the human condition is question
able, as man will undoubtedly become 
extinct long before vegetable or ani
mal life does, and which undoubtedly 
will. close the avenue for further ad
vancement in this direction, thus leav
ing a representative form of every 
condition of life intact, for man's fu
ture enjoyment, as an immortal, un
changeable and independent life-en
tity. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. I 

Eighth Paper. 
BY WILLIAM COX. 

Harmony; the Offspring of Time and Thought and the Brother of Law. 

HARMONY is the just adaption of pleases the sense of hearing, as the 
parts to each other in any system or "ten thousand harps that tuned an
composition of things intended to gelic harmonies." Harmony is like
form a connected whole ; as the Har- wise an accordance in 'fact, an agree
mony of the Universe. Harmony is ment in views, sentiments, or interests; 
also the just proportion of Sound ; it it means also good correspondence 
is consonance, musical concord, the a.c- with peace, and fri/!ndship, so that 
cordance of two or more sounds, or associates may liv~ in concord with 
that union of different sounds which each other. It will be seen that har-
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monytherefore has a wide application, 
and extends over universal mterests, 
and is indeed the great adapter in 
matter and intellect. What celestial 
music is to the disembodied spirit, 
the influence of sweet toned Harmony 
governed by Law, is to all matter. 

This sweet influence of Harmony 
can be obtained only through the per
formance of patient labor and more 
patient sacrifice, and those who con
tinually and diligently strive to gain 
it, will find a full and satisfying re
ward in the delight it will bring to 
them. Let this truth be plainly and 
indelibly printed upon the index of 
the mind's volume,- Influences can 
be brought to act upon the Principles 
which dwell and are developed in in
tellect, by patient watching, waiting, 
and working, so that hy their soothing 
and gentle presenre they will aid, 
guide and direct the possessor through 
all the walks and circumstances of life. 

When Glendower said to Hotspur, 
"I can call up spirits from the vast 
and mighty deep,"- Hotspur replied, 
" So can I, 110 c:m any one, -but will 
they come if we call them ? " It is 
not sufficient only to call upon Har
mony ; there must be patient toil and 
sacrifice. The influences for good, 
which act upon the Principles, that 
are developed in mind, and dwell in 
matter, are· Order, Harmony, Wisdom, 
Construction and Attention. These 
in their various and manifold opera
tions are governed by Law, and in all 
their actions assist Law, in the regu
lation and fulfilment of his important 
function and purposes. 

Harmony is the sweetest, the most 
delightful and comforting of all the 
Influences, and to secure it, it is nee
essary to offer up sacrifice. There 
can be no permanent happiness with
out constant and complete sacrificial 
offering. A sacrifice ts a seed which, 
when planted and nourished, cannot 
fail to grow, ripen, and afford in the 
price of its fruit the sweet wine of 
Harmony. Of all places the home is 

where the most constant and thorough 
sacrifice should be made. In a figur
ative sense there must be burnt-offer
ings of a Bull, a Ram, a Boar. The 
Bull should first be laid upon the sac
rificial altar, and all its characteristics 
of brute force, - bellowing, locking 
of horns, be completely consumed. 
Next the Ram ; -the flame of sacri
fice must ~urn up its characteristics 
of pugilism and one other degrading 
vice, which, though pertinent to the 
matter, shall now be nameless. Then 
the Boar must be destroyed b7 the 
sacrificial fire, until not one vesttge of 
its grunting selfishness and its bris
tles of antagonism and irritability re
mains ; and all be scattered to the 
fathomless realms of empty air, never 
to return again. Y e who would have 
the divine spirit of Harmony come to 
dwell with you by your fireside, see 
to it that not the smallest pig be ever 
allowed to come grunting into the 
sanctity and peaceful love and trust 
of your conjugal lives. Understand
ing itself, no more than Harmony, can 
be obtained without a sacrifice ; but 
of this more hereafter. Next to Law, 
in dignity and power, is its own ne
gation, Order : since in the pure and 
loyal monarchy of Intellect, Law and 
Order reign supreme. Harmony be
ipgthe offspring of Time and Thought, 
a.CJ is Law, is, therefore, the brother 
of Law, and is next to Order in im
portance and power, by right of inher
itance; and with the aid of it.<J sweet 
and consonant spouse or neg9-tion, 
Euphony, it also accords with the 
wishes, and aids in fulfilling the plans 
of Law, the elder brother and one su
preme. 'Vith these successively follow 
m sympathy and accord, Wisdom, 
Construction, and Attention -all in 
accord - all in perfect adaption to the 
universal whole. 

Harmony is grown from the seed 
of Time, which is its progenitor, its 
father ; and developed in the womb 
of Thought, its mother : it has been 
shown that Law is generated by the 
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same parentage, ht>nce Law is elder 
brother to Harmony. Harmony be
ing of latter birth, is therefore · sub. 
ject, by virtue of this circumstance of 
primogeniture, to the governing power 
of Law. In the empire of Intellect, 
Law is the emperor. The territory 
forming this eminent domain embo
dies and comprises space, duration, 
and thought, and the mandates of 
Law are wide-sweeping and universal, 
while his period of action,his kingship, 
since he is the eldest child of Time from 
the womb of Thought, is perpetual. 

While the fundamental basis of 
this mighty empire of Intellect 
rests uponfour grand divisional cor
ner stones, -Civil, Political, Moral, 
and Reflective,- it is further divided 
into ten principalities or kingdoms, 
and each kingdom is presided over by 
its chief or king, to whose will it is 
cheerfully subject. These kings, thus 
obeyed, are Power, Knowledge, Ex
perience, Reason, Strength, Motion, 
Zeal, Virtue, Justice and Mercy. 
Each king receives his motive of ac
tion from some one of the higher dig
nitaries or Influences. To illustrate: 
when Reason speaks to men for good, 
the Influence of Wisdom is by his 
side, and through the sense of hearing 
governs the distillation of inferences 
from things seen, rectifying, in words 
sent forth, the thoughts received by 
admiring minds, weU pleased with 
demonstrated sense. When Reason 
starts out to explore the fields and val
leys of thought, the influence of Har
mony is disturbed, and the further 
Reason travels on his journey, the 
greater becomes the agttation of Har
mony. Harmony does not affiliate 
with Reason, and is not in consonance 
with it, until the journey of explora
tion is ended and Reason returns 
again and lives once more in the quiet 
of its home. Reason begins to draw 
inferences from its discoveries while 
abroad ; it establishes exact conclu
sions from diversified facts ; there is 
a happy concordant blending of re-

suits ; and Harmony returns with the 
sweet melody of its soothing and eu
phonious influence. Justice presiding 
with kingll dignity over its domain, 
speaks to tts subjects alone through 
the medium of a just balance, and 
with its scales weighs and measures 
all values. Justice dwells remote 
from Reason ; Justice and Reason 
rarely, if ever, are associated together, 
rarely meet as individuals; although 
personally acquainted. Justice de
termines alone by the preponderance 
of evidence, by the weight which acts 
upon the balance ; unripened facts, 
or errors, may weigh the balance 
down, -it matters not. So goes the 
decree ; - " If the scale do but turn 
in the estimation of a hair, thou diest; 
and all thy goods are confiscated ; " 
..--such is the rigid and inflexible fiat 
of Justice. Reason seldom blends 
with Justice; when Reason hears the 
renderings of Justice, it quietly shakes 
its thoughtful head and murmurs, 
"Righteousness should all be Justice's 
own." Yet Justice, dwelling with 
those that having eyes see not, ren
ders its inexorable decisions blindly. 
When the influence of Harmony sur
rounds and acts upon Justice, then
like as the sparkling dewdrop of the 
summer moon, when it sinks into the 
heart of a flower, refreshing and re
newing the sweetest fragrance of its 
perfume,- so the gladening influence 
of Harmony is resolved into the spirit 
of Justice, when Righteousness dwells 
with Restitution. Harmony is ever 
doing battle, with the attribute of 
Truth, aiding the good. When men 
counsel together for good, Harmony 
sits in the midst thereof. When per
sonal Vanity marshals the awkward 
squad of dimensions, and divisions, 
leading them in a charge upon Truth, 
with hope of destroying it, then Har
mony, calling upon aid from Wisdom, 
shouts aloud to Truth, these cheering 
words: It is the decree of Law, 0 
Truth, that thine enemies shall not 
overcome thee. 
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Friendship, the beautiful child of 
Experience, is the dearly beloved of 
Harmony. Harmony is a mighty aid 
to strength in overcoming Error ; let 
those who battle against wrong, there
fore, ever remember that in Harmony 
is great stren~. The dwelling-place 
of Harmony 1s in the palace of Ease, 
-a palace fashioned and constructed 
by the hand of Construction, and 
erected in the midst of Contentment's 
sacred groves, where blossom the choic
est and noblest flowers of Peace. 

With his soul filled with Harmony 
the Poet sings, 

"Soft mn- aud the Dight beoome the ~ 
of ...,eet Harmony. 

Look how the floor of heaven ia thick inlaid with 
p&tterDe of bright gold. 

There ia not the IIJIIIIlleet orb 11'hioh thou bohold..
But iu hia motion like au augel sinp : 
Still choiriugto the yoUDg-eyed cherubima,
Saoh harmony ia iu immortal aoula; 
But while thia muddy V1lltDre of ~y 
Doth groaaly cloee it in, ..,. C&DDOt hear it." 

Blending with order and Wisdom, 
Harmony transfigures Beauty, with a 
grace incarnate, so attractive, so en
trancing, that the unfolding of its 
fascinating interlacings enraptures, as 
with some ma~etic charm, the eye 
of Understa.ndmg. 

GEOFFREY AT THE HEIGHT OF HIS POLITICAL CAREER. 

[Concluded.) 

Now Geoffrey considered with his 
father regarding the situation of Ger
many, in order to check the wild dis
order that was spreading over the 
country. " We cannot go on long in 
this way I'' he said, "The tradesman 
belongs to his craft, the knight to his 
sword; when the citizen and peasant 
take up arms, all the resources dry 
up, and famine and pestilence will 
soon follow as the dire consequences 
of internecine warfare. This must be 
prevented, and I am internally moved 
to declare that before the sun has risen 
five times, something will have come 
to pass." 

Geoffrey's father who had learned 
out of his son's own mouth the facts 
regarding his achievements, put the 
castle under his command, and in
stalled him as the legitimate master 
of the Estate of E. At the same time 
he decorated him with the insignia of 
a Knight of the Teutonic Order,and au
thorized him to decide and act hence
forth of his own will and judgment. 

" I see the barons are overawed 
and intimidated," said Geoffrey ; "I 
will endeavor to rouse them from their 
benumbed state, in order to resist with 
dignity the demands of the two claim
ants to the imperial crown. 

He left the castle the next morning, 
to visit the neighboring barons and 
persuade them to a council, but they 
seemed to have no courage left, and 
gave evasive answers: the emperor 
Lewis the Bavarian was too powerful, 
they said, and hated the Nobility; 
therefore they had better keep quiet 
until the circumstances became more 
favorable."-" Well, then," replied 
Geoffrey, "if you have not the cour
age to do anything for your country 
and the honor of knighthood, I must 
undertake it alone. The power that 
aided me in vanquishing those north
ern invaders, will assist me also now 
that I am compelled to fight for the 
protection of my own hearth and per
son. 

He again gathered around him his 
tried and proved troops with a num
ber of new recruits attracted by the 
fame of his previous achievements, and 
with this aid dispersed the Citizens 
wherever he found them armed. 

Frankfort, that rich city, had en
rolled an army of mercenaries, and 
when their magistrate learned of 
Geoffrey's action, they dispatched 
messengers to Lewis's headquarters 
asking for support and orders. Both 
were granted, and speedily Count B. 
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reached Frankfort, at the head of a 
body of selected troops, and delivered 
the emperor's assent in advance to 
anything they might undertake against 
the Teutonic Order. Thus the pass
word was given: "War against the 
German Nobility I " which severed the 
last ties that had still united the lat
ter to the people. Many of the mem
bers of the Order resented Geoffrey's 
foolhardiness in thus ;precipitating 
the situation to a final climax, and se
cretly sent messengers to the Bava
rian's headquarters, offering their en
tire submission. 

"The die is cast; " said Geoffrey, 
"by delay the evil will but increase, 
and our glorious Order, originally 
formed for the maintenance and de
fense of the emperor and the father
land he represents, is being tom, 
member from member, and must soon 
die, unless speedy relief is rendered, 
and quick action alone can prevent 
the ruin." 

He marched against Frankfort, and 
summoned the citizens to lal down 
their arms, and to resume the1r regu
lar business. The herald, being 
laughed at, repeated the summons. 
But on the third demand, instead of 
an answer, an immense army advanced 
against Geoffrey, to annihilate him 
with a single stroke. 

"It is coming to pass as I have 
foreseen," Geoffrey said to his men. 
4 ' Now, listen I When I call to you, 
follow me ; when I ride slowly, do the 
same; but when I rush forward, 
wherever it be, then follow and raise 
a voice, as if a thousand legions were 
.advancing; and mark, how well it 
will tum out I" 

He then advanced slowly, which, be
ing observed by the enemy, caused an 
uncertainty whether he did not advance 
thus quietly for negotiation instead of 
for combat. Then he tumed to the 
left toward a meadow, where a troop 
-of his horse were posted ; he then 
changed front again and did it all as 
.ca]mly as if he were attending a dress 

parade. Count B., who was also pres
ent with his Bavarians, at last full of 
anger exclaimed : "This is a lunatic 
who is mocking .us with his egotistic 
parade. Fall upon him and put an 
end to his game I " No sooner had 
he uttered these words than he ad
vanced with his men to be the first to 
deliver the " crank" his fatal blow. 

This was the sign Geoffrey had 
been shown in the spirit, and for 
which he waited. He rose upon his 
large battle horse who leaped forward 
as if he was about to fly away, above 
the heads of the enemy. Before the 
count could grasp the situation he 
lay full length on the ground. His 
men rushed up to assist him ; hut as 
though fire poured down from heaven, 
so shone the lances and swords of 
Geoffrey's warriors. The noise they 
made was like a hurricane hurling 
down walls and rending houses; and 
the suddenness with which this had 
been done was so unmanning that the 
Citizens shook at their knees as if 
some dreadful spell had seized them, 
and even the best proved soldiers lost 
courage. 

"Drop your arms I" Geoffrey cried, 
when the noise had somewhat subsi
ded ; and the ground was immediately 
covered with lances and swords. 
"Now go home to your trades I" he 
continued, " and leave the profes
sion of war to those whose calling 
it is." 

They went sneaking away, as if 
afraid, and yet rejoiced for their lives, 
their military ardor having completely 
oozed away: Count B., who had suf
fered no serious harm from his fall, 
approached Geoffrey and asked wheth
er he wanted to treat him as a cap
tive, or accept his parole of a knight? 
" Go whither you please!" said Geof
frey, "but mark well that you do not 
meet me again in combat, or you will 
be irretrievably lost I " 

After this victory, which was de
cisive for the cause of the Knights, 
he again made the round of the castleg 
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of his neighborhood, to gather parti
sans for the preservation of the exist
ent institutions. This time they lis
tened to him, and unanimously asked 
to have a Great Chapter, or official 
assembly of the Teutonic Order, that 
they m•ght discuss the situation of 
the country and the dangers threaten
ing the nobility. 

When the emperor Lewis heard of 
the discomfiture of the citizens of 
Frankfort and the determination of 
the nobility to convoke a Chapter, he 
sent messengers everywhere to prevent 
the meeting. He spared neither 
prayer nor menace to promote his 
purpose ; but all his attempts were 
as nought before the firm declaration 
of Geoffrey that he would not put his 
sword in its sheathe before such a 
Chapter had taken place. 

Lewis was going to pronounce the 
ban of the empire against him ; but 
his counsellors dissuaded him from 
this step that would sever him still 
more from the Nobility, and thus 
strengthen the following of his rival, 
Frederic of Austria. He desisted 
from his intention for this time, but 
swore that be would make use of his 
right at the first opportunity. 

These things being reported to 
Geoffrey with the advice to look out 
for his safety, he ansvered: "Noth
ing can happen, that is not for the 
best l " He clung to his idea that 
only a general Chapter of the Order 
considering the questions that agi
tated and disturbed the country, could 
decide, and continued to use all his 
powers to bring it about. He drove 
back the Luxemburgians with his 
viotorious troops, cleared the country 
of the plundering expeditious of the 
Citizens, and reduced the power of 
the emperor by thus depriving him 
of the support of the cities. At leng!;h, 
after six months, the Teutonic Oider 
assembled in Nuremberg, in greater 
number than it ever had before. 

It was affecting to behold all the 
valiant ones to whom Germany had so 

many times owed its salvation, and who 
were now suppressed by an emperor 
who as yet lacked the full confirma
tion of his dignity and right. The 
eyes of the whole country were turned 
to them in the hope that they would 
settle the questions which were dis
turbing every man that cared for his 
own and his fellow's weal. 

The emperor Lewis had gathered 
an army with the intention of dis
persing the knights of the Order by 
force, but the cautious Leopold of 
Austria, who expected a vote from 
the Chapter favoring his brother 
Frederic, the rival emperor, advanced 
with a large force to the frontier of 
Bavaria, and thus frustrated the de-
signs of Lewis. · 

The Chapter was opened with great 
solemnity, and a sublime and expres
sive earnestness pervaded it. "The 
Grand-master, Sir Adalbert of Mein
ingen set fortli in an explicit address 
the purpose of their convocation and 
ended with these words : 

"The fatherland is without a head, 
because it is ruled by two emperors, 
whilst our constitution admits of only 
one. The Nobility are ignored as the 
support and defense of the emperor 
and the country; they are deprived 
of their di~ity and excluded from 
the discussion of the public affairs. 
Our arms are no more needed, it is 
claimed ; wars are to be conducted 
with mercenaries and citizens. If 
the welfare of the country were se
cure under this arrangement, I would 
not speak against it, but, on the con
trary, be the first to transform my 
sword into a plow-share ; but the time 
has not yet come to effect this, as our 
country is sti11 surrounded by neigh
bors greedy of conquest, against whom 
we have to be unceasingly p~ 
pared. 

" How can that be expected from la
borers and artisans who are unaccus
tomed to responsibility of that kind. 
without carrying want and misery to 
all the classes ? In consideration of 
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that, and by virtue of my rights, con
ferred by the laws of the empire, I 
therefore ask this high assembly: Is 
Lewis the Bavarian our legitimate 
emperor?" 

To this the assembled knights an
swered by a deafening "No I " 

•• Is Frederic of Austria our legit
imate emperor? " the Grand-master 
next asked of the assembly. To this 
there was a second "No! " 

" Shall we proceed to a new elec
tion for emperor?" called out the 
Grand-master. 

To this the knights responded by 
a hearty •• Y esl " 

Geoffrey of E. then asked ~rmis
sion to speak and remarked brtefly as 
follows: 

" I foresee how this will end. The 
emperors will remain, and there will 
be a reconciliation between Bavaria 
and Austria. When this is effected, 
the country will secure peace and 
have time to recover from its wounds." 

The majority of the knights, how
ever, were opposed to these views. 
"Lewis," they said, " has declared 
him.'lelf too strongly against the No
bility, and will make no peace with 
them short of abject submission ; we 
therefore adhere to our opinion that 
only a newly elected emperor can se
cure the internal and foreign peace of 
the country." 

Sir F., who was of the same opin
ion, rose and asked for the floor. 
"Why," he began, •• should we con
tinue in this uncertain state? Why 
not adopt the surest means at our 
disposal? Geoffrey, Knight of E., 
has overcome the enemies of Ger
many, he bas cleared the way for us 
through many obstacles, and distin
guished himself above us all by his 
unselfishness and courage. In him 
we have the power and wisdom for a 
ruler ; he alone is capable of main
taining our rights agamst any and all 
assailants, and therefore I move that 
he be made our emperor! " 

As though swayed by enchantment, 

the whole assembly cried : '' Emperor 
Geoffrey ! " 

The Grand-master left his chair, 
laid the Sword of the Order at Geof
frey's feet, and said: " Wield it for 
the welfare of all, for we have evi
dence that you can do so. Long live 
Geoffrey the Emperor ! " 

Geoffrey had thus far suffered the 
outbreak of enthusiasm in silence. 
But now that calm was sufficiently re
stored, he said : " Not so, not so, no
ble knights, sublime Chapter ! " 
With an unspeakable emotion he 
looked upward and with an inspired 
voice continued : " By your offer I 
stand on the pinnacle of human gran
deur; I see Europe laying at my feet. 
But though I may possess the power 
to rule it with safety,- it is not the 
will of the One I serve that I should 
do so. I have been led to this bight 
to be shown what the power of the 
Spirit can accomplish. I am both 
grateful for and overcome by your 
proposal, but must humbly decline." 

· The knights all raised their voices 
against his decision, insisting it was 
his duty to accept the dignity. But 
he was not to be turned from his con
victions. "To-morrow," he said, 
" you will have news of the reconcili
ation between Frederic and Lewis ; 
then, though the government be un
der two names, there will be but one 
sceptre. Tarry \mtil the news shall 
have arrived, and then ponder what 
to do further." 

They resolved to assemble again on 
the following day, when, as Geoffrey 
had predicted, the news of the recon
ciliation arrived ; and as Geoffrey 
persisted in his refusal of the crown 
of the empire, the Chapter entered 
into negotiation with the emperors in 
order to secure the standing and the 
relations of the Order. Geoffrev him
self had charge of the negotiations, 
and everything turned out to the sat
isfaction of the parties concerned. 

Emperor Lewis who had heard 
much of Geoffrey's feats at arms, anrl 
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of his declining the imperial crown, 
bad a desire to meet suc1i a 'rare man, 
and therefore invited him to his court, 
where he made ~t demonstrations 
of attention to him and was not stint
ed in doing him honor. Geoffrey r&

mained at the Court of Lewis for two 
weeks, then took leave under the sin
cere assurances of imperial favor. 

He lived many years on his estates 

in the circle of his family, greatly 
loved by them and honored by all 
that knew him. He was always zeal
ous to promote the welfare of hia 
neighbors and the fatherland. 

His coat-of-arms is, with some al
terations, still in use among hia ~ 
scendants, and witnesses for the truth 
and reality of his sublime and razoe 
virtues. 

INSTRU(,vr!QN IN MENTAL HEALING. 

BY HR8. 8. E. TRUE. 

[CoutilluecL) 

Que.,. Does the body make its own 
conditions ? 

.Ans. The body, having no power 
of itself, and no intelligence of its own, 
could never make its own conditions. 
Mind alone makes the conditions of 
the body. Mind is the cause; matter 
the effect. 

John, chap. vi., verse 68d. "It is 
the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh 
profiteth nothing." 

Eph., chap. vi., verse 8th. "For he 
who soweth to his flesh shall of the 
flesh reap corruption ; but he that 
soweth to the Spirit, shall of the Spirit 
reap life everlasting." 

Rom., chap. xii., verse 1st. " I be
seech you therefore, brethren, by the 
mercies of God, that ye present your 
bodies ali!_ing sacrifice, holy, accept
able unto God, which is your reason
able service. 

2. " And be not confonned to this 
world : but be ye transfonned by the 
renewing of your mind, that ye may 
prove what is that good, and accept-
able, and perfect will of God." . 

Quu. Is there any power in 
thought? 

.Am. Thoughts are living things. 
By thought the world was made. We 
are a thought of God. There is a 
great power in thought, for the 
thoughts we think stamp thentselvee 
upon every plane of our being. If 
we think spiritual thoughts, it leaves 

its imprint on the body, giving a. beau
tiful expression to the face, fine skin 
and fine hair, and a. harmonious body. 
If the mind is engaged in the thoughts 
pertaining to the J?hyaical, it leaves 
Its own peculiar tmprint upon the 
body. Thoughts of anger have power 
to produce inflammation on the body. 
Thoughts of fear have power to stop 
the action of the heart. Sensual 
thoughts will produce rheumatism. 
Grief will produce nel'Vous prostra
tion and spinal difficulties. 

Jer., chap. uix., verse 11th. "For 
I know the thoughts that I think to. 
ward you, saith the Lord, thoughts 
of peace, and not of evil, to give yon 
an ex~ end." 

Phil .• chap. iv.,verse 8th. "Finally, 
brethren, whatsoever things are true, 
whatsoever things are honest, whatso
ever things are just, whatsoever things 
are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, 
whatsoever things are of good report; 
if there be any virtue, and if there 
be any praise, think on these things." 

QtiU. Has man any power of his 
own?" 

.Ans. Most certainly not. Our powers 
are of God, given to ns by llim. We 
of ourselves are nothing. We have 
nothing but what has been given us, 
and He gives ns freely of all that He 
hath. 

2d Cor., chap. iii., verse 5th. "Not 
that we are sufficient of ourselves to 
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think anything as of ourselves ; but 
our sufficiency is of God." 

,John, chap. iii., verse 27th. " John 
answered and said, A man can receive 
nothing, except it be given him from 
heaven." 

1st Cor., chap. iv., verse 4th. "For 
I know nothing by myself ; yet am I 
not hereby justified: but he that 
judgeth me is the Lord." 

1st Cor., chap. iv., verse 7th. "For 
who maketh thee to differ from 
another? and what hast thou that 
thou didst not receive? now if thou 
didst receive, why dost thou glory, as 
if thou hadst not received it?" 

Math., chap. x., verse 20th. "For 
it is not ye that speak, but the spirit 
of your Father which speaketh in 
you." 

Ques. Why is it that we find our
selves sufferers both in mind and body? 

.Ans. It is because we have wan
dered away from our consciousnass of 
God and lost sight of our relatedness 
to Him. We have tried to live a life 
independent of God, and closed our 
hearts against His divine presence, 
and shut out His love. All this is 
contrary to the divine law, and will 
produce inharmony. 

Jer., chap. ii., verse 13th. "For my 
people ~ve committed two evils; they 
have forsaken me the fountain of liv
ing waters, and hewed them out cis
terns, broken cisterns, that can hold 
no water." 

Eph.,chap. iv.,verse 18th. "Having 
the understanding darkened, being 
alienated from the life of God through 
the ignorance that is in them, because 
of the blindness of their heart: 

19. "Who being past feeling have 
given themselves over unto lascivious
ness, to work all uncleanness with 
greediness." 

2d Cor., chap. iii., verse 15th. "But 
even unto this day, when Moses is read, 
the vail is upon their heart. 

16th. ••Nevertheless, when it shall 
turn to the Lord, the vail shall be 
taken away." 

Isaiah, chap. xxxxvii., verse 1Oth. 
" For thou hast trusted in thy wicked
ness: thou hast said, None seeth me. 
Thy wisdom and thy knowledge, it 
hath perverted thee; and thou hast 
said in thine heart, I am, and none 
else beside me. 

11. " Therefore shall evil come 
upon thee ; thou shalt not know from 
whence it riseth : and mischief shall 
fall upon thee ; thou shalt not be able 
to put it off : and desolation shall 
come upon thee suddenly, which thou 
shalt not know." 

Ques. By what power is disease 
destroyed? 

.Ans. BythepowerofTruth; which 
is the knowl~ that man is spirit, 
one with the Father and can never be 
separated from Him ; that he has a 
body and a soul. The knowledge of 
what we really are furnishes the link 
that unites the soul to the spirit, thus 
producing harmony in the mental and 
physical. Man has the power to con
trol his body if he only will, for he is 
master. Admitting matter superior 
to man makes us a slave to matter. 

2d. Cor. chap. v., verse 16th. 
" Wherefore henceforth know we no 
man after the flesh : yea, though we 
have known Christ after the flesh, yet 
now henceforth know we him no 
more." 

2d. Cor. chap. v., verse 17th. "There
fore if any man be in Christ, he is a 
new creature: old things have passed 
away; behold, all things are become 
new." 

2d. Cor. chap. x., verses 4th & 5th. 
"(For the weapons of our warfare are 
not carnal, but mighty through God to 
the pulling down of strongholds ;) 

" Casting down imaginations, and 
every high thing that exalteth itself 
against the knowledge of God, and 
bringing into captivity every thought 
to the obedience of Christ." 

IN order to heal the sick it is first 
necessary for us to get in the proper 
condition ourselves, which is, to feel 
conscious of the fact that we are Spirit, 
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that we are one with God. that His 
divine light and love · circulates 
through and permeates every fibre of 
our bein~. 

In this consciousness we are as 
empty vessels, ready to be filled, and 
the divine love will so fill our being 
that we can then see the unreality of 
all that is called sin and disease. 

When we come into this conscious
ness and feel the presence of the Di
vine within us, and feel our hearts 
swelling with love for God and hu
manity, then those that are aftlicted, 
if they come near ns, cannot help feel
ing that divine healing power that 
will emanate from us. 

In order to get into this condition, 
we must humble ourselves before 
God, put down self-hood and become 
as little children, willing to be used 
by the divine Spirit in restoring the 
affiicted to "the liberty wherewith 
Christ hath made us free." 

1 Pet., chap. v .• verse 6th. "Humble 
yourselves, therefore, under the mighty 
hand of God, that he may exalt you 
in due time: 

7. " Casting all your care upon 
him; for he careth for you." 

James, chap. iv., verse 7th. "Su~ 
mit yourselves, therefore, to God. 
Resist the devil, and he will flee from 
you. 

8. " Draw nigh to God, and he will 
draw nigh to you. Cleanse your 
hands, ye sinners; and ~urify your 
hearts, ye double-minded.' 

10. "Humble yourselves in the 
sight of the Lord, and he shall lift 
you up.'' 

The bible teaches us that we must 
become as little children, or we can 
never enter the kingdom of heaven. 
Now, the kingdom of heaven is with
in us, and if we seek diligently we will 
find it, and then, great and mighty 
works will we do. 

Mat., chap. vi., verse 8Sd. " But 
seek ye first the kingdom of God and 
his righteousness ; and all these things 
shall be added unto you." 

We cannot expect to become !\UG

cessful healers unless we put down 
self and are filled with the divine love 
for doing good to all. 

. In receiving a patient, first find out 
the mental cause of his trouble. It 
may be grief ; selfishness; loss of prop
erty or friends; holding hatred against 
another ; fear of death ; fear of hell ; 
some unhappy or dissatisfied state of 
the mind. 

Find out the mental state {>revious 
to his sickness. After findtng out 
the cause of the patient's trouble, then 
seat yourself by his side, and when 
you are in the proper condition (as 
referred to above), concentrate your 
mind on the thought that you are 
Spirit, one with God, and never can 
be separated from Him. 

Dwell in thought on the attributes 
of Spirit,- love, peace, and harmony, 
and you will quiet his fears. God 
is love, and " perfect love casteth out 
all fear.'' Reason mentally with the 
patient : that his fears are groundless; 
that there is nothing to fear ; for God 
who is love, governs all things and 
" He doeth all things well.'' Tbat 
God never sent any disease or pain. 
for there is nothing in Him out of 
which to make them. Dwell on 
these thoughts : God in His In
finite mercy made man perfect. God 
permeates all things and where the 
" Spirit of the Lord is, there is li~ 
erty.'' No part of your being is in 
bondage; you have perfect liberty. 
Perfect harmony reigns supreme. 
God made you perfect, and your body 
should express harmony and perle<-~ 
tion, and if you are not conscious of a 
perfect body, it is because some er
roneous idea is expressed on it for a 
while, and hides from you that per
fection and freedom which is your just 
right. 

Destroy this idea, or thought, in 
mind, and what you called disease will 
vanish. Joy and peace and happiness 
are around you continually, you can 
never get away from them ; they are 
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with you continually, whether you are 
conscious of them or not. You can never 
be separated from God, for you live in 
Him, and without Him there would 
be no life. 

Rom., chap. viii., verse 38th. 
"For I a.m persuaded, that neither 
death, nor life, nor angels, nor prin
cipalities, nor powers, nor things pres
ent, nor things to come, 

39. "Nor height, nor depth, nor 
any other creature, shall be able to 
separate us from the love of God, 
which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." 

Remember that you are Spirit, that 
you have a body and you have a soul, 
and you furnish the link that unites 
the soul to the Spirit, thus producing 
harmony in the mental and physical. 

When I say you are Spirit, that you 
have a body and that you have a soul, 
I mean that your real self is Spirit, 
havin~ a body through whioh to ex
press Itself and for the uses of Spirit. 
The soul is created through the con
tact of Spirit with matter. It is the 
consciousness of man. When this 
soul can fully realize spiritual things 

it becomes a spiritual soul, and is im
mortal. 

In our present condition we know 
very little of the spiritual man, for we 
have covered up our real selves with 
our thoughts of selfi.shness and mate
riality. When we become fully con
scious of our spiritual entity, then will 
we be like unto God, perfect in 
thought and form, possessing all the 
attributes of divinity. Then let us 
strive for this perfection, "for we shall 
rea_p if we faint not." 

In treating, it is not necessary to 
think of the body : we should leave it 
out of our thoughts entirely, for we 
are dealing only with the man that 
occupies it. 

Our body was given to us for a di
vine use ; then let us not abuse it, for 
it is the temple of the living God and 
the house we live in. We are build
ing this house or body continually 
with our thoughts. At first this mav 
seem incredible, but such is the faci, 
for thoughts are living things, and 
they produce their kind. 

[Concluded in our uut.] 

LOVE AND REGENERATIVE AGENCY. 

BY LUCINDA B. CHANDLER. 

" The greateet bla.iag that can be given to 
a hunum being wu voucha&fed to me. I am well 
boru." 

One who is well born, in the full
ness of that tflrm, has already the ba
sis of high attainment, is already free 
in a sense that -a badly born person 
may not become free in the space 
of physical existence, or, to become 
free, must encounter such struggles of 
spirit as cannot be conceived by one 
well born. 

What is it to be well born? -
Unfortunately there has been as yet 
no adequate answer to this question, 
no conception of an answer that is 
nearly equal to the issue involved. 

Is it being well born to possess 

large vitality, a symmetrical form, 
what is called "nerve," and plenty 
of muscle, with a fair modicum of 
brains?-

Is it being well born to possess a 
bright intellect and a buoyant dispo
sition, or great talents, or refined 
tastes'?- All these are good endow
ments, surely. 

A Sullivan is well born physically. 
Plenty of muscle that can serve the 
will unfailingly, is good endowment. 
We cannot say a person is badly born 
whose physical structure is perfect 
and sound, whose digestion is never 
at fault, whose temper is even, and 
who can comfortably perform such la
bor as the needs of the body require. 
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But a well bred horse is well born 
in the same degree and of the same 
kind. 

Again some persons of high aspira.
tions undoubtedly suffer in bodies 
that may compare favorably in phy
siological construction with others 
whose life sets easily upon them. -
To be endowed with a persistent ten
<lency to aspiration, and a physical 
organization that presents no obstacle 
to this quality, is not this the great 
desideratum of being well born? -

Upwardness, the disposition to 
climb, is typified and prophesied, as a 
law of being, in the vegetable king
dom. Given proper conditions for 
its roots buried in darkness and soil, 
the tree climba toward the hea.Yens 
and unfolds its stately beauty of form 
and foliage and flower and fruit. 

This is what humanity needs to be 
well born, a rooti"'1J that will ensure 
the unfoldment of the mighty and 
grand powers inherent in soul faculty. 

.An infinite variety of individuals 
is the order of being, an order holding 
m~anificent possibilities and illimita
ble happiness in the ultimate, for the 
race. 

But what is the root of this won
derful tree of life? Where does the 
basis of freedom to follow upward
ness begin ? In what rests the very 
foundation of human life and its con
ditioning in good birth? What but 
the combination of forces, attractions, 
sympathies, mental harmony or inhar
mony, all the physiological and psy
chical, as well as social environing 
conditions, bearing upon conception 
and dominating during the embryonic 
existence of the individual ? 

Parenthood, and pre-eminently ma
ternity, is a regenerative agency. 

On page 829 of THE EsOTERIC, Love 
is defined as a desire of the life, and not 
the mind - "It arises wholly in the 
animal instinct, and affects the intel
lect only secondarily, .... therefore, 
its power is in the love of life ; and it 
is a8 selfish in its operations as the 

tiger tohiclt tears the lamb and drin.h 
its blood because it leeds him/' 

Do we not need a well defined dis
tinction between this " desire of the 
life," which can only be termed an 
appetite, and the spiritual life which 
alone can properly be called love? 

We do not term the tigerish thirst 
for the blood of the lamb, love. Why 
should the tiger-ish seizing upon the 
agreeable, enjoyable life forces of 
one of the opposite sex, be designated 
by this high, refining, ennobling 
quality? Love is infinitely more than. 
and is master of desire. 

The desire of life, the tigerish form 
of its expression, has bred multitudes 
of human forms, many of whom have 
manifested the tigerish propensities, 
and continued to breed the same in 
their progeny. What has heen the 
modifying agency and power ? 

Motherhood. .A mother who is ti
gerish is a monster. The re-genera
tion of the individual born of the ti
gerish or selfish "desire of life," to 
the mastership and freedom of spirit
ual love, is, and will be, called for till 
people are well bred of the econo
mized vital forces, spiritualized by 
love, or, unto love. 

The re-generation of parenthood 
will make individual regeneration un
necessary. 

The human soul when rooted in 
the soil of love, when well bred, will 
unfold upward, as naturally as does 
the tree, and no longer be grovelling 
in the tigerish desire of life, in a state 
analogous to the beasts that go upon 
all fours. · 

This re-generated parenthood will 
give to aspiration its natural expres
sion, soul breathing ; when the •• ani
ma animalis indraws the solar atmos
phere and lays hold of a solar vrilic 
princi pie." 

This is the normal activity of tru~ 
motherhood. The soul-gestating wo
man, the mother who loves and as
pires for the embryonic form she is 
nourishing, is vividly conscious of this 
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added power and q,uickening energy. 
This is the distinctton between moth
erhood and mere breeding of forms. 

This consciousness of added power 
is the graduating diploma of woman
hood. It is the coronal of that exalt
ation which nature bestows as com
pensation for the burdens of maternity. 

But sadly for the progress of the 
race, the" desire of life," the tigerish 
love of sel6shness, stands in the in
stitution of marriage squarely against 
the unfoldment of humanity. The 
agency by which the upward evolu
tion can proceed is held by legality 
and theological error in bondage to 
the selfish "desire of life." 

Motherhood is the crucible in which 
the selfish desire of life, the tigerish 
propensity, is "spiritualized," and 
the vital principle is. exalted. ·The 
woman who is capable of apprehend
ing the supreme possibilities of her 
office, and 18 open to the influxes of 
descending involution from the hi~h
er spheres of life, is nature's divine 
agent of re-generation. 

The instrument of gestation is the 
most susceptible instrument of emo
tion in the physical structure. It is 
therefore the instrument of soul for
ces to a degree, and capable of a pro
tracted exercise beyond that of any 
other human agency. With the ges
tative process there should be no in
terference by the " selfish desire of 
life." 

The human race will continue to 
breed tigerish natures till parenthood 
obeys the law of love. Our statutes, 
institutions and customs pervert this 
law, and we waste our forces and. 
wealth in the wretched patch-work of 
asylums. 

We kill the murderer, and imprison 
the criminal and tresspasser, and 
blindly proceed to increase their kind 
in a continual round. 

It is a crime no earthly power has 
rightful authority to exeretse, to kill 
any person. But it is a magnified 
crime against the unborn to breed 

disordered natures. In our present 
transition state, the protection of 
motherhood would be the first effeo
tive step toward cultivating the love 
that will transform t.he race. 

With the repeal of the law of cov
erture the wife of a man who cannot 
control his tigerish nature, or whose 
atmosphere is not helpful to the pros
pective mother, could be legally sepa
rated during gestation, and place 
herself in suitable harmonions envi
ronment. 

This would not be the most fav
orable condition for ante-natal life, 
because the paternal energy, expressed 
in fond tenderness, is one of the for
ces and sympathies needful to the 
complete balance and strength of ma
ternity. But it is better than ges
tation in torture and worry and dis
cord. 

Mothergartens are a need of this 
period. Complete separateness from 
destructive environment, and the help
ful influences and instruction that 
may bring to the mother the uplifting, 
quickening direction of mind and 
thought which will attract the higher 
influxes,- are called for, till we have 
established the proper instruction of 
youth and the right of free mother
hood, legally. 

Humanity has largely been bred as 
an animal organism, but in a degree 
of ignorance, even on that basis, that 
the thriftr farmer would not be guilty 
of in rais1ng his stock. The surpass
ing influences of heredity, reach in
to a realm far beyond physiology, and 
involve the highest possibilities of the 
human soul. Without this transcen
dent knowledge, and its application in 
social life and parenthood, the race 
must continue to manifest the tigerish 
propensities that fill human life and 
society with misery, and make life a 
burden and torture to millions. 

The true mother is born by her of
fice into that lovE' which " suffereth 
long and is kind," which " beareth all 
things," and which "never faileth." 
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The beginning of a higher order of tive with, and a protector of such 
humanity rests in a protected and high- motherhood as the complete re-gener
er order of motherhood, as th~ first ative agency, - in love. 
agency, and of a paternity co-opera-

EXTRACTS FROM OUR BUDDmST FRIEND'S NOTE BOOK. 

The Mahatmas are not mystical 
personages, nor are they disembodied 
spirits. They are human beings, like 
others, but by a Ion~ and difficult 
course of study, train1ng, and educa
tion, they have attained to the high 
rank of Adept~hip. In all ages and 
in all creeds there have been true 
saints, whose lives have been in ac
cord with certain rules, and who have 
been credited by their contemporaries 
with miraculous powers. 

The principles which govern the 
Adepts are thus summarized : 

1st. Perfect abstinence from spirit
uous liquors. 

2d. Perfectly pure and chaste life. 
3d. Truth, justice, and honesty in 

all words and deeds. 
4th. Absence of pride, hate, malice, 

envy, anger, greed, and craving for 
worldly advantages. 

5th. Subordination of self to oth
ers, one's own pleasure to the good 
of his fellows ; and loving kindness to 
all living beings. 

6th. A thorough realization of the 
empty and transitory character of all 
earthly things and concentration of all 
one's desires on the unseen and im
perishable, and on the attainment of 
that higher knowledge which leads to 
these. 

By rigid performance of such rules 
the Mahatmas [Maha, great, and At
rna, soul,] acquire control over vari
ous forces in nature, which ordinary 
science knows nothing about, and by 
means of which an Adept can hold 
conversation with any other Adept, 
at any distance, and independent of 
anY' snpernatural ~ncy. 

From the established principle in 
mechanic.CJ, viz.: that all action and 

reaction are equal, it follows that ev
ery impression which man makes by 
his word or movements upon the ether, 
air, water, or earth, will produce a 
series of changes on each of these ele
ments, which will never end. Thus, 
the word that is going out of one's 
mouth causes pulsations or waves in 
the air, and these expand in every di
rection until they have passed around 
the whole globe. 

In the same manner the waters 
must retain traces of every disturb
ance. . . . . . The earth, too, is tena
cious of every impression man makes 
upon it. 

The path and traces of such pul.sa,. 
tions and impressions are all definite. 
and subject to the laws of mathemat
ics; but it needs a very superior pow
er of analysis to follow and discern 
such sounds, traces, and impressions. 

Yet, as all this is due to physical 
laws, it is not too much to suppose 
that this must be within the reach of 
human beings. In the higher intel
lects there may certainly be percep
tion adequate and accurate enough to 
discern and trace them through all 
their bearings. Why should we be so 
skeptical as regards our own power ? 

Why should we suppose that the 
means of distinguishing the effects of 

. physical forces possessed by the gen
erality of mankind, are as perfect and 
complete as they can ever be during 
eternity? There may certainly be the 
means of acquiring such knowledge, 
though it may not be known to all. 
Human beings, by a. certain course of 
training, acquire the extraordinary 
powers of seeing the minutest and 
most distant and obstructed objects, 
hearing distant sounds, penetrating 
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through matter, moving about in the 
air, assuming the largest or smallest 
form, at will, and so forth. There is 
thus not the slightest justification for 
us to entertain a doubt as to the _pos
session of such abnormal powers by 
the great Mahatmas, who have syste-

matically studied and mastered Psy
chology in all its various occult de
partments. 

The above is from a recent letter of 
Rajah Pakse, of Ceylon. 

w. A. ENGLISH, M.D. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 

NATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BIRTHD.AYS OOCUR BETWEEN APRIL 19 
AND JriA Y 21. • 
~ (T.AURUS.) 

THIS sign is the " neck," or cere
bellum of the Grand Man, which con
trols the "waters of life," or the lym
phatic system of the body. The 
strength of persons born dunng this 
portion of the year consists in the 
rapid ~eneration and restoration of 
their vttal forces. But the abund
ance of life thus produced is accom
panied with a very active magnetic 
brain-aura, which makes those persons 
very sensitive to the mental condi
tions of their surroundings, and thus 
constitutes a source of weakness as 
well as strength, as will be more clear
ly understood from the further de
scription of their nature. 

They have much power of mental 
and physical endurance, and therefore 
a great ability to learn by committing 
to memory from books and authori-

• It must not be suppoeed that all perao1111 boru 
in a given sign or }M'riod of the year will be alike 
io all respects. They will be characterized by 
the general nature of their sign, bot may dif
fer widely in polarity (aa derived from the posi
tion of the moon), and alao in mental character
istics, due to different planetary poeitiooa. But 
w:1ile they will appear and act different, it will, 
nevertheleu, be found that there is an underlying 
kiDdred nature, determined by the sign in which 
they were boru. 

For fuller details and modifying~ of char
acter it will be ueoeeaary llo cousult "Solar Biol
ogy." But it will be found both interesting and 
instmotive to fQllow this eerie~~ of Twelve .Mauuer 
of People, Rll it will give a large measure of in-
11ight regarding the nature of the perao1111 with 
whom you are bro'!fht in contact. 

'' Solar Biology ' is baeed u_p_o~ aatronomical 
JUJd natural laws, and baa IIOtb.ing whatever to 
do with astrology. 

ties ; and as they are lovers of liter
ary pursuits, they are thus apt to be 
hard students and make superior ed
ucational attainments, but they are 
imitators rather than originators of 
thought. 

As mentioned above, they feel the 
mind of others with especial vividnes, 
and thereby can, if they so desire, con
form themselves readily to the de
mands of the people. This, united 
with their natural power of mind and 
capacity for mental attainment, makes 
them apt to become influential men 
and public leaders. 

They have also fine intuitions in all 
that belongs to business. But, as 
they are so sensitive to psychic influ
ences, it is difficult for them to distin
guish between their own mind and 
the minds of those with whom they 
are associated. It is because of this, 
that persons born in the sign of Tau
rus should make their decisions when 
entirely alone, and never decide any 
important matter while in the midst 
of business excitement ; for if they do, 
they are apt to act more from the in
fluence of those around them, than 
from their own mind. The early 
morning when they awake is the best 
time for such persons to make their 
decisions and to lay their plans for 
the day. 

They soon, however, begin to real
ize intuitively that they are suscepti
ble to the mind-atmospheres of others, 
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and that it is necessary for them to 
be on their guard. And in the im
mature stages of such course of expe
rience they are apt to be more stub
born th:m they otherwise would be. 

From the same source also arises 
the liability, for both sexes, to jealousr. 

Women born in this sign are m 
great danger of being misled by their 
feelings and passions. Persons who 
have gained their affection, hold con
trol over them to a very great extent. 

Young people of the sign Taurus, 
likewise are apt to be misled by their 
associates t~rough their sympathies ; 
and the more so, as they are governed 
by their sensations, feelings, and ap
petites. For abundant vitality im
plies strong sensual impulses. 

Taurus-men are ardent and san
guine in every cause they espouse ; 
frequently, for instance, they are very 
active church-members and preachers. 
They are zealous friends, or active en
emies ; but while liable to go to ex
tremes they are easily turned aside 
and mollified. 

It is quite evident that children 
born in Taurus are very largely de
pendent upon judicious education for 
their future lui.ppiness, as well as for 
their position and success in life. 

Taurus, when directed in the right 

way, is bound first to conquer him
self ; this struggle with his own nature 
makes him very strong and tenacious 
to carry out his designs, and he can 
no longer be blindly controlled. He 
is, then, very determined iu whatever 
he undertakes, and even character
ized by the common expression of 
"stiff-necked." He is unyielding, 
and a natural conqueror ; the sphere 
of his influence depending upon his 
endowments, opportunities and sur
roundings. 

Generally persons in Taurus read
ily adapt themselves to the customs of 
society, and are best adapted to a citv 
life. · 

As to disease, they are liable to 
dropsy, from two reasons; first, from 
getting an over-amount of vitality 
through eating too much, and having 
wluJ,t they eat too rich, thus getting 
too fat ; second, through strong appe
tites and over-indukence in the sex
passion. Remove the cause, and the 
cure is accomplished. 
' This nature comes from the par
ents being ver.1 potent in the sex-life, 
and quite sattstled with each other 
and their surroundings. Frequently, 
however, such satisfaction is wholly 
on the part of the father. 

THE NEW AGE. 

No. Two. 

THE CONVERGENCE OF WORLDS. 

IT is a new age, a new order, a new 
dispensation, that is approaching, 
when a barrier will no longer sepa
rate between the divine and the hu
man, between the visible and invisi
ble. The complete unity of all things 
in nature is to be established. Man 
is to hold converse with the Deity,
not audibly, but in the intercommun
ion of mind with mind. 

Nor will this communion of the 
visible with the invisible be confined 

to the impact of the divine mind upon 
the human. The convergence of 
worlds is to take place, and spiritu:1l 
and human beings are to become af
filiated. For as man is a spiritual 
being, the only chasm that can possi
bly separate him from those of a 
more spiritual growth, is one of degree. 
And that chasm must inevitably les
sen as man's spiritual nature becomP.s 
unfolded ; and to that unfolding all 
the forces of Nature are pledged. 
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Man is at last bef6nning to under
stand the laws of liis organization. 
He perceives that intellectual life, in 
its highest manifestation, is depend
ent upon a well-developed moral na.. 
ture, atfti that these attributes of be
ing have their nourishment in a per
fected physical system. Out of the 
harmonious development of mind and 
body the spiritual elements of being 
manifest themselves, and bring hu
manity into conscious communication 
with the universal mind. 

That which is true of individual 
life, is true also, in a more compre
hensive sense, of the life of society. 
If it is impossible to develop in an 
inharmonious manner one part of our 
physical organism without weaken
mg and eventually deteriorating the. 
whole, it is also equally impossible to 
draw the life-forces from the great 
body of mankind and centralize them 
in only a fractional part, without weak
ening and invalidating the strength 
of the entire social system. •• 

When the science of life is fairly 
understood, and men realize that in 
order to enjoy life, liberty, and hap
piness, they must aid others to the 
acquisition of the same,-that each 
must live for all and all for each;
when the top of society knows that it 
can only rest secure, and thrive and 
prosper as it acts in harmony with 
the masses of humanity;- when the 
law of unity, or the brotherhood of 
the race, is known and conformed to,
then will civilization enter upon a 
new life, of such power, richness, and 
prosperity, that it can only be desig
nated as a new age, a new order, a 
new dispensation. Then all the no
bler, higher tendencies which to a 
great extent have only manifested 
themselves in rare individual instan
ces, will be generally difiused ; while 
new forces, consequent upon man's 
growing spiritual nature, will be 
evolved. 

NEITH. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

ESOTERIC GLEANINGS. 

THE good is not the cause of all things, 
but of the good only, and not the cause of 
evil-Plato. 

To accomplish anything we must be
lieve in our ability to accomplish, and 
this faith must at once be trauslated into 
action. 

I LEA VB these things, earth, water, fire, 
and air, to rest secure where neither birth 
nor death can come. Eternally delivered 
there from grief, oh ! tell me, why should 
I be sorrowful ? -Buddha. 

l:MAGINATTON determines the form of 
the child in its mother's womb; it gives 
wings to contagion, and points the weap
ons of warfare. Are you exposed in a 
battle ? Believe yourself as invulnerable 
as Achilles, and you will be so. 

IT is impossible to be spiritually begot
ten of God without desiring to be like 
Him ; that is, to be wise and good even as 

He is; not from constraint or the prompt
ings of expediency, but spontaneously, or 
from a serene inward delight in goodness 
and wisdom.-Henry James. 

RELIGION, without being combined with 
understanding, unavoidably degenerates 
into superstition, and may become a fre
quent cause of insanity and suicide. Re
ligion, too, as well as intellect, without 
morals, will do more harm than good to 
society at large, in nourishing pany spir
it, self esteem, and all sorts of selfish feel
ings.-Spunheim. 

Tim human soul, being a superior spir
itual substance, receives influx immedi
ately from God ; but the human mind, 
being an inferior spiritual substance, re
ceives influx from God mediately by the 
spiritual world; and the body, being com
posed of the substances of nature which 
are called matter, receives influx from 
God mediately by the natural worlcl.
SwedenlJorg. 
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PRA~'TICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE HIGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NEW SERIES.-NUMBER FIVE. 

IN our last we endeavored to show facts against it, without feeling their 
you that those attainments for which weight ; whereas a single sentence in 
the many are now intuitively striving, its favor would find congenial soil 
were the ascending steps leading to a wherefrom to develop confirming rea
new and higher order of civilization son for full license ; and one who is 
and government on the earth. The fully under the control of this passion, 
Universal Mind is causing many to would misconstrue the words" pure 
realize that the time for a higher or- continence " to mean freedom to the 
der of life on this planet has come, sensual desire. So deceptive is that 
and the best people of the land are re- principle, when it once has control of 
sponding to it. the person, that every vital truth is 

The methods referred to in former transformed into a lie. 
papers must be kept ever active in I have received several letters from 
MIND and WILL, and those who have persons who occupy the position of 
begun to rise above the controlling teachers, criticising my words as not 
power of carnal generation are begin- plain enough, and add " of course you 
ning to realize the benefits from such do not mean entire continence of the 
a course of life. Yet there are those reproductive fluids, in your article in 
who have been intimidated by a most the November number of THE Eso
pernicious fabrication that is given TERIC, page 165, last paragraph?" 
out even under the professional au- I wish to he understood that that is 
thority of M. D.s, that to stop ALL just what I mean, nothing short of it, 
the waste of the sex fluids will pro- and t.hat NO person ever has made 
duce varied kinds of disease. If so, any attainments in the development 
why does it not affect the celibate an- of the divine powel"lj, who has not, by 
imals in that way? No one thinks an effort of his own will, restrained 
of teaching that woman is in any such the waste, and reabsol'bed the gener
danger from chastity of life.· Physi- ated life into the body ; for it is the 
ologists who treat on that subject, do ONLY method by which any one can 
not claim to know it to be so, for thev increase life and all the capabilities 
cite the fact that animals are not in- of the mind and body. This was 
jured by reabsorption of the vital el- the teachings of Jesus. The Catholic 
ements. In short, only those claim Church also recognizes that law, and 
to know it who are in full sympathy in the extent to which their priests 
with the sensual practice themselves. live up to it, unselfishly with a spirit-

There is uo one false teaching doing ual, true soul of devotion, they have 
so much to degrade and dwarf our spiritual powers now. 
race, not only physically, but mentally Another pernicious doctrine is im
and morally, as this, because a very ported from India; namely, that per
slight authority in favor of the indul- sons must not, by an effort of the will, 
gence in this passion, is sufficient restrain and overcome any of the car
to persons who have strong proclivi- nal desires, appetites or passions, but 
ties in that direction, to give them a gratify them until they are exhausted. 
pretext for full license. This passion Then, when they have nothing to ov
is most deceptive; for while one is ercome, they can commence making 
under its influence, it will give color attainments. This is the "Doctrine 
to everything, so much so that he of the Nioolaitanes, which ~ I 
might read volumes full of scientific hate," said the angel to John, !lev. 
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chap. ii., verse 15th. In flWt, if one 
has nothing to conquer, how can he be 
a conqueror ? 

It does not follow that an appetite 
or passion is killed because it is con
quered ... There is nothing that is nat
urally evil ; all that is natural is use
ful, and may be and should be used 
by us. Of course, anything that 
serves a desired purpose is of use rel
ative to that purpose, therefore, the 
good and the evil are in the purpose. 
All the animal propensities are like a 
spirited young horse, that is hard to 
subdue, but when once brought under· 
control of the intellectual driver, is 
very good and serviceable. When 
all the animal tendencies of man are 
tmder control of the intellect that 
has become one in purpose with God, 
then they all are of use, and without 
them man would be imperfect, and all 
that would remain would be an inver
ted animalized imagination, devoid of 
the warming influence of divine love 
and, therefore, wholly evil in its ten
dencies, and all the powers possessed 
by. perso~s so mis-trained can only be 
eVll magtc. 

We should cultivate love to God 
and the good in humanity, and at the 
same time try and discriminate be
tween the person and the good that is 
in the person. Love no person I love 
the good that is in all! All that is 
good is God, Life, or Spirit. We 
should pr1Wtise to control the love na
ture, so that we can send out our love 
with the thought, or restrain it, at 
will; see April Number of THE ESo
TERIC, page 345, 2d. column. Read 
carefully the whole article. It is a 
great attainment, thus to be able to 
control every feeling and emotion by 
the will ! And remember " God is 
love;" but love is power, and the 
more love we have, the greater the 
power, if wisely directed and not too 
freely used. For love is life in mo
tion, and one can waste his life by leav
ing the door of sympathy open. 

But before we can have control of 

any of our powers, we must be able to 
still the intellect and " allow the man 
within to speak." Methods may be 
applied that will be very effectual if 
it is done with the spirit of childlike 
devotion. The ordinary man and wo
man engaged in business pursuits, 
are in such a whirlwind of hurry, that 
every nerve in the body and brain is 
in such excitement that it would be 
impossible for them to think orderly 
thoughts, much less to hear the voice 
of the spirit which always speaks to 
the spiritual man within. Therefore 
I suggest the following course to those 
who wish to become conscious of the 
REAL world which is beyond the reach 
of the five senses. 

First, avoid all excitement and ex
citing scenes or readings. Second, 
move moderately by always avoiding 
hurry of movement or feelings, for 
orderly thought and universal attain
ment is by the operation of the law 
of "Order." By this law, plant life 
takes its own normal form in all its 
minutim ; the frost on the window 
pane of the house will form orderly 
structures, like the plant life of the 
early Silurian or Devonian ages, be- I 
cause that was the beginning of or
derly formation from the earth ; but 
the frost on the rail-road car-window, 
street car, or carriage that are in mo
tion, forms only straight lines running 
to and fro from the courst- of the ve
hicle, because the law of Order is 
broken and Discrimination in the form 
of polarization is left to do its work 
in forming the crystals. • 

The positive influence of the solar 
ether meets the negative of the earth 
and in their quiet harmonious blend
ing, orderly thought formation takes 
place. This polarizing current is so 
strong that an iron rod of one eighth 
of an inch will polarize in three min
utes by only standing perpendicular, 
so that the bottom will attriWt the 
south pole of the magnetic needle and 
the *op of the north pole. This cur-

• See page 42 of SeYen CreatiYe PriDoipleL 
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rent is the physical expression of the 
law of Order, and if we are rushing 
around, this law can not act in us any 
more than it can in gathering frost 
on the window-pane that is in motion. 
It was because of this law that the 
old sage in the Biblical record said, 
" Use moderation in all things I " and 
again, •• Be still and know that I am 
God I " and again, " He that believeth 
will not make haste." The ancient 
Egyptians who are acknowledged by 
all occult student.~ to have been the 
most scientific men in the world, un
derstood this rule and conformed to 
its requirements in their methods for 
silencing the raging storm of activity 
in the body and mind. 

The time in the day most fitting 
for this work is when the sun is just 
sinking out of sight and twilighfs 
hour comes, and there is a retreating 
of all nature from activity to rest. 
Then retire where there will be no 
one expected to disturb your quiet 
concentration, seat yourself on a chair 
that will allow your limbs to be hori
zontal to the knees, and your legs from 
the knee!! down, perpendicular ; your 
body erect so that the perpendicular 
currents will pass freely from the 
crown of the head down through the 
spine. Remember that thus you are 
conforming to natural law, so as to 
a\'oid all friction. (See Diagram.) 
Turn vourself so as to face the east, 
allowiitg your hands to rest on each 
limb as if ready to rise at any mo
ment. 

The reason for facing the east is 
that the left hand is negative like the 
North pole of the magnetic needle, 
and the right hand is positive, like 
the South pole of the needle; and the 
electric currents running from north 
to south,- which polaTizes the iron 
rail of the rail-road, will pass through 
the body normally and without the 
friction upon the finer sensibilities. 

The ancient masons understood 
this law, and many of their symbols 
are arranged in ac:•cordam·e. For in-

stance. the symbol of the serpent with 
his tail in his mouth is always found 
to run from left to right. The posi
tive north current is attracted by the 
left hand and passes through and out 
at the right. This is called the psy
chic current. There is much more 
in this that can be revealed only to 
the truly initiated. 

Now, having gotten into a position 
harmonious with all nature, having a 
knowledge of the law, skepticism 

From an EirrPtian Temple. 

and the idea of the ludicrous should 
have no place in your mind: for 
as Paul said in Romans, chap. xil'., 
verse 23d. "And he that doubteth is 
damned if he eat, because he eateth 
not of faith; for whatsoever is not of 
faith is sin." (The word "damned" 
should be rendered " condemned.'') 
And if any one attempt these thin<!'!!. 
having no faith in him or her, th~y 
condemn themselves and thereby will 
plunge deeper into the darkness of 
material ism. 
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When yon have taken this position 
you will observe that the body 1s made 
thereby very positive, which will pro
tect your physical senses from being 
affected with any outside influence, 
and enable you to hold and maintain 
your own consciousness, and at the 
same time to direct the consciousness 
to any part of the body or brain. 
Then concentrate your mind on your 
own highest ideal of God, in a pure 
soul devotion, and try to come into 
the conscious consecration to God of 
all you are or wish to be ; for it is one 
thing to consecrate in words, and 
another to realize it I Sit in this at
titude at least thirty minutes, and at 
most an hour. The first five minutes 
or even ten, repeat silently the words 
WILL, STILL, and as you do so, send 
the thought and feelings with the word 
down in the body. 

It may be necessary for many to 
think over the direction and effects of 
words as if in elocutionary drill ; 
pronounce in your own mind pathetic 
words, loving words, and the opposite 
if necessary, in order to get an under
standing of the method and effect of 
the different expressions (but do this 
part of the work when you are not 
seated for this drill). After you have 
gotten so that/ou can speak to your 
own senses an say STILL and feel it, 
then consider the word WILL. In the 
use of this word keep active the con
sciousness that there is no power in 
earth or heaven but will power ; that 
it is the will of God that holds worlds, 
suns, and systems in their places. But 
remember there are two wills, one of 
energy and motion, and one of still
ness, that is unmovoo under all cir
cumstances. "Though heaven and 
earth may pass away " this will is un
moved, this is the kind of will you 
need to keep in thought while you are 
sitting and repeating the words WILL, 
STILL. Let these two words answer 
to the breathing process, viz. the word 
toill as you draw in the breath, and 
the word Rtill as you expire ; this 

allows the consciousness of stillness to 
descend throughout the body and the 
conrteiousness of drawing in that will 
power at the same time. 

Many who begin to practise thi~> 
without having heeded carefully the 
former Practical Instructions given 
in THE ESOTERIC, in each number• 
from August to this one, will no doubt 
meet with experiences, to say the least, 
very inconvenient to them. Remem
ber that this experiment should be en
tered into only by the truly devout 
soul whose one desire is to know the 
will of God that they may do it ; not 
to see what will come and then to de
cide what they will do after ; for there 
may something come under such men
tal conditions that you would wish 
had not come to you. You will ob
serve, as soon as you begin to concen
trate your mind on God, that it will 
produce a feeling of pressure on the 
upper part of the forehead in the or
gan denominated by the phrenologists 
as " human nature " which is the or
gan that, when brought under the 
control of the spiritual soul, becomes 
the eye of the soul. 

Another hour of the day t>qually 
important is that of sunrise when all 
nature awakes to consciousness. To 
many this hour would be far more de
sirable. But to persons over-bur
dened with the cares and labors of 
life who can not apply either without 
great sacrifice, I would say: sit at any 
time you can; and to all I would say 
the one desire should be "Let thy 
kingdom come and thy will be done 
in ME. Read carefully the article en
titled Unity of Desire, Page 387, in 
this issue. 

We wish that in these sittings you 
harmonize in your own mind the for
mer ideas I have giyen you on the ne
cessity of " taking the name of God, 
- and not in vain," but for divine 
uses, that is the name Y AHVEH, signi
fying I WILL BE WHAT I WILL TO BE, 

*Baoknnmberaof TBBFAIOTEJUCcan be·bad at 
fifteen oentB each. 
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which expresses p<?Bitiveness in the ex
treme, but a positiveness of the mind 
over the senses of the body; and at 
the same time you mmt maintain ex
treme negative passivity, or a loving, 
desiring submission to the will and 
mind of God. Contemplate the LOVE of 
God with a desire to be imbued with it 
that it may pervade your entire being. 
Truly this is the road Jesus spoke of 
when he said, " Straight is the gate, 
and narrow is the way that leadeth to 
life, and few there be that find it." 

Don't let any one think that these 
things can be reached and realized at 
once ; to many it will take years, whilst 
there are others who are already pre
pared; but all who have the will to 
begin the work of regeneration and 
persistently follow the directions here
m given, can find the path; for all 
the attributes of the Creator are in us, 
and we can create in ourselves any 
conditions we may desire. 

THE JUDEAN PRINCE. 

"Eli, Eli, Ia-~. " 

BY C. H. JACKSON, WITH ANNOTATIONS BY HELlOS. 

ACCORDING to Christianity Jesus 
is said to be both God and man, 
though his despairing cry as above 
quoted should prove the fallacy of such 
an assumption. If, as the Bible states, 
Jesus W3.8 to be a Jew and in the di
rect line of David, how can the clergy 
claim God as his natural father 
through immaculate conception? H 
such should be true, he was not of the 
seed, nor of the lineage of David, and 
the prophecies of the Bible are of no 
avail, for Mary was not of this tribe. 

PRoBABLY for no eftllt of history is there more 
diversity of interpretation than for the subject of 
this artiole. Allowing the event to have been 
what is popularly claimed for it, -the unitation 
or at-one-ment of God and ma.n, whereby Jesu 
became the Christ of humanity, these cllifereDCell 
would not be surprising, as it would necesaarily 
involve a vaatn- of arcana such as could be com
prehended, in fuln-, only by the highly unfolded 
and enlightened spiritual man: for Spirit alone 
can comprehend Spirit or understand even in de
gree ita mystic and all potent marriage with mat
ter, by virtue of which BUper!I8DIIUOUB relation, 
higher types and states are produoed by the infi
nite OTeHhadowing. 

The true esoterio undentands that oreation is a 
continuous work, that nature was not the end but 
simply the means, and that, where the outermost 
of Spirit touches the innermost of matter, life is 
continuoaaly bei.ug nolved, from the perfumed 
heart of the rose to the aspiring soul of man. 
A halo of overshadowing, -a river of spiritual 
life and fruitfuln- is eYer "the silver lining " 
to the clouds of historio eTOlution. The line of 
spiritual life and descent moves steadily forward. 
and it matters little to the true esoteric whether 

Jesu was or was not in the natural line of ~ 
from David. It is BUffioient that he was the spir
itual and therefore true desoendent in whom the 
divine over-shadowing and fol'IIOMtiDg to David 
finally and fully bloeaomed. 

A new and higher t!f.l: of human nature, -
the " Arch Natural" or • Divine HllllUID" is not 
a sudden or arbitrary outbirth, bat the cyclic con
ftrgenoe, culmioation, and ftoweringof the Divine 
Spirit in the internals of the race. The despair
i.ug ory of Jesus upon the Ol'088 was bat the final 
atrnggle of the natural ee~ at the neoe.ity of 
beiDg fully yielded to spirit. The ee- can 
DeTer fully comprehend the mysteries of spirit, 
and were they not endowed with a natural eel£. 
hood and power of reaction, we should be the 
merest automata. This "despairlnjr cry " would 
oonfirm rather than deny the three-lOid nature of 
J811118. 

To know, if such a man by the name 
of JesUB, ever existed, is a matter of 
common history, and not of supreme 
import for the salvation of man. To 
all thoughtful minds, this child of 
Bethlehem was as all other chiltlren, 
being born of woman, he inherited 
from her all the tendencies like those 
which fall to the lot of othet children. 
As a man, Jesus was as all men, " du
al,"- a natural and a spiritual body 
-a two-fold nature, - an external 
nature, which was human, and an in
ternal nature, which was the spiritual 
- and as one of the apostles says, 
" was made perfect through suffering." 
Little by little as he advanced in ~ere, 
the imperfections of the human nature 
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were removed, and the spiritual took 
the place of them. For how could he 
that is perfect, need to pray? or if he 
was " God with us " how could he 
pray to God as to another person? 

The mistake ia ooutinually being made of treat
iDg of God u an objecthe pei'IOnality, rather 
than u that mbllme aubjeotin aDd substantive 
life which coD&titutea the lamiuoua centre of u
piration aud pil of immortal ~WJ· For man 
18 perpetually finding being in Uod, while God, 
on the other band. ia finding uiatence in man; 
the one was created u a complement aud comple
tion of the other. God beoomea oognizable to 
-only through creation, while creation ia per
fected and exalted through ita m)'Btio mainage 
with Spirit. The centre or God, which ia pure 
being, mnat obTionaly rule; the oircumferenee, 
or man of form and aenae, mnat neoeuarily obey. 
.Allowing J811118 to be,the Christ of humanity, 
would not make hie natural an exoeption to this 
nnivaullaw, the difference being one of degree 
rather than kind, u the DiTine nature impinges 
on the inner or third degree of all hnman life, 
aud the needed prayer of the natural mind ia for 
conjDDCtion therewith, and guidanoe and enlight
emnent therefrom. 

All through Jesus' earthly life then 
co-existed in him an internal nature, 
which was the spiritual, and an exter
nal nature, which was human ; each 
having its own distinct will and pur
pose, and thus, like all mortals, he 
turned to God in prayer. How could 
God suffer, or can we imagine God 
triumphing over difficulties? 

The relatione of God aDd humanity are relatin
li those of spirit and body. Man tlnda beiDg in 
God, God attaine form in man. This relation ia 
biblically ~bolized u that of a marriage, in 
which God 18 the husband or bridegroom, while 
the Church or the Soul ia the bride and spouse. 
God u Lon or Bei'.'lf ia t:r:nallygiTingof hie 
living aubatanee, aink:ing • If aa it were in the 
Datnre of hie oreatnrea, even suffering humilia
tion at their bands, yet still sustaining the very 
life whose aelfhood reaota againat him. This ia 
not dne to any im~tenoe or mistake on hia part, 
but ia the way of Wisdom aa well aa Love. He 
therefore suffers in man to the end that man may 
ultimately triumph over hia lower nature and at
tain the full sonahip of God. But it ia asked: 
"How could Uod suffer? " Ia not God nearer 
than one's own soul? Are not tlte very hairs of 
our head numbered ? Not a sparrow falla to the 
ground without His notice. Is he not more watch
ful and tender than a mother' a love? Again, can 
the bride suffer and the bridegroom be nnmindfnl 
thereof ? It ia a atnpendous thought but we are 
in co-partnership with God ; in mystic marriage 
covenant, with One who is mighty to deliver 
and redeem. The Infinite Lon yeama over na 
ner aa J811118 yearned and wept o't'er Jernaalem. 
Shall we not then head the striTings of Divine 
Lo .... ? 

When he was ~rty years of age, 
he went from Nazareth to the river 
Jordan, where St. John the Evan~list 
was baptizing ; for St. John, bemg a 
prophet, foreknew what was to come. 
When Jesus was baptized, he com
plied with necessary conditions, and 
therefore •• the heavens were opened 
unto him." 

This was called the annointing, and 
was conferred by him on others, teach
ing them, and enabling them to teach 
also. 

The doctrines of Jesus are sublime 
in their truth and simplicity; his w~ole 
code of ethics is to the effect that 
humanity should be unselfish, so that 
their inner and spiritual selves might 
be fit to associate with the Father. 

Jesus did not teach worship or any
thing else but manhood, as a divine 
thing. H~ taught salvation as flow
ing from work8, and not from his mer
its or blood, or from the worship of 
him, or anything else but principles. 

We should not view him as a his
toric person about whose life we read 
in the Gospel, but as an example of a 
system of life, through and by which 
man becomes ~Spiritualized and free 
from the senses. And he who by vir
tue of his observance of this system 
of earth life goes to it~J utmost extent, 
while in the body, becomes a true and 
literal disciple. 

He recognized the spirit in all men, 
and in the physical wrecks around 
him he beheld only the inner man. 
The cures he effected were a radical 
change in the mental states of the 
man. The body was saved from dis
ease by redeeming the soul from sin, 
the illusions of th'3 senses, and the life 
of iniquity to which they led. Jesus 
said •• I am the way, the t'l'tlth, and 
the life; surely, if any man in this 
world had a right to speak as a Spec
ialist in Soul-life, it was he. 

Undoubtedly he was a great Adept. 
But the truth was, before he was born, 
and it is not the belief in the historic 
Jesus that can or will save mankind 
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from evil, but the recognition of the 
truth,- the system of . life. Those 
who believe in the doctrine of Jesus, 
whether they believe in his person or 
not, are the true worshipers, but 
those who do not follow His words 
but believe in His person, worship 
only a form without life, -an illusion. 

The form may be an illoaiou eo far u not hav
ing life of itaelf, but it ia that whereby the abid
ing soul ia revealed. Therefore it ia aaid that we 
can know the Father only throngh the Sou. For 
who can - or endure the pure flame of God' a 
spirit, and liTe ? 

The second coming of J esuH will 
be a state of Spiritual wisdom, and 
not the coming of a historical person
age. It will be the highest personifi
cation of spirituality in man, which 
is yet to be unfolded. 

Christianity has been on trial nine
teen hundred years, and the teachings 
of Jesus yet remain to be practised. 
If the clergy believe in the practical 
fulfillment of the doctrine of Jesus, 
that a life in accordance with those 
doct-rines will be the source of the 
greatest happiness, why do they not 
practise that which they preach? If 
they believe the " system of life " as 
taught by: Jesus, admirable, do they 
also constder it impracticable? Un
doubtedly he spoke to them "in par
ables " ; seeing, they see not, and hear
ing, they hear not, neither do they 
understand. If he who " had not 
where to lay his head " could walk 
the streets and alleys of our cities, and 
see the misery and distress which lib
eral and judicious benevolence could 
alleviate or remove altogether, and 
then turn from the wretched sight to 
gaze upon the hundreds of splendid 
churches bearing his name- what 
would he say? Can any good come 
out of such a Nazareth? 

Those who profess to be followers 
of Jesus should be willing . to take 
those portions of the New Testament 
which they believe to be His very 
words, as their guide and as a text 
book to determine who are His true 
followers. By their fruits shall ye 

know them. •• The~Je signs shall fol
low those that bel·ie-ve." 

"Shall see visions." -Acts, chap. 
ii., verse 17th. 

•• Work miracles." -1st. Cor., chap. 
xii., verse 10th. 

"Heal the sick." -Luke, chap. x., 
verse 9th. 

" Your sons and daughters shall 
prophesy."- Acts, chap. xi., verse 
17th. 

" Shall speak with new tongues." 
Mark. chap. xvi., verse 17th. 

"Shall dream dreams." - Acts, 
chap. ii., verse 17th. 

" Discerning of spirits.'' - Acts, 
chap. i. : Cor. chap. xi., verse lOth. 

1Vho believes? Is it not time we 
exchanged the Christian religion for 
the religion of Christ ? Look at his 
pity, his tenderness, all and always. 
for fleshly frailties of men and women! 
For them, never a hard word fell frJm 
his loving lips, only a divine compas
sion for the frail and fallen. If you 
will bring to your mind in a clear 
manner the experiences through which 
he passed, you will find that He per
fectly illustrated the precepts and 
principles of His doctrine ; His sys
tem of life ; His love and compassion ; 
His forbearance and forgiveness; His 
meekness and wisdom ; His simplicity 
and holiness ; His equanimity and 
self-possession. A.nd that which should 
insptre you, is to know that he was 
mortal man, not a God. To find in 
him one who carried the same burdens 
you feel, who found the same tempta,. 
tions you face, and the perplexities 
and difficulties of every day life, to 
find him. more brave, more strong, 
should give to you example and in
spiration. · Thus should this ideal 
man be the aspiration of all mortals, 
all should feel the same ideal of pu
rity, tenderness, justice, and truth. 

The Way, the Truth, and the Life, 
are nothing new; they have been 
taught by Buddha &nl Christ, Ma
home<l, Zoroaster, Confucius, and 
every reformer; prea 'bed in sermons, 
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and written in works of literature, 
philosophy and fidon,- read by all, 
understood by som.~, and practised by 
few. Average man looks up, in mo
ments of aspiration, to those ideals 
and gradually becomes less animal 
and more spiritual, and in ~roportion 
as he advances in spirituality he will 
realize that moral growth is not neces
sary to please a God whose favor must 
be obtained, but that man himself be
comes a God by growth. 

BeiDg, or p'lll'e life, ia the oentnll or inDel' N
ality of the UDiTel'lle ; th.e are predicated of God 

only. E:ldatence, form, receptivity, are the pre
rogatives of man. Thua God ia the centre or 
Spirit, man the oircumferenoe or Body. Man 
can no more have life and fruitfulD- without 
God than the earth without the BUD. God awl 
humanity are to each other 1'811p80tively aa ia 
the BUD to ita B}'lltem of planets, each com
plement& the other. And thua positive and neg
ative polarities actuate f1Very atom of matter. 
The thought of becoming a god ia said by Swe
denborg to be AD- inunity of the mind. A legit
imate and true aspiration ia to become Godlike. 

The function of the earth ia to receive the mag
netism or light and heat of the BUD. Thua ita 
glory and ita frnitfuln- are iD ita 1'808pti~tf· 
The glory of man ia to 1'808ive the life of God, 
not to become God, but like God, his Son and 
Heir. 

SWEDENBORG AS A MAN AND AUTHOR. 

FRoM whatevar standpoint Swedenborg 
is viewed, he stands out as a most re
markable man. That in his latter days his 
spiritual experiences or " spiritual open 
ness," as he styled it, caused him to be 
considered a mystic and visionary, is prob
ably the cause why his scientific and philo
sophical works have not received more at
tention at the hands of the scientific world. 
Apparently unprejudiced reviewers as
sert that he was not merely great in one 
branch of learning, but that there was 
scarcely a department of human thought 
but what he mastered, and to the advance
ment of which he materially contributed. 
In many lines of research his writings an
ticipate and declare laws and principles 
relative to the aubtle forces of nature, 
any one of which would have established 
the lasting fame of a less versatile mind, 
who had not thrown his scientific acquire
ments into the shade by other remarkable 
and unusual claims. 

Swedenborg can in no sense be regard
ed as an adventurer who sought a follow
ing and power or consideration through 
the assumption of miraculous authority. 
He was notably lacking in effort or seem
ing desire to organize a church in con
formity with his views, or to proselyte in 
any way. His modesty and abnegation 
in this particular were, to say the least, 
somewhat unusual. He seemed to fully 
realize that his revelations must stand or 
fall on their own inherent merits, and 
that spiritual truth could not be forced 
out of aeason. His writings therefore re
main as a legacy and aid to those desiring 

light on the occult problem of !ue, and 
the innate simplicity and honesty of the 
man, to say nothing of his natural fitness 
for a work of this superlative kind enti
tles his views to a candid and careful con
sideration. 

Had his object been the attainment of 
worldly fame or honors, these were alrea
dy at his command, as he was the friend 
of kings and the peer of the noblest minds 
of his age, but these considerations seemed 
to weigh with him as nothing in the bal
ances ; they were all put aside to enable 
him to perform the service to which he 
sincerely believed himself called. 

If there is anything in heredity, the 
circumstances of his birth would seem to 
be in keeping with the lofty nature of the 
work of his latter years. His father who 
was a Swedish bishop, distinguished for 
learning and piety, christened the infant 
Emanuel (God with ns) "in order that 
his name might continually remind him 
of the nearness of God, and of that inte
rior, holy, and mysterious union in which 
we stand to him." 

To arrive at a knowledge of the soul 
by rigid scientific methods, early became 
the hope and endeavor of Emanuel Swe
denborg. He conceived that the body, 
being the fellow of the soul, was in some 
sort its continuation ; and that if he could 
only penetrate to the purest forms or sub
tlest esaences, he would be sure at last of 
touching the soul's true territory. Long 
and fruitless toil had somewhat disen
chanted him of this idea when what he 
calla the "opening of his spiritual sigh• ·· 
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revealed that the realm of soul ie not a 
sublimated continuation of matter, but a 
distinct or true substance which stands re
lated as cause to effect, and that the sp~ 
itual world in some of its phases is ev
erywhr~e present with man, but that, as 
spirit alone can discern spirit, the eye or 
sight of the soul needs to be opeqed, and 
this he claims was accomplished in his 
case by the appearance of the Lord. But 
before treating of his peculiar experiences 
and teachings, it may be well that the 
re~er should learn more of the man and 
his works, and to that end we introduce 
the following extract. 

"EMANUEL Swedenborg,'' says Cham
ber's Encyclopedia, " a man of science, a 
philosopher, a theologian, and a seer, was 
born in Stockhohn, Sweden, January 29, 
1688. His father, Jesper Svedberg, 
was a bishop of the established church of 
Sweden, whose family was ennobled by 
Queen Ulrika Eleonora, and the name 
changed from Svedberg to Swedenborg. 
This gave Emanuel Sweden borg the rank 
of a nobleman. He was educated at the 
University of Upsula, where he graduated 
at the age of twenty-one. He then trav
elled for four years in England, Holland, 
France, and Germany. He had an ar
dent love for mathematics and mechanics, 
in which branches he was especially pro
ficient. 

" On his return to Sweden he was ap
pointed by Charles XII., to an asseSBorship 
in the College of Mines. He enjoyed the 
intimate friendship of that monarch, to 
whom he rendered important services at 
the siege of Fredrickshall, by transporting 
veSBels over land on carriages of his own 
construction. At this period hie mind 
was busy with various _scientific subjects, 
upon which he published pamphlets from 
time to time, such as short treatises on al
gebra, giving the first acount in Sweden 
of the differential and integral calculus ; 
on a mode of finding the longitude at sea 
by the moon ; on decimal money and 
measures ; on the motion and position of 
the earth and planets ; on docks, canals, 
salt-works, chemistry, bridges, air-guns, 
submarine VeSBels, the circulation of the 
blood, a new system of notation and many 
other subjects. 

" In 1724 he was offered the Professor
•· hip of mathematics at Upsala which he 

declined. He now remained silent for 
eleven years ; but the result appeared at 
Leipsic in 1734, in three massive folios 
beautifully illustrated, entitled Opera 
Philosophw et Mineralia. The first 
volume, called Principia, or the first Pri"" 
ciplu of Natural Things, being new at
tempts toward8 a Philo&ophw.d Expla'IUJ,
tion of the Ekmentary World, ie an 
elaborate deduction of matter from 'points 
of pure motion produced immediately from 
the Infinite.' This was followed in 1734 by 
a treatise on the Infinite, and the final 
Cause of Creation. The other two vol
umes describe the manufacture of copper, 
iron, and brass, and contain an exhaustive 
record of the best methods in use in the 
last century. 

" His investigations at this period were 
pursued with the express determination to 
discover the soul itself, and indeed to pen
etrate the whole realm of final causes. 
With this end he studied Anatomy and 
Physiology, and thereupon published in 
1741 two volumes entitled fEtXn'UJ'mw 
Regni .Animalis, and in 17 44-5 three 
volumes entitled Regnum .Animale. The 
character, number, and variety of these 
works serve to show the character, attain
ments, and purposes of the man, and to 
render still more striking hie subsequent 
career. 

"Suddenly hie scientific labors ceased, 
and in all his works afterwards published 
he scarcely so much as alluded to them. 
He soon resigned his asseSBorship, and de
voted himself exclusively to the labor 
which has since rendered him so celebrated. 
To give the substance of his own account 
of this transition, the Lord appeared to 
him in an unexpected manner by the 
opening of hie spiritual senses, and com
miSBioned him to be the herald of a New 
Dispensation, or of the New Church, sig
nified by the New Jerusalem in the Rev
elation. As such his office was to interpret 
the Word of God according to its trne sig
nificance ; to set forth a complete system 
of religions doctrine; and finally, by daily 
intercourse for twenty-seven years with 
the spiritual world, to reveal its nature, 
its order, and the constant relation of all 
men to it. The result of all this was the 
publication in Latin of a series of theo
logical works, more voluminous than even 
his previous scientific productions. The 
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first and largeet ia called, Arcana CrB
lutia; th8 Heavenly MysUriu wntained 
in th8 Holy Scripture, or Word of the 
Lord, unfolded in an Expo6ition of Gf!ITI,. 
ui& and Ezodua: together with a Rela
tion of W orulerfol Things seen in the 
World of Spirits, and in th8 Heaven of 
.Angels, 12 volumes, published in London 
during 17 49-56. Next eame a volume en
titled Heaven and Hell, a relation of 
Thing• heard and aeen. To these suo
eeeded othen, of which the following are 
abbreviated titles: Earth& of th8 UniverH 
with an account of th8ir Inhabitant8 : 
The La8t Judgment: The New Jer1U111-
lem and ita Heavenly Doctrine: The 
White Horse of the A.pocal'!fPie : IJoo.. 
trine ofth8 New J~ respecting 
th8 Lord : and similar treatises on the 
Srured IM'ipture, on Life, and on Faith: 
Divine .Looe and Wi&dom: Divine Prot~
idence: A.pocal'!fPie Revealed (2 vole. :) 
Conjugial .Looe : Interccurse between 
Soul and Body: True Chmtian Religion: 
His posthumous works are A.pocal'!fPIB a~: 
plained (6 vole.): and other smaller works. 

IN our next we shall consider Sweden
borg u a seer and revelator, setting forth 
eome of the distinctive features of liis aye
~ We conclude this article with an 
extract from " IntercoU1'8e between Soul 
and Body " wherein are set forth the re
lations sustained by the two prime facton 
.of man's nature. 

WILL AND u:NDEB8TA..NDING. 

" By the human mind are to be under
iltood its two faculties, which are called 
the understanding and the will. The un
derstanding ia the receptacle of the light 
of heaven, which in its essence ia wisdom ; 
and the will ia the receptacle of the heat 
.of heaven, which in its essence ia love, 
These two principles, wisdom and love, 
proceed from the Lord as a sun, and flow 
into heaven univenally and individually, 
whence the angels have wisdom and love; 
and they also Bow into this world univer
...Uy and individually, whence men have 
wiedom and love. But the two princi
ples proceed in union from the Lord, and 
likewise flow in union into the souls of an
gels and men ; but they are not received 
in union in their minds ; light, which 
forms the understanding, being first re
eeived there, and love, which forms the 
will, being received gradually. This also 

/ 

ia of Providence : for every man ia to be 
created anew, that ia, reformed, and this 
ia effected by means of the understanding ; 
for he must imbibe from infancy the know
ledges of truth and good, which are to 
teach him to live well, that ia, to will and 
act rightly: thus the will ia formed by 
means of the understanding. For the 
sake of this end, there ia given to man 
the faculty of elevating his understanding 
almost into the light which ia enjoyed by 
the angels of heaven, that he may see 
what he ought to will and thence to do, 
in order that he may be prosperous in the 
world for a time, and blessed after death 
to eternity. He becomes prosperous and 
blea~ed, if he procures to himself wisdom, 
and keeps his will under ita obedience ; 
but unprosperous and unhappy if he puts 
his understanding under obedience to his 
will : the reason ia, because the will he
reditarily tends to evils, even to those 
which are enormous ; wherefore, unleaa it 
were restrained by means of the under
standing, man would rush into acta of 
wickednea~, yea, from his inherent savage 
nature, he would destroy and slaughter, 
for the sake of himself, all who did not 
favor and indulge him. Besides, unlea~ 
the undentanding could be separately 
perfected, and the will by means of it, 
man would not be a man but a beast. 
For without that separation, and without 
the ascent of the understanding above the 
will, he would not be able to think, and 
from thought to speak, but only to exprea~ 
his aftection by sounds ; neither would he 
be able to act from reason, but only from 
instinct ; still lea~ would he be able to 
know the things which are of God, and 
God by means of them, and thUE J be 
conjoined to Him, and to live to eternity • 
For man thinks and willa aa.from hi~ 
and this, aa from hi'lll#lf, ia what gives 
him the faculty of rectprocal conjunction : 
for there can be no conjunction without 
reciprocality, just as there can be no con
junction of an active with a paaaive force 
without re-action. God alone acta, and 
man suffen himself to be acted on, and 
re-acts in all appearance as from himself, 
though interiorly it ia from God. • • 

The case ia in this wise with those who 
subdue the allurements of the lusts of the 
will by the wisdom belonging to the un
dentanding. With these, the understand
ing afterwards enten into a marriage 
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covenant with the will ; thus wisdom with 
love, and they dwell together in the upper 
apartment with the utmost delight. 

"They who judge of things only as they 
appear before the senses of the body, con
clude that beasts have will and under
standing as well as men, and hence that 
the only distinction consists in man's being 
able to spt;ak, and thus to describe the 
things which he thinks and desires, while 
beasts can only express them by sounds. 
Beasts, however, have not will and under
standing, but only a resemblance of each, 
which the learned call an analogous en
dowment. A man is a man, becaWie his 
understanding is capable of being eleva,t.. 
ed above the desires of his will, and it thus 
can know and see them, and . also govern 
them ; but a beast is a beast, because its 
desires drive it to do whatever it does. 
A man, then, is a man, in consequence of 
this, that his will is under obedience to 
his understanding ; but a beast is a beast 
in coW~equence of this, that its understand
ing is under obedience to its will. From 
these considerations this conclusion follows, 
viz., That the understanding of man, for
asmuch as it receives the light influent 
from heaven, and apprehends and per
ceives this as its own, and thinks from it 
analytically, with all variety, altogether 
as from itself, is alive, and is thence truly 
understanding ; and that the will of man, 
forasmuch as it receives the influent love 
of heaven, and acts from it as from itself, 
is alive, and is thence truly will ; but that 
the contrary is the case with beasts. 
Wherefore they who think under the in
fluence of the lusts of the will, are com
pared to beasts, and in the spiritual world 
they likewise at a distance appear as 
beasts ; they also act like beasts, with this 

only ditterence, that they are able to act 
otherwise if they will : but they who re
strain the lusts of their will by means of 
the understanding, appear in the spiritual 
world as men, and are angels of heaven. 
In a word, the will and the understanding 
in beasts always cohere, and forasmuch 
as the will is blind, being the recept&cl& 
of heat ani not of light, it makes the un
derstanding blind also : hence a beast 
does not know and understand its own ac
tions, and yet it acts, for it acts by an in
flux from the spiritual world ; and such 
action is instinct. _It is imagined that a 
beast thinks from understanding what to 
act ; but this is by no means the case : it 
is compelled to act solely by the natural 
love which is in it from creation, with the 
888istance of the senses of its body. The 
reason that man thinks and speaks is sole
ly becaWie his understanding is capable of 
being separated from his will, aud of be-
ing elevated even into the light of heaven ;. 
for the understanding thinks, aud tho. 
speaks. From these considerations it is 
evident, how much they are mistaken who 
believe beasts to be endowed with ration
ality, aud only to be distinguished from 
men by their external figure aud by their 
not being able to express by speech the 
rational things which inwardly occupy 
their thoughts ; from which fallacies many 
even conclude, that if man lives after
death, beasts will do so too ; and, on the 
contray, that if beasts do not live after 
death, neither will man ; beside other 
dreams, arising from ignorance in regard 
to the will and understanding, and also 
in regard to degrees ; by the aid of which, 
as steps for its ascent, the mind of m&D 

mounts up to heaven." 

MIDNIGHT MUSINGS. 

BY WILLI.AX A.. ENGLISH, :M. D. 

WHBNB'RB we pray, along life's way, 
The angels list to hear us ; 

When all our thoughts are pure and true, 
Then they are ever near us. 

Live simple, plain ; the right maintain ; 
Draw every virtue near you, 

And evermore they'll hover o'er 
To strengthen, guide and cheer you. 

Let all your acts be free from guile ; 
Give conscience full dominion; 

Have charity for all mankind ; 
Grant freedom of opinion. 

May love with softest, strongest ties 
Bind human hearts together; 

And light and truth make error flee, 
Like mist in sunny weather. 
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EDITORIAL NOTES. 

BACK numbers can be supplied 
from the commencement of the vol
ume, therefore subscriptions may date 
from any desired number. 

THE series of " Instructions in 
Mental Healing" by Mrs. S. E . True 
is continued in this issue. The con
cluding lesson will be given next 
month. 

WE are issuing THE ESOTERIC a 
few days earlier each month. This 
time we are out by the 23d of April, 
and next month shall be a few days 
earlier than that. 

PRoF. BUTLER'S promised article on 
the significance of" Precious Stones," 
is in type, and will appen.r in our 
next. It required more space than 
oould be spared in this issue. 

OUR desire remains as heretofore, 
that our readers should kindly for
ward us the names of all persons like
ly to be interested in THE EsOTERic, 
that we may send them a sample copy. 

THE Society Esoteric holds public 
meetings each Sunday at 3 and at 7.30 
P. M., at 4 78 Shawmut avenue. The 
oonference and class meetings during 
the w~ are for members only. 

THE relation which the diseases of 
this life sustain to a prior existence is 
treated in an original and instructive 
manner by A. F. Melchers, under the 
head of " What is Life ? " The uses 
and advantages of abnegation are also 
suggestively presented. 

THE " Esoteric Chautauqua " has 
been receiving numerous accessions to 
its membership during the past month. 
Attention will be devoted for the pres
ent to systematic readings with month
ly questions and reports. For condi
tions of membership see Society Eso
teric in advertising columns. 

THE classes in Solar Biology, un
der the charge of Mrs. Butler and 
Mrs. Drury, are thriving, and many 
are availing themselves of the oppor-

tunity to secnre the aid which this 
science throws upon mental and met
aphysical healing, in particular, as 
well as on the various issues of life in 
general. 

THE extract from Swedenborg on 
"Will and Understanding" page 421, 
is well worth the attention of our 
readers. Will and Understanding 
constitute the two prime factors in 
man ; and their nature and relations 
to each other, as receptacles of the 
dual esse of life,-spiritual light and 
heat, or wisdom and love, involve oc
cult arcana regarding which every es
oteric student should be advised. 

"UNITY of Desire," the opening 
article of the present number, by Prof. 
Butler, takes the place of his printed 
lecture for this month. There is a 
growing appreciation and desire for 
soul unity and definite effort on spe
cific and high lines, to the end of ul
timating the long deferred dreams 
and hopes of humanity. We should 
never lose sight of the thought " that 
NOW is the accepted time ; " and when 
any number of persons unite on a 
right thought in this frame of mind 
"THE WORLD MOVES." 

THE conclusion of Theo-Sophia is 
given in this issue. The article is 
able, critical, and far-reachin~ in its 
thought, and has elicited considerable 
notice. It varies somewhat from the 
ordinary estimate Theosophists have 
of Eastern "masters," but at the same 
time exalts one's ideas regarding 
adeptship. Dr. English gives another 
extract from his Buddhist friend's 
note book, which presents the Mahat
mas in more glowing colors than "N e
mo" does. Where there are extremes 
of thought the truth is usually found 
to lie somewhere between the two. 
Theo-Sophia is being issued by us in 
pamphlet form. 

WE ~vein this number the last of 
the ser1es of extracts regarding the 
remarkable occult training and feats 
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of the hero Geoffrey. We have had 
them translated from the German of 
J. Kernning's "Key to the Realm of 
Spirit" wherein it is given as an ex
ample of an "unfolded force" in con
tra distinction to other spiritual powers 
that can be evolved. It contains so 
many hints of discipline in the attain
ment of higher powers, that we have 
decided to issue it in book form. 
The introductory chapters which were 
not published in ~HE EsOTERIC pre
sent this historical episode in such an 
entertaining manner as to add greatly 
to the interest of the portions given 
in the magazine. The series in book 
form will be entitled " Esoteric Edu
cation, or the Unfoldment and Life 
of a Hero." It will be ready for 
issue May 15th, and will be mailed, 
post paid, bound in cloth, at 50 cents. 
Other writings of Kernniog's will ap
JI8&r in subsequent numbers of THE 
EsoTERic. 

IMMORTALITY. 

THE question of the possibilities of at
taining immortality in the body, has been 
receiving considerable local notice of late, 
growing out of the published views of Dr. 
Hammond of New York, who maintains 
that it is no physical impossibility, in that 
the animal body differs from any inorgan
ic machine as it possesses the power of 
self repair, and that it is simply a matter 
of sufficient wisdom to enable one to ad
just the repair to the waste. He thinks 
that it IDAY be a long time before any con
siderable portion of mankind will be suf
ficiently perfected in knowledge ; but that 
such is attainable he claims to firmly be
lieve. 

The leading doctors and ministers of 
Boston, on being interviewed by a Globe 
reporter, did not express themselves as 
having the "substance" of a corresponding 
faith. Rev. A. A. Miner thought the fact 
that plants and animals were subject to de
cline and death even in their most favored 
environments, when the conditione of their 
being would seem to be perfectly met, 
implied a law of " duet unto duet" re
garding all outward things. He regard
ed life as a boon, and a school of experi
ence, but thought that God had other 

forme of blessings elsewhere, and that oa 
the whole it was not desirable to live here 
forever. Some of the doctors thought Dr. 
Hammond's views were chaJf and non
sense, and though admitting that he wa& 

an able man, suspected he was present
ing such views from a sensational stand
point. Rabbi Solomon Schindler expressed 
views analogous with those of Rev. A. A. 
Miner, accepting neither the logic nor the 
desirableness of physical immortality. 
Life, he . further said, :was S\)}>ported by 
death, and death but a change of form. 
and one necessary to check over popuJ.&. 
tion. He thought a better knowledge of 
hygienic laws, coupled with stricter obe
dience to their commands would greatly 
lengthen life's span and lessen its pains, 
and that was all we could reasonably ex
pect. Rev. M. J. Savage thought it wu 
startling to be told by a man of Dr. Ham
mond's standing, that death was a blun
der. Hie theory was fascinating, but he 
snspected it was only a brilliant specW.. 
tion. The oak tree, he said, had no bad 
habits ; yet did not live indefinitely. All 
things from solar systems to the existen
ciee of a day are governed by a cyclic law 
of birth, development, and decar, and 
that the scheme was a most gigantic land 
monopoly for getting posse88ion of the 
earth and keeping ·others out. As there 
was a limit to its capacity of sustaining 
life, he thought it fortunate for Dr. Ham
mond that it was not adopted a thousand 
of years ago, or the present generation 
might have been excluded. He thought 
death was as natural as life, and on the 
whole he opposed the idea of making a 
prison of the earth by closing the passage 
out. Dr. 0. S. Sanders thought that any 
one who taught that there was any other 
immortality than that which Enoch and 
Elijah attained by transmution, and the 
balance of mankind by death, was not to 
be relied on. 

The Sundar Globe devoted eight col
umns to the news of prominent ministers, 
doctors, and thinkers, including those of 
Prof. H. E. Butler, which were given at 
considerable length under the caption that 
"The Great Esoteric Philosopher Believed 
in the Hypothesis," but as we cannot do 
Prof. Butler's views on this subject jus
tice in the brief space remaining of t.b.ia 
number, we will reserve them for another 
issue. 
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PROF. BUTLER ANSWERS SOME QUESTIONS ON ASTRAL 
SPECTRES. 

L. M. G. writes : 
Hm.u4 E. BUTLER, EsQ., 

Dear Sir,-Your article in the April 
EsoTERIC, entitled " Philosophy of Astral 
Spectres," I have read with great inter
est ; bot, to my mind, it leaves unan
swered several of my mental questions 
for which I have, without avail, sought 
for clear and explicit answers in the few 
works upon Occultism that I have read. 
I earnestly request the favor of answers 
from you, either through the next number 
of THE EsoTERic, or otherwise. 

You say, on page 378 of THE Eso
TERIC, " • • when this form is dominated 
by the fifth principle, and passes out of 
the body, it is • • immediately separated 
from the spirit." Mark, you say it is 
" imf1UJdia.uly separated from the spirit." 
If so, what becomes of the spirit? 

..4118. The spirit is God's and it returns 
to God from whence it came. 

ADd if the principle was ezistent at the 
time of such immediate separation, what 
becomes of that ? 

.Ans. It is attracted to that like itself 
i& the same principle in its earthly ex
preaaion. 

Does the sixth go with the seventh into 
Devachan or elsewhere, and finally be
come re-incarnated ? 

.Ans. If the sixth is developed at all, 
then it will remain in Devachan until it 
has reached conditions of developmep.l 
snftlcient to return into life as a high and 
enlightened personage. 

How long, ordinarily, does the fifth or 
fourth principle, or both combined, remain 
in the akaaa or ether ? 

.Ans. That depends altogether on the 
dominant ; if it is the first, ruled by 
mercury it returns soon on account of 
the rapid movements of that planet. 
None ean answer that; for all depends on 
the solar conditions. 

Do the sixth and seventh principles 
sometimes remain in the ether united with 
the fifth and fourth principles, even from 
five hundred to one thousand or more 
years, jnst as mach entities as they were 
on earth, in somr probationary condition 

and undergoing some sort of progressive 
development ? If so, can they not come 
back through mediums, and yet not be, 
necessarily, very wicked? 

..4118. Yes I when there is enough devel
opment of the sixth principle to perpetu
ate the house for the spirit, then they do 
remain as you say until the power of the 
lower principles are loosed, and then re
incarnate as lofty souls. 

If so, what finally becomes of their sixth 
and seventh principles, and when ? 

..4118. Then the sixth and seventh re
main with the tlurd and are incorporated 
as a conscious entity, and people say of 
such children "they are peculiar," &c. 

You say, as above quoted, that the fifth 
principle "immediately separated from 
the spirit" ; yet you sayJ lower down, on 
page 378 (the same page,) " •.• their 
real or spiritual form that would other
wise be re-created or re-incarnated . • • 
serves under the medium's self-love, and 
is hindered in its upward progress." 

.Ans. The spiritual form, or spectre, 
is of the 3d. principle and not essentially 
a part of it. 

Now, how can it (if you mean the sev
enth principle, or even the sixth,) either 
thns "serve" or thus be "hindered," if, 
as I understand you to say above, it had 
been separated imf1UJdia.uly from the fifth 
principle? And if the seventh principle 
thus separates imf1UJdiaiely from the fifth, 
do you wish to be understood to mean 
(page 378) that the sixth principle had 
not then been created ? 

.Ans. Yes! 
And what principle is it, or what prin

.ciples are they, that would soon return 
and finish their work by creating the 
sixth, the spiritual soul ? What principle 
or principles are they that are re-incar
nated? 

.Ans. All that has been developed.
unless they have debased themselves by 
drunkenness or other ways below the beast, 
when disintegration takes place, which is 
the sin of the soul-''the soul that sinneth 
it shall die ! " There are many who must 
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descend to first principles and traverse the 
whole road over again. If there is pro
gression, certainly there is retrogreaaion
this anawera a.l.ao A. C. D. G.'s questions. 

If it is the seventh principle (with or 
without the sixth), and if only the fifth 
and fourth (without the sixth and seventh) 
have been "astral spectres," in the ether, 
do such spectres disintegrate and decom
pose before such re-incarnation of the sev
enth (with or without the sixth) principle? 

.Ans. Very few of the astral spectres 
have any part of the 6th principle or 
spirit developed, and therefore are only 
semi-conscious, from the solar and lunar 
mind principles of creative life, or from 
the sensorium of those to whom they may 
be allied. The 3rd. principle, " form " 
frequentiy disintegrates, especially if there 
is not a germ of the 6th.; if they have, 
then they remain in Devachan until the 
5th. and 6th. are freed from all the lower, 
except the love of the 3rd. which is what 
Swedenborg called the proprium, that is 
the serpent or sex principle which draws 
them back for incarnation. 

Please a.l.ao enlighten me by stating 

[May, 

whether yonr knowledge of these subject~ 
is obtained through inspiration (or reeipi
ency of thought), or whether, through the 
development of inner powers and senses, 
you have not only become clairvoyant and 
clairaudient, ao that you can aee and hear 
"astral spectres " ; but that, from the 
first, and second, and third of the lowest 
principles]ou can, at will, disconnect the 
fourth, an fifth, and sixth, and seventh 
principles, and with these go far and wide 
into the astral or etherial spheres, and 
there not only actually see and trace "as
tral spectres " back, through observation, 
to their sources, but obtain actual know
ledge, through observation, of their disin
tegration, together with actual knowledge 
of many other supramundane things of 
which you write ? 

.Ans. Deus novit:- I do not wish to 
be accepted aa absolute authority, thoee 
things that come from my pen should be 
only received aa suggestive thought to be 
worked out and proved, and when you 
know them, then and not till then, is any
thing that I can aay absolute truth. 

BOOK NOTICES. 
THE SPHINX. 

To thOIMI of our tubeoribera, or their friends, 
who read German - reoommend Tua S~'BI!a, 
the only monthly magazine for oocultiam pub
lished in Germany. Editor, Dr. Habbe-Soh
leidea, NeahaWMin bei Munohen. Prioe, per year, 
$1. 75. The tubjeota are treated with that aoiea
tifio thoroughneas whioh ia oharaoteriatio for the 
German mind. 

RE-INCARNATION. 
HouoBTOM Miftlin & Co., have reoeutly ilaaed 

a work whioh ia calonlated to attract the atten
tion of esoteric atudenta. It bears the above title, 
and ia from the pea of E. D. Walker. "The 
eoul ia older than the body " eaya the author, and 
he undertakes to show how that oaa be, and yet 
we individually know eo little about it. There 
must be some vital reality be, claims, to an idea 
that domiaatell the thought of 750,000,000 people 
at the preaent time and which baa been enter
tained by eo many of the illustrioaa ~ of the 
~t. We are jaat finding he says, 'that the 

New World ' ia the oldeet continent, eo the 
'new truth' recently brought to light ia found 
to be the most ancient.'' 

The first chapter ia devoted to the explanation 
of what ia meant by re-incarnation. The author 
then prooeed.a to consider the evidenoee of re-in
oamation under seven heads which are hriefiy 
stated aa follows : lat. That the idea of &mmor
tality demands it. 2d. That analogy makea it 

the moat probable. 8d. That~ -m- i~ 
4th. That the nature oftM lt1lll. require. it. 6th. 
That it moat completely aftlllllln the tA.eologic«l 
qaeetiona of "originalein" and "future plllliah
mant." 6th. Th&t it uplaiu mauy t~~y.m
u:pm-. 7th. That it alone IOIIIU the prob
lem of injiUJtice and milery whioh broods o-..er our 
world. A chapter ia devoted to the coDIJideratiOil 
of weetern objectiona, and another to the vie,.. 
of western anthol"'l who have written in ite faYor. 
A copioaa collection of the poetry of both the 
Eaat and West expre.iYe of the idea ia aleogiven. 
The subject ia ably treated, and the work ia fall 
of interest, and we shall no doubt han occaeion 
to refer to it hereafter when opportauity admita 
of ita more thorough peraaal. We ha...e the book 
in stock, and will forward postpaid, on receipt of 
prioe $1.50. 

TH1I: following books have been receiYed. 
The Missing Seaae and The mdden Thinp 

which it Might Reveal. Treated on a Ratioaal 
Basis, by C. W. Wooldridge, B.S., M.D. 

Philosophic Chiromancy, Myateriea of the 
Hand Revealed and Explained by Robert Allen 
Campbell. 

The Four Gospels in One containing flYer"! 
statement of Matthew, Mark Luke, anll John, 
in the exact words of the Authorized Vel'!lioa. 
By Robert Allen Campbell, also Phallic Worship 
by the aame author. 
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ROADS TO IMMORTALITY. 

A TREATISE POUNDED ON UNDENIABLE FORCES OF THE H1JlU.N NATURE. 

FROM THE GERMAN OF J. KERNNING. 

We imend to gi...e our readlll'll in full all that mere theory would be dry, and useful 
is of -ntial value in this remarkable little book for a small number of readers only 
of the Germao freemaaon and mystic, who pub-
lilhed his occnlt teaohiDgs about 1830-40. it was deemed advisable to clothe it 
This work contains not only a oo1U'!I8 of the occnlt in a series of narratives from actual 
training of one disciple, and a deecription of the life, in order to combine the theory en- oocnrring therein, but also a number of in-
lltnlctiTe examples of pecnliar mental conditione with its practice and thus to make it 
of other plll'IIODS, and their treatment by adepta plain to all. 
aooording to metaP.hyaicallaw, from which exam- IN order to present more exactly 
plea no. one can fail to derin moet important in-
formation. the character and views of the chief 

INTRODUCTION. persons through whose experiences 
the author seeks to reach his en~ 
he has given a portion of their corre
spondence respecting the subject with
out any change, save at that stage 
when the practice begins and oral 
instruction becomes necessary, where 
the narrative and dialogue form is em
ployed. 

THE road to immortality is not so 
easily to be found as people generally 
think. There are many paths, indeed, 
but this is precisely why so many be
come careless, and think that a goal 
which can be reached by so many dif
ferent ways, must be easily found af
ter all. In this belief we find (nearly 
without exception) the so-called edu
cated people, and it is for them in the 
main that this book was written. 
But others as well, who in the realm 
of faith have entered the safe path, 
will find in it a confirmation of their 
views and obtain more strength for 
their pilgrimage in bringing their 
feeling to a clear consciousness. 

Immortality is the crown of human 
perfection, and the doctrine of it 
should be dealt with systematically, 
because a steep hill is more easily 
climbed by regular steps. But as a 

The correspondents are two friends, 
Fielding and Silbert. The former, 
the son of a government officer, had 
shown from his youth a great love of 
metaphysics. "When at the university 
of Gottingen, he made the acquaint
ance of a theosophist who initiated 
him in all the mysteries of that sci
ence and experimentally demonstrated 
in the person of Fielding that man 
has the facultv to become as sure of 
his immortaiity as he is of the 
}>OBSession of his external senses. 
For a profession he had studied finan
ces and oooupi~ for twenty years, 
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the office of a superintendent on a 
lar~e estate of the government. 

Silbert was the son of wealthy par
ents and lived in the capital, being a 
lawyer by profession. As he was not 
necessitated to accept all cases for a 
living's sake, he followed the bent of 
his mind, investigating whatever 
branches of human knowledge pre
sented, and finally reached the subject 
of immortality. He read all the 
works on that important question he 
could get, but did not find the light 
he was seeking, and therefore ad
dressed his old fellow-student Fielding 
who was reputed to be well versed in 
the subject. Fi9lding began to give 
him his views and experiences, but 
found such a spirit of negation and 
skepticism in his disciple that he saw 
he would have to go with him through 
all the by-ways of the human mind, 
as through a labyrinth, before he 
could lead him into the path where 
he would be able to cognize the 
truth. 

(We do not deem this controversial 
cOrrespondence sufficiently interesting 
for our time and readers, and there
fore give only the last letter of Field
ing's in which he inviteil his friend 
to reside with him for awhile) : -

"It would be useless" he wrote, 
" to continue arguing against your 
views, because your heart and your 
intellect have united and become one 
in them. Only one thing let me tell 
you : The intellectual perverseness 
cannot go farther than it does in our 
day, when every one wants to do the 
other one's thinking and no one stands 
on his own legs. The oak-tree grows 
by itself, the lion realizes his strength 
by his own nerves ; but man is de
graded to the poor view that to him 
alone Nature has been niggardly, de
nying him positive powers and inde
pendent growth. Every man has his 
individuality; let him not extinguish 
it and he will at once know himself 
and nature. But let him neglect it, 
and he may still understand how to 

handle words and phrases learnt by 
heart, but will not possess a spark of 
pure knowledge and truth. The 
truth of man rests in the conscious
ness of immortality. But this con
sciousness cannot be obtained by school 
philosophy ; yea, rationalism has not 
one tenable reason for an everlasting 
life of man, and if this system con
tained the supreme laws of the human 
nature, we should have to resign im
mortality entirely. 

You see what an earnest aspect the 
subject assumes if we look at it close
ly. We have to defy the whole civi
lized world and tell them : ' you are 
wrong!' 

If after this declaration you are 
still determined to seek after light on 
this subject, it will be more to the 
purpose that you live near me for 
some time, because mere theorems are 
of no use, and we have to advance by 
practice. As my office does not per
mit me to visit you, whilst it will be 
easy for you to part with your law
suits by entrusting some friend with 
them for awhile; I earnestly look for . 
ward to your early arrival, assuring 
you that you will be cared for as well 
as the circumstances of country life 
will permit." 

ORAL INSTRUCTION. 

Silbert, on receipt of this letter, at 
once made arrangements for his tem
porary absence, and as it was easy at 
that time for him to arrange his af
fairs he arrived on Fielding's estate 
on the fourth day. Fielding received 
him cordially, assigned him a room 
and said : "It is well you have come ; 
for letters are of no avail with you, 
and I think we shall be more likely 
to succeed by oral communication in 
bringing you to a certainty." 

" You had the .kindness and pa
tience " Silbert replied, " to examine 
my doubts, and, whilst I am still far 
from a state of mind satisfactory to 
you, I trust in your magnanimity and 
expect to get light from you on a sub-
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Ject of such importance that, if real- .es, one of which sought the form only, 
ized in its truth, will be of the great- the other sought in the form for the 
est benefit to me." substance. 

Fielding gave him his hand and said: · S. This statement is new. 
"You are in earnest'! Well! I will F. Not at all. The Bible speaks 
try to lead you to undoubted realiza- of it plainly, for it divides mankind 
tion. On your part I want courage into "children of God " and "children 
and perseverance ; for the road to be of Man ; " before, as well as after the 
pursued by such a skeptic as you are, deluge. Christ also calls the latter the 
is a rough one and leads through all "dead," the former, the "children of 
the windings of .b-uman life." light" or "of life.'' 

" I shall be constant" Silbert re- S. And from this division you in-
plied; "do but show me what I have fer immortality? 
to <lo!"- "'Be quiet for a time" F. If the division is a true one, im-
answered Fielding, " and before all mortality follows of itself. 
get yourself renewed a little by the S. Perfectly! But how can we 
country air; then we shall have op- recognize the truth? 
portunity enough to talk about what F. There are two fundamental 
is to be done." proofs for immortality.· First, the 

Silbert acquiesced in the above ad- · prophetical power that looks into the 
vice. He visited the villages and future and informs us about the state 
the curiosities of the estate, and in after death. The second comes from 
this way spent a week in pleasant ex- the communication or ministration of 
-eursions. On the ninth day, when the arisen souls who furnish us the evi- . 
-two friends were sitting together af- deuce of their continued existence. • 
-ter dinner, speaking of the affairs of S. It would be presumptuous or. my 
their country, Fielding observed : part to oppose such views; for, as you 
... Mentally Germany is like a. lar~e refer to them with such certainty, I 
meadow, rich in grass but poor 10 must suppose that they can be dam
flowers worthy to be transplanted inro onstrated. I only ask: on which of 
a garden." the two paths may I become con-

S. Why so ? vinced? 
F. Because every one wants to F. On the second ; you cannot be 

.excel as a grass among the grasses ; convinced on the first, because it would 
no one likes to rise as a flower, for not satisfy one of your exceeding 
fear of standing alone. skepticism. The prophetical power 

S. I perceive what you are driving manifests itself in such a natural man
at, cosmopolitism and equality do not ner, that a skeptic is easily induced 
suit your mind ; you want exceptions. to ascribe to a coincidence, what fore-

F. Exceptions? well, yes ; if you sight has predicted. 
please to call it so. I wish every one . S. But if it predicts uncommon 
to have the courage, and stand forth things? 
independent, and to rise to that de- F. No matter! for we often see un-
gree, where the higher nature of man common things in the world. 
has erected her standard. In the S. Thus you direct me to the de
multitude this nature cannot unfold parted. How can I make the impos
itself, because the different inter- siblc possible? 
ests continually cross each other. F. What others have accomplished 

S. Accordingly a separation would is impossible to no one, provided he 
:be necessary ? 

F. It would. In all times man
kind bas been divided into two class-

• There is a state of perfection for man, iD 
which the immortals come to him, uncalled, by 
their own impulse, to minister to him. (Ed.} 
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have perseverance and courage. It is the arts and sciences flourish, because 
but your resolution, I want. sensation is brought to consciousness, 

S. My resolution! You astonish and consciousness ag-.J.in modifies sen
me. Show me the means, and I will sation. This class the wise call " the 
venture. world." It is the realm that threat-

F. You shall have the means. ens to swallow everything. In it 
S. In truth? Well then, accept there is the dominion over the chil-

my promise! dren of man, indifferent whether this 
F. You give me your hand upon ought to be so by the law of truth. I 

it? need not tell you more of it for you 
S. Here it is! know it sufficiently. 
F. It is done ! - The life behind "Third, such as withc1raw themselves 

you must disappear to make room from all given conditions and turn 
for a new one. I welcome you on your their eyes to nature and eternal truth 
new path'! only, in order thereby to learn the 

At this stage of the conversation real purpose of life. Here man en
Fielding was called away leaving Sil- ters a new sphere of culture. He 
bert with a strange feeling. He had crosses the narrow barriers of tem
made a thorough study of many porary existence and passes beyond 
branches of knowledge, but he could into the realm of the generative pow
not imagine how one could pass to er of the Eternal Father, by which a 
the realm of the immortal ones. "U new, au internal man is generated, 
Fielding were not so reliable in other who draws all the forces of life to the 
things," he thought, "I should be in- centre, thus securing to man an ev
clined to take him for a fool, or one erlasting life. In this state all exter
who labors under a hallucination, but, nal law and science cease for man ; 
as it is, I shall have to be patient he has arrived at the fountain head 
and wait for the result." from which all knowledge and all 

A few days later when they were power flow ; he stands, a new philoso
walking across the fields, Fielding had pher, above the multitude in harmony 
an opportunity of givin~ his young with himself, and gives to drink to the 
friend an outline of his VIews on ere- thirsty who approach him asking 
ation, of which we present only the for refreshment. 
closing portion here. • • • • • • • 

" We can " continued Fielding, "This is a rude and general outline 
"distinguish three kinds of men. of nature. If you can get into the 
First, the very simple ones, who are understanding of it, it will have the 
but little above sensation, and, with benefit of freeing you from one-sided
language learnt by heart, decide and, ness and of showing you the course of 
quite as mechanically, act. They are creation. But without practice all 
automatons, wound up by command, meditation is useless and only leads to 
habit, or a teacher, and run as long new labyrinths." 
as the weight is stretching the cord. Here Fielding paused and observed 

Second, tho11e in whom the power the impression which this bi~ye 
I of comparison arises, opening special view of creation made upon his friend. 
fields for their activity. The present "Think over" he said, "what we have 
being too narrow for them, they reach been speaking about, whilst I dis
into the past, and search the history charge some business matters; we shall 
of the nations. Speech gives them meet again at dinner." 
the means for new forms of thought, Silbert remained alone, thoughtful, 
by which they try the correctness of and tried to fix the different planes 
all judgment and knowledge. Here of the system given him in his mem-
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ory, in order to recall it the more ea
sily afterwards. " It is to that sev
enth degree •" he thought, " that my 
friend wants to lift me ; from there I 
shall be able to look into the beyond, 
to the departed and ask them about 
the requirements for immortality." 

Three days passed before he could 
speak again with Fielding on the sub
ject. On the fourth day the latter 
called on him in his room, proposing 
a walk to a town six miles distant to 
make the acquaintance of a friend 'of 
his. 

S. Of what use is a new acquaint
ance to me before I am satisfied and 
settled about the lessons you have 
given me? 

F. That is to be seen. Four eyes 
see more than two, and a witness of 
my teaching might confirm your 
courage. 

s. I need DO witness ; I rut my full 
oonfidence in you. If am still 
doubting, it is of the possibility of my 
ever reaching that seventh plane yon 
indicated. ' 

F. Yon will reach it; my word up
on it I Only just how, is not yet clear 
to my mind; this is why the assistance 
of a friend would suit me. 

S. Not me however. Leave me to 
myself, until I am more sure of my 
own mind ; then I shall have no ob
jections to hear from another mouth 
the same doctrine, perhaps in another 
form, but for the present please to an
swer some of my questions:-
• • • • • • 

How is the certainty of life at
tained on that seventh plane you spoke 
{)f the other day ? 

F . The single-minded man learns 
to believe and to love, and comply with 
the conditions of regeneration. 

8- And the man of the world ? 
F. Clings to his institutions, scien

ces, ambitions, and honors, his rest
less activity. a thousand troubles, sor
rows and distractions. He lives for 

• In Fielding's "outline" the highest c1aaa 
of men formed the seventh degree in creation. ( 7h) 

the time and perishes with the passage 
of time. 

S. But on the seventh plane there 
is certainty of life ? 

F. Without fail. 
S. Let me ask then how it is at

tained. 
F. We pierce through the darkness, 

and form m ourselves a centre of light 
that attracts all that is light, and re
pels all that is gross. The sun nour
Ishes itself by receiving all liaht-sub
stance from the surrounding 0planets 
and gathering in his centre the pur
est light. Iri the sun the rays go in
ward, not outward. t 

The same faculty is in man. If 
his ego has found itself in the purest 
light of life, in the centre, it can no 
more perish, but must last as long as 
God remains God and Nature remains 
united with Him. 

S. I no longer object to your words. 
My doubts are vanishing, but I lack 
the capacity of receiving the truth. 
Show me how to attain this, accept 
me as your disciple and lead me to the 
goal after your own judgment. 

F. Well then, listen to your teach
er's words: Return to your profes
sion, but come again after five months 
and in the meantime learn to think 
in your interior the little word: "I." 

Thus the task was given. Silbert 
who had expected mystical sentences 
and deeply hidden truths could not 
conceal his astonishment. But Field
ing, undisturbed, continued : "You 
have pledged your word and must 
keep it as a man of honor, and now 
Good bye I In five months we shall 
see each other again." Thus he left 
him, and went the same day on the 
pr~posed visit to his friend Mohrland. 

Silbert was like one petrified. " I 
am to learn to think If and what for, 

tWe ~it wonld bemorecorreotto saytha.t 
they go inward as well as outward. (Ed.) 

. f~e must not ~ ~t everyone desiroua, 
likeSilbert, to obtain certainty of the spiritual 
life, has " to internally repeat" the same word, 
in order thereby to transform his inner nature. 
Di1rel"ent persons and conditions require other 
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pray? Am l a savage, who knows 
himself only by his narne? I am in 
a labyrinth, out of which I nowhere 
see an issue I But be it so I I will try. 
But if I fail, if the task proves a chi
mera, I will oppose rigor to rigor and 
expose the charlatanism of such teach
ing in the most glaring light." 

He prepared for his departure, but 
put it off from hour to hour, still hop
ing Fielding would return. But, 
tired of further waiting, he stepped 
into his carriage at last, sad and dis
appointed, and drove towards the cap
ital, journeying the night tlarough. 

At first he had many fits of skep
ticism to contend with, and unwilling
ly commenced his task; when, after 
three months he began to have a sen
sation of heat on the top of his head, 
so that he feared he would be sick. 
But he did not care to mention it to 
anybody and continued his practice 
with a kind of violence to himself. 
After five months he called on Field
ing and said : '' The disciple comes to 
his severe master to render account. 
I have practiced my task in spite of 
repugnance and pain. and have sought 
" I" in all the parts of my body ; 
but now lam in position no more to 
realize where my consciousness is. 
Often I feel as if new senses were 
opening, and I see forms around me. 
What does it mean? Whither will it 
lead me? Throw some light, please, 
upon this new phenomenon. 

F. You have kept your word, and I 
am rejoiced at it. You ask for light 
regarding the forms you see around 
you !' \V ell, I think one who sees 
a thing should be the best person to 
give an account of it. Experience is 
the best teacher ; therefore please go 
on with your work for six months lon
ger, and then it will be apparent what 
is to be done further. 

S. Be pleased to answer me one 
means, and the thoughtful will be able to find for 
himself that pass-word which best expresses his 
particular need; then the only thing to be-heeded 
is to stick to it with perseverance, in order to re
afue its effects.( Ed.) 

question first : Are those forms those 
of beings outside of myself? 

F. What are the images of a 
dream? 

S. They are phantoms? 
F. Who creates them? 
S. Our imagination, ow· blood,.

our humours, and thousands of other 
things. 

F. This i~t the answer to your ques
tion. 

S. Why I Then there is no spirit
u~ contact outside of us ? 

F. Not for the natural man. But
the pure spirit can put himself in re
lation with others at the greatest dis-
tance. 

S. This sounds so strange that I 
cannot grasp the meaning of it. 

F. Practrce alone can give you the
understanding. 

S. And the forms I see; am I not
to mind them ! 

F. Who says that? Not I, to be 
sure l Nothing must be insignificant
to a student. Visions are images of 
life, caused by spiritual forces. The
man who dreams sees countries and 
groves, cities and villages, men and 
animals ; -he walks among them, 
converses with them, speaks, gets ex
cited, works with them, is glad and 
anxious, loves and hopes, chooses and_ 
rejects ; in short, his life so enters inro 
full activity, as to make him realize 
all its sensations, and thereby really 
to live. Can that which is capable 
of producing all this be of small ac
count? No, certainly not! It takes 
the greatest perverseness of mind to 
pass by such phenomena without ear
nestly inquiring whence and why they 
come? 

S. It seems to me I am in a new 
world. Ever used hitherto to consid
er visions and dreams as useless, even 
obnoxious excrescencies, I am now 
told to get information from them. 

F. To despise spiritual apparitions 
and to seek ideas and bodies only : 
just this is the depravity of the world. 
In their ideas they fancy a heaven 
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they neither know nor can reach, and 
on the other hand, to strengthen their 
intellect they dig and rummage in the 
mud of matter. Nature, in our 
dreams, when our too excited sensu
ous life is asleep, shows us spiritual 
pictures and thereby makes thA sug
gestion that behind flesh and sinews 
there is another life able to act with
out our senses. Yea, I must declare it, 
dreams are for man the first evidence 
of a free power which, acting inde
pendent of our will, is pleased to man
ifest itself by its own creations. 

8. You draw me deeper and deep
er into the labyrinth, instead of clear
ing my way. 

F. It is through labyrinths we have 
to walk in order to find the gate of 
Lif~. Existence at first is like a 
chaos, which we, through light, have 
to bring into harmony and order. 
Dreams are given to us as a first im
pulse. They are the indisputable be
ginnings of super-sensuous effects, 
which the most obstinate skeptic can
not deny, and therefore the safest of 
foundations for a doctrine, the object 
of which is the realization of immor
tality. Man has gone too far out into 
the life of the senses. and therefore 
can in his sleep only, perceive the man
ifestations of spirit. The true stu
dent must re-establish the equilibrium 
of spirit and matter, so that he can 
act and observe at will in either, and 
thus discern which are spiritual and· 
which are physical phenomena. There
by he will obtain the ability to per
ceive also in the waking state such 
forms and apparitions as he saw be
fore in dreams, and rise to the stand
point where he realizes that the phy
sical forms are only coarse and imper
fect copies of those higher spiritual 
pictures, that present themselves to 
the then opened interior senses. The 
lowest state of spiritual life is dream, 
in which man has to tolerate in him
self the action of good and bad spir
itual forces. The highest plane is 
realized when those forces nnite with 

our will and, according to the lawH of 
spirit, lead us into the realm of true 
and infallible clairvoyance, clairau
dience, and clear perception in general. 
Now, my friend, seek the steps between 
the first unconscious state of dream 
experience, and this last fully opened 
state, and your task will be accom
plished. You have the means; it is 
in that simple "I." You have tl1e 
strength also, otherwise you would not 
be 80 far advanced as you are. Be 
faithful to your word I In six months 
we shall speak of it again." 

When Silbert was thus left alone 
he said to himself : " Did I in a dreain 
hear him spea~ of dreams, or are my 
senses 80 deluded that I have halluCI
nations? I cannot understand it, and 
yet, I cannot help believing it ; for 
that dreams are, who can deny that! 
To dream I -It is a wonderful state, 
indeed I Men incessantly take the 
trouble to present to our eyes in arti
ficial pictures and scenes, landscapP.s 
and persons, and we praise, admire, 
and laud these dead images ; whilst 
in ourselves there is a power that 
gives us all that and more, alive and 
acting, in high perfection. We do 
not heed it, or judge as a thing wor
thy of our examination. Man has be
come blind, I see that clearer and 
clearer ; he passes by the light aud 
seeks the night, that he may have 
excuse to complain of darkness l " 

He called on Fielding for leave 
taking, and before they parted the 
latter gave him a book, ancl said: 
" This is a rare collection of dreams 
and ghost and demon stories. Read 
it, both for recreation and to the end 
of getting used to give some attention 
to the effusions of the spirit. Phe
nomena like those reported in this 
book, are frequently met with in com
mon life ; but they rarely are consid
ered with impartiality, because one 
class denies them in spite of all evi
dence, whilst the other regards them 
as miracles, produced for special rea
sons by the Eternal Omnipotence. 
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The true investigator does not reject 
or believe blindly, but goes to the 
root of the phenomena and considers 
them in relation with the laws of na
ture. Abstain from all interpretation 
of whatever phenomena may occur to 
you. He who is constantly asking 
for meanings, becomes biassed and is 
easily misled to give the interpreta
tion more value than the apparition. 
Nature has no hieroglyphs, but only 
entities; the former are given to the 
weak for a si~n-post. Remember me 
in your exercises and take my assur
ance with you that my good wishes 
always accompany you." 

Silbert returned to the capital, 

where he "practiced" for several hours 
every day and, in the interval, read 
for his recreation the tales in the book 
he had received from Fielding. 

In order to lead the reader by the 
same path, we will give some of 
those stories, omitting however the 
"dreams:' as everyone knows that he 
is capable of dreaming, and we do not 
care for their interpretation here, but 
rather for the existence of forces which 
manifest themselves by the shadows 
or images they create, and direct man 
to look into his inner self and cog
nize the spiritual world that is there. 

[To be oontinued.] 

INSTRUCTION IN MENTAL HEALING. 

BY llmS. 8. E. TRUE. 

The soul in its consciousness has 
wandered away from God, or Spirit, 
and that is why we find ourselves in 
this inverted and distorted condition; 
but when we furnish the link that 
unites the soul to the Spirit, we then 
become conscious of harmony, both in 
mind and body. 

There is no hereditary disease ex
cept as a thought transmitted from 
the parent to the child. In spirit 
there is no disease, and how can yon 
inherit that which does not enst? 
Spirit is the real, and we find realities 
in Spirit only, and as disease is not 
of Spirit it cannot be real. 

Thoughts and ideas are hereditary, 
and if you know a thought or idea to 
be erroneous _you have the power to 
correct it. You are not obliged to 
believe as your parents did. This is 
an age of progression, and this gener
ation is far in ad vance ( a.s regards 
spiritual truths) of the preceeding 
generation. God made man perfect, 
and, as far a.s God is concerned, man 
is perfect still. We are not always 
conscious of this perfection, but that 
is our fault and not God's. 

Whatever the mental cause of your 

patient's suffering may be, it can be 
destroyed by the Light of Truth and 
the understanding of God and His 
laws. As we deal with man as spirit 
and not flesh, we do not see any dis
ease or IQlow any, and a.s we present 
these divine truths to them mentally, 
we show their minds where they are 
in error, and present to them the truth 
of their being and their divine rights 
as children of God. 

God never made a dyspeptic, and a 
dyspeptic is not the image and like
ness of God, having "dominion over 
·the fish of the sea, the fowls of the air, 
and the beasts of the field." Food 
cannot affect them in any way, and 
they should have no feat'S of any kind 
of food. It is the fear of food which 
affects them and not the food. Mind 
alone determines the condition of the 
body. 

The body can feill nolain or pleas
ure independent of min . "Take no 
thought of what ye shall eat or what 
ye shall drink," but turn your thoughts 
towards God and away from your 
body, and you will soon behold har
mony in every action. You, a.s spirit, 
should have supreme control over ev-
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ery organ of your body. This is your 
divine right. 

God ne~er made· a consumptive, 
and a consumptive is not the image 
and likeness of God. The lungs have 
no power over us, for we are spirit, 
and anything in the shape of flesh has 
no power whatever over the spirit, 
and spirit is the only power. Then 
have no fear, for God never sent any 
suffering upon His people. 

Matter has no power of itself to be. 
come inflamed or con~ted ; the states 
of mind that we are m imprint them
selves on the body. So, if we are in an 
inflamed state of mind, we may ex
pect to see its e.xpre88ion on the body 
in inflammation. Man - the man 
that God made-never was sick, and 
nevel' can he, for disease is 88 foreign 
to man as to God. And to under
stand and feel the truth of this will 
lifts the mind from its darkened con
dition up into the glorious light of 
libel'ty. 

No matter what the patient's trou
ble is, we must remember that he, as 
spirit, does not suffer, and never did. 
God loves His children with an ever
lasting Jove, and He throws the man
tle of His love over us all, protecting 
and caring for us. If we would al
low the divine spit-it to work within 
us, we would see perfection and har
mony in all our members. We should 
have no fears of death, for there is no 
death of the spirit. Spirit is life 
eternal. We, as spirit, can never die ; 
and, knowing this, we can say : " 0 
death, where is thy sting?" There 
can be no sting, for there is no death. 
" 0 grave, where is thy victory?" 
For there is no man in the grave ; it 
only contains the o~d garment that was 
worn by the man. 

In treating yourself, treat the 
same as for another, keeping constant
ly in mind your oneness with God, 
forgetting the body and holding your
self as spirit. We cannot expect to 
heal ourselves, or others, until we 
have made these divine truths practi-

cal in our own lives, and thus devel- ' 
oped our soul. For we must he con
scious of the God power within us 
before we can help others. 

God's laws are always the same, 
and if we do not live in accordance 
with His laws we bring our own pun
ishment upon ourselves. So it is nec
essary for us to know God's laws and 
then try and live in accordance with 
them. It is the same power that 
moves the arm and hand to perform 
a kindness, that lifts the hand in an
ger. It is the same power, but used 
differently. 

We have the spirit of life and love 
around us continually, but we do not 
use it 88 we should. God has given 
to us all that He has for our use, and 
we are free to use it as we like. If 
we u8e it for good, we shall be blessed, 
but, if we use it for evil, we shall cer
tainly suffer the consequences of that 
evil. God does not make us suffer; 
we bring ourselves into inharmony 
with the Spirit, and that inharmony 
produces all the ills of this existence. 
We must have pure thoughts and 
pure desires, and then we shall he in 
harmony with the spirit and in har
mony with ourselves. 

There is one thing we must avoid, 
and that is, talking of our feelings 
and our ailments ; for the more we 
talk about them the more firmly they 
are fixed in ouT minds, thus injuring 
us. 

Avoid talking to your patients of 
their feelings. Keep their mind away 
from their body 88 much as possible. 
Let your conversation with them be 
cheerful and encouraging. Remem
ber that God is not somewhere in the 
distance, but " above us, through us, 
and in us." We can see God in ev
erything we behold. for He is the life 
of all things, and what we see are the 
outward expressions of this life, which 
is God. Without these expressions 
we would know nothing whatever of 
Him and His wonderful power. 
These expressions are temporal, but 
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they have their uses. The body is 
temporal, but it is useful for the Spir
it to work through. The body is not 
the man ; for man is spirit, the image 
and likeness of God. As there is one 
Spirit, so there is one body, and we 
are as many members of that body. 

Gal., chap. vi., 1st verse. " Breth
ren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, 
ye which are spiritual, restore such a 
one in the spirit of meekness ; con
sidering thyself, lest thou also be 
tempted. 

2. "Bear ye one another's burden, 
and so fulfil the law of Christ. 

3. " For if a man think himself to 
be something, when he is nothing, he 
deceiveth himself. 

4. " But let every man prove his 
own work, and then shall he have re
joicing in himself alone, and not in 
another. 

5. " For every man shall bear his 
own burden. 

6. " Let him that is tapght in the 
word, communicate unto him that 
teacheth in all good things. 

7. Be not deceived ; God is not 
mocked: for whatsoever a man sow
eth, that shall he also reap. 

8. " For he that soweth to his flesh. 
shall of the flesh reap corruption ; but 
he that soweth to the Spirit shall of 
the Spirit reap life everla<Jting. 

9. " And let us not be weary in 
well doing: for in due season we shall 
reap, if we faint not. 

10. "As we have therefore op
portunity, let us do good unto all 
men, especially unto them who are of 
the household of faith." 

32 Glendale Street, 
Dorche.. .. ter. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RACE. 

A J,ECTURE BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

[Delivered before the Society Esoteric of Boston.] 

DEAR friends< I have thought this 
afternoon that perhaps it would be 
.more profitable just to have a little 
quiet talk in regard to the uses and 
methods for obtaining a higher state 
of mental development. We are in 
a country where educational culture 
is held as pre-eminent, and every ef
fort is being made to obtain know
ledge from books, thereby making re
search into the knowledges that have 
been obtained in the past. All these 
things are good and useful, but, of 
course, limited. All that pertains to 
the knowledge of the past, belongs to 
retrospection and gathering the know
ledge and experiences of those who 
lived in prior times. We know full 
well that we are in an age of prog
ress. The human mind is unfolding, 
reaching out broader and deeper, 
penetrating the heretofore unknown, 
discovering the fields of usefulness 
as well as of understanding, and ev-

ery new discovery that comes to the
world is not limited in its effects to. 
that one department, but opens out 
many other lines of knowledge, 
because everything that is, is gov
erned by one universal and divine 
law. 

The most of us unite in the 
belief that God is the Creator of all 
things, and those of our friends who 
may not, will agree in this, that 
all things spring hom one common 
source or cause. Thus, all laws, all 
that pertains to the methods of na
ture's workings must necessarily orig
inate from one common source. There
fore all law ·must of necessity be the 
emanation of the one creative mind 
that projects all things into being. 
That being so, every invention, every 
new discovery, must of necessity open 
out new avenues by which we ma.v be 
enabled, (if we utilize the opportuni
ties which are placed before us,) to 
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obtain broader and more perfect com
prehension of the methods and ob
jects of creation. 

In my recent studies, I find that 
all the ancients who have written, or 
have made high attainments in the 
world, have been centralized on one 
point, viz : the laws governing crea
tion. They have discovered that all 
things, no matter what they are, em
anate from the law of creation. Any 
mechanical instrumentality is only an 
appliance of certain laws in nature, 
to cause some force to serve our 
purposes. We stop for a moment 
and look out into the world and see 
all kinds of machinery and all the in
ventions of art to beautify the world. 
It all originates in the inventive mind 
in its efforts toward the laws of crea
tion, by applying those laws that gov
ern the universe. The watch that 
you carry in your pocket represents 
very perfectly the movements and 
workings of the great time-piece of 
eternity, the movement of worlds or 
planets in their orbits. Everything 
that belongs to art is only an imita
tion of nature. Look wherever an 
attempt has been made to beautify, 
and you see in it an effort of the hu
man mind to imitate nature. We 
look upon the walls ; the pictures, the 
flowers of the paper are only the ef
fort of the human mind to imitate 
creation. Thus, if we sum up all 
that belongs to human invention, hu
man projections, we see in it all only 
a faint effort towards imitating the 
Go<l of creation. 

So if we go still further back into 
nature, still further into the causes of 
things, we wi1l then find out more 
perfectly the laws that govern all that 
there is in nature. We know that all 
the five senses viz : seeing. hearing, 
feeling, tasting, and smelling, relate 
to the perception of material objects. 
We do not see the cause which pro
duces them, we only see the thing 
produced. We watch the growing 
corn for hours and can see no 

growth; yet hour by hour, it grows 
from within. By what means? By 
an invisible and unknown power; 
something beyond the sensuous com
prehension. There must be some
thing in the mind of man that is ca
pable of reaching beyond the physical 
sense before he can know the causes 
of the things that are. Therefore 
to even afproximate to an under
standing o realities, we must of ne
cessity go beyond the external sen
ses. 

The education of our day has been 
wholly that of the senses, and not only 
so, but the education has been against 
all that belongs to the occult, because 
of the bad use that has been made 
of them in the dark centuries that we 
have been passi.ng through. Our
teachers have all united in teaching 
the children that all such matters are 
the results of ignorance and super
stition, until we have a civilization the 
most materialistic that has ever exist
ed upon this planet. There never
was a time in the history of the world 
when the people were so wedded to 
the physical as at this very hour. At 
the time that the Nazarene came to 
ancient Israel they were not so be
nighted in this direction as we are to
day, while they were more ignorant 
in all other directions. ' At that time 
almost the only science that existed 
was occult science. Israel always 
had their prophets; and their counsel
lors, and, whenever they wished to 
make any great move, would send for 
those prophets to guide them in that 
movement. But later, and until our 
times, there has been a constant strug
gle to crush out of existence all those 
spiritual powers in every direction, 
and to ignore the capacity of man to 
perceive and to he conscious of the. 
creative mind. 

This has had its use. I am not 
among those who are disposed to 
blame or censure. There has been a 
use. During this period of the world's 
darkness, you will find by cxamin-
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ing of the brain formation of the peo
ple of to-day, and comparing it with 
the brain of the people four hundred 
years ago, that there has been more 
rapid development of brain power 
than in any period of the earth's his
tory. The brain has been thrown 
forward, whilst prior to that time the 
greater portion lay back of the ear. 
Dw·ing the time when the predomi
nance of the brain was behind the 
ears, man ruled the world by brute 
-force. We find in the majority of 
men to-day two-thirds of the brain in 
front of the ear. What does this 
teach us ? The world has been grow
ing in reason ; and through its con
stant exercise have developed the 
reasoning powers. We have, as a 
people, developed into the intellectu
als to that extent that the laborers 
and mechanics are incapable, as well 
as indisposed to perform the amount 
.of hard labor that our grandsires did. 
Those only who have not this devel
opment, are the men who like to do 
this laborious work. 

The reasoning faculty of the brain 
is good because it enables us to under
stand the laws of God. Everything 
is necessary, and everything will be 
made of use ; it is a good thing to 
know how to use to the best advan
.tage the capacities which we have de
-veloped. The power of the reason
ing faculties is promoted by methods 
of experiment. Our whole life has 
been an experiment. A mechanic 
who makes an invention tries many 
-times before he succeeds. In every 
man's life how many experiments are 
made before he succeeds I In every 
.circumstance we find that we are so 
conditioned that almost everything we 
.do is an experiment. All the powers 
.of the man are called into being by a 
life of experiment. 

The work of developing man from 
a lower to a higher state of being has 
been going on with tremendous rapid
ity during these years. But now we 
realize that the time of experiment is 

a time of suffering, a time when the 
whole world is in a state of fermen~ 
tion as the result. 

What shall be done? is the ques
tion in the minds of thousands. One 
class of men is rising against another ; 
the poor are blaming the power 
of capital for oppressing them, and 
on the other hand capital turns round 
and charges laboring men with indis
position to work. Both are right and 
both are wrong. 

Experiment, which is the method 
by which knowledge comes into the 
world, has done its work. But now 
the time has come for solving the final 
problem of life, and the most highly 
developed class of minds in the world 
have seen the necessity of turning 
their attention towards the caus~ of 
these things. It is to that class of 
minds we must look for our salvation 
from a time of chaos and bloodshed, 
and through that class of minds alone 
we shall find it. 

All men and women possess capa
bilities in themselves, - if they but 
know how to apply them, if th<-y but 
make efforts to develop- and bring 
them into service,- that will enable 
them not only to inspire new thoughts 
from the spheres above, but even to 
rise into the sphere of the mind of the 
Creator and Cause of all things, and 
foresee and foreknow how these things 
are working, what is necessary to be 
done; and through that power of mind 
they will be enabled to see and under
stand the laws and methods that 
should be applied to bring order, har
mony and peace into the world. 

Now this idea of being able to fore
see and foreknow is in great disrep
ute. At once the world says that it 
is "fortune-telling," that it is all a 
myth and nothing in it, because we have 
had a long period wherein the world 
has been taught to look at things in 
that light. The most of the books 
that were intended to educate the 
mind of man in occult knowledge, 
have been collected and burned in the 
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old world, and thus the means that 
the world once had of obtaining the 
knowledge and development of these 
interior powers have been destroyed 
as far as it could possibly be done. 
Whilst occultism is often mixed with 
superstitious notions, yet no person 
can believe in and try to utilize these 
interior and spiritual powers that ev
ery man possesses without obtaining 
some truth, from the fact that God is 
spirit, and the spiritual life in man is 
a part of God, is divine. Now "divine" 
means the power to foresee or 
foretell ·events, and the divinity that 
is the life of every organism, and 
animates and actuates every human 
creature, only needs the opportunity to 
spring forth and lead man on in paths 
of peaceful harmony and successs. 

I have told you before and can re
peat here, that there is no man or 
woman that has made great attain
ments even in a business line, but has 
done it through that divination called 
Intuition, through which they have 
foreseen and defined how the results 
of their acts would terminate. Some 
of them have received this throu~h 
perception. Just as a psychometr1st 
will take a letter or glove and, thr('lll ~h 
perceiving the person who wrote tl.e 
letter or wore the glove, tell all about 
him. Persons who have these powers 
fnlly developed, as soon as a business 
is mentioned to them. perceive just 
how the thing would turn out. If 
you ask them how they know they 
may say they have followed their rea
son ; for they do not know what their 
power is. There are others who have 
had an intuition which seemed to 
spring up in their mind, and they have 
a clear idea of what a certain act will 
terminate in. You ask them about it 
and they say they know it will turn 
out thus and so. They may give you 
some reasons; but really it is the in
tuition only that has instructed them. 
There are many methods by which an 
individual may have been led, and 
thereby have succeeded. 

Why is it that divination, the God 
principle in man, should have been so 
degraded as we see it in some persons. 
that have taken the position of for
tune-tellers. We find them very low 
in their character. Why is it? It 
is this : God the spirit is creating 
through his spirit descending into. 
matter. God descends into matter 
through generation. The generative 
principle in man is the point where 
God materializes himself. Now if con
ditions are such that this principle is 
degraded to a low state, then the 
spirit that meets the man or woman 
on that plane of life will be the di
vine in its lowest element; for, as 
said above, divinity is all that there· 
is in the universe, where it is mani
fested in different degrees, uses, and 
stages. Persons giving up their mind 
to low sensual practices, and at the 
same time trying to use those powers 
being active only on that plane of 
consciousness, become conscious of 
nothing but that whioh belong to that 
plane. In this way fortune-tellers 
have cursed the earth by causing peo
ple to class all manifestation of spirit
ual power with their low practices so 
that they are called outlaws who give 
up to these influences for gain's sake. 

All that, however, only tells us that 
there are such laws and such powers, 
and that these powers may be devel
oped and conducted in an exalted way, 
as it was by the prophets of old. We 
all accept the prophecies that have 
been made in Bible times, because 
the minds of the prophets were eleva
ted. They elevated every attribute of 
their nature in order to come into a 
consciousness of the divine in them
selves in its highest and holiest con
ditions. The churches for all these 
years have been devoid of this, for 
they failed to go down to the bottom 
of these matters. The word holy 
spirit means the se~arate spirit, that 
spirit which is not mvolved in matter, 
in your bodies, and bound to serve the 
uses of the physical; it is that 
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'ln.ore exalted and perfected mind pow
er of divinity by which the causes of 
all the phenomena that take place in 
the world, are known, and understood, 
and controlled. Therefore when we 
have united with, and come into a con
sciousness of that holy spirit, then we 
. are in the consciousness of the mind 
which is the producing cause in this 
world, and then we shall be true 
prophets of God. 

The animal world in a certain de
gree is wiser than we. They are 
more in harmony with the mind of 
the Creator than we; they know what 
·we do not. If the farmer when he is 
working in the fields sees the wild 
geese flying south, he knows that 
there is a colcl wave coming, because 
he knows that they are going away 
from it for self-protection. We are 
all familiar with a multitude of ways 
1n which the animals know more than 
man. What is it in them that gives 
them this knowledge? It is the di
vinity whose voice has not been si
lenced, that has not been suppressed 
by experimental reasoning and is free 
to act itself. In other words, the an
imals being purely natural, and with
out reasoning power, which is the ex
perimental, are obedient to the interior 
guidance of the Rpirit,- the same as 
Allam and Eve were in Eden before 
they found in them the desire to ex
periment; for this is the meaning of 
eating of the tree of knowledge of 
good and evil ; upon the tree of ex
periment the fruits of knowledge 
grow. Now the animals are led by 
that pure mind of the universe. They 
have not set up their reason against 
those quiet leadings of the soul, but 
they follow it purely. Experiment 
has caused man to reject this, there
fore man does not act as wisely as the 
brute creation. Man is the only crea
ture upon our planet that really dis
obeys the laws of the universe, or that 
suffers as much. Man, as long as he 
follows reason, which belongs to the 
~enses, as has been said, must be in 

darkness, his life a life of exper
iment and the life of suffering ; but 
as soon as he has subjected his rea.~ 
oning to the interior intuitional, then 
he has found Eden again. 

All this experiment was necessary 
that we should have knowledge ; but 
it would not have been were it not 
for the hope of enjoyment and to es
cape suffering. It is a mystery to 
our minds to see persons spending 
their life-time in a sphere of action 
that to us would be suffering, and yet 
they seem to enjoy it; their will 
drives them into that sphere of life; 
they enjoy that which would make 
yon suffer ; simply because their in
nermost need is such that they cannot 
get the will to make any experiments 
in the line of your life, wherein you 
find pleasure and enjoyment which is 
to you much superior to theirs. 
Their enjoyment is on the plane that 
would bring to you suffering. All 
enjoyment and pleasure is relative. 

The only absolute principle in na
ture is that which relates to cause. 
Provided we were unfolded in thJ 
spirit so that we had the capacity of 
turning our senses out of the natural 
or physical body, and could foretell 
and foresee all the events that would 
take place in an age to come, they 
would not even then approximate 
cause. Beyond there is another sphere 
of divinity, another sphere of cause 
as much superior to that as this would 
be beyond the sphere of our present 
capacity. To me it is a great conso
lation to know that I can go on with 
all the powers of my being, to know 
and understand the workin~ of crea
tion, and by and by, when 1 have fin
ished my work in the physical world, 
to step into the spiritual world where 
I shall be able to understand more 
perfectly. But then I will be only 
commencing in my real capabilities of 
knowing; though I should go on 
through all eternity in obtaining know
ledge, yet I should never exhaust the 
fountain. 
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There are many who, as soon 
as they get one new idea, want 
to come before the public at once and 
begin to teach, when they really need 
to be taught. Those spiritual subjects 
are of grave import, and to teach them 
-one should know a.ll about them from 
personal experience ; we need to do as 
the oriental sages, withdraw from the 
worlcl and live quietly where the pow
ers of comprehension and understand
ing can traverse freely the realms of 
knowledge and experience, bask in 
the sunlight of divinity. Then heav
en would begin on earth. and a heav
en surpassing that of ancient Eden 
might be enjoyed here. We know 
that if we can ~et the mind of the 
people to look mto those laws that 
govern their own beings, and begin 
to develop their own powers ; in a sin
gle seven years, many of these mature 
minds before me this afternoon might 
reach that state, where, if they should 
go out from the world and dwell in 
that spiritual thought, they would 
have obtained mental powers, so that 
such isolation would enable them to 
return to the people with all the abili
ties needed to lead others into that 
same divine harmony and heaven: 
whereas in remaining here among 
the people, subject to a.ll their vicis-, 
situdes, they could never become con
scious of the divine harmonies, enough 
to enable them to Jead others also into 
them. 
• We intend to picture the path to 

light and life so plainly in the course 
of lectures on "The Narrow Way" 
that notwithstanding all the struggles 
and anxieties with which we are a.ll 
surrounded we shall be able to walk 
in that path, and reach the goal. 
The length of time that it takes us to 
reach the goal will depend upon our
selves, on the amount of devotion 
that we are willing to give to the work, 
which means that, if we wish to make 
rapid strideR in these attainments, we 
have got to promise obedience to the 
guidance of the spirit of God, ever de-

siring to know the truth that we may 
do it and be qualified to lead others 
into it. Where this devotion is most 
active, the most knowledge will be ob
tained. The vital principle of life is 
loving devotion. In order to obtain 
the consciousness of God, we have to 
promise implicit. obedience to the 
guidance of the spirit, the spirit that 
speaks in the soul. 

When we can understand the law 
of life. the laws which first gave 
us birth into existence, and apply 
them in harmony with the divine mind 
of wisdom, then suffering, crime and 
misery will all pass away; self-con
demnation and combat will cease. 
The understanding will be unfolded 
and we will again begin to realize the 
divine inspiration of knowledge, wis· 
dom and power. These will make a 
higher degree than we are now capa. 
ble of even thinking. 

Through the development of this 
inner consciousness will be fulfilled 
the word of Obadiah, verse 21st., 
"And SAVIOURS shall come," &c. 
For such have been the saviours of 
the nations in all the history of the 
past. Our present civilization is a 
mere mockery to the truly intellectu
al people of our age, and unless some
thing comes to take the place of the 
present social and political condition, 
desolation is inevitable. 

But we are not discouraged ; there 
are many who are awake to these 
things and are desiring to know the 
way ; and the world is not without 
its living lights to guide the people; 
and though all the records of the 
knowledge of the ancients were de
stroyed, it would still find living ex
pounders. 

Truth is indestructible and is ever 
waiting at the door of all who are 
ready to come in and be saved from 
anxiety, worriment, sickness, pain and 
death: for, as the Bible says of God, 
, Thy word is truth," that "word 
that liveth and ahideth foreYer" is 
the only Saviour. 
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ANCIENT CIVILIZATION OF THE SOUTHWEST. 

IN THE EsoTERIO for January we 
made mention of the somewhat start
ling reveL'\tions which are being made 
by the admirably equipped Hemen
way scientific and archooological ex
ploring expedition which is executing 
a well conceived plan of investigation 
in Arizona under the leadership of 
F. H. Cushing, who had rare opportu
nities and experience with the Zu
nis, a typical and mysterious people 
of New Mexico, through the study of 
whom he undertook to secure a know
ledge of primitive man. It happened 
that his choice of this people as an 
example was an exceptionally fortu
nate one, for the Zunis turned out to 
be a remnant of the ancient culture 
and civilization of the Southwest. 
He-found among them esoteric socie
ties, which have descended from time 
immemorial, and becoming an initia
ate therein secured a remarkable fund 
of information regarding primitive 
man which has already proved a rev
elation to the scientific world, and giv
en a new impetus to ethnological 
research. The application of the 
knowledge gained among this people 
has resulted in the remarkable discov
eries made during the past year by 
the expedition under his charge, which 
was fitted out by Mrs. Mary Hemen
way of Boston, who appreciated the 
rare opportunity offered for the study 
of the aboriginal culture of America. 

In the valley of Salado he came 
across the vestiges of a group of an
cient cities, akin in character to sim
ilar groups which are to be found by 
the score in all the once fertile valleys 
of the southwest. A correspondent 
writing from Tempe, Ari., says : 

"This group, amid which Camp Hem
enway lies, has lain forsaken for untold 
centuries, its walls gradually uniting with 
the soil of which they were made until 
nothing was to be distinguished but a low 
mound in the midst of each city, ill de
fined heaps of earth at close· intervals, va-

rious depressions in the surface here and 
there, irregular lines of old irrigating ca
nals, and the ground covered with pottery 
shards, remains of stone implements, etc., 
scattered far and wide among the Mea. 
quite forests and brush thickets. 

"As shovelful after shovelful of earth has 
been removed, revealing more fully the ~ 
mains of the life which animated the spot 
with its doings and striving, a life as en
grossing and important to its actors then, 
as ours is to us in our larger actiVities of 
to-day, and, perhaps, after all of just aa 
much account in the economy of the world, 
Mr. Cushing has by degrees been enabled 
to reconstruct that life of the dim past, 
until many of its features already form 
coherent pictures before our mental vision. 

• • • • • • 
"Without his Zuni experiences, the clear 

light which Mr. Cushing has east upon 
much of these primitive peoples would be 
impdssible. The facts of their daily life 
and religious institutions, their keramic 
and other industrial arts, and things 
plainly recorded in the structure of the 
Zuni language and thus handed down 
through the centuries from remote antiq
uity as plainly to one who knows the lin
guistic ground aa though they were grav
en in stone,- all these have been indis
pensable means to the attainment of his 
striking results. What he has found here 
has also, in turn, made plain to him the 
meaning of various facts observed by him 
in Zuni, and which he hitherto could not 
understand." 

Reconstructing these ancient cities 
from data within their possession, the 
following picture is presented. 

" In the midst of each city there rises a 
maasiv& structure prominent above the
rest, with walls thick and fortress-like, 
and si:r or seven stories in height. Around 
this there stand the dw~ of the peo
ple in enormous blocks, with flat roofs and 
rising in terraces three or four stories in 
height. One of these blocks may cover 
acres of ground. In each city we find 
another public building, a great oval struc
ture of one storr, and again outside of all 
the high mass1ve walls enclosing each 
block, huts not unlike the great oval struc-
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ture and covered with eloping thatch in
stead of flat earthen roofing. Between 
and beside the blocks there run the ca-
Dals, their course marked by trees. Who
ever has seen the pueblo of Taos at the 
foot of the Rocky mountains in New 
Mexico, with its two blocks of terraced 
buildings and the stream running between 
them, may, if he but imagine the ovens 
and sheds standing about the hut described, 
gain something of an idea of the aspect of 
these dwellings; but one of these ancient 
structares would contain within itself 
many like those of Taos. Beside each 
block of dwellings there is one, and some
times there are two, reservoirs filled with 
water, the canal either entering them or 
running through. Near the reservoir is a 
heap of earth, and each building has close 
by a large circular pit. Far off, on the 
borders of the fields, stand hamlets of 
thatched huts, with sides of wattled cane, 
precisely like those clustered nearer the 
central buildings. Such is the general as
pect of the scene, but in two or three of 
the cities, instead of one great central 
ltructure, there stand several smaller ed
Uices oi similar aspect in various parts of 
the town. 

''The population is of a race like that of 
the Pueblo Indians of to-day, but theirs is 
a stone age civilization, and more highly 
organized than that of its surviving rem
nants. The people are industrions, peace
able and contented, but they have their 
full share of the pain and suffering which 
must have been the lot of mankind in all 
ages. The men till the fields and engage 
in the chase ; the women attend to the 
household duties, cook the food, and grind 
the maize into fine 1t1ea.l in the stone hand
mills, or metates, and they make and bake 
the pottery, decorating it with the designs 
which have been handed down from a still 
remote past, and which are yet faithfully 
repeated by the Zunis and to less extent 
by some of the other pueblos of to-day. 
There is a deal of mechanical activity al· 
ways going on among the men, for the 
fashioning of the various implements of 
stone and bone, for instance the grinding 
or rubbing down of the stone axes to their 
eydliDetrical shapes and true lines, neces
sitates an amont of patient, pains-taking 
labor that would be the despair of one of 
our 19th century workmen. But the 

work done with these clumsy tools is much 
more expeditious than would seem to be 
possible. With these tools we see them 
hewing trees and chopping and working 
the wood into the various materials used 
in their house construction, working it into 
bows and arrows and making various 
utensils, or breaking it into fuel.ll • • "' 

"In those unde~ which concern 
the people as a whole they are co-opera
tive, and the individual, under such cir
cumstances, subordinates himself com
pletely to the community, which works as 
a unit, and thus constructs the extensive 
irrigating systems, the public edifices, etc., 
which even to us seem gigantic in their 
extent and conception, making us marvel 
that they could have been carried out with 
such crude implements. Without this 
unity of effort they would, indeed, have 
been impossible.. • • • • • "' 

"The great central edifices are the tem
ples. The dwellings of the hierarchy of 
hereditary priests, containing the store
rooms for the share of the grain and 
other crops which is theirs on the titheing 
principle, contributed by the entire com
munity, as well as rooms for sacred and 
public purposes. In time of war the 
building incidentally becomes the citadel 
of the place, and with its massive walls it 
is well nigh impregnable. As the dwel
lings of the priestly rulers it might per
haps be called the palace or temple : at 
all events it may correctly be termed the 
germ of the palace and castle that came 
into being when monarchical institutions 
had fully developed out of a similar stage 
of culture in other parts of the world. 

With the people whose past we are be
holding, religion is the main thing of life, 
and every act, every movement, however 
insignificant or however slight, has its re
ligious aspect and significance. So thor
oughly are they pervaded by their devo
tional attitude that it requires no exercise 
of authority on the part of tJieir priest
hood to secure submission ; their obedience 
is that of children to their parents, ftlial 
and reverential, and the voluntary out
come of their mrtmco-social life. They 
have their esotenc societies for the guard· 
ing of what they deem secrets of nature, 
methods of treating disease and fighting 
sorcery. These societies have their lodge 
rooms probably in each block of buildings, 
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and in the great oval building we have 
seen is their meeting-place for more for
mal and public exercises ; this building 
is what is commonly called the estufa, in 
speaking of the modem pueblo, but the 
term, which means "stove," ia a misnom
er; perhaps sun-temple, the name which 
Mr. Cushing applies, would be more cor
rect, since it is the headquarters of the 
Priest of the Sun, the spiritual head of the 
people, and standing apart in his functions 
from the hierarchy, the "six Masters of 
the .House." 

''The burial customs of this people are 
of two kinds ; the common people were 
cremated, and the priests and members of 
the hereditary priestly caste,- the line of 
descent being always through the mother, 
were buried. For, according to their be
lief, in order to secure the complete liber
ation of the soul from the body immedi
ately after death, it is necessary for the 
body to be bumed, its deatructron setting 
the soul free at once, while the priests 
have, by virtue of their spiritual powers, 
this knowledge, and so their bodies do not 
need to be burned. This knowledge also 
belongs to members of their caste by ri~ht 
of heredity, and sometimes by initiation 
sanctioned by them. Such persons are, 
therefore, always buried in the temple or 
beneath the floors of their houses. The 
low, gray earth and ash mounds which we 
have noticed near the reservoirs are the 
"pyral mounds," or places where the 
bodies of the dead are cremated." 

By an extensive system of canals 
and irrigation they were enabled to 
sustain a large population in what 
would otherwise have been, and is to
day, a desert waste. This would seem 
to give evidence that the naturally fer
tile portions of the continent must 
have been densely populated also, else 
why should such effort be made to 
sustain life at so great a natural dis
advantage. It may not be generally 
known, that the desert places of our 
earth were once densely populated 
hives of civilized industry, but such 
is the fact. The relics of the stone 
age are largely traceable to such lo
calities. 

The desert wastes of Mexico, Peru, 

and our own southwest, once blos
somed under the judicious and even 
stupendous system of irrigation of the 
ancient peopl~. Under the Inca.~ in 
South America, Peru, which to-day 
has vast barren tracts, sustained a 
population of thirty millions against 
less than one tenth of that number 
under its semi-Spanish civilization of 
the present time. 

In view of the above the following 
is highly significant : 

"The study of the methods of irriga
tion and agriculture pursued by the prim
itive races of the southwest is highly in
teresting and inst~ctive. The subject 
baa been followed closely by Mr. Cush
ing for several years, and the results of 
his investigations thereof will, when made 
public, have not only aeientific, but also a 
genuine practical value in indicating im
proved methods for bringing large tracts 
under cultivation, and showing that, with 
all our boaeted 19th century civilization, 
the modem man ean profitably go to aehool 
to the occupant of the soil in an age when 
they used hoes of stone and planting sticb, 
instead of steel ploughs, seed drills, culti
vators and harvesters." 

The following conveys an idea of 
the migratory habits, of these people 
and may r·ve some clue to the occu
pation o Mexico by the Toltecs 
about A.D. 700, who were said to have 
come from the north;. They were an 
architectural and agricultural people, 
such as the buried cities of Arizona 
bespeak for their former occupants. 
About the year A.D. 1200 the Tol
tecs disappeare4. from Mexico prob
ably going to Central America, and 
possibly to Peru as the Inca dynasty 
are supposed to have come into pow
er about that time. The Toltecs were 
replaced in Mexico by the Aztecs, 
whose populous empire under Monte
zuma so remarkably crumbled before 
the small but resolute band of Cortez. 

"It is seen that the institutions of this 
people required a contemporaneous inhab
ttance of an entire group of their towns, 
but that inhabitance was subject to termi
nation through a regard for a peculiar ar-
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ticle of faith, which must have existed 
with them from a very remote period in 
their past, and which must have been a 
controlling motive in the migrations which 
dispersed them over such wide areas of 
the continent. 

" This was a belief in the necessity of 
maintaining their abiding place at the 
centre of the world. Should the stability 
of the natural conditions of the locality in
habited by such a people be undermined 
through the occurrence of disturbing phe
nomena, and should religious ceremonials 
and sacrifices be unavailing in persuading 
the gods to cause a cessation of such phe
nomena, then the place would be aban
doned with all the belongings of the peo
ple, and however desirable the region 
might be for residence, however rich the 
soil, a taboo would be laid upon the towns 
and the fields and no one of that race 
might longer dwell there or till the soil. 
A removal to a short distance, no farther 
away than a neighboring v~ey, for in
stance, would be enough to comply with 
the self-imposed edict, and there the peo
ple might live even for centuries, perhaps, 
about a stable earth centre, rejoicing in 
the favor of the gods. 

"Earthquakes were one of the main can· 
ses of the instability of the " centre of the 
world," and it was evidently that which 
occasioned the abandonment of the group 
which has been the scene of the investiga
tions of the Hemenway expedition for the 
past year. Mr. Cushing first came to this 
~onelusion through finding the household 
utensils left in their regular places, un
broken and undisturbed, as they would 
have been in the case of such a deliberate 
ab~donment under taboo. That earth
quakes were the cause was shown by the 
nature of the sacrifices which he also found, 
the same sacrifice that the Zunis make to
day to the gods of the lower regions, the 
divinities who produce and control the 
phenomena of earthquakes, wheneveT a 
great land-elide or other allied disturban
ces occur in their country. The walls of 
many of the houses were also found to be 
ovet"thrown and the roofs burned, as if 
from the fires on the hearths, and now 
and then the skeletons of persons were 
found who had been caught and crushed 
beneath the falling walls. That of one 
man thus found appeared to have been 

held to the ground ~live and mangled, as 
if struggling to free himself." 

Last summer almost simultaneous 
with the first excavations at ·Los 
Muertos, Ari., discoveries of a. similar 
nature were made in the Spanish prov
ince of Almeria, giving additional ev
idence of corresponding civilizations 
in the Old and the New World. .The 
researches of the past few years have 
done much to clear up the mystery of 
the ancient history of our race, and 
from the material now available a 
vivid, interesting, and quite reliable 
picture of the ancient times and early 
civilization can be constructed. The 
American Indian, as he appeared on 
the rediscovery of this continent, con
veys an altogether inadequate idea of 
the culture of the people that once oc
cupied America, being but a scattered 
and degenerated remnant, a few hun
dred or thousand distributed here and 
there, where once had dwelt millions, 
their numbers diminishing in the 
same ratio as they lapsed into barbar
ism. In Mexico and Peru where the 
ancient civilization had not wholly 
faded out, we find a population vastly 
more dense, in fact greatly exceeding 
that of all other portions of the con
tinent. 

A noticeable fact is to be observed 
regarding the ancient civilization of 
America, which is also true of Egypt 
and other parts of the Old World, 
viz. a retrogression with the passage 
of time; each succeeding civilization 
has been inferior to its antecedent. 
The Aztecs were inferior to the Tol
tecs, and they, in turn, were inferior 
to their predecessors. The Incas ot 
Peru but patterned on a superior race 
that antedated them. If we turn to 
Egypt, the further back we go 'into 
the past, the grander does its civiliza.. 
tion appear. We can find no remote 
pe_riod when they were rude savages. 
We can trace no rise from a barbar
ous state. but the farther back we look 
the more splendid does their attain
ments appear. The Grecian poet!\ 
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were not without material on which 
to base their idea of a decadence from 
a Golden Age. Both the old and the 
new continents furnish abuDdant evi
dence of an anterior civilization which 
has gradually been passing away. 

It is only within the period of mod
ern history that we find the marks of 
an advancing wave. That condition 
of barbarism that we regard as man's 
primal state would Heem to be but a 
low water-mark of a grand antecedent 
time. There is a cyclic law that rules 
the destinies of the race, and the world 
i~J older than many people fancy. 

We shall watch with interest the 
developments in Arizona, and keep om· 
readers advised of important new dis
coveries. It is an historical fact that 
subsequent races partake in a high 
degree of the nature of their prede
cessors, even though they may them
selves have been unconscious of their 
existence. Admitting this to be a 
fact it becomes a matter of interest and 
importance to know somewhat of the 
ancient people of America, and we 
shall from time to time endeavor to 
throw light upon this subject. 

THE SCIENCE OF UNDERSTANDING. 

Ninth. Paper. 
BY WILLIAJII COX • 

.Monarchs among .Men who have Eumplified the Ten Principle.s. 

IT is possible for the human mind oped intelligence. The mental germ• 
in its growth to attain unto a propor- acted upon by the influences of Ordel" 
tion as vast as the scope of an empire. Harmony, Wisdom, Construction, and 
~ind is an Empire. A principality, Attention, will develop, stage by stage, 
a state, a kingdom, a republic, an em- degree by degree, increasing by growth 
pire, has had a starting point or ger- until it branches and buds forth the 
minal dot, from which as a nucleus principles of Power, Knowledge, Ex
its growth has been develoJ>ed. Egypt, perience, Reason, Strength, Motion, 
Carthage. China, Persia, Rome, Brit- Zeal, Virtue, Justice and Mercy. 
ain, Columbia, were developed from The scope, efficacy, and grandeur 
what may properly be termed germi- of these principles, or monarchs, in 
nal dots. It has been shown that a the empire of mind, can best be ex
vegetable germ, acted upon by the in- amplified in the lives, thoughts, and 
fluences of air, earth, heat, and mois- deeds of the world's mighty dead, wh() 
ture, will attain full development as long as truth endures will live in 
through the several stages of bud, endless praise. 
blossom and fruit .; and in the fruit is On the shining scroll of fame are 
contained the germ from which the written ten great and unapproached 
plant or tree is again developed and representative names which exemplify 
continued throughout the cycles of Power, Knowledge, Experience, Rea
time. So it is with empires,- they son, Strength, Motion, Zeal, Virtue. 
bud, blossom, and fruit, and from the Justice, and Mercy, as no other names 
seed of this fruit come the germs of can. These name~ are the climaxes, 
still other empires. the absolute perfect fruition, of these 

Thus the processes of rise and fall, principles, and, as such, stand erect 
and rise again, are perpetuated until upon the sands of time as do the pyr
the child of time returns again to the amids, colossal and alone. 
arms of its mother, Eternity. First, PowER looms, like a moun-

Mind, like an empire, is governed tain against the sky of history, in the 
and is evolved from the seed of devel- mighty Coosar, the foremost man of 
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all his time. He 'Was at once soldier, the Red Sea, amid the lightnings of 
statesman, scholar, poet, law-giver, Sinai, and from the summit of Pisgah, 
architect, and mathematician, uniting he moulded the minds and hearts of 
therefore in himself forces, at once men, and walked with the Jehovah, 
comprehensive, wide-reaching, and ' from whose hand, into. the hand of 
well nigh universal. Armies, nations, Moses, and thence to all the nations 
and empires were ground to the dust of the earth, came the commandment 
of annihilation beneath the iron of writ in fadeless characters upon ta
his will. So complete and crushing hies of stone. With the experience 
was the power of Cresar that history of one hundred and twenty years still 
is content to present him simply in in tho full vigor of manhood, he died 
his own almost omnipotent words "I the mightiest exemplication of this 
came, I saw, I conquered." Power, third principle in the span of human 
however, unaided by Justice, Mercy, history. 
Virtue, and principles for good, must REASON finds its highest represent
go down in the crusa of matter and ation in the ru~ged, picturesque Soc
the wreck of worlds. Alone, it is not rates; that the mmd of Socrates was ful
proof against the temptations and ly developed in the principle of Reas
blandishments of pleasure, and even oning is shown in the following trans
Cresar bartered his soul for Cleopatra's cen<lant quotation. ''Thou shalt un
smile. derstand, 0 my pupil, that there is a 

KNOWLEDGE finds no higher exem- Being whose eye peereth throughout 
plication than in Humboldt; without all nature, and whose ear is open to 
doubt the most distinguished name in every sound, extended to all places, 
all the range of physical science. All extending to all time, and whose bonn
nature was his, he studied it in all its ty and care knows no bounds other 
moods, its minuteness, and its vast- than those filled by his own condition. 
ness, accumulating and bringing to- Is not Providence, in a most eminent 
gether those treasures of knowledge, manner, conspicuous, which, because 
and beautifully displaying their con- the eye of man is so delicate in its con
nection and unity in one grand whole, texture, hath therefore prepared eye
there laying an enduring groundwork lids like doors whereby to secure it, 
for the loftiest contemplations of · which extend of themselves, whenever 
which the human mind is susceptible. it is needful, and again close when 
His is the grandest conception of the sleep approaches? Are not these eye
uni versa! cosmos, involving as its con- lids provided as it were with a fence 
sequence the idea of universal mind on the edge of them, to keep off the 
and supreme intelligence. The cui- wind and guard the eye? Even the eye
mination of the giant mind in the brow itself is not without office, but, as 
realm of knowledge finds expression a pent-house, is prepared to turn off the 
in the immortal words" The Universe sweat, which, falling from the fore
is governed by Law." head, might enter and annoy that no 

EXPERIENCE. High above the world less tender than astonishing part of us. 
of man towers the herculean figure of Is it not to be admired that the ears 
Moses as an exemplification of Expe- should take in sounds of every sort, and 
rience. Prophet and legislator of the yet are not too much filled with them? 
Israelites, where in the wide sweep of Is it not to be admired that the fore
time is there an experience at all teeth of the animal should be formed 
comparable to his journeyings of for- in such a manner as evidently best suit
ty years through the wildernesss to ed to the cutting of its food, and those 
the promised land? In the desert of on the side for grinding it to pieces, 
Thoran, through the parted wnters of that the mouth through which this 
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food is conveyed, should be placed so 
near the nose and the eyes as to pre
vent the passing unnoticed whatever is 
unfit for nourishment, w11ile nature, on 
the contrary, hath set at a distance, 
and concealed from the senses all that 
might disgust them? And canst thou 
still doubt, my friend, whether a dis
position of parts like this should be 
the work of chance, or of wisdom and 
construction?" 

STRENGTH. Physical power culmin
ated in Samson, who carried up
on his shoulders the gates of Gaza, 
and even in his blindness pulled down 
the pillars of the Philistines' temple, 
destroying thousands. Strength, such 
as this, is always blind, it is suicidal, no 
matter what the slaughter accomplish
ed by it, it destroys itself, and even Sam
son was his own destroyer. Strength, 
such as this, needs tempering and 
rightly directing by Reason, Exper
ience, and Virtue; Samson does not 
represent therefore the principle of 
Strength in the empire of mind. The 
Samsonian mind finds a climax in the 
mighty faith, patience, endurance, 
and long-suffering of some good and 
holy man, whose trust in the wisdom 
of divine providence perpetuates his 
soul in love, as a garden keeps a flow
er, and which forms a perfect life 
through the righteousness of a pure 
spirit. Such an exemplification of 
Strength was that just man Job. 

MoTION, giving swiftness of action, 
in the performance of any work to be 
accomplished, is shown in an unpar
alleled degree in the character of St. 
Paul. Fiery, impulsive, and intense in 
temperament, he was as swift to furth
er the cause of the God he worshipp
ed, as he had been to breathe out 
threatenings and slaughter against the 
churches. With the swiftness of a ray 
of light from the noonday sun he de
clared unto the men of Athens the 
"Unknown God" whom they had ig
norantly worshiped. 

ZEAL. Martin Luther reaches to the 
very pinnacle of the temple, as an 

exemplification of Z~al. All the world 
trembled when the thunders and ligh
tenin~ of Luther's righteous wrath 
rumbled and flashed throughout Eu
rope. The acts and words of Luther 
were born, not on his lips, but in his 
soul; Zeal is of the soul, and not of 
the mouth. "God hurries and drives 
me" he said, "l am not master of my
self; when I most wish to be quiet, I 
am hurried into the midst of tumults." 
The fiery unflinching zeal of Luther 
found expression in the memorable 
words: "I am resolved to enter Worms, 
although as many devils should set at 
me as there are tiles on the house 
tops." There wa~ a lack of patient 
thoughtfulness and philosophical tem
per in him, as there is in all men in 
whom zeal is the predominating princi
ple; yet even this gave wings to his bold 
struggle for life or death, in the cause 
in which he was engaged. 

JUSTICE finds its loftiest exempli
fication in the character and acts of 
Abraham Lincoln, whose heart, though 
as wide as the sky, and as deep as the 
sea, was yet too small for the dwelling 
place of oppression. Within its throb
bing walls he placed his country, and 
on its doors he wrote the words of 
Eternal Justice: "This is a land where 
every man has a right to be equal with 
his fellow man." 

MERCY. The tender hearted John 
Howard embodied within himself, to 
an unapproached degr~, the sublime 
princip]e of mercy. When a prisoner 
with diseased limbs and reeling brain 
gasped for breath, in the noisome va
pors of some foul dungeon, it was the 
merciful John Howard, who flung 
wide the prison doors, and let the 
sweet air and smiling snnlight through. 

VIRTUE. The amaranthine wreath 
of all the principles sat upon the brow 
of the lowly Jesus of Nazareth. 
Throughout the sweep of centuries he 
alone wears virtue's spotless star
gemmed crown~ his words of virtue 
speak: "Forgive us our trespasses as 
we forgive those that trespass 3oaoainst 
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us." "Blessed are the pure in heart for 
they shall see God." "A new command
ment I give unto you,-that you love 
one another." 

Cresa.r, Humboldt, Moses, Socrates, 
Job, St. Paul, Martin Luther, Abra
ham Lincoln, John Howard, and Jesus 
of Nazareth. These are the exemplifi
ea.tions that history, ha.s shown of 
the ten principles representing Pow
er, Knowledge, E~t:ienoe, . Beason, 
Strength, Motion, Zeal, Justice, Mer-

cy, and Virtue, as developed in man. 
Let it not be forgotten, that Prin

ciples never change, that they are the 
same yesterday, to-4Ly and forever; 
that they are not subte:! to that Law, 
by which matter is c ged, - physi
cal growth and decay- but are im
mortal, eternal, godl;r seeds, germina
ting, budding, fru1ting from the 
intellectual tree of mankind, culmina
ting at last in the golden ripeness of 
Understanding. 

PRA(.,"TICAL INSTRUCTION FOR REACHING THE IDGHEST 
GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT. 

NEW SERIEB.-NUKBER SIX. 

IN our last paper we presented the 
oentral object of desire, and a method 
for stilling the senses, so that the spir
it's voice may be heard as it speaks 
in the soul. No doubt there are ma
ny amon~ our people who are by this 
time beg~nning to be perplexed at the 
results of this practice ; for the first 
thing that will be realized by this ex
ercise is a consciousness of the mental 
conditions existing in the atmosphere 
with which we are surrounded, and 
after that, the conditions of humanity 
at large will open to the consciousness, 
unless a complete comprehension ha.s 
been realized of the teachings we have 
been giving from the beginnin~, not 
only in our "Practical InstructiOns," 
but in all our teachings. That con
sciousness of the condition of the peo
ple is anything but desirable, on ac
count of the misery, the vicious 
and diseased states, and the selfish, 
angry jostling of the masses, which 
would make this consciousness unen
durable to most sensititive minds. 
Therefore I have led up to this point 
by the articles and lectures in the ten 
numbers of THE EsoTERIC prior to 
giving this drill. We have also pre
sented to our readers the Nine Lec
tures on "The Seven Creative Prin
ciples," so that as far as possible their 
minds might be prepared for the first 

effort toward real consciousness. But 
when those who have not discerned 
their import, and whose sympathies 
are still with the masses or with par
ties, sects or associations, begin to prac
tice this, they will find themselves dis
agreeably surprised by a conscious
ness that is degrading and oppressing. 
Therefore I will give an epitome of 
all my teachings bearing directly on 
this preparation. 

First, the recognition of God as the 
unchangeable, man as the changeable ; 
God as the Creator of all things, man 
included. Man to come into harmo
ny with God's natural laws, and not 
God to harmonize with our law. 
Again, God is everywhere present, 
filling all space, and is the life of all 
living, and, whether individualized or 
otherwise, embodies all intelligence 
wisdom and power. Man as well as 
all creation is being evolved from an 
animalized state toward a state of real 
or spiritual consciousness which in its 
ultimate will give to man of God's 
consciousness. 

The present condition of mankind 
is but little more than that of strug
gling beasts devouring each other. 
Yet this struggle has a special use, 
namely to develop intelligence, and 
is an indication of an unripe or unde
veloped state, and necessary to cause 
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growth. With this view we can look 
philosophically on, and see all that to 
us would be evil, realizing that it is 
really F. because it is of use to those 
under 1ts influence. We can look at 
this· world of chaos, with the same 
composure as we would if we were 
building ourself a house. See every 
kind of mechanic cutting, hammering, 
and chiseling, and all kinds of crude 
unsightly material lying around on 
every side. We understand the ne
cessity of all this apparent disorder 
and see in it our ideal hopes and ex
pectations, the perfected palace all 
finished, furnished, and the loved 
ones in it. So should we look upon 
this world, and within its seeming 
confusion see this building of the per
fected humanity that is to be. God 
makes the material and the mechanic 
one, viz. "makes the bouse build it
self." 

In order to be free from the con
sciousness of evil we should see all 
nature in this light, ever keep in 
view the perfect state, and refuse to 
recognize anything in other persons 
or in their affairs as evil ; for all is 
good in view of the use they are serv
ing. You who have begun to realize 
the SILENT VOICE WITHIN, should be
gin now to respect its words, not only 
during your sittings, but continually 
forming this into the involuntary 
habit of every breath : "0 for wis
dom that I may know the truth and 
do it I " Kee_p that ever active, as 
Jesus said, "Pray without ceasing!" 
Yes, continue it until all your con
sciousness is polarized toward the God 
of wisdom, and interrogate every
thin~ that you meet with." of what use 
is th1s in God's purpose?" Then if your 
mind has been dwelling on that soul 
desire for wisdom, it will be present to 
answer every such question to your 
satisfaction. Thus by devoutly dwel
ling on the object and uses of creation, 
and earnestly desiring to be a co-la
borer with "the Masters of the Solar 
Circle" (see February Number page 

301 ), our mind comes into harmony 
with God ; and as God is the animator 
of all nature, we will find ourselves in 
Heaven and heaven in us; for a reaJ.iza,. 
tion of God's harmony is Heaven real
ized beyond the highest ideal of the 
most devout churchman. 

Note too, the ideal of all the proph
ets a" New Heaven and a New Earth 
wherein dwells righteousness." Listen 
also to the prophecy of Jesus: " The 
kingdom of heaven is like a grain of 
mustard seed which is the least of all 
seeds, but when it is gro,vn, it is the 
greatest among herbs and becomes a 
tree so that the fowls of the air lodge 
in its branches" ; also the Revelation 
he gave to John; see also the train of 
thought all through Isaiah's proph~ 
cies and the seven minor prophets who 
all with one accord point to the time 
when Creation (Generation) will have 
accomplished the design of the Infi
ite Mind and a new world be built out 
of the mature souls of this, or " the ripe 
fruit of the earth is gathered in." The 
tares will be gathered in bundles (or
ganized societies) to be burned. 

Then, our mind should be fixed on 
the thing we are praying for, "Let 
thy kingdom come on earth." All 
advanced mystics now living are con
templating the building of a place 
where the neophytes can come, and be 
educated and developed, and where the 
headquarters of power may be estab
lished for the good of their cause and 
humanity. The MastersoftheHeavens 
the prophets that lived for and dwelt 
upon this subject during their stay on 
earth, are all united for the accomplish
ment of this ultimate. It was for this 
the Nazarene taught his followers to 
pray; this is the ultimate toward which 
WI:' are laboring in concert with all na
ture, from the restless tossing ocean 
to the tiny insect or growing plant, or 
the highest order of developed human
ity. With this thought and desire 
uppermost, and a confiding reliance on 
God to whom we have dedicated our 
lives, we are safe in proceeding with 
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our efforts to come into our higher perimental period being past, we now 
consciousness which will enable us to find ourselves settled on a solid base 
begin to realize the nature of the pow- with a fine subscription list and a 
er we read of Jesus having when he goodbooktrade. Duringthelastyear 
spake to the wind and sea. and said several changes took place in the firm, 
.. Peace! be still!" and they obeyed him. and our managing editor was alone 

In our next issue, the first num- much of the time; in short. there havE' 
her of the second volume, we in- been many difficulties to overcome 
tend to take up the twelve manner of that none but those who have under
people and a careful discription of the taken a. similiar work can realize. 
special inherent "GENms" that should We intend to remain and give 
be cultivated and developed to its our entire time to THE ESOTERIC, as 
higher state; also the weaknesses and we feel assured that our usefulness will 
dangers to which each of the twelve is be greater here for the present, than 
especially liable, thereby determining elsewhere. Believe me, your fellow 
the " dominant " of each. We feel servant in the Harvest field of the 
safe in promising our people a volume earth, 
superior to the present one. The ex- H. E. BUTLER. 

TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE. 
NATURE OF THOSE WHOSE BIRTHDAYS OCCUR BETWEEN ]{AY 20 

AND JUNE 21.• 
II (GEMINI.) 

THE Persons born in this sign be
long to the sphere of the body repre
sented by the inferior cervical gang
lion, which rules the arms and hands, 
-the e3pl'essors of the thought of 
the brain, and therefore belonging to 
the realm of m:echa.nics, art and edu
cation. 

Such persons are very active, rest
less, anxious, and never satisfied ; 
there is always a restless want of some-

• It mllllt not be su~ that all persons born 
in a given sign or penod of the year will be alike 
in all JWpeCt& They will be charaoterized by 
the general nature of their sign, but may dif
fer widely in polarity ( 811 derived from the posi
tion of the moon), and also in mental character
iatics, due to <lliferent planetary positions. But 
while they will appear and act di1ferent, it will, 
nevertheless, be found that there ia an underlying 
kindred nature, determined by the aigu in which 
they were born. 

For fuller details and modifying causes of char
acter it will be neceaea.ry to consult " Solar Biol
ogy." But it will be found both interesting and 
instrnctive to follow this aeries of Twelve Mimner 
of People, 811 it will give a large measure of in
eight regarding the nature of the persons with 
whom you are bro~ht in contact. 

" Solar Biology' ia, based upon Blltronomical 
and natural laws, and hBII nothing whatever to 
do with astrology. 

thing they know not what. They are 
the result of parents dissatisfied with 
their conditions. In cases of very 
coarse hair and dark complexion there 
is in them a combative feelin~, a vague 
imagining of evil, and a d1strust -of 
associates and of those with whom 
they have to do. They are very ac
tive, and want to be doing something 
all the t~e. They are lovers of know
ledge in all its departments; many 
successful speakers and lecturers 
come from this sign. Children born 
at this time should always have a su
perior education. They are apt to 
lack continuity. They are vivacious, 
but liable to be inconstant, and are in 
danger of extremes in everything they 
do, unless this is modified by plane
tary conditions. They are liable to 
nervous disturbances, and parents 
ought to restrain such children from 
all kinds of excitement and exciting 
scenes, and give them as associates 
such persons as are quiet, easy, and 
restful. They should cultivate in 
them the habit of self-control. 
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Little children are apt to have fits 
from teething. Should they have 
worms during that time, they ought 
to be kept very quiet. 

Ladies are liaple to hysteria. 
It would be well for persons born 

in this sign to remember that their 

dissatisfaction, restlessness, and anx
iety arise more from prenatal condi
tions than from surrounding cir
cumstances ; therefore they should 
positively re~tra.in them, always re
membering that the cause is from 
within. 

· IMMORTALITY; CAN IT BE OBTAINED WITHOUT DEATH 

AN OPEN LErrER. 

THE reported interview which ap
peared in the Boston Globe and New 
York Herald of Sunday, April, 8th 
under head of "Immortality, can it 
be obtained without death?" so m&
terially differs from the statement we 
actually made, that we infer the re
porter must have undertaken to sup
plement inadequate notes by memory 
and imagination, and as a number of 
letters have been sent us relative to 
the views expressed, we perceive that 
there must be a lively intel'est in the 
subject. We would accordingly pres
ent our real views, as on a question 
of such vital interest we do not like 
to be misunderstood. Our claims in 
brief are as follows: 

All natural law is unchangeable; 
such being the case the same law that 
gave us our present existence, en&
bling us to develop from childhood 
to manhood, can be so applied as to 
enable us to go on developing this 
manhood into a higher and more per
fect state of existence. W o are of 
those who hold all life to be immortal; 
and that, as we possess in our bodies 
the power to create, or gather and give 
quality to life, we have also the pow
er to hold and control it by our own 
will. Again we know that the men
tal and physical power is in accordance 
with the quality and quantity of life, 
and that the thought directs and con
trols the life and causes it to do ser
vice in any direction the will decrees. 
But as all will power is derived from 
God, who gave his" name" according 
to the Bible as Y ahveh which means 

'lbill, and as that will is the energy of 
all life,- to embody it, the mind of 
man must first be harmonized with the 
God will, and thus made in harmony 
with all nature. Then all unnatural 
struggle and anxiety will have passed 
away. It is well known that anxiety 
and worriment causes premature age 
and infirmity. If an aged man can 
produce young life in an offspring, 
transmitting the capacity to develop 
vi~or and manhood, then he must con
tam in himself the power to "regen
e~;ate" and renew his own youth and 
VIgor. 

It is, we believe, accepted by all 
scientific men that every particle of 
the material of the body is thrown off 
and replaced by new ones within seven 
years. If this is so, then the mental 
consciousness is the only permanent 
attribute of man. P~:ysicians say to a 
depleted patient: " You lack vitality 
(vita, life); you need to feed up and 
get more strength," -thus recognizing 
the fact that we gather life through 
feeding the body. And it is as well 
understood that all mental and physi
cal actions exhaust the life; for if one 
stops eating, he cuts off the life sup
ply, and the material of the body is 
consumed, so that flesh is reduced as 
well as strength. Thus it is manifest 
that the amount of life determines the 
amount of flesh supported by it; and 
it is true, as Dr. Hammond says, could 
we bring about equilibrium between 
the supply and the exhaust, life might 
be perpetual, providing the mind,
which is the only perpetual principle 
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-could avoid all thought that pro
duces destructive conditions in the 
body. For if the mind is the only 
permanent principle, then it follows 
that it is the mind that governs the re
building of the body, and also con
trols in the quality of the chemical 
elements incorporated into the body to 
be perpetuated. Therefore youthful 
growing life may be created in us, but 
the mind must be in perfect harmony 
with God, before that state can be 
reached; for if God is the Creator 
of all things, then all law must be the 
product of the mind that created it, 
-the Mind of God; and all that 
there is in scientific knowledge is but 
a knowledge of Creation. 

There is a quality of life that is in
exhaustible which is often intact when 
persons are in the last moments of 
earth life; even when the body is ema
ciated, with not strength enough to 
move a muscle, the mind is often clear 
and lucid. This is from the quality 
of life that Jes11s the Christ called 
regenerate i.e. that which is generat-

ed in and reabsorbed by the body, be
ing like the origina.!_germ from which 
the body came. When this law is 
correctly understood and applied by 
the will, the power of life and death 
will be in our possession the same as 
it was with Jesus. He not only said 
but demonstrated in his death and re
surrection, that "I ha.ve power to lay 
down my life, and have power to take 
it up again." This power, saidJesusy 
" I received of my father;" - and is 
not God our father too? The Bible 
tells us we are the sons of God ; can 
we not then obtain the same ~ower? 
or is God partial to some? We are 
trying through the columns of the 
Esoteric to lead the thoughts of the 
people into the knowledge of the di
vine laws, which must be both scien
tific and religious. The Bible is full 
of passages that can ouly be inter
preted as teaching the possibility of 
immortality in the body. 

A careful analysis of this subjec
will be given in our next month's is-
sue. H. E. BUTLER. 

THE INTERIOR EDUCATION OF CHILJ?REN. 
BY PROF. CHAS. WIELAND. 

" The sphere and reach of all refonn and im· 
pl'OT8rnent (of man) Jiet1 in the understanding 
alone. The character is tmchangeable, the mo
ti.ns act with neoeaaity: bot they have to pus 
through the understanding, which is the medium 
of the motives. The understanding is susceptible 
of the most varied enlargement and of oonetant 
correction in innamerable degrees: it is in this 
direction that all education works. The develop
ment of reason by all kinde of knowledge and 
insight is morally important becanee it openethe 
gate for motives from which mao would other
wise be looked up; for, as long as he was not 
able to understand them, they did not exist for 
his will. Bat no moral influence reaches bey_ond 
the correction of the insight or understanding, 
and the attempt to wipe out the defects of the 
character of a human creature by aennoos and 
moral reasonings, and thas to regenerate this 
character itself, ita real morality, is the same as to 
try to transmute lead into gold by external ao 
tion, or to indnoe by diligent care an oak tree to 
bear apricots." (Shopenhaaer, TM Freedom of 
eM Human Will. 

If the view, above quoted, of the great 
philospher is correct, as it undoubtedly is, 
then, the more thorough our insight ~to 

the nature of things and persons is, the 
more correct will our motives become; 
that is, the more likely we shall act in har
mony with the inner nature, which is the 
reality of things, and at the same time 
with justice in the moral sphere, and with 
certainty of success in the business de
partment. 

A great deal of knowledge and under
standing is supplied to the young by our 
ordinary school education, and still more 
by the practical teaching of their own ex
perience, especially if in the time of their 
apprenticeship in life they have the for
tune of being guided by intelligent par 
ents or fatherly friends who take the 
trouble to bHng these experiences to their 
consciousness by wise comments and thU& 
turn t.hem to the best account for them. 

But allthe knowledge acquired by this 
long and expensive method becomes much 
more useful, if we cultivate another fruit. 
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ful field of insight that lies beyond that 
.domain of physical experience, and has 
in our age been wholly neglected. There 
are slumbering in all persons those interior 
senses of the mind that, ages ago, before 
mankind had "fallen" into physical mat
ter formed the one undi.Jferentiated soul 
sense by which immediate interior unity 
was had with the soul of the universe and 
therefore with all creatures, of the very 
life of which they were able to partici
pate. 

These interior senses, which furnish the 
real "insight" into things, although gen
erally neglected, suppressed, and therefore 
dwarfed, have not wholly died out. On 
the contrary, every one almost is acquaint
ed with, or has heard of some persons 
who have the gift of clairvoyance, or 
.clairaudience, or mindreading, or proph
ecy, innate in them. A lady of our ac
quaintance when told of a man who read 
the literal thoughts of a person living in 
another city, replied: "l see nothing re
marlu4ble in that; thirty years ago I often 
told their names to persons I never had 
seen or heard of before, and knew people's 
discourses, thoughts and plans, and my 
.companions became afraid of me and 
were very cautious, because they thought 
I knew everything that was going on. I 
could still have that power more fully if 
I had not neglected, and even suppre88ed 
it, or if I wanted to develop it again, 
more than I have it now; which I do not 
care to, because it is not pleasant to know 
all the disagreeable and unjust things that 
are constantly going on around me; I am 
so sensitive and excitable in this direc 
tion." 

How often are such precious powers 
neglected in children before they are 
wholly aware of their existep.ce I Most 
children are finer and brighter than their 
adult associates, parents for instance; this 
is simply an outcome of the law of evolu
tion and progress in nature. But their 
faculties are blunted by these surround
ings, in the same way that a dog of fine 
breed loses his sensitiveness and natural 
skill under the hands of a dull and care
less master. 

Whilst those interior senses can be, and 
usually are suppressed, they can also be 
developed, and in some persons 'this re
:Sults in the most astonishing manifest&-

tions, whilst others, if they do not become 
d.airvoyant, clairaudient, or psychometric 
demonstrably, will necessarily and without 
fail, by proper training, obtain at least a 
deeper insight into the nature of their sur
rounding, and therefore be able to judge 
their situation at every moment moeh 
more correctly than before. Thia result 
will be obtained whether they are con
scions of it or not. We do not speak of 
the improvement of their physical strength 
and health, which always accompanies the 
rational training of the occult forces. 

If what we advance here, is true, why 
not, then, make of the subject a branch 
of the education of our children, who can 
far more easily be developed than the 
adult whose interior nature is alreadv 
covered by the hard crust of materialism, 
in form of sensuality, acquisitiveness and 
ambition? Of course such an attempt 
can be made only in family circles at first. 
The best beginning of such training is 
by some experiments in psychometry 
and thought transference, as the " willing 
game," pin-fi.ndinj;, guessing of objects 
thought of, as room utensils, numbers, 
drawings, colors, pictures, words, senten
ces, scenes. These exercises, which have 
~nuch of the character of games, give, 
when wisely conducted, so good results 
with children that by far the most of them 
are completely successful, and very few 
are total failures. 

Such games suggest to the young folk. 
the usefulness of the col}centration of their 
mind, and that again naturally leads them 
to the more earnest exercise of their will 
power. Now there is nothing so impor
tant as to be able to hold one's mind for 
a long while on the same object ; yea, all 
success in life is based on this capacity of 
concentration, and we might perhaps even 
state that the success in any enterprise 
might be measured by the number of min· 
utes or hours a person is able to concen
trate his thought on the subject of hia 
speculation. For. if the arrangement of 
thoughts which the project requires is 
wrought out in its fulness, then the m&

terial embodiment follows almost by ne
cessity, and is therefore easy. • 

The most obvious illustration of this 
statement is the inventor, who concen
trates his thought in order to create a me· 
chanical organism for a given purpose. 
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But even in our business life we have very 
often to create rather complicated thought 
organisms in order to reach our purpose. 
A friend of ours, a manufacturer, said; 
"I usually spend more of my time in walk· 
ing up and down in my private room, 
meditating in order to discover the right 
things to be done, than in writing, at ran
dom, numerous letters of doubtful effi
ciency : !I.Ild I think my time is better em· 
:flloyed in this way.'' 

But the development of the will, high 
though the attainment may become, is yet 
not the verv most valuable one that can 
be reached: For, at the same time the 
children realize the reliability of the pow
ers that reside in their interior mind, their 
faith grows stronger and stronger; and 
we need only to allude to what Jesus said 
of the power of faith, not to speak of the 
many statements of other great masters 
in truth, in order to opep the mind of our 
readers to the vast range of possibilties 
that lie before the well developed man. 

We will treat here only one special 
practical subject that suggests itself to us 
whilst speaking of faith. There is an ex
ercise that can very properly and easily 
be intro<luced even in public schools, with
oat fear of the narrow-mindedness of the 
public, or of school boards and superin
tendents ; it is e:r:temp<YI'8 speaking. 
We bid the class sit still, with their minds 
easy, passive and "blank." Then we 
give them the subject, and tell them to let 
it pass down through their bodies, rather 
than to meditate it. After a few minutes 

only, before they have had time to worry 
their brain, we call up one to speak. 
Should there be, at first, some hesitancy 
and fear, we settle that at once, by having 
a subject given to ourselves from one of 
the class; on which we speak out the most 
common thoughts that must suggest them· 
selves to any one, thus encouraging them, 
and at the same time giving the example 
of uttering naturally what they think. 
For the trouble with young people is, they 
imagine that by speaking what comes to 
them naturally and without effort, they 
are saying nothing at all. 

Teachers who practice, this exercise in 
the right way, which, by the bye, can be· 
introduced in all the classes, will soon dis
cover how much the pupils like it, and 
what a new life enters into their classes, 
when the children realize that their mind 
contains thoughts and knowledge they 
we1·e not aware of before, and how they 
get more and more ready to do justice to· 
any subject they are required to talk of. 

How many children who have much. 
individuality and soul life, and, precisely 
for this reason, little adaptability for ar
tificial drill - because the soul that real
izes herself rejects knowledge foreign to
her nature, - and are therefore set back 
and feel neglected and dissatisfied, will. 
thus have their chance and see a path 
open to them wherein to show their innate 
value, and awake to a new mental life and 
become lovers of the school that before 
had been a torture to them ! 

PRECIOUS STONES. 
PRII:CIOUS stones have always been held 

sacred in religious services and ceremo
nies. When the people worshiped many 
Gods, or the varied manifestations of nat
ural law as Gods, precious stones were 
held in high esteem. 

It is a curious fact that precious stones 
are more numerous in countries where 
the sun bas the most power and that even 
the same kind of stone is most brilliant 
when derived from the tropics. This 
would argue somewhat in favor of the 
ancient ide$. that each stone possessed a 
specific life quality, and consequently a 
mind quality. There are many instances 
cited, by different authors, of persons who 

through some peculiar development of the· 
soul's perceptions, have seen the atmos
pheric zone that is said to surround all 
such stones. 

Alardus, a Dutchman, writing in the 
year 1539, gives a legend of the following 
wonderful import. " Among other stones 
of the most precious quality, and therefore 
beyond all price, and not to be valued at 
any equivalent of human riches, the gift 
of the most noble lady Hildegarde, for
merly wife of Theodoric, Count of Hol
land, which she had caused to be set in a 
gold tablet of truly inestimable value ded- . 
icated by her to St. Adelbert, patron of 
the town of Egmand ; among the~e gemst 
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I say, was a Crysola.mpis, commonly called 
.an Oscula.n, which in the night-time so 
lighted up the entire chapel on a.1l sides 
that it served instead of lamps for the 
reading of the hours late at night, and 
would have served the same purpose to 
the present day, had not the hope of gain 
.caused it to be stolen by a run-away Ben
.edictine monk, the most greedy creature 
that ever went on two legs. Afterwards, 
however, for the fea.r of being convicted 
.of sacrilege, by having so notable a gem 
·in his possession, he threw it away into 
.the sea near Egmund." 

Two centuries before Alardus, Sir John 
Mandeville, speaking as an eye-witness, 
reports : " This emperor (of Carthage) 
bath in his chamber, in on the pyleres of 
gold a Ruby and a Carbuncle of half a 
fote long, that in the nyghte semethe so 
grete clartee, and shynynge, that it is al
·so light as day." 

Epiphanius, under the name of " Car
buncle" says : "when worn it is impossi
ble to conceal it; for notwithstanding 
whatsoever clothes it may be covered over 
with, its lustre shows itself outside its en
velope, whence it is called Carbuncle,"
i.e. a glowing coal. And almost in the 
same words, M. Ben Mansur : " The 
Bidschade (Garnet) is a clear stone of a 
pure water, that often loses not its lustre 
even when under the clothes." 

Whatever of truth there may be in these 
ancient statements, we cannot say, but we 
do not see such jewels now. They may 
have been gathered up by the Roman 
Catholic Church, as they have ever held 
them to be of occult value ; and they at 
one time had control of all Europe, so that 
-such might have been the case. Among the 
Egyptians, the various kinds of stones 
were believed to have a specific value and 
to possess certain potential relations to 
the body, mind, and spirit. Many stones 
~f no value as jewels were held to be of 
immense value for their occult virtues. 

We give below some further quotatious 
-from the most ancient authors. Camillus 
Leonard us gives in his ·• Speculum Lapi
darium," or stone-mirror, the following 
relation of the virtues of stones : -

" ThtJ Dia1TUJ'TI,(/, has the power of de
priving the load-stone of its virtue, and is 
beneficial to sleep-walkers and the insane. 
The Arabian diamond is said to guide iron 

towards the poles, and is therefore called 
magnetic by some. 

'' The .Agate disposes the mind to soli
tude. The Indian is said to quench thil'llt 
by holding it in the mouth. 

"The .ArMthyst banishes drunkenness 
and sharpens the wit. 

"The Jled,.B6:1:()(J,r is a preeervative 
against poison. The Bole Armeniac 
against infectuous fevers of every kind. 

" The Garnet preserves the health, pro
duces a joyous heart, but discord between 
lovers . 

" The Sapphire makes the melancholy 
cheerful, if suspended round the neck, 
and maintains the power of the body. 

" The Red Coral stops bleeding and 
strengthens digestion, if worn about the 
person, 

" The Red CO'I"TU!lian stops hemorrhage 
and cures dysentery. 

" The Crystal banishes bad dreams 
from the sleeper. 

" The Green Chrysophrase is of great 
benefit to the weak-sight~d. 

" The Chrysolite, held in the hand, 
banishes fever. 

"The Jacinth enlivens the heart and 
the body. 

"The Green Jasper prevents fever 
and dropsy, and strengthens the brain. 

" The Onyz shows terrible shapes to the 
sleeper, and increases saliva in boys; wom 
about the neck, it prevents epileptic fits. 

" The Opal is a remedy for weak eyes. 
"The Green Smaragd (Emerald) pre

vents epilepsy, unmasks the delusions of 
the devil, and sharpens the memory. 

'·.Amber cures dysentery, and is a pow
erful remedy for all affections of the 
throat. 

" The Tapa;: cures hemorrhoids and 
sleep-walking, relieves affections of the 
mind, and laid upou wounds stops the 
blood. 

"Serpentine disperses dropsy, if per
sons so afflicted stand with it for three 
hours in the sun, for then they break out 
into a violent and unpleasant smelling 
sweat; it cures worms, and taken inter
na.lly. is said to dissolve the stone in the 
bladder." 

In the little Greek book of " the very 
wise and excellent Psellus " on the Vir
tues of the Stones we read : "I can hard
ly permit myself to speak of the causes of 
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the virtues inhering to them, and will not 
in this respect imitate the insolence and 
temerity of the dogmatists in order to talk 
much and with verbosity and copiosity of 
anything I please. But I will open to you 
those virtues of the stones known to \18 
and which we most love, that you may 
use them in time, and obtain some benefit 
from them. 

The Dia'I1Willl extinguishes intermittent 
fevers when atatched somewhere around 
the person. 

PM Amethyst stills headache, makes 
drunkards abstemious and sober ; hence 
its name. 

The Aematites or Bloodlton8 heals dia
eases of the eyes. 

The Carbuncle is said to cure headache, 
if given to the sick in solution. 
The Agai8 beals inflannnation of the eye 

and headache ; stops the courses of wo
men; is also very good in dropsy, and 
has so much drying power that it can 
drink out all the water from a vessel. 

TM Ga/,a,ctite or Mi.lkst<me is a spring 
of occult milk, from which it has its name. 
It attracts the milk to women; produces 
forgetfulneBII of evils, but also evokes the 
memory of them ; it is a protection against 
the wounds from the bite of wild beasts, 
if tied around the person. 

..dmbt~r, tied round, stills the diffi.cultie~ 
of urination, heals the fever, prevents in
flammation of the stomach, gives keenness 
of sight to the eyes when washed with it. 

The Ja8ptll" eases inflammation of the 
head, and prevents nightmares ; is a pre
servative against pestilence and epilepsy. 

The CrytJtal prevents fear, and, taken 
in the form of powder, removes nervot18dif
ficulties. 

Of the Load8fmr,e there is one that at
tract.lt iron, another that repels it ; dis
solved in milk it gives keenness to the eye
sight and banishes melancholy. 

The Onyz, dissolved, keeps oft' night
mares and phantasms, and when powdered 
is guod for toothache. 

The Sardbnyz stills inflammation of the 
eyes, prevents the fall of the child in the 
womb, and is good for melancholy, when 
worn suspended. 

Tlu. Smaragd (Emerald) laid on with 
a poultice, helps against leprosy, this also, 
if drank in water, restrains the flow of the 
blood. 

TM Jacinth stops coughs ; heals her
nim, and is good against melancholy, 
if drunk with vinegar. 

The Chrysolite is a preventive of eye
pains. 

The Chrysophrase, when worn· round 
the fore part of the hand-palm, gives keen
ness of sight, cures pains of the stomach 
and heart, and reduces inflammations and 
tumors. 

The Cludcedony, worn round the per
son, heals the wounds from the scorpion's 
bite. 

The Topaz, powdered and drunk, brings 
persons raving mad back to their state, if 
it is worn on the person it is also helpful 
in this case." 

The above quotations sound mythical, 
but in order to form a jt18t judgment up
on them, we ought to remember that ac
cording to all the ancient lore, and also 
according to the Bible, all things were 
created by the mind, thought, or " word " 
of God. And if that is so, then all things 
are thought elements, and stones mt18t be 
thought crystallizations, and those precio\18 
stones that appear to be produced by the 
action of the sun's rays, mt18t be possessed 
of some potent elements of thought, and 
if there are stones as above stated that 
have such marvello\18 emanations of light 
as to show through a covering, and shine 
despite the obstructions, there mt18t be a 
potent and most subtle emanation from 
them. We are among those who are 
superstitiot18 enough to think that the 
Christian Bible is of sufficient moral 
worth to give it the credit of not having 
a thing in it that was not of moral and 
scientific worth, and there is no book ex
tant of half the volume of the Bible that 
contains as many references to the value 
and U8e of precio\18 stones. In the proph
ecy of Ezekiel, chap. xxviii., commencing 
with the 13th. verse, he enumerates many 
of the precio\18 stones. I have no doubt 
that this prophecy was especially intended 
for the early Christian church now known 
as the Roman Catholic, for he says "Thou 
hast been in Eden, the garden of God, ev
ery precio\18 stone was thy covering, the 
Ruby (or Sardit18), Topaz, and the Dia
mond, the Beryl (or Cryolite,) the Onyx 
and the Jasper, the Sapphire, the Emerald 
(or Chrysophrase,) the Carbuncle and 
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Gold." Read the balance of the Chapter. 
Revelations, chap. xxi., verses, 19th. 

and 20th., give the names of the twelve 
precious stones and their relation to the 
twelve foundations as follows : "The firat 
foundation was Jasper, (or Blood
stone) ; the second, a Saphira ; the third, 
a Chalcedony, (Onyx or Agate) ; the 
fourth, an Emerald ; the fifth, a Sardonyx, 
(a reddish yellow or nearly an orange 
colored stone, or Ruby;) the sixth, a 
Sardina (or Cornelian); the seventh, a 
Crysolite ; the eighth, Beryl (or Aqua
marine) ; the ninth, a Topaz ; the tenth, a 
Chrysoprasus (or Turquois) ; the elev
enth, a Jacinth, (Zircon or Hyacinth) ; 
the twelth, an Amethyst. 

These stones are allied to the twelve 
signs of the zodiac. In this 21st. chap. 
12th. verse, he says, speaking of the Holy 
City, New Jesusalem: "And had a wall 
great and high, and had twelve gates, and 
at the gates twelve angels, and names 
written thereon, which are the names of 
the children of Israel; on the east three 
gates ; on the north three gates ; on the 
south three gates ; and on the west three 
gates." 

Solar Biology is a commentary on tbe 
Bible, throughout which we can deeiphe.
all the now mysterious parts. It gives us 
the nature of all persons born in the 
twelve signs of the zodiac, through which 
the earth passes during the year. The 
Israelites began their new year with the 
11ign :!!:(Libra). By reading the 29th. 
chapter of Genesis beginning with the 
32d. verse, you will find that the order in 
which these twelve sons were born and 
the meanin~ of their names correspond 
most perfectly with the leading character 
of their signs. 

The name of the first son of Jacob was 
Reuben; which means " vision of light; " 
belonging to the month of ::!!: (Libra) 
from September 22d. to October 23d., and 
the stone allotted by the angel that gave 
the Revelation to John, was the Crysolite." 

The second son was Simeon, 'Ill. (Scor
pio,) which is from October 23d. to No
vember 22d., and the stone allotted by the 
same authority was the Beryl, i.e. Aqua
rius, and many authors ally the Opal 
to the same sign or period of birth. 

The third son was Levi, t (Saggita
rius,) from November 22d. ~ December 

21st., the angel allotted the Topaz to all 
in that sign. 

The fourth was Judah, llj (Capricorn) 
from December 21st. to January 20th.. 
The Chrysoprasus, probably the Turquois-

The fifth was Dan, :::: (Aquarius), 
from January 20th. to Feb. 19th., to which 
was allied the Jacinth, Zircon or Hya
cinth, and some authors ally the garnet. 

The sixth son was Napthali, )( (Pia
cas) February 19th. to March 21st., to 
that period or tribe head was allied the 
Amethyst. 

The seventh son was Gad, <y> (Aries) 
from March 21st. to April 19th., to which 
is allied the Jasper, or Bloodstone. 

The eighth son was Asher, ~ (Taurus) 
April 19th. to May 20th.; to it is allied the 
Sapphire ; and many authors give it also 
the Diamond. 

The ninth son was Issaehar, n (Gemi
ni), born between May 20th. and June 
21st. Allied to it was the Chalcedony, 
Onyx or Agate. 

The tenth son was Zebulun, !!D (Can
cer) from June 21st. to July 22d., to it 
was allied the Emerald. 

The eleventh child was Dinah, or Dia
na, the only daughter, representing the 
interior or the soul ; the " woman " in 
mystical language. 

The next son must stand as the physi
cal or external expression, so Joseph was 
placed in that sign which is st (Leo) the 
heart, the time of which is from July 
22d. to Aug. 22d.; to this sign is allied 
the Sardonyx (a reddish yellow or nearly 
an orange colored stone) and by most au
thorities the Ruby and Carbuncle. 
We then have to turn to chap. xxxv. 
verses 22d. and 23d., where the account 
is given of the birth of Benjamin, 'Ill 
(Virgo), between August 22d. and Sep
tember 22d., to which sign is allied the 
Sardina or Carnelian. 

It will be observed on comparing the 
statement of the order as given in Revel
ation, that it differs from that of Genesis 
in that the angel in this 21st. ehapter be
gan where the perfect state is reached, 
the time for ultimates, with <y> (Aries) 
the head or intellectual function. And 
in the 7th. chapter, with Judah, llj (Cap
ricorn), the business function. We may 
in the future take up and ehow why thie 
was, and also concerning the comparison 
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of the names of the tribes which will be seen 
of vital interest to those making attain
ments and coming into divine order. 

Many great and grand secrets lie hid
den behind this most ancient science that 
we now juat begin to know as Solar Biol-

ogy. It would take a large volume to 
contain a clear elucidation, and therefore 
we have only given a few fragments of 
thought on this great subject. 

I am your Fellow Servant, 
H. E. BUTLEB. 

REJOICE IN LOVE. 

LET Earth rejoice I Fresh truths, from realms abovet 
Proclaim forevermore, that GoD is LoVE : 
That in the spirit of each earth-born son 
There dwells some portion of the perfect One ; 
And that this spark Divine, however small, 
Must be redeemed; n.nd God be" all in all." 

When Moses gave-in ages long ago-
The stern commands : -"Thou shalt not "-thus and so ; 
The spirit was not reached, but fear of ill 
Held men in check, or, urged them to fulfill ; 
But, recognizing every man as brother, 
The "new commandment " -"Love ye one another" 
Touches our hearts, inspires our holiest awe; 
For Love is the fnJlfiiJling of the law. 

w. A. ENGLISH. 

SWEDENBORG AS A SEER AND REVELATOR. 

IN our May article considering 
"Sweden borg as a Man and Author " 
but a tithe was said of what might 
fittingly be written regarding this 
truly remarkable and many-sided 
man : many-sided in the capaciousness 
and versatality of his mind, his apt
ness for the acquisition of the lan
guages, his :penetration and mastery 
of the practical sciences. and of all 
the philosophical and theoretical 
knowledge of his age, and not only 
that, but to go beyond his times and 
leave a treasure mine of original dis
coveries in the natural sciences that 
would have established the lasting 
fame of a dozen ordinary men in as 
many different departments. Impor
tant and voluminous as were his sci
entific writings, he scarcely alluded 
to them in his latter years, and this 
seeming lack of appreciation on his 
own part was probably not without 
its infiuence in causing this portion of 
his works to be, for a time, overlooked 

by others. One can scarcely believe 
in consideration of his immense liter.. 
ary labors that he was also a man of 
affairs, and for over thirty years fi.lled 
the office of assayer of mines, and also 
won distinction for services in the 
Parliament of. his country. This 
broad experience and deep research, 
it would seem, were but preparatory 
for the comprehension of the kingdom 
above nature. No mere ordinary" fish
erman " would be able to comprehend, 
portray, and interpret that realm of 
living causation from which all the 
intricate and diversified manifesta
tions of the material world spring. 

Swedenborg bears abundant evi
dence of being one of those natures 
periodically chosen and specially pre
pared for an important esoteric work, 
such a one as would in the Orient 
have been regarded as a Buddha. 
Nor was his childhood devoid of that 
precocity which has been regarded as 
one of their characteristics, grasping 
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knowledge as by instinct and aston
ishing his parents b,r the wisdom of 
his infantile revelations, so much so 
that his father would often declare 
that " the angels must he speaking 
through his mouth." Many remark
able things are related of him in attes
tation of his seership; but he' attached 
so little importance himself to the 
phenomenal and miraculous, as serv
~g rather to force the judgment than 
to carry that inward conviction which 
is the reliable criterion and method 
of Truth, that we shall here give in 
detail but a· simple instance, which 
is related bv Immanuel Kant, the 
celebrated transcendentalist, and oc
curred on the 19th of July, 1759. 

"ON Saturday, at 4 o'clock, P.M." 
says Kant, when Swedenborg arrived at 
Gottenburg from England, Mr. Wm. 
Castel invited him to his house, together 
with a party of fifteen persons. About 6 
o'clock, Swedenborg went out, and after 
a short interval returned to the company, 
quite pale and alarmed. He stated that 
a dangerous fire had just broken out in 
Stockholm, distant three hundred miles 
from Gottenburg, and that it was spread
ing very fast. He was restless and went 
out often. He said that the house of one 
of his friends, whom he named, was al
ready in ashes, and that his op was in 
danger. At 8 o'clock, after he nad been 
out again, he joyfully exclaimed : 'Thank 
God ! the fire is extinguished, the third 
door from my house.' This news occa
sioned great commotion among the com
pany. It was announced to the governor 
the same evening. The next morning 
Swedenborg was sent for by the governor, 
who questioned him <'oncerning the dis
aster. Swedenborg described the fire 
precisely, how it had begun, in what man
ner it had ceased, and how long it had 
continued. On the same day the news 
was spread through the city : and as the 
governor had thought it worthy of atten
tion, the consternation was considerably 
increased, as many were in trouble on ac
count of their friends and property, that 
might have been involved in the disaster. 
On Monday evening, a messenger arrived 
at Gotten burg, who was dispatched dur
ing the time of the fire. In the letters 

brought by him, the fire was described 
precisely as stated by Swedenborg. 
On Tuesday morning, a royal courier ar
rived at the governor's with the melan
choly intelligence of the fire, of the 1088 it 
had occasioned, and of the honses dam
aged and ruined, not in the least differing 
from that which Swedenborg had given 
the moment it had ceased : the fire had 
been extinguished at 8 o'clock. 

" What," continued Kant, '' can be 
brought forward against the authenticity 
of this occurrence? My friend who wrote 
this to me, has not only examined the cir
cumstances of this extraordinary ease at 
Stockholm, but also, about two months 
ago, at Guttenburg, where he is acquaint
ed with the most respectable honses. and 
where he could obtain the most authentic 
and complete information. As the great
est part of the inhabitants, who are still 
alive, were witnesses to the memorable oc
currence." (Kant, it may be remarked, 
was no adherent of Swedenborg.) 

His statements, while at Amsterdan4 
relative to the time, place, and nature 
of the death of Peter ill., Emperor 
of Russia, was equally remarkable, and 
numerous instances are given of his mes
sages from those in the spirit world, as in 
the case of the Queen of Sweden, who 
interrogated Swedenborg regarding her 
brother the Prince of Prussia. On re · 
ceiving his answer she was much affected. 
and when she recovered, she said to those 
about her: "There is only God and my 
brother who can know what he has just 
told me." These matters however are 
only incidental, and Swedenborg is the 
last one who would desire them to be em
ployed as credentials in any way hoping 
thereby to substantiate the troth of his 
revelations. His repeatedly expressed re
liance is on that witness which every one 
has within himself ; that faculty whereby 
troth may be discerned as such, in con
tra-distinction to theories and beliefs of 
the external mind. Realizing, as he evi
dently did, that light which lighteth the 
understanding and carries assurance to 
the heart and inward life, he had no anxi
ety regarding the fate of his writings ; 
believing them to be the utterances of the 
Spirit, he felt he could safely leave them 
to the keeping of the source whence they 
emanated. 

' 
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That Swedenborg was profoundly im
pressed with the gennineness and import
ance of the work to which he believed 
himself called no candid reader of his 
writings can doubt. His very nature was 
one of modest and straightforward hon
esty, with a calm deliberate habit of mind 
that would not easily admit of his judg
ment being carried away by teal or imag
ination. No ordinary spirit could psy
chologize or absorb a mind of his practical 
experience, learning, and mental power. 
It is, however. claimed by some who admit 
his honesty of purpose and great natural 
ability, that his judgment was biassed by 
the religions environment of his times. 
This of course is quite pouible, and many 
who accord him credit as having rendered 
an exceptionally important service to the 
race, take exceptions to some of his lead
ing doctrines. This is quite natural and 
no more than could be expected. It 
should however be borne in mind that 
prophets, revelators, and great and orif.
nal minds in general are almost invarJ&
bly in advance of their times, ther labor 
for future ages rather than for the1r own. 
The theological and philosophical world 
has already largely absorbed and incorpo
rated Swedenborg's doctrines, and to ·a 
great extent without knowing to whom 
they were indebted for their new views 
or clearer interpretations of old ones. 
The radical and materialistic school of 
thought disclaim against his attaching so 
much importance to the Bible, or claiming 
therein a hidden meaning sealed up as it 
were within the symbolical and correspon
dentiallanguage in which it was written. 
The occultist, however, well understands 
the peculiarities of ancient writings in this 
respect. William Cox in his " Science of 
Understanding" claims for Homer and 
kindred writings an esoteric as well as 
exoteric meaning, in short that until the 

' discovery of his key. Homer had not in 
modern times been truly understood. In 
the ancient cities now being unearthed in 
Arizona, a threefold arrangement is found, 
with the hierarchal citadel or temple in 
the centre, a second tier of houses or pal
aces for the intermediate classes, while 
" the hewers of wood and drawers of wa
ter " occupied the outer circle : an ar
rangemenilike unto that of spirit, soul, and 
body. This threefold law of order was 
not only understood but literally observed 

I 

in ancient times, and their writings had a 
structural correspondence, the inner sig
nificance being known only to its corres
pondent circle. Swedenborg was shown 
that the Bible was a book of this class in 
a pre-eminent and superlative sense and 
consequently devoted twelve volumes to 
the minute exposition of its inner mean
ing. The significance, value, and general 
bearing of these writings cannot be dwelt 
on in this article, but will be treated in due 
source. 

His doctrine o( Jehovahaa the God from 
eternity and his final incarnation aa the 
Lord of the Scriptures and the human race 
is one over which the greatest objections are 
raised. To Swedenborg's finding the God 
of the universe is no empty title or mere 
theoretic formula, but a verity more real 
and necessary to man's inner life than 
even the material sun to the planets of 
its system which are dependent thereon 
for power, enlightement and life. This 
great mystery of the ages is brought 
within the rational and philosophic grasp 
of the human mind, more nearly in the 
writings of Swedenborg than in any other 
source with which we are familiar. Wheth
er this doctrine is a mere survival and 
reflex of the religious environment of his 
times can be best determined after giving 
him a fair hearing, we therefore offer no 
opinion at this stage of the review, but 
will close this article with the following 
suggestive quotation on the office of the 
lungs and breath in matters of spiritual 
openness or seership. 

"Swedenborg" says one of his biogra
phers, "was gifted with peculiar powers 
of respiration. From childhood, when on 
his knees at prayer, and afterwards when 
engaged in profound meditation, he found 
that his natural respiration was for the 
time suspended. As we have seen in his 
work on the " Animal Kingdom," his at
tention to the correspondence between 
thought and respiration had been of long 
continuance, - probably from the fact 
that his own system supplied him such 
constant illustrations of its nature. This 
power of suspended respiration under 
deep thought, common to all men, was 
preternaturally developed in Swededborg. 
At this period he discovered the use to 
which these peculiar powers of his were 
to be applied ; for he writes: 'My respir
ation has been so formed by the Lord as 
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to enable me to breathe inwardly for a. 
long period of time, without the aid of the 
external air ; my respiration being direct
ed within, and my outward senses, a.s well 
as actions, still continuing ·in their vigor, 
which is only possible by persons so formed 
by the Lord. I have also been instructed 
that my breathing was so directetl, without 
my being aware of it, in order to enable 
me to be with spirits, and to speak with 
them.' 

Those who have studied mesmerism 
and clairvoyance ~ow many facts that 

confirm and illustrate this position of 
Swedenborg·s with regard to respiration; 
and it is quite evident that the Hindoo 
Yogis are capable of a similar state. 
There is this great difference, hQwever, 
between such instances and the case of 
Swedenborg, that his powers were natural 
and continuous in their exercise, and not 
sought after and induced by himself : 
while theirs are only occasional, and are 
frequently brought about by artificial 
means." 

THE EMPIRE OF MIND. 

THE" Science of Understanding" 
for this issue has for its opening 
thought the vast scope and propor
tions to which the human mind can 
unfold." Mind " says Mr. Cox, "is an 
Empire " and then proceeds to show 
how principalities, kingdoms, and re
publics are evolved from a. centre of 
human intelligence. Indeed the con
stituents and arrangements of the hu
man mind and nature in its evolution 
and government are interiorly more 
vast and wonderful than even the 
most populous empire. 

Says Prof. J. C. Zachos, Studies in 
ScieMe : " If the present system of te
legraphing were multiplied so as to include 
every town and hamlet in the country, 
yea, each be within the reach of every in
dividual as an operator, it would convey 
but a feeble illustration of the complica
tion, the number, the power, and the per
fect unity of a similar system in the hn
ma.n body. 

"WE have first in each individual cell 
a galvanic battery. There are countless 
millions of such cells in the human body, 
whose united force has never been esti
mated, but doubtless a million of tons 
would not approximate to the force they 
are exerting at any one instant of time. 
Each of these cells is provided with two 
nerves ; an afferent and an efferent nerve, 
a carrier to, and a carrier from, that cen
ter ; each, endowed with different func
tions by reason of the duality of force 
generated in each cell : a force of motion 
a.nd a force of sensation. A number of 
such cells and nerves may be combined 

and at a certain point of the circuit they 
make there a concentration and accumu
lation of power by a plexus and convolu
tion of these nerves, around a central 
substance called 'neureline ' -a granu
lated collection of particles that seem to 
take the place of the soft iron in the helix, 
for they are. always foand in the midst of 
these convoluted masses of nerves ; these 
masses are called ganglia. j they are the 
centers of nervous power and intelligence, 
connected each with some special group 
of functions ; associated by connecting 
nerves with each other, and having their 
central aud common connection in the 
large11t ganglion, called the brai.r ~ 

"No part of the system fails to be vis
ited by these nerves, and although they 
are not discoverable in every tissue, yet 
their presence is inferred, because their 
function is there -sensation or motion, 
or both. 

" We cannot at present enter into de
tails in enumerating the number, the 
structure, the special functions of these 
several ganglia, which might well be called 
the telegraphic stations of the body ; they 
vary from the size of a grain of sand, to 
that of the brain which fills the cavity of 
the skull. 

"But what shall we say of that princi
ple of intelligence which pervades every 
part of this complicated system ; which 
dwells in each of the thousand millions of 
cells, where the chemical laboratories are 
furnishing out of the crude materials of 
the food, the wonderful organisms of ev
ery part of the body? Intelligence and 
contrivance reign in every cell; combina
tion and co-operation are carried on 
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through the instrumentality of the ner
vous system. At the centres of co-opera
tion and power there seem to be placed 
higher forms of intelligence that govern 
the whole of the subordinate functions by 
some unitary plan, governing thns the 
functions of the h61Port, or the liver, or the 
lungs. Finally, for the moral and social 
exigencies of man, there is provided an 
enormous centralization of co-operative 
intelligences and powers, that seem to 
have their seat in the brain ; but it is a 
republic and not a monarchy ; every in
dividual cell in the body has its represent
ative there, mediately or immediately ; 
every one contributes to the welfare of the 
whole, and can not be denied its rights, 
or be neglectful of its duties, without in
jury, in that proportion, to the whole re
public. 

" There is a subtle and indefinable 
health beyond that of the stomach and 
muscular powers ; a man may be torpid 
in moral brain and intellectual functions, 
who yet has an excellent appetite and can 
do the work of an ox. This is not usually 
regart\ed as sickness, or needing any phys· 

iological treatment. But it is as much 
so as the grossest form of sickness. A 
man's temper and disposition may be the 
only evidence that his liver is out of order. 
A paroxysm of rage may come from a 
diseased spleen, and many a murder, ar
son, and suicide, I doubt not, come from 
a defective hygiene. 

" Physiology is an integral pa'rt of the
ology. Sanitary reforms lie at the foun
dation of moral reforms. Christianity is 
health, and the means of escaping disease. 

" No delusion is so vain as to suppose 
that this world is ever to be christianized, 
society purified and exalted, man saved 
and brought to the divine likeness, while 
a thousand forms of disease prey upon his 
vitals, cloud his moral perceptions, enfee
ble or exasperate his will, ova"Whelm him 
with pain and confusion, even in the 
midst of his noblest designs ; and all this, 
because he knows not, or respects not suf
ficiently, the laws of his physical nature, 
the subtle powers and mechanism of which 
are as divine in their origin and inflexible 
in their character as any that govern the 
soul." 

HEART HUNGER. 

ON page 347 of THE ESOTERIC for 
April, I read : " Soul~ickness and heart
hunger is an awful experience ; how many 
true men and women have gone down to 
the grave in silence through heart-cold 
and indifferentism, where the shivering 
naked soul that has been cut to the quick 
by human selfishness and wrong, suffering 
in silence, passes out into Eternity, dying 
for a little warmth and kindness." 

I felt like copying the following expres
sion of thought, written some years ago, 
more from the heart than the head or intel
lect ; and sending them to the author of 

_ " Metaphysics " through the columns of 
. THE ESOTERIC. 

INSPIRATION. 

0 touch my pen this morning with inspir
ation' :1 fire, 

Teach me to write the story of a soul's in
tense desire ! 

Tell me why souls must hunger and lan
guish as they go, 

And why the spirit thirsteth, while crystal 
waters flo"' ? 

A little child once whispered, in lisping 
accents sweet, 

" Don't talk to me, dear Papa,-I'm hun
gry and must eat ! " 

And while she sat in silence and ate her 
milk and· bread, 

I gathered inspiration from what the prat
tler said. 

I too have been so hungry I did not wish 
to speak, 

But pain would sit in silence, if bread I 
found to eat ; 

The milk of human kindness when poured 
into life's bowl. 

Is often skimmed so closely it starves the 
human soul. 

There's milk for babes a plenty, and meat 
for some, it seems, 

But 0, I want a little of the rich and yel
low cream I 

Something that I can relish, all free from 
taint and mold, 

To strengthen and to nourish the fibres of 
the soul. 

• • • • • • • • • • 
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Nor are they satisfying, the quickly paa&
ing showen 

That tremble for a moment in burning 
souls like oun ; 

But there's a living fountain within the 
human breast 

That like the bolling geyser will never, 
never rest, 

Until the oil of gladness, of sympathy, and 
peace, 

Is poured into the fountain to bid ita tu
mult cease. 

Our human hearts are selfish, and human 
love is vain, 

So angels guard the fountain from earthly 
taint and stain. · 

In ignorance we murmur, and wonder 
w .( 4 'tis so, 

But God has set the boundary, and will 
not let it go. 

So human souls go hungering and thint
ing on the way, 

Till they have cast the garment of selfish
ness away. 

While selfish paesiona gather like frost
drops on the soul, 

We look in vain for nectar within life's 
flowing bowl. 

The wine of human passions intoxicates 
the breath, 

And leads the human spirit into the vale 
of death. 

But, by-and-by the angel will roll away 
the stone 

And to the living fountain bid evary spirit 
come. 

Then all may taste the waten, high on 
the mount above, 

When they have learned to cherish the 
Soul's u11selfish love. 

ABBEY E. Cur.v:u. 

EDITORIAL NOTES. 

·wE this month commence on page 
427 the first installment of a new se
ries of translations from J. Kerning's 
"Roads to Immortality." There is a 
rare vein of spiritual philosophy and 
practical teaching pervading the writ
IDI=,>'S of this master of occultism. 

As many have expreAsed a desire 
to bind and preserve THE EsoTERIC, 
we have supplied with this number a 
title page and contents for the year, 
whieh your binder can insert in its 
proper place. We are prepared to 
supply bound volumes at $2.00 post 
paid. Such as desire may send their 
EsoTERICS to us and have them bound 
uniform with our special cover design. 
The cost for binding and return post
age on the volume will be 7 5 cents, 
which should be sent with the order. 

PROF. HIRA)I E. BuTLER lectured 
at Bridgeport, Ct., Sunday, May 20th. 
Dr. J. C. Street, the popular oriental 
student and traveller, supplying his 
place in the afternoon, spoke to THE 
SociETY EsoTERIC on Re-incarnation. 
The Doctor handled the subject in 
an able and entertaining manner. 
Prof. H. B. Philbrook of Chieago oc-

• 

copied the platform in the 6vening, 
his subject being "What is the Mind?" 
Though his theme may sound some
what dry and hackneyed, such would 
in no sense apply to the discourse it
self which was original in the philos
ophy advanced, and brilliant in its 
form of presentation, and left an ear
nest desire on the part of the audience 
to arrange for another lecture at an 
early day. 

WE acknowledge the receipt of 
" The Way, the Truth, and the Life. 
A hand book of Christian Theos
ophy" by J. H. Dewey, M. D. From 
what glances we have thus far been 
able to give the work we are very fay. 
orably impressed, and being acquaint
ed with the author and his views we 
can recommend the work with a high 
degree of confidence. Its aim is to 
present a "New Education in Heal
mg and Psychic Culture" based upon 
the " Ideal and Method of the Christ?" 
We shall review the work as soon as · 
opportunity presents ; in the mean
while, we would refer our readers to 
our advertising columns for fur
ther particulars. 
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THE present number constitutes 
the twelfth EsOTERIC iBBued and com
pletes our first volume. We have 
consequently been with many of you 
now for one year, and you have had 
somewhat of an opportunity to form 
a.n opinion from the past what may be 
expected in the future. It should not, 
however, be inferred that we are con
tent to hold up the past as a criterion 
wholly satisfactory to ourselves, or as 
one that we would ask our subscrib
ers to regard or accept as the meas
ure of the future. We have done 
what we could under the circumstan
ces. but it is an esoteric doctrine that 
substantial internal growth comes by 
a natural law to the seeker, render
ing him in time superior to those ob
structing conditions which are the al
most inevitable environment, in their 
earlier stages, of all movements or 
undertakings of a spiritual nature. 
Not that we can expect obstacles to 
disappear wholly, but rather that in
ternal power and understanding are 
incl'$lSed. The strong wind lifts and 
'bears heavy impediments with ease 
while a feather will fall to the ground 
in still air. We have now established 
a centre of thought and action, and 
our experience thus far gives us the 
assurance that the forthcoming volume 

will be a marked improvement on the 
one already furnished. 

We started out with the idea of a 
lofty ideal present in the atmosphere 
·of the earth, that was pressing for 
embodiment ; that there were cyclic 
periods and epochs of special over
shadowing, and that we were entering 
one of those higher electric whirls 
destined to greatly change the polar
ity or tendency of the race. We shall 
continue in this line of thought, sup
plying practical means and methods 
wherewith to aid all in the realization 
of the lofty possibilities within reach 
of the individual and race. We 
shall introduce suitab]e biographical 
and historical episodes to serve as in
structing and interesting illustrations 
of the esoteric teachings. We shall 
also seek to promote the health and 
mental culture of our readers by in
forming them of the most needed facts 
of demonstrated science, being mind
ful .of the needs of a renewed body as 
the necessary complement of a re
newed or quickened soul. In short, 
we are getting down to foundation 
work, and want to make a " new cov
enant" with our subscribers and have 
them all start in on the second round 
of the cycle. 

UNITY OF DESIRE. 

In the last issue we asked all per
sons to unite , with us in soul prayer 
for perfection of self, that God's do
minion might begin in us, first as in
di "iduals ; then, when united to the 
one Mind andWill, all will be in uni
son. As we have seen in our May 
number that the thought in the Lord's 
prayer was the central one in the ob
ject of Creation, let us continue with 
one accord, that we may inspire from 
the Heavens the pure Spirit of God
likeness, until the earth be" deluged," 
this time by Spirit, as it was in 
Noah's time by water. 

Space, or separation in the body, 

amounts to but little; there were many 
among those who sat with us the first 

-Wednesday evening, that, though their 
bodies were far away, realised that 
they were not alone. In order that 
we all sit at the same hour, we herewith 
give a table of time for the chief 
places, so that, if all take the time of 
the locality nearest to them, mentioned 
in the table they will be sitting, at the 
same time with us. 

When it is 8 p. m. at Boeton, Mass., it is Rt 
Augusta, Maine. 8.05 p. m. 
Austin, Teua. 6.16 p. m. 
Baltimore, MeL 7.40 p. m. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 7.27 p. m 
Columbus, Ohio. 6. 70 p. m. 
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ColiiiDbia,_ 8, o. 
Chi '· m. 
r>e:r''Micb. 
Dover,i:>!laWIIft. 
Ft. Kearney, Neb. 
Frankfort, KI. 
Harriablll'K, Pa. 
lndiauapolis, Ind. 
London, Eng. 
Little Rock Ark. 
Memphis, Tenn. 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
Mobile, .Ala. 
Nashville, Tenn, 
New Haven, CoDD. 
Newport, R. L 
New York City. 

7.20 p. m. 
6.52 p. m. 
7.10 p. m. 
7.41 p. m. 
6.06 p. m. 
7.06 p. m. 
7.85 p. m. 
7.00 p.m. 

12.43 .. m. 
6.85 p. m. 
6.43 p.m. 

6.00 p. m. 
6.00 p.m. 
6.55 P· m. 
700 p.m. 
8,00 p.m. 
7.47 p, m. 

New Orleana, La. 
Norfolk, Va. 
Omaha,. Neb. 
Ottawa, Canada. 
Phildelphia, Penn. 
Pittab~Penn. 
Salem, n. 
Savannah, a. 
St. Louie, .Mo. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Sioux Falla, Dakota. 
San Fl'IIDCiaco, CaL 
Tallaheeeee, Fla. 
Walla Walla, Waah. Ter. 
Washington, D. C. 
Wilmington, N. C. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

June,] 

6.48 p.m. 
7.37. p. m. 
6.10 p. m. 
7.40 p.m. 
7.43 p.m. 
7.23 p. m. 
4.32 P· .JD· 
7.20 p.m. 
6.43 p.m. 
6.30 p.m. 
5.15. p.m. 
6.20 p.m. 
4.33 p. m. 
7.05 p.m. 
3.50p.m. 
7.83 p. m. 
7.31 p.m. 

To Tim EDITORS OJo Tim EsoTBBIO. .Ana. (1) We agree with you in the 
DEAR SIBS : - necessity of regeneration. When gold 

TJm EsoTBBIO seems to be gov- and b1'8.88 are placed s~\, side, even 
erned, as many publications are, by the the inexperienced can · Y decide on 
principle of giving room to different shades their qualities. 
of opinion,- a method against which I (:&) All those movements are serving a 
have no objection. Only sometimes I, use, and are necessities of the age ; but 
for one, would like to know your views in they are contending parties, struggling for 
cases when those of your contributors do the mastery (See Isaiah chap. xlv. 
not seem to agree sufficiently with your verses 9th & 10th). If those who are !a
own teachings. I read, for instance, in boring for those God-like attainments en
the May nwnber, page 406: gage in such interests, they at once ally 

" The regeneration of parenthood will themselves with their body and imbibe 
make individual regeneration unneees- their spirit, which will produce a restless 

, irritability, hindering spiritual attainment. sary. Our 
Can you accept that in the sense it is motto is : Reform 1Mn and fiJ017&Ma, 

understood in the article in question ? then Society and Government will ref01"'116 
To me it seems that the most favorably tMmselves. 
generated, gestated, born, and educated The new and Divine order is like a 
person will still have to regenerate him grain of mustard-seed growing from in
or herself, if we understand the aim of re- terior qualities, drawing from the sunlight 
generation to 1Je Perfection or .A.~ of God's own harmonious nature; and 
ment. (1) will grow until it fills the whole earth. 

This however, only as an example. NuMEROUS questions have been asked 
For what I really wish you to tell me is concerning the word drill for developing 
this : What is your position as reformers ? .- will power and psychic force, as given in 
-What position do you take towards the October number. Without specifying 
other humanitarian movements, such as the different questioners we will say in 
W~man's Rights, Socialism, Temperance, brief that the words are to be vibrated, 
Free Soil, etc. ? -Do you hold it is not that is, thought silently and consecutively 
good for a person desirous of self-perfec- in the mind. The exercise is intended as 
tion, to sympathize with such move- & species of quiet mental gymnastics, as a 
ments ? (2) means of acquiring the habit of concen-

I think that by answering these ques- tration and controling motion in different 
tions, you would not only do an import- parts of the brain. The words serve the 
a.nt favor to your readers, but also benefit mind as an incentive to systematic drill, 
your own work. For I feel that you are somewhat as dumb bells are employed by 
on the right track, but am not able to de- the hands. The subject of will and pay
fine your !'tandpoint as clearly as I desire. chic development is 81so being considered 

Yours Truly, C. W. under the head of "Practical Instruction." 
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1888.] Notiu. - Club P~.- Athertisementa .. 

NOTIC.& 
FoB the benefit of those whose attention 

ia for the tlrat time called to TJDII Eso
DBIO, we wonld state that it hae already 
pueed beyond ita uperimentalstage, and 
ia an aaaured succesa; and were this not 
the cue, the money is set apart to issue it, 
whether or no, for two years, therefore 
subscriptions may be forwarded without 
the shadow of doubt or hesitation. Those 
who receive this sample number, will un
derstand that we wish to make their more 
intimate acquaintance ; we desire to place 
their names upon our subscription boob, 
aa we are confidant that we can do them 
many times the good in the course of the 
coming year that the subscription will 
eoat them. Man's mission on earth is an 
important one, and self-knowl~e is not 
ouly a pririlege, but an 8868ntial duty. 
We want you to join ns in ita punuit, and 
ahall conacientiou8ly do our best to aid 
you in climbing the heights of mental and 
spiritual attainment and power. Do not 
neglect or postpone the important matter, 
but make a beginning by at once, putting 
younelf on our subscription boob. TJDII 
EaoToxo for one year will cost yon but 
$1.50, including the "PB&n:cr W .A.Y" 
$3.00; it will be sent six months for 75 
eenta. Addreea Esoteric Publishing Co., 
(78 Shawmut Avenue, Boston, Ma.aa. 

Instruction in Healing. 

:rBOllll THE STANDPOINT OJ' 

Solar Biology, 
CONDUCTED BY 

KRS. BUTLER & MRS. DRURY. 
.A.T 

478 Shawmut Avenue, 

BOSTON. MASS. 
Tma l)'8tem aiforda apeclal aid to MDT.u. 

U..u 1[811 &Del all thOBe employing the oocult fol'0815 
.. a remedial agent, and alao renden all .,.tams 
of healiDg more practical and eftloient. 

This aoience ehowa the mental condition that 
pY8rD8, and ia governed by, each and every funo. 
tion of the hnmAD body, eo that, when we find a 
fauction m-.ed, we know what mental condition 
prod~ it, thu being enabled to know the an
tidote. 

New a- coDBtantly forming. For partio
alara apply Ott add.re. • aboTe. 

CLUB PREMIUMS. 
Anyone sending ua $4.50 for a club of 

three can have a folll"th subscription frfte 
of charge. 

To any subscriber who sends us $1.50, 
and one additional name, we will send the 
pamphlet of "'fwm.VB liANmcB OJ' PJ:o
PLB," or any fifty-cent book in our list. 

For $3.00 and two new subscriben 
we will send any $1.00 book you may 
select. 

For $4.50 and three new subscribers we 
will send Prof. Butler's "SEVBN CB:s
.A.TIVB PBINCIPLEB" or ita equivalent in 
other books. 

For $6.00 and four subscrihP- we will 
send "Tm!: PEBn:cr WAY." 

For $12.00 and eight suhiiCriben we will 
send "Soi.A.R BIOLOGY." 

The names can be all sent at one time 
or if forwarded as secured, they will be 
placed to the sender's credit until the num 
ber is complete. Where members of a 
club desire "THB Pun:cr WAY " $1.50 
extra should be sent for each copy re 
quired. 

Make checks and money ol'ders paya
ble to The Esoteric Publishing Company, 
instead of to individual members of the 
Company. 

SOCIETY EBOTERIO. 
Tml object of this Sooiet1 ia to promote ~ 

teric Culture &Del 'Theoaophic Reeearch, the aim 
being to UDi.te the leading minds of all depart. 
menta of adYIIDiled thought in a concerted, practi
cal effort to increue light, mnltiplf knowledge, 
and intellllify aonl.Jife, to the end of makina- the 
individual11Dperior to present conditiona ana en
vironmenta, thu butening the triumph of mind 
onr matter through ~ental kDowledgvand 
penoual conjUJICtion Wlth GoD TRB <bonP<marr 
AMD LOJOJ(OOI SoUL of the Universe • 

To this end regular lectures are delivered &Del 
Cl-. illlltruoted, also Systematic Re.ding ad
viled and Week1y ConfereDCeB held. 

Membership Fee, $1.00; with 25 eta. monthly 
dnea for 8Dpport of the work. 

'Thoae at a diatance can become correaponclin« 
membel'l on payment of a registration fee of ISO 
eta., with monthly dues of lOots., payable qDIII'
terly in advance. Corresponding members will 
be kept advised by oiroulara iaaned monthly, or 
oftener when required, of books to be read, and 
studies ~UJ'IIDed &o. Letters and queries requir
ing lpecia1 &DBWer ehonld be aocompanied with 
one or more two-cent stamps to conr expeD888 of 
return letter. A.~ 

PRESIDENT OF SOCIETY ESOTERIC· 
4'78 Shawmut AYeDue, Boatou, Mua. 
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+-P.ISCES-+ 
~ TL\Dl& ~ 

TOILBT~POWDBR. 
~ loiARK. ~ 

THE ONLY REMEDY 

For the effectual Prevention of All oopleaaaot odors 
arl•ing from Peraplrutlon of tbe Feet or Arm pita. A 
very -ntlal acqolaltlon to the toilet of aoy lady or 
pnUemao. Try It onee aod yon will be convinced. 

PRICE, 50 CENTS A BOX. 

Sent by mall on receipt of prlee. A few ladlee aod 
pntlemen wanted to act aa agent•. 

PISCES TOll.ET COMPANY, 
BOSTON, MASS. 

J OHNSON'S UNIVERSAL CYCLOPEDIA 
ia a whole library of Ulli.versal knowledge 

from the peDS of the ablest acholara in America 
and Europe. It ia accepted aa high authority in 
om leading colleges. It ia not for the few, like 
Appleton's, the Britannica, or the International, 
but for all It has just been thoroughly revised 
at a oost of over t&>,OOO, and three yeare' labor 
by forty editors, and over 2,000 renowned con
tributors. It ia in eight conveoieot-eized volumes. 
No father can give to hia child at achool, or hia 
100 or daughter jDBt entering the arena of life, 
anything that will be of more pel'lll&ll8nt benefit. 
It ia an education supplementary to that of the 
IOhoola. .A.ddreea, for particulara and terms, 

A. J. J 0 H N S 0 N & C 0., 
11 Great Jones St., New York. 
muatrated Pamily Gymnaalum. 

Containing the m~. improved methode of ap
plying Gymnastic, Caliatheoio, Kineaipathio and 
V ooal Exeroiaee to the Development of the Bod
ily Organs, the invigoration of their funotiooa, 
th6 preservation of Heal~ and the Cure of Di
-.e and Deformities. With numeroUB illDBtra
QOD& 12mo, 215 pp. MDBlin, $1.25. 

Phlloaophy of Eleotrloal Payohology 
In Twelve 1eotorea. By Dr. Doda. Valu
able information conoeroiog the philoeophy 
and mode of prodnoing peyoolOifloal phe
aomena are here given in leoturea, whioh, when 
delivered in the Capital of the United States, 
attracted the attention of the mOIIt diatinguiahed 
men in the nation. Cloth. • • • • • • • • •1.25 

Eeoteric Buddhiam, by A. P. Sbulett. 
Contaota : I. FMoterio Teachers. IL The 
CoDBtitntion of llan. III. The Planetary 
Chain. IV. The World Periods. V. Deva
ohao. VI. Kama Locha. VIIL The Homan 
Tide Wave. VIII. The Progre. of Human
ity. IX. Buddha. X. Ni.rvaoL XL The 
Univ81'118. XIL The Dootrine Reviewed. 
Cloth ...•••• . ...•...••.••• 1.25 

Bow to Magnetise ; or, lllagnetlam 
and Clairvoyance. A Practical Treatise Oil the 
Cboioa, ~ent, and Capabilities of Sub
jects, with IDatructioDB ou the Method of 
Procedure, eto. By Jantes Victor Wil.aa. 
Paper ••..••.•••••••••• • •• 25c. 

The Man Wonderful in the Bouae 
Baautiful. A Fascinating Book, llluatntiDg 
Physiology. "It ahould be on the desk of every 
teacher in the land." An Allegory. TeachiDg 
Physiology and Hygiene, and the effects of Stim
ulants and Narcotica. By Drs. C. B. & Mary A. 
Allen. Membere of Broome County (N. Y.) 
Medical Society. Fully Illustrated. Price only 
$1.50. The Beat P088ible Aid in Teaching 
Physiology. 

Paychometry and '!l'hought-'l'ranafer
enoe, with Practioal Hints for experimellta. 
By N. C., F. T.S., and an introduction by 
Henry S. Olcott, F. T.S. Tella what psyebom.. 
etry and thought-transference is, with -a ~ 
tory of discovery and application. Ten. 
about the aatral light, nerve aura, etc. How 
iuoloat thoughts are recorded, preserved, and 
recalled. IllDBtratioDB for peyohometriziag 
aheU.., fa.ril.s, letters, books, personal objecta, 
drugs, diseaaea, eto. How to find and train a 
peychometer. Hinta for conducting experi
ments, ohoice of object. Thought-tranafenmce, 
how to develop the faoulty. V arioaa eumpla 
and exerciaee, with valuable American ap-
pendix. Paper • • • • . . • • • . . • • • • 30c. 

Re-incarnation; A Study of Forgot
ten Truth. By E. D. Walker. Chap. I-What 
ia Re-incarnation? Chap. II-Westem Evide. 
cee of Re-mcaroatioo. Chap. 111-Weatero Ob
jactiooa to Re-incarnation. Chap. IV-W 8lltem 
Authors Upon Re-incarnation. Chap. V-,Weft.. 
em Poets Upon Re-incanmtion. Chap. VI-&. 
incarnation Among the A.noieota. Chap._YII
Re-incaroation in the Bible. Chap. VIII-&. 
inoarnation in Early Christendom. Chap. IX
Re-incarnatioo in the Eaat To-day. Chap. X
Eutem Poetry of Re-i.ncal'llatioo. Chap. XI
F.oterio Poetry of Re-inoaroatioo. Chap. Xli
Transmigration Through Ani mala. Chap. Xlll"7 
Death, Heaven, and Hell. What then of? ~ 
XIV-Karma, the Companion Truth of ~ 
nation. ApJIOIIdh-Bibliography of ~-luoa~t~a
tioo. Pp. Mo. Cloth. •uo 

Pre-Glaclallllan and the .Aryan Race. 
A History of Creation and the lfuth Place Uld 
Wan~ of Mao in Central .A..ia, from B. C, 
82,500 to B. C. 8,000. With a Hiatory of tbe 
Aryan Race, commencing B. C. 16,000, their 
rise and p~, and the promulgation of the lint 
revelation; their Spiritual Deoline, aad the 0.. 
atruotiou of the Nation. B. C. 3, 705; The lolOIId 
of the Turaoians, and the Soatteriog af the 
Remnaota of the a-, B. C. 4,804, M deoipherecl 
from a very Ancient Document. Alao an -
position of the law ~ the FormatiOil ucl 
Dmation of the Glaoial Penod, and a record al 
ita effeots on Man, and on the oooflglrratiOil of 
the Globe. A chapter on the Delage: Ita c-_ 
Locality, and Extent; 
By Lorenzo Burge. Cloth, • • • • • $1.00 

ESO'l'IJRIC P11BLISBD.fG CO .. 
478 Shawmut Avenue, BOIItou, Maa 
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